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Foreword
Welcome to DAFx-15 in Trondheim

It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the 18th International Conference on
Digital Audio Effects in Trondheim, Norway from Monday November 30 to Thursday
December 3, 2015. For the first time the DAFx conference series revisits a host city, 16
years after Trondheim hosted the 2nd DAFx conference in 1999 at the Norwegian University
of Science and Technology (NTNU), organized primarily by the Department of Electronics
and Telecommunications. Since then the Department of Music has established an ambitious
Music Technology group and the two departments are jointly hosting this year’s edition of
the DAFx conference. We hope that you will sense an inspiring mix of music and audio
technology in the program that we present.

DAFx-15 offers four days of scientific program intermingled with concerts and social
events. The bulk of the conference consists of 61 papers selected for presentation Tuesday
through Thursday: 31 oral presentations and 30 poster presentations. We have organized
the oral presentations in 11 sessions, covering topics such as virtual analog, sound synthesis,
audio analysis, physical modelling, spatial audio, audio coding, speech applications and
audio effects. The posters are deliberately not organized into topics to favor exchanges
between scientists of the same field of research. There are 10 poster presentations each
day, including two short announcement sessions in the auditorium.

We wanted the conference to reflect how advances in audio technology finds application
in music performance and specifically asked for contributions related to real-time appli-
cations of digital audio processing. This theme have not made a strong impact on the
contributed papers, but we have strengthened it through keynotes and tutorials. We have
invited three distinguished keynote speakers to kick off each conference day with an in-
spiring talk. On Tuesday, the merited artist and researcher Marije Baalman will discuss
digital audio as open source hardware and software in a performance context, and she will
return as performer at the evening concert. On Wednesday, the brilliant young researcher
Kurt Wegner will present status quo on wave digital audio effects at CCRMA in a keynote
prepared with Julius Smith. Finally, Dr Franz Zotter from IEM, Graz, and chair of a prize-
winning initiative on virtual acoustics within the German acoustical society, will present a
keynote on Ambisonics audio effects on Thursday.

Three tutorials launches the conference on Monday. Peter Svensson, professor of elec-
troacoustics at NTNU, starts with a tutorial on “Sound field modeling for virtual acous-
tics”. Professors Øyvind Brandtsegg and Trond Engum will follow with a tutorial/musical
demonstration of “Cross-adaptive effects and real-time creative use” together with invited
musicians. The third tutorial will be given by Xavier Serra who will present the AudioCom-
mons initiative that “aims at bringing Creative Commons audio content to the creative
industries”.

There will be several musical contributions during the conference, but the main concert
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event is held on Tuesday evening at Rockheim, the national museum of popular music.
The social program also includes a welcome reception on Monday evening, right next to
Nidaros cathedral, Norway’s national sanctuary and it concludes with a conference dinner
on Wednesday at the idyllic Ringve Museum, the national music museum.

We are proud to present to you the proceedings of DAFx-15. From this year on the
publication is registered as an annual serial publication with an ISSN number. We hope
this will make it even more attractive to contribute to future DAFx conferences. We have
to thank all the great people that helped us make this year’s conference happen, including
the local organization team, all the reviewers from the DAFx-15 programme committee and
the DAFx board members. Warm thanks go to the organizers of DAFx-13 and DAFx-14,
who have been very helpful and responsive to our questions along the way. We would also
like to extend our thanks to this years sponsors: Native Instruments GmbH, Audiokinetic
Inc., Soundtoys Inc., Ableton AG and Aalberg Audio AS, and to our supportive institution,
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU).

But most of all we would like to thank the DAFx community who makes these confer-
ences possible by contributing great scientific work and enlightened discussions whenever
we meet. We hope that DAFx-15 can play a similar role as earlier conferences in stimu-
lating progress in the field of digital audio. When we presented our idea of DAFx-15 last
year, we promised cold, darkness and snow. As we write these words, the first snow is
falling heavily in the cold winter dark, so we will most likely keep our promise. Now it is
all up to you, researchers, authors and participants at DAFx-15 to make this a memorable
conference!
Welcome to Trondheim!

The DAFx-15 conference committee
Sigurd Saue (Music Technology): General Chair
Jan Tro (Electronics and Telecommunications): Vice Chair, Social program
Peter Svensson (Electronics and Telecommunications): Program Chair
Ulf Kristiansen (Electronics and Telecommunications): Program Co-chair
Øyvind Brandtsegg (Music Technology): Concerts Coordinator
Tim Cato Netland (Electronics and Telecommunications): Technical Coordinator
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Tutorials

Peter Svensson: Sound field modeling for virtual acoustics

Abstract The terms virtual acoustics and auralization have been used for around 20
years for the generation of computer simulations of sound fields that can be listened to.
This tutorial will give a brief overview over the components involved: the source modeling,
the modeling of an environment via an impulse response, and the rendering stage. The
focus will be on the modeling og environments, with the categories of physical modeling
and perceptual modeling. Furthermore, the physical modeling can be done by accurately
solving the wave equation, or by geometrical-acoustics based methods. Possibilities and
limitations with these methods will be discussed, demonstrating the various reflection
components of specular reflection, diffuse reflection, and diffraction. Examples will be
shown using the authors Matlab Edge diffraction toolbox for generating animations of
these phenomena.

Øyvind Brandtsegg and Trond Engum: Cross-adaptive effects and
realtime creative use

Abstract Adaptive effects and modulations have been researched during the last two
decades within the DAFx community, and cross-adaptive effects have been utilized for au-
tonomous mixing and related applications. Current research into cross adaptive effects for
creative use in realtime applications has led to the development of methods to incorporate
these techniques into regular DAWs for audio production and performance. The tutorial
will give insight into these methods, with practical examples on how to incorporate the
tools in a DAW based workflow. Examples of use within live performance will also be
presented.

Xavier Serra: The AudioCommons Initiative and the technologies
for facilitating the reuse of open audio content

Abstract Significant amounts of user-generated audio content, such as sound effects,
musical samples and music pieces, are uploaded to online repositories and made available
under open licenses. Moreover, a constantly increasing amount of multimedia content,
originally released with traditional licenses, is becoming public domain as its license expires.
Nevertheless, this content is not much used in professional productions. There is still a
lack of familiarity and understanding of the legal context of all this open content, but there
are also problems related with its accessibility. A big percentage of this content remains
unreachable either because is not published online or because it is not well organised and
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annotated. With the Audio Commons Initiative we want to promote the use of open audio
content and to develop technologies with which to support the ecosystem composed by
content repositories, production tools and users. These technologies should enable the
reuse of this audio material, facilitating its integration in the production workflows used
by the creative industries. In this workshop we will go over the core ideas behind this
initiative, then overview the existing audio repositories, technologies and production tools
related to it, and finally outline the planned tasks to address the challenges posed by the
initiative.
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Keynote 1

Marije Baalman: Digital Audio Out of the Box - Digital Audio
Effects in Art and Experimental Music

Abstract While since the late 1990’s laptops have become a common element in electronic
music on stage, in recent years there is a move away again from the laptop, towards
dedicated devices that perform one particular task. With the advent of platforms such
as the BeagleBone, Raspberry Pi, but also Arduino, efficient computing of digital audio
has found a large interest amongst artists who create their own instruments or sounding
objects, usually within the context of open source software and hardware. In this talk I
will show various examples of these applications of digital audio in the field of art and
experimental music; and discuss how their development and discourse is embedded in the
open source movement.
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Sadjad Siddiq

Advanced Technology Division,
Square Enix Co., Ltd.

Tokyo, Japan

Granular sounds are commonly used in video games but the con-
ventional approach of using recorded samples does not allow sound
designers to modify these sounds. In this paper we present a tech-
nique to synthesize granular sound whose tone color lies at an arbi-
trary point between two given granular sound samples. We first ex-
tract grains and noise profiles from the recordings, morph between
them and finally synthesize sound using the morphed data. Dur-
ing sound synthesis a number of parameters, such as the number of
grains per second or the loudness distribution of the grains, can be
altered to vary the sound. The proposed method does not only al-
low to create new sounds in real-time, it also drastically reduces the
memory footprint of granular sounds by reducing a long recording
to a few hundred grains of a few milliseconds length each.

In previous work we described the morphing between simple im-
pact sounds [1]. In this paper we focus on morphing between com-
plex sounds that consist of a large amount of similar auditory events.
Examples of such sounds are the sound of rain, consisting of the
sound of thousands of rain drops hitting the ground; the sound of
running water, which is essentially the sound of thousands of res-
onating air bubbles in water [2]; the sound of popping fireworks or
the sound of breaking rock [3]. Since we use granular synthesis to
synthesise such sounds in real-time we call these sounds "granular
sounds" and the auditory events they consist of "grains".

Although such sounds are used extensively in video games,
they are rarely produced by granular synthesis. The most com-
mon approach is to rely on recorded samples, but this does not
give sound designers much control over the sound. Additionally
such samples are usually heavy on memory, because they must be
quite long to avoid repetitiveness. Using granular synthesis to cre-
ate such sounds from prerecorded or synthesized grains is a method
that is much lighter on memory and gives sound designers a lot of
freedom to modify the sound in multiple ways by modifying pa-
rameters of the synthesis [3].

Figure 1 summarizes the implementation of a simple granular
synthesizer. In granular synthesis signals are produced by mix-
ing grains. These grains are usually very short, in the range of
2 to 20 ms. The number of grains per second can be used as a
parameter to control the granularity of the sound. A low number
would allow the listener to perceive individual grains while a high
number would result in a large amount of grains overlapping each
other and create a signal close to white (or colored) noise. Before
mixing, grains are usually modified in a number of ways. In the

simplest case their amplitude is attenuated randomly. Depending
on the probability distribution of the attenuation factors, this can
have a very drastic effect on the granularity and tone color of the
produced sound. For a more detailed introduction to granular syn-
thesis refer to [4] or [5].

When using granular synthesis in video games, the synthesis
algorithm can be coupled to the physics engine to create realistic
sounds. To implement the sound of breaking rock, as introduced in
[3], we calculate the number of grains per second in the final mix
based on the number of collisions between rock fragments as calcu-
lated by the physics engine. Also the distribution of the attenuation
factors applied to the grains in the final mix is calculated based on
the magnitude of impacts in the physics engine. The sounds of rain
or running water can also be synthesized and controlled in a very
flexible way when using granular synthesis.

One reason why granular synthesis does not find widespread use
in video games might be the necessity to record or synthesize ap-
propriate grains. Recording can be problematic if the underlying
single sound events are very quiet, like small rain droplets hitting
the ground, or if they are hard to isolate, like resonating air bubbles
in water. Synthesis can solve this problem in some cases, but de-
riving synthesis models to create appropriate grain sounds can be
a time consuming process. In addition such models are often very
hard to parametrize and control due to their level of abstraction.

In the system described in this paper grains are extracted auto-
matically from short recorded samples of granular sounds to avoid
the aforementioned issues. Using these grains, sounds that are very
close to the original samples can be reproduced. To furnish sound
designers with a straight-forward tool enabling them to design a
variety of granular sounds, we combine automatic grain extrac-

,
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tion with sound morphing. By morphing between the grains that
have been extracted from two (or more) different recorded sam-
ples, sounds that lie perceptually at an arbitrary position between
these samples can be created. Although this approach has the lim-
itation that sound samples are needed to create sound - as opposed
to a system where grains are synthesized - it has the big advantage
that sound designers do not have to record grain sounds or deal
with complicated grain synthesis models. Instead they can use ex-
isting recordings of granular sounds as a starting point for sound
synthesis.

Several papers discuss automatic extraction of grains or other fea-
tures from granular sounds.

Bascou and Pottier [6] automatically detect the distribution and
pitch variation of grains in granular sounds. However, the grains
they are working with are extracted manually. Their algorithm
works by detecting pitch-shifted versions of these grains in the
spectrogram of a signal.

Lee et al. [7] extract grains from audio signals based on sudden
changes in the energy content of the spectrum, expressed as spec-
tral flux between neighbouring frames. These grains are then used
to resynthesize a signal in which the distribution of the extracted
grains over time can be modified. To fill gaps between grains that
are caused by a different distribution, grains are made longer by
using linear prediction. Gaps can also be filled by concatenating
similar grains. In their study grains do not overlap.

Schwarz et al. [8] extract grains from audio and arrange them
in multidimensional space according to several features describing
their tone color. Grains are extracted by splitting the input signal
at parts that are silent or based on high-frequency content of the
signal. The software tool CataRT [9], developed by the authors, al-
lows users to generate sound by navigation through the tone color
space, moving between groups of similar grains. This comes close
to morphing between sounds, but requires users to provide appro-
priate grains for all needed tone colors.

Lu et al. [10] implement sound texture synthesis using gran-
ular synthesis. They extract grains from an input signal based on
MFCC-similarity measurement between short frames. Grains are
varied in various ways during resynthesis to create variations of the
sound.

The extracted grains used by Lu et al. [10] are between 0.3 s
and 1.2 s long and thus much longer than the grains used in our
method. Also Fröjd and Horner [11] cut the input signal into grains
("blocks") with a comparatively large optimal length of 2 s. The
advantage of long grains as used in these studies is that micro struc-
tures of the sound can be captured in the grains. However, such
microstructures can not be changed during resynthesis.

The next section describes the technique used for automatic grain
extraction. Section 3 gives an overview on how sound can be syn-
thesized from the extracted grains. The method used for morphing
between granular sounds is described in section 4. Results of syn-
thesis andmorphing are reported in the last section. A link to sound
samples is provided.

In granular sounds that consist of a very dense pattern of grains,
most of these converge to noise and only the louder ones can be per-
ceived separately. To improve the quality of the extracted grains,
we first remove this noise by spectral subtraction (see [12] for a
detailed introduction).

To determine the spectrum of the noise to be removed, the sam-
ple is first cut into overlapping frames. We use frames of 1024
samples that are extracted from the signal at increments of 32 sam-
ples. The reason for choosing a small increment is to maximize the
number of extracted frames, since the loudest 85 % of all frames
are rejected later. This was found to be a simple measure to reduce
the number of frames containing loud and short bursts, which are
typically found in granular sounds. A small overlap is also needed
to ensure quality in the resynthesized signal after noise subtraction.
After applying a Hamming window each frame is transformed to
the frequency domain using a FFT of sizeN , which is equal to the
frame length. Then the amplitude spectrum of each frame is cal-
culated. The spectra are smoothed by applying a FIR filter whose
impulse response is a Gaussian calculated by the equation

h[n] = a · e
� (n�b)2

2c2 ,

where n = [0, 1, ..., 33], a is a normalization constant so thatP
h[n] = 1, b = 16 and c = 3.
The energy e[m] of each frame m is calculated as

e[m] =

N /2+1X

n=0

Sa[m, n]2,

where Sa[m, n] is the amplitude of the frequency bin n in the
smoothed spectrum of frame m.

To avoid loud sound events that distort the extracted noise spec-
trum, only the quietest 15 % of all frames are used to calculate the
noise spectrum Sn, which is calculated as the average amplitude
spectrum of these frames.

To reconstruct the signal with reduced noise, the noise spec-
trum Sn is first subtracted from the amplitude spectra Sa of each
frame, setting all bins to zero where the amplitude of the noise
spectrum is higher:

S0
a[m, n] =

8
><
>:

Sa[m, n]� Sn[n], if Sa[m, n] > Sn[n]

0, if Sa[m, n]  Sn[n]

Then the amplitude spectra with reduced noise S0
a are applied

to the complex FFT coefficients S[m, n] of each frame after nor-
malizing them.

Sc[m, n] = S0
a[m, n]

S[m, n]

Sa[m, n]
,where n = 0, 1, ..., N /2

The second half of the FFT coefficients, i.e. the frequency binsn =
N /2 + 1, ..., N � 1 of all frames are obtained by mirroring the
complex conjugate:

Sc[m, n] = S⇤
c [m, N � n],where n =

N

2
+ 1, ..., N � 1

,
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The resulting complex spectra are then transformed to the time do-
main using the inverse FFT and overlapped according to the way
the frames where extracted initially, which yields the signal with
reduced noise sc[t].

The noise spectrum Sn is also used when resynthesizing the
sound and when morphing between different sounds.

The grains are extracted from the loudest parts of the signal sc[t].
The loudest parts are found by looking at its smoothed envelope g[t].
The envelope g0[t] is obtained using ŝc[t], the Hilbert transform of
the signal and its complex conjugate ŝ⇤c [t]:

g0[t] =
p

ŝc[t] · ŝ⇤c [t]

The smoothed envelope g[t] is obtained by applying a moving av-
erage of length 100.

As is shown in figure 2, the first grain is extracted from a win-
dow around the index ⌧ , which is the position of the global max-
imum of the envelope. The index ts of the first sample to be ex-
tracted and the index te of the last sample are determined by finding
the minima of the envelope that lie within a certain window around
⌧ . The window is defined by the variables ws and we, which de-
note the maximum number of samples between ⌧ and the start or
the end of the window respectively. The grain is thus extracted
between

ts = (g[t] : ⌧ � ws  t < ⌧) and

te = (g[t] : ⌧ < t  ⌧ + we).

The grain is stored in the grain waveform table but deleted
from the signal sc[t] and the envelope env[t] by setting both in
the range [ts, te] to zero. After this deletion the same algorithm is
reiterated to find the next grain. This is repeated until the user spec-
ified number of grains have been extracted or until the envelope is
all zero.

To reduce unwanted noise during later synthesis, the start and
end of all extracted grains are attenuated gradually so that jumps
in the final mix are avoided. This is done by attenuating with the
envelope a, which is defined as

a[t0] =

8
><
>:

4

q
t0

⌧�ts
, for ts  t < ⌧

4

q
1� t�⌧

te�⌧
, for ⌧  t  te

where t0 = t� ts.

To synthesize sound of arbitrary length that is similar to the orig-
inal sound from which noise and grains were extracted, we first
synthesize noise according to the noise spectrum Sn, which was
extracted as described in section 2.1. Then we add the extracted
grains to the noise signal.

The noise is generated by shaping white noise according to the
extracted noise spectrum Sn using multiplication of the spectra in
the frequency domain. After generating a block of white noise of
length N /2, i.e. half the length of the FFT used when creat-
ing the noise spectrum to avoid aliasing, it is padded with zeros
to form a block of N samples and transformed to the frequency
domain using the FFT, yielding the frequency domain white noise
signal R0[n]. Since the time domain signal was real valued, R0[n]
is symmetric and the multiplication only has to be applied to the
first half:

R[n] = Sn[n]R0[n],where 0  n  N /2

The product of this multiplication is mirrored to form the second
half of the frequency domain representation

R[n] = R⇤[N � n],where N /2 < n < N

The shaped noise is obtained by transforming R[n] back to the
time domain. To create longer noise signals, multiple white noise
buffers of length N /2 have to be processed in this way and over-
lapped with length N /2 after transformation to the time domain.

After creating noise, the extracted grains are added. Adding
the grains at the same positions from which they were extracted
with their original amplitude will create a signal that is very close to
the original - not only acoustically, but also with regard to the actual
waveform. However, to synthesize a signal that sounds similar to
the original the grains do not need to be distributed in the exact
same way as they were in the original. Instead, grains are placed
randomly in the synthesized sound.

Especially when working with few extracted grains, repetitive-
ness can be avoided when the amplitude of the grains in the synthe-
sized signal is varied randomly. To create a sound that resembles
the original this variation should follow the same loudness distri-
bution as the grains in the original sound. This can be achieved
by the following method: Before synthesis all grains are normal-
ized, so that their amplitude is one, but their original amplitude is
stored in a separate array. During synthesis each grain is attenu-
ated with an amplitude that is randomly drawn from the array of
amplitudes. Alternatively random numbers can be drawn from a
probability distribution that matches the original grain amplitude
loudness distribution. Depending on the nature of the sound big
variations in the loudness of the grains might not be desirable, be-
cause the tone color of quiet and loud grains are different. In such
cases small variation of the original amplitude can help to prevent
repetitiveness in the synthesized sound.

However, since not all grains can be extracted during grain ex-
traction, synthesis that is only based on the number of grains ex-
tracted per second and their loudness distribution can yield very un-
satisfactory results. Modifying these parameters can increase the
quality of the synthesized sound. This also gives sound designers
more control over the produced sound. They can modify the sound
by varying the loudness of the noise, the loudness distribution of

,
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the grains and the number of grains per second. Finding appro-
priate values for these parameters is an important step in creating
realistic sound.

Some granular sounds are the result of thousands of grains
sounding at the same time. When synthesizing such sounds the
noise component plays a significant role in recreating a realistic
signal, but also grains should be layered on top of each other. The
number of grains extracted per second only reflects the number
of a few loud grains that were detected, but the number of grains
actually sounding per second can be much higher. In such cases re-
alism can be greatly increased by adding a higher number of grains
to the final mix, attenuating grains with a loudness distribution that
favours small amplitudes.

Section 5 presents some synthesis results along with the con-
figurations used to create them.

Noise and grains that are extracted from two different granular
sounds can be combined in different ways. The straight-forward
way of taking the (weighted) average of the noise spectra and using
grains from both sounds will yield a sound that corresponds more
to mixing both original sounds than to creating a sound whose tone
color lies perceptually between the original sounds. This can be
desirable when blending between one sound to the other sound.

However, tomorph between the original sounds as described in
section 1.2, i.e. to create a sound whose tone color lies between the
original sounds, a different method must be used. One important
manifestation of tone color is the shape of the spectrum of a sound
because the distribution of energy over the frequency components
of a sound plays an important part in tone color perception [13]. In
the noise spectra in figure 3 the different energy distributions can
clearly be seen. To gradually morph the tone color of one sound to
the other sound it is necessary to move the formant(s) of one spec-
trum to the positions of the formant(s) in the other spectrum, also
changing their shape gradually. Taking averages of both spectra
with gradually changing weights, as shown in the right side of the
figure, does not have this effect. Morphing between two spectra is
shown in the left side of the figure.

The next sections describe the technique used for morphing
and its application to granular sounds. This technique is applied
to the noise and the grains extracted from the input sounds as de-
scribed earlier.

Shifting the formants of some spectrum A to the location of the
formants of another spectrum B is essentially the same as redis-
tributing the energy in spectrum A so that it resembles the energy
distribution in spectrum B. The method used to achieve this was al-
ready introduced in an earlier publication [1], but for completeness
we reproduce its explanation here.

We can express the energy distribution over the samples of an
power spectrum by its integral. The integral of the power spec-
trum s(!) where ! = [0;⌦],

S(!) =

!Z

0

s (✓) d✓,

expresses the energy between frequency ! and zero frequency. In
other words, S(!) is the cumulative energy of the spectrum.

We use the normalized cumulative energy of two spectra to
match frequencies of the same cumulative energy and to find a
spectrum with an intermediary energy distribution. To normalize
we first remove any zero offset of the power spectrum

s0(!) = s(!)� (s)

and then divide by the cumulative energy of s0 at ! = ⌦, which
corresponds to the integral:

s (!) = s0(!)/

⌦Z

0

s0 (✓) d✓

Then we calculate the integral of s

S (!) =

!Z

0

s (✓) d✓

whose maximum value S (⌦) = 1 due to the normalization.
We do this for the two spectra a(!) and b(!) to get the nor-

malized cumulative power spectra A(!) and B(!), keeping the
normalization parameters

pa = (a),

pb = (b),

qa =

⌦Z

0

a0 (✓) d✓ and

qb =

⌦Z

0

b0 (✓) d✓.

We interpolate by first finding frequencies !a and !b in spec-
tra A and B where the cumulative energy is equal to an arbitrary
level y. In the interpolated spectrum, the frequency !ab where the
cumulative energy reaches y should lie between !a and !b. We
calculate this frequency as !ab = v · !a + (1 � v) · !b with v in

,
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cumulative 
sum cumulative 

sum 

inverse inverse 
inverse 

difference 

a(!) b(!) A(!)
B(!)

A�(y) B�(y)
X�(y)

X (!)
x (!)

the range [0; 1] expressing the desired similarity of the interpolated
spectrum to A. This is the same as calculating the weighted aver-
age along the frequency axis between the cumulative energy curves
of spectrum A and B. We therefore need to invert A(!) and B(!),
which are functions of the frequency!, toA�(y) andB�(y)which
are functions of the cumulative energy y. We then calculate the
weighted average of these inverses and get

F�
ab

(y) = v · A�(y) + (1� v) · B�(y)

which is the inverse of the cumulative energy. Inverting and differ-
entiating this function gives us the normalized interpolated power
spectrum fab . To denormalize the spectrum we use the nor-
malization parameters mentioned above and get

fab = (vqa + (1� v)qb) · Xab + vpa + (1� v)pb.

For implementation we need to consider discrete spectra. Sup-
posing f [n] is a discrete normalized power spectrum, the cu-
mulative energy is calculated as the cumulative sum of its samples:

F [n] =

nX

i=0

f [i]

To calculate its inverse we interpolate frequency values at arbi-
trary energy intervals. By varying the size of the interval we can
control the quality of the output. After calculating the weighted
average of the interpolated inversions we need to invert (interpo-
late) this average again to get the cumulative power spectrum as a
discrete function of frequency. Calculating the difference between
succeeding elements (f [n] = F [n]�F [n�1]) allows us to get the
normalized interpolated power spectrum. After denormalizing in
the same fashion as for continuous spectra, we get the interpolated
power spectrum. The implementation is summarized in figure 4.

The noise spectra of both sounds are morphed according to the al-
gorithm described above. The resulting spectrum is used to shape
the white noise as described in section 3.

The morphing of grains is not as straight forward as the morphing
of the noise spectra: There are several grains for each sound, so
before morphing it must be decided between which grains of sound
A and which grains of sound B morphing should be conducted.
Additionally grains are waveforms and cannot be represented by a
single power spectrum, because temporal information of the signal
would be lost.

The next paragraph describes how grains are first paired and
then cut into frames and morphed.

We want to morph between similar grains, so we need to find a way
to measure the distance between two grains based on their similar-
ity. This measurement is based on the spectral shape, which is one
feature of the tone color. The distance ismeasured by the difference
in the energy distribution between the frequency spectra of two
grains. To calculate the difference between grains A and B, the fre-
quency spectra are calculated over the whole length of both grains
by first dividing the grains into overlapping frames of length L =
256 samples, extracted at increments of d = 16 samples to en-
sure a high time resolution, before transforming them to the fre-
quency domain. The frames are padded with zeros to form blocks
of length N = 2L before applying the FFT. This extra space is
needed to avoid aliasing caused by later multiplication in the fre-
quency domain. Applying the FFT of length N to frame m
of grain A yields the complex FFT coefficients X [m , n]. From
these coefficients power spectra are calculated for each frame using
the formula

E [m , n] = |X [m , n]|2, for 0  n  N /2,

whereE [m , n] are the resulting power spectra. The power spec-
trumE [n] representing the whole grain is calculated by averaging
all power spectra of the grain. The same calculations are executed
for grain B.

The distance between both grains is calculated as the differ-
ence between the energy distribution of the power spectra E [n]
and E [n]. As in section 4.2, the energy distribution is expressed
by the normalized cumulative sum of the power spectra

S [n] =

nX

i=0

E [i]/
X

E [i]

and S [n] which is calculated similarly. The difference in the en-
ergy distribution is measured by calculating the size of the area
between the graphs of S [n] and S [n] as shown in figure 5.

Once the distances between all grains of sound A to all grains
of sound B have been calculated, grains are paired using a varia-
tion of the stable marriage problem. Since the number of grains
of both sounds is not necessarily equal, grains of the sound with
more grains can be paired with more than one grain of the other

,
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sound. The following explanation uses the metaphor of compa-
nies (grains of the sound with more grains) and applicants (grains
of the sound with less grains) to avoid venturing into the domain
of polygamy. Two grains are considered to be a good match if
their distance is small. Since the number of companies N and
the number of applicants N is not equal, every company has to
hire N = N /N candidates on average so that all applicants
are hired. The maximum number N of candidates a company
can hire is fixed at the integer above N : N = dNe.

Each iteration every applicant without a job offer applies at
his most preferred company among the companies he has not yet
applied at. After all applicants have filed applications, companies
which have more than N applicants reject the worst matching
applicants, keeping only N applications. These matches are
tentative and can be rejected in the next iteration.

The globally worst matching applications of all companies are
also rejected until the average number of applicants per company
is equal to or lower than N . The algorithm is reiterated until all
applicants are employed by a company.

Every grain in the applicant group thus has one match in the
company group. Every grain in the company group has one ormore
matches in the applicant group, but is only paired with the best
matching applicant.

Once each grain of sound A is linked to a similar grain in sound B
and vice-versa, morphing between two paired grains A and B can
be considered.

As mentioned before, frames are extracted from the grains.
Since the number of frames in grain A (M ) and the number of
frames in grain B (M ) are not necessarily equal due to differing
length of grains A and B, frames need to be aligned in a certain way.
For the morphing of grains linear alignment yielded good results.
The number of frames M in the morphed sound is determined
by M = round((1� v)M + vM ), where v is again the mor-
phing factor (see section 4.2). The calculation of frame m of the
morphed sound is based on frame m and m of sounds A and B

respectively, which are chosen using the following formula:

m = round(M · m/M )

m = round(M · m/M )

Morphing is conducted between the power spectraE [m , n]
and E [m , n] of the aligned frames m and m , which results
in the morphed power spectrum E . Since power spectra do
not contain information about the phase of the signal, this infor-
mation has to be extracted from the FFT coefficients X [m , n]
andX [m , n]whichwere calculated earlier for framesm andm
respectively. The phase is retained in the normalized complex spec-
tra C and C which are calculated from the complex FFT coef-
ficients. The formula to calculate the normalized complex spec-
trum C is

C [m , n] =
S [m , n]

|S [m , n]| , where 0  n  N /2.

The spectrum C is calculated in the same way.
The morphed power spectrumE is then applied to the com-

plex spectraC andC of the aligned frames of both sounds to cal-
culate the morphed spectrum S of framem, which is a weighted
average of both sounds:

S [m, n] = (1� v) · C [m , n] ·
p

E [m, n]

+v · C [m , n] ·
p

E [m, n],

where 0  n  N /2.
The morphed spectrum is mirrored to obtain a complete set of

FFT coefficients:

S [m, n] = S⇤ [m, N � n],where N /2 < n < N

Then it is transformed to the time domain with the inverse FFT to
obtain a time domain signal representation of the morphed frame.
Finally, to form the final output of the morph, the frames are over-
lapped with spacing their start points at intervals of d samples,
which is the same spacing used during frame extraction. When
overlapping the frames a window function can be applied. A Hann
window of length N /2 followed by N /2 zeros - by which the
second half of the signal is discarded - yielded good results.

Although sound morphing can easily be implemented in real-time
using the method described above (see [1] for further details), the
high number of grains (around 200-500 per sound) make real-time
implementation very difficult for synthesized granular soundswhen
grainmorphing is conducted at run-time. This is whymorphing be-
tween grains is executed before run-time instead. To enable users
to create a sound with a tone color that lies at an arbitrary position
between sound A and B, or - in other words - to create a sound
corresponding to an arbitrary value of v 2 [0; 1] (as introduced in
section 4.2), several sets of grain morphs for several values of v are
prepared. The higher the number of grain morph sets, the higher
is the smoothness of the morph between the two granular sounds.
To implement a system having a resolution of ten sets, eight grain
morphs with v = 0.1; 0.2...0.9 can be created and stored in mem-
ory in addition to the original grains of sounds A and B correspond-
ing to v = 0 and v = 1 respectively. At runtime grains are chosen
randomly from the sets closest to a given v value. The morphing
of a single spectrum, however, is very cheap, so morphing of the
noise can be done in real-time.

,
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Realistic granular sounds that bear all the characteristics of the
originals can be synthesized by extracting grains and noise from
short samples of only a few seconds length. The sounds shown in
figures 6 and 7 were created by extracting grains and noise from
sample recordings of 3 seconds (water) or 5 seconds (rain).

For both sounds grains were normalized after extraction and
attenuated by a random factor during synthesis. The random atten-
uation factors were drawn from a normal distribution with µ = 0
and � = 3, which also yielded negative attenuation factors. This
increased the variation of the signal, since the amplitude of some
grains was inverted.

To recreate a sound close to the original, the number of grains
per second was set to 100, which corresponded approximately to
the number of grains that was extracted from one second of the
original sounds.

The proposed algorithm works well for morphing between differ-
ent sounds of rain or running water and yields realistic sounding

results even when grains are extracted from only short sounds of
only a few seconds length.

Figure 8 shows the morph between two sounds synthesized
from a recording of glass shards falling on a hard surface and a
bubbling thick liquid. The spectral energy distribution is gradually
changing between both sounds.

Morphing between very different sounds, like rain and fire-
works, does not give very realistic results. However, this does not
necessarily highlight a flaw in the proposed method, since such
sounds do not exist in nature either.

Sound samples for synthesized sounds and morphed sounds can be
found online .

Apart from some necessary quality improvements in the grain ex-
traction algorithm, there ismuch scope for enhancing the extraction
of other features of the granular source sounds. These include the
actual number of grains per second, the amplitude distribution of
the grains or the temporal distribution of grains.

To consider granular sounds in which features change with
time, like water splashes or breaking objects, temporal changes in
the extracted parameters also need to be extracted.
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ABSTRACT

Artificial reverberation is usually introduced, as a digital audio ef-
fect, to give a sense of enclosing architectural space. In this paper
we argue about the effectiveness and usefulness of diffusive re-
verberators in physically-inspired sound synthesis. Examples are
given for the synthesis of textural sounds, as they emerge from
solid mechanical interactions, as well as from aerodynamic and
liquid phenomena.

1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial reverberation has always been part of the core business
of digital audio effects [1, 2]. Its main purpose is that of giving
ambience to dry sounds, mimicking propagation, absorption, and
diffusion phenomena, as they are found in three-dimensional en-
closures, at the architectural scale.

Ideally, artificial reverberators are linear time-invariant sys-
tems whose impulse response looks and sounds like a decaying
noise. In the response of a real room, the early pulses correspond
to the early reflections coming from the walls, and the density of
pulses rapidly increases in time as a result of multiple reflections
and scattering processes. It is often assumed that late reverbera-
tion is ideally represented as an exponentially-decaying Gaussian
process [3, 4]. Essentially, a good reverb creates a kaleidoscopic
and seemingly random multiplication of incoming pulses.

Feedback delay networks [4, 5] (FDN) are often used as the
central constituent of reverberators, because they are efficient and
their stability can be accurately controlled. FDNs can be parame-
terized according to reference room geometries [6, 7] or to recorded
impulse responses [8], but they are also quite usable as instrument
resonators or time-varying modulation effects [9].

In the Ball-within-the-Box model [6] the normal modes of a
rectangular room are related to geometrical directions of standing
waves, and diffusion is treated as a continuous transfer of energy
between harmonic modal series, by means of a single scattering
object represented by the feedback matrix of a FDN.

In this paper we propose the use of reverberation units, namely
FDNs, as constituents of physics-based sound synthesis models,
whenever the goal is that of thickening the distribution of elemen-
tary events occurring in mechanical interactions, or to give account
of scattering and propagation phenomena.

In fact, reverberation phenomena do not occur only in air at the
architectural scale. As it is obviously deduced from the historical
success of spring and plate reverb units, vibration in solids can
have a clear reverberation character [10].

The textural character of many everyday sounds is indeed de-
termined by dense repetitions of basic acoustic events, which can
be assimilated to reverberation in a wide sense. The key for simu-
lating reverberation phenomena is to achieve a high event density,
or echo density in reverberation terms. Abel and Huang [11] pro-
posed a robust measure, called normalized echo density (NED),
that can be used to characterize reverberant responses. Such mea-
sure can reveal the buildup of echoes at various levels of diffusion
for a reverberation system. They also showed that NED is a good
predictor of texture perception, regardless of the bandwidth of each
single echo (or event) [12].

Section 2 recalls the structure of a FDN and illustrates the real-
ization considered in this paper. Section 3 explains how reverbera-
tion is used in the context of solid interaction synthesis, namely to
differentiate between scraping and rubbing. Section 4 shows how
reverberation is used for the simulation of some aerodynamic phe-
nomena. Section 5 points to uses of diffuse reverb for the synthesis
of massive liquid sounds.

2. THE CORE COMPONENT

A FDN is described by the following equations:

y(n) =

N∑

i=1

cisi(n) + dx(n)

si(n+mi) =

N∑

j=1

ai,jsj(n) + bix(n) (1)

where si(n), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , are the outputs of a set of N delay lines
at discrete time n, and x and y are respectively the input and output
signal. ai,j , bi, ci and d are real numbers, acting as weighting and
recombining coefficients.

The diffusive behavior of FDN reverberators is determined by
the feedback matrix A = [ai,j ]N×N . To ensure that the diffusion
process preserves energy, such matrix should be lossless [5]. To
speedup convergence towards a Gaussian distribution of echoes,
all coefficients of A should have the same magnitude [4]. A third
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requirement, especially for large matrices, is efficiency, i.e., the
possibility to have sub-quadratic complexity for matrix-vector mul-
tiplies. Some lossless, maximally-diffusive, and efficient matri-
ces, such as Hadamard matrices, have been proposed in the litera-
ture [4, 5].

In this paper we consider a realization having the three proper-
ties of energy preservation, equal-magnitude coefficients, and ef-
ficiency, which is based on a circulant feedback matrix defined
from a Galois sequence [13]. Circulant matrices afford matrix-
vector multiplies in O(N logN) time by means of FFT or, alter-
natively, they admit a particularly simple implementation of such
multiplies, whose parallelization is straightforward.

The sample-by-sample computation of the reverberator based
on a 15× 15 circulant matrix [13] can be organized as follows:

double SDTReverb_dsp ( SDTReverb ∗x , double i n ) {
double a , b , c , d , ∗s , o u t ;
i n t i ;

o u t = 0 . 0 ;

f o r ( i = 0 ; i < 1 5 ; i ++) {
s = &x−>v [ i ] ;
b = s [ 1 ] + s [ 2 ] + s [ 3 ] + s [ 5 ] +

s [ 6 ] + s [ 9 ] + s [ 1 1 ] ;
c = s [ 0 ] + s [ 4 ] + s [ 7 ] + s [ 8 ] + s [ 1 0 ] +

s [ 1 2 ] + s [ 1 3 ] + s [ 1 4 ] ;
a = 0 . 2 5 ∗ ( b − c ) ;
d = SDTDelay_dsp ( x−>d e l a y s [ i ] , i n + a ) ;
x−>v [ i ] = x−>g [ i ] ∗

SDTOnePole_dsp ( x−> f i l t e r s [ i ] , d ) ;
o u t += x−>v [ i ] ;

}
memcpy(&x−>v [ 1 5 ] , x−>v , 14 ∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
re turn o u t / 1 5 . 0 ;

}

The main artifice for such a compact code is the juxtaposition
of two copies of the outputs of the delay lines (memcpy operation),
which allows the exploitation of the circulant structure as 15 inde-
pendent iterations of a for loop, which could be efficiently par-
allelized. The proposed implementation is actually included as a
Cycling’74 Max external in the Sound Design Toolkit (SDT) [14],
a collection of physics-based sound models for the aural render-
ing of basic acoustic phenomena, such as contacts between solids,
liquid and aerodynamic interactions1. SDTReverb_dsp() uses
the SDT implementation of delay lines and one-pole IIR filters for
frequency-dependent damping.

This maximally diffusive yet efficient FDN [13] takes six ar-
guments as input parameters: the size of the room along the x, y
and z axes (lx, ly , and lz), a geometric randomness coefficient (be-
tween 0 and 1), the global reverberation time and the reverberation
time at 1 kHz.

Virtual room dimensions are used to compute the lengths of
the delay lines, which play a key role in the system response as
they represent the fundamental periods at which the virtual envi-
ronment resonates. In our implementation, delay times are com-
puted to simulate the bouncing period of stationary plane waves in
a rectangular room [6].

Each delay time is the reciprocal of

1The Sound Design Toolkit and its source code are available at https:
//github.com/skat-vg/sdt

f =
c

2

[(
nx

lx

)2

+

(
ny

ly

)2

+

(
nz

lz

)2
] 1

2

, (2)

where c is the speed of sound in the medium, and the triplets
[nx, ny, nz] belong to the set

1,0,0 2,1,0 1,1,0 1,2,0 0,1,0
0,2,1 0,1,1 0,1,2 0,0,1 1,0,2
1,0,1 1,1,1 1,2,1 2,1,1 2,0,1.

Perfect rectangular enclosures provide a good reference model
to distribute echoes in time. However, a subtle artifact called sweep-
ing echo can arise from rigid geometrical specifications [15]. That
is why, in our realization, a randomness coefficient is used to add
some irregularity to the delay times, thus simulating slight devia-
tions from a strict rectangular reverberation box.

Delay lines are implemented as follows [16]: A single cir-
cular buffer is swept by two allpass interpolated readers, updated
and crossfaded at a 16 sample alternation rate. This arrangement
allows to handle fractional as well as continuously varying de-
lay times, preserving intonation accuracy and avoiding audible
glitches in the feedback loop.

As the FDN matrix is lossless, to achieve a finite reverberation
time the recirculating signal is multiplied by an attenuation coef-
ficient gi before entering the delay lines, yielding an exponential
decay. To achieve a−60 dB attenuation ( 1

1000
of the initial ampli-

tude) on a delay line of period τ at a given reverberation time T ,
the attenuation coefficient is computed as follows:

gi = 10
−3τ
T . (3)

Frequency-dependent attenuation is achieved by applying a
simple one-pole lowpass filter at the output of each delay line, im-
plemented by the difference equation

y(n) = (1 + a)x(n)− ay(n− 1). (4)

The cutoff frequencies are computed in order to obtain a filter
attenuation of 60 dB at 1 kHz after a given time T ′. Remembering
to take into account the frequency independent attenuation coeffi-
cient, using a sampling period ts the filter response at 1 kHz must
be

gω =
10
−3τ
T ′

gi
=

|1 + a|√
a2 + 2a cos(2000πts) + 1

. (5)

Solving this quadratic equation gives two possible values of a,
but only one solution preserves the stability of the lowpass filter
(|a| <= 1). That value is therefore the desired feedback coefficient.

2.1. Echo buildup time

The FDN multiplies elementary acoustic events by recirculating
them through a set of delay lines. The density of “echoes” in-
creases in time, with a speed that depends on delay line lengths
which, in turn, depend on the size of the virtual resonator that the
FDN is modeling. To quantify and represent the rapidity of echo
buildup we use the NED measure [11], which is based on a sliding
window and counts the number of impulse response taps which
lie outside the standard deviation of the windowed samples, nor-
malized to give 1 for a Gaussian distribution of values. In our
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implementation of NED we used a 20 ms Hanning window, grad-
ually shrinking to 10 ms at the beginning of the impulse response.
Figure 1 shows the buildup of the normalized echo density for a
small (0.1 m), a medium (1.0 m), and a large (10.0 m) box. While
for small and medium size boxes the buildup of a Gaussian pro-
cess is practically instantaneous, it is clear how that takes over a
hundred milliseconds in the case of boxes at architectural scale.
This kind of diffuse reverb inevitably adds spaciousness and depth
to any texture it will be applied to. Conversely, a resonator about
1 m in size starts promptly with a high echo density, and stabilizes
around a NED value of 1 after about 10 ms. A small box also starts
with a high echo density, but the tail of its response tends to ring,
and that explains the dip in the dotted line of figure 1.
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Figure 1: Normalized echo density buildup for three maximally
diffusive FDNs, modeling cubes of size 0.1 m (dotted), 1.0 m
(dashed), and 10.0 m (solid), with maximal value for the random-
ness parameter.

3. USE 1: SCRAPING/RUBBING

To produce sliding noises, Van Den Doel [17] proposed to band-
pass filter a fractal noise, at a central frequency proportional to
the velocity between the two surfaces in contact. The rugosity of
the surface could be controlled by means of the fractal dimension.
Similarly, Conan et al. proposed lowpass filtering a noise, with a
biquad cutoff frequency proportional to velocity [18]. Since they
showed that the density of impacts is the main discriminant for
the perceptual distinction between rubbing and scraping, they pro-
posed using a pulse-based noise generator: Pulses are generated by
a Bernoulli process, and their temporal density can be controlled.
The amplitude of pulses has a uniform distribution.

To realize a scraping/rubbing sound generator we take a differ-
ent approach: We consider the rugosity of a surface, imported as
an audio file, and we explicitly model an object sliding on it. The
thickness of such object determines the number of impact points,
the larger the object the higher the number of contacts. However,
to increase the temporal density of micro-events further it is nec-
essary to thicken the pattern of impacts, and a maximally-diffusive
reverberator is the key component to increase the impact density.

The scraping model belongs to the set of physics-based algo-
rithms available in the SDT. In the scraping model an audio signal
is interpreted as surface profile in order to modulate the collisions
between a point-mass exciter and a resonating object [19]. The
sound model is implemented as Cycling’74 Max patch, shown in
Figure 2. An arbitrary audio signal is acquired in order to provide
a roughness profile to drive the sound synthesis (e.g., a sawtooth
waveform at 50 Hz is displayed in the figure). The signal buffer
length is 1000 ms, ideally corresponding to a 1000 mm-long sur-
face. The “sliding parameters” layer is used to interpret the stored
surface profile and drive the impact model accordingly. The verti-
cal penetration of the probe sets the threshold level of the rough-
ness profile above which the signal is detected, while the probe
width parameter sets the size of the sliding window on the rough-
ness profile (in mm, large = rubber, small = sharp object). The
virtual probe is advanced every ∆tms by a distance ∆x = v∆t,
where v is the sliding velocity in m/s. The “velocity profile” box
allows to draw velocity trajectories, that is describing the temporal
unfolding of specific gestures, as in sawing, filing, scratching, and
so forth. Additional parameters are ∆t in ms and the diameter of
a single contact area in cm. The sound quality of the single impact
is described in the two boxes at the bottom of the GUI displayed in
figure 2 (i.e., stiffness, contact shape, energy dissipation affecting
the occurrence of bouncing phenomena, and modes of resonance),
in order to characterize the scraping/rubbing on the surface profile
with auditory impressions of different materials (e.g., metal, wood,
plastic, glass, etc.)2.

Figure 3 shows the spectrograms of the sounds produced by
1-second sliding gestures at constant speed, with a sharp (left, top)
or with a wide (right, top) probe. The supporting surface is a saw-
tooth wave similar to the one shown in figure 2. The wide probe,
as compared to the sharp probe, hits the surface asperities at many
more points, thus producing a denser distribution of elementary
impact noises. This multiplication of acoustic events is similar to
early echoes in room reverberation. To increase the event den-
sity further we introduce the FDN reverberator, whose effects as a
small or large square box (with maximum randomness), and as a
damped or reflective enclosure, are also illustrated in figure 3. It is
clear that both the enlargement of the probe and the introduction of
diffusive reverberation increase the density of micro-impacts, and
this adds a degree of freedom for the sound designer. Similarly,
in classic reverb design one must decide how to split memory and
operations between early reflections (simulated by a FIR structure)
and diffuse reverberation (FDN) [20].

Beside increasing the temporal thickening of the sound tex-
ture, the introduction of a diffusive reverberator affects other tim-
bral aspects. For this purpose, we conditioned the reverb param-
eters in order to reduce the occurrence of evident timbral effects,
trying to maximize the multiplication of micro-impacts. Based
on some informal listening tests, we associated the probe width
(1.0 − 100.0 mm) with the global reverb time in the range of
0.2 − 3.0 s, while keeping the reverb time at 1 kHz shorter (a 0.4
factor of the global reverb time). Different values of FDN damp-
ing give different impressions of surface material, being it metallic
for low damping, or wood-like for high damping. The velocity
(0.0 − 1.0 m/s) is inversely associated to the room size, in the
range of 1.3− 0.3 m, thus producing the compression of the room
size for high velocity. While poorly justified by the physics, we

2Audio examples of various gestures and materials are avail-
able at https://soundcloud.com/skat-vg/sets/
dafx2015-audio-examples
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Figure 2: Cycling’74 Max GUI of the scraping model.

found this control strategy suitable to emphasize the typical glis-
sando effect which occurs in quick sliding gestures and in back
and forth motions.

Playing with the three size parameters of the FDN produces
timbral effects, which can give the impression of extension and
distance of the surface. For instance a texture of sparse, sharp
micro-impacts with a room size of 14 m, a global time reverb of
14 s, and a damping at 5.6 s can easily convey the impression of a
heavy rain on roofing iron sheets (see footnote 2).

4. USE 2: EXPLOSIONS

Powerful explosions, as well as objects traveling at supersonic
speed such as rifle bullets or cracking whip tails, create shock
waves, namely a sudden peak in pressure followed by a negative
expansion tail. The algorithms in the Sound Design Toolkit sim-
ulate this event with a Friedlander waveform [21], which approx-
imates the pressure change caused by an exploding point source
emitting a spherical shock wave. The air then flows back to restore
atmospheric pressure, generating a blast wind. This air flow is ren-
dered by bandpass filtered white noise, modulated in amplitude by
the Friedlander waveform as the wind intensity follows more or

less the profile of the initial shock wave.
Real world explosions, however, are almost never perfectly

impulsive. When happening in air, the initial shockwave is likely
to generate some chaotic turbulence as it propagates. The blast
can also get reflected by the ground or other obstacles, generat-
ing Mach stems and other kinds of interference. If the explosion
transfers part of its energy to a solid object, such as the ground or
the body of a rifle, vibrations propagate also through the solid. If
the material is of non-uniform density, (e.g. rocks, gravel or soil),
the wave is subject to different propagation speeds, reflections and
refractions. Some explosions, then, cannot be approximated by
a point source emitting spherical waves: Lightning bolts, for ex-
ample, generate a simultaneous cylindrical shockwave across their
length, and different wave sections interact as they meet because
of the bolt tortuosity. These interactions create complex temporal
patterns and have a direct effect on the resulting sound [22, 23].

The explosion model implemented in the Sound Design Toolkit
exploits our maximally diffusive FDN to simulate scattering, dif-
fusion, interferences and other kinds of interaction caused by the
phenomena described above, adding complexity to the initial blast
wave and improving the realism of the acoustic result. Figure 4
displays the block diagram of the whole explosion synthesis model.
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Figure 3: Spectrograms resulting from the exploration at constant speed of a surface sawtooth texture, with a sharp (0.002 m, left) or wide
(0.020 m, right) probe. Multiplication of impacts is obtained by means of a maximally-diffusive reverberator corresponding to a small
(0.1 m) or large (1.0 m) resonator, with short (0.2 s, highly damped) or long (3.0 s, slightly damped) reverberation tail.

The Friedlander waveform is initially scattered by the artificial re-
verb, and subsequently processed by a lowpass filter. The cutoff
frequency of the filter is inversely proportional to the square root of
the listening point distance, to simulate frequency dependent atten-
uation caused by the impedance of the medium in which acoustic
waves propagate. The resulting waveform as it is represents the ex-
plosion shock wave, but it is also applied as an amplitude envelope
to a band limited noise generator to simulate the blast wind. These
two outputs are finally sent into two independent delay lines, to
model a different propagation velocity for each component.

The reverberation algorithm is applied just after the Friedlan-
der wave generator, with all of its parameters bound to a single free
variable, namely the duration of the audible diffusive tail. By em-
pirical trial and error, we have found that acoustically convincing
results can be achieved adjusting the length of the delay lines so
that an incoming shockwave is recirculated about a hundred times

on average before becoming inaudible. For example, a diffusive
tail of 1 second would require delay lengths to vary around an av-
erage value of 10 milliseconds. Moreover, higher frequencies are
slightly damped by setting the reverberation time at 1 kHz to 90%
of the whole reverberation time.

5. USE 3: SPRAYS AND SPLASHES

Liquids are involved in a great number of different and very com-
plex sound events, such as dripping, splashing, burbling, pouring,
fizzling and so on. However, the main source of these sounds is not
the liquid in itself but rather its population of bubbles, trapped by
its movement or generated by cavitation phenomena. The pressure
of the surrounding liquid mass applies energy on the gas, trans-
forming the bubble in a pulsating oscillator and quickly converting
it to a spherical form. Spherical bubbles have a very well known
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the explosion sound synthesis model
as implemented in the Sound Design Toolkit. The reverberator
is cascaded to the Friedlander waveform generator to simulate
scattering and diffusive phenomena in the wave propagation.

acoustic behavior [24], allowing to devise a physically informed
approach for the synthesis of liquid sounds. A single bubble can
be modeled by a simple exponentially decaying sinusoidal oscilla-
tor, whose amplitude and frequency envelopes are strictly depen-
dent on the bubble radius and depth. The Sound Design Toolkit
renders liquid sounds through additive synthesis, by means of a
polyphonic sinusoidal oscillator bank driven by a stochastic model
for bubble generation [25].

One of the main drawbacks of this method is that it requires
a high degree of polyphony to produce convincing simulations,
especially for very dense textures like rainstorms or roaring water-
falls, or bursting events like water splash crowns. If too many bub-
bles are generated compared to the available number of voices in
the oscillator bank, amplitude envelopes get updated so often that
the modulated sinusoids become almost stationary, resulting in a
ringing rather than bubbling sound. On the other side, increasing
the number of voices leads to a greater computational load. Artifi-
cial reverberation can be used as a cheaper alternative to generate
dense sound events, replicating and diffusing the sound of each
single bubble instead of generating more bubbles through actual
polyphony.

To demonstrate the use of our FDN reverberation algorithm
for this particular purpose, a very dense waterfall sound simula-
tion was produced. The fluid flow synthesis model of the Sound
Design Toolkit was configured with the highest level of polyphony
achievable in real time on the target machine: 100000 bubbles per
second distributed across 200 simultaneous voices (figure 5, bot-
tom). Polyphony and event density was then reduced to 1000 bub-
bles per second on 32 voices and 100 bubbles per second on 8
voices (figure 5, top), generating sparser textures more similar to
a small stream or to a gentle dripping (see footnote 2). Finally,
artificial reverberation was applied to the latter sounds, using long
decay times (10 seconds or more) and large room sizes (30 meters
or more) (figure 5, middle). The use of reverb on the sparse sound
events allowed to recover the dense character of the waterfall, al-
though with a noticeable difference in timbre. This is visible in
figure 5, where it is clear that reverberation preserves the charac-
teristic formants present in the parsimonious bubble generation.
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Figure 5: Spectrograms of the sounds produced by a relatively
small number of bubbles, without (top) and with (middle) reverb.
The spectrogram at the bottom is obtained by a massive generation
of bubbles.

6. CONCLUSION

Earth, water, air and fire: The sonic textures found in everyday
soundscapes can still be largely attributed to the four classic el-
ements. Aristotle related the elements to the two sensible axes
“hot – cold” (attributes extensively used by media theorist Mar-
shall McLuhan) and “dry – wet”. It may be a coincidence, but the
adjectives dry and wet have a very precise meaning in audio tech-
nology and practice. They refer to the presence or addition, in a
sound signal, of reverberation.

Reverberation is multiplication of audible events and processes,
thickening of textures, or texturization of acoustic elements. Such
multiplication occurs in rooms at the architectural scale, but it
could also occur in physical interactions between solids, in gasses,
or in liquids.

In this article we argue about the importance of a good, effi-
cient, and versatile diffusive reverberation model in the toolkit of
a sound designer. We found this component to be important to
convert scraping to rubbing, to generate convincing thunders and
explosions, and to get showers out of single drops. These are all
applications that stretch the use and interpretation of artificial re-
verberation beyond a purely spatial boundary, to embrace sound
textures at large.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the automatic and robust analysis, and the
realistic and low-cost synthesis of percussive drilling like sounds.
The two contributions are: a non-supervised removal of quasi-
stationary background noise based on the Non-negative Matrix
Factorization, and a granular method for analysis/synthesis of this
drilling sounds. These two points are appropriate to the acoustical
properties of percussive drilling sounds, and can be extended to
other sounds with similar characteristics. The context of this work
is the training of operators of working machines using simulators.
Additionally, an implementation is explained.

1. INTRODUCTION

This work is a part of a project1 which aimed at improving the
sound synthesis of working machines, in term of realism and com-
puter resource consumption. The context is the safety at work, by
the improvement of the operator training using realistic machine
simulators. Among the numerous kinds of sounds, one focused
our attention, the percussive drilling sounds of rig machines, and
is the subject of this paper.

Two complementary algorithms are described here: a quasi-
stationary noise removal using a method based on the Non-negative
Matrix Factorization, and a granular analysis/synthesis method for
an efficient extraction of individual clicks (shock sounds). This
work is not especially dedicated to percussive drilling sounds, and
it can be extended to all other sounds which have the same acous-
tical properties. But, because it took part in a given project, all the
tests and results have been done with drilling sounds only.

The synthesis process used in this paper has similarities to
other physically insprired percussive sound synthesis methods based
on individual event generation [1, 2, 3, 4], but the way we create
the event sounds is novel.

The drilling of the machines under interest, roughly consists in
the repetitive percussions of a hammer against the rock to perfo-
rate. This hammer is at the extremity of a drill string composed by
several connected rods, allowing to dig deep into the ground. The
movement of this assembly of bars is fed by a hydraulic system.
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of a drilling machine under interest.

Because different drilling situations may occur, different kinds
of sounds can be heard. Here is a list of possible situations:
• Normal drilling: the typical drilling sound which should be

heard when drilling.

1REMES project, funded by the Finnish Work Environment Fund TSR:
project no. 113252.

• Underfeed: feeding is the method of pushing the drilling tool
against the rock. In an underfeed situation, the drill is not
pushed hard enough against the rock and the sound is altered
compared to a normal drilling situation.

• Overfeed: overfeeding is caused by pushing the drill too hard
against the rock, and this causes a slight variation in sound
compared to normal drilling.

• Closed Rattling: rattling is the sound of the rods being re-
moved from the rod string. The rods are shook heavily to
open the threads holding the rods together. In this situation the
threads are still closed causing a clearly distinguishable sound.

• Open Rattling: this situation occurs when the threads finally
open is a very short but extremely loud and high frequency
sound event, which is clearly different compared to rattling
with the threads still closed.

Moreover, the heard sound may also depend on the length of the
rod string, and the nature of the drilled rock.

Therefore, since the sounds vary with the situation, the opera-
tor may use this additional information to improve the perception
of what is happening. Consequently, in the context of training and
safety, the realism of the drilling sound synthesis of the rig simu-
lator is significant. For example, the overfeeding which may cause
a break of the rods, should be recognizable by the operator, never-
theless we know this situation is not easy to detect, cf. [5].

In this work, because of the numerous different possible sounds,
and the numerous recorded sounds (almost one thousand), we have
chosen to develop an automatic method, as robust as possible for
all possible situations.

This paper is organized as follows: in sec. 2 the background
noise removal is detailed. The different steps of the analysis/synthe-
sis method are explained in sec. 3. Then, section 4 gives a brief
overview of the software developed during the project. Finally,
this paper is concluded in sec 5.

Figure 1: Drilling machine of Sandvik. Picture retrieved from the
web site: http://construction.sandvik.com
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2. BACKGROUND NOISE REMOVAL

All the available recordings of drilling sounds were corrupted by
an inherent background noise coming from the diesel engine or the
hydraulic system. Because of the different natures of this back-
ground noise and the drilling sound of interest, it is not possible to
simultaneously analyze and synthesize them as a unique entity.

To analyze a noisy recorded sound and to resynthesize the
noiseless sound, a first approach may be possible when the sound
of interest can be relevantly modeled, and if the analysis is robust
to noise, cf. e.g. [6]. But in our case, it seems really difficult
to define a fine modeling of drilling sounds. Otherwise, an adap-
tive spectral subtraction may be possible to remove the background
noise, cf. e.g. [7]. Nevertheless, it requires the knowledge of the
noise spectrum which should be constant in time, stationary. Un-
fortunately, in our case it slowly changes because for instance of
the moving engine speed, RPM (Revolutions Per Minutes).

Here, we propose an approach based on the Non-negative Ma-
trix Factorization, which only assumes a quasi-stationary back-
ground noise, which may slowly change in time, and an approxi-
matively known Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).

2.1. Non-negative Matrix Factorization

For audio applications, the Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
is usually used for polophonic music transcription, cf. e.g. [8, 9],
denoising and source separation, cf. e.g. [10, 11]. It allows to
approximate the matrix of the magnitude spectrogram, cf. e.g.
[12, 8]. Using a Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), cf. e.g.
[13, p.35], the (M ⇥N ) spectrogram matrix V = |X| represents
the N successive “instantaneous” magnitude spectra of the sound,
which are given by its columns with M frequencies. Using this
time-frequency representation, we know the variation in time of
the frequency components.

In this case, the Non-negative Matrix Factorization consists
in the approximation of the (M ⇥ N) matrix V , which has only
non-negative elements, into the product WH as follows:

V ⇡WH () Vm,n ⇡
KX

k=1

Wm,kHk,n, (1)

where W is a (M ⇥K) matrix and H is a (K ⇥ N ) matrix. The
dimension K of the factorization is chosen much smaller than M
and N , i.e. K ⌧M and N .

Consequently, the Non-negative Matrix Factorization models
the columns of V as a weighted sum of the columns of W . As
a first conclusion, W is considered as the frequency dictionary
giving the basis with size K on which the spectrogram V is de-
composed. And since the kth row of the matrix H gives the time-
varying weight of the kth word of W , column k, the matrix H is
considered as the time-activation matrix.

Basically, the algorithm of this factorization consists in the
minimization of a “distance” between the original spectrogram
V and its approximation eV = WH . Two standard choices are
the well-known Euclidean distance, and the generalized Kullbach-
Leibler divergence more common in NMF, cf. e.g. [14].

The solving of this minimization problem is usually based on
the iterative Newton algorithm, cf. e.g. [15, ch.4.3]. Starting from
initial non-negative matrices W and H , usually randomly chosen,
the matrices W and H are successively and iteratively updated.
This algorithm proves to converge to the closest local minimum

of the initial values. Note that we have used for this work the
generalized Kullbach-Leibler divergence.

Note that additionally, the columns of W are normalized, with-
out affecting the modeling. With �k =

P
m W 2

m,k, the norms of
the columns of W , and ⇤ = diag([�1,�2, . . .�K ]), we apply the
assignments: W  W⇤ and H  ⇤�1H , at every iteration.

2.2. Quasi-stationary noise removal using NMF

As said previously, the value Hk,n of the activation matrix gives
the contribution of the kth column of W at the time index n. Then,
if the kth row of H slowly varies in time, the contribution of the
kth word of W also varies slowly. To remove the background noise
assuming that it is quasi-stationary, the basic idea of our approach
is to constrain some rows of H to vary slowly. Note that, this time
smoothing is a common used constraint with NMF, cf. e.g. [10, 9,
16]. The proposed method of this paper is noticeably simpler, but
proves to be satisfying in our case.

Let’s define Kn the size of the noise basis, the modified NMF
algorithm for the background noise removal consists in adding a
“smoothing” operation of the Kn first rows of H after its updates.
As a result, this new iterative algorithm will implicitly learn the
noise basis, which is stored in the corresponding Kn first columns
of W . At the same time, since the properties of the drilling sound
are opposite, this process also learns the sound basis, which is
stored in the remaining K �Kn other columns of W .

The smoothing operation of the first rows of H only consists in
a linear filtering with a very low cutoff frequency fc. For example,
if fc = 2 Hz, the obtained noise is authorized to vary only twice a
second. In the same time, if Kn = 2, in principle this method tries
to extract a slowly time-varying noise, by modeling it as a moving
mix of two different noises.

Nevertheless, as such, this approach does not succeed to re-
move the background noise, because at convergence, the gain of
the corresponding rows of H are too low, and the whole spec-
trogram V is actually modeled by the other K � Kn words. To
solve this problem we add a second constraint: choosing the value
� of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), which is the ratio between
the energy of the drilling sound and the energy of the background
noise, we artificially modify the gains such that this ratio is checked,
and without modifying the total energy.

Let’s define E{X} =
P

m,n X2
m,n the energy operator for all

(M ⇥N) matrices, Vn and Vs the spectrogram of the noise and the
signal respectively, and the decomposition HT = [HT

n , HT
s ] with

.T the matrix transpose. The additional constraints are then:

E{Vs} + E{Vn} = E{V }, (2)
E{Vs} / E{Vn} = �. (3)

With ↵n = E{V }/(E{Vn}(�+1)) and ↵s = ↵n�E{Vn}/E{Vs},
these constraints are verified by assigning after every normaliza-
tion Hn  ↵nHn and Hs  ↵sHs.

Because it may be difficult to know the “real” SNR of the input
noisy sound, it seems to be interesting to release the SNR adjust-
ment. For that, first the iterative algorithm is computed with Q1

iterations where both constraints are applied, smoothing and gain
adjustment, then Q2 additional iterations are computed with only
the smoothing. Consequently, during the Q1 first iterations, the
noise dictionary is learned by forcing the SNR, then the algorithm
continues from this solution and converges to a close solution, with
a possible different SNR.
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V (noisy drilling sound )     V    s (denoised drilling sound ) Vn (estimated noise)

Figure 2: Illustration of the NMF based denoising. Spectrograms of the input noisy sound, denoised drilling sound, and reconstructed
noise.

2.3. Noiseless drilling sound reconstruction

With the obtained approximation eV = WH , and with the original
phase matrix � = \X , the time signal is reconstructed with the
inverse Short-Term Fourier Transform of eX = eV ⌦ ej�, with ⌦
the element-wize product. Then, the derivation of the estimated
noiseless drilling sound y, follows the same principle: the inverse
Short-Term Fourier Transform of Y = Vn ⌦ ej� = (WnHn) ⌦
ej� is computed. This corresponds to a non-supervised source
separation where the drilling sound of interest and the background
noise are considered as two distinct sources.

For the project we used the following parameters: first the
sampling rate Fs is forced by the available recordings, around 48
kHz. The Short-Term Fourier Transform is computed using a Hann
sliding window with size 1024 samples and a fine hop size of 128
samples. The bilateral spectra with size 2048 are reduced to only
consider the frequency range [0, Fs/2], then M = 1025 bins. The
NMF dimension is K = 82, and the noise dimension is Kn = 2,
using the cutoff frequency fc = 2 Hz. During the Q1 = 100 first
iterations, the SNR has been constrained to 1 (0dB), and the algo-
rithm continues with Q2 = 100 other iterations. See for example
the illustration of Fig. 2.

3. DRILLING SOUND ANALYSIS/SYNTHESIS

Having the denoised drilling sounds, the new challenging task is
to analyze them in order to synthesize them using a realistic and
very low-cost method, but also with the possibility to change the
mean frequency and other parameters.

Remark that the sound is physically produced by the shock
of the hammer against the rock, with possible resonances along
the rod. Because of the irregular repetition of the shocks, in term
of time position, amplitude, and spectrum, we choose a granular
approach, which seems well suited for this case, cf. e.g. [17]. In
the following, single strike sounds from a rock drill will henceforth
be referred to as clicks.

To summarize the analysis process, the shocks instant and the
amplitude envelope of the clicks in time are alternatively estimated
twice. The first stage uses a robust but inaccurate technique, and
the second one is based on a refined optimization procedure which
requires a relatively good initialization. Then, some clicks are indi-
vidually extracted from the input denoised sound, and the synthe-
sis only consists in repetitively playing these extracted clicks. To
get a natural synthesis, the irregularity is reproduced by randomly
choosing the clicks among the stored click collection, for the spec-
tral irregularity, and by randomly choosing the time positions and
the amplitudes. These two last random processes are done accord-
ing to simple rules which are learned with the input drilling sound,
mean and variance of the frequency and the amplitude.

In this section, we first give some tools for the time-envelope
estimation of the drilling sounds, and then all stages of the analysis
are successively described.

3.1. Time-envelope estimation

Integrated energy: To detect the click positions in time and their
amplitudes, we define here a smooth time function based on energy
integration. With xn the denoised drilling sound at sample n, wn

a finite weighting window with size 2N +1, we define the smooth
energy function en as follow:

en =

NX

j=�N

x2
n+jw

2
j (4)

This energy function has the property to efficiently smooth the
signal and to raise the clicks as obvious maxima. Then it will be
easier to detect the click occurrences by analyzing the peaks of en

than analyzing the peaks of xn. Remark that as seen below, the
window shape wn is an important feature in the click detection,
and it will be refined later.
Whitening: At first look, as such the energy function en has obvi-
ous peaks which directly correspond to the click occurrences, but
has also many local maxima which do not correspond to a click.

For this reason, the original denoised drilling sound is first
whitened by filtering it by the inverse filter obtained by a linear
prediction, cf. [18]. This operation provides a deconvoluted signal
yn which has a flat spectral envelope.

Instead of computing the energy function en with the signal
xn, we analyze its white version yn. This inverse filtering has the
property to remove the minimal phase part, and in some cases, it
concentrates the energy of a single click at its beginning. More-
over, when the high frequency components are low, it raises them,
then the contours are enhanced for a better precision.

Here the chosen LPC order is 1024, which is quite high and
provides an expensive filter, but this process is computed off-line
during the analysis only.
Modeling the time-envelope of clicks: We assume here that all
single clicks are the product of an unknown flat signal, possibly
stochastic and different for every click, and of an envelope, iden-
tical for all clicks. This envelope is now modeled using an At-
tack/Decay model, separated into two parts:
• The increasing attack with length Na and parameter ↵a. Its

formula 8n 2 [0, Na] is

an =

⇢
n/Na, if ↵a = 0,

1�exp (�↵an)
1�exp (�↵aNa)

, otherwise. (5)

Note that this envelope increases from 0 at n = 0 to 1 at n =
Na. An example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 3.
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• The decreasing decay part has an exponential behavior with
↵d the positive damping factor. Its formula 8n > Na is

an = exp (�(n�Na)↵d). (6)

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
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Decay part
Attack part with ↵a < 0
Attack part with ↵a > 0
Attack part with ↵a = 0

Figure 3: Illustration of an individual click envelope with different
values of ↵a. Here the attack time is Na = 200 samples.

In the following sections, the full procedure for the click de-
tection and the envelope estimation are described.

3.2. First estimation

First click detection: Based on the estimated energy function
computed with the white signal yn, and with a Hann weighting
window with length 1023 samples, a first click detection is done
by picking up the local maxima of en. Also, in order to know the
limits of the clicks, the estimated click position are associated to
the pair of local minima on the left and on the right. Then, for all
detected clicks, we have: the positions Pp of the peak, Pl and Pr

of the closest minimum on the left and on the right respectively.

First estimation of the envelope parameters: The previous win-
dow size is chosen to eliminate enough false alarms, but the ob-
tained energy function is too smooth. Then, a new energy function
e0n is computed with a smaller window with size 511 samples and
the envelope parameters ↵a, Na and ↵d are estimated by matching
the modeled envelope an to the square root of e0n: ⌫(n) =

p
e0n,

on all time ranges [Pl, Pr], for all detected clicks, cf. Fig. 4.

• Na: the attack time is computed as the median value of all
Pp � Pl, for all detected clicks.

• ↵d: the estimation of the decay factor is straightforward. Us-
ing all the values ⌫(Pp) and ⌫(Pr), for all clicks, all ↵a are
obtained solving

⌫(Pr) = e�↵d(Pr�Pp) ⌫(Pp)

, ↵d =
�1

(Pr � Pp)
log

⌫(Pr)

⌫(Pp)
,

and the used value is the mean of all computed values.
• ↵a: the estimation of the attack factor is not easy because it

is not possible to isolate it from eq. (5); we use an iterative
procedure to solve the problem. With Pm = (Pp + Pl)/2
the middle point between Pp and Pl, the obtained attack must
join the minimum point in Pl and the maximum point in Pp

passing through the middle point in Pm, which means that the
following equation must be solved:

⌫(Pm) = a(Pm � Pl) ⌫(Pp).

This solving iterative procedure is based on the simplex method,
cf. [19].

5 5.05 5.1 5.15 5.2 5.25

x 10
4Time [samples]

 

 

|xn|
⌫n (smooth function

p
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Pl (left limit)

Pp (peak position)
Pm (middle of the attack)

Pr (right limit)

Pl

Pm

Pp

Pr

an (estimated envelope

Figure 4: Illustration of the first envelope estimation. Here Na, ↵a

and ↵d are estimated such that the envelope of all individual clicks
passes close to the 4 drawn points.

3.3. Second click detection

In the previous section, the click detection and the envelope mod-
eling were based on the calculus of the energy functions en and
e0n. Unfortunately, this click detection is highly biased, because of
the used window wn which is a Hann window.

But, having a coherent estimation of the click envelope an we
can significantly reduce this bias by replacing the Hann window
by the click envelope itself. Then a new refined energy function
en is computed using wn = an, and again, the click positions in
time are detected using the local maxima of en.

Indeed, if the (denoised) white signal yn is the product of a
stationary signal un with variance �2, and an envelope signal gn

which consists in a succession of click envelopes an, i.e. gn =P
i �ian�Pi with Pi the time position of the ith click and �i its

amplitude, the energy function is written

en =

NX

j=�N

y2
n+ja

2
n =

NX

j=�N

u2
n+j

�X

i

�iajan+j�Pi

�2
.

Since an � 0, the function
�P

i �iajan+j�Pi

�2 has local max-
ima at n = Pi, the true click positions, and also en because here
un is assumed to be stationary.

Nevertheless, as such, this operation does not provide a good
solution because of some reasons, and we need to add some lim-
itations. First, as explained below, the first parameter estimation
of the previous section is also biased, and usually the decay fac-
tor is over-estimated, then wn is defined using the envelope an

with a decay factor ↵d half than the estimated value. Second, the
size of the window wn = an is chosen to be half of the mean
distance of the detected clicks in the previous section. This limi-
tation reduces the influence of neighbor clicks, and improves the
resolution. Third, the new energy function en has some “false” lo-
cal minima. Then the search of the “true” local maxima is done by
searching the absolute maxima of the new en over the time ranges:
[Pl � Na, Pp � Na], where Pl, Pr and Na are the minima posi-
tions and the attack time estimated previously. Here the ranges are
delayed by Na, because now the maxima does not give the center
of the click, but its beginning.

If no maximum is found in a selected range, then we assume
there is no corresponding click, and the range is deleted. Among
the obtained maxima, which are the estimated click positions Pc,
beginning, we also delete some of them such that the minimal dis-
tance between two neighboring detected clicks is smaller than half
of the median. The choice of the detections to delete depends on
the positions themselves and also on the amplitudes ePc .
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3.4. Second estimation of the envelope parameters

The estimation of section 3.2, based on a fitting of some points of
the energy function e0n, was also biased. Then, having the refined
click positions Pc, with less false detections, now we can also re-
fine the estimation of the envelope parameters Na, ↵a, and ↵d.

We here propose a more accurate approach, based on an itera-
tive algorithm for the solving of a non-linear optimization problem
and with few parameters, three in our case. The chosen algorithm
is based on the simplex method, cf. [19] and is implemented in
Matlab as the standard function fminseach().

To define the criterion to minimize, let’s remark that: with a
good estimation of the envelope an, dividing the signal yn by the
combined envelope gn =

P
i �ian�Pi , with Pi the new refined

position and �i =
p

e(Pi) its amplitude, the obtained signal zn

should have an envelope as flat as possible. Then the criterion C
is based on the flatness of the energy function fn computed with
zn. It is computed as follow:
• The envelope an of an individual click is computed using eqs. (5)

and (6), for all an � 0.
• The “combined” envelope is given by: gn =

P
i �ian�Pi .

• The signal zn is computed as follows: zn = yn/gn.
• The energy function fn is computed with zn and a Hann win-

dow wn with size 1024: fn =
PN

j=�N z2
n+jw

2
j .

• The flatness is now tested by computing the square sum of the
difference of fn and its mean. If zn is flat, fn is close to a
constant function and the following criterion is small:

C =

NX

n=0

 
fn � 1

N

N�1X

i=0

fi

!2

With this definition, the simplex algorithm [19] provides the
parameter values (Na, ↵a, and ↵d) of the closest local minimal of
C, from the initial values.

3.5. Last click detection

Again, with the refined envelope parameters we can obtain a re-
fined detection of click positions, and their corresponding ampli-
tudes as in sec. 3.3. But now, because the estimation of ↵d is not
biased, its value is not divided by 2.

Remark that, since the new click position Pc are refined, we
could imagine to make an iterative process to refine again the en-
velope parameters, and so on. But in the most favorable cases, the
improvements are insignificant, and in the worst cases, the process
may be unstable, and may provide worse results. Then, the esti-
mation of the click position Pc, their corresponding amplitude �c,
and the envelope parameters Na, ↵a and ↵d stops here.

3.6. Click extraction

With all detected values Pc and �c for all clicks, and the envelope
parameters Na, ↵a and ↵d, this section explains how a collection
of some click is extracted from the denoised signal xn. The total
number of detected clicks is denoted Cd, and the number of ex-
tracted clicks is denoted Ce. Basically, Cd ⇡ 70 for 2 seconds of
signals with a frequency of 35 clicks per second, and the chosen
number of extracted clicks is Ce = 10.

The chosen extracted clicks must check the following con-
straints: first, to reduce the overlap of the next neighbor clicks,
the distance between Pc and Pc+1 must be as high as possible.

Second, to reduce the contribution of neighbor clicks, on the left
and on the right, its amplitude �c must be higher than �c�1 and
�c+1. Then, all the Cd clicks are sorted according to these criteria,
and the Ce preferred clicks are selected for extraction.

In a first step, the signal yn is flattened, as in sec. 3.4. The flat
signal zn is obtained by the division of yn by the new “combined”
envelope

g0
n = max

i2[1,Cd]

⇣
�ian�Pi

⌘
.

Note that here we use the “max” operator instead of the sum op-
erator. The use of the max avoids the “cumulation” of the tails of
the envelopes, whereas the use of the sum favors this cumulation.
In section 3.4, this effect is used to limit the value of ↵d during the
optimization, and now it is preferable to limit this effect.

As a result, the signal zn is flat, which means that the effect of
the click envelope is canceled, as shown in the middle sub-figure
of Fig. 5. Now to extract an individual click with a damping tail
which overlaps with the following clicks, we just have to multiply
the flat signal zn by the envelope an of an individual click, cf. the
bottom sub-figure of Fig. 5.

In this way, neither the tail of the previous click is totally re-
moved, and nor the signal of the following one, in a strict sense.
But the contribution of neighbor clicks is efficiently removed for
the following reasons: first, thanks to the simultaneous masking,
the extracted click of interest efficiently masks the tail of the previ-
ous one because its envelope is smaller. Second, the amplitude of
the following one is efficiently reduced and thanks to the temporal
masking, its contribution is not audible in most of the cases.

Finally, since the clicks are associated with the white signal
yn, then we cancel this whitening by filtering the extracted click
samples by the LPC filter H(z) = 1/A(z), cf. sec. 3.1. More-
over, since the extracted clicks have different amplitudes, they are
normalized to a unique norm.

3.7. Statistical parameters

The real-time granular synthesis only consists in successively play-
ing the Ce extracted clicks with a random selection at each time
and with a quasi-constant frequency. However, to provide a realis-
tic synthesis, it is needed to add a fluctuation in frequency and in
amplitude, as it is the case in real drilling sounds.

First the mean period T0, in samples, of the click occurrences
is computed as the mean of the distances of detected clicks:

T0 =
1

Cd � 1

PCd�1
i=1 Pi+1 � Pi,

and the mean frequency is then F0 = Fs/T0. Also, to take ac-
count of the variance of the click position, the fluctuation in term
of frequencies, the standard deviation is computed as follows:

�T =
⇣ 1

Cd � 1

PCd�1
i=1

�
Pi+1 � Pi � T0

�2⌘ 1
2

Second, in the same way the mean amplitude B and its standard
deviation are computed:

B =
1

Cd � 1

PCd�1
i=1 �i

�B =
⇣ 1

Cd � 1

PCd�1
i=1

�
�i �B

�2⌘ 1
2
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Figure 5: Illustration of the click extraction, based on the flattening
of the termporal envelope of a drilling sound recording.

3.8. Real-time synthesis

Then, when a new individual click has just started to be played
back, in real-time, the synthesizer chooses the instant of the next
played click with a delay time randomly chosen according to a dis-
tribution with mean T0 = 1/F0 and variance �2

T . Also its ampli-
tude is randomly chosen according to a distribution with mean B
and variance �2

B . This procedure provides some fluctuations in the
amplitudes and the positions which makes the synthesis more re-
alistic. Moreover, the new played click is randomly chosen among
the collection of the Ce extracted clicks. Figure 6 summarizes the
global sound analysis/synthesis process.

In this work, the background noise of the engine is not resyn-
thesized from the NMF analysis. The reasons are that its resyn-
thesis based on the NMF does not yield a satisfying sound quality
and that another good technique for background noise synthesis
was already available in the project.

sn
Denoising

(offline)

fxn Click extraction
+

Stat. param.
(offline)

{cn}
Ce

T0,�T

B,�b

Drilling sound
synthesis
(real-time)

bxn

cf. sec. 2 cf. secs. 3.2-3.7 cf. sec. 3.8

Figure 6: Summary of the global sound synthesis process: first the
drilling sound of interest xn is extracted from the noisy recorded
sound sn, cf. sec. 2, then the analysis extracts Ce clicks noted here
cn, cf. 3.2-3.6, and the statistical parameters (T0,�T , B and �B)
are estimated, cf. sec. 3.7. Finally the sound cxn is synthesized, cf.
3.8.

3.9. Informal listening test

No formal and rigorous listening test has been done to evaluate
the denoising and the synthesis. Nevertheless, the simple compar-
ison of a former drilling sound synthesis, made by Creanex, and
this new synthesis reveals an outstanding improvement. More-
over, an informal listening test has been made with four experts
who have an excellent experience in drilling machines. As a result,
they judged the denoised sounds as sufficiently correct, and they
found the drilling synthesis realistic and accurate. Consequently,
it proves the ability of this method to accurately synthesize drilling
sounds. More details of this test are given in [20].

4. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

This section summarizes the software developed during the REMES
project. The main goal is to provide some tools and examples for:
the manual annotation of drilling sounds, the automatic analysis,
the test of results, and the efficient real-time synthesis.

These applications have been used with the drilling sounds
provided by Sandvik, but they have been designed to work with
other sounds having similar signal properties. For more details
about this software package, we refer the reader to [20].

4.1. Annotation

Because most of the recordings contain some different successive
drilling situations (normal drilling, overfeed, rattling, ...), it is nec-
essary to annotate the limits of each part for each file. The auto-
matic annotation is difficult, and it was not the subject of this work.
Moreover, a bad annotation may provide a worse analysis. Then a
simple Graphical User Interface has been developed in Matlab to
annotate easily and quickly all the sounds, cf. Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Screenshot of the annotator software. In this example, 4
parts are annotated with different colors.

4.2. Analyzer

The analyzer is a piece of software which automatically computes
the analysis of all annotated parts, without manual intervention.

At the moment of the end of the project, 1296 parts are anno-
tated, and the complete analysis lasts approximately 7 hours, using
a 4 core CPU at 3.20 GHz. All steps of sec. 3 are computed suc-
cessively for all annotated parts. Note that to make this process
faster, the length of the parts are limited by 2 seconds. Finally,
all analyzed parameters, such as the extracted clicks, the envelope
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parameters Na, ↵a and ↵d, and the statistical parameters, F0, �T ,
B and �B , are stored into some data files.

4.3. Test and parameter refinement

To check and eventually modify the analyzed parameters, another
GUI has been developed using Matlab, cf. Fig. 8.

This software loads the analyzed drilling data, computed by
the analyzer, and proposes to compare the original noisy sound,
the denoised drilling sound and the synthesis. Also, some sliders
and editor controls allow to modify the synthesis parameters, and
eventually to save the results in the data file.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the Graphical User Interface for testing
and for the parameter modification.

4.4. Real-time synthesis library

For the efficient real-time synthesis, a C++ library and a demon-
stration application have been developed. The main benefit of this
drilling sound synthesis tool, compared to a simple playback of the
denoised sound, is the ability to modify in real-time some param-
eters and to reproduce a continuous modification of the sound.

The available parameters are: the mean frequency, the mean
amplitude, the deviation in time, the deviation in amplitude, a
modified attack factor and a modified decay factor. Fig. 9 shows
a screenshot of this demonstration application, with six sliders for
the parameter control.

5. CONCLUSION

These paper presents two complementary methods useful for the
purpose of the mentioned project: first, a non-supervised removal
of quasi-stationary noise has been proposed, which is based on
the Non-negative Matrix Factorization. This algorithm is relevant
because of the opposite natures of the background noise and the
drilling sound of interest. Second, a granular analysis/synthesis
approach has been presented. It roughly consists in: the estimation
of the click positions in time and of the time envelope modeling
of the single clicks; the extraction of some individual clicks; and
finally a successive play of the stored clicks, with some random
rules learned on the original sound. Not only the synthesis method
used a small amount of memory, less than 500 kBytes per sound,
but also the CPU consumption is negligible on current personal
computers.

Note that, at the end of this work, 1296 annotated drilling
sounds have been analyzed for tests. These recorded sounds have

Figure 9: Screenshot of the Graphical User Interface. Example of
implementation of the C++ real-time library.

been produced by rig machines of Sandvik during previous projects,
cf. e.g. [5]. The developed methods and software package can be
used for synthesizing realistic drilling sounds in a working ma-
chine simulator. As demonstration, the companion webpage [21]
proposes the listening of some excerpts of sounds: original, de-
noised and synthesized.
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ABSTRACT

Virtual analog modeling is an important field of digital audio sig-
nal processing. It allows to recreate the tonal characteristics of
real-world sound sources or to impress the specific sound of a cer-
tain analog device upon a digital signal on a software basis. Auto-
matic virtual analog modeling using black-box system identifica-
tion based on input/output (I/O) measurements is an emerging ap-
proach, which can be greatly enhanced by specific pre-processing
methods suggesting the best-fitting model to be optimized in the
actual identification process. In this work, several features based
on specific test signals are presented allowing to categorize instru-
ment effect units into classes of effects, like distortion, compres-
sion, modulations and similar categories. The categorization of
analog effect units is especially challenging due to the wide variety
of these effects. For each device, I/O measurements are performed
and a set of features is calculated to allow the classification. The
features are computed for several effect units to evaluate their ap-
plicability using a basic classifier based on pattern matching.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio effect units are used by musicians or sound engineers to
transform the signal of an (electrical) instrument in order to mod-
ify it in a certain way. Many of these effect units already have been
emulated and digital models have been derived to apply these ef-
fects while, for example, mixing a recording [1]. Many musicians
value vintage music equipment because of its specific tonal charac-
teristic and want to recreate this characteristic without spending a
large amount of money on rare vintage equipment. With the aid of
system identification, the unique properties of an effects unit can
be captured and emulated as a VST plugin or with a DSP-based
effects unit in a live-setup.

A lot of effect units have been emulated in very different ways.
Modeling via circuit analysis, as done by [2–5], is realized by
transforming the schematic of the device into a digital model. This
procedure is very precise and can describe effect units accurately.
But it also has several drawbacks. The computational load is very
high, because one or more nonlinear equations have to be solved
iteratively for every nonlinear element in the circuit and every sam-
ple of the input data. In addition, the characteristic of every non-
linear circuit element has to be known or assumed to solve the
nonlinear equations.

An alternate way of emulating analog audio units is system
identification with input/output (I/O) measurements. By sending
specifically designed input signals through the device under test
(DUT) and measuring the output, the influence of the system on

the input signal can be determined and recreated with a digital
model to achieve the same characteristics [6].

Black-box identification is still an important topic and there
are countless contributions to this domain from neural networks to
wavelet-transform based models for identification. Sjöberg et al.
published a summary of different nonlinear modeling techniques
[7]. A method, that has been successfully used to model nonlinear
audio systems, was introduced by Novak et al. [8]. They used a
block-oriented Hammerstein model for the identification of a dis-
tortion guitar effect pedal.

Feature extraction from audio data is an important topic for
music information retrieval (MIR) [9]. Nevertheless, typical MIR
features like Zero Crossings or Spectral Flux can not be utilized
to classify the subtle tonal characteristic of specific audio effect
devices.

The majority of commercial digital audio effects, emulating
a specific device, are parametric digital models which are usually
tweaked by a professional sound engineer to approach the sound
of the analog unit. This identification procedure can be automated
using black-box modeling. The proposed feature set can facilitate
the decision which digital model is best-suited to reproduce the
characteristics of the analog effects unit under test. For this pur-
pose specifically designed input signals are generated, replayed
through the device, and, by recording the output, the influence of
the system on these signals is measured and different characteris-
tics are extracted.

In future work, the extracted features can be used to classify
the DUT and choose an appropriate model from a model set. The
classification can be done in several ways, e.g. with a neural net-
work or a weighted decision tree. Once a model is chosen, an iden-
tification algorithm can be used to fit the model’s characteristics to
resemble the DUT.

This paper describes the signal model for several typical ef-
fects in section 2, the input signals designed for the feature com-
putation are shown in section 3, and the computation of the fea-
tures is explained in section 4. In section 5 the measurement-setup
is shown and the features are evaluated by measuring some typical
effect pedals and comparing the resemblance of the pedal charac-
teristic and the computed feature. The usability of the features is
demonstrated using a simple classifier in section 6. Section 7 con-
cludes this paper.

2. SIGNAL MODEL

This section describes the influence of typical effects, as catego-
rized in Fig. 1, on an input signal x(t). This analysis was done to
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Figure 1: Categorization of typical digital audio effects into linear
time-invariant (LTI), non-linear time-invariant (NLTI), and linear
time-variant (LTV).

design proper input signals and select adequate features, calculated
from the recorded (output) signals.

2.1. Linear Time-Invariant Effects

2.1.1. Filter

In the field of digital audio effects, a filter is a linear time-invariant
(LTI) system, which is able to amplify or attenuate certain fre-
quency regions of the input signal x(t). The impulse response
h(t) defines the characteristic of the filter and is convolved with
the input signal to produce the filtered output,

y(t) = x(t) ⇤ h(t). (1)

2.1.2. Reverberation

Although, the mathematical representation of the reverberation ef-
fect

y(t) = x(t) ⇤ hrev(t), (2)

namely the convolution of the input signal with an impulse re-
sponse hrev, is very similar to the filter effect, those effects are
easy to distinguish from each other. The impulse response of fil-
ters and reverberations differ significantly in length and noisiness
and hence can be differentiated with measurements.

2.1.3. Delay

Repetitions of an input signal can be achieved using delay pedals.
The output signal

y(t) = x(t) + g · y(t� td) (3)

can be modeled with a direct path and a delay line in the feedback
path. The delay time td defines the temporal distance between
two repetitions while the amplitude of the repetitions is controlled
with the feedback gain g. It should be noted that this is a simple

model which does not take into account that many delay effects
employ some modulation or filtering in the feedback path to create
a certain kind of tonal characteristic.

2.2. Non-Linear Time-Invariant Effects

2.2.1. Compression

Compression is a non-linear effect reducing the dynamic range of
the input signal. Therefore, the input signal x(t) is fed to time-
variant variable-gain amplification stage, weighting x(t) with a
gain factor g(t) to produce the output

y(t) = g(t) · x(t). (4)

The variable-gain amplifier can be modeled as an envelope sig-
nal x+(t) smoothed with a signal-dependent lowpass filter LPAT/RT

like
g(t) = LPAT/RT{x+(t)}, (5)

where LPAT/RT defines a lowpass filter for the attack (AT) and re-
lease (RT) case. Typical choices for the envelope signal x+(t)
are the peak signal |x(t)| or the root-mean-square signal xRMS(t),
depending on the type of compressor.

2.2.2. Distortion

Distortion effects modify the input signal x(t) with a nonlinear
function f(x) mapping the level of the input signal x(t) to the
level of the output signal y(t), as shown in

y(t) = f(x(t)). (6)

The shape of the nonlinear function defines the tonal quality of
the effect. Musicians tend to sub-categorize distortion effects in
overdrive, distortion, and fuzz in ascending order of nonlinearity.
For an accurate signal model, representing an analog distortion
effect unit, there should be additional input and an output filters.
Here they are omitted for the sake of readability.

2.3. Linear Time-Variant Effects

Linear time-variant effects, often called modulation effects, mod-
ulate the input signal in terms of volume, frequency or phase using
a low frequency oscillator (LFO) controlling the rate of the modu-
lation.

2.3.1. Tremolo

The tremolo effect was introduced in the 1950s by companies like
Fender or Vox. Initially it was an electronic circuit integrated in the
guitar amplifier which modulated the volume of the output signal
periodically. The modulating signal xLFO(t) is multiplied with the
input signal x(t)

y(t) = xLFO(t) · x(t). (7)

xLFO(t) is a periodic signal having, for example, sinusoidal, trian-
gular, sawtooth or square-wave characteristic.
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2.3.2. Vibrato

Vibrato is, like the tremolo, one of the earliest common guitar ef-
fects. The effect originated from the so called whammy bar, a me-
chanical lever typically located at the bridge of the guitar, which
modulated the tension of the strings and therefore the frequency of
the guitar tone. Another popular effect unit was called the Leslie
speaker, where a rotating speaker created frequency modulation
due to the Doppler effect. This behavior is recreated in effect units
by producing an output signal

y(t) = x(t� xLFO(t)), (8)

where y(t) is a delayed version of the input signal x(t). The pe-
riodic variation of the time delay by the LFO signal xLFO(t) pro-
duces a recurrent pitch variation in the output signal.

2.3.3. Phaser

A phaser produces an output signal which is a mix of the unpro-
cessed, dry input signal d ·x(t) and an allpass-filtered, wet version
of the same signal, w · APM{(x(t), xLFO(t))}, where d and w are
gain factors weighting the unprocessed or processed parts of the
input signal. The allpass filter cascade introduces a frequency de-
pendent phase shift in respect to the dry signal. When both signals
are added together to yield the output signal

y(t) = d · x(t) + w · APM{(x(t), xLFO(t))}. (9)

Phase cancellation and elevation for certain frequencies occur. This
results in notches in the spectrum of the output signal. These
notches are moving along the frequency axis over time, because
xLFO(t) modulates the center frequency of the allpass filters pe-
riodically. The amount of notches is controlled by the order M
of the allpass filter cascade. For first order filters there are M

2
notches because a first-order allpass filter introduces a maximum
phase shift of ⇡ [10].

2.3.4. Chorus

The chorus effect originated from the idea of emulating several
musicians playing in unison (the same melody). Because they are
not playing in perfect sync, there are small deviations in loudness
and timing. To achieve this effect one or more copies of the input
signal are delayed by 10 ms to 25 ms with small and random vari-
ations in the delay times and added to the original signal. It is a
mix between the original (dry) signal x(t) and a vibrato effect,

y(t) = x(t) + w · x(t� xLFO(t)). (10)

The delayed signal is realized with a variable delay line, controlled
by the LFO-signal xLFO(t) [11, 12].

2.3.5. Flanger

The flanger produces a similar sound to that of a chorus effect but
differs in some aspects. The main difference is the delay time of
the modulation path. It is between 0 ms and 15 ms. Secondly, for
most flangers, the modulation is done with a feedback path while
the chorus has a feed-forward architecture [11]. The output signal

y(t) = x(t) + w · xSP(t), (11)

consists of a direct path x(t) and a weighted second path w ·xSP(t)
as shown in Fig. 2. The second path is the feedback path with

Figure 2: Block diagram of a flanger.

feedback gain gFB,

xSP(t) = x(t� xLFO(t)) + gFB · xSP(t� xLFO(t)). (12)

The oscillator signal xLFO(t) modulates the delay of the second
path with a sinusoidal signal [12].

3. INPUT SIGNALS

In this section the input signals which are used for the feature com-
putation, are introduced. Because the input signals were digitally
synthesized, the authors decided to change the notation from con-
tinuous time signals x(t) to discrete time signals x(n) where x(t)
is sampled with sampling rate fs.

3.1. Sinusoidal Signals

3.1.1. Sine Wave with Fixed Amplitude

The first basic input signal is a sinusoidal wave with frequency f0,
duration of d seconds, and fixed amplitude A,

xsin fix(n) = A · sin

✓
2⇡

f0

fs
n

◆
, (13)

with n = [0, . . . , d · fs] and sampling rate fs.

3.1.2. Amplitude-Modulated Sine Wave

The sine signal can be modified to feature varying envelopes

xsin var(n) = a(n) · sin

✓
2⇡

f0

fs
n

◆
, (14)

where a(n) is a time-variant amplitude. In this work, the ampli-
tude switched abruptly between ahigh and alow with a low frequency,
e.g. fmod = 2 Hz.

3.2. Impulse

To identify a system’s linear behaviour for a whole frequency range,
a broadband stimulus has to be fed to the system. The discrete unit
impulse

xpulse(n) =

⇢
1 if n = 0
0 else , (15)

achieves the excitation of a system for the whole frequency range
uniformly and is used to measure the impulse response of the DUT.
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3.3. Sweep

Another way of exciting a system within a certain frequency range
is to feed an exponentially swept sine wave, as described in [13].
The sweep

xsweep(n) = sin

 
!1 · N

ln(!2
!1

)
·
h
e

n
N

·ln(
!2
!1

) � 1
i!

, (16)

has a duration of N samples and covers frequencies from !1 =
2⇡fstart

fs
to !2 =

2⇡fstop
fs

.

4. FEATURES

As previously mentioned, this study is groundwork for a classifica-
tion procedure that shall present the features on which a following
classification can be based. In this section, the features are derived
and adapted to create a comparable quantitative representation.

4.1. Distortion Feature

A typical description of distortion for audio devices is the so-called
total harmonic distortion (THD)

THD = 20 · log10

 p
V 2

1 + V 2
3 + . . . + V 2

6

V0

!
, (17)

where Vi is the RMS amplitude of the ith harmonic. To calculate
the THD, signal xsin fix (see Eq. 13) is sent through the DUT and
recorded. Afterwards the recorded signal is segmented to contain
k times the period length k · fs

f0
samples of the sine wave. This

has the advantage that there is no leakage effect for the frequency
f0 and all of its harmonics, i.e. all the energy of f0 falls into one
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) bin.

The THD is calculated by extracting the RMS amplitudes of
the fundamental frequency and the RMS amplitude of the harmon-
ics. The highest harmonic considered is V6. The related metric
sTHD is defined as

sTHD =
THD + 70

80
(18)

and maps the values from the initial range of [�70, . . . , 10] to
[0, . . . , 1]. Outlying values are clipped to the maximum and mini-
mum value, respectively.

4.2. Compression Feature

To detect a compressor, the signal levels of the varying amplitude
sine wave xsin var from (Eq. 14) are analyzed. If the signal-level-
difference of the output would be smaller than the signal-level-
difference of the input, dynamic range compression is occurring.
But reduction of the signal-level-difference is also occurring in a
highly nonlinear distortion effect. For this reason the compression
feature is based on the attack and release regions of a compressor
and not on the signal-level-difference. Hence, it is assumed that
attack and release times differ significantly.

The computation of the compression feature is depicted in
Fig. 3 and described in the following. After recording the replayed
test signal xsin var (see Eq. 14), with two different amplitude levels
(see Fig. 4 (a)), the compression feature is calculated. At first, the
envelope of the signal is computed by linearly interpolating be-
tween all its local maxima. The result of this processing step is
shown in Fig. 4 (b).

Figure 3: Block-diagram of the compression feature calculation.

The resulting envelope is segmented into attack and release
part by cutting each part according to the time-domain positions
of the input signal. The beginning of the attack-part corresponds
to the region of the input signal xsin var where it changes from high
signal level alow to ahigh. And the start point of the release-part is
the region where the input signal changes from low signal level
alow to ahigh. The segmented envelope parts of attack and release
regions are depicted in Fig. 4 (c) and (d).

After attack and release part have been segmented, the release
envelope is mirrored horizontally. Then, the minimum of both
curves is subtracted from the signal. The result of this process-
ing step yields only the overshoot of attack and release filter and is
shown in Fig. 4 (e) and (f). The colored areas in said figure repre-
sent the integral over the curves.

The ratio of the integrals is computed and normalized to form
the compression feature

scompr = |FC � 1| , (19)

where FC =
P

eRT (n)P
eAT (n)

is the ratio of the release and attack inte-
grals. The initial assumption that a compressor has different set-
tings for attack and release time does not always have to be true,
but most commercial compressor units tend to have a much longer
release time than attack time, whereas release and attack time of
a distortion effect unit should be roughly the same. scompr be-
comes zero if attack and release time are the same and approaches
a higher value if attack and release time differ. scompr is clipped to
one if it should exceed this value.

4.3. Time Variance Feature

To detect the time-variance of a system, the exponential sine sweep,
input signal xsweep, is sent three times through the DUT and re-
corded. To avoid sending the signal with the same periodicity
as a potential LFO of the time-variant effect could feature, the
pauses between each sweep are non-uniform. The recorded sig-
nal is segmented into the three recorded sweeps y1(n), y2(n), and
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Figure 4: Compression Feature - Measured waveforms of an MXR
DynaComp.

y3(n) which are then subtracted from each other to yield three er-
ror signals e1(n) = y1(n) � y2(n), e2(n) = y1(n) � y3(n),
and e3 = y2(n) � y3(n). The root mean square (RMS) value
of e1(n), e2(n), and e3(n) is calculated and the maximum value
erms is selected to form the time-variance metric

stvar = 1� e�10·erms . (20)

Since a system is either time-invariant or time-variant the time-
variance metric is distorted with a nonlinear function (see Eq. 20),
to emphasize values of stvar which are non negligible.

Please note that the time-variance metric is sensitive to the
level of the error signals e1(n), e2(n) and e3(n). Therefore the
recorded signal ysweep(n) is normalized before segmentation to
have a maximum amplitude of one before calculating the time-
domain error.

4.4. Impulse Response Length Feature

As previously mentioned, the class of linear time-invariant effects
is quite versatile. To distinguish simple filters from effects which
massively influence the temporal structure of a source signal, like
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Figure 5: Exemplary impulse response of reverb effect.

reverb and delay effects, the length of the impulse response is a
valuable information. The impulse response length feature is de-
termined by the duration of the impulse response to decrease to a
certain value. For this purpose, the DUT is excited with xpulse to
record the impulse response hrev, which is normalized to an am-
plitude of 1 in the following. The maximum value hmin of the last
section of the normalized impulse response, shown as red area in
Fig. 5, is then weighted to define the threshold hthr = hmin+10 dB.
Afterwards the impulse response is scanned in time-inverse direc-
tion to find the point of time slen where the first sample exceeds
hthr. In Fig. 5, this corresponds to slen = 0.94 s. The feature yields
the time it takes the impulse response to decrease below the thresh-
old in seconds. So the metric only takes values greater than zero,
slen � 0, and is clipped to one if it exceeds one second.

5. MEASUREMENTS

5.1. Setup

The measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 6. A computer is con-
nected to a high quality external USB audio interface. The output
of the audio interface is connected to the input of the DUT and
the output of the DUT is connected to the input of the audio in-
terface. True amplitude scaling is guaranteed by sending a sine

Figure 6: Measurement Setup.

with 0 dBFS (full scale), measuring the maximum amplitude of
the recorded signal and computing the gain factor. Every recorded
signal is weighted with this gain factor.
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Time synchronization is achieved by computing the cross cor-
relation rxy(m) between recorded signal y(n) and input signal to
the DUT x(n). The shift of the main peak of rxy(m) from the cen-
ter position indicates the amount of samples the recorded signal is
delayed in respect to the input signal.

The different input signals, described in section 3, are merged
into one long signal before they are sent through the DUT. After
the signal has been recorded, it is cut into its original parts and
each part is given to the feature extraction.

For extreme settings of the effect units, e.g. very long decay
times for reverb or delay, problems arose while recording the out-
put of the DUT. To assure that the effects do not alter the signal
beyond recognition, all potentiometers of the effect units were set
to a neutral (12 o’clock) position during the measurements. This
also assured that the effect would not be too light to alter the signal
enough.

5.2. Results

To get an impression of the applicability of the proposed features,
they are computed for several real effect pedals. All analyzed
pedals and the resulting features are listed in Tab. 1. First, the
Harley Benton 7-band EQ was utilized. The distortion feature of
sTHD = 0.15 and the time variance feature stvar = 0.001 clearly
show the linear, time-invariant behavior of this system. The Tube-
Screamer, ZenDrive, and the FuzzFace DIY clones from Musikd-
ing also show negligible time variance values. In contrast, the dis-
tortion feature values show a rising trend from 0.54 to 0.78. The
strong non-linearity of those pedals is reflected in those values.

The MXR Dyna Comp compressor also shows a high distor-
tion value of sTHD = 0.64. Nevertheless, it can be clearly distin-
guished from the distortion pedals due to the scompr value of 0.87,
which doesn’t exceed 0.06 for the distortion pedals. The stvar mea-
surements for the already mentioned pedals are as expected consis-
tently very low. When the measurements are repeated with modu-
lation pedals (MXR Flanger, MXR Phase90, and the BOSS CEB-
3 Bass Chorus) a significant difference is detected. The smallest
value is stvar = 0.44 for the Flanger. Unexpectedly, the modu-
lation pedals also show much distortion. The verification of this
finding by spectral analysis and actual listening affirmed the non-
linear characteristics of these devices. Nevertheless, the catego-
rization into the group of time-variant effects is still possible with
proposed time variance feature.

The scompr value yields no noteworthy results for all time-variant
effect units. Due to time variant phase-shifts and signal superpo-
sitions, the envelope of the recorded signal behaves in an, in this
context, unpredictable way. This leads to scompr values varying
between 0.07 to 1, for repeated measurements. Even though the
delay is technically not a time-variant effect, the results for the
compression metric do not yield an accurate or even reproducible
result. The computation of the compression metric is based on the
envelope of the recorded signal, which is corrupted by the copies
of the input signal which are added to the output signal. The re-
maining effect pedals of the analysis are the TC Electronics Hall
of Fame reverb and the Flashback X4 delay. Apparently, these
devices tend to perform quite linear (sTHD = 0.14, 0.06) but dif-
fer strongly from the EQ pedal in terms of their impulse response
length slen which are 0.94 and over 1 seconds respectively. Con-
sidering the insignificant slen values for other pedals the authors
assume that the identification of reverb and delay pedals using the
proposed feature is doubtlessly realizable.

Table 2: Template vectors for different effect categories.

Filter v̂F = [0, 0, 0, 0]
Distortion v̂D = [1, 0, 0, 0]
Compression v̂C = [0, 0, 1, 0]
Linear Time-variant v̂TV = [0, 1, 0, 0]
Reverb o. Delay v̂RV = [0, 0, 0, 1]

6. EXEMPLARY CLASSIFICATION

To demonstrate the usability of the proposed features a very simple
classifier was implemented. It is based on pattern matching as
suggested by [14] for the purpose of chord identification based
on chroma vectors. Therefore, the features from section 4 for a
specific device are combined in a feature vector

v = [sTHD, stvar, scompr, slen]. (21)

In the next step, the squared euclidean distance �vi

�vi =
X

(v � v̂i)
2 (22)

of the current feature vector v to all template vectors v̂i, listed in
Tab. 2 is computed. The output of the classifier is the effect corre-
sponding to the template vector resulting in the smallest �vi. The
results of these calculations can be seen in Fig. 7. The euclidean
distance from the current feature vector to each �vi (Tab. 2) is
shown for each effect unit under test. The lowest distance yields
the result of the classification. Already this very simple approach
delivers a flawless classification for the values of Tab. 1.

7. CONCLUSION

This goal of this study was to derive features that allow the clas-
sification of audio effect units via I / O measurements. Based on
simple signal models of typical effects and specifically designed
input sequences, the features are derived. The features describe
the characteristic of a DUT in terms of distortion, compression,
time variance, and impulse response length.

The experimental application of the features on 10 different
guitar effect units (stompboxes) proved the usability of the fea-
tures to differentiate between effect classes. A very simple classi-
fier based on pattern matching was already capable of flawlessly
distinguishing between the tested devices. Advanced classifiers
based on neural networks or support vector machines are expected
to perform even better and be able to handle more effect categories
using potentially more features. This process flow allows the au-
tonomous modeling of various audio processing equipment.

Further improvements could be implemented to differentiate
even more effects. Currently it is for example not possible to dis-
tinguish a reverb effect unit from a delay effect unit or a chorus
from a flanger. Further features can be designed for enhanced clas-
sification offering detailed information about the device under test.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents several digital signal processing (DSP) tools
for the real-time synthesis of a 3D sound pressure field using Am-
bisonics technologies. The spatialization of monophonic signal or
the reconstruction of natural 3D recorded sound pressure fields is
considered. The DSP required to generate the loudspeaker signals
is implemented using the FAUST programming language. FAUST
enables and simplifies the compilation of the developed tools on
several architectures and on different DSP tool format. In this pa-
per, a focus is made on the near-field filters implementation which
allows for the encoding of spherical waves with distance informa-
tion. The gain variation with distance is also taken into account.
The control of the synthesis can be made by software controllers or
hardware controllers, such as joystick, by the mean of PURE DATA
and OPEN SOUND CONTROL (OSC) messages. A visual feedback
tool using the PROCESSING programming language is also pre-
sented in the most recent implementation. The aim of this research
derives from a larger research project on physically-accurate sound
field reproduction for simulators in engineering and industrial ap-
plications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ambisonics technologies allow describing 3D sound pressure fields
using a projection on a truncated spherical harmonics basis [1].
The resulting 3D encoded sound pressure field can later be ma-
nipulated, decoded and reconstructed over several loudspeaker-
layouts or even headphones [2]. Ambisonics has two main ob-
jectives: the spatialization of virtual sound sources or the recon-
struction of recorded sound pressure fields [3]. Several software
solutions exist to create, transmit, manipulate, and render sound
pressure fields using Ambisonics technologies. See references [4,
5, 6, 7, 8] as examples. Albeit being popular for practical appli-
cations in music, sound design and audio context, classical and
common Ambisonics implementations suffer from few drawbacks
that limit their use for physically-accurate sound field reproduction
with applications to environment simulators (vehicles, working en-
vironments, etc.) in industrial or engineering context. Indeed, the
near-field encoding [2] is rarely provided and the encoding/decod-
ing in 3D context is limited to the first orders, hence limiting the
spatial resolution and area size of physically-accurate reproduc-
tion. Indeed, if the sound field is controlled up to an order M ,
the reconstruction area size is frequency-dependent and given by
r = Mc/2⇡ [9] (where r is the are size radius, c the speed of
sound in air, and f the frequency). The near-field support is also

detrimental for physically-accurate sound field reproduction as it
takes into account the loudspeaker distance from the origin in or-
der to compensate for the loudspeakers spherical waves. In this
trend, this work is motivated by the need to develop a practical
implementation of Ambisonics for industrial applications such as
laboratory reproduction of industrial sound environments, vehicles
cabin noise, virtual vibroacoustics models, architectural spaces,
etc. In these scenarios, the reproduced sound field must be as close
as possible than the target sound field. Some recent examples of
such applications potentials are found in Refs. [10, 11, 12, 13].
Typical outcomes are related to listening tests, sound quality test-
ing, perceptual studies and other. On this matter, as mentioned by
Vorländer [12] with respect to Ambisonics implementations that
often include modifications inspired by auditory perception to in-
crease the listener experience with respect to some expectations, a
"generally applicable reproduction system [for sound field simu-
lation] must not introduce any artificial auditory cue which is not
part of the simulated sound." [12].

In this context, this paper presents an implementation of Am-
bisonics technologies for real-time synthesis of 3D sound field up
to 5th order. The signal processing is implemented in FAUST1

(Functional AUdio STream) programming language. This lan-
guage proposes a functional approach to implement the signal pro-
cessing and it compiles in efficient C++ code [14]. From this
code, DSP tools are provided in several formats such as: VST,
LV2, Pure Data, Max/MSP, JACK QT, and others. Thus, from the
same FAUST code, one can generate tools working on various
operating systems and configurations.

The focus of this paper is on physical encoding and decoding
of 3D sound pressure fields with a special attention dedicated to
the near field filters development, definition and implementation.
After defining the notations in use in Sec. 2, the main equations of
Ambisonics are recalled in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 the implementation in
FAUST programming language is addressed with a special atten-
tion on near-field filters. Section 5 presents a visual feedback tool
using PROCESSING language. This tool helps visualizing in 3D
the virtual sources and the loudspeaker levels. Finally, in Sec. 6,
the user control interface is addressed, presenting the possibility of
interfacing all elements with OSC protocol.

1http://faust.grame.fr/
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2. COORDINATE SYSTEM AND NOTATIONS

In this section, the different notations used throughout the paper
are presented and illustrated.

Spherical coordinate system

The following spherical coordinate system is used throughout this
paper and shown in Fig. 1:

u1 = r cos(✓) cos(�), u2 = r sin(✓) cos(�), u3 = r sin(�)
(1)

u1

u2

u3

θ

δ
r

P

Figure 1: Spherical coordinate system. A point P (u1, u2, u3) is
described by its radius r, azimuth ✓ and elevation �.

A virtual source position is denoted with its spherical coor-
dinates r1, ✓1, �1. The rendering loudspeakers are arranged on a
sphere of radius r0, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Ambisonics playback layout. Blue: the rendering loud-
speakers disposed on a spherical layout of radius r0. Red: the
virtual source at radius position r1.

Spherical harmonics

The spherical harmonics used in this paper are defined as follow
in [1]:

Y �
mn(✓, �) =

s
(2m + 1)✏n

(m� n)!

(m + n)!
Pmn(sin(�))

⇥
⇢

cos(n✓) if � = 1

sin(n✓) if � = �1
(2)

where Pmn are the associated Legendre functions of order m and
degree n, m and n 2 N with n  m, � = ±1 and ✏n = 1 if
n = 0, ✏n = 2 if n > 0. The spherical harmonics order are
denoted by m and its degree, by n. For each order m there are
(2m + 1) spherical harmonics. Thus a basis truncated at order M
contains L = (M + 1)2 functions.

Notations

The Laplace variable is denoted s and the discrete time variable z
(discrete domain). A vector is denoted by lowercase bold font v
and a matrix by uppercase bold font M. Superscript T designates
the transposition operation. j is imaginary unit with j2 = �1.

3. AMBISONICS

In this section, the principal Ambisonics equations are recalled.
They will later be used for the real-time DSP implementation.

3.1. Encoding

In Ambisonics, the encoding step consists in deriving B-Format
signals 2 from either monophonic signal (with a spatialization con-
text) or microphone array signals (natural sound field encoding).

3.1.1. Monophonic signal

From a monophonic signal, the encoding can be done for a plane
wave with amplitude a(z), azimuth ✓1 and elevation �1 direction
or a spherical wave, adding a distance information r1

B�
mn(z) = a(z)Y �

mn(✓1, �1) Plane wave
B�

mn(z) = a(z)Fm,r1(z)Y �
mn(✓1, �1) Spherical wave

(3)

In Eq. 3, filters Fm,r1(z) are the forward near-field filters which
take into account the finite distance of the virtual source r1 [2].

3.1.2. Rigid spherical microphone array encoding

For a natural 3D sound pressure field recording made with a rigid
spherical microphone array of radius ra, the B�

mn are given by:

B�
mn(z) = Em,ra(z)

NX

i=1

Y �
mn(✓i, �i)wipi(z) (4)

Em,ra(z) are the equalization filters which take into account the
diffraction of the rigid sphere [3]. The sound pressure signal at the
ith capsule position (ra, ✓i, �i) is denoted pi(z) on the array of N
microphones. The B�

mn components are guaranteed to be exact
up to order M if the spatial sampling of the spherical microphone
array respects the orthonormality criterion of spherical harmonics
up to M [15, 16]. Thus, there is possibly a weighting factor wi for
each capsule in Eq. (4) to ensure this condition. The working band-
width of the array without aliasing is given by: f  Mc/(ra2⇡)
[17], where f is the frequency, c the sound speed, and M the max-
imum working order for the array.

Equation (4) is for a triplet of indices (m, n,�). Thus, up
to order M , the B-Format signals vector is obtained with matrix
notation:

b(z) = E(z) · YT
mic · Wmic · p(z) (5)

b(z)(L⇥1) = [B1
00(z) · · · B�

mn(z) · · · B1
M0(z)]. E(z)(L⇥L) is

the diagonal matrix of equalization filters with diagonal terms
[E0,ra(z) · · · Em,ra(z) · · · EM,ra(z)], each Em,ra(z) term being
replicated (2m + 1) times on the main diagonal. Y

(N⇥L)
mic is the

matrix of spherical harmonics up to order M evaluated at each di-
rection (✓i, �i). W

(N⇥N)
mic is the diagonal matrix of weightings.

2We call here the B-Format the signals vector b(z)
[B1

00(z) · · · B�
mn(z) · · · B1

M0(z)]
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pN⇥1 = [p1(z) · · · pi(z) · · · pN (z)] is the vector of capsule sig-
nals.

3.2. Decoding

In this paper, only the basic decoder (mode-matching [18]) is re-
called for a full-sphere configuration of radius r0 respecting the
spherical harmonics orthonormality via weighting coefficients [16].
For decoders adapted to irregular loudspeaker layout or other de-
coding concerns, see for example [6].

If one considers a set of N2 loudspeakers, the input signal of
the lth loudspeaker at position (r0, ✓l, �l) is obtained from the B�

mn

signals by:

sl(z) = wl

MX

m=0

(Fm,r0)
�1(z)

mX

n=0

X

�=±1

Y �
mn(✓l, �l)B

�
mn(z)

(6)
where (Fm,r0)

�1(z) are the inverse near field filters or near field
compensation filters, which take into account the finite distance r0

of the rendering loudspeakers [2]. Since the reconstructed sound
pressure field is the summation of each sound field generated by
each loudspeakers, the vector of input signals s is given by:

s = Wspk · Yspk · F�1
r0

(z) · b(z) (7)

where s(z)(N2⇥1) = [s1(z) · · · sl(z) · · · sN2(z)]. F�1
m,r0

(L⇥L)
(z)

is the diagonal matrix of near field compensation filters with diag-
onal terms [1/F0,r0(z) · · · 1/Fm,r0(z) · · · 1/FM,r0(z)], each
1/Fm,r0(z) term being replicated (2m + 1) times on the main
diagonal. Y

(N2⇥L)
spk is the matrix of L spherical harmonics up to

order M evaluated at each direction (✓l, �l). W
(N2⇥N2)
spk is the

diagonal matrix of weightings wl. Note that the resulting matrix
Mspk = Wspk ·Yspk is the Ambisonics decoding matrix as defined
in Ref.[6].

3.3. Equivalent panning-law

In a spatialization context, recalling Eq. (3) and Eq. (6) along with
the additivity theorem of spherical harmonics [19], one can di-
rectly compute the loudspeaker input signals:

sl(z) = a(z)wl

MX

m=0

(2m + 1)

Fm,r0(z)
Pm(�l) Plane wave

sl(z) = a(z)wl

MX

m=0

(2m + 1)
Fm,r1

Fm,r0

(z)Pm(�l) Spherical wave

(8)
where �l = cos(�1) cos(�l) cos(✓1 � ✓l) + sin(�1) sin(�l) is rel-
ative to the angle between the virtual source in ✓1, �1 and the lth

loudspeaker.

4. FAUST IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of Ambisonics tools such as an encoder, basic
decoder, near-field filters, and spatialization tools using equivalent
panning-law is made using the FAUST language. An overview of
the current developped tools is shown in Fig.3. From left to right,
the vertical branches correspond to: 1) microphone signal process-
ing, 2) panning of a monophonic signal as virtual point source with
encoding and decoding and 3) panning of a monophonic signal as

virtual point source with equivalent panning law. The rightmost
branch is the control via OSC and visual feedback. Each box cor-
responds to a module described in the next sections. The com-
mon functions of each modules are implemented in library files,
which enable the quick design of new modules by re-using ex-
isting FAUST code. In the following section, the near-field filters
implementation is detailed.

4.1. Near-field filters

4.1.1. Forward filters

The forward filters are given in the Laplace domain [2]:

Fm,r1(s) =

mX

i=0

(m + i)!

(m� i)!i!2i

✓
c

sr1

◆i

(9)

with s = j2⇡f . To convert this analog filter in the digital z do-
main, the use of a bilinear transform requires precision arithmetic
to be efficient, as pointed out by Adriaensen in [20]. In this latter
reference, he proposes another s-to-z mapping scheme to obtain a
digital realization of the filter which is robust with single precision
floating point format:

⇣�1 =
z�1

1� z�1
=

1X

k=1

(z�1)k for|z| > 1

s =
2Fs

1 + 2⇣�1

(10)

where Fs is the sampling frequency. The implementation of an mth

order forward filter is made by product of sections of the form:

H1,r1(z) = g1(r1)(1 + d1,1(r1)⇣
�1)

H2,r1(z) = g2(r1)(1 + d2,1(r1)⇣
�1 + d2,2(r)⇣

�2)
(11)

For example a 3rd order filter F3,r1 is realized with the product of
a 1st order section and a 2nd order section: F3,r1(z) = H1,r1(z) ·
H2,r1(z). The computation of each coefficient g1, g2, d1,1, d2,1,
d2,2 in Eq. (11) is detailed in [20].

4.1.2. Stabilization with inverse filters

The forward filters Fm,r1(z) present an infinite gain at 0 Hz. Thus,
they must be stabilized by multiplying with an inverse filter (or
near field compensation filters) 1/Fm,r0(z). This can be done at
the encoding stage as suggested by Daniel [2]:

B�
mn(z) = a(z)

Fm,r1

Fm,r0

(z)Y �
mn(✓1, �1) Spherical wave (12)

It means that to encode a spherical wave, according to Eq. (12),
one should know the rendering array radius r0 a priori. However
this is not a major concern. Indeed, if the encoded spherical wave
is reconstituted on another layout of radius r2, one can correct by
multiplying the B�

mn(z) components by Fm,r0(z)/Fm,r2(z).

4.1.3. Gain correction for spherical source

In [2], the near field filters are defined with the assumption that
the amplitude a(z) of the spherical wave in Eq. (12) is taken at
the origin O in Fig. 2. Thus, the propagation term esr1/c/(4⇡r1)
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Spherical microphone signals: p

Encoding: Ymic
TWmic

Equalization: em,ra

Decoding : Mspk

Encoding: ymn
σ(θ1,δ1)

NF filtering: fm(r1)/fm(r0)

Monophonic signal: a1

Loudspeakers signals: s

NFC filtering: 1/fm(r0)

Panning-law (r0,r2,θ2,δ2) 

Monophonic signal: a2

Pure Data control patch 

Processing visual feedback
p1

bM0
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pN

1 L

1 L

b00
1

s1 sN2

1 L

Signal
OSC Message

θ1,δ1

r1

r2,θ2,δ2

r1,θ1,δ1 signals level (dBFS)

Figure 3: Main features of the current implementation: real-time synthesis of 3D recordings (leftmost vertical branch), spatialization
(two centered vertical branches), and control via OSC with visual feedback (rightmost vertical branch). The digital temporal signals are
represented by black arrows and the OSC instructions message in green dashed arrows.

(Laplace’s domain) is not taken into account. This leads to the def-
inition of Eq. (9) for the forward filters. In the same way, the near-
field compensation filters do not take into account the propaga-
tion from rendering source to origin O: esr0/c/(4⇡r0). The main
consequence is that there is no gain variation with the distance of
the virtual source. To correct this, one multiplies the amplitude
a(z) for spherical wave in Eq. (12) by: r0

r1
z�(r1�r0)/c. The cor-

responding delay can be fractional depending on r1 and r0. In the
case of a focused source (i.e. inside the rendering loudspeakers en-
closure), the delay is negative and an implementation could require
time-reversal method, as in Wave Field Synthesis [21]. However,
since this delay is the same for all rendering loudspeakers, accord-
ing to Eqs. (6) and (8), it is omitted for simplicity. As a result, the
pressure sound field of a virtual point source will be reproduced
physically in the reproduction zone with correct gain and with a
phase shift of z�(r1�r0)/c when this latter is omitted. Finally, the
encoding and the panning-law of a spherical wave becomes:

B�
mn(z) = a(z)

r0

r1

Fm,r1

Fm,r0

(z)Y �
mn(✓1, �1)

sl = a(z)
r0

r1
wl

MX

m=0

(2m + 1)
Fm,r1

Fm,r0

(z)Pm(�l)

(13)

4.1.4. FAUST implementation

The near field filters Fm,r1(z)/Fm,r0(z) (as well as the near field
compensation filters 1/Fm,r0(z)) are implemented in a FAUST li-
brary nfc.lib following Eq. (11) and up to 5th order. The im-
plementation is based on a Direct-Form II [22]. As an example,
the FAUST code for the second order section is given as:

TFNF2 ( b0 , b1 , b2 , a1 , a2 ) =
sub ~sum1 ( a1 , a2 ) : sum2 ( b0 , b1 , b2 )

wi th {
sum1 ( k1 , k2 , x )=

x : ( + ~ _ < : ( ( _ ’ : + ~ _ ) , ⇤ ( k1 ) ) : ⇤ ( k2 ) , _ : + ) ;
sum2 ( k0 , k1 , k2 , x )=

x < :⇤ ( k0 ) ,+~ _ , _ : _ , (� <:⇤ ( k1 ) , ( _ ’ : + ~ _ )
⇤ ( k2 ) : + ) : + ;

sub ( x , y )= y�x ;
} ;

The block diagram for this code is shown in Fig. 4. The coeffi-
cients g2(r1), d2,1(r1), d2,2(r1), g2(r0), d2,1(r0), d2,2(r0) were
precomputed in this figure for simplicity to obtain the correspond-
ing b0(r1), b1(r1), b2(r1), a1(r0), a2(r0) coefficients, poles an ze-
roes of the filter. However, nfc.lib provides the real-time com-
putation of these coefficients knowing r1 and r0, according to [20].
In the current implentation, the near-field filters are provided as
independent modules (see Fig. 3), or included in the equivalent
panning-law module (see Sec. 4.4)

As an example, the gain frequency response of the filters
r0/r1 ⇥ Fm,r1/Fm,r0 up to order five are shown in Fig. 5 for
r1 = 1 m, r0 = 3 m (solid lines) and r1 = 3 m, r0 = 1
m (dashed lines). c = 340 m/s and Fs = 48000 Hz. For fo-
cused sources (i.e r1  r0, solid lines in Fig. 5), as r1 decreases,
or as r0 increases and as m increases, the gain of the filters in-
creases at low frequencies. Thus, when encoding a focused spher-
ical source (i.e. r1  r0), one should be aware of these extreme
gains. These "bass-boost" effects create strong artifacts outside the
control zone and can easily damage the rendering loudspeakers. A
solution could be to impose a minimum r1 regarding to maximum
a r0/r1 ⇥ Fm,r1/Fm,r0 gain. This maximum gain is then related
to the maximum linear excursion of the loudspeakers. Note that
another approach for focused sources in Ambisonics can as well
be a solution [23].

4.2. Encoding of captured sound field and decoding

This case corresponds to the leftmost vertical branch of Fig. 3. The
encoding of a 3D sound field captured by a spherical microphone
array as described in Eq. (5) requires a matrix operation as the
decoding operation of Eq. (7). This matrix operation is done in
FAUST as suggested by Heller [6]:

/ / bus wi th g a i n s
g a i n ( c ) = R( c ) wi th {

R ( ( c , c l ) ) = R( c ) ,R( c l ) ;
R ( 1 ) = _ ;
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g(r1,r2) *

sub

sum1(a1)(a2)

sum2(b0)(b1)(b2)

TFNF2

x x +

mem +

a1(r0) *

a2(r0) * +

sum1(a1)(a2)

x x

b0(r1) *

+

-

b1(r1) *

mem +

b2(r1)

*

+ +

sum2(b0)(b1)(b2)

x

y

y

x

-

sub

Figure 4: Block diagram representation of the TFNF2 function. The input signal to be filtered is on the main top left diagram. The others
diagrams detail each block in this main diagram. x and y are input signals in a block. These diagrams where generated using faust2svg
tool.
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R( 0 ) = ! ;
R( f l o a t ( 0 ) ) = R ( 0 ) ;
R( f l o a t ( 1 ) ) = R ( 1 ) ;
R( c ) = ⇤ ( c ) ;

} ;

m a t r i x ( n ,m) = p a r ( i , n , _ )
<: p a r ( i ,m, g a i n ( a ( i ) ) : > _ ) ;
/ / n : number o f i n p u t s : column number
/ / m: number o f o u t p u t : row number
/ / a ( i ) : row v e c t o r s o f m a t r i x c o e f f i c i e n t s

In Eqs. (5) and (7) the matrix YT
mic ·Wmic and Wspk ·Yspk are pre-

computed and then implemented numerically in the FAUST code,
row by row, according to the code above. In the current version,

the encoding matrix for 2 types of microphone is coded:

• Spherical microphone using Lebedev’s grids working up to
1st, 3rd or 5th order as shown in Fig. 9.

• Spherical microphone using Pentakis-Dodecahedron grid
working up to 4th order as shown in [3].

In Fig. 3, the obtained modules are sketched under the names "En-
coding" and "Decoding".

4.3. Rigid spherical microphone filters

As mentioned in Sec. 3.1.2, the B�
mn(z) components derived from

a rigid spherical microphone array signals should be filtered by
Em(z) filters to take into account the diffraction of the rigid sphere
supporting the capsules. Theses filters present a theoretical infi-
nite gain at 0 Hz and very large "bass-boost" for high orders [24].
They are stabilized by high-pass filters [25] or Tikhonov filters
[3], which cut the low frequencies at high orders. Resulting fil-
ters are implemented as FIR filters. However, in [26, 27, 24] IIR
implementations are proposed with lower orders amplification ac-
cording to higher orders limitation. These approaches should be
investigated in future works for a FAUST implementation since an
IIR parametric filters could be interesting to monitor in real-time
the performances of a spherical microphone array. For now, in the
reported implementation, the filters are implemented as FIR filters.
The cut-off frequencies of high-pass filters are chosen with a max-
imum amplification level. The real-time convolution is made with
BRUTEFIR3 for Linux environment. This module is sketched in
Fig. 3 under the name "Equalization".

4.4. Encoding of virtual source and panning law

In the FAUST implementation reported in this paper, the encoding
of a virtual source is based on Eq. (3) for a plane wave and Eq. (13)
for a spherical wave. In the current state of the implementation, the
spherical harmonics are explicitly coded in a ymn.lib library up
to order five (36 functions). However, they could be computed by
recurrence if higher orders would be required. The monophonic

3http://www.ludd.luth.se/~torger/brutefir.html
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signal a1 is multiplied by corresponding spherical harmonics eval-
uated at desired direction (✓1, �1) and filtered by near-field filters
with desired radii (r1, r0) as shown in Fig. 3: Ambisonics signals
are then obtained.

The equivalent panning laws of Eq. (8) circumvent the need to
encode and decode with matrix operations. Indeed, the computa-
tion is reduced to a sum on the orders thanks to the additivity the-
orem of spherical harmonics. This is of great interest for real-time
synthesis. For the moment, the panning-laws are implemented for
several Lebedev spheres using N = 6, 26, or 50 loudspeakers, as
presented in [16]. The Legendre polynomials Pm are explicitely
coded in ymn.lib up to order five. The weights wl and angles
✓l, �l of the spheres are implemented in a lebedev.lib file.
This spatialization module is sketched in Fig. 3 under the name
"Panning-law": the loudspeakers input signals are computed from
a monophonic signal a2 and spatial parameters (r2, ✓2, �2, r0).

5. VISUAL FEEDBACK WITH PROCESSING

FAUST provides a graphical user interface with VU-Meters. Un-
fortunately, those meters are organized as classical lines of VU-
Meters (see Fig. 7 as an example). Thus, they do not provide an
efficient visual cue of where the signal energy is distributed on the
loudspeaker spherical layout. Moreover, a 3D representation of
the virtual source helps to provide an objective spatial view of the
source position. Such type of 3D representation is also much more
useful to composers or engineers who are not familiar with under-
the-hood DSP. In this context, a visual tool for 3D visual feedback
was implemented using PROCESSING4 language. The code uses
an Atom class to create a ball representing a loudspeaker. The
loudspeakers coordinates are given in a .cvs file and are easily
adaptable to any configuration. The virtual sources are represented
as balls with fading trajectories. The RMS gain (in dBFS) of each
loudspeaker given by the Ambisonics solution drives in real-time
the size and the color of the loudspeaker’s-balls via OSC mes-
sages. The position of each source is also received by OSC mes-
sages. The Peasycam library5 allows to zoom, move and pan the
3D view. The described visual tool is shown in Fig. 6. The sphere
used here is a Lebedev sphere using N2 = 50 loudspeakers as
used in [16].

6. USER CONTROL INTERFACE

6.1. Controls by software

The user control interface is provided by FAUST compiled code.
Thus, depending on the application it could be a standalone ap-
plication, a MAX/MSP patch, VST or LV2 plugin, or others. It
consists in sliders and entry boxes, to control the parameters
(r1, ✓1, �1, r0). Check-boxes are used to mute an order m. VU-
Meters give the signals level in dBFS for the B�

mn(z) components
or sl.

As an example, a JACK6 standalone application interface for
real-time 3D spatialization using the panning law of Eq. (13) is
shown in Fig. 7.

4https://processing.org/
5http://mrfeinberg.com/peasycam/
6http://jackaudio.org

Figure 6: 3D visual feedback tool using PROCESSING language.
The virtual source is shown as a red ball with fading trajectory
(top left corner). Each loudspeaker is represented by a ball with
radius and color driven by loudspeaker signal level (RMS, dBFS).
0 dBFS correspond to the red color on the left color scale and�1
dBFS to green. All informations are received by OSC messages
generated by a joystick and a PURE DATA patch.

6.2. Controls by hardware device and OSC messages

FAUST supports OSC to control the parameters of the DSP tools.
For example, with a hardware controller and a PURE DATA patch,
it is possible to generate OSC messages which control the plug-in
as well as the visual feedback tool of Sec. 5. This correspond to
the rightmost branch of Fig. 3. The use of hardware controllers and
FAUST generated plug-ins allow for the easy control and recording
of the synthesis parameters. As an example, the implemented Am-
bisonics encoder loaded in ARDOUR7 Digital Audio Workstation
(DAW) as a LV2 plug-in is shown in Fig. 8. With the visual feed-
back tool described in Sec. 5, this configuration enables to record
automation tracks describing "manually-created" trajectories.

7. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

An experimental setup is presented briefly in this section as an
application of the tools presented above.

7.1. 3D sound pressure field capture

The recording of natural sound pressure fields is made with a rigid
spherical microphone "MemsBedev"8 shown in Fig. 9. This mi-
crophone was made by 3D printing and uses N = 50 micro-
phone capsules on a Lebedev grid [28]. Each capsule is made of 4
MEMS9 microphones to reduce the background noise. The micro-
phone works up to 5th order, as explained in Ref.[16]. The analog
signals are digitalized with a commercial front-end. The tools pre-
sented in this article can provide in real-time the Ambisonics com-
ponents B�

mn(z) up to 5th order according to Eq. (5) and Fig. 3.

7http://ardour.org/
8http://www.cinela.fr/
9MEMS: Micro Electro-Mechanical System
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Figure 7: Standalone application interface running under JACK.
The sliders allow controlling the gains and positions of two vir-
tual sources (bottom, grey and yellow). The check-boxes (bottom-
left) mute and unmute a specific order at the synthesis stage. The
entry box allows giving the r0 radius of the rendering spherical
loudspeakers layout (bottom right). The VU-meters give the sig-
nals levels in dBFS for each loudspeaker. In this case there are
N2 = 50 loudspeakers according to a Lebedev grid.

Figure 8: Ambisonics encoder loaded in ARDOUR as a LV2 plug-
in. The positions parameters are controlled with the mouse or by
an hardware joystick via OSC messages. Resulting automation
tracks are shown in green in this figure. The LV2 plug-in is gener-
ated from FAUST code using faust2lv2.

7.2. 3D sound pressure field synthesis

The decoding of the pressure sound field is made in real-time with
a decoder made with FAUST according to Eq. (7) and Fig. 3. The
Lebedev spherical loudspeaker layout used for the sound field ren-
dering is shown in Fig. 10. For recording rendering purposes, it is
possible to record in 3D in one place and render in real-time the
3D sound pressure field with the loudspeaker sphere located at an-
other location. For spatialization purposes, the user takes place in
the sphere and drives the position of the virtual sources using an
hardware controller. The hardware controller is linked to a PURE
DATA patch and generates OSC messages for the synthesis using
FAUST, as summarized in Fig. 3. This experimental setup can thus
help to mix 3D audio contents in situ.

Figure 9: MemsBedev microphone arrays with N = 50 MEMS
microphones

Figure 10: Lebedev spherical loudspeakers layout with N2 = 50
loudspeakers.

8. CONCLUSION

Several integrated tools for real-time 3D sound pressure field syn-
thesis using Ambisonics were developed and presented in this pa-
per. The signal processing was implemented using FAUST, the vi-
sual feedback with PROCESSING and the communication between
tools with OSC protocol. The near-field filters were implemented
in a FAUST library and allow synthesizing spherical waves. The
gain correction with distance is also implemented, which is of
great importance for engineering applications or simulators. In the
current version of the implementation, the synthesis is controlled
up to 5th order in 3D. Some future ameliorations could include
transformations in Ambisonics domain [29], recent advances in ra-
dial filters implementation [27] or inclusion of the Doppler effect
for moving sources [30]. The code of this project is freely avail-
able online under GPL license10. In a near future, the described
implementation and experimental setup will be used to reproduced
various recorded environments and achieve physical evaluation of
the reproduced sound fields.

10https://github.com/sekisushai/ambitools
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ABSTRACT
This paper will describe a toolkit for experimentation with signal
interaction techniques, also commonly referred to as cross adap-
tive processing. The technique allows analyzed features of one au-
dio signal to inform the processing of another. Earlier used mainly
for mixing and post production purposes, we now want to use it
creatively as an intervention in the musical communication be-
tween two performers. The idea stems from Stockhausen’s use of
intermodulation in the 1960’s, and as such we might also call the
updated technique interprocessing. Our interest in the technique
comes as a natural extension to previous research on live process-
ing as an instrumental and performative activity. The automatic
control of signal processing routines is related to previous work
on adaptive audio effects and automatic mixing. The focus for our
investigation and experimentation with the current toolkit will be
how this affects the musical communication between performers,
and how it changes what they can and will play. The program
code for the toolkit is available as a github repository1 under an
open source license.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Music Technology section at NTNU Department of Music
has researched live processing as an instrumental activity for mu-
sic performance, for example in the ensemble T-EMP (Trondheim
Ensemble for Electroacoustic Music Performance). In this ensem-
ble, new modes of improvisation and music making have been ex-
plored, utilizing the possibilities inherent in contemporary elec-
troacoustic instrumentation. One particularly interesting aspect of
this research is the manner in which live processing affects the
communication and interplay between performers. To enhance the
focus on possible interventions in this communication, we look
into a more direct signal interaction, where analyzed features of
one signal are used to control the parameters of processing for an-
other. The term interprocessing is derived from Stockhausen’s use
of intermodulation[1] in the 1960’s, and is here used to describe
any direct signal interaction where features of one signal is allowed
to affect the processing of another signal. Where Stockhausen’s
intermodulation was mainly applied as amplitude modulation, we
would like to expand the signal interaction to allow any kind of
processing technique, and also include a wide selection of ana-
lyzed features from the controlling signals as parametric inputs to
the process. With respect to the sonic interaction of two audio sig-
nals, this also ties into our earlier work on dynamic convolution [2]
and cross convolution techniques [3]. The objective is to find ways

1https://github.com/Oeyvind/interprocessing

of close interaction and sonic merging by enabling musical perfor-
mative actions of one performer to directly influence the sound of
other instruments in the ensemble. As a practical example, say
we would let the spectral characteristics of a banjo affect control
the immediate filtering of a saxophone, or the noise content of the
drums to affect the reverberation of the vocals. Combining ana-
lyzed features from several signal allows for a tightly interwoven
timbral ensemble interaction (see figure 1).
The toolkit utilize automated control of effect processing parame-
ters, where the automation is based on analyzed features of an au-
dio signal. In this respect it ties closely with the field of adaptive
audio effects [4], [5], adaptive modulation, [6], [7] and automatic
mixing via cross adaptive techniques [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. In
terms of the instrumental control of the processing it also relates
to [13], [14] and [15].
In addition to the signal interaction potential, the toolkit also natu-
rally allows features of a signal to affect its own processing. This
can be useful a starting point of experimentation with the analysis
signal mappings, and can also be envisioned to yield useful adap-
tive effects control mappings for studio and post production type
effects. The analysis methods and the effect processing methods
used in the toolkit are well known from existing DSP literature,
it is the configuration as a tool for live and performative exper-
imentation with cross-adaptive effects control that constitute the
new or added value of the work. This is intended to allow the
mindset of the programmer to be set aside, focusing more on an
intuitive and empirical approach for musical experimentation with
the techniques. Such experimentation can also lead to a deeper un-
derstanding of the analysis techniques involved, and as such may
be useful practice for researchers within the field of audio analysis.

Figure 1: Distribution of analysis signals to several effects
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2. TOOLKIT REQUIREMENTS

The need for a software environment to host and facilitate this kind
of audio processing has been suggested by [10] and [16], the lat-
ter also providing an example solution within the framework of
Max/MSP. For the design of the current toolkit, we have looked
specifically at the integration of the cross adaptive techniques into
a standardized DAW so that it can easily be combined with other
techniques and workflows. The use of open source components
has also been preferred.
Since the use of extended signal interaction for live processing
touches on musically unfamiliar territory it seems reasonable to
make a toolbox for experimentation, and to enable it to be used
in such a way that allows the focus of experimentation to remain
on the aesthetics and musicality of live processed sound, both in
terms of the compositional and the performative. The toolkit is
not designed for the general music software end user at this point.
This is something that can be built later as a result of experimen-
tation on usability of the different signal interactions. To allow
for experimentation the toolkit should be very flexible with re-
gards to configuration and routing of the signals. It should also
allow for an intuitive workflow, despite the relatively high number
of possible parameter connections/mappings. The toolbox should
be easily integrated with other tools, so a method of interfacing
with a selection of regular DAWs is strongly preferred. Using a
regular DAW as a host program also provides "bread and butter"
functionality like a GUI, audio i/o, audio and cpu metering, and au-
dio routing. Methods for analysis of the input signal features has
been implemented, as well as routing and mapping of the analysis
signals. Integration with an existing set of effects processor imple-
mentations is to be preferred in our context, and we have looked
at methods to adapt existing effects to allow parametric control by
the analysis signals. A methods for integration with standard VST
effects has also been implemented. The toolkit is open source and
available on several platforms (Linux/Windows/OSX). The audio
programming language Csound2 was selected as the implementa-
tion language due to its extensive library of audio processing rou-
tines, and also since it fits the requirements of integration with a
DAW (via Cabbage3) and it is open source and cross platform. For
easy integration with a wide selection of DAWs, the toolkit has
been implemented with VST wrappers to allow the processors to
be used as regular VST plugins.

3. ROUTING

This section will look at possible options for signal routing as a
background for the currently chosen model. This relates to the
routing of both audio and analysis signals. In the signal interac-
tion, we have an affected signal and an affector signal. The af-
fected signal is the one where effects processing is being applied,
according to analyzed features of the affector signal. Following
the conventions of an audio mixer, we would route the signal to
be affected into a channel strip and apply an insert effect on this
strip. One thing to note here is that the affected signal can be seen
as a single source, but the affector signals may come from several
audio sources (i.e. using analyzed features of many sources to se-
lectively affect the processing). We can use the term modulation
sources for the signals resulting from the analysis of the affector

2http://www.csounds.com
3https://github.com/rorywalsh/cabbage/releases

signal. Similarly, we can use the term destination parameters to
refer to the parameters of the effect processing done on the affected
signal.

3.1. Sidechaining

Signal interaction can be found in a conventional audio produc-
tion signal chain in the form of sidechaining. Most commonly,
it is used for dynamic processing, for example the genre-typical
sidechaining compressor of electronic dance music. Here, the kick
drum is used to "duck" the synth pads (or a whole submix), creat-
ing a rhythmic pumping effect. Another well known application is
ducking of background instruments to give precedence to vocals.
A form of sidechaining is also used in de-essers, but in that case
the sidechain signal is not an independent audio input but a filtered
version of the signal being processed. As a general method for
our toolbox, sidechaining has the advantage that it is commonly
used and most audio mixers have functionality to provide the ap-
propriate signal routing. The disadvantage is that in general, the
sidechain input is a single source. The analysis of the sidechain
input will also have to be done in the effects processor for the af-
fected signal, possibly duplicated in other effects processors using
the same sidechain source. Due to these limitations, another rout-
ing model was needed.

3.2. Dual mono

A variant of the sidechain method would be to create special ef-
fects processors with dual mono inputs. One input would be the
affected signal and the other the affector signal. This method has
similar advantages and drawbacks as the sidechaining method. It
could be a viable solution where regular sidechaining is problem-
atic for some reason, but it would require a type of signal routing
that many would find counter-intuitive or downright complicated
(putting the effect on an aux track, using aux sends and panoramic
controls to route the two source signals accordingly). Both the
sidechaining and the dual mono configurations may be relevant
formats for plugins tailored to a specific set of signal interactions,
presumably something that might result from this initial phase of
experimentation. Such variants could have the analysis methods
inlined in the same plugin, potentially reducing the latency be-
tween a feature change in the affector signal and a processing
change in the affected signal. The analysis would however, in
general be limited to features from one single affector signal. A
practical solution would be to implement multichannel VST plug-
ins on multichannel tracks as for example available in Reaper4, that
would however greatly reduce the choice of DAW to use as a host.
The issue of duplicated efforts regarding the analysis stage also ap-
ply to this model, so it is not the most effective and flexible method
for routing and mixing of the control signals. For some traditional
spectral interaction techniques, like cross synthesis or cross con-
volution [3], this routing scheme may still be as good solution, due
to the necessity of synchronized frame-by-frame processing.

3.3. Control signal layer

If features of the same affector signal is to be used to control sev-
eral different affected signals, it might seem reasonable to keep all
signal analysis in one place to relieve the system of duplicated ef-
forts. This requires a method of sending analysis signals from one

4http://www.reaper.fm/
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Figure 2: Sending Open Sound Control messages to several net-
work ports on the same computer

process (e.g. audio track in the DAW) to another. Even though this
is not implemented as standard in any DAW (with the exeption
of using a simple envelope follower as a parametric automation,
available in Reaper and other hosts), it can be implemented with
relatively widespread tools of interprocess communication (Open
Sound Control, ZMQ, named pipes etc). The implementation of
a custom routing system as we have done in the toolkit allows for
combination of features from several affector signals, in scalable
proportions and mappings. With respect to control parameter map-
ping this is analoguous to the many to many mapping described by
Hunt et al in [17]. Combining features from several signals in
this manner opens up for fine tuned complex interactions between
musical signals, but will also require particular care in designing
appropriate and musically effective mappings. The provision of a
control signal layer to easily experiment with different mappings
is assumed to facilitate the design of appropriate settings. To mini-
mize the need for installing third party libraries, OSC was selected
as the communication protocol. As we want to distribute the anal-
ysis signals (from the affector) to several effects processors (af-
fected signals, also called destinations in the following) we needed
to devise a simple form of multicast for the OSC messages. Since
the destinations may well reside on the same computer, and the
OSC signals are transported via network sockets, we need to open
a separate network port for each destination, as only one process
can read from a network port at any given time. A somewhat crude
solution for this is to send all analysis signals (from all affectors) to
a pre-selected series of network ports. Each receiver (destination)
process will then scan for an available network port on startup,
opening the first available port (figure 2). Additional receivers will
scan similarly and open the next available port on startup. In this
manner, all analysis signals are available to all receiver plugins,
and we can use address filtering to select the signals to be actively
used in the effect processing of the affected signal. The method
also allows the analysis signals to be available as OSC messages
freely routable in the host DAW, and in this manner the toolkit
enables cross adaptive control of any VST plugin. The toolkit in-
cludes routines for scaling, shaping and mixing of the analysis sig-
nals (outlined in section 5), to use these routines in the mapping
to any standard VST effect, we provide a special translator plugin

(see section 8).

4. SIGNAL ANALYZER PLUGIN

The signal analyzer plugin provides a selection of analysis rou-
tines. In addition to the amplitude (rms) analysis, we have used
spectrally based analysis methods from the timbre toolbox [18] as
well as selection of pitch tracking methods. The timbral analy-
sis methods include centroid, spread, skewness, kurtosis, flatness,
crest and flux. The centroid represents the spectral center of grav-
ity, while the spread represents the spread of the spectrum around
its mean value. The spectral skewness gives a measure of the
asymmetry of the spectrum around its mean value, while kurto-
sis gives a measure of the flatness of the spectrum around its mean
value. These parameters (centroid, spread, skewness and kurto-
sis) are commonly referred to as the first four statistical moments
of the spectrum. Further, the spectral flatness measure is obtained
by comparing the geometrical mean and the arithmetical mean of
the spectrum, it gives an indication of the balance between tonal
and noisy components in the sound. Similarly, the spectral crest is
obtained by comparing the maximum value and arithmetical mean
of the spectrum. Finally, the spectral flux represents the amount
of variation of the spectrum over time. The timbre toolbox paper
(ibid.) also describes several other analysis measures. Selection
of the parameters to be used in our study here has been made in
part on the basis of which measures can be calculated in a real-
time streaming manner (on a frame by frame basis, without know-
ing the whole duration or evolution of the sound). An educated
guess about the expected usefulness and redundancy of the differ-
ent measures in our context has also affected the selection.

Figure 3: The analyzer plugin GUI
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The pitch tracking methods are partly borrowed from the reper-
toire of Csound, and an additional method has been implemented
based on epoch analysis [19]. The pitch tracking methods from the
Csound repertoire is ptrack, plltrack, and pitchamdf. The ptrack
method use a STFT method and extracts an estimated pitch for its
fundamental frequency, based on an original algorithm by M.Puckette
et. al [20]. The plltrack method use a phase-locked loop algorithm
based on [21]. The pitchamdf method uses an average magnitude
difference function [22]. The active pitch tracking method can be
chosen from the GUI of the analyzer plugin (figure 3), and the ef-
fective pitch tracking result can be monitored as a sine wave audio
output from the analyzer. The pitch monitor signal can be turned
on or off via a GUI control. To enable a stable pitch tracking out-
put, median filtering has been applied to the pitch tracker output.
The size of this median filter can be adjusted in the GUI (pitch fil-
ter size)

Figure 4: Transient detection, here used on kurtosis.
Arrows in red indicating transients that could be filtered out by
raising the parameter values

Transient indicators for amplitude, centroid and spectral kurto-
sis are extracted using rate of change analysis. The signals are con-
ditioned with an envelope follower filter and mapped to a percep-
tual scale (e.g. dB for amplitude) before transient detection. The
sensitivity of the transient detection can be adjusted with an attack
threshold parameter. To limit the amount of false trigging, some
filtering methods have been implemented. When a transient is de-
tected, the current signal level is recorded, and a decay threshold
sets the relative negative change needed in the input signal before a
new transient is allowed to be registered. The envelope filtering on
the signal to be analyzed has an adjustable decay time to smooth
out fluctuations after a peak in the signal, and this works in tandem
with the decay threshold to reduce the amount of false positives.
Finally, a timer is used as a secondary means to limit the rate of
transients, ensuring that a certain (double trig limit) amount of time
must pass after a transient has been recorded before another tran-
sient is allowed (figure 4). The transient detection algorithm has
been developed empirically by the author, inspired by numerous
sources over the last few years. It was originally devised for de-
tecting amplitude transients, but here adapted to also work on other
kinds of signals. The pitch transients has separate triggers for up-
wards and downwards pitch change. The aforementioned envelope
filtering is then duplicated to create the two different envelopes
needed. The detection parameters are the same for upwards and
downwards pitch transients, and the detection threshold is in semi-
tones (pitch change needed before issuing a trigger). However,

due to inherent weaknesses of the pitch tracking algorithms, the
transient detection parameters must be regarded as candidates for
empirical adjustment.

5. SCALING, SHAPING, TRANSLATION

5.1. Normalization

Due to the fact that the different analysis track can produce sig-
nals within widely varying ranges, normalization of the analysis
signal is done before it being sent from the analyzer plugin (fig-
ure 5). This allows signals to be interchanged and routed more
freely without too many surprises due to out of range values. The
analysis response will of course vary significantly on different in-
put sounds with widely differing characteristics, so the said nor-
malization is a trade off aquired by empirical testing. The purpose
of the normalization is as far as possible to keep the ranges of the
different analyzed features within the same range. Features like
skewness, kurtosis and flatness may still vary to an extent that no
all-purpose solution has been found. Special treatment is done on
the pitch tracking, where two versions of the signal are created.
One version is simply normalized by dividing by the max pitch
value, another is divided by the effective pitch range and offset
with the minimum pitch (so as to create a more full range 0.0-1.0
normalized signal). These signals are called "cps" and "pitch" re-
spectively. The normalized signals will be scaled to the appropri-
ate range for the destination parameters on the receiving side. As
an additional convenience, the raw pitchtracking values are avail-
able ("cps_raw" parameter) for straightforward routing of pitch to
e.g. filter cutoff frequencies. Use of the raw valued parameter se-
lectively bypasses normalization in the analyzer and also bypasses
autoscaling (see section 5.4) to the destination parameter range in
the receiver plugin.

Figure 5: Normalization, signal conditioning, mixing of different
modulation sources, offset and route to destination.

5.2. Filters

Some of the analysis tracks contains transient triggers (for ampli-
tude, pitch tracking, centroid and spectral kurtosis). Since these
signals are very brief pulses, an envelope generator is triggered in
the receiver plugin upon reception of these signals. The rise (at-
tack) and fall (decay ) times can be set in the GUI (see figure 6 for
an excerpt showing a single destination parameter). For continu-
ous signals, a similar kind of filtering is implemented, making a
smoothing filter with separate rise and fall times. The algorithm
for the smoothing filter is lifted from Csound’s follow2 opcode,
which in turn attributes the algorithm to Jean-Marc Jot. The filter
is an exponential moving average, with different coefficients used
for rising and falling slopes. It can be described as:
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YN = XN + (C ⇤ (YN�1 �XN ))

where

C =

(
0.001(1/(⌧a⇤fs)) if (XN > YN�1)
0.001(1/(⌧b⇤fs)) otherwise

where ⌧a is the rise time and ⌧b is the fall time

Envelope generator or filter is selected automatically accord-
ing to signal type. The filtering is done prior to scaling, as the
scaling may invert the sign of the modulation signal and it was as-
sumed it would be more intuitive to control the rise and fall time
with respect to the input signal before the (possible) inversion.

5.3. Shaping

After filtering, the signal is shaped (also called warping in [23]) by
a curve parameter. This is to allow a dynamic and gradual change
between log/linear/exponential mappings. The shaping can be de-
scribed by this algorithm:

Y = (1� exp(X ⇤ curve))/(1� exp(curve))

Where we use a range of -5.0 to 5.0 for the curve parame-
ter. A curve value of close to zero yields a linear mapping (no
shaping), but note that an actual curve value of zero will have to
be handled by an exception. A curve value of 1.0 approximates
an exponential mapping, while larger values provide increasingly
steeper curves. Similarly a curve value of -1.0 approximates a log-
arithmic mapping, with an increasingly steeper curve for higher
negative values.

5.4. Scaling and offset

Each modulator signal can be scaled to set the degree of modula-
tion to the destination parameter. The scaling is done on the re-
ceiving side, so that individual scaling can be set for each modula-
tion source to each destination parameter. The modulator range is
automatically scaled to the range of the destination parameter via
global variables for min and max, so that a normalized modulator
signal should be able to use the full range of the destination pa-
rameter. In special cases the modulator signal may have a smaller
range, depending on the characteristics of the analysis input signal.
For these cases, the scaling can be boosted by an additional switch
(x10). The offset for each parameter is normally in the same range
as the min and max values for the parameter. However, with some
routing/mappings, we might want to extend the offset range (e.g.
if the mapping of the affector signal constantly makes it go out of
range). For this purpose, additional switches has been added to the
offset setting, allowing it to extend its range to +/- 1x the original
range.

Figure 6: Example of destination parameter GUI

6. EXAMPLE PROCESSORS

Some example processors have been implemented to start work-
ing with the toolkit. Little is known as to what type of effects may
be musically useful for live cross-adaptive processing, which is
also part of the incentive for making a toolkit for experimentation.
Some effects has been chosen due to a clearly identifiable or ob-
vious relationship between parameter variations and sonic results.
For example stereo panner, tremolo/AM, and a lowpass filter with
distortion. Other effects has been chosen due to expectations of
musical expressiveness, like time modification (by means of phase-
locked vocoder processing5), stereo delays and reverb. Yet another
type is effects that has the potential of strongly imprinting sonic
characteristics (from the modulator) onto the processed sound, for
example convolvers and physical models. In this category, a sim-
ple waveguide was implemented, with the audio input to the effect
being used to excite the physical model. If the fundamental fre-
quency of the waveguide is modulated for example by the pitch of
the modulating signal, we get a tight sonic interaction between the
two audio inputs. Each of the above effects in and of itself may
provide less than exciting musical results, but the combination of
several effects modulated by several different characteristics of the
modulator signal seems to have the potential for a rich and multi-
dimensional sonic interaction.
The program code for these effects can be found in the github
repository6. In addition it may be useful to implement a selec-
tion of granular delays and transformation effects, flanger/chorus,
pitch modulation, spectral panners and other spectral modulations,
and dynamic convolver effects, to name a few.

7. ADAPTING EXISTING EFFECTS AND UPDATING
THE TOOLKIT

Making a script to automatically modify existing effects imple-
mented in Csound would be handy. However, if such a script
should be able to take any implemented effect and modify it to be-
come a signal-interaction-enabled effect we would have to make
assumptions about how the parameter control was implemented
in the effect to be modified. Rather than making such assump-
tions, we have made a Python script (codeUtility.py) that auto-
matically generates essential include files and also generates the
relevant parts of the GUI widget code. The code repository pro-
vides a template Csound file for this purpose. To modify an ex-
isting effect, one will have to make a list of the control param-
eters and their associated range. This can be entered as a list
into the python script codeUtility.py, and this script will gener-
ate the relevant code (when run with python codeUtility.py effect-
Name). The GUI code will have to be copied and pasted into the
new effect, and the header and score section of the file needs to
be modified according to the template effects file. The necessary
modifications has been marked with comments in capital letters
in the template.csd file. Python writes the GUI code to effect-
Name_gui_scratchpad.inc, from where it can be copied into the
csd. The GUI caption and plugin id (line 19 in the template.csd)
should also be edited to reflect the newly created effect. As the
toolkit is still in it’s early stages of development, it is highly prob-
able the parameter set of the analysis needs to be updated and
expanded. Additional analysis methods should be put in the an-
alyze_audio.inc file. The readme file in the repository provides

5http://www.csounds.com/manual/html/mincer.html
6https://github.com/Oeyvind/interprocessing
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additional details as to what components need to be updated to
allow the new parameter set to be picked up by the system.

8. CONNECTING TO STANDARD VST EFFECTS

The OSC messages from the analyzer can be used to control stan-
dard VST plugins or a host program parameter. Flexible modern
DAWs provide mapping options for OSC messages to any control
parameter in the host. To aid in mapping and scaling in relation
to the control of standard VST plugins, a special OSC translator
plugin was devised. This plugin provides the same signal con-
ditioning and mixing as the example effects in the toolkit. The
difference is that it will output its destination parameter value via
OSC, using the OSC address parmN with N being an integer in
range 1-8. Selection of network port is available in the plugin
GUI. This OSC message can easily be routed to any destination
parameter in the host. For more info on setting up OSC control
in Reaper there are details online 7, other hosts will have similar
methodologies. Some bandwidth issues were encountered when
using these OSC message for host automation (the parameter val-
ues in the receiving effect would choke and stop moving after a
short time). Apparently, the rate of transmission can overflow the
host OSC input buffer. A quick attempt was made to reduce the
rate of transmission without adding significant latency or jitter; By
quantizing values to be sent to the host (to 0.001 steps) and sending
only when the value changes, the host seemed capable of handling
the automation signal stably for a long time (> 1 hour).

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have shown a toolkit for experimentation with signal inter-
action as a technique for adaptive parameter control of audio ef-
fect processors. The system includes methods for audio analysis,
as well as routing, mapping and scaling of modulation sources.
A number of example effects processors has been implemented
as proof of concept and as a starting point for further investiga-
tion, and an interface to enable control of generic VST plugins
(or any host program automatable parameter) has been shown.
Some demonstration sounds of possible sonic interactions have
been published at the author’s Soundcloud page8. Initial experi-
mentation with the toolkit has shown it to be a useful and poten-
tially musically valid technique. First impressions also include the
potential to use the toolkit to familiarize oneself with the differ-
ent analysis concepts, as the mapping of analysis tracks directly to
changes in the processing of audio gives a very immediate feed-
back on the features tracked by the different forms of analysis.
Further work needs to be done on practical and musical explo-
ration of the technique, and the mapping between sound features
and effects controls can be developed further. The playability of
the expressional capabilities [14] of the system is of special in-
terest in this context, also a subject related to instrumental train-
ing for this specific music performance system. For extensions to
the mapping we may look at higher level sound descriptors and
feature combinations discussed in [23] as well as the relationship
between musical gestures and actions with regards to playability,
possibly touching on machine learning issues as discussed in [24]
and [15]. A series of specially designed effect processing methods
can also be envisioned, where the experiences from work with the

7http://www.reaper.fm/sdk/osc/osc.php
8https://soundcloud.com/brandtsegg/sets/interprocessing-demo-sounds

current toolkit can inform the design of effects that has modula-
tion parameters designed for cross-adaptive control, with an em-
phasis on the expected relation between musical gestures and the
processed sound (of another instrument). The incentive for the
toolkit has been to provide some means of experimentation, since
little is known about the actual musical usefulness of this kind of
interprocessing. The results of experimentation with the toolkit
may lead to implementation of more targeted effects processors.
In this case, the analysis may be implemented as an integral part
of the processor, relieving the need for inter-plugin communication
and enabling lower latencies and tighter signal interaction. Higher
level sound descriptors could be implemented, and a better inter-
face for live performance may be devised as a means of making
the tool accessible to a larger base of users of music software for
production and performance.
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ABSTRACT
Iterative solvers are required for the discrete-time simulation of
nonlinear behaviour in analogue distortion circuits. Unfortunately,
these methods are often computationally too expensive for real-
time simulation. Two methods are presented which attempt to re-
duce the expense of iterative solvers. This is achieved by applying
information that is derived from the specific form of the nonlin-
earity. The approach is first explained through the modelling of
an asymmetrical diode clipper, and further exemplified by applica-
tion to the Dallas Rangemaster Treble Booster guitar pedal, which
provides an initial perspective of the performance on systems with
multiple nonlinearities.

1. INTRODUCTION

In physical modelling of analogue distortion circuitry, the great-
est challenges are typically posed by the modelling of nonlinear
components, such as diodes, triodes, and bipolar junction tran-
sistors (BJTs). In recent literature, this topic has attracted spe-
cific attention in relation to real-time implementation, which ne-
cessitates a sharp trade off between accuracy and efficiency, with
a further possible requirement of parametric control, i.e. allow-
ing on-line updates of the system parameters. Various modelling
paradigms have emerged to meet these demands, including Wave
Digital Filters (WDF) [1, 2], state-space models (including the K-
method and variants thereof) [3, 4, 5, 6], and Port-Hamiltonian
Systems [7]. Each of these appoaches can make use of a precom-
puted lookup table (LUT) that stores the nonlinear behaviour, thus
avoiding the need to solve a multidimensional system of implicit
nonlinear equations on-line (see, e.g. [8]). The downside of the
use of LUTs is that it complicates parametric control, in particular
when dealing with multivariate nonlinearities. One way to address
this is by decomposing the nonlinearity, which significantly re-
duces the computational complexity, although accurate simulation
of complex circuits will require very large table sizes [9]. For uni-
variate cases (i.e. circuits with a single nonlinearity or with mul-
tiple, separable nonlinearities), WDFs are exceptionally suited to
real-time implementation, offering both efficiency and modularity
[10]. However, these properties do not readily extend to modelling
systems with multiple, non-separable nonlinearities, in which case
device-specific simplifying assumptions have to be made to avoid
multivariate root-finding [11, 12].

A more general approach is offered by state-space methods,
but initial formulations were not particularly suited to paramet-
ric control due to the need for computationally expensive matrix
inversions. An elegant solution was offered in [13], proposing

a Nodal DK formulation that employs strategic matrix decom-
position to reduce the inversion costs associated with parameter
updates, without sacrificing the beneficial feature of automated
derivation of the state-space equations. Nevertheless, the approach
still requires numerically solving a system of nonlinear equations,
which is commonly achieved with Newton’s method or variants
thereof. Such iterative methods entail the risk of not converging to
a suitably accurate solution within a limited number of iterations, a
problem that is most prevalent when driving the circuit with signals
of high amplitude and/or frequency, and that is further exacerbated
when increasing the number of non-separable system nonlineari-
ties.

In this paper we present two new adaptations of Newton’s
method which exploit the form of the nonlinear function of the
selected system to help limit the computational cost of finding
the root. A key feature is their amenability to parameter updates
through the use of analytic expressions. The performance of these
methods with the Nodal DK-method is evaluated through compar-
ison with existing root-finding methods in terms of robustness and
computational efficiency.

2. NODAL DK-METHOD

The Nodal DK-method was first developed in [3] to algorithmi-
cally generate state-space models of nonlinear audio circuits. The
method applies Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) to build a com-
putable system from nodal equations, and uses the trapezoidal rule
to discretise reactive components. The specific method used in this
paper to model circuits is described in [13]. The state space model
is represented by

x[n] = Ax[n� 1] + Bu[n] + Cf(vn[n]) (1)
y[n] = Dx[n� 1] + Eu[n] + Ff(vn[n]) (2)

vn[n] = Gx[n� 1] + Hu[n] + Kf(vn[n]) (3)

where x is the state variable, u is the model input, y is the model
output, and f(vn) represents the terminal currents of the nonlinear
elements relative to the nonlinear voltage vn. Coefficient matrices
A � H and K control the linear combinations of each variable
used to update the state and output. The model is updated by first
finding the nonlinear voltage state, which is then used to update
the state variable. To find the nonlinear voltage state, vn, (3) must
be solved numerically. This amounts to finding the root of the
function

g(vn[n]) = p[n] + Kf(vn[n])� vn[n] (4)

where p[n] = Gx[n� 1] + Hu[n] .
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3. NUMERICAL ROOT FINDING METHODS

Initially, a wide selection of root-finding methods were trialled to
assess which met conditions that suggest real-time capability. The
methods must both: be extendible to multivariate cases, and con-
verge within a specified number of iterations.

In the domain of audio circuit modelling, nonlinear elements
are based upon physical properties. Functions based upon these
properties typically have unique roots, and sufficiently well-
conditioned gradients that many root finding methods utilise. We
therefore define the term non-convergent as a measure of robust-
ness, where for cases on specific computational systems either:
the current value exceeds values representable by normal floating
point arithmetic; or the number of iterations exceeds a limit that
can be completed in an allocated amount of time.

3.1. First Order Methods

Newton’s method uses a linear approximation to the nonlinear func-
tion to successively find better approximations to the root of the
function. Several methods use this technique as a basis, of which
four are discussed. A more comprehensive understanding of these
methods can be obtained from the literature [14].

3.1.1. Newton’s Method

The iterative method employed by Newton’s method is typically
expressed as

vi+1 = vi � J�1(vi)g(vi) (5)
where vi and vi+1 are the current and next iterate, g(vi) is func-
tion at the current iterate known as the residual, and J(vi) is the
Jacobian matrix.

To detect when a root has been found, the inequality
| vi+1 � vi |< TOL must be satisfied, which specifies the error
is less than a certain tolerance, represented by TOL. The toler-
ance is selected by the user, and often informed by the required
accuracy of the result, and the system’s numerical precision.

3.1.2. Damped Newton’s Method

By applying damping to Newton’s method, iterations that increase
the residual can be corrected. This is accomplished by reducing
the step size until the residual at the new iterate is less than the
residual at the previous iterate. This is applied to (5) as a scalar
multiplier of the step, so that

vi+1 = vi � 2�mJ�1(vi)g(vi) (6)

where the value of m is the smallest integer that satisfies the in-
equality [14]

||g
�
vi � 2�mJ�1(vi)g(vi)

�
||  ||g(vi)||. (7)

The value of m is found by iteratively incrementing the value un-
til the condition is satisfied. Damped Newton’s method has been
shown to be successful for nonlinearities that are more likely to
demonstrate non-convergence, for example BJTs [15, 16].

3.1.3. Chord Method

The most expensive operation in Newton’s method is the calcula-
tion of the inverse Jacobian. To lessen the computational cost of
the method, it is possible to only calculate the Jacobian at the ini-
tial iterate, and use this at each successive iterate. A disadvantage
of this method is that if the Jacobian at the initial iterate causes a
step that overshoots the root, the overshoot is more likely to hap-
pen successively, causing divergence from the root.

3.1.4. Secant Method

The secant method uses a difference method to calculate the Ja-
cobian. In univariate cases, it has been successfully applied in the
simulation of a triode [12]. For multivariate models the method ex-
tends to Broyden’s method. To numerically approximate the Jaco-
bian, Broyden’s method requires an initial Jacobian which it then
updates using a difference method. Upon initial testing, Broyden’s
method was less robust than the Chord method. For this reason it
was not included in the final comparison.

3.2. Quadratic Methods

Halley’s method extends Newton’s method using both Jacobian
and Hessian matrices to form a quadratic approximation to the
nonlinear function. Supporting literature demonstrates that Hal-
ley’s method has faster convergence than Newton’s method [17].
It was found that Halley’s method was less robust than Newton’s
method, and it was for this reason Halley’s method was not in-
cluded in the final comparison.

Brent’s method implements a difference approach to form a
quadratic function [18]. Additional bracketing and conditions are
applied to improve robustness. For univariate cases, this method
proved to be the most robust method, and exhibited good conver-
gence. However, the method has not been extended to multiple
dimensions so was not included within the final comparison.

3.3. A Semi-Analytic Form

The Lambert W function provides analytical solutions for equa-
tions of the form

W(z)eW(z) = z. (8)

This has been applied successfully to diodes with series resistance
both in a general case [19] and using Wave Digital Filters [20].

The Lambert W function is also applicable to state-space mod-
els. It does not extend to multivariate cases and therefore was not
included in the final comparison, but is functional for univariate
cases. This can be shown using a generic circuit featuring a single
diode modelled using the Shockley equation from (12). The non-
linear function from (4) must then be re-arranged into the form of
(8) to find W(z) and z. For the diode case this gives

W(z) = �K(f(vn))� IS)

NVT
, z = � KIS

NVT
e

p+KIs
NVT . (9)

Where K is the coefficient from (4) in scalar form. Solving for
f(vn) then yields

f(vn) = �NVT

K
W(z)� IS. (10)

An accurate model of anti-parallel diodes can be formed by adapt-
ing (10), taking the absolute value of p and multiplying f(vn) by
sgn(p) [20] to incorporate the polarity. This relies on the assump-
tion in (18), where for this case a ⇡ b. For asymmetrical diodes, a
conditional statement must be applied, incorporating both the po-
larity of f(vn) and the different coefficients in the Shockley equa-
tion.

4. EXPLOITING THE FORM OF THE NONLINEAR
FUNCTION

With respect to the variable vn, the function of g(vn) in (4) can
be decomposed into a constant term, a linear term, and a nonlinear
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term:
g(vn[n]) = p[n] + Kf(vn[n])| {z }

gn(vn[n])

� vn[n]| {z }
gl(vn[n])

(11)

where gn(vn[n]), and gl(vn[n]) indicate nonlinear and linear func-
tion components. In this section we propose two new Newton-
based methods that employ system knowledge derived from this
decomposition: the Capped Step and New Iterate methods. These
methods are explained using two case studies, covering both uni-
variate and multivariate nonlinearities. Sound examples and mod-
els can be found at:
http://bholmesqub.github.io/DAFx15/.

4.1. Univariate Case: Asymmetrical Diode Clipper

A univariate nonlinearity is exemplified here by a diode clipper,
which has been covered extensively in the literature [21, 6]. The
circuit uses the exponential nature of the voltage-current relation
of the diode to limit the voltage output. The specific diode clipper
used here can be seen in Figure 1, and features anti-parallel diodes
in a 2:1 ratio.

Vin

R1

C1 Vout

Figure 1: Schematic of the modelled asymmetrical diode clipper.
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Figure 2: A 2 V, 1 kHz sine wave processed by both SPICE and
state-space diode clippers. fs = 176.4 kHz

The Shockley model is used as the component model for the
diodes, representing the current through a diode as

ID = IS

✓
e

VD
NVT � 1

◆
(12)

where IS is the reverse saturation current, VD is the voltage across
the diode, VT is the thermal voltage, and N is the ideality factor.
Noting in this case vn = VD, the asymmetric combination forms
the nonlinear term

f(vn) = IS

✓
e

vn
NVT � 1

◆
� IS

✓
e

�vn
2NVT � 1

◆
(13)

where the factor of 1/2 in the second exponent represents the two
diodes, as each diode carries half of the voltage drop across the ter-
minals. This relies on the assumption that the diodes are identical.
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Figure 3: Decomposed regions of the diode clipper nonlinearity
where p[n] = 0, fs = 176.4 kHz. V tr

+ = 0.5052 V, V tr
� =

�1.0731 V.

For this specific model, the following component values were
used: R1 = 2200⌦, C1 = 0.01 µF, IS = 2.52 nA, N = 1.752,
VT = 25.8 mV. The diode values are taken from LTspice IV [22],
and refer to a 1N4148 signal diode. The state-space model has
been validated using SPICE, which is illustrated in Figure 2.

4.1.1. Capping the Newton Step

A problematic case for Newton-based methods arises when the
gradient at the initial iterate causes a Newton step that overshoots
the root of the function. The exponential nature of the examined
nonlinear terms prevents this for large values of p[n]. When p[n]
is small, the nonlinear term becomes significantly smaller than the
linear term, which can cause an overshoot if the root is not in close
proximity. In extreme cases, the residual exceeds values repre-
sentable by normal floating point arithmetic. As seen in Section
3.1.2, applying damping to Newton’s method aids this with the
trade-off of sub-iterations.

An alternative approach is to set a maximum step size, for
example with a simple comparative function:

�vn =

(
sgn(�vn)V lim, |�vn| > V lim

�vn, |�vn|  V lim (14)

where �vn and �vn represent the capped and unaltered step size,
V lim is the limit placed upon it, and the signum function adjusts
the polarity. For this to be successful, a limit must be specified
that is large enough to prevent drastically increasing the number
of iterations required. A suitable value is defined by finding the
transitional voltages beyond which the nonlinear term is dominant,
as illustrated in Figure 3 (which also compares the decomposition
of the nonlinear function from (11)). The distance of this voltage
from the origin is applied as the limit, such that V lim = |V tr|,
where V tr is the transitional voltage.

4.1.2. Defining System-Specific Transitional Voltages

To find the transitional voltages of the nonlinear function, the gra-
dient information of the nonlinear and linear terms are compared.
For the univariate case, this amounts to finding the two values of
vn for which dgl/dvn = dgn/dvn. Applying this using (18) to
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separate terms yields

� 1 =
KIS

NVT
e

vn
NVT , �1 =

KIS

2NVT
e

�vn
2NVT . (15)

Solving these equations for vn finds the transitional voltages, ex-
pressed as:

V tr
+ = NVTlog

✓
�NVT

KIS

◆
, V tr

� = �2NVTlog

✓
�2NVT

KIS

◆
.

(16)

4.1.3. Setting a Strategic Initial Iterate

Typically, the solution from the previous sample is used as an ini-
tial iterate to find the solution at the current sample. Fast conver-
gence then relies on the assumption of small inter-sample differ-
ences, but this breaks down with inputs of high-frequency and/or
amplitude, depending also on the sampling frequency. An alterna-
tive to this is to use an approximation to the nonlinear function,
which will place the initial iterate at a position which prevents
overshoot of the root (as discussed in Section 4.1.1) and is inde-
pendent of the past sample. This forms the basis of the New Iterate
method, which attempts to reduce the dependency of convergence
on the input and sampling frequency.

The proposed approximation to the univariate version of (11)
is formed by removing the linear term, which is accurate when vn

is large. If the nonlinear term f(vn[n]) is an invertible function,
this allows for an analytical solution for vn[n], where the general
univariate form is

vNI
n [n] = f�1

✓
�p[n]

K

◆
. (17)

To apply this to the asymmetrical diode clipper, the nonlinear func-
tion can be separated into positive and negative terms, using the
assumption ���ea|vn| � 1

����
���e�b|vn| � 1

��� (18)

where a and b are positive constants. The two separate functions
can then be inverted to solve for the new initial iterate

vNI
n [n] =

8
<
:

NVTlog
⇣
1� p[n]

KIS

⌘
, p[n] � 0

�2NVTlog
⇣
1 + p[n]

KIS

⌘
, p[n] < 0

(19)

where p[n] is used to determine the polarity.

4.2. Multivariate Case: Dallas Rangemaster

To exemplify systems with more than one nonlinearity, the Dal-
las Rangemaster is modelled. The Rangemaster is an early “treble
booster” pedal which increases the amplitude of the guitar signal to
drive the amplifier into further saturation, particularly at higher fre-
quencies. Figure 4 illustrates the complete schematic of the model,
with R4 modelling the load of the circuit. The pedal features one
parameter which changes the gain, but for the purpose of compar-
ison it was set to maximum.

The nonlinear behaviour is caused by the PNP BJT, which is
modelled using the Ebers-Moll injection model. The Ebers-Moll
model represents the current through each terminal (Base, Collec-
tor, and Emitter) as a combination of the voltages across its ter-
minals. For a complete model, only two of these equations are

Table 1: Component values of the Rangemaster circuit.

R1 470 k⌦ R4 1 M⌦ C2 4.7 pF
R2 68 k⌦ V R1 10 k⌦ C3 47 µF
R3 3.9 k⌦ C1 47 µF C4 10 pF

required as the third can be found using superposition [21]. The
current-voltage relationships can thus be represented by

IB =
IS

�F

✓
e

VEB
VT � 1

◆
+

IS

�R

✓
e

VEB�VEC
VT � 1

◆
(20)

IC = IS

✓
e

VEB
VT � 1

◆
� IS

�R + 1

�R

✓
e

VEB�VEC
VT � 1

◆
(21)

where �F and �R are the forward and reverse common-emitter
current gain. The original Rangemaster used a germanium BJT,
but for the model generic parameters were used: IS = 10 fA,
�F = 200, �R = 2 and VT remains the same as for the diode
clipper case. The full nonlinear function is expressed by

g(vn) = p + K


IB

IC

�
�

VEB

VEC

�
. (22)

The component values are shown in Table 1. The state-space model
was validated with SPICE, which is illustrated in Figure 5. To pro-
duce this result, both simulations were initialised with steady-state
solutions.

Vcc C1

Vin

C2

R2

R1

V R1

R3

C4

VoutR4

Figure 4: Schematic of the modelled Dallas Rangemaster Treble
Booster.
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Figure 5: A 200 mV, 1 kHz sine wave processed by both SPICE
and state-space Rangemasters. Vcc = 9 V, fs = 176.4 kHz.

4.2.1. Setting a Multivariate Initial Iterate

Finding an approximation of a multivariate function follows the
same process as applied to the univariate case. To find the inverted
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form of the Ebers-Moll functions, they must be decomposed. To
accomplish this, the Ebers-Moll functions can be expressed as the
product of a square matrix and a vector:


IB

IC

�
= L

2
4 e

VEB
VT � 1

e
VEB�VEC

VT � 1

3
5 , L = IS

"
1
�F

1
�R

1 ��R+1
�R

#
.

(23)
The simplified nonlinear equation of the nodal DK-method can
then be solved for the vector containing the exponents:

� Q�1p =

2
4 e

VEB
VT � 1

e
VEB�VEC

VT � 1

3
5 (24)

where Q = KL. Values for VEB and VEC are then solved for by
separately inspecting the terms in (24), where VEC is found from
the lower term after first determining VEB from the upper term:

V NI
EB = VTlog

�
1� p̂1

�
, V NI

EC = V NI
EB � VTlog

�
1� p̂2

�
(25)

where p̂ = Q�1p.

4.2.2. Defining System-Specific Transitional Voltages

Each term of the Ebers-Moll functions depends upon VEB, which
complicates the process of finding independent transitional volt-
ages. By creating a new voltage vector v̂ =

⇥
VEB VCB

⇤T using
the substitution VCB = VEB � VEC, two voltages are provided of
which to find the transitions. The equation @gn/@v̂ = @gl/@v̂
is then used to find each transition. Two transitions are found for
VEB,

V tr
EB = VTlog

✓
� VT

Q11

◆
and V tr

EB = VTlog

✓
� VT

Q21

◆
, (26)

and one transition is found for VCB,

V tr
CB = VTlog

✓
VT

Q22

◆
. (27)

As the solution for V tr
CB is found using the partial derivative w.r.t.

VCB, VEB is ignored allowing the limit relative to VEC to be de-
fined as V lim

EC = |V tr
EC| = |� V tr

CB|.
4.2.3. Capping the Multivariate Newton Step

To apply capping to a multivariate step, the same function from
(14) can be applied individually to each term. The lower of the
two values from (26) is applied as the limit for VEB. In the case of
the modelled BJT, these values are in close proximity so that the
difference in performance is negligible.

5. COMPUTATIONAL COST

To assess the efficiency of the root-finding methods, they were
compared in terms of the number of operations required to con-
verge. The Lightspeed Matlab toolbox [23] was used to provide
costs of floating point operations (FLOPs). Integer operation costs
were set equal to the floating point equivalent. Branch operations
were given the same cost as logical and relational operators. Con-
trol dependencies were ignored for simplicity as they are difficult
to represent using an operation cost. These choices inform two
specifications about the theoretical hardware used for the simula-
tion: the integer and floating point hardware performs equally, and
there is no instruction level parallelism (i.e. operation pipelining).
The cost of each operation used within the algorithms is stated in
Table 2.

Table 2: Cost of individual operations.

Operation Cost

+, �, ⇥ 1
logical, relational,
branch

2

abs() 4
sgn() 5
÷ 8
exp() 40
||x||2 2M + 7
Solve using LU M3 + 1

2
M2 + 29

2
M � 8

5.1. Method Costs

Using the values and expressions from Table 2, the cost of each
method was determined. Each cost is determined based upon the
number of dimensions it is solving for, M , and the number of it-
erations it performs, i. Additionally, the Damped Newton method
requires sub-iterations, denoted by is. The costs of calls to the
function and Jacobian are represented by CF and CJ respectively.
Clim and Citer represent the initial cost of calculating the transi-
tional voltages and the approximate initial iterate. These values
are found at each time step, assuming each method is applicable to
audio rate parametric control.

The cost of each method is denoted using subscript: CN for
Newton’s method; CD for Damped Newton’s method; CC for the
Chord method; CCS for Newton’s method with the capped step
applied; and CNI for Newton’s method with the new initial iterate.

CN = M3 +
1

2
M2 +

29

2
M + CJ + CF � 8

+ i

✓
M3 +

1

2
M2 +

35

2
M + CJ + CF + 8

◆ (28)

CD = M3 +
1

2
M2 +

29

2
M + CJ + CF � 8

+ i

✓
M3 +

1

2
M2 +

43

2
M + CJ + CF + 12

◆

+ is

✓
6M + CF + 6

◆
(29)

CC = M3 +
1

2
M2 +

29

2
M + CJ + CF � 8

+ i

✓
M3 +

1

2
M2 +

35

2
M + CF + 8

◆ (30)

CCS = CN + 21M + 21iM + Clim (31)

CNI = CN + Citer (32)

Table 3 contains the cost of constant values for both the diode clip-
per and the Rangemaster models. Using this information, numeri-
cal values were obtained for the cost of an iteration and the initial
computation for each algorithm. These are displayed in Table 4.

6. RESULTS

Test simulations were designed to compare the performance of
each method against two properties: the amount of oversampling
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Table 3: Cost in operations of constant values for both diode clip-
per and Rangemaster models.

Variable Diode Clipper Rangemaster

Clim 32 124
Citer 37 130
CF 105 234
CJ 121 359

Table 4: Model-specific cost in operations for the computation
required for one iteration and the initial computation of each
method.

Diode Clipper Rangemaster

Method Init. Iter. Init. Iter.

Newton 234 253 624 646
Damped 234 261 +

117is

624 658 +
252is

Chord 234 132 624 287
New It. 271 253 754 646
Capped 287 274 790 688

applied, and the peak voltage of the input. Oversampling is com-
pared to test how efficient each method is on computational sys-
tems with different processing capabilities.

A 30 period, 1 kHz sine wave was used to drive the models.
The sine wave was modulated by a Hann window so that the ampli-
tude varied across the range of the nonlinearity. For both circuits,
the peak voltage of the input was chosen to match what can be
expected from a real circuit. As a diode clipper is typically situ-
ated after amplification, the highest peak voltage was set at 9 V,
which presumes the system uses a dual-rail ±9 V power supply.
The Rangemaster is designed to be placed at the start of a gui-
tarist’s signal chain, so the input reflects a guitar’s output. For this
reason a representative highest peak voltage was set at 300 mV,
although it is noted guitar output voltages can exceed this. The
power supply voltage for the Rangemaster model, Vcc was set to
9 V.

To ensure a fair comparison, the parameters of the root find-
ing methods were set constant between models and methods. The
tolerance was set to 10�12, and the maximum number of itera-
tions was set to 100. Observed inefficiency of Damped Newton’s
method was corrected by limiting the number of sub-iterations to
3.

Results from the simulations were filtered to emulate the buffer-
ing of a real system. Figure 6 shows an example of the unfiltered
iterations, and the iterations after being processed by a moving av-
erage filter with a window of 2 ms. Table 5 shows results of a set
of 16 simulations. Both maximum iteration and operation counts
are provided, for which a filtered version and unfiltered version
are displayed. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the performance of the
diode clipper and Rangemaster over a range of amplitudes, with
no oversampling.

The most notable result from these simulations is that both
Chord and Newton’s methods exhibit non-convergent behaviour in
a variety of tests in which the other three methods are convergent.
Of these remaining methods, each has several test cases in which
it is the most efficient.

One exclusive feature is the uniform behaviour of the New
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Figure 6: Input/Output and iteration count of a 1 kHz, 200 mV
sine wave modulated by a hann window processed by the Range-
master state-space model using Newton’s method, fs = 88.2 kHz.
Unfiltered and moving average filter results shown, and maximum
values marked with ⇧.

Iterate method. This is clearly observable from the consistent be-
haviour relative to sampling frequency, with the maximum vari-
ation of 1 iteration (peak) for the case of the Rangemaster with
a peak voltage of 300mV. Figure 7 and 8 confirm this behaviour
relative to input voltage, although with higher variance.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper two novel root-finding methods were presented using
system derived knowledge to improve robustness. The results in-
dicate that for cases of moderate peak voltage and higher sampling
frequency, Newton’s method is sufficiently robust and relatively
efficient. However, for more challenging cases (i.e. cases of high
peak voltage and/or low sampling frequency), Newton’s method
was found to be non-convergent. In principle this can be addressed
by using Damped Newton’s method, although for several tests it
proved to be less efficient than both proposed methods.

The uniform behaviour of the New Iterate method allows the
setting of a fixed number of iterations without risking non-
convergence, thus alleviating control dependencies. This cannot
be achieved by Damped Newton’s method, as a branch instruction
is required to reduce the step size. The Capped Step method can
be configured without control dependencies, but due to its high
variance finding a fixed number of iterations is non-trivial. Con-
trol dependencies were not considered in this paper as they require
focus at a hardware level, but they are known to significantly de-
crease processor performance [24]. This property suggests that
considerable efficiency could be gained using a fixed number of
iterations with a method as opposed to a conventional configura-
tion. To assess the consequences of control dependencies, further
investigation is required.

A key aspect of the proposed iterative methods is that they
rely on the availability of an analytic inverse of either the non-
linear term of the equation to be solved for or its first derivative.
This criterion is generally satisfied since the components in dis-
tortion circuits are normally modelled with monotone analytical
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Figure 7: Maximum operations against input gain for the diode
clipper model, no oversampling applied. (Top) The peak averaged
iteration cost (Bottom) The peak iteration cost.

functions. However one possible limitation is that the analytic
inverse function for a specific component model contains signif-
icantly more terms than in the cases presented in this study, which
may then increase the computational costs accordingly. Hence a
further interesting research direction to explore in future research
is to test the methodology on more complex component models.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the time-domain simulation of a simplified
electro-mechanical piano. The physical model is composed of a
hammer (nonlinear component), a cantilever beam (damped linear
resonator) and a pickup (nonlinear transducer). In order to ensure
stable simulations, a method is proposed, which preserves passiv-
ity, namely, the conservative and dissipative properties of the phys-
ical system. This issue is addressed in 3 steps. First, each physical
component is described by a passive input-output system, which is
recast in the port-Hamiltonian framework. In particular, a passive
finite dimensional model of the Euler-Bernoulli beam is derived,
based on a standard modal decomposition. Second, these com-
ponents are connected, providing a nonlinear finite dimensional
port-Hamiltonian system. Third, a numerical method is proposed,
which preserves the power balance and passivity. Numerical re-
sults are presented and analyzed.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper address the time-domain simulation of a multi-physics
musical instrument, namely, an electro-mechanical piano. A par-
ticular attention is devoted to preserving the passivity of the origi-
nal physical system, especially in the discrete-time domain (that is,
no energy is artificially created in the numerical system during the
simulation). Such an approach has been considered in e.g. [1, 2],
with an emphasis on numerical issues. In contrast, other methods
such as physically informed sound synthesis [3, 4], can lead to nu-
merical systems whose stability is difficult to ensure.

Here, we consider the port-Hamiltonian approach, introduced
in the 1990’s [5, 6, 7]. Port-Hamiltonian systems are extensions
of classical Hamiltonian systems [8]: they model open dynamical
systems made of energy storage components, dissipative compo-
nents, and some connection ports through which energy can tran-
sit. This leads to a state-space representation of multiphysics sys-
tems structured according to energy flow, thus encoding the pas-
sivity property including for nonlinear cases.

As depicted in figure 1, the model is composed of a ham-
mer H (nonlinear component with hysteresis), a cantilever beam
B (damped linear infinite dimensional resonator) and a pickup P
(nonlinear mechano-electric transducer). In addition, the pickup

∗ The contribution of both authors has been done at IRCAM Labora-
tory, Paris, within the context of the French National Research Agency
sponsored project HAMECMOPSYS. Further information is available at
http://www.hamecmopsys.ens2m.fr.

is connected to a TLC analog filter (not shown in figure 1). The
physical modeling of those elements are available in the literature
and are recalled.

This paper is organized as follows. The port-Hamiltonian (pH)
framework is recalled in section 2 and we show how this formalism
ensures the passivity of the models in continuous time. Section 3
describes the lumped components H, P and the RLC circuit, and
provides their modeling into pH formalism Section 4 is devoted
to the pH formulation of the Euler-Bernoulli beam B through its
finite-dimensional approximation, based on a standard modal de-
composition. These components are connected in section 5, pro-
viding a nonlinear finite-dimensional port-Hamiltonian system. In
section 6, a numerical method is proposed, which preserves the
power balance and thus the passivity in discrete time. Numerical
results are presented and analyzed in section 7.

Figure 1: Schematic of the simplified electromechanical piano,
with hammerH, beam B and pickup P .

2. PORT-HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS

In this section, we introduce the port-Hamiltonian (pH) formalism
[5, 6, 7] and present an introductory example. It is shown how this
structure guarantees the passivity of the model in continuous time.

2.1. Considerations on energy and passivity

Denote E(t) ≥ 0 the energy stored in an open physical system. If
the system is autonomous and conservative, its time variation dE

dt
(t)

is zero. If the system is controlled (non-autonomous) and conser-
vative, dE

dt
(t) is the power S(t) received from the sources through

the external ports. If the system includes dissipative phenomena
with dissipated power D(t) ≥ 0, the evolution of energy satisfies
the following power balance:

dE

dt
(t) = −D(t) + S(t). (1)
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Such systems are passive in the sens that dE
dt
≤ S. In particular,

if the sources are not activated, dE
dt
≤ 0. The dynamic input-to-

output behavior of such system is the result of the intricate power
exchange between isolated lumped or distributed components. For
finite-dimensional systems, those components are sorted as (or can
be a combination of): s components that store energy E ≥ 0 (mov-
ing mass, capacitors), d components that dissipate power D ≥ 0
(mechanical damping, transistors), p external ports that convey
power S (∈ R) from sources (mechanical loads, 9V batteries) or
any external system (active, dissipative or mixed). The behavior
of each component is described by a relation between two sets of
power variables: flows f (velocities, currents, variation of mag-
netic flux) and the associated efforts e (forces, voltages, magneto-
motive forces). Based on receiver convention, the received power
is P = fᵀe.

The total stored energy is expressed as a storage functional
(Hamiltonian) H of an appropriate state x. It is built from the sum
of the locally stored energies E = H(x) =

∑s
n=1 Hn(xn). Typi-

cally, for a mass m, the state can be the momentum x = m dq
dt

and
the positive definite function is Hm(x) = 1

2m
x2. Storage power

variables (fS , eS) are related to the variation of the state dx
dt

and
the gradient of the storage function ∇H(x), the product of which
is precisely the received power: fᵀSeS = dE

dt
= ∇H(x)ᵀ dx

dt
. For

the mass, it yields fm = dq
dt

= H ′m and em = m∂2
t q = dx

dt
.

The total dissipated power is expressed with respect to an ap-
propriate dissipation variable w and is built from the sum of the
locally dissipated powers D(t) ≡ D

(
w(t)

)
=
∑d
n=1 Dn

(
wn(t)

)
.

Typically, for a fluid-type damper α, w can be a velocity w = dq
dt

and Dα(w) = αw2. As for storage components, a mapping of the
dissipative power variables (fD, eD) is provided, based on the fac-
torization D(w) = wᵀz(w), introducing a dissipation function z.
For the damper, fα = dq

dt
and eα = zα(w) = αw.

For an input/output system, we arrange source variables (fP , eP)
in two vectors: one is considered as an input u and the other as
the associated output y so that the power received form sources is
S = fᵀPeP .

2.2. State-space representation of port-Hamiltonian systems

The algebraic-differential system of equations that governs a pas-
sive system is obtained by applying conservation laws (Newton,
Kirchhoff) to the interconnection network. This system can be re-
cast into the port-Hamiltonian systems formalism [7, eq 2.53]:



dx
dt
w
−y




︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

=




Jx −K −Gx

Kᵀ Jw −Gw

Gx
ᵀ Gw

ᵀ Jy




︸ ︷︷ ︸
J

·



∇H(x)
z(w)

u




︸ ︷︷ ︸
b

, (2)

where matrices Jx, Jw and Jy are skew-symmetric (Jᵀ = −J),
and ∇H : Rs → Rs denotes the gradient of the total energy
(Hamiltonian) w.r.t. the vector of the states x. The pH system
(2) fulfills the definition of passivity (see e.g. [9]), according to
the following property.

Property 2.1 (Power Balance). The variation of the total energy
E = H

(
x
)

of a system governed by (2) is given by (1), with the
total dissipated power D = z(w)ᵀ ·w ≥ 0 and the total incoming
power on external ports S = uᵀ · y.

Proof. We have bᵀ · a= dE
dt

+ D − S. Now bᵀ · a=bᵀ · J · b= 0
since J is skew-symmetric.

2.3. Example

Consider the forced mass-spring-damper system in figure 2, with
s = 2, d = 1 and p = 1, described as follows. For the mass and
the damper, quantities are defined as previously with x1 = m dq

dt

and w = [ dq
dt

]. For the (linear) spring k, the state and the positive
definite function can be the elongation (here the position of the
mass) x2 = q and H2(q) = k

2
q2 so that ek = H′2 and fk = dx2

dt
.

Port variables are arranged as input u = [eext] (applied force) and
output y = [fext]. Applying Newton’s second law to this simple
system yields



em
fk
fα
−fext


 =




0 −1 −1 +1
+1 0 0 0
+1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0


 ·




fm
ek
eα
−eext


 .

From the constitutive laws of components, this equation exactly
restores the form (2), block by block.

Figure 2: Damped harmonic oscillator with excitation.

3. LUMPED PARAMETERS COMPONENTS

In this this section, the standard modeling of the hammer and the
pickup are recast as elementary port-Hamiltonian systems. Those
systems are used in section 5 to form the global pH system.

3.1. HammerH
Here, we consider the standard piano hammer modeling, as de-
picted in [10, 11, 12]. It is composed of a simple mass with non-
linear spring and hysteresis effects due to the shape memory of
the felt [13, 14, 2]. The actuation of the hammer is modeled as
a simple force applied on the equivalent mass according to [15].
Denoting by qh the position of the center of gravity, and mh the
total mass leads to the following dynamics [2]:

mh∂
2
t qh = −fk(c)− fα(c) + fh (3)

where c is the crush of the felt, fk(c) = khc
β is the nonlin-

ear spring effect, fα(c) = αh
d(cβ)
dt

models the hysteresis effect
and fh is an external force. The contact with the beam is dis-
tributed according to ω(z) = 1(z − zh)[−ah/2,+ah/2], denoting
by z ∈ [0, lb] the spacial coordinate along the beam with length
lb, and zh and ah respectively the position and width of the ham-
mer [2]. The crush is c = blh + qh − q̂bc0 with lh the distance
between the top of the felt at rest and qh, bxc0 the max of x and
0, and q̂b =

∫ lb
0
q(z)ω(z)dz the weighted average of the beam’s

transverse displacement q(z, t) (detailed in section 4). The pH
model of the hammer (for instance disconnected from the beam) is
derived as in example 2.3, and reads as follows.
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Port-Hamiltonian modeling of the hammerH
xH = (mh

dqh
dt
, c)ᵀ,

HH(xH) = 1
2mh

[xH]21 + kh
(β+1)

b[xH]2 + lhcβ+1
0

wH = dc
dt

, zH(wH,xH) = αh
β
b[xH]2 + lhcβ−1

0 wH

uH = fh, yH = dqh
dt

Jx =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, K =

(
1
0

)
, Gx =

(
1
0

)

Jw = 0, Gw = 0, Jy = 0

3.2. Pickup P
Several arrangement of physically inspired signal processing mod-
ules to recover the nonlinear behavior of electric guitar pickups
are available (see e.g [16, 17]). Here we consider the physical
modeling approach of [18, 19]. According to the gyrator-capacitor
approach [20, 21], we adopt the magnetic flux variation dφ

dt
and

the magnetomotive force h as magnetic power variables dφ
dt
h = P.

The magnet produces a constant magnetic field h0 = b0
µ0

which
penetrates and magnetizes the beam (made of ferromagnetic ma-
terial). This leads to consider in first approximation the beam as
a magnetic dipole with constant amplitude. The flux φc of the
total magnetic field in the coil is then the sum of the flux from
the magnet φ0 = acµ0h0 and the flux from the magnetized beam
which depends on the distance with the coil (of cross section ac).
Here, we consider a single vertical polarization of the beam, and
the model in [19] reads:

φc =

(
ac +

∆µab
(qp(zp) + lp)2

)
φ0 (4)

where ∆µ = µrel−1
µrel+1

, lp is the distance from the beam at rest, qp
the vertical displacement of the beam measured at point zp, and
ab is the section area of the beam. Thus, the magnet acts as a
conservative gyrator modulated by the beam movement:

(
dφc
dt
hc

)
=

(
0 fp
1
fp

0

)(
dφ0
dt
h0

)
. (5)

with ( dφc
dt
, hc) the power variables associated to the ferromagnetic

core of the coil, q(zp) the displacement of the beam measured at
the pick-up position zp, lp the distance between the pickup and the
beam at rest, kp = 2∆µabacµ0 and

fp

(
q(zp, t),

dq(zp, t)

dt

)
=

kp
(q(zp, t) + lp)3

dq(zp, t)

dt
. (6)

From Ampere’s theorem and Faraday’s law, the coil is a constant
magneto-electric gyrator [20, 21]:

(
vc
ic

)
=

(
0 N
1
N

0

)(
dφc
dt
hc

)
. (7)

with N the number of wire turns and (vc, ic) the tension and cur-
rent in the coil. Thus, the pickup acts as a modulated voltage
source to the electronic circuit. Here we consider a simple RLC
circuit, as shown in figure 3, with a high resistive load as men-
tioned in [18] so that the input current is i0 = 0. Finally the
port-Hamiltonian model of the pick-up is made of a two storage
components (inductance and capacitance, with magnetic flux φL
and charge qC as respective states), a single dissipative component
(resistance of the wire) and two ports (constant magnetomotive
force and input current), as detailed below and in figure 3.

Port-Hamiltonian modeling of the pick-up P
xP = (φL, qC)ᵀ, HP(xP) = 1

2Lp
[xP ]21 + 1

2Cp
[xP ]22

wP = ir, zP(wP) = rpir
uP = (h0, i0)ᵀ, yP = ( dφ0

dt
, v0)ᵀ

Jx =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, K =

(
1
0

)
, Gx =

(
Nfp 0

0 1

)

Jw = 0, Gw = 0, Jy = 0

Figure 3: Schematic of the pick-up, where the voltage due to the
beam movement is vp = Nfph0 with fp as in equation (6).

4. BEAM B

Here, we shall model the beam B in the port-Hamiltonian frame-
work. We use the Euler-Bernoulli modeling of cantilever beam
with damping, which results in a linear partial-differential equa-
tion. Although infinite dimensional systems perfectly fit in the
pH framework (see [22, 23]), we firstly apply a standard modal
decomposition and recast the resulting set of ordinary differential
equations as a finite dimensional pH system.

4.1. Euler-Bernoulli modeling

The Euler-Bernoulli modeling of damped beam deflect q(z, t) is

ρ∂2
t q + α∂tq + κ∂4

zq = f (8)

with initial conditions q(z, 0) = dq
dt

(z, 0) = 0, and the following
boundary conditions: no displacement at the base (bc1) q(0, t) =
0, no bending at the base (bc2) ∂zq(0, t) = 0, no bending moment
at the free end (bc3) ∂2

zq(1, t) = 0, no shearing force acting at the
free end (bc4) ∂3

zq(1, t) = 0. ρ is a mass, κ is a stiffness and α is
a fluid-like damping, each defined per unit length. Note the total
internal energy is given by [24]:

EB =
1

2

∫ lb

0

(
κ
(
∂2
zq
)2

+ ρ

(
dq

dt

)2
)
dz. (9)

4.2. Finite dimensional approximation

The linear boundary value problem (8) admits an orthogonal basis
of eigenfunctions B = {ψm}m∈N∗ on the Hilbert space L2(0, lb).
Functions ψm which define the spacial modes are given in ap-
pendix 11 and shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Eigenvectors of the Euler-Bernoulli cantilever beam.
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Namely, they satisfy: (i) the boundary conditions (bc1-4); (ii)
∂4
zψ(z) = k4ψ(z); (iii) for all (m, p) ∈ N2

∗, 〈ψm, ψp〉 = δm,p
(Kronecker’s symbol) where the scalar product on L2(0, lb) is de-
fined by 〈f, g〉 =

∫ lb
0
f(z)g(z)dz. This corresponds to select the

modes km according to cos kmlb = −1
cosh kmlb

, (see figure 5).

Figure 5: Graphical determination of the km.

We define f = F ᵀΨ, where Ψ = (ψ1, . . . , ψM )ᵀ is the vector
of eigenmodes so that F = (F1, . . . , FM )ᵀ = 〈f,Ψ〉 is the pro-
jection of f on Ψ, and qB = 〈q,Ψ〉. The relations satisfied by the
qB are obtained by projecting equation (8) on base B. This yields
the following ordinary differential equations:

ρ
d2qB
dt2

+ α
dqB
dt

+ κLqB = F, (10)

with L = diag(k41, . . . , k
4
M ) which rewrites dxB

dt
= AxB + BuB

with xB =
(
qB, ρ

dqB
dt

)ᵀ, B = (0, Id)ᵀ, uB = F and

A =

(
0 1

ρ
Id

−κL −α
ρ
Id

)

where 0 is the null matrix and Id is the identity matrix. Note
the transverse velocity is given by dq(z,t)

dt
= v(z, t) = v(t)ᵀΨ(z)

with v(t) = Bᵀ 1
ρ
xB(t).

4.3. Port-Hamiltonian formulation

From (9) and the modal reconstruction q = qᵀ
BΨ, the total energy

of the beam is the Hamiltonian HB(xB) = 1
2
xTBWxB, with

W =

(
κL 0
0 ρ−1Id

)
,

since 〈∂2
zΨ, ∂2

zΨᵀ〉 = L. The output is yB = Bᵀ∇HB = dqB
dt

so
that the incoming power is P = yᵀ

BuB =
∫ lb
0

yᵀ
BΨΨTuBdz (with

uB = F ). The resulting port-Hamiltonian system is given below.
Port-Hamiltonian modeling of the beam B

xB =
(
qB, ρ

dqB
dt

)ᵀ
, HB(xB) = 1

2
xᵀ
BWxB

wB = dqB
dt
, zB(wB) = αwB

uB = F = 〈f,Ψ〉, yB = dqB
dt

Jx =

(
0 Id
−Id 0

)
, K =

(
0
Id

)
, Gx =

(
0
Id

)

Jw = 0, Gw = 0, Jy = 0

5. INTERCONNECTION

In this section we derive the global port-Hamiltonian modeling of
the system (H,B,P) from the interconnection of the elementary
pH systems derived in sections 3 and 4. First we connect the me-
chanical components (H,B) and second the pick-up which is not
energetically but geometrically coupled to the former part.

The connection of two pH systems is again a pH system (see
[25]). The state x, the dissipative variable w and dissipative func-
tions z are obtained by concatenating the subsystems, and the Hamil-
tonian is the sum of the local Hamiltonians.

5.1. Mechanical part

The input of the pH system that models the beam is the projec-
tion of the applied force f(z, t) on the modal basis Ψ(z). When
interconnected with the hammer, this is given by the force due to
the felt compression fk + fα distributed according to ω(z) (see
section 3.1): uB = F = ΩfH with Ω = 〈ω,Ψ〉. Correspond-
ingly, the variation of the felt’s crush is computed from the aver-
aged velocity of the beam. This interconnection results in a single-
input/single-output pH system (the input being the force applied to
the hammer).

5.2. Complete port-Hamiltonian modeling

Finally, we include the modeling of the pickup and analog circuit.
As already stated, the mechanical part is not energetically coupled
to the electromagnetic part, and the complete modeling is obtained
by concatenating the interconnection (H, B) with the pickup P .
This yields the following pH system.

Port-Hamiltonian modeling of the systemH+ B + P
x = (xH,xB,xP)ᵀ, H(x) = HH(xH) + HB(xB) + HP(xP)
w = (wH,wB,wP)ᵀ, z(w) =

(
zH(wH), zB(wB), zP(wP)

)ᵀ

u = (fh, h0, i0)ᵀ, y = ( dqh
dt
, dφ0

dt
, v0)ᵀ

Jx =




0 −1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 −Ωᵀ 0 0
0 0 0 Id 0 0
0 Ω −Id 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 1 0



,

K =




1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
−Ω Id 0
0 0 1
0 0 0




, Gx =




1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 NfP 0
0 0 1




Jw = 0, Gw = 0, Jy = 0

6. NUMERICAL SCHEME

To ensure stable simulation of stable dynamical system dx
dt

= f(x),
many numerical schemes focus on the approximation quality of
the time derivative, combined with operation of the vector field
f . Here, we adopt an alternative point of view, by transposing the
power balance (1) in the discrete time-domain to preserve passiv-
ity. This is achieved by numerical schemes that provide a discrete
version of the chain rule for computing the derivative of E = H◦x.
This is the case of Euler scheme, for which first order approxima-
tion of the differential applications dx(t, dt) = dx

dt
(t) · dt and
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dH(x, dx) = ∇H(x)ᵀ · dx on the sample grid t ≡ kT, k ∈ Z are
given by

δx(k, T ) = x(k + 1)− x(k), (11)
δH
(
x, δx

)
= H

(
x + δx

)
−H

(
x
)

(12)

= ∇dH
(
x,x + δx

)ᵀ · δx.

For mono-variate storage components (H(x) =
∑s
n=1 Hn(xn)),

the solution can be built element-wise with the n-th coordinate
given by

[∇dH
(
x,x + δx

)
]n =

{
hn

(
xn+δxn

)
−hn

(
xn

)
δxn

if δxn 6= 0,

h′n(xn) otherwise.
(13)

A discrete chain rule is indeed recovered

δE(k, T )

T
= ∇dH

(
x(k),x(k + 1)

)ᵀ · δx(k, T )

T
(14)

so that the following substitution in (2)

dx
dt

(t) → δx(k,T )
T

∇H(x) → ∇dH
(
x(k),x(k + 1)

) (15)

leads to

0 = b(k)ᵀ · J · b(k) = b(k)ᵀ · a(k)

=

[
∇dHᵀ · δx

δt

]
(k)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
δE(k,T )
T

+ z(w(k))ᵀ ·w(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
D(k)

−u(k)ᵀ · y(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(k)

.

(16)
For pH systems composed of a collection of linear energy stor-
ing components with quadratic Hamiltonian Hn(xn) =

x2n
2Cn

, we
define Q = diag(C1 · · ·Cs)−1 so that the discrete gradient (13)
reads

∇dH
(
x,x + δx

)
= Q

(
x(k) + δx(k)

2

)
, (17)

which restores the midpoint rule. For nonlinear case, (13) leads
to another numerical scheme depending on the nonlinearity, still
preserving passivity.

Figure 6: Temporal evolution of the beam displacement measured
at pickup position q(zh) and output voltage v0 (fh = 2000N ).

7. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the numerical scheme (15) is applied on the mod-
eling presented in section 5. First, we discuss the physical param-
eters used for the simulation. Second, results are shown.

7.1. Physical parameters

The sample rate is 48kHz. The parameters of the hammer are [2]:
mh = 5g, β = 2, kh = 106N.m−1, ah = 1cm, zh = 2.35cm,
αh = 0.1N.s.m−1 and lh = 1. It is supposed initially at rest,
20cm below the beam. The force on the hammer is fh = 200N
and then 2000N, during 1ms. For a cylindrical bream with ra-
dius r = 2mm made of steel, the mass and stiffness per unit
length are respectively ρ = %πr2kg.m−1 and κ = Es

πr4

4
, with

% = 7750kg.m−3 the density andEs = 180.109N.m−2 the young
modulus of steel. The length lb is chosen so that the frequency of
the first mode (without damping) corresponds to the desired tone,
here 440Hz, which yields lb = 7.83cm. The pickup is supposed to
be positioned lp = 1mm below the beam, at zh = 6.26cm, and we
set arbitrarily Nkph0 = 10−6. The cutoff frequency of the RLC
circuit is 500Hz, with Cp = 330nF, Lp = 307mH and rp = 1kΩ.

(a) fh = 200N .

(b) fh = 2000N .

Figure 7: Zoom on the beam displacement measured at pickup
position q(zh) and output voltage v0.
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7.2. Waveforms

The waveform associated to the beam displacement measured at
pickup position q(zh) and the output voltage v0 are shown in fig-
ures 6. The force applied on the hammer is (i) fh = 200N (fig-
ure 7a) and (ii) fh = 2000N (figures 6 and 7b), during 1ms. In
case (i), the beam’s displacement measured by the pickup q(zh)
corresponds to 6% of the distance pickup-beam lp, which coin-
cide with the linear behavior. In case (ii), q(zh) ' 70%lp, which
causes the observed change in the waveform.

7.3. Mechanical energy

The dynamics of the hammer is shown in figure 8a for the case
(ii) (fh = 2000N). We see it accelerates between 1ms and 2ms
and impacts the beam at ti ' 2.5ms. During the impact, a part of
the energy transferred from the hammer to the beam is dissipated
in the later (see figure 8b). The energy in the beam is shown in
figure 9. We see the numerical error on the power balance is close
to the machine epsilon.

(a) Position, velocity and inertial force of the hammer.

(b) Energy transfer between the hammer and the beam.

Figure 8: Impact hammerH - beam B

Figure 9: Mechanical energy and error on the power balance ε =
δEbeam
T

+ Dbeam.

7.4. Electromagnetic energy

The source of magnetomotive force is modulated according to sec-
tion 3.2, which can me modeled as a voltage source (with arbitrary
amplitude since the output RLC circuit is linear). Note such a
source can be locally a sink of power, as seen in figure 10 where
the power of the source pass slightly under 0. Again, the numer-
ical error on the power balance is close to the machine epsilon
(figure 11).

Figure 10: Energy, power dissipation and source of the electro-
magnetic part.

Figure 11: Error on the electro-magnetic power balance.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a nonlinear finite-dimensional model of a simplified
electro-mechanical piano has been developed, based on a set of el-
ementary components (hammer, beam and pickup), in the frame-
work of port Hamiltonian systems. This formalism decomposes
the system into conservative, dissipative and source parts. A nu-
merical method has been derived, which preserves this decompo-
sition and the power balance in the discrete time domain. The
analysis of numerical results proves the relevancy of the method:
first, the nonlinearity provides an sound enrichment with the force
of the hammer; second, the analysis of the power exchanges and
of the total energy shows that passivity is fulfilled.

A perspective of this work is to refine the modeling of the
mechano-electric transducer. First, the pickup could be placed in
the axis of the beam, as in the case of the Fender Rhodes piano.
Second, the modeling should include the energetic exchange due
to the coupling between the beam and the magnet, by considering
the Maxwell force. Another perspective is to estimate the phys-
ical parameters from a real device to increase the sound realism.
Finally, second order explicit numerical schemes (see e.g. [26])
could be examined to improve accuracy and reduces the computa-
tional cost.
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11. APPENDIX: ORTHONORMAL BASIS

The linear boundary value problem (8) admits an orthogonal basis
of eigenfunctions B = {ψm}m∈N∗ on the Hilbert space L2(0, lb),
namely, the spacial modes ψm(z) which satisfy: (i) the boundary
conditions (bc1-4); (ii) ∂4

zψ(z) = k4ψ(z); (iii) for all (m, p) ∈ N2
∗,

〈ψm, ψp〉 = δm,p (Kronecker’s symbol), where the scalar product
on L2(0, lb) is defined by 〈f, g〉 =

∫ lb
0
f(z)g(z)dz. This corre-

sponds to select the modes km according to cos kmlb = −1
cosh kmlb

:

ψm(z) = γψ̂m(z)

ψ̂m(z) = θm (sin kmz − sinh kmz)+cos kmz−cosh kmz

θm = sin kmlb−sinh kmlb
cos kmlb+cosh kmlb

γ =
(
kmlb(cos 2kmlb+cosh 2kmlb−2)

2km(cos kmlb+cosh kmlb)
2

cosh kmlb(2 sin kmlb+cosh kmlb sin 2kmlb)

2km(cos kmlb+cosh kmlb)
2

) 1
2
.
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ABSTRACT

One goal of physical modelling synthesis is the creation of new
virtual instruments. Modular approaches, whereby a set of basic
primitive elements can be connected to form a more complex in-
strument have a long history in audio synthesis. This paper exam-
ines such modular methods using finite difference schemes, within
the constraints of real-time audio systems. Focusing on consumer
hardware and the application of parallel programming techniques
for CPU processors, useable combinations of 1D and 2D objects
are demonstrated. These can form the basis for a modular synthe-
sis environment that is implemented in a standard plug-in architec-
ture such as an Audio Unit, and controllable via a MIDI keyboard.
Optimisation techniques such as vectorization and multi-threading
are examined in order to maximise the performance of these com-
putationally demanding systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

A principle objective of physical modelling synthesis is to emu-
late existing acoustic or analog electronic instruments. However,
another wide-ranging goal is to create entirely new instruments
that do not necessarily have existing real-world counterparts—yet
which generate sounds of a natural character. If the goal is the
latter, then one often-used approach is to provide the user (the in-
strument designer) with a collection of primitive or canonical ob-
jects, as well as a means of connecting them, so as to allow for the
generation of relatively complex sound-producing objects. Such
a modular approach of course has a long history in audio synthe-
sis, and deeper roots in the world of analog electronic synthesiz-
ers. In terms of physical modelling synthesis, modularity underlies
various synthesis methodologies including mass-spring networks
[1, 2] modal synthesis [3], as well as scattering-based structures
[4].

A different approach, also allowing for modular design, in-
volves the use of direct spatiotemporal integrators such as finite
difference time domain methods. Such methods have various ben-
efits, such as minimal pre-computation and memory usage, and
also provable stability conditions [5]—which are extremely im-
portant under the very general design conditions that a musician
will almost certainly demand. Such methods can be used to cre-
ate large-scale models of instruments that can be coupled inside
a 3D virtual space [6]. However, the simulation of such com-
plex systems is computationally very intensive, to the extent that
even with high performance computing sound output can not be

∗ This work was supported by the European Research Council, under
grant number StG-2011-279068-NESS

produced near the real-time threshold. Simulation for certain sys-
tems, however, is now coming within range of real-time. Simpler
1D and 2D linear objects have manageable levels of computation,
and can form the basis of a modular system when using multiple
connected objects. Nonlinear behaviour can be introduced through
the connection elements, leading to a wide range of possible sonic
outputs. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the audio
programming techniques used in order to develop a useable real-
time system which runs on consumer hardware (i.e., a laptop/basic
desktop machine, with implementation in a standard plug-in archi-
tecture such as an Audio Unit [7]).

The remaining sections of this paper are as follows: Section
2 presents model equations for stiff strings and plates, and for the
nonlinear connections between these objects, as well as a general
description of the numerical update equations in the run-time loop.
Section 3 examines the maximum size of the most expensive ele-
ment, the linear plate, that can be computed in one second at a
sample rate of 44.1kHz, and the various optimisations that can be
used for CPU computation. Section 4 applies the same testing,
but within a working Audio Unit plug-in. Finally, Section 5 de-
tails the possibilities and issues involved in designing full modular
systems using multiple objects, whilst Section 6 gives concluding
remarks. A number of audio examples can be found at this web-
page: http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/∼cwebb2/Site/Plugins.html

2. INSTRUMENT MODELS AND FINITE DIFFERENCE
SCHEMES

A complete modular percussion synthesis environment, based on
user-specified interconnections among a set of bars and plates, has
been described in detail in [8]. In that case, the environment was
implemented in the Matlab language, and performance was a long
way from being real-time, in all but the simplest configurations. In
this section, the model’s basic operation is briefly summarized.

2.1. Components

The current system is composed of a collection of stiff strings/bars
and rectangular plates, vibrating, in isolation, under linear condi-
tions. For such an object in isolation, and subject to an excitation
force, the dynamics are described by the following equation:

Lu+ gefe = 0 (1)

Here, u(x, t) represents the transverse displacement of the object,
as a function of time t, and at spatial coordinate x ∈ D. If the
object is a stiff string, the spatial domain is a one-dimensional in-
terval D = [0, L], for some length L, and for a plate, the domain
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is a two-dimensional rectangular regionD = [0, Lx]× [0, Ly], for
side lengths Lx and Ly . See Figure 1.

In the case of a stiff string, the operator L = Ls is defined as

Ls = ρA∂2
t − T∂2

x + EI∂4
x + 2ρAσ0∂t − 2ρAσ1∂t∂

2
x (2)

Here, ρ is the material density, in kg/m3, A is cross-sectional area,
in m2, T is tension, in N, E is Young’s modulus, in Pa, I is the
moment of inertia, in m4, and σ0 and σ1, both non-negative, are
parameters allowing for some control over frequency dependant
loss. ∂t and ∂x represent partial differentiations with respect to
time t and the spatial coordinate x, respectively. The stiff string
equation must be complemented by two boundary conditions at
each end of the domain D. In the current environment, these may
be chosen as clamped, simply supported or free, separately at each
end of the string. Note that under low tension, the system describes
the behaviour of a stiff bar.

In the case of a plate, the operator L = Lp is defined as

Lp = ρH∂2
t +

EH3

12 (1− ν2)
∆2 + 2ρHσ0∂t − 2ρHσ1∂t∆ (3)

Here, ρ, E, σ0 and σ1 are as before, H is thickness, in m, and ν
is Poisson’s ratio. Here, ∆ is the Laplacian operator in two spa-
tial dimensions. The plate equation must be complemented by two
boundary conditions at each edge of the domain D. Here, ten-
sioning effects (to simulate a membrane) have not been included,
as computational costs become too large for real-time under most
conditions—it is not difficult to introduce an extra term above al-
lowing for such tensioning effects.

In either case, the term gefe represents an excitation. Here,
ge = ge(x) is a spatial distribution representing the region over
which the excitation is applied, and fe(t) is an externally applied
force. For typical striking or plucking gestures, ge(x) is highly
localised (and perhaps idealised to a Dirac delta function). For
a strike or pluck, fe is also usually localised. For example, the
function fe defined by

fe(t) =
f0
2

(
1− cos

(
qπ
t− t0
T

))
, t0 ≤ t ≤ t0+T (4)

and which is zero otherwise is a good approximation to the force
history of a strike, occurring at time t = t0, of duration T seconds,
and of maximum force f0 when q = 2, and a pluck when q = 1.

Figure 1: Basic stiff string or bar (left) and plate (right) elements.

2.2. Connecting elements

Consider now two components a and b with transverse displace-
ments ua and ub, under a single connection:

Laua + gafc = 0 Lbub − gbfc = 0 (5)

Here, La and Lb are linear operators of the types given in (2) and
(3), each defined by an appropriate set of material and geometric

parameters; the components can be of either stiff string of plate
type. Here, ga and gb are again distributions, of dimension appro-
priate to the particular component, selecting a region of interaction
for the connection element. fc(t) is the connection force in N. In
particular, it acts in an equal and opposite sense on the two objects
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Connection between stiff string element and plate ele-
ment.

Until the form of the connection has been specified, the system
is not complete. To this end, define an interaction distance ηc(t),
averaged over the connection region, by

ηc =

∫

Da

gauadVa −
∫

Db

gbubdVb (6)

where Da and Db are the domains of definition of the two compo-
nents, and where dVa and dVb are differential elements of appro-
priate dimension for the two components. The connection force
fc(t) can be related to the interaction distance ηc(t) by

fc = K1ηc +K3η
3
c +R

dηc
dt

(7)

for connection parametersK1,K3 andR, all assumed non-negative.
Such a connection may be thought of as a combination of a linear
spring, a cubic nonlinear spring, and a linear damper. Many other
choices are of course possible, but such a configuration already al-
lows for a wide variety of connection types and, furthermore, in
the numerical case, leads to an efficient implementation in which
energy-based stability guarantees are available, see [8]. Such nu-
merical stability guarantees are particularly important in the case
of arbitrary nonlinear modular networks in the hands of a com-
poser/designer/musician. Once a single excitation and a single
connection element have been described, it is not a large step to
describe a network composed of a multitude of objects, linked by
an arbitrary number of connections, and under an arbitrary number
of excitations, as in Figure 3.

2.3. Finite Difference Schemes and State Space Update Form

In a finite difference implementation, each object is represented by
a set of values defined over a grid—1D in the case of a stiff string,
and 2D in the case of a plate. The complete mechanics of the con-
struction of finite difference schemes for such objects is provided
in [8], and is far too involved to be re-presented here, particularly
as this paper is concerned mainly with real-time implementation.
It is useful nonetheless to briefly describe the vector-matrix update
equations for a complete system.
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Figure 3: Interconnected network of plate and stiff string elements.

Consider an object of either stiff string or plate type in iso-
lation, subject to a single excitation, and for which the dynamics
obey (1). Any such object may be approximated by values over a
grid—in 1D, for a stiff string, or 2D for a plate (Figure 4). Suppose
now that the column vector un represents the concatenation of all
values for all system components at time step n; here, time steps
are separated by Ts seconds, where the sample rate Fs is defined
as Fs = 1/Ts. The defining equations are of second order in the
time variable t, and in the discrete case, two-step recursions are
minimal in terms of memory usage, and are a natural choice.

Figure 4: Grids for plate and stiff string elements.

The following recursion, operating at an audio sample rate,
may be derived from the combination of external excitations, as
given in (1) and connections, as per (5), for a system constructed of
multiple components and connections, using standard procedures:

un+1 = Bun + Cun−1 −Gef
n
e −Gcf

n
c (8)

Here the total state size (that of un) is N , the total number
of connections is Nc, and the total number of separate excitations
is Ne. The constant matrices B and C are square and N × N ,
sparse, and incorporate the effects of boundary conditions in the
various components. In particular, they may be derived directly
from discretisation of the individual defining operators Ls and Lp

for the various components.

The update (8), including only the terms involving the matri-
ces B and C is a simulation of a set of isolated, unforced compo-
nents. The column vector fne is of size Ne × 1, and consists of the
external forcing signals, which could in principle be of any form,
but in the current system are constrained to be sampled from the
pluck/strike waveforms given in (4). The constant matrix Ge is
N × Ne, consisting of columns representing the spatial distribu-
tions of the various excitations, sampled over the constituent grids.
Finally, fnc is anNc×1 vector consisting of the connection forces,
and, as in the case of the excitations, Gc is an N × Nc constant
matrix, the columns of which contain the spatial connection distri-
butions.

In the absence of the connection forces, update (8) is a com-
plete recursion for a set of isolated externally-forced objects. The
connection forces fnc , however, are related nonlinearly to the yet-
to-be-determined state un+1. A semi-implicit choice of discreti-
sation, as discussed in [8] is useful, in that it leads to numerical
stablity conditions, and also to the simple expression:

Anfnc = bn (9)

where An = A
(
un,un−1

)
and bn = b

(
un,un−1

)
. Though

nonlinear, it may be solved through an inversion of the Nc × Nc

matrix An (which is positive definite by construction); indeed, if
the connection spatial distribution functions are non-overlapping,
then An is diagonal, and the solution to (9) may be computed
using Nc divisions. Once fc has been determined, it may then be
used to advance the solution in (8).

3. INITIAL COMPUTATIONAL TESTING

The computational complexity of the individual objects, at an au-
dio rate of 44.1 kHz, can be ranked as follows:

1. Connection: ≈ 20 floating-point calculations/time step.

2. Bar / String: 102 ∼ 103 floating-point calculations/time step.

3. Linear Plate: 103 ∼ 105 floating-point calculations/time step.

Such operation counts, for the stiff string and plate, follow from
the required grid resolution, which is itself dependent on the sam-
ple rate. This section details initial testing of the most expensive
element, the linear plate, outside of a real-time audio system. As a
basic ‘benchmark’ we can assess the largest size of plate that can
be computed within one second of wall clock time, at 44.1kHz. In
the absence of any real-time audio overheads, this would be the
outer limit of achievable computation; the amount of computation
that can be performed in an actual audio plug-in is somewhat less
than this, as is shown in Section 4.

As the main objective of this study is to evaluate what is achiev-
able on recent consumer hardware, all testing is performed on an
Intel Ivy Bridge Core i7 3770S processor. This has four physical
cores, a base clock rate of 3.1GHz, turbo clock rate of 3.9GHz,
and a maximum memory bandwidth of 25.6 GB/s. Preliminary
testing on a newer Haswell Core i7 showed similar results, with
a small improvement of around 5%. The testing performed here
is restricted to double precision floating-point—see Section 6 for
further discussion on this point. The purpose of this section is to
analyse the options for implementing the plate object in C code,
and the various optimisation strategies available to the program-
mer.

Updating the state of each point on the plate requires a weighted
sum of thirteen neighbouring points from the previous time step
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(See Figure 5), as well as five neighbouring points from two time
steps past. The grid also includes a boundary layer, and halo layer
of non-updated ghost points. A clamped boundary condition is
used for this testing section.

Boundary 
layer

Halo 
layer

Figure 5: 13 point update stencil, boundary layer and halo.

In terms of high level design, there are two principal methods
for implementing such a scheme: in vector-matrix form, or as an
‘unrolled’ update equation applied to individual grid points.

3.1. Vector-matrix form

The vector-matrix update form is given by (8), accompanied by
the connection force calculation (9). The matrices B, and C are
sparse and (nearly) block Toeplitz. Figure 6 shows the sparsity
pattern of the matrix B corresponding to a single isolated plate.
The vectors hold the 2D state data, which is decomposed linearly
using either a row or column major approach. Implementing this
form in C code is straightforward [9], requiring only a matrix by
vector multiplication, and a function for vector addition, to be ap-
plied at each time step of the simulation. The CSR (compressed
sparse row) format was used as the sparse matrix container.

Figure 6: Sparsity pattern of coefficient matrix B for a single iso-
lated plate.

3.2. Unrolled update equation

Whilst the vector-matrix form is highly concise (and useful for
prototyping in systems such as Matlab), is it clearly somewhat
wasteful as it requires storing and reading a large number of con-
stant coefficients. Applying the update equation to individual grid
points alleviates this, as factorized scalar coefficients are all that
is required. Figure 7 shows a basic implementation of this, inside
of the time domain loop. A small optimisation can be achieved by
pre-defining the offset constants such as 2*wid, which are shown
here for clarity.

Note that whilst it is possible to use a non-factorized version
equivalent to the matrix operations, it is not optimal here (there is

// Time loop
for(n=0;n<Nf;n++){

// Loop over state data in 2D, as we have boundaries
for(Y=2;Y<(Ny-1);Y++){

for(X=2;X<(Nx-1);X++){

// Calc linear index, from row-major decomposition
cp = Y*width+X;
// Calculate update equation
u[cp] = B1*(u1[cp-1] + u1[cp+1]

+ u1[cp-width] + u1[cp+width])
+ B2*(u1[cp-2] + u1[cp+2]

+u1[cp-2*width] + u1[cp+2*width])
+ B3*(u1[cp+width-1] + u1[cp+width+1]

+u1[cp-width-1] + u1[cp-width+1])
+ B4* u1[cp]
+ C1*(u2[cp-1] + u2[cp+1]

+ u2[cp-width] + u2[cp+width]
+ C2* u2[cp] );

}
}

// Read output
out[n] = u[out_location];

// Swap pointers
dummy_ptr = u2;
u2 = u1;
u1 = u;
u = dummy_ptr;

}

Figure 7: Standard C code time loop and state update.

no fused multiply-add instruction in Ivy Bridge). This basic im-
plementation in a single thread is unlikely to make the most of the
potential of the processor, even when using compiler optimisation.
To do that, further manual optimisation is required, in the form of
vector instructions and multi-threading.

3.3. AVX vector instructions

AVX instructions make use of register vector units that are capable
of computing arithmetic operations over multiple data simultane-
ously. For example, rather than computing a single multiplication
with two input operands, an AVX instruction will perform a num-
ber of multiplications using vector operands, and giving a vector
result. On Ivy Bridge and Haswell/Broadwell architectures these
are 256 bit registers, and so can operate on four double precision
data elements at a time (in the upcoming Skylake architecture these
are extended to 512 bit registers). Clearly the ability to perform ba-
sic arithmetic operations on multiple data at the same time is well
suited to finite difference schemes, where each updated element is
independent in a given time step. Figure 8 shows the vector imple-
mentation of the update scheme, using nested intrinsic functions
to compute the stages of the update.

Note that the loop over the state data is now one-dimensional,
and is incremented by the vector size. Reducing down to a single
FOR loop allows the SIMD vector operations to be performed in
a continuous manner over the entire state (save for any additional
overs at the end). This does require corrections at the boundaries,
but these are at a minimal cost, especially when alternative bound-
ary conditions are applied. Further manual unrolling of the loop
(i.e. to a size of eight using two sets of updates applied consecu-
tively) did not provide a further speedup.
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// Time loop
for(n=0;n<Nf;n++){

// Loop over state data
for(cp=start;cp<vecend+1;cp+=vector_size){

// Load up state data into separate vectors
u1m2 = _mm256_load_pd(&u1[cp-2]);
u1m1 = _mm256_load_pd(&u1[cp-1]);
...
...

// Perform update equation in stages
s1 = _mm256_mul_pd(B1v,_mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd(

u1m1, u1p1),_mm256_add_pd(u1mw,u1pw)));

s2 = _mm256_mul_pd(B2v,_mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd(
u1m2, u1p2),_mm256_add_pd(u1m2w,u1p2w)));

s3 = _mm256_mul_pd(B3v,_mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd(
u1pwp1,u1pwm1),_mm256_add_pd(u1mwp1,u1mwm1)));

s4 = _mm256_mul_pd(B4v, u1cp);

s5 = _mm256_mul_pd(C1v,_mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd(
u2m1, u2p1),_mm256_add_pd(u2mw, u2pw)));

s6 = _mm256_mul_pd(C2v, u2cp);

s7 = _mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd(s1,
s2), _mm256_add_pd(s3, s4)), _mm256_add_pd(s5,
s6));

// Store result
_mm256_store_pd(&u[cp], s7);

}

// Deal with overs at the end of the state size, and
correct boundaries that were over-written

...

// Read output
out[n] = u[out_location];

// Swap pointers
dummy_ptr = u2; u2 = u1; u1 = u; u = dummy_ptr;

}

Figure 8: AVX vectorization time loop.

3.4. Multi-threading

Whilst vector extensions provide a highly effective optimisation,
the system is still only making use of a single core of the proces-
sor. Even the consumer-based i7 has four cores available, and so
a further optimisation is to explore the use of multiple threads that
can parallelize the operation over these cores. Again, the finite dif-
ference scheme is well suited for this, as the state can simply be
partitioned into a suitable number of parts, with each thread operat-
ing over an independent section of data at each time step. This can
be combined with AVX instructions as used above. Whilst frame-
works such as OpenMP can be used to implement multi-threading
using compiler directives, this section considers the manual use of
POSIX threads (Pthreads).

There are, however, some design issues that need to be consid-
ered. The primary concern is how to issue threads that operate over
spatial elements of the grid, but also take into account the updates
over time. There are two possible approaches. First, one could
create the threads at the beginning of each time step, perform the
state update, and then destroy them. This would then be repeated
each time step, but has the benefit of not requiring any additional

thread barrier synchronisation. However, the overheads involved
in the approach mean that it only becomes viable when large-scale
arrays are used [10]. At the scale of the plates possible in real-time,
this approach does not yield any performance benefits.

In order to hide the latencies in issuing threads, we need to
create them not at each time step, but only once over many time
steps. In the context of real-time audio, creating them at the start
of an audio buffer (i.e. every 256 time steps) works well. Figure 9
shows the detail of the time loop.

// Time loop
for(int n=0;n<Nf;n+=buffer_size){

// Create threads
for (i=0; i<NUM_THREADS; i++) {

td[i].n = n;
td[i].u = u;
td[i].u1 = u1;
td[i].u2 = u2;
pthread_create(&threads[i], NULL, updateScheme, &td[

i]);
}

// Destroy threads
for (i=0; i<NUM_THREADS; i++) {

pthread_join(threads[i], NULL);
}

}

Figure 9: Time loop for multi-threading using POSIX.

Note that the time loop is now incremented by the buffer size,
and the current time step integer is passed into the thread kernel
in order to correctly read the output into an array. The coefficients
are loaded into the td struct prior to the time loop. As the threads
are now operating over time, a barrier is required inside the kernel
to ensure that the threads are synchronised prior to performing the
pointer swap. The outline of the kernel function is shown in Figure
12. Initial testing revealed that using two threads only provides a
small increase over a single thread, eight threads actually perform
worse (despite hyper-threading showing eight logical cores), and
four is the optimal configuration here.

3.5. Summary

Testing was performed using a square plate at 44.1kHz, with the
size varied such that one second of clock time was required to com-
pute 44,100 time steps. Timing functions from <sys/time.h>
were used, employing ‘wall clock’ functions that give accurate
measurement even when using multi-threading. All codes were
compiled using LLVM, with -O3 optimisation (-O0 was also tested
as a comparison). Table 1 shows the results for each implementa-
tion.

The first result to note is the difference between the matrix
form, which achieved 41 x 41, and the standard C code which
achieved 80 x 80, nearly four times more efficient. Clearly the ex-
tra data movement is a cost, but also the compiler is more likely to
aggressively optimise the unrolled version. However, the standard
C code is still using only a fraction is the possible CPU perfor-
mance. The AVX instructions provide a 2X speedup, clearly well
below a linear 4X but there are overheads in loading the data points
into the vector registers. From there, applying multiple threads
achieves a further 35% increase in performance. Again, this is sig-
nificantly below a linear increase over the single thread version,
partly due to the decrease in clock frequency when running over
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Code version Plate size Total state size
(-O3 unless otherwise stated) (grid points) (grid points)

CSR matrix 41 x 41 1,681
C with -O0 44 x 44 1,936
C 80 x 80 6,400
C with AVX 112 x 112 12,544
C with AVX & 4 Pthreads 130 x 130 16,900

Table 1: Maximum plate sizes for one second computation time,
running for 44100 time steps.

multiple cores, and also latencies involved in thread synchronisa-
tion at each time step. This is typical of multi-threaded codes,
where best performance is achieved when parallelising over much
larger arrays [10].

The algorithm is clearly memory bandwidth limited, and so it
is useful to assess the memory throughput efficiency of the imple-
mentation. Taking one read and one write per grid point (assuming
all other reads will be from cache), this can be calculated as 130
x130 grid points x 2 x 44100 time steps x 8 bytes = 11.9 GB/sec.
This is half of the theoretical maximum, but there does not seem
to be any obvious further avenues for optimisation. Note the im-
portance of applying vectorization and multi-threading. Without
them, the basic C code with -O3 only achieves 38% of the maxi-
mum performance.

4. TESTING WITHIN A REAL-TIME AUDIO UNIT

Audio Units are Apple’s native plug-in architecture for enhancing
digital audio hosts such as Logic Pro or Ableton. From a pro-
gramming perspective, they are executable code within a standard
API defined by the Core Audio system [11]. The plug-ins can be
created either by using a development framework such as JUCE
[12], or by directly sub-classing the Core Audio SDK. The latter
approach is used here (the AU v2 API), to minimise any overhead
involved with the use of additional structures.

The purpose of this section is to determine the maximum size
of plate that can be computed from within an actual working plug-
in. The basic unrolled code, as well as the AVX and Pthread codes
were all tested, with the size of the plate varied to determine the
largest size achievable just prior to audio dropouts. Within the
real-time system, audio dropouts are caused by the buffer not being
written completely, resulting in ‘clicks’ at the output stream. Test-
ing was performed using the AU Lab host application, which gives
visual warnings when buffer under-runs occur. Drop outs typically
start at around 90% of CPU load. A buffer size of 512 samples was
used, although the load appeared constant across sizes from 128 to
2048 samples. Table 2 shows the resulting plate sizes.

The multi-threaded and vectorized code still produces the best
result, but at a reduced margin over the single thread AVX ver-
sion. However, compared to the testing in the previous section, it
achieves only 50% of the maximum plate size. As previous men-
tioned, this is largely an issue of data size, where smaller arrays
achieve less performance benefits. Considering the single thread
AVX code, this achieved 65% of the maximum achieved outside
of the real-time system, with a size of 90 x 90 compared to 112
x 112. The non-vectorized code performs at 68%, so in general
terms we can say that C code that runs in just less than 0.7 seconds

Code version Plate size Total state size
(-O3 unless otherwise stated) (grid points) (grid points)

C 66 x 66 4,356
C with AVX 90 x 90 8,100
C with AVX & 4 Pthreads 92 x 92 8,464

Table 2: Maximum plate size for an Audio Unit instrument plug-in,
running at 44.1kHz.

will be the maximum computable within the real-time plug-in for
the single thread case.

5. IMPLEMENTING A COMPLETE SYSTEM

Having established the maximum performance for a single plate
within an Audio Unit plug-in, this section examines the potential
for real-time modular systems containing multiple object types.
Creating a usable system that is capable of producing a wide sonic
range requires the combination of multiple stiff strings, connec-
tions and plates. Clearly only one full-scale plate will be possible,
but there is scope for a large number of additional 1D objects.

Very stiff strings (or bars) can be tuned a fundamental fre-
quency over a range of around two octaves, from C3 to C5. This
results in very small state arrays of around twenty elements each.
Low stiffness strings require more state, varying from around 30
elements at C5 to around 250 elements for a low C2. Both can
benefit from the use of AVX instructions, which result in 2X per-
formance gains. At these sizes, a large number of such objects can
be computed, depending on the size of the plate that is used.

Bars can also be used as resonators, when using a low stiffness
value, and here the state size can increase to up to a thousand ele-
ments. A plate of dimensions comparable to a plate reverberation
device (steel, 1.5m x 1.3m and of thickness 2mm) requires a state
size of approximately 7000. Testing showed that this still leaves
around 20% of the CPU to compute 1D objects and connections.
This is sufficient to run a system such as that shown in Figure 10.

Metal Plate 
 
Size 
Thickness 
Density 
Mass 
Boundary  
Output positions 

Tuned Strings 
 
Loss parameters 
Mass 
Input / Output positions 

Nonlinear Connections 
 
Angular frequency 
Loss T60 
Nonlinearity 
Connection positions 

Figure 10: Tuned string and plate system, with control parameters.

There are a number of issues involved in actually implement-
ing such a system in a real-time plug-in. The first is the question
of parameter updating. Whilst some of the parameters such as the
output position and angular frequency of the connections can be
varied during real-time computation, others, such as the density
of the plate cannot as the underlying grid representation will nec-
essarily be altered. The parameters therefore need to be grouped
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into ‘state’ and ‘real-time’ controls, and an appropriate system of
applying state control changes is required.

The second major issue is how to deal with the large number of
parameters that arise. A system consisting of, e.g., 20 stiff string
objects, requires 200 parameter settings. This is problematic in
terms of user interface design, and requires some level of group-
ing to be manageable in the first instance. The ability to work with
hundreds of parameters may only be possible with a fully-realised
visual interface, where individual objects could be manipulated us-
ing graphical representations.

There is also the question of the usable parameter space—
understanding the combinations and limits of control parameters
that lead to usable output. Experimentation in this regard is cer-
tainly easier inside a real-time environment. Despite these issues,
initial prototype Audio Units have been created, such as systems
of pitched bars connected to resonator bars, and tuned strings con-
nected to a large-scale plate. These are playable from a standard
MIDI keyboard, and make use of control change signals to vary
the real-time parameters. Audio examples can be found at this
webpage: http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/∼cwebb2/Site/Plugins.html

These prototypes were created using a two-stage process. First,
individual C++ objects were created that define a stiff string, a
plate, and a connection. These used common interface methods
in order to facilitate the second stage, which is to create an instru-
ment model. Here, a number of objects were instantiated using the
primitive elements, and a further interface is constructed to allow
the instrument to be easily tied into the Audio Unit SDK. Figure
11 shows the class diagram of the string and plate instrument used
to create the plug-in.

Instrument Model 
 

- String myStrings[numStrings] 
- Con myCons[numCons] 
- Plate myPlate 
 
+ Initialise() 
+ HandleNoteOn() 
+ HanldeNoteOff() 
+ HandlePitchBend() 
+ ResetState 
+ GetNextFrame() 

String 
 

- state data arrays 
- parameters 
- note system 
 
+ Initialise() 
+ Set() 
+ NoteOn() 
+ UpdatePitchBend() 
+ Damp() 
+ UpdateState() 
+ TakeOutput() 
+ GetConnectionData() 
+ UpdateConnectionPoint() 
+ PrintDetails() 

Plate 
 

- state data arrays 
- parameters 
 
+ Initialise() 
+ Set() 
+ NoteOn() 
+ UpdateState() 
+ TakeOutput() 
+ GetConnectionData() 
+ UpdateConnectionPoint() 
+ PrintDetails() 

Connection 
 
- parameters 
 
+ Set() 
+ UpdateConnections() 
+ Leftpos() 
+ Rightpos() 
+ PrintDetails() 

Audio Unit Instrument Class 
 
- Instrument Model myInst 
 
+ Initialise() 
+ StartNote() 
+ StopNote 
+ HandlePitchBend() 
+ Render()

Figure 11: Class diagram of the string and plate instrument plug-
in, showing common interface elements.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has demonstrated the use of CPU optimisation tech-
niques to compute coupled 2D and 1D finite difference schemes in
real-time, as well as implementation techniques within real-time
plug-ins such as Audio Units. Whilst AVX instructions provide
a 2X speedup at double precision floating-point, the use of multi-
threading is more complex. For the size of plates that can be com-

puted in real-time, the use of multiple threads within a single ob-
ject does not produce significant performance benefits. A more ef-
ficient approach may be to apply threads to separate objects, such
as a thread for a plate, and another operating over the 1D objects
and connections.

A further avenue for experimentation is the use of single pre-
cision floating-point. Although this may result in artefacts in the
system due to the nonlinear elements, it would widen the possi-
bilities for computation on consumer hardware. Vector extensions
can operate over twice the number of single precision data, which
could easily provide performance benefits on the CPU. Also, sin-
gle precision would allow the use of consumer level GPUs. There
have already been some experiments in this regard [13] [14], but
with a simpler system consisting of a single 2D wave equation
solver. The use of a desktop machine such as Apple’s recent Mac
Pro has interesting possibilities as it contains two GPUs, both ca-
pable of double precision calculations. This would require the use
of the OpenCL language, and could also be used to explore multi-
core CPU operation.
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void *updateScheme(void *targ){

// Calculate state array partition points for thread
int psize = 1 + ( (Nx+1)*(Ny+1)-1)/NUM_THREADS;
...

// Load coefficients into vector objects
__m256d B1v = _mm256_set1_pd(B1);
...

// Loop over buffer size
for(int n=0;n<buffer_size;n++){

// Loop over state data
for (cp = start;cp<vecend+1;cp+=vector_size){

// Load up state data into separate vectors
u1m2 = _mm256_load_pd(&u1[cp-2]);
u1m1 = _mm256_load_pd(&u1[cp-1]);

...

// Perform update equation in stages
s1 = _mm256_mul_pd(B1v,_mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd

(u1m1, u1p1),_mm256_add_pd(u1mw,u1pw)));

s2 = _mm256_mul_pd(B2v,_mm256_add_pd(_mm256_add_pd
(u1m2, u1p2),_mm256_add_pd(u1m2w,u1p2w)));

...

// Store result
_mm256_store_pd(&u[cp], s7);

}

// Deal with overs
...

// Read output
if (tid==0) md->out[...] = u[md->out_location];

// Barrier
pthread_barrier_wait (&barrier);

// Swap pointers
dummy_ptr = u2; u2 = u1; u1 = u; u = dummy_ptr;

}

}

Figure 12: POSIX thread kernel function.
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ABSTRACT

Recent bowed string sound synthesis has relied on physical mod-
elling techniques; the achievable realism and flexibility of gestu-
ral control are appealing, and the heavier computational cost be-
comes less significant as technology improves. A bowed string is
simulated in two polarisations by discretising the partial differen-
tial equations governing its behaviour, using the finite difference
method; a globally energy balanced scheme is used, as a guarantee
of numerical stability under highly nonlinear conditions. In one po-
larisation, a nonlinear contact model is used for the normal forces
exerted by the dynamic bow hair, left hand fingers, and fingerboard.
In the other polarisation, a force-velocity friction curve is used for
the resulting tangential forces. The scheme update requires the so-
lution of two nonlinear vector equations.Sound examples and video
demonstrations are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Physical modelling synthesis for strings debuted in the 1970s, with
time stepping methods to discretise the 1D wave equation [1, 2].
However, the very limited computational power at the time ruled
out simulation at an audio sample rate in any reasonable amount
of time. The next generation of models therefore focussed on al-
gorithmic simplification, through physically plausible assumptions.
The non-physical Karplus-Strong string synthesis algorithm [3] was
followed by physical digital waveguide models [4]; Karjalainen et
al. [5] review the use of these models for string synthesis. Their
fast execution and realistic sound output found efficient applica-
tions in bowed string modelling, and are still widely used to this
day [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Another class of physical models relies on the
modal solutions of the string equation, and have been successfully
adapted for bowed strings [11, 12].

However, the very assumptions that underlie the efficiency of
these methods can lead to difficulties when extensions to more re-
alistic settings are desired—the bowed string and its complex in-
teraction with the environment being an excellent example. Time-
stepping methods, and more specifically finite difference methods
[13], though computationally costly, have regained appeal in musi-
cal sound synthesis [14] with the great computing power increase
during the last two decades. String simulation in one dimension is
particularly suited for these kind of methods [15, 16].

In this work, a linear bowed string is simulated in two polari-
sations. The model includes full distributed nonlinear contact and

∗ This work was supported by the Edinburgh College of Art, the Audio
Engineering Society, and the European Research Council under grant
number StG-2011-279068-NESS.

friction interactions between the string and the dynamic left hand
fingers, dynamic bow, and fingerboard. A stable finite difference
scheme for modelling distributed contact/collisions has recently been
established [17, 18], that we can use in this stopped string-fingerboard
setup [19, 20]. The friction force nonlinearity is modelled with a
force/velocity friction curve for the bow [21]; tangential Coulomb
friction also keeps the string captured between the fingers and fin-
gerboard during note production. This time domain model allows
for full control over the physical parameters of the system, as well
as dynamic variations of the playing parameters; it is therefore able
to reproduce most bowed string gestures.

In Section 2, the model equations for the bow/string system are
presented, with an elaborate description of finger/string interaction
in the case of stopped notes, and the string/fingerboard collision
interaction. A globally energy balanced finite difference scheme
is presented in Section 3. Finally, bowed string simulation results,
with the reproduction of several typical gestures, are presented in
Section 4. Some sound and video examples from the computed sim-
ulations are available online. 1

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

u
w

x

ϵ

x

x

u

w

fext,u

fF

FN
fB

JF JB

[FN]+φN
[fF]+φF

[fB]+φB

Figure 1: Choice of coordinates for the model. The string is simply
supported at both ends. Fingerboard, bow, and left hand finger all interact
with the strings in both the vertical and horizontal polarisations. Top: free
string. Middle: vertical polarisation. Bottom: horizontal polarisation.

Consider a linear, stiff, and lossy string model in two polarisa-
tions. The string displacement in the vertical or normal polarisation
is denoted by w(x,t), while u(x,t) is the string displacement in the

1http://www.ness-music.eu/target-systems/more/
bowed-string-instruments
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horizontal or tangential polarisation. Both are defined for position
x∈DS =[0;L] and time t∈R+ (see Figure 1, top).

In this work, consider a single string model, excited by one bow
and one finger, and in contact with a fingerboard. The model extends
trivially to the case of multiple strings, fingers and bows.

2.1. Vertical polarisation

The partial differential equation governing the time evolution of
w(x,t) can be written as:

Lw=FN −JF fF −JBfB (1)

L is the partial differential operator defined as [16]:

L=ρ∂2
t −T∂2

x+EI0∂
4
x+λ1ρ∂t−λ2ρ∂t∂

2
x (2)

where ρ is the linear mass density of the string, in kg/m; T is the
tension of the string, in N; EI0 is the bending stiffness, where E is
Young’s modulus in Pa, and I0 = πr4

4
is the area moment of inertia

of the circular cross-section of the string, with r the string radius
in m; λ1 (1/s) and λ2 (m2/s) are damping coefficients, that empir-
ically account for frequency independent and dependent losses in
the string, respectively. ∂i

· is equivalent to ∂i

∂·i .
L is accompanied by a set of boundary conditions (four of them

for the stiff string). We choose standard energy conserving condi-
tions of the simply supported type, assuming an isolated string, with
no interaction with the instrument body:

w(0,t)=w(L,t)=0 ∂2
t w(0,t)=∂2

t w(L,t)=0 (3)

The right hand side of Equation 1 contains terms modelling the
contact force densities exerted by, respectively, the fingerboard or
neck, the left hand finger, and the bow. Their expressions will be
elaborated in the following sections.

2.1.1. Fingerboard

FN is the contact force density exerted by the neck on the string,
along its length (in N/m). Here, a Hunt and Crossley [22] collision
model is used, as a smooth approximation to a rigid collision:

FN (∆N )=
∂tΦN

∂t∆N
+∂t∆NΨN (4)

ΦN (∆N ) andΨN (∆N ) are functions of the penetration∆N (x,t),
corresponding to the distance by which the edge of the colliding ob-
ject (here, the fingerboard) would deform from its resting shape:

ΦN =
KN

αN +1
[∆N ]αN +1

+ ΨN =KNβN [∆N ]αN
+ (5a)

∆N (x,t)=ε(x)−w(x,t) (5b)

where KN > 0, and αN > 1 are related to the fingerboard stiffness,
and βN > 0 is a damping coefficient. KN is chosen very large to
approach an ideally rigid collision. [·]+ means max(·,0). ε(x) is
the position of the fingerboard with respect to the string at rest (i.e.,
the action of the instrument; see Figure 1, middle).

2.1.2. Finger and bow

The forces exerted by the finger and the bow onto the string are re-
spectively denoted by fF (t) and fB(t). Their action on the string
is localised as defined by the continuous distributions JF (x,t) and
JB(x, t), possibly time-varying (one can use, e.g., a delta Dirac
function to model a point wise interaction). fF (t) and fB(t) can be
written, again, using the Hunt and Crossley model:

fF (∆F )=
Φ̇F

∆̇F

+∆̇F ΨF fB(∆B)=
Φ̇B

∆̇B

+∆̇BΨB (6)

where the dot notation is used for total time differentiation ( d
dt

).
ΦF (∆F ), ΦB(∆B), ΨF (∆F ), and ΨB(∆B) are, as for the

neck, functions of the penetration ∆F (t) and ∆B(t):

ΦF =
KF

αF +1
[∆F ]αF +1

+ ΨF =KF βF [∆F ]αF
+ (7a)

ΦB =
KB

αB +1
[∆B ]αB+1

+ ΨB =KBβB [∆B ]αB
+ (7b)

∆F (t)=

∫

DS
JF (x,t)w(x,t)dx−wF (t) (7c)

∆B(t)=

∫

DS
JB(x,t)w(x,t)dx−wB(t) (7d)

Here, wF (t) and wB(t) are respectively the vertical positions
of the finger and bow at time t. Their behaviour is governed by:

MF ẅF =fF +fextw,F (8a)
MBẅB =fB +fextw,B (8b)

where MF , MB are the finger and bow masses, respectively (in kg),
and fextw,F (t), fextw,B(t) are the resulting external forces applied
vertically on the finger and bow, respectively (in N).

2.2. Horizontal polarisation

The tangential displacement of the string u(x,t) obeys:

Lu=−[FN ]+φN −JF [fF ]+φF −JB [fB ]+φB (9)

where L, FN , JF , fF , JB , fB are defined in Section 2.1. Figure
1, bottom, depicts the tangential forces at play. As for the vertical
polarisation, the simply supported boundary conditions are:

u(0,t)=u(L,t)=0 ∂2
t u(0,t)=∂2

t u(L,t)=0 (10)

φN , φF and φB are friction coefficients, depending on the rela-
tive velocity of the string with respect to each object. The resulting
friction characteristic, or friction curve, differs for the three objects.
Indeed, while φB has received a lot of experimental interest for
rosin-coated bow hair [23], the friction characteristics of the finger-
board and the human fingers is not well known.

In all three cases, however, the friction coefficient is modulated
by the normal force applied on the string (derived from the contact
model in Section 2.1). As a result, the interactions in the vertical
polarisation feed into the horizontal polarisation. It is important to
note that this is the coupling point between the two directions of
vibration; although definitely worth investigating, intrinsic and/or
boundary coupling between the two polarisations is not included in
the present model. We consider that the neck, finger and bow are not
adhesive, therefore friction exists only for positive normal forces.

2.2.1. Fingerboard

The fingerboard friction coefficient is distributed along the length
of the string. To the authors’ knowledge, there is no experimental
data allowing us to calibrate this friction curve. As the fingerboard
(and, as detailed later in Section 2.2.2, the fingers) serves to capture
the string to play notes, we can reasonably assume a Coulomb-like
characteristic (illustrated in Figure 2a), where the static friction case
occurs in most playing situations:
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(b) Friction characteristic for the
bow, from Smith et al. [23].

Figure 2: Friction curves for (a) neck and finger, and ((b)) bow.

{
|φN (vrel,N )|⩽µN if vrel,N =0 (static)
φN (vrel,N )=µN sign(vrel,N ) if vrel,N ̸=0 (kinetic)

(11a)

vrel,N (x,t)=∂tu (11b)

2.2.2. Fingers

The fingers have the joint function, along with the fingerboard, of
capturing the string to reduce its speaking length, to a crude approx-
imation. Assuming a friction characteristic similar to that of the
fingerboard leads to:

{
|φF (vrel,F )|⩽µF if vrel,F =0 (static)
φF (vrel,F )=µF sign(vrel,F ) if vrel,F ̸=0 (kinetic)

(12a)

vrel,F (t)=
d

dt

(∫

DS
JF (x,t)u(x,t)−uF (t)

)
dx (12b)

uF (t) is the horizontal position of the fingertip, with respect
to the resting string axis. We can hypothesise that the fingertip os-
cillates about the top finger joint, while simultaneously damping
the horizontal vibrations of the string. We can therefore write the
temporal evolution of uF (t) as:

MF üF =−KF uF −λF üF +[fF ]+φF (13)

where λF is a damping coefficient. We opt for a linear damped os-
cillator model for the finger in the horizontal polarisation. Indeed,
the choice of a more elaborate contact model such as the one used in
the vertical polarisation seems unjustified;while impacts are dom-
inant in the vertical polarisation, e.g. when hammering the string
for changing notes, it is clear that collisions only have an auxiliary
effect in the tangential polarisation.

2.2.3. Bow

The choice of a friction coefficient depending on relative velocity,
φB(vrel,B), is somewhat of a trade-off between computational sim-
plification and physical realism. More elaborate models for the
bowed string friction interaction, involving viscothermal effects in
the rosin layer coating the bow hair, can be used [9, 10]; however,
they require significantly more advanced implementations. The fric-
tion curve employed here for the bow is indeed deduced from exper-
imental measurements in the steady sliding case (e.g., at constant
velocity) [23]; it is illustrated in Figure 2b.

φB =sign(vrel,B)

(
0.4e

−|vrel,B |
0.01 +0.45e

−|vrel,B |
0.1 +0.35

)

(14a)

vrel,B(t)=
d

dt

(∫

DS
JB(x,t)u(x,t)−uB(t)

)
dx (14b)

where uB(t) is the bow transverse displacement. The bow, as op-
posed to the finger, does not oscillate around an equilibrium posi-
tion, but is pushed across the string:

MBüB =−λBüB +[fB ]+φB +fextu,B (15)

where λB is a coefficient quantifying the linear energy absorption
by the bow hair in the horizontal direction, and fextu,B(t) is the
force with which the player pushes the bow tangentially, in order to
establish the desired bow velocity. Note the slight difference with
the usual control parameter in most bowed string studies; instead of
directly imposing a bow velocity vB(t), we use the force applied by
the player on the bow, resulting in a bow velocity üB .

2.3. Energy analysis

We can derive a power balance equation for both polarisations. The
transfer of this equation to discrete time provides a tool to help en-
sure numerical stability.

Multiplying Equation 1 by ∂tw and integrating over the length
of the string yields the following power balance (for energy-conserving
boundary conditions, such as those given in 3):

Ḣw =Pw−Qw (16)

The variation of the total kinetic and potential energy Hw(t)=
Hw,s(t) + Hw,N (t) + Hw,F (t) + Hw,B(t) is equal to the total
power Pw(t) withdrawn from or supplied to the system through ex-
ternal excitation, minus the power Qw(t) ⩾ 0 escaping the system
through damping. The system is therefore globally energy conserv-
ing. The energy is defined as:

Hw =Hw,s+Hw,N +Hw,F +Hw,B (17a)

Hw,s =

∫

DS

[
ρ

2
(∂tw)2+

T

2
(∂xw)2+

EI0

2

(
∂2

xw
)2

]
dx (17b)

Hw,N =

∫

DS
ΦNdx Hw,F,B =ΦF,B +

MF,B

2
ẇ2

F,B (17c)

The power supplied through external excitation is:

Pw = ẇF fextw,F +ẇBfextw,B +

∫

DS
(fF w∂tJF +fBw∂tJB)dx

(18)
The power lost through damping within the string and through

collision with the neck, finger and bow is given by:

Qw =Qw,s+QΨ (19a)

Qw,s =ρ

∫

DS

[
λ1(∂tw)2+λ2(∂t∂xw)2

]
dx (19b)

QΨ =

∫

DS
(∂t∆N )2ΨNdx+∆̇2

F ΨF +∆̇2
BΨB (19c)

In the absence of excitation, the energy Hw strictly decreases.
For the horizontal polarisation, multiplying Equation 10 by ∂tu

and integrating over DS yields the power balance:

Ḣu =Pu−Qu (20)
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Again, the variation of Hu(t)=Hu,s(t)+Hu,F (t)+Hu,B(t)
is equal to the total power Pu(t) supplied to or withdrawn from
the system in the horizontal polarisation through external excita-
tion, minus power losses Qu(t) ⩾ 0 from damping. The energy is
defined as:

Hu =Hu,s+Hu,F +Hu,B (21a)

Hu,s =

∫

DS

[
ρ

2
(∂tu)2+

T

2
(∂xu)2+

EI0

2

(
∂2

xu
)2

]
dx (21b)

Hu,F =
MF

2
u̇2

F +
KF

2
u2

F Hu,B =
MB

2
u̇2

B (21c)

The power supplied or withdrawn by external excitation is:

Pu =[fF ]+φF

∫

DS
u∂tJF dx + [fB ]+φB

∫

DS
u∂tJBdx

+u̇Bfextu,B (22)

The power lost through string damping and friction is:

Qu =Qu,s+Qφ+Qu,F +Qu,B (23a)

Qu,s =ρ

∫

DS

[
λ1(∂tu)2+λ2(∂t∂xu)2

]
dx (23b)

Qφ =

∫

DS
vrel,N [FN ]+φNdx+vrel,F [fF ]+φF

+vrel,B [fB ]+φB (23c)

Qu,F,B =λF,Bu̇2
F,B (23d)

Note that Qu ⩾0 if vrelφ(vrel)⩾0, which is true for the friction
characteristics of the three objects.

The total power of the full system is therefore balanced by:

Ḣ =P −Q (24a)
H =Hu+Hw P =Pu+Pw Q=Qu+Qw (24b)

3. NUMERICAL SCHEME

We can now discretise the equations of motion by approximating the
partial derivation operators with their finite difference [13] coun-
terparts. This method allows a full system simulation, and there-
fore great flexibility of control for the input parameters and gesture
reproduction, at the cost of increased computational requirements.
This method has seen a myriad of applications in physical modelling
sound synthesis, and more generally musical acoustics simulations
[1, 14]. In this section, we define the numerical scheme, detail the
discrete energy balance, and describe the scheme update.

3.1. Grid functions and finite difference (FD) operators

All the varying quantities defined in Section 2 are now discretised
into grid functions, defined at positions x = lh,l ∈ dS = [0,...,N ],
and times t = nk,n ∈ N. h is the grid spacing, in m; k = 1/Fs is
the time step, in s, with Fs the sample rate in Hz. For an arbitrary
continuous function g(x,t) defined for x∈DS and t∈ R+, gn

l is a
grid function approximating g(lh,nk).

Let us introduce the forward and backward unit time and space
shift operators, applied to gn

l :

et−gn
l =gn−1

l et+gn
l =gn+1

l (25a)
ex−gn

l =gn
l−1 ex+gn

l =gn
l+1 (25b)

The partial differentiation with respect to time and space can be
approximated with a number of first order FD operators:

δt− =
1−et−

k
δt+ =

et+−1

k
δt· =

et+−et−
2k

(26a)

δx− =
1−ex−

h
δx+ =

ex+−1

h
(26b)

Higher order partial derivation operators are approximated with:

∂2
t ≈δtt =δt−δt+ ∂2

x ≈δxx =δx−δx+ (27a)

∂4
x ≈δxxxx =δxxδxx (27b)

Finally, the averaging FD operators approximate identity:

µt− =
1+et−

2
µt+ =

et++1

2
µt· =

et++et−
2

(28)

Note that δt−µt+ =δt+µt− =δt·.

3.2. Vector-matrix notation

A number of grid functions are defined over dS . We can therefore
describe the discrete position of the whole string with vectors. The
simply supported boundary conditions ensure that the two extreme
values are 0 at all times:

wn
0 =wn

N =0 uN
0 =un

N =0 (29a)
δxxwn

0 =δxxwn
N =0 δxxun

0 =δxxun
N =0 (29b)

We now only need to store the state of the string in a vector of
size (N−1), omitting the two extreme values:

wn =[wn
1 ,...,wn

N−1]
T un =[un

1 ,...,un
N−1]

T (30)

The action of spatial FD operators on the grid functions is then
equivalent to a matrix-vector multiplication. For simply supported
boundary conditions, the notation of spatial FD operators in matrix
form naturally follows as:

Dx− =
1

h




1
−1 1

. . .
. . .
−1 1

−1




Dx+ =−DT
x−

Dxx =Dx+Dx−

Dxxxx =DxxDxx

(31)

of size N × (N − 1), (N − 1) × N , (N − 1) × (N − 1), and
(N−1)×(N−1), respectively.

3.3. Finite difference scheme

3.3.1. Vertical polarisation

We can now discretise Equation 1 as follows:

Lwn =µt·J
n
wfn

w (32)

where L is a matrix form discretisation of the partial derivation op-
erator L defined in Equation 2:

L=ρδtt−TDxx+EI0Dxxxx+λ1ρδt·−λ2ρδt−Dxx (33)

Jn
w is the (N − 1) × (N +1) distribution matrix, and fn

w is a
column vector containing all the contact force information:

Jn
w =

[
IN−1 −jnF −jnB

]
(34a)

fn
w =

[
(fn

N )T fn
F fn

B

]T
(34b)
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where IN−1 is the (N−1)×(N−1) identity matrix, and jnF and jnB
are discrete spreading operators in column vector form, accounting
for the continuous distributions described in Section 2.1.2. fn

N , fn
F

and fn
B are the discrete counterparts of those defined in Section 2.1.

Energy conserving schemes for lumped collisions have been used
for similar problems (in particular, the collision of a piano hammer
with the string [24]); one in particular, was recently studied [25],
that we adapt for the damped, distributed case [17]. We now have:

fn
w =

δt·Φ
n

δt·∆n
+(δt·∆

n)⊙Ψn (35)

where the division is pointwise, and ⊙ is the pointwise product.
Φn(∆n), Ψn(∆n) are function of the vector penetration ∆n:

Φn(∆n)=
K

α+1
⊙[∆n]α+1

+ Ψn(∆n)=K⊙β⊙[∆n]α+

(36)
where the exponentiation operation is also element-wise. ∆n, K,
α, and β are now in vector form:

K=




...
KN

...
KF

KB




α=




...
αN

...
αF

αB




β=




...
βN

...
βF

βB




(37a)

∆n =




...
∆n

N

...
∆n

F

∆n
B




∆n
N =ε−wn

∆n
F =hjnF

T wn−wn
F

∆n
B =hjnB

T wn−wn
B

(37b)

where εl = ε(lh), and wn
F and wn

B are the respective vertical posi-
tions of the finger and bow, governed by:

MFBδttw
n
FB = fn

wFB +fn
extw,FB MFB =

[
MF 0
0 MB

]

(38a)

wn
FB =

[
wn

F

wn
B

]
fn
wFB =

[
fn

F

fn
B

]
fn
extw,FB =

[
fn
extw,F

fn
extw,B

]

(38b)

3.3.2. Horizontal polarisation

Equation 9 is now discretised as:

Lun =−µt·J
n
uf

n
u (39a)

Jn
u =

[
IN−1 jnF jnB

]
(39b)

L is defined in Equation 33. fn
u is a column vector containing

the friction force information:

fn
u =




...
[fn

N ]+⊙φN

(
vn

rel,N

)

...
[fn

F ]+φF

(
vn
rel,F

)

[fn
B ]+φB

(
vn
rel,B

)




vn
rel,N =δt·u

n

vn
rel,F =hδt·

(
jnF

T un
)
−δt·u

n
F

vn
rel,B =hδt·

(
jnB

T un
)
−δt·u

n
B

(40)
where φN , φF and φB are defined in section 2.2. We can define a
vector relative velocity:

vn
rel =

[(
vn

rel,N

)T |vn
rel,F |vn

rel,B

]T

(41)

Finally, a matrix equation describes the evolution of the hori-
zontal displacements un

F and un
B of the finger and bow, respectively:

MFBδttu
n
FB =KFBµt·u

n
FB −λFBδt·u

n
FB +fn

uFB +fn
extu,FB

(42a)

KFB =

[
KF 0
0 0

]
λFB =

[
λF 0
0 λB

]
un

FB =

[
un

F

un
B

]
(42b)

fn
uFB =

[
[fn

F ]+φF

(
vn
rel,F

)

[fn
B ]+φB

(
vn
rel,B

)
]

fn
extu,FB =

[
0

fn
extu,B

]
(42c)

3.4. Energy analysis

We can transfer the results of Section 2.3 to discrete time, and mon-
itor the energy exchanges going on in the system at all times during
the simulation. We derive an energy balance equation between the
energy of the closed system (Hn) and the power brought in and out,
by external excitation (Pn) and damping Qn. Conservation of this
total energy helps ensuring a stable algorithm.

3.4.1. Vertical polarisation

For the vertical polarisation, multiplying Equation 32 byh(δt·w
n)T

and Equation 38a by (δt·w
n
FB)T gives the power balance:

δt−Hn
w =Pn

w−Qn
w (43)

The numerical energy Hn
w is defined as:

Hn
w =Hn

w,s+Hn
Φ (44a)

Hn
w,s =

ρh

2
|δt+wn|2+

Th

2
(Dx−wn)T Dx−wn+1

+
EI0h

2
(Dxxw

n)T Dxxw
n+1− λ2ρkh

4
|δt+Dx−wn|2 (44b)

Hn
Φ =hT µt+Φn+

1

2
(MFBδt+wn

FB)T δt+wn
FB (44c)

where h=[...h...|1|1]T .
The power Pn

w supplied or withdrawn through excitation is:

Pn
w =(δt·w

n
FB)T fn

extw,FB −h
(
(µt·w

n)T (δt·J
n)

)
fn
w (45)

The power Qn
w ⩾0 dissipated through damping is:

Qn
w =Qn

w,s+Qn
Ψ (46a)

Qn
w,s =λ1ρh|δt·w

n|2+λ2ρh|δt·Dx−wn|2 (46b)

Qn
Ψ =(h⊙δt·∆

n)T ((δt·∆
n)⊙Ψn) (46c)

In the absence of external excitation, the numerical energy Hn
w

is strictly decreasing. The stability of this scheme then boils down to
Hn

w being non-negative at all times. As Hn
Φ ⩾0 by construction, this

is then equivalent to Hn
w,s ⩾0, which is verified under the condition

linking the time step k and grid spacing h [14]:

h⩾

√√√√√1

2


Tk2

ρ
+2λ2k+

√(
Tk2

ρ
+2λ2k

)2

+16k2
EI0

ρ


 (47)
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3.4.2. Horizontal polarisation

On the other hand, the product of Equation 36 by h(δt·u
n)T , and

that of Equation 42a by (δt·u
n
FB)T , yields a numerical power bal-

ance for the horizontal polarisation:

δt−Hn
u =Pn

u−Qn
u (48)

where the numerical energy Hn
u is defined as:

Hn
u =Hn

u,s+Hn
u,FB (49a)

Hn
u,s =

ρh

2
|δt+un|2+

Th

2
(Dx−un)T Dx−un+1

+
EI0h

2
(Dxxu

n)T Dxxu
n+1− λ2ρkh

4
|δt+Dx−un|2 (49b)

Hn
u,FB =

1

2
(MFBδt+un

FB)T δt+un
FB

+
1

2
µt+

(
(KFBun

FB)T un
FB

)
(49c)

The power Pn
u brought in or out by the excitation is:

Pn
u =h

(
(µt·u

n)T (δt·J
n)

)
fn
u +(δt·u

n
FB)T fn

extu,FB (50)

The power Qt
u ⩾0 dissipated by friction and damping is:

Qn
u =Qn

u,s+Qn
φ+Qn

u,FB (51a)

Qn
u,s =λ1ρh|δt·u

n|2+λ2ρh|δt·Dx−un|2 (51b)

Qn
φ =(h⊙vn

rel)
T fn

u (51c)

Qn
u,FB =(λFBδt·uFB)T δt·uFB (51d)

The stability condition 47 straightforwardly holds for this scheme;
indeed, choosing to use the 2-point averaging operator in Equation
42a does not introduce any stricter bound on h, as the energy Hn

u,FB

of the finger and bow is always strictly positive.

3.4.3. Total energy

The total numerical energy Hn of the system is balanced by:

δt−Hn =Pn−Qn (52a)
Hn =Hn

u+Hn
w Pn =Pn

u+Pn
w Qn =Qn

u+Qn
w (52b)

We can therefore monitor the quantity En, that should remain
constant (to machine accuracy) throughout the simulation:

En =Hn−k

n∑

i=0

(
Pi−Qi

)
=H0 (53)

3.5. Scheme update

3.5.1. Vertical polarisation

Expanding the operators in Equations 32 and 38a, and combining
35 and 36, leads to a two-step recursion algorithm in vector-matrix
form, to be updated at each time step n:

wn+1 =Bwn+Cwn−1+Aµt·J
n
wfn

w (54a)

wn+1
FB =2wn

FB −wn−1
FB +k2M−1

FB

(
fn
wFB +fn

extw,FB

)
(54b)

A=
2k2

ρ(2+λ1k)
(54c)

B=
2

2+λ1k

(
2+

(
Tk2

ρ
+λ2k

)
Dxx− EI0k

2

ρ
Dxxxx

)
(54d)

C=
2

2+λ1k

(
λ1k

2
−1−λ2kDxx

)
(54e)

However, the nonlinearity of the contact model doesn’t allow
for a simple explicit update. Combining Equations 54a and 54b,
and rewriting in terms of ∆n, leads to a nonlinear equation in ma-
trix form, in terms of the unknown vector rn =∆n+1−∆n−1:

Λn
1 rn+Λ2

nfn
Φ +bn

w =0 (55)

where the matrices Λn
1 , Λn

2 , and the vectors fn
Φ , bn are given by:

Λn
2 =Adiag(h)

(
Jn+1
w

)T
µt·J

n
w+k2Minv (56a)

Λn
1 =IN+1+

1

2k
Λn

2 diag(Ψn) (56b)

fn
Φ =

δt·Φ
n

δt·∆n
=

Φ(rn+∆n−1)−Φ(∆n−1)

rn
(56c)

bn
w =

[
0N−1|2

(
wn

FB −wn−1
FB

)T
+k2(M−1

FBfn
ext,FB

)T
]T

+diag
(
h
)((

Jn+1
w

)T (
Bwn+Cwn−1)−

(
Jn−1
w

)T
wn−1

)

(56d)

where Minv is a (N+1)×(N+1) matrix with M−1
FB at its bottom-

right corner, and all zeros elsewhere; 0N−1 is an all-zero row vector
of length (N−1); and h=[...1...|h|h]T .

Equation 55 is resolved with an iterative nonlinear system solver.

3.5.2. Horizontal polarisation

Similarly to the vertical polarisation, a two-step recursion is derived
from Schemes 39a and 42a:

un+1 =Bun+Cun−1−Aµt·J
n
uf

n
u (57a)

un+1
FB =BFBun

FB +Cn−1
FB +k2M−1

FBAFB

(
fn
uFB +fn

extu,FB

)

(57b)

AFB =2
(
2MFB +k2KFB +kλFB

)−1
MFB (57c)

BFB =2AFB (57d)

CFB =
1

2
AFB

(
−2MFB −k2KFB +kλFB

)
M−1

FB (57e)

A, B, and C are defined in 54. We can write Equations 57a and
57b in terms of vn

rel:

vn
rel+Λn

3 fn
u +bn

u =0 (58)

where the matrix Λn
3 , and the vector bn

u are defined as:
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Λn
3 =

1

2k

(
Adiag

(
h
)(

Jn+1
u

)T
µt·J

n
u+Aobj

)
(59a)

bn
u =

1

2k
diag

(
h
)((

Jn−1
u

)T
un−1−

(
Jn+1
u

)T (
Bun+Cun−1))

+
[
0N−1|(bn

uFB)T
]T

(59b)

bn
uFB =

1

2k

(
BFBun

FB +(CFB −I2)un−1
FB +AFBfn

extu,FB

)

(59c)

where Aobj is a (N +1)×(N +1) matrix with AFB at its bottom-
right corner and zeros elsewhere; I2 is the 2×2 identity matrix.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1. Control parameters

Simulations are run at audio sample rate (Fs = 44.1 kHz). The user
controls the physical parameters of the string and all three objects.
A table of measured string parameters on violins, violas and cellos
(from Percival [26]) is readily available as a preset. The gestural
control is achieved with breakpoint functions for the bow position,
force applied normally and tangentially, and the finger position and
normal force. The output waveform is read as the displacement of
the last mobile point of the string before the bridge termination.

A video demonstrating a typical gesture, generated from simu-
lated data from this model, is available on the companion website 1.

4.2. Bowed string motion

As the bow is driven by an external force, and not an imposed ve-
locity, the amplitude and shape of the force signal to send into the
bow is at first less intuitive to gauge. However, while a full param-
eter exploration study is definitely worth considering (with regards
to playability and transient quality; see e.g. [27]), minimal trial
and error allowed us to successfully reproduce the standard, peri-
odic Helmholtz motion of the bowed string, as well as other typi-
cal oscillation states under realistic bowing conditions. Schelleng
[28] described theoretical bow force limits, for a given bow posi-
tion and velocity, beyond which the player presses the bow either
too strongly for the returning Helmholtz corner to detach it from
the string (raucous motion), or too lightly for the string to stick to it
for a whole nominal period (multiple slipping). Figure 3 shows the
typical sawtooth waveform associated with the Helmholtz motion,
the split sawtooth associated with multiple slipping, and the rough,
aperiodic waveform resulting from raucous motion of the string.

4.3. Gesture reproduction

The inclusion of the left hand finger and neck, as well as the dynam-
ics of the bow, allow to simulate a broad range of typical bowed
string gestures. The bow can move along and bounce against the
string; the fingers sliding along the fingerboard or oscillating around
a central position create glissando and vibrato sounds. “Plucking”
the string with a half raised cosine function in both polarisations
leads to pizzicato sounds, and even slap double bass, if the string is
plucked hard enough to bounce and rub against the fingerboard.

4.4. Energy balance

To demonstrate the balanced numerical energy of the system, we
monitor the variations of the quantity En defined in Equation 53
along a bowed string simulation, where the bow and finger posi-
tions, forces, and the bow tangential force are all time-varying. We
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Figure 3: Different simulated waveforms on a cello D string, with fixed
bow position xB = 0.851L m, bow force fextw,B = −2 N, and bow tan-
gential force fextu,B = 4.4 N (Helmholtz motion, top), fextu,B = 6.8 N
(multiple slipping, middle), and fextu,B =2.5 N (raucous motion, bottom).

normalise En with respect to the mean energy H̄n, averaged over
the duration of the simulation. As seen in Figure 4 (bottom), En is
invariant until the 10th significant digit. The finite error tolerance for
the nonlinear system solvers, as well as the accumulation of round-
off error, seem to prevent reaching true floating point accuracy.
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Figure 4: Numerical energy balance for the whole system. Top: in both
polarisations, the energy is balanced at all times by the cumulative supplied
and withdrawn power. Bottom: the total energy is conserved to the 10th

significant digit, when normalised with respect to the mean energy. The
apparent trend is due to accumulated round-off error.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work introduces a novel two polarisation bowed string physi-
cal model, including nonlinear damped contact and friction interac-
tions with one bow, one stopping finger, and the distributed finger-
board. An energy-balanced finite difference scheme was presented,
resulting in a two-step time recursion. The scheme implementation
takes great advantage not only of the structure of Equations 55 and
58, but also of the shape of the nonlinear force term, to optimise com-
putations. In particular, and for this choice of friction curves, the
string stopping part of the friction interaction (finger and neck) can,
in most realistic playing cases, be decoupled from the highly non-
linear bow part, and solved separately. On the bow side, the use of
Friedlander’s construction [29] ensures a well-behaved root finding,
even trivial during the sticking phases of each cycle. Friedlander’s
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hypothesis, confirmed later experimentally for this type of friction
model [23], allows the deterministic resolution of the likely case
where the (decoupled) bow part of Equation 58 has not one graphi-
cal solution, but three; as a result, a hysteretic cycle arises, leading
to pitch flattening. This effect has indeed later been found to be due
to the naturally hysteretic thermal behaviour of the melting rosin,
indeed well approximated by the simpler friction curve models.

The inclusion of lumped and distributed interactions with the
player and fingerboard allows for simulating full articulated ges-
tures in a relatively instinctive and concrete way, without having
to rely on somewhat abstract hypotheses — an eloquent example
being the finger model, that accounts for several important phenom-
ena that would be difficult (impossible in fact, for some) to model
with a simple absorbing string termination. Here, the simple action
of pushing a finger down onto the string results in damped dynamic
behaviour in both polarisations, variations of the string’s speaking
length, possible slipping of the string while captured, while the por-
tion of the string between the nut and finger is still realistically os-
cillating, and responding to the excitation.

However, an important aspect of gestural control in bowed string
playing resides in real-time adjustments of playing parameters dur-
ing note production. The musician relies on immediate feedback
from his instrument, adapting its playing accordingly. Our model,
even with the aforementioned possible optimisations, does not run
in real-time, making gesture design rather difficult. An interesting
study could make use of recorded data from sensors during various
gestures, feeding them as time series into the model, rather than our
current breakpoint functions. This would help calibrate the model,
on the string side as well as for the gestural functions [11, 30].

The adaptation of this work to the more realistic case of multi-
ple fingers (and, why not, multiple bows) is trivial, as well as the
design of a multiple string environment. The mutual coupling of
such strings is the obvious next step, moving towards the design of
a full instrument, where strings communicate with a flexible body
and with each other through a bridge. The simulated body will even-
tually take a great part in both the virtual instrument’s playability,
introducing vibrations feeding back into the strings, and the realism
of the synthetic sound; to address the latter, and get a glimpse at the
potential of a full instrument model, we have convolved a dry output
signal from this string model with the impulse response of a cello
body, a principle that is still used to this day for high quality sound
synthesis [31]. The resulting sound example can be found online,
amongst other relevant samples obtained from the model 1.
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ABSTRACT
A prior study of short-time time-reversal showed sideband modu-
lation occurs for short time durations, creating overtones for sin-
gle sinusoid signals. In this paper, we examine the overtones cre-
ated by short-time time-reversal and the tonal relation between the
overtones and the input signal. We present three methods of us-
ing short-time time-reversal for harmonizing audio signals. Then
modifications to the previous short-time time-reversal needed to
implement the proposed methods are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper [1], the general analysis of short-time time-
reversal (STTR) was covered. It was shown that for very short
window lengths, less than 30 ms, STTR has a sideband modulation
effect, a form of spectral aliasing, that creates overtones for single
sinusoidal signals and the possibility of exploiting this property for
use as a harmonizing effect was briefly mentioned. In this paper,
we will examine the overtones created by STTR on sinusoidal sig-
nals and propose methods for using STTR as a harmonizing effect.

Harmonizing effects, an application of pitch-shifting, is a wid-
ely used audio effect [2] popularized by the Eventide Harmonizer
series. Previous implementations of harmonizing effects include
delay-line modulation [3, 4, 5] and phase-vocoders [6, 7].

STTR can be categorized as a delay-line modulation. How-
ever, it is not a direct application of pitch shifting. The overtones
occur naturally from a form of sideband modulation that arises by
STTR. Because of this, a harmonizing effect using STTR can be
implemented very efficiently. For 50% overlap-add STTR, only a
single delay line per channel and two read pointers are needed [1].

2. SHORT-TIME TIME-REVERSAL

STTR is a linear time-variant filter where the audio signal is win-
dowed and the signal under the window is time reversed in place.
In this section, we review the STTR equations and specify the pa-
rameters that will be used in the following sections.

2.1. The STTR Equations

In [1], the equations for STTR in both the time-domain and the
frequency-domain were derived. For input signal x(t), the output
of STTR y(t) and its frequency response Y (f) is as below, where
wL(t) is the windowing function of length L used for time reversal
and R is the step size used for overlap-add.

y(t) =

1X

m=�1
x(�t + 2mR)wL(t�mR) (1)
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Figure 1: A visualization of equation (4), the STTR output for a
single sinusoid. The dotted vertical lines mark multiples of fR. 1a
shows the simple case where f0 < fR

2
. The amplitude of the im-

pulse at f±1
k is found by sampling the window function |WL(f)|

at f±2
k . 1b shows the generic case where f0 > fR. In such cases,

the fundamental frequency, f0 = f+1
0 , might not have the greatest

amplitude, which can be used to harmonize the original signal.

Y (f) =
1
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◆
(2)

As an added constraint to preserve signal power, wL(t) and R
must satisfy constant overlap-add.

1X

m=�1
wL(t�mR) = 1 (3)

2.2. STTR for Single Sinusoid Input

For a single sinusoid input x(t) = cos(2⇡f0t + �), the STTR
output is

Y (f) =
1

2R

1X

k=�1

⇢
ei�WL(f+2

k )�(f � f+1
k )

+e�i�WL(f�2
k )�(f � f�1

k )

�
(4)

where fR = 1
R

and f±a
k = kfR ± af0. fR is called the frame

rate.
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Figure 2: Spectrogram plots for a 10 second linear sine sweep from
0 Hz to 10 kHz (2a) and the STTR output with a Hann window of
length 1 ms and 50% overlap-add (2b). The frame rate fR is 2 kHz.

We see that STTR creates overtones at frequencies f±1
k , f0

above and below multiples of fR. Note that the fundamental fre-
quency of the input is f0 = f+1

0 . The amplitude for each overtone
is proportional to WL(f±2

k ), the window spectrum sampled at 2f0

above and below multiples of fR. This is illustrated in Figure 1a.
Figure 1b illustrates a general case where the overtone with

the greatest amplitude is not the fundamental frequency f0. This
is further visible in Figure 2, STTR output for a linear sine sweep.
The main diagonal is the fundamental frequency (Figure 2a), how-
ever the main diagonal of the output (Figure 2b) does not always
have the greatest magnitude. This gives rise to the possibility of
using STTR to harmonize an input signal.

2.3. Fixed Overlap-add Ratio

To simplify implementation, we use a fixed overlap-add ratio. In
effect, the window function becomes dependent of the step size
R. For a fixed overlap-add ratio ↵ = R/L, the window length
is L = R/↵ = 1

↵fR
. The window spectrum WL(f) = W R

↵
(f)

stretches in the frequency domain relative to fR.
An interesting example is when the window function is of the

generalized Hamming window family. In this case, the window
spectrum is zero at frequencies f = k ⇥ 1/L = k ⇥ ↵fR, where
k is an integer other than �1, 0, 1. For 50% overlap-add, the win-
dow spectrum will be zero at multiples of fR/2 except for f =
0, ±fR/2. This means that for octaves of fR/2, f0 = nfR/2,
where n is a natural number, no overtones will occur.

3. OVERTONE ANALYSIS

In this section, we take a look at examples to understand the over-
tones created by STTR, then generalize the results to obtain an
overtone map. For the examples, we will use 50% overlap-add
(↵ = 0.5) with a Hann window.

3.1. Example 1: f0 = fR

We first look at the simple case where the frame rate is equal to
the input frequency. For f0 = fR, W2R(f) = 0 at f = k ⇥
fR/2 for integer k other than �1, 0, 1. Using this fact, equation
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(b) Ideal overtones with STTR output spectrum

Figure 3: Plots illustrating the STTR overtones for f0 = fR =
500 Hz. Figure 3a shows the window spectrum and the points
WL(f+2

k ). The points are labeled with the corresponding overtone
frequency f+1

k . Figure 3b shows the resulting overtones (dotted)
given by equation (4) together with the spectrum of the STTR out-
put, Y (f) (solid). Since the window function is a Hann window,
most of the overtone amplitudes fall on the nulls.

(4) simplifies to,

Y (f) =
1

2R

⇢
ei�W2R(f+2

�2 )�(f � f+1
�2 ) (5)

+ e�i�W2R(f�2
2 )�(f � f�1

2 )

�

=
1

2

⇢
ei��(f + f0) + e�i��(f � f0)

�

=X(f)

The output in this case is the conjugate of the input, X(f), in
the frequency domain, which is the time reversed version of the
input signal in the time domain. This makes sense since we are
reversing two full periods of x(t) which in effect does nothing to
the fundamental frequency. However, from an STTR perspective,
it is an overtone at f�1

2 = 2fR � f0, not the original input f0 =
f+1
0 , that represents the signal (Figure 3).

3.2. Example 2: 5 Semitone Difference

We next look at an example where the input frequency is a perfect
4th (5 semitones) above the frame rate, i.e. f0 = 25/12 ⇥ fR. For
this case, most of the overtones are not zero (Figure 4) and thus
equation (4) will not simplify like the previous case.

Figure 4b shows the annotated peaks along with the spectrum
of the STTR output. We see that f0 is not the most prominent
frequency. To make tonal sense of the overtones, the peaks are
annotated with the closest musical interval relative to fR in Figure
4c. The most prominent overtone is approximately a major 6th
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Figure 4: Plots illustrating the STTR overtones for f0 = 25/12 ⇥
fR with a Hann window where fR = 500 Hz. W (f±2

k ) is mostly
non-zero in this case (Figure 4a), and as a result there are many
overtones in the output signal (Figure 4b). Figure 4c shows the
peaks greater than �45 dB annotated with the musical interval
with fR as the key. The greatest frequency is neither f0 nor fR.

(9 semitones) above the frame rate and a major 3rd (4 semitones)
above the input frequency. Other prominent overtones are octaves
of the input frequency. Playing a major scale in the key of fR, the
STTR output of a perfect 4th will approximately be in harmony.
From the perspective of the input signal, setting the frame rate to
be 5 semitones lower than the input frequency will result in a major
3rd harmony.

3.3. STTR Overtone Table

Using the method in the example above, we can map overtones
greater than a reasonable threshold to the closest musical interval
and find harmonizing notes for each semitone difference between
f0 and fR .

Figure 5 shows an example STTR overtone table with over-
tones on a major scale in bold. The first column lists the semitone
difference relative to fR. The second column shows the abbrevi-
ated musical interval with respect to the tonic. The abbreviation
indicates the type of interval (Major, minor, Perfect) and the semi-
tone difference from the key. TT denotes a tritone.

Semitones Interval Overtones
-12 P1 P1 (0 +0.00)
-11 m2 m7 (-2 -0.06) TT (18 -0.33) P1 (0 +0.00)

-10 M2 m6 (-4 -0.26) M3 (16 +0.30) P1 (0 +0.00)

-9 m3 P4 (-7 +0.37) m3 (15 -0.11) P1 (0 +0.00) P1 (24 +0.20)

-8 M3 m3 (-9 -0.21) m2 (13 +0.45) P1 (0 +0.00) M7 (23 -0.06)

-7 P4 P1 (-12 -0.06) P1 (12 -0.03) P1 (0 +0.00) m7 (22 -0.34)

-6 TT M6 (-15 -0.26) m7 (10 +0.45) P1 (0 +0.00)

-5 P5 P4 (-19 +0.06) M6 (9 -0.13)
-4 m6 P5 (7 +0.25) m2 (-23 -0.33) TT (18 -0.30)

-3 M6 TT (6 -0.44) P5 (-29 +0.18) M3 (16 +0.33) P1 (0 +0.00)

-2 m7 M3 (4 -0.21) P1 (-36 -0.36) m3 (15 -0.08) P1 (0 +0.00)

-1 M7 M2 (2 -0.05) M7 (-49 +0.14) m2 (13 +0.48)

0 P1 P1 (0 +0.00)
1 m2 m7 (-2 -0.06) m7 (10 +0.48) m7 (-50 +0.14)

2 M2 m6 (-4 -0.26) M6 (9 -0.09) m7 (-38 -0.36) M3 (16 +0.30)

3 m3 P4 (-7 +0.37) P5 (7 +0.28) M3 (-32 +0.18) m3 (15 -0.11)

4 M3 TT (6 -0.41) m3 (-9 -0.21)
5 P4 M3 (4 -0.17) P1 (-12 -0.06) P1 (12 -0.03) P1 (-24 +0.06)

6 TT M2 (2 -0.02) M6 (-15 -0.26) m7 (10 +0.45) m3 (-21 -0.26)

7 P5 P1 (0 +0.04)
8 m6 m7 (-2 -0.02) P5 (7 +0.25) m2 (-23 -0.33) m2 (13 +0.25)

9 M6 m6 (-4 -0.22) TT (6 -0.44) P5 (-29 +0.18) P1 (12 -0.24)

10 m7 M3 (4 -0.21) P4 (-7 +0.42) m7 (10 +0.24)

11 M7 M2 (2 -0.05) m3 (-9 -0.16) M6 (9 -0.34) M7 (-49 +0.14)

12 P1 P1 (0 +0.00)

Figure 5: Visualization of an STTR overtone table. The STTR set-
tings are 50% overlap-add using a Hann window. In this instance,
the tonic is equal to fR. The rows span 1 octave above and be-
low the tonic. The table only shows overtones greater than -45 dB
with respect to the input signal. The overtones are annotated with
the closest musical interval with the actual semitone difference and
cent offsets in parenthesis. The text is scaled linearly by the over-
tone amplitude. Overtones that fall on a major scale with fR as the
tonic are shown in bold.1

For this case, playing the notes 0, 5, 7, 12 semitones above
fR will keep the harmonies on a major scale. Not surprisingly,
the aforementioned intervals are known as the perfect intervals,
intervals that occur as harmonics.

One point to note is that the overtones may vary over octaves,
though overall the overtones between octaves are similar. For ex-
ample, in Figure 5 the overtones of a major third -8 semitones be-
low fR are different from those of a major third 4 semitones above
fR.

For more general use, we can pre-compute the prominent over-
tone frequencies and save the ratio between the overtone frequency
and the frame rate, then use this as a lookup table for harmonizing.

This is an example of using STTR to harmonize an input sig-
nal. In the next section, different methods of using STTR as a
harmonizing effect are covered.

1An interactive version of the STTR overtone table can be
found at https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~hskim08/sttr/
harmonize/. Source code, compiled audio plug-ins and sound examples
are also available at the URL.
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4. HARMONIZING METHODS

From equation (4), we can express the frequencies and amplitudes
of the overtones as

f±1
k = fR(k ± �) = f0(k/� ± 1). (6)

WL(f±2
k ) = WL(fR(k ± 2�)) = WL(f0(k/� ± 2)) (7)

where � = f0/fR. The overtones can be expressed relative to the
input frequency f0 or the frame rate fR.

Since f0 will be determined by the input signal, to use STTR
as a harmonizing effect we have three choices, a) fix fR and choose
f0 respectively, b) fix � by changing fR with respect to f0 or c)
change both fR and � according to some rule.

4.1. Fixed fR

In Section 3.3, we covered an example of harmonizing a signal
with the tonic ftonic to be equal to the frame rate fR. An extension
of this approach is to separate the tonic from the frame rate by
specifying an offset factor noffset such that ftonic = 2noffset/12fR.

Figure 6 is an overtone table with noffset = 5. With this setting,
most of the notes on a major scale will loosely sound harmonized
with a few out-of-scale overtones.

Semitones Interval Overtones
-7 P1 P1 (-12 -0.06) P1 (12 -0.03) P1 (0 +0.00) m7 (22 -0.34)

-6 m2 M6 (-15 -0.26) m7 (10 +0.45) P1 (0 +0.00)

-5 M2 P4 (-19 +0.06) M6 (9 -0.13)
-4 m3 P5 (7 +0.25) m2 (-23 -0.33) TT (18 -0.30)

-3 M3 TT (6 -0.44) P5 (-29 +0.18) M3 (16 +0.33) P1 (0 +0.00)

-2 P4 M3 (4 -0.21) P1 (-36 -0.36) m3 (15 -0.08) P1 (0 +0.00)

-1 TT M2 (2 -0.05) M7 (-49 +0.14) m2 (13 +0.48)

0 P5 P1 (0 +0.00)
1 m6 m7 (-2 -0.06) m7 (10 +0.48) m7 (-50 +0.14)

2 M6 m6 (-4 -0.26) M6 (9 -0.09) m7 (-38 -0.36) M3 (16 +0.30)

3 m7 P4 (-7 +0.37) P5 (7 +0.28) M3 (-32 +0.18) m3 (15 -0.11)

4 M7 TT (6 -0.41) m3 (-9 -0.21)
5 P1 M3 (4 -0.17) P1 (-12 -0.06) P1 (12 -0.03) P1 (-24 +0.06)

6 m2 M2 (2 -0.02) M6 (-15 -0.26) m7 (10 +0.45) m3 (-21 -0.26)

7 M2 P1 (0 +0.04)
8 m3 m7 (-2 -0.02) P5 (7 +0.25) m2 (-23 -0.33) m2 (13 +0.25)

9 M3 m6 (-4 -0.22) TT (6 -0.44) P5 (-29 +0.18) P1 (12 -0.24)

10 P4 M3 (4 -0.21) P4 (-7 +0.42) m7 (10 +0.24)

11 TT M2 (2 -0.05) m3 (-9 -0.16) M6 (9 -0.34) M7 (-49 +0.14)

12 P5 P1 (0 +0.00)
13 m6 m7 (-2 -0.06) P4 (5 +0.32) M6 (-15 -0.19) m7 (10 +0.48)

14 M6 m6 (-4 -0.26) M3 (4 -0.45)
15 m7 M2 (2 -0.31) P4 (-7 +0.37) P5 (7 +0.28) m2 (-23 -0.23)

16 M7 P1 (0 -0.27) TT (6 -0.41) m3 (-9 -0.21)

17 P1 m7 (-2 -0.35) M3 (4 -0.17) P1 (-12 -0.06) m6 (8 +0.37)

Figure 6: Visualization of an STTR overtone table (50% overlap-
add, Hann window) with ftonic 5 semitones above fR. The first col-
umn shows the semitone difference of f0 and fR while the second
column shows the musical interval of f0 relative to ftonic.2

2https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~hskim08/sttr/
harmonize/vis.html?offset=5.

The advantage of this approach is that it requires no additional
computation apart from that of standard STTR. It also presents
a characteristic harmonizing scheme determined by the window
function. However, finding a setting that works for all notes on a
desired musical scale becomes a nontrivial search problem.

4.2. Fixed �

Another approach would be to keep the ratio between f0 and fR

constant. This will keep the overtone intervals constant relative to
f0. This can be viewed as a form of pitch shifting, especially in
the case where there is a single dominant overtone. However for
most cases, there are many overtones so it will be a harmonizing
effect.

fR now becomes a function of f0 by fR(f0) = f0/�. This
approach requires a fundamental frequency (F0) estimator. F0
estimation is a well studied area with many proposed solutions
[8, 9, 10, 11].

We also need to decide what value of � to use, or what set
of overtones to use. In Figure 7, the overtones are mapped to the
musical interval relative to f0. We can use this table to select �
and in turn choose the overtones to use.

Semitones Overtones
-12 P1 (0 +0.00)
-11 m7 (-2 -0.06) TT (18 -0.33) P1 (0 +0.00)

-10 m6 (-4 -0.26) M3 (16 +0.30) P1 (0 +0.00)

-9 P4 (-7 +0.37) m3 (15 -0.11) P1 (0 +0.00) P1 (24 +0.20)

-8 m3 (-9 -0.21) m2 (13 +0.45) P1 (0 +0.00) M7 (23 -0.06)

-7 P1 (-12 -0.06) P1 (12 -0.03) P1 (0 +0.00) m7 (22 -0.34)

-6 M6 (-15 -0.26) m7 (10 +0.45) P1 (0 +0.00)

-5 P4 (-19 +0.06) M6 (9 -0.13)
-4 P5 (7 +0.25) m2 (-23 -0.33) TT (18 -0.30)

-3 TT (6 -0.44) P5 (-29 +0.18) M3 (16 +0.33) P1 (0 +0.00)

-2 M3 (4 -0.21) P1 (-36 -0.36) m3 (15 -0.08) P1 (0 +0.00)

-1 M2 (2 -0.05) M7 (-49 +0.14) m2 (13 +0.48)

0 P1 (0 +0.00)
1 m7 (-2 -0.06) m7 (10 +0.48) m7 (-50 +0.14)

2 m6 (-4 -0.26) M6 (9 -0.09) m7 (-38 -0.36) M3 (16 +0.30)

3 P4 (-7 +0.37) P5 (7 +0.28) M3 (-32 +0.18) m3 (15 -0.11)

4 TT (6 -0.41) m3 (-9 -0.21)
5 M3 (4 -0.17) P1 (-12 -0.06) P1 (12 -0.03) P1 (-24 +0.06)

6 M2 (2 -0.02) M6 (-15 -0.26) m7 (10 +0.45) m3 (-21 -0.26)

7 P1 (0 +0.04)
8 m7 (-2 -0.02) P5 (7 +0.25) m2 (-23 -0.33) m2 (13 +0.25)

9 m6 (-4 -0.22) TT (6 -0.44) P5 (-29 +0.18) P1 (12 -0.24)

10 M3 (4 -0.21) P4 (-7 +0.42) m7 (10 +0.24)

11 M2 (2 -0.05) m3 (-9 -0.16) M6 (9 -0.34) M7 (-49 +0.14)

12 P1 (0 +0.00)

Figure 7: Visualization of an STTR overtone table (50% overlap-
add, Hann window) with the overtones annotated with musical in-
tervals relative to f0. The “Semitones” column in this table can be
translated to �, the ratio between f0 and fR.3

3https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~hskim08/sttr/
harmonize/vis.html?relative=1.
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4.3. Variable fR and �

One possibility of solving the limitations of the two previous ex-
amples, would be a hybrid approach where for a given f0 we
would find a value � that keeps the overtones within a given key
with tonic ftonic. In this case, � becomes a function of f0. Thus
fR(f0) = f0/�(f0, ftonic). This becomes an extension of the
search problem briefly mentioned in Section 4.1. Here we need
to find a function or mapping �(f0, ftonic) such that the resulting
overtones mostly fall on the target scale. This is an open-ended
design problem that requires further study.

5. IMPLEMENTATION

The harmonizing methods covered in the previous section work
by setting the frame rate fR. It does not affect the STTR imple-
mentation itself. Only a front-end for controlling fR needs to be
added. For STTR, the real-time implementation presented in the
previous paper [1] can be used. For STTR with 50% overlap-add,
it was shown that the implementation only requires one delay line
per channel and two reader pointers that are shared between the
channels.4

5.1. Fixed fR

To implement the STTR harmonizing effect with fixed fR, the
frame rate needs to be restricted to a reasonable range. The STTR
implementation in [1] allowed for step sizes from 0.5 ms to 0.5 s.
For user convenience, we changed the window length parameter,
which is in milliseconds, to a MIDI note number ranging from 48
to 72, one octave below and above middle C (MIDI number 60).
This corresponds to a step size of 1.9111 ms to 7.6445 ms. We add
a Fine Tune parameter to allow a user to adjust fR by ± 50 cents.

Figure 8: Audio plug-in for fixed fR harmonizing effect. fR pa-
rameter is labeled Key.

5.2. Fixed �

For the fixed � implementation, an F0 estimator is required to con-
trol the frame rate. For our implementation, we use the YIN algo-
rithm [9]. We expose �, the semitone offset of between f0 and fR,
as a user parameter. We add a Fine Tune parameter to adjust � by
± 50 cents.

While the YIN algorithm works well for single note input, it
does not work well with signals with multiple fundamental fre-
quencies. The decay from a previous note will often cause mo-
mentarily erroneous F0 estimates. While using a multiple F0 esti-

4Sound examples using the implementations explained can be
found at https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~hskim08/sttr/
harmonize/examples.html.

x(t) STTR y(t)

F0 Est.
f̂0 ÷

fR

�

(a) Fixed � schematic

(b) Audio plug-in for fixed � harmonizing effect

Figure 9: Schematic and audio plug-in implementation of fixed �
harmonizing effect. In Figure 9b, � parameter is labeled Harmo-
nize. The F0 estimation is shown below the controls.

mator [10, 11] can fix this problem, we are left with the problem
of deciding the harmonizing strategy for multiple fundamental fre-
quencies.

Each time the estimated f0 changes, fR and, in turn, the win-
dow length L needs to be updated. This change is accommodated
by adjusting the positions of the windows and readers with respect
to the writer position (Figure 10). This keeps the average lag be-
tween the input buffer readers and the output buffer writer to one
window length. As a side effect, when the window length changes,
there is a momentary pitch shift caused by speed change of the
readers. To reduce discontinuity artifacts, L is gradually changed
with a set slew rate.

6. CONCLUSION

For short window lengths, STTR creates overtones through side-
band modulation. This property allows STTR to be used as a har-
monizing effect without an explicit pitch shifting implementation.
Thus, STTR can be used as an efficient method of implementing a
harmonizing effect. We investigated the tonal relation of the over-
tones with respect to the frame rate and the frequency of a single
sinusoidal input. These tonal relations can be saved as an STTR
overtone table which then can be used as a guide when using STTR
as a harmonizing effect. Three methods were proposed for harmo-
nizing a signal using STTR of which two were covered in detail.
The first method, fixed fR, directly used an STTR overtone ta-
ble for finding intervals that work for a given musical scale. The
second method, fixed � = f0/fR, kept the overtones at a con-
stant interval relative to the input signal. Implementation of the
two methods requires little modification to the general STTR im-
plementation. A front-end that controls the frame rate needs to be
added which in the first case is trivial and in the latter case requires
an F0 estimator.
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Writer Position

fR increase, L decrease

Input Buffer

Output Buffer

Lnew

Input Buffer

Output Buffer

L

Figure 10: Illustration of STTR adjusting to an increase in the
frame rate fR. The reader and window positions of the input buffer
are adjusted relative to the writer position of the output buffer,
keeping an average lag of one window length. The arrows in the
input/output buffers depict the reader/writer positions and direc-
tions respectively.

The analysis in this paper was focused on single sinusoids sig-
nals. The next step would be to analyze the effects of signals with
harmonics. From our observations for STTR with 50% overlap-
add using a Hann window, octaves generally had similar overtone
relations to the input signal, though not strictly identical. However
this cannot be said for the partials.

The requirements for constant overlap-add windows for the
50% overlap-add case was previously covered, outlining the pos-
sibility of designing windows [1]. By designing window functions
tailored to STTR harmonizing, we could further control the over-
tones.

In Section 4.3, a variable � harmonizing scheme was briefly
covered. Together with window design, this opens possibilities
of extending STTR harmonizing such that it can harmonize input
signals to a given scale without the limitations of the two imple-
mented methods.
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ABSTRACT

Various ways to implement infinitely rising or falling spectral
notches, also known as the barberpole phaser and flanging illu-
sions, are described and studied. The first method is inspired by
the Shepard-Risset illusion, and is based on a series of several cas-
caded notch filters moving in frequency one octave apart from each
other. The second method, called a synchronized dual flanger, re-
alizes the desired effect in an innovative and economic way using
two cascaded time-varying comb filters and cross-fading between
them. The third method is based on the use of single-sideband
modulation, also known as frequency shifting. The proposed tech-
niques effectively reproduce the illusion of endlessly moving spec-
tral notches, particularly at slow modulation speeds and for input
signals with a rich frequency spectrum. These effects can be pro-
grammed in real time and implemented as part of a digital audio
processing system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Shepard introduced in the 1960s the infinitely ascending chromatic
scale, which was produced with additive synthesis [1, 2]. Risset
expanded this idea by designing a continuously rising and falling
sweep [3, 4]. The spectrum of two instances of the Shepard tone
are shown in Figure 1. It is seen that the sinusoidal components are
equally spaced in the logarithmic frequency scale, as each compo-
nent is one octave higher than the previous one. A bell-shaped
spectral envelope function takes care of the fade-in and fade-out of
harmonic components. In addition to Shepard-Risset tones, other
auditory illusions have been discovered, including binaural para-
doxes [5] and rhythms which appear to be gaining speed in a nev-
erending manner [4, 6]. This paper discusses impossible-sounding
phasing and flanging effects inspired by the Shepard-Risset tones.

Flanging is a delay-based audio effect which generates a se-
ries of sweeping notches on the spectrum of a signal [7, 8, 9, 10].
Historically, analog flanging was achieved by mixing the output
of two tape machines and varying their speed by applying pres-
sure on the flanges—hence the effect’s name [7, 9, 10]. Adding a
signal with a delayed version of itself results in a comb filtering
effect, introducing periodic notches in the output spectrum. As the
length of the delay changes over time, the number of notches and
their position also changes, producing the effect’s characteristic
swooshing or “jet aircraft” sound [7, 9]. Wanderley and Depalle

∗ The work of Fabián Esqueda is supported by the CIMO Centre for
International Mobility and the Aalto ELEC Doctoral School.

[11, 12] have found that a flanging effect is also produced when
a musician moves in front of the microphone while playing, as
the time delay between the direct sound and its reflection from the
floor is varied.

Phasing was introduced in effect pedals as a simulation of the
flanging effect, which originally required the use of open-reel tape
machines [8]. Phasing is implemented by processing the input sig-
nal with a series of first- or second-order allpass filters and then
adding this processed signal to the original [13, 14, 15]. Each all-
pass filter then generates one spectral notch. When the allpass filter
parameters are slowly modulated, the notches move up and down
in frequency, as in the flanging effect. The number and distribu-
tion of the notches are the main differences between phasing and
flanging, which can sometimes sound quite similar.

Bode developed a barberpole phaser in which the spectral
notches move endlessly in one direction in frequency [16]. The
name ‘barberpole’ stems from a rotating cylindrical sign, usually
white with a red stripe going around it, which have been tradition-
ally used in front of barber shops in England and in the US. As
the pole rotates, a visual illusion of the red stripe climbing up end-
lessly along the pole is observed, although the pattern is actually
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Figure 1: Spectrum of a Shepard tone with 10 harmonics (solid
lines), spaced one octave apart, and a raised-cosine spectral en-
velope (dotted line) [1]. The dashed lines show the harmonics a
short time earlier.
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x[n] y[n]H (z)1 H (z)2 H  (z)M

Figure 2: Block diagram for the proposed network of M time-
varying notch filters Hm(z) for m = 1, 2, 3, ...,M . The center
frequencies of these filters are situated at one-octave intervals.

stationary. Barberpole phasing and flanging effects are currently
available in some audio software, but it is not known to us how
they are implemented [17, 18].

Related recent work has focused on virtual analog models of
vintage flanger and phaser circuits, such as the digital modeling of
the nonlinear behavior caused by the use of operational transcon-
ductance amplifiers [19] and bucket-brigade devices [20]. Eichas
et al. [21] have presented a detailed virtual analog model of a fa-
mous phaser. Furthermore, some research has focused on under-
standing how flanging, phasing, and other audio effects processing
is recognized by humans [22] or by the computer [23].

In this paper we investigate ways to implement barberpole
phasing and flanging effects. The inspiration for this comes from
inverting the Shepard-Risset tone, i.e. replacing the spectral peaks
with notches, to create a new impossible audio effect. In the end,
we found that there are at least three different principles to obtain
this effect. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the basic cascaded notch filter technique to simulate the barber-
pole phasing effect. Section 3 introduces a novel flanging method
using a pair of delay lines. Section 4 describes a third method,
derived from that of Bode, which has its roots in single-sideband
modulation. Finally, Section 5 provides some concluding remarks.

2. CASCADED TIME-VARYING NOTCH FILTERS

The illusion of endless rising or falling sweeping notches, simi-
lar to that of the phasing effect, can be achieved using a network
of cascaded time-varying notch filters (see Figure 2). To do so,
we follow the design of the Shepard tone and place the center fre-
quencies of the filters at one-octave intervals. This design choice
translates into notches uniformly distributed along the logarithmic
frequency axis. The amount of attenuation caused by each filter is
determined using an inverted version of the raised-cosine envelope
originally proposed by Shepard [1] (see Figure 1).

Considering the case of a rising notch sweep, as the center fre-
quencies of the filters move up the spectrum, notches approaching
the Nyquist limit (fN ) will gradually disappear. Similarly, notches
coming from the low end of the spectrum will increase in depth
as they reach the middle frequencies. Since the one-octave in-
terval between notches is preserved at every time step, the center
frequencies of the filters will eventually reach twice their initial
value. At this point, we say the system has completed one full cy-
cle. If the filter parameters are continuously reset one time step
before the system completes a cycle, the illusion of an infinite fil-
ter sweep is generated. Therefore, to implement the illusion we
only need to derive the center frequencies and their respective gain
values for a single cycle. These parameters can then be stored in a
table and read indefinitely during implementation.

To compute the necessary initial parameters, we begin by
defining a system of M cascaded notch filters and denote the rep-
etition rate of the effect, in Hz, by ρ. The total number of center

frequencies (denoted by K) each filter will go through before it
completes a full cycle is the same for every filter and is determined
by

K = bFs/ρc , (1)

where Fs is the sampling rate of the system. The kth center fre-
quency for the mth filter can then be computed from

fc(m, k) = f02[K(m−1)+k−1]/K (2)

for k = 1, 2, 3, ...,K and m = 1, 2, 3, ...,M . The parameter f0
is the center frequency of the first filter at the beginning of a cycle.
Next, the kth center gain of the mth filter is defined as

Lc(m, k) = Lmin +
(Lmax − Lmin)(1− cos[θ(m, k)])

2
, (3)

whereLmin andLmax are the minimum and maximum attenuation
levels in dB, respectively, and Lmax < Lmin < 0. The function θ
is defined as

θ(m, k) = 2π
(m− 1)K + k − 1

MK
. (4)

In summary, we must implement M notches that sweep uni-
formly throughout K frequencies, each with its own attenuation
level. In order to achieve this amount of control for each filter, we
can use a parametric equalizer (EQ) filter structure [24]. This type
of second-order IIR filter is commonly used in graphic equalizers,
since it allows users to increase (boost) or reduce (cut) the gain of
a specific frequency band.

The z-domain transfer function for the cutting case of the para-
metric equalizer filter is given by

H(z) =

(
1+Gβ
1+β

)
− 2

(
cos( 2πfc

Fs
)

1+β

)
z−1 +

(
1−Gβ
1+β

)
z−2

1− 2

(
cos( 2πfc

Fs
)

1+β

)
z−1 +

(
1−β
1+β

)
z−2

, (5)

whereG is the scalar gain at the center frequency fc (i.e. 10Lc/20)
and β is defined as

β =

√
G2
B − 1

G2 −G2
B

tan

(
∆ω

2

)
, (6)

where ∆ω is the width of the filter at gain level GB [24]. Figure
3 illustrates the relationship between these three parameters for a
filter with arbitrary center frequency f Hz.

Now, the definition of ∆ω is rather ambiguous in this case.
It is generally taken to be the width of the filter 3 dB below the
reference level (i.e. G2

B = 1/2). In our case, since notches near
DC and fN may not reach this level of attenuation, this particular
definition is inadequate. For this reason, we instead define the filter
bandwidths in terms of their Q factor

Q =
2πfc
∆ωFs

⇔ ∆ω =
2πfc
QFs

. (7)

Maintaining a constant Q for every filter, rather than a constant
∆ω, will ensure the notches are equally wide on the logarithmic
axis. Otherwise, notches near DC would be much wider than those
near fN . Finally, we define G2

B to be arithmetic mean between a
reference gain of 1 and G, yielding

G2
B =

1 +G2

2
. (8)
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Figure 3: General form of the magnitude response of the paramet-
ric EQ filter in cut mode.

Figure 4 shows the magnitude response of the proposed sys-
tem at its initial state. This implementation was realized with pa-
rameters M = 10, ρ = 0.1 Hz, f0 = 20 Hz, Q = 15, Lmax =
−20 dB and Lmin = −3 dB. A sampling rate Fs = 44.1 kHz was
used for this and the rest of the examples in this paper. As we can
see from the spectrum, the envelope of the notches resembles an
inverted version of its Figure 1 counterpart. As expected, keeping
the value of Q constant produces a fairly uniform notch distribu-
tion.

Figure 5 shows the spectrogram of a 30-second simulation of
the barberpole illusion with the same parameters as in Figure 4 and
white noise as the input signal. For this spectrogram and all those
presented in this paper, a 1024-sample Chebyshev window with
100 dB of sidelobe attenuation, along with 512 samples of overlap
were used. To increase image resolution at low frequencies, this
particular signal was oversampled by a factor 10. The points in
time where each cycle begins are marked with the three markers
on top of the figure. Overall, in Figure 5 we can appreciate how, as
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Figure 4: Magnitude response of a network of 10 cascaded para-
metric notch filters. The gain (attenuation) at each center fre-
quency is determined by the raised-cosine envelope.
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Figure 5: Spectrogram of a barberpole phaser illusion imple-
mented using white noise filtered with M = 10 cascaded time-
varying notch filters and ρ = 0.1. Starting points of the cycles are
indicated with triangles.

the notches increase in frequency and approach the Nyquist limit,
new ones begin to appear. Additionally, notches around the lower
and upper ends of the spectrogram are clearly less dark, which
translates into less attenuation. This system implementation re-
quires f0 and M to be chosen appropriately in order to ensure the
last filter in the chain ends as close to the Nyquist limit as possible.

When implementing this illusion using a software routine, one
additional consideration must be made. Once any given filter m
reaches its Kth center frequency, it must reset to k = 1 at its
next step. However, at this first time step of the new cycle the EQ
filter requires the state variables of the previous filter m − 1 to
correctly compute the output [25]. Therefore, the two final outputs
and values of the delay state variables of each filter, which occur
when k = K − 1 and k = K, must be passed on to the next
filter. Failing to do so will introduce transients at the output of the
network which will translate to audible clicks at the end of every
cycle [25]. This would reveal the cyclic nature of the system and
break the illusion.

Overall, this implementation of the barberpole phaser illusion
works best for input signals with a dense and nearly flat magnitude
spectrum, e.g. pink noise or noisy drum loops. Additionally, its
parameters must be tuned differently for each input type. In terms
of suitable values for ρ, numerous tests revealed that the illusion
works best for values below 0.3 Hz. At higher rates, the cyclic
nature of the design is also revealed and the illusion fails. This
issue is also inherent to both the Shepard scale and the Shepard-
Risset glissando which only work at slow playback rates.

Sound examples for this section can be found online at the
accompanying website1.

1http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/
papers/dafx15-barberpole
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Figure 6: Block diagram of a basic digital flanger effect.

3. SYNCHRONIZED DUAL FLANGER

In the barberpole phasing approach discussed in the previous sec-
tion, the number of notches remains constant throughout every cy-
cle. This behavior is different to that of flanging, where the number
of notches, along with their position, varies over time.

A barberpole version of the flanger effect can be implemented
following the typical structure of a flanger in the digital domain,
shown in Figure 6. In this system, the input is delayed by D sam-
ples, scaled by a gain factor g that controls the depth of the effect,
and combined with the original signal. The length of the delay line
is modulated by a sinusoidal or triangular low-frequency oscillator
(LFO). Typical LFO rate values range between 0-3 Hz, while the
maximum delay introduced by the delay line can be of up to 15 ms
[9]. As the length of the delay line oscillates over time, the num-
ber of notches introduced and their position along the spectrum
changes.

To implement the barberpole illusion, we first need to ensure
the displacement of the notches is unidirectional. One possible so-
lution is to use a sawtooth waveform for the LFO, which would
ensure the length of the delay line is reset after every cycle. A triv-
ial sawtooth LFO s(n) can be synthesized for this purpose using a
modulo counter [26]

s(n) = (Dmax −Dmin)[(n∆) mod 1] +Dmin, (9)

where n is the time step index, Dmin and Dmax are the mini-
mum and maximum delay lengths (in samples), respectively, and
∆ = ρ/Fs is the phase increment. As before, ρ is the rate of
the effect. Since this waveform resembles an ascending ramp,
the length of the delay line will gradually increase until it reaches
Dmax. In the frequency domain this represents an increasing den-
sity of notches that move towards the lower end of the spectrum
as they distribute themselves uniformly along the linear frequency
axis. This effect is perceived as a descending filter sweep, con-
trary to the ascending nature of the LFO. To implement the effect
in the opposite direction we just need to flip s(n) horizontally, i.e.
s′(n) = (Dmax +Dmin)− s(n).

The abrupt transition from the maximum to the minimum de-
lay lengths and vice versa can be described as a “hard reset” of
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D
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Figure 8: Waveforms for three cycles of (a) delay-line length con-
trols LFO 1 (solid line) and LFO 3 (dashed line) and (b) gain con-
trols g1 (solid line) and g2 (dashed line) of the synchronized dual
flanger for the ascending flanger case, showing the 90◦ phase off-
set between pairs of oscillators. Cf. Figure 7.

the delay lines. This reset will generate a sudden change in the
frequency content of the output signal that does not support the
illusion of an infinitely ascending/descending sweep. To fix this
issue the design can be extended to incorporate a second delay line
at the output of the first one and use cross-fading to switch between
them. The second delay line will have the same characteristics as
the first one but its instantaneous length will be controlled by a 90◦

shifted version of the modulating LFO.
Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the proposed system.

Two new LFOs (LFO 2 and LFO 4) have been added in order to
modulate the gain blocks at the output of each delay line. The basic
concept behind this design is to avoid the hard resets by switching
between delay lines as they approach their maximum/minimum
delay length. Triangular LFOs with a rate of ρHz can be used, for
example, to implement a linear cross-fade. These new oscillators
must be synchronized with the delay line modulators. Therefore,
LFO 4 should also have a 90◦ phase shift in relation to LFO 2.
Figure 8 shows the waveforms for three cycles of the four LFOs
suggested for the design (ascending flanging case).

In order to make the notches travel smoothly in frequency the
design can be expanded to incorporate fractional delay filters [27,
28], since modulation of the delay lengths will most likely require
fractional delay lengths. Naïve implementations usually resort to
rounding off these values, making the notches sweep in a step-like
manner and introducing the well-known “zipper noise”.

x[n] y[n]   –D

g 

LFO 1

z
g 

z
1 2

LFO 2

   –D

LFO 3 LFO 4

1 2

Figure 7: Block diagram of the proposed synchronized dual flanger system.
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Figure 9: Spectrogram of white noise processed by the system de-
scribed by Figure 7 and parameters ρ = 0.1 Hz, Dmax = 66 and
Dmin = 44. The triangular markers atop the spectrogram indi-
cate the points where the first delay line begins its cycle.

Figure 9 shows the spectrogram for a 30-second simulation
of the effect using white noise as an input. For this example,
the system parameters were set as ρ = 0.1 Hz, Dmax = 66 and
Dmin = 44. Additionally, a third-order Lagrangian fractional de-
lay filter was used to accommodate fractional delay lengths. As
we can see from the spectrogram, the two flangers cross-fade over
time and generate the illusion of a continuous sweep. The blurred
portions on the spectrum represent the points were the two flangers
meet. At high frequencies, the spectrogram shows the notch sweep
is not as uniform as at low frequencies. This can be attributed to
the lowpass response of the fractional delay interpolator and can
be minimized using a higher order filter. Ideally, Dmin should be
higher than half the value ofDmax. Otherwise, it becomes difficult
to hide the hard resets and the illusion is broken. As before, this
effect also works best at low rates.

Overall, this implementation can be heard on virtually any in-
put signal. This can be attributed to the larger number of notches
that can be easily achieved with considerably fewer operations per
sample compared to the approach discussed in Section 2. How-
ever, the effect is still clearly more dramatic on signals with a rela-
tively dense spectrum e.g. distorted guitars or drum loops. A real-
time implementation of this effect can be easily achieved using
circular buffers.

4. SINGLE-SIDEBAND MODULATION

A commonly known historical technique of producing barberpole-
like phasing or flanging effects is to employ single-sideband (SSB)
modulation, also known as frequency shifting. This technique
was first described by Harald Bode [16]. The modulated signal
is mixed with the un-modulated signal, producing notches in the
combined spectrum which move at a rate dictated by the amount
of frequency-shift applied. Feedback may be applied around this
structure to strengthen the effect.

This effect initially seems counter-intuitive, as it contradicts
our usual experience of combining two identical waveforms with

x[n]    –D

1/2
z Frequency 

Shift y[n]

ρ

Figure 10: Block diagram showing generalized SSB-modulation
based barberpole effect, capable of producing linearly spaced
moving notches.

differing frequencies. Given an ideal frequency shifter operating
on a sinusoid, with the frequency shifted sinusoid being mixed
equally with the original sinusoid, we can write an expression de-
scribing the combination as a single sinusoid with time-varying
amplitude and phase-shift:

sin(ωt) + sin(ωt+ ωot) = A(t) sin[ωt+ φ(t)], (10)

where ω gives the angular frequency of the sinusoid, ωo gives the
amount of frequency shift, and t denotes time. A(t) and φ(t) give
the amplitude and phase of the combined waveform. With some
manipulation and application of trigonometric identities, we can
write an expression for the amplitude as:

A(t) =
√

2 + 2 cos(ωot). (11)

This expression seems to confirm our initial intuition, that com-
bining two signals separated by a constant frequency offset should
produce frequency independent beating. This is not consistent
with the effect described by Bode and others. However, if a time
delay between the shifted and un-shifted signals is added, the re-
sult is quite different. Given a time delay of τ , we have

sin(ωt) + sin[(ω + ωo)(t− τ)] = A(t) sin[ωt+ φ(t)]. (12)

Solving for A again, the following is produced:

A(t) =
√

2 + 2 cos(ωot− ωoτ − ωτ). (13)

The addition of the time delay means that the phase of the am-
plitude variation with time for a particular frequency is offset de-
pending on the frequency. If we assume linearity of the frequency
shifter and delay, we can extend this result to an arbitrary input sig-
nal. Equation (13) then describes a set of notches in the frequency
response of system, spread linearly over the frequency range and
moving constantly in either the positive or negative frequency di-
rection over time. The number of notches is related to the time
delay, τ , and the rate and direction of movement is set by the fre-
quency shift amount, ωo.

The system described by Bode does not contain an explicit
delay element. However, it relies on a ‘dome filter’—a parallel
system of two chains of allpass filters with a relative phase de-
lay difference of π

2
. The allpass filter chains themselves introduce

some (frequency-dependent) delay to the signal, therefore no ad-
ditional delay element is needed to produce the effect.

Given the knowledge gained so far, we can design a gener-
alised SSB-modulation based barberpole flanging effect with the
structure described in Figure 10, where the rate (in Hz) and direc-
tion are controlled by ρ = wofs/2π. The length of the delay line
D = τfs is related to the number of notches M by M = D/2.

In our generalised system, the design of the frequency shifter
block is assumed to be based on the common method of quadrature
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Figure 11: Spectrogram of white noise processed by the structure
given in Figure 10. The delay is 32 samples, and the amount of
frequency shift is 0.1 Hz. The markers on top indicate when the
system starts a new cycle.

modulation of the real and imaginary parts of the analytic signal
[29]. The analytic signal is produced via applying a Hilbert trans-
form, which can be implemented in a variety of ways—as an FIR
[30, 31] or IIR filter [32], as a digital version of the ‘dome-filter’
approach [33] taken by Bode, or via the use of an FFT. In this work
we use the Matlab implementation of the Hilbert transform, which
is based on the FFT.

The output of the system of Figure 10 when used to process an
input of white noise is shown in Figure 11. The structure produces
an interesting barberpole phasing effect, but does not convincingly
produce the illusion of circularity given by the Shepard-Risset glis-
sando. For this, octave distribution of the notches is necessary.

4.1. Warping the distribution of notches

Referring again to (13), we can see that to vary the spacing of
the notches it is necessary to make the time delay, τ dependent
on the frequency, ω. This can be achieved by replacing the delay
line in the structure given in Figure 10 with a spectral delay [34],
which can be implemented using a chain of first-order allpass fil-
ters, given by

AD(z) =

(
a+ z−1

1 + az−1

)D
, (14)

x[n]
D

1/2
A (z) Frequency 

Shift y[n]

ρ

Figure 12: Block diagram showing SSB-modulation based bar-
berpole effect using a spectral delay filter, capable of producing
warped distribution of notches.
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Figure 13: Desired group delay 3 · 2−ω of the spectral delay fil-
ter (dashed line) and its approximation using a first-order allpass
filter with a = −0.5 (solid line).

where a is the allpass filter coefficient and D is the number of
stages. Spectral delay filters have been previously used for ex-
ample for spring reverb emulation [35, 36] and for modeling the
Leslie effect in Hammond organ synthesis [37].

The block diagram for the expanded configuration is shown
in Figure 12. As in the linearly distributed case, the number of
notches produced by this structure is given by M = D/2. The
group delay of a first-order allpass filter is given by [34]

τg(ω) =
1− a2

1 + 2a cosω + a2
. (15)

In order to achieve the ideal octave spacing of notches specified by
the illusion, τg(ω) ∝ 2−ω would be required for each allpass sec-
tion. This can be approximated by setting a to a moderate negative
value, for example a = −0.5, as shown in Figure 13. A better
fit could be produced by optimizing the individual coefficients of
the first-order allpass filters, or by applying a more generalized
method of fitting the desired group-delay curve [38].

The output of this system when used to process an input of
white noise is shown in Figure 14. Note that there are still 16
notches, as in Figure 11. Compared to the version of the sys-
tem with linearly spaced notches, this system produces a much
more convincing Sherpard-Risset glissando effect. Some cyclic-
sounding behaviour is audible in the very low frequencies, which
can be explained by the flattening of the group-delay curve in this
region (see Figure 13).

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has discussed three different ways to implement infinite
phaser and flanging effects, which are called barberpole effects.
These effects can be implemented in real time and incorporated as
parts of an audio processing environment.

The first proposed method can be interpreted as an inverted
version of the Shepard-Risset auditory illusion. Instead of pro-
ducing an infinitely sweeping tone, it produces infinitely one-way
sweeping notches using time-varying notch filters. This processing
technique can be used as a digital audio effect for rich-sounding
audio material, such as noisy sounds, drums loops, or distorted
guitars, to replace the traditional back-and-forth-going phaser.

The second method is a novel dual flanger structure, which
is based on a pair of cascaded feedforward comb filters with syn-
chronized modulation controls. Sawtooth waveforms are used to
control the length of the delay lines, making the displacement of
notches unidirectional. The LFOs used to modulate the second de-
lay line and its gain are in a 90◦ phase shift in relation to those of
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Figure 14: Spectrogram of white noise processed by the structure
given in Figure 12. The number of cascaded allpass filters is D =
32, the allpass coefficient a = −0.5, and the amount of frequency
shift is 0.1 Hz.

the first delay line. This results in a smooth cross-fading between
delay lines, minimizing the audibility of any abrupt changes in de-
lay lengths. This extension can be called a barberpole flanging
effect.

The third method is a digital version of the first barberpole-
like phasing effects described by Harald Bode, with a modification
proposed to make the notches more closely fit the distribution of
tones in a Shepard-Risset illusion. As with the other methods,
the effect sounds best with low modulation speeds and with rich
spectral content as the input.

In general terms, there are very subtle differences between
the proposed techniques. The three of them effectively recre-
ate the illusion of endlessly moving notches. The cyclic na-
ture of the effect is perhaps best hidden in the first implementa-
tion, where the notches on the low and high ends of the spec-
trum are not as audible as those in the middle region. How-
ever, this technique is severely restricted to signals with a quasi-
flat spectrum. The other proposed techniques are far more ver-
satile, they are not as restricted to a certain type of input. Ad-
ditionally, their implementation is considerably more economic.
For instance, the dual flanger approach can implement a high
number of notches without increased complexity. Overall, the
biggest limitation of the dual flanger and SSB-modulation meth-
ods comes from the fact that, if not properly tuned, their cyclic
nature can be easily given away. Audio examples related to all
three techniques described in this paper are available at the ac-
companying website http://research.spa.aalto.fi/
publications/papers/dafx15-barberpole.
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ABSTRACT

A reverberator based on a room response modal analysis is adapted
to produce distortion, pitch and time manipulation effects, as well
as gated and iterated reverberation. The so-called “modal reverber-
ator” is a parallel collection of resonant filters, with resonance fre-
quencies and dampings tuned to the modal frequencies and decay
times of the space or object being simulated. Here, the resonant
filters are implemented as cascades of heterodyning, smoothing,
and modulation steps, forming a type of analysis/synthesis archi-
tecture. By applying memoryless nonlinearities to the modulat-
ing sinusoids, distortion effects are produced, including distortion
without intermodulation products. By using different frequencies
for the heterodyning and associated modulation operations, pitch
manipulation effects are generated, including pitch shifting and
spectral “inversion.” By resampling the smoothing filter output,
the signal time axis is stretched without introducing pitch changes.
As these effects are integrated into a reverberator architecture, re-
verberation controls such as decay time can be used produce novel
effects having some of the sonic characteristics of reverberation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The “modal reverberator” algorithm [1, 2] proposed a unification
of perspectives on room reverberation analysis with the goals of
synthetic reverberation. While room reverberation has long been
analyzed from the viewpoint of modal analysis [3, pg. 172, ff.], [4,
pg. 576, ff.], artificial reverberation is typically synthesized using
structures such as delay networks or convolution which attempt
to reproduce time domain features of the room response [5]. By
contrast, the modal reverberator implements room modes directly
as the sum of parallel resonant filters.

The parallel architecture of the modal reverberator provides
explicit, interactive control over the parameters of each mode, al-
lowing accurate modeling of acoustic spaces, as well as move-
ment within them and morphing among them. Here, we extend
this structure to allow manipulation of the mode responses in ways
that lead to alternative implementations of audio effects such as
distortion and pitch shifting, and to novel effects which integrate
reverberation into nonlinear processes.

Schroeder and Logan’s seminal 1961 article “ ‘Colorless’ Arti-
ficial Reverberation” [6] introduced the comb and allpass filters as
powerful building blocks for designing artificial reverberators and
launched a flurry of research and commercial activity in the field.
Their perspective led directly to artificial reverberation algorithms
using digital waveguide and physical modeling approaches [7, 8],
multi-feedback unitary systems [9], and the Feedback Delay Net-
work (FDN) framework [9–12]. This family of methods, based on

networks of delay lines and filters, is still considered state of the
art today [5].

Although Schroeder and Logan pioneered the use of delay
lines in mimicking a room’s response, Schroeder was an experi-
enced researcher of the modal properties of rooms [13, 14] and
they situated their work in the frequency domain. Their article [6]
opens: “A room can be characterized by its normal modes of vi-
bration.” This perspective is standard in room acoustics [4, 15]
and musical instrument modeling [16], and in fact modal thinking
about room acoustics has its roots in antiquity. Blesser traces a
history of interactions between space, music, and culture [17], in-
cluding a history of acoustical vases, Helmholtz resonators set up
in amphitheaters to change their reverberant properties—the tra-
dition was well-established when Vitruvias reported on it in 30
B.C. [18] and continued into medieval times [19].

In artificial reverberation research, ironically, the modal per-
spective has never quite risen above a theoretical framing device;
mode responses are not implemented directly. Blesser gives a thor-
ough review of eigentone statistics [17] before concluding: “The
eigentone model is much less useful than the random echo model
for many reasons.”

In fact, in FDNs and related frameworks, audible modes can
be considered undesirable artifacts. Moorer reports on “annoying
ringing” in Schroeder-style cascaded allpass reverberators [20].
Griesenger [21] describes Stautner’s approach (which is widely
used) to controlling “unpleasant resonant behavior”: time-varying
delays and mild feedback [10]. Jot writes of “unnatural reso-
nances” which sound “metallic” [11, 22]. In the discourse of FDN
limitations, late-field resonances are considered to be artifacts much
like limit cycles [20, 23].

In the development of artificial reverberation algorithms, many
techniques created out of practical necessity are repurposed and
exaggerated to artistic effect. For instance, consider that early
work on feedback systems used frequency shifting to avoid howl-
ing in public address systems [24, 25]. Artificial reverberation al-
gorithms such as Sean Costello’s ValhallaShimmer [26] and Vesa
Norilo’s “Vectored Time Variant Comb Filter” [27] have repur-
posed this practical tool as an artistic effect. Consider also the
concept of modulating delay lines in FDNs to break up patterns
of regular echos, a technique well represented in the literature
[10, 12, 21] and found in commercial products such as the Lexi-
con 224 [28,29]. Now, algorithms may use more extreme versions
of delay-line modulation to achieve versions of, e.g., chorus and
flangers within feedback loops [27]. Embedded “Slinky” paths in
FDNs can be considered an exaggeration of natural allpass char-
acteristics along a propagation path [30].

In this work, we propose extensions to the modal reverberator
algorithm [1,2] that parallel this development, emphasizing the al-
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gorithm’s potential as a platform for new musical effects. Like
extended FDNs, a “modal effects processor” framework yields
classes of novel musical effects. In §2 the modal reverberator is
reviewed. In §3, classes of modal effects are presented, includ-
ing gating and envelope processing (§3.1), time stretching (§3.2),
pitch manipulation (§3.3), and distortion processing (§3.4).

2. MODAL REVERBERATOR

Acoustic spaces and vibrating objects have long been analyzed in
terms of their normal modes [4, 16]. The impulse response h(t)
between a pair of points in the system may be expressed as the
linear combination of mode responses,

h(t) =

M∑

m=1

hm(t), (1)

where the system has M modes, with the mth mode response de-
noted by hm(t), t being the discrete time sample index. The sys-
tem output y(t) in response to an input x(t), the convolution

y(t) = h(t) ∗ x(t), (2)

is then seen to be the sum of mode outputs

y(t) =

M∑

m=1

ym(t), ym(t) = hm(t) ∗ x(t), (3)

where the mth mode output ym(t) is the mth mode response con-
volved with the input. The modal reverberator simply implements
this parallel combination of mode responses (3), as shown in Fig. 1.

In general, mode responses hm(t) are complex exponentials,
each characterized by a mode frequency ωm, mode damping αm
and complex mode amplitude γm,

hm(t) = γm exp{(jωm − αm)t}. (4)

The choice of complex, rather than real, mode responses is made
here for clarity of presentation and to suggest the implementation
structures described below. A real response would be formed by
a combinations of conjugate responses; here a proportional result
is formed by taking the real part of each complex mode response.
A stereo effect can by obtained by taking the imaginary part as a
second channel.

The mode frequencies and dampings are properties of the room
or object. They describe, respectively, the mode oscillation fre-
quencies and decay times. The mode amplitudes are determined
by the sound source and listener positions (driver and pick-up po-
sitions for an electro-mechanical device), according to the mode
spatial patterns.

Note that even for short reverberation times of just a few hun-
dred milliseconds, the mode responses hm(t) are very resonant,
and last many thousands of samples at typical audio sampling rates.
In implementing the mode filters, therefore, numerically stable
methods must be used. One such method is the phasor filter [31,
32], in which each mode filter is implemented as a complex first-
order update,

ym(t) = γmx(t) + e(jωm−αm)ym(t− 1). (5)
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Figure 1: Modal Reverberator Architecture. The modal reverber-
ator is the parallel combination of resonant filters matched to the
modes of the system.

x(t) × γme−αmt × ym(t)

e−jωmt ejωmt

heterodyne smooth modulate

Figure 2: Mode Response Implementation. The mode response
may be implemented as a cascade of heterodyning, smoothing and
modulation operations.

Another approach is to rearrange the mode response convolu-
tion,

ym(t) =
∑

τ

γme
(jωm−αm)(t−τ)x(τ) (6)

= ejωmt
∑

τ

γme
−αm(t−τ)

[
e−jωmτx(τ)

]
. (7)

Here, the mode filtering is implemented by heterodyning the input
signal to dc to form a baseband response, smoothing this baseband
response by convolution with an exponential, and modulating the
result back to the original mode frequency,

ym(t) = ejωmt ·
(
γme

−αmt ∗
[
e−jωmtx(t)

])
. (8)

This process is shown in Fig. 2. The heterodyning and modula-
tion steps implement the mode frequency, and the smoothing filter
generates the mode envelope, in this case an exponential decay.

Using this architecture, rooms and objects may be simulated
by tuning the filter resonant frequencies and dampings to the cor-
responding room or object mode frequencies and decay times. The
parallel structure allows the mode parameters to be separately ad-
justed, while the updates (5) or (8) provide interactive parameter
control with no computational latency.

Three design approaches are suggested in [2] for setting the
mode parameters: behavioral, analytical, and perceptual. The be-
havioral approach fits mode parameters to system measurements.
The analytic approach derives mode parameters from the physics
of the system. The perceptual approach selects mode parameters
according to desired wet response equalization and, say, early and
late decay times. An example design is shown in Fig. 3, in which
a modal reverberator architecture is fit to the measured impulse re-
sponse of a classroom. For this design 1605 modes were used, and
the modal system response was a close perceptual match to that of
the measurement.
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Figure 3: Example Modal Reverberator Design. Measured and
modeled room impulse responses for a roughly 10 m×12 m×5 m
classroom, Room K217 at The Knoll, Stanford University, are
overlaid (top), and the corresponding spectrograms shown (mid-
dle, modeled; bottom, measured).

3. MODAL EFFECTS PROCESSOR

The modal reverberator lends itself to effects processing through
its parallel architecture and dense, narrowband mode responses. In
the following, we present four categories of effects, all provided
by manipulating different blocks of the mode response processor
shown in Fig. 2:

- gating and envelope processing,

- time stretching,

- pitch manipulation, and

- distortion processing.

Reverberation envelope effects such as gating and iterated convo-
lution may be achieved by manipulating the smoothing filter re-
sponse. Time stretching without pitch shifting is possible by re-
sampling the smoothing filter output. Pitch manipulation effects
such as pitch shifting and spectral “inversion” are available by us-
ing different sinusoid frequencies for the heterodyning and mod-
ulation steps. Finally, distortion effects may be generated by dis-
torting or substituting for the modulation sinusoid waveform.

Since these effects are integrated into a reverberation archi-
tecture, their sonics are different than their standard counterparts
when the mode decay times are longer than a few hundred mil-
liseconds. The result is a unique effect with sonic qualities of both
the standard effect and reverberation.

3.1. Reverberation Envelope Effects

We first describe reverberation envelope effects.
Gated reverberation is a reverberation effect in which the re-

verberation response onset is rapidly forced to zero after a short
period of time, say 250 ms. The effect was popularized by Phil
Collins in the 1980s (e.g. [33]). One approach, used by the AMS
RMX-16, one of the first digital reverberators and popular in the
1980’s [34], implements a system impulse response which decays
very rapidly after a given point in time.
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(a) Overall structure.
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(b) Detail of the mth band.

Figure 4: Modal Gated Reverberator Signal Flow Architecture,
including (a) overall structure and (b) detail of an individual band.

In the modal architecture discussed here, the individual mode
responses are decaying exponentials, and may be “switched off”
after a specified delay using a truncated IIR (TIIR) technique [35].
A first-order mode filter impulse response may be truncated after a
given delay by subtracting from its input an appropriately scaled,
delayed version of the input. Stated mathematically, themth mode
filter impulse response

hm(t) = e(jωm−αm)t (9)

can be made zero starting at a delay δ by replacing the input x(t)
with

x(t)− e(jωm−αm)δx(t− δ). (10)

This is implemented in the signal flow architecture shown in Fig. 4.
Note that the input signal delay is implemented just once, outside
the modal reverberator structure, and the scaling, exp{(jωm −
αm)δ}, which varies from mode to mode, is implemented locally
(Fig. 4b).

As an example, consider the dry and processed guitar track
snippets shown in Fig. 5. Here, the reverberator employed 2048
modes, with decay times ranging from 2500 ms in the mid fre-
quencies to 200 ms in the high frequencies. The gate time δ was
set to 290 ms. Transients in the guitar track reverberated for only
a short time before truncation.

We suggest two variations: An interesting “gated cathedral”
sound results when a long reverberation time is used, and the re-
sponse isn’t fully truncated. This is accomplished by slightly re-
ducing the magnitude of the scale factor, e.g., to 0.95 exp{(jωm−
αm)δ}. Another artistic effect forms groups of modes, with dif-
ferent groups having different gate times. An example impulse
response of such a system is shown in Fig. 6.

This TIIR approach may be used with higher order mode re-
sponse filters. For instance, repeated pole filters having N poles
and impulse response onsets roughly proportional to tN−1 can be
truncated to generate a “reverse reverberation” effect. To imple-
ment such filters, the structure of Fig. 4 can be augmented with ad-
ditional delay lines having lengths equal to integer multiples of δ,
up to Nδ. Finally, reverse reverberation can also be implemented
using the TIIR approach with a growing exponential mode enve-
lope.
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Figure 5: Modal Gated Reverberator Processed Guitar Track. Dry
(top) and processed (bottom) guitar track snippets. Note the trun-
cation of reverberated transients.

Another reverberation envelope effect is iterated reverberation,
the repeated application of a reverberant impulse response, in-
spired by Alvin Lucier’s piece “I am sitting in a room” [36]. Since
the mode responses are orthogonal, the order-N iterated convolu-
tion of the system response h(t),

h∗N (t) = h(t) ∗ h(t) ∗ · · · ∗ h(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N responses

, (11)

is the sum of the mode response iterated convolutions,

h∗N (t) =

M∑

m=1

h∗N
m (t). (12)

The mode response iterated convolutions may be implemented us-
ing the approach of (8), in which the heterodyning and modula-
tion operations are left unchanged and the mode envelope filter is
cascaded with itself (i.e., iterated) N times. Doing so produces a
mode envelope proportional to tN−1 exp{−αmt}, which provides
a delayed onset of late field energy, peaking at a time (N−1)/αm.

Additional reverberation envelopes include delayed onset and
two-stage decays, as would be appropriate for modeling coupled
spaces such as a box in an opera hall, and as described in [37, 38].
These can be implemented in the context of the modal reverberator
structure by design of the mode envelope filter in a manner similar
to that described in [38]. Alternatively, a two-stage decay may be
implemented by having some modes take on a large amplitude and
decay quickly while other modes have a smaller amplitude and
decay slowly.

3.2. Time Stretching Effects

In the modal reverberator structure of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, a reverber-
ated signal is constructed from its mode responses, each of which
is generated by applying its mode envelope to a sinusoid at its
mode frequency. If the mode decay times are short (less than, say, a
couple hundred milliseconds) and the mode energies are inversely
proportional to the frequency density of nearby modes, then the

Figure 6: Modal Gated Reverberator Impulse Response. The im-
pulse response (top) and corresponding spectrogram (bottom) are
shown for a modal gated reverberator with a gate time of 180 ms
for certain frequency bands, and 580 ms for others. Logarithmic
time axes are used.

processed audio will sound much like the input. In this case, if all
of the mode envelopes are resampled to a stretched time axis, then
the resulting signal will be a time-stretched version of the input.

As an example, Fig. 7 shows spectrograms of the dry guitar
track of Fig. 4 time stretched in this way by factors of 0.25, 1, and
4. Note that the spectra are similar under the appropriate time axis
scalings. While the timbers of the time-stretched signals match
well, there are differences between the dry input and the slightly
reverberated signal generated without resampling the mode enve-
lope. Mainly, transients are less crisp.

One other artifact appears, a subtle beating or tremolo heard
during sustained notes. Using a second-order smoothing filter, say
the first-order filter repeated, effectively eliminates the problem.
The examples of Fig. 7 were generated with such a second-order
mode envelope. Finally, as the smoothing filter output has rela-
tively low bandwidth, linear interpolation is expected to be suffi-
cient for resampling, and was used to generate the time stretched
signals of Fig. 7.

The time stretching can vary with time so as to compress or
expand the time axis of different sections of the signal by different
amounts. In addition, the parallel structure makes it simple to vary
the time axis modification over frequency, for instance, having low
frequencies time expanded and high frequencies time compressed.

3.3. Pitch Manipulation Effects

Recall that the mode response can be thought of as the cascade
of heterodyning, smoothing, and modulation operations, as shown
in Fig. 1. Now consider replacing each modulation frequency ωm
with one shifted by σ half steps,

νm = 2σ/12ωm, (13)

as seen in Fig. 8. Doing so will shift the pitch of the output relative
to the input. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, in which a guitar track is
shifted by -2, 0, and 2 octaves. Note that the shifted spectrograms
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Figure 7: Time Stretched Guitar Track. Spectrograms for a gui-
tar track, processed using a 2400-mode processor with randomly
selected, exponentially distributed mode frequencies in the range
20 Hz to 20 kHz and having 200 ms decay times, is shown with the
mode envelope filter output sampled at rates of 4 (top), 1 (middle),
and 1/4 (bottom) of the system sampling rate of 48 kHz. Note the
different time axes.

x(t) × gm(t) × ym(t)

e−jωmt ejνmt

heterodyne smooth modulate

Figure 8: Pitch Shifting Mode Response Implementation.

are well matched, save the constant frequency resolution of the
spectrogram.

As in the case of the time stretching effect above, we suggest
using higher order mode envelope filters to eliminate tremolo-type
artifacts. The signals shown in Fig. 9 were prepared with three iter-
ations of the first-order response (i.e., four-pole filters) (4), though
one iteration works well. There is a trade-off involving the mode
decay time: With a short decay time, the mode envelope filter has
a wide bandwidth, resulting in beating between adjacent modes.
With a long decay time, the beating is eliminated, but the output
will take on a reverberant quality, which might be unwanted.

In the example of Fig. 9, we used 200 ms decay times, and
2400 exponentially distributed mode frequencies. We heard little if
any difference between deterministically and randomly generated
mode frequencies. We used random mode phases ∠γm, uniformly
distributed on the interval [0, 2π), so that the system response to a
pulse would lack structure, and therefore reduce temporal artifacts.
Finally, note that modes shifted up or down in frequency outside
the audio band need not be computed.

Since the modulation is computed on a sample-by-sample ba-
sis, the pitch shift may be changed on a sample-by-sample basis.
Since the modes are independent, different pitch shifts may be ap-
plied to different modes. Fig. 10 shows a pitch shift which drifts
upward over time, and for input frequencies above about 200 Hz,
develops a vibrato having an increasing rate. Also shown in Fig. 10

Figure 9: Pitch Shift Example. Spectrograms are shown for a gui-
tar track processed with a modal reverberator having 2400 modes
and a 200 ms decay time, and pitch shifted by factors of 4 (top), 1
(middle), and 1/4 (bottom).

is a signal processed using the same pitch trajectory, but with a
1.5 s-long reverberation in the mid frequencies. In this case the
mode dampings were kept constant, and the reverberation time as
a function of frequency T60(ω) moves with the pitch shift. To keep
the reverberation time independent of the pitch shift, the mode
dampings could be set according to the instantaneous pitch shifted
frequencies, T60(2

σm(t)/12ωm).
Other pitch effects may be produced by shifting different mode

frequencies by different amounts. A number of strategies for gen-
erating the modulation frequencies have been tried, including per-
muting the mode frequencies, generating random frequencies, and
controlling the distance from the heterodyne frequencies to a quan-
tized set of frequencies.

Another choice is a spectral “inversion,” formed by inverting
the mode frequencies about a center frequency, ωc, and applying a
frequency shift,

νm = 2σ/12
ω2
c

ωm
. (14)

The effect creates different harmonic relationships among the par-
tials present, as seen in the example of Fig. 11.

3.4. Distortion Effects

The modal reverberator architecture can be integrated with a dis-
tortion process by distorting each mode response before mixing
to form the output, as shown in Fig. 12. Alternatively, groups of
modes may be mixed and distorted together, as shown in Fig. 13.

With the modes individually distorted, or with the mode fre-
quencies in a given group having harmonic relationships, the dis-
tortion produced will be free of dissonances from intermodulation
products. This distortion has a different sonic character than is typ-
ical, producing a distorted sound while maintaining the harmonic
structure of the dry track. There are a number of pop songs, in-
cluding “Something About You” by Boston [39] and “God Save
the Queen” by Queen [40], which use this type of effect with gui-
tar, and presumably achieved by multitracking, building up chord
sequences from single-note lines of music. (Such an effect could
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Figure 10: Pitch Drift Example. The spectrogram of the guitar
track of Fig. 9 processed according to a drifting, modulating pitch
shift is shown (top), along with a version processed with the same
pitch shift trajectory, but with a reverberation time of about 1.5 s
(bottom). Note that since the mode dampings are left constant, the
reverberation time drifts in frequency with the pitch shift.

also be achieved using a hexaphonic pick-up, and having a sepa-
rate distortion process on each string’s output.) Modal distortion
can be considered a further exaggeration of this method—rather
than distorting individual notes, each mode response produced by
a signal may be distorted independently.

Though it may be computationally costly to distort modes in-
dividually or in narrow-bandwidth groups, the need for upsam-
pling to avoid aliasing may be eliminated, thus reducing the cost.
To do so, consider a distortion function dm(w) expressed as a
power series inw. On a per-mode or per-mode-group basis, dm(w)
can be designed to produce output without aliasing by implement-
ing only those power series terms which would produce harmonic
distortion below the Nyquist limit. For instance, for modes hav-
ing frequencies above half the Nyquist limit, only the constant and
linear terms would be included; for modes having frequencies be-
tween half and one third the Nyquist limit, only the constant, lin-
ear, and quadratic terms would be included; and so on. (For a
discussion of distortion and aliasing, see [41].)

An example distortion process output is shown in Fig. 14, with
the guitar track used previously distorted in the presence of both
short and longer reverberation times.

Another approach is to substitute periodic waveforms, say saw-
tooth or wavetable-based waveforms, for the sinusoidal modula-
tors exp{jνmt}. Unlike the distortion from memoryless nonlin-
earities, this approach provides distortion that is independent of
signal amplitude.

4. SUMMARY

In this work, we described extensions to the modal reverberator
algorithm that produce audio effects in four categories: reverber-
ation envelope control, time stretching, pitch manipulation, and
distortion processing. This was achieved by implementing the res-
onant mode filters as cascades of heterodyning, smoothing, and
modulation steps, and manipulating aspects of the smoothing and

Figure 11: Spectral Inversion Example. Spectrograms are shown
for a dry guitar track (top) and a processed version (bottom), in
which mode heterodyning and modulation frequencies are inverses
of each other about 440 Hz.

x(t) × gm(t) × dm(·) ym(t)

e−jωmt ejνmt

cm qm

heterodyne smooth modulate distort

Figure 12: Distortion Effect on One Mode.

modulation operations.
The modal processor signal flow architecture is in some ways

similar to that of a phase vocoder [42, 43], having a parallel bank
of analysis, processing and synthesis operations. A key difference,
however, is that the modal processor’s filterbank center frequen-
cies and bandwidths (i.e., dampings) are often chosen according to
a desired acoustic space, rather than as the filters associated with
a given Fourier transform length and window. This allows modal
processor effects such as pitch shifting and distortion to incorpo-
rate reverberation, while providing relatively artifact-free effects
when the mode decay times are short.

The parallel nature of the modal architecture allows different
effects or no effect to be applied on a per mode or per mode group
basis. The sample-by-sample processing allows continuous con-
trol of all effects parameters without latency and with no blocking
artifacts.
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ABSTRACT

An algorithm to estimate the perceived azimuth directions in a
stereo signal is derived from a typical signal model. These esti-
mated directions can then be used to separate direct and ambient
signal components and to remix the original stereo track. The pro-
cessing is based on the idea of a bandwise mid-side decomposition
in the frequency-domain which allows an intuitive and easy to un-
derstand mathematical derivation. An implementation as a stereo
to five channel upmix is able to deliver a high quality surround ex-
perience at low computational costs and demonstrates the practical
applicability of the presented approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

The classical stereo format with a left and right speaker was de-
veloped by Blumlein in the 1930s. Although it allows to create a
certain spaciousness by placing virtual sound sources on the az-
imuth angle between both loudspeakers, the result is still far away
from a really realistic rendering of sound scenes. The main disad-
vantages of stereo are:

1. Impossibility to produce a real envelopment of the listener
as rear sound sources are missing. These would be in par-
ticular important for a reproduction of ambient reflections
to get a realistic impression of the room properties.

2. Phantom source positions are only properly reproduced for
listeners in the sweet spot.

It has long been known that both problems can be solved by adding
speakers in the rear for playback of ambient reflections and more
speakers in the front for a stabilisation of the phantom source im-
age. Today, surround sound is widely established in film and ded-
icated distribution media like DVD or Blu-Ray generally offer at
least a 5.1 multi-channel sound track. In contrast, the majority
of popular music is still exclusively produced and distributed in
stereo and would not benefit from playback on more than two
speakers. Even if more music productions would become avail-
able in multi-channel formats in the next years, there is still a huge
stock of old stereo recordings.

Several approaches were developed in the past to benefit from
additional loudspeakers while playing back stereo source mate-
rial. The most simple ones use time-domain mixing matrices [1]
together with phase shifting to generate the additional channels.
More advanced upmixing algorithms usually follow a spatial source
separation approach as depicted in Fig. 1. They try to split the
stereo signal into a direct part and a diffuse and more or less un-
correlated ambient part. The direct signal will be repanned on the

Figure 1: Exemplary processing steps in a typical stereo to sur-
round upmix algorithm.

target speaker layout while the ambient signal will be equally re-
distributed to all speakers creating a uniform and diffuse sound
field. In order to retain the perceived positions of the direct signal
sources in the upmix, it is necessary to estimate their azimuth di-
rections from the stereo signal and to incorporate this knowledge
in the calculation of the repanning coefficients.

Dolby Pro Logic II [2] became quite popular in the 1990s and
was intended to extract five channels from a stereo track. Basically
it is a matrix encoder/decoder system but is also capable to extract
decent multi-channel signals from any arbitrary stereo mix. For a
simple and cost effective realization it only requires time domain
operations like subtraction and addition of the left and right chan-
nels with additional phase shifts and VCAs (voltage controlled am-
plifiers) for simple directional steering.

Recent algorithms make use of frequency-domain processing
to analyse the signal in discrete frequency bands. Avendano and
Jot [3] calculate a bandwise inter-channel short-time coherence
from the cross- and autocorrelations between the stereo channels
which is then the basis for the estimation of a panning and am-
bience index [4]. Faller [5] uses a least squares method to derive
an algorithm where the error between the extracted signals and a
stereo signal model is minimised. Goodwin [6] examines the left
and right stereo signals in a 2D vector space and extracts the di-
rect and ambient sound with a principal component analysis. A
similar geometric decomposition is described by Vickers [7] for
the purpose of center extraction. An enhanced time-domain rever-
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beration extraction upmixer was presented by Usher [8] where a
normalised least mean squares (NLMS) algorithm is used to find a
filter for the extraction of uncorrelated components. All the above
algorithms [3–8] and also the one presented in this paper share
a comparable stereo signal model with similar assumptions about
the individual signal components.

The focus of this contribution is on a simplified mathematical
description and derivation, which finally leads to a very fast and
efficient implementation. It is shown that most of the processing
principles, which are also known from other approaches, can be
interpreted as a simple generalised mid-side decomposition which
is performed in sub-bands.

In the following section 2, a typical mathematical model to
describe stereo signals is derived and its connections to mid-side
decomposition and principal component analysis are highlighted.
Section 3 describes the extraction of the direct and ambient sig-
nals as well as the estimation of the direct signal directions. The
upmixing of the separated components to a generic surround sound
setup and other applications are outlined in section 4 before the re-
sults of an exemplary 2-to-5 upmix implementation are discussed
in section 5. Section 6 will conclude the paper.

2. STEREO SIGNAL MODEL

The left and right channels of a stereo signal

xL(n) =

"
JX

j=1

aLj · dj(n)

#
+ nL(n) (1)

xR(n) =

"
JX

j=1

aRj · dj(n)

#
+ nR(n) (2)

are usually described as a weighted sum of J source signals dj(n)
and additive uncorrelated ambient signals nL(n) and nR(n) in
the left and right channel, respectively. The weightings aLj and
aRj of the individual sources are called panning coefficients and
are bound between zero and one. Their squared sum should be
equal to one (a2

Lj
+ a2

Rj
= 1) to achieve a constant power and

loudness independent of the actual source position. As the pan-
ning coefficients are real-valued, this model only covers intensity
stereophony where the weighted sources in the left and right chan-
nels are in phase.

The time-domain signal model can directly be transformed
into the frequency-domain by a short time fourier transform (STFT)

XL(b, k) =

"
JX

j=1

aLj · Dj(b, k)

#
+ NL(b, k) (3)

XR(b, k) =

"
JX

j=1

aRj · Dj(b, k)

#
+ NR(b, k) (4)

where b and k denote the block and frequency indices. Based
on the two stereo channels as input, it is impossible to mathe-
matically retrieve the sources, panning coefficients and ambient
signals as the equation systems (1)-(2), (3)-(4) are highly under-
determined. However, for a sufficiently high time and frequency
resolution it is a common assumption [9] that at a certain time in-
stant b and in a frequency band k only a single dominant source
Du is active and the contribution of other sources is close to zero

Figure 2: The stereo signal model from (6)-(7) visualised as a com-
plex vector diagram for a single frequency band k.

(
P

8j 6=u |Dj(b, k)| ⇡ 0) . This allows to summarise the time-
frequency representations of the individual sources

aL(b, k) · D(b, k) =

JX

j=1

aLj · Dj(b, k) ⇡ aLu · Du(b, k) (5)

into a single source D(b, k) and the panning coefficients to be writ-
ten as a matrix aL/R(b, k). Moreover, the left and right ambient
signal in one band k can be expected to have a similar magnitude
but due to different paths and reflections in the room, they likely
have a different phase and can be replaced by:

NL(b, k) = N(b, k), NR(b, k) = ej� · N(b, k).

Combining both steps leads to a simplified signal model

XL(b, k) = aL(b, k) · D(b, k) + N(b, k) (6)

XR(b, k) = aR(b, k) · D(b, k) + ej� · N(b, k) (7)

with a highly reduced number of unknowns. For an improved read-
ability the indices (b, k) are omitted in the next sections.

Overall, the simplifications in the signal model may seem to
be quite drastic and one can doubt its validity in particular for com-
plex and high density musical recordings. But the intention of the
presented model is not to allow an exact extraction and reproduc-
tion of the original source signals. The idea is to have a generic
signal model that is able to describe the relation between direc-
tional and diffuse signal components for an arbitrary stereo sig-
nal. The resulting ambient and direct signal components should be
free of artefacts and sound realistic, but for that purpose they do
not necessarily have to be identical to the real signals before the
downmix.

2.1. Interpretation as complex vector diagram

The signals from the model (6)-(7) are complex-valued and can be
depicted in form of a vector diagram to visualise their relation in
phase and magnitude. In Fig. 2 the weighted direct signal compo-
nents DL/R = aL/R · D are in phase with the direct signal D
as the coefficients aL/R are only real-valued and do not alter the
phase. In contrast the ambient components NL/R are out of phase
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Figure 3: Comparison between left-right and mid-side stereo
recording techniques regarding the capturing of direct and am-
bient components.

with the direct signal. Furthermore, NL and NR have a similar
amplitude but a phase difference of �.

For an angle � = ⇡ the vector diagram transforms into the
signal model from [6] where the direct signal is estimated as the
principal component and the ambient signals are orthogonal to it.

2.2. Interpretation as mid/side stereophony

A stereo signal is typically recorded as a left and right channel
(XL/XR) but it can also be represented by a mid and side channel
(XM /XS). Both variants can be converted into each other

XM = 0.5 · (XL + XR) (8)
XS = 0.5 · (XL �XR) (9)

XL = XM + XS (10)
XR = XM �XS (11)

by sum and difference calculations. The connection between the
above stereo representations and the signal model (6)-(7) becomes
apparent in Fig. 3 where two classical stereo recording setups are
depicted in a simple room model.

One way to record a left-right stereo signal is to use two car-
doid microphones in a XY configuration as shown in Fig. 3 a).
The direct sound D emitted from a central sound source will be
recorded with the same intensity and phase by both microphones.
The ambient signals NL and NR reach the left and right micro-
phone with different phase but similar amplitude. This corresponds
to the signal model from (6)-(7) in the case aL ⌘ aR.

To record a mid-side stereo signal, a figure of eight micro-
phone is faced sideways to capture the side signal and a cardoid
micropone captures the mid signal. Placed in a room with a sin-
gle central sound source as shown in Fig. 3 b), the mid microphone
will nearly exclusively capture the direct signal, whereas the fig-
ure of eight mostly captures ambient reflections. Therefore, a mid-
side stereo signal already implies a certain degree of separation be-
tween ambient and direct components. Having a left-right stereo
signal pair as input, one can achieve a simple direct-ambience de-
composition by calculating the mid and side signals with (8)-(9).
Indeed, Dolby Pro Logic I and II [2,10], for example, already made
use of this idea and basically obtained the center and ambient sig-
nals by sum and difference calculations of the left and right stereo
channels. However, due to pure time-domain processing, their ca-
pability to separate multiple sources at the same time was limited.

3. SIGNAL EXTRACTION

3.1. Panning coefficient estimation

The panning coefficients in (6)-(7) are real-valued which means
that they only create amplitude panning and do not introduce a
phase difference between XL and XR. Any phase shift between
the left and right channel would be solely caused by an additive
ambient signal with a magnitude |N | > 0 (which is also apparent
from Fig. 2). However, for typical music mixes the amplitude of
the ambient signal N is far less than the amplitude of the direct
signal D. This also means that the left and right channels

|XL| ⇡ aL · |D| (12)
|XR| ⇡ aR · |D| (13)

are sufficiently approximated by the weighted direct signal magni-
tude and the phase can be neglected in this relation. Rearranging
and solving equations (12)-(13) with the constraint a2

L + a2
R = 1,

the panning coefficients

âL =
|XL|p

|XL|2 + |XR|2
(14)

âR =
|XR|p

|XL|2 + |XR|2
(15)

can be estimated from XL and XR.
The "stereophonic law of sines" [11]

aL � aR

aL + aR
=

sin ✓

sin ✓0/2
= � (16)

describes the perceived angle ✓ of a source if its amplitude is
weighted by aL/R for playback on a left and right loudspeaker
while the angle between the both speakers is defined by ✓0. The
normalised position index  , ranging from �1 for left and +1 for
right positions, combines the coefficients aL/R in a single value
(Fig. 4 a)). From (12)-(13) and (16) one can derive estimates for
the position index and angle

 ̂ =
|XR|� |XL|
|XL| + |XR| (17)

✓̂ = arcsin

✓
sin ✓0/2 · |XR|� |XL|

|XL| + |XR|

◆
(18)

based on the magnitudes of the left and right stereo channel. When
plotting the perceived source angle for different values of ✓0 and
over the normalised position index  in Fig 4 b), one can see that
there is a nearly linear relation for the typical stereo setup with
✓0 = 60�. Hence, the normalised position  nicely matches the
human perception and can be directly used as a linear pan-pot like
control parameter to describe source positions. Comparing (17)
with the mid-side decomposition mentioned in section 2.2, it ap-
pears that the position  ̂ is the ratio between the side and mid
component of an approximately coherent stereo signal.
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Figure 4: Mapping between panning coefficients, position index
and perceived angles.

3.2. Direct and ambient signal separation

The estimated panning coefficients from the previous section can
be used to solve the signal model (6)-(7) for

D̂ =
XL ej� �XR

âL ej� � âR
(19)

N̂ =
âL XR � âR XL

âL ej� � âR
(20)

N̂L = N̂ = XL � âL · D̂

N̂R = ej� · N̂ = XR � âR · D̂

to get an estimate of the direct and ambient signal components.
Currently no method is known to guess the angle � and therefore,
at the moment it is kept as an adjustable input parameter to influ-
ence the signal separation process. By setting � = ⇡ the resulting
left and right ambient signals are out of phase. While this may help
to increase the perceived spatial depth of the ambient signals, it
also causes unpleasant phase cancellations. Choosing � in a range
� 2 [0.5⇡,⇡] leads to less cancellations and for � = 0.5⇡ a maxi-
mum decorrelation between both ambient signals can be achieved.
For the application of upmixing with a setup as described in the
next section, an angle � = 0.6⇡ yielded the best balance between
spatial depth and out-of-phase artefacts.

The formulas (19)-(20) already show a certain similarity with
the mid-side decomposition previously described in section 2.2.
Indeed, with âL = âR = 1 and a phase � = ⇡ they become

D̂ =
XL ej⇡ �XR

ej⇡ � 1
=

XL + XR

2
(21)

N̂ =
XR �XL

ej⇡ � 1
=

XL �XR

2
(22)

Figure 5: Upmixing of the extracted ambient and direct signals to
a five speaker surround setup.

which is identical to (8)-(9) and shows that the derived direct and
ambience separation essentially is a generalised mid-side decom-
position. In contrast to a pure time-domain mid-side conversion,
the panning coefficients in each sub-band are incorporated to allow
a proper separation of direct signals which were not panned to the
center.

4. REMIX

Using the separated signal components D̂, N̂L, N̂R and with the
knowledge of the panning coefficients âL, âR (or source positions
 ̂ and angles ✓̂) from the previous section, it is possible to remix
the original stereo signal. In the context of upmixing this would
mean to redistribute the signals to a different loudspeaker arrange-
ment. In most cases it is desired to retain the perceived source
positions as they were placed in the stereo mix. However, it is also
possible to widen or narrow the stereo panorama or to completely
modify individual source positions. The ambient signal is equally
distributed to all loudspeakers to create a diffuse sound field while
the balance between ambient and direct signal can be modified.

The signal flow for a typical upmix scenario to five speakers
is depicted in Fig. 5. The direct signal is played back by the three
front speakers (L, C, R), whereas the corresponding weights for
each front channel are obtained by Vector Base Amplitude Panning
(VBAP) [12]. The left and right ambient signals are added to the
four corner speakers (RL, RR, L, R). For a highly diffuse ambient
sound field it is necessary to establish a low correlation between all
ambient loudspeaker signals as pointed out by Kendall [13]. While
the left and right ambient signals already have a low correlation if
the angle � is selected properly (cf. section 3.2), only the front and
rear ambient signals on each side are fully correlated. In the most
simple case these could be decorrelated by adding a small delay
to the rear channels. More complex approaches in the frequency-
domain are for example proposed by [13, 14].

Although the focus in this study is on the application of up-
mixing, the position index  ̂ can also be used for general spatial
source separation applications. First tests gave appealing results
which are comparable to [15]. In combination with the separation
of direct and ambient signals further applications as center channel
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Figure 6: Spectrograms of the input signal a-b) and the extracted
direct c) and ambient signals d).

extraction [7], stereo speech enhancement [16,17] or the correction
of panning errors with non-standard loudspeaker setups [18] could
be possible.

5. DISCUSSION

The authors created a stereo to five channel upmixing VST plugin
to test the practical suitability and sound quality of the described
method. The target speaker layout and signal flow follows the di-
agram in Fig. 5. Rendered audio examples can be found on the
website of the department1.

The algorithm is quite efficient and only utilizes 3.0 % of a sin-
gle CPU core on an Intel Core i5-2320 3 GHz processor at a sam-
ple rate of 44100 Hz. The size of the STFT blocks is set to 2048
samples with a hop size of 512 samples between two consecutive
transforms. Profiling the code reveals that the main load is caused
by the 2 FFT and 5 iFFT calculations which are required for a 2-
to-5 frequency-domain upmix. The actual extraction of the source

1http://www2.hsu-hh.de/ant/webbox/audio/kraft/
DAFX15_upmix/
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Figure 7: Position index error � influenced by different ambi-
ence/direct power ratios in dB.
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Figure 8: Position index error � influenced by a second source
with different power ratios (in dB) and fixed  = 0.33.

directions and the direct/ambience separation in the frequency do-
main with equations (14)-(15) and (19)-(20) only require a few
instructions.

Spectrograms of the extracted signals for a sample song are
shown in Fig. 6. It is apparent that the extracted direct signal in
Fig. 6 c) includes most of the tonal energy from the input signal
shown in Fig. 6 a-b). In contrast, the ambient signal Fig. 6 d) is
diffuse and of lower energy. The tonal structure is only barely vis-
ible. The extracted ambient and direct signals sound realistic and
although in particular the isolated ambient signal is not free of arte-
facts, they are not audible in the overall mix. This is caused by the
fact that the upmixing process just redistributes signal components
to more loudspeakers but nothing is removed or added compared
to the original stereo signal. Although the positions of the sources
are retained quite well when switching from stereo to surround,
the perceived width of the spatial image tends to narrow a little bit
in the upmix.

5.1. Estimated position error analysis

The generally proper reproduction of the source positions and pleas-
ing ambient signals are a good indication that the simplifications
and assumptions described in the above derivation do not cause
any audible impairments and are valid for typical music mate-
rial. However, it would be interesting to see how a violation of
these assumptions will influence the accuracy of the estimated po-
sitions. For that purpose a direct signal consisting of white noise
was panned to various positions  2 [�1, 1] and ambience was
added using a Large Hall impulse response from a Bricasti M7
stereo reverb unit. The power ratio between the wet and dry sig-
nal was varied between �40 dB and �6 dB. The resulting error
� =  ̂� is plotted in Fig. 7 and it can be observed that the po-
sition error increases while the ambient signal power is increased.
The consequence is that in particular extremely panned sources are
estimated too close to the center. The same effect appears when a
second source is added and the assumption of a single source per
frequency band is violated. In Fig. 8 a white noise source signal
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moving from left to right was overlaid with another fixed noise
source at  = 0.33 and different power levels. No ambient signal
was added in this case. The error curve becomes asymmetric as the
second source shifts the energy towards the right side but it has the
same shape and behaviour as in the previous example. Still the er-
ror increases with a higher power of the disturbing source and with
increased difference between both source positions. Although this
is no detailed error analysis and only synthetic signals were used,
the results confirm and visualise what was already perceived in the
upmix application described before.

5.2. STFT resolution

The trade-off between time and frequency resolution is an impor-
tant parameter for the algorithm as it is only capable to deal with
a single source in a specific time-frequency point (b, k). Different
block lengths for the STFT in a range from 256 to 8192 samples
were investigated at a sample rate of 44100 Hz. The best sounding
results are achieved with block lengths of 2048 samples, whereas
the difference to 1024 or 4096 samples is only barely audible. First
attempts were made to summarise frequency bins in the STFT into
perceptual bands as done by Faller [5]. No obvious artefacts ap-
peared even if the 2048 spectral bins were summarised in only 24
Bark bands. This opens a wide field of different methods to reduce
and interpolate the spectral resolution and it might be in particular
interesting to see if this enables us to increase the precision of the
position estimation by using redundant information.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new algorithm to estimate the perceived azimuth di-
rections in a stereo signal was derived from a typical signal model.
With the estimated directions it is possible to separate the direct
and ambient signal components and to remix the stereo signal.
Both, the signal separation and estimation of directions show simi-
larity to a classical mid-side decomposition of stereo signals. How-
ever, in the presented form it is applied in sub-bands with the help
of a short-time fourier transform and generalised to non-center
panned signals. This allows to separate multiple sources with the
constraint that only one dominant source is active at a specific time
instant and frequency band. An implementation as a stereo to five
channel upmixing VST plugin demonstrates the applicability and
high sound quality of the proposed method at a very low computa-
tional cost.

For future enhancements it would be interesting to further in-
vestigate the influence of the STFT resolution and in particular
the usage of perceptually motivated non-linear resolutions on the
quality of the separated signals. Another aspect becoming more
important with an increasing amount of loudspeakers is a proper
decorrelation of the ambient signals to achieve a smooth and dif-
fuse ambient sound field. Several approaches are known in the
literature but their suitability in the context of the presented upmix
algorithm have not been examined by the authors, yet.
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ABSTRACT

Subgrouping is a mixing technique where the outputs of a subset
of audio tracks in a multitrack are summed to a single audio bus.
This is done so that the mix engineer can apply signal processing
to an entire subgroup, speed up the mix work flow and manipu-
late a number of audio tracks at once. In this work, we investigate
which audio features from a set of 159 can be used to automati-
cally subgroup multitrack audio. We determine a subset of audio
features from the original 159 audio features to use for automatic
subgrouping, by performing feature selection using a Random For-
est classifier on a dataset of 54 individual multitracks. We show
that by using agglomerative clustering on 5 test multitracks, the
entire set of audio features incorrectly clusters 35.08% of the audio
tracks, while the subset of audio features incorrectly clusters only
7.89% of the audio tracks. Furthermore, we also show that using
the entire set of audio features, ten incorrect subgroups are created.
However, when using the subset of audio features, only five incor-
rect subgroups are created. This indicates that our reduced set of
audio features provides a significant increase in classification ac-
curacy for the creation of subgroups automatically.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the early stages of the mixing and editing process of a multi-
track mix, the mix engineer will typically group audio tracks into
subgroups. An example of this would be grouping guitar tracks
with other guitar tracks or vocal tracks with other vocal tracks.
Subgrouping can speed up the mix work flow by allowing the mix
engineer to manipulate a number of audio tracks at once, for exam-
ple by changing the level of all drums with one fader movement,
instead of changing the level of each drum track individually. It
also allows for processing that is not possible to achieve by manip-
ulation of individual audio tracks. For instance, when non-linear
processing such as dynamic range compression or harmonic dis-
tortion is applied to a subgroup, the processor will affect the sum
of the sources differently than when it would be applied separately
to every audio track. A Voltage Controlled Amplifier (VCA) group
is another type of subgroup by which the individual faders of the
group can be moved in unison, but each channel is not summed
together and no subgroup processing can occur. An example of a
typical subgrouping setup can be seen in Figure 1. Due to the vary-
ing amount of instrumentation used in recordings, there seems to
be no clearly defined rules on how these subgroups are created, but
it was found that the most commonly used approach is to group by
instrument family [1].

⇤ This work was supported by the EPSRC

Figure 1: Typical mixing desk

In the literature reviewed, there is currently no proposals or
discussions of a system that attempts to automate the subgrouping
process [2, 3, 4, 5]. In this paper, we suggest that this can be done
autonomously using machine learning techniques. The motivation
is two-fold. Firstly, not only would it be possible to subgroup the
audio tracks in the conventional sense, but through analysis of each
audio track’s spectro-temporal audio features, we may discover in
this study that there are more intelligent ways to create subgroups.

Secondly, the audio features that are determined to be impor-
tant can be used to answer the research question are we putting
the instruments in the correct subgroups? Whereby, if we have
good audio features to determine subgroups, this may inform us
that a certain audio track or even certain sections of an audio track
should be subgrouped differently from how they would be typi-
cally subgrouped [1]. An example of how this may work would
be when we find over time that an audio track changes and may
become more similar to another audio track in another subgroup.
This could occur if the bass player suddenly switched from pick-
ing the bass guitar to playing in the style of slap bass. The audio
track that was once in the bass subgroup could now be subgrouped
with the percussive instrument audio tracks. At this point, it would
make sense to split the single bass guitar audio track into two indi-
vidual audio tracks and have them designated to their appropriate
subgroups.

In light of the above discussion, the subgroup classification
problem can been seen as somewhat similar to musical instrument
identification, which has been done before for orchestral style in-
struments [6, 7, 8, 9]. However, in subgrouping classification we
are not trying to classify traditional instrument families, but de-
fined groups of instrumentation that would be used for the mix-
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ing of audio from a specific genre. For example, in rock music
the drum subgroup would consist of hi-hats, kicks and snares etc.
while the percussion subgroup may contain tambourines, shakers
and bongos. In practice, the genre of the music will dictate the type
of instrumentation being used, the style in which the instrumen-
tation will be played and what subgroup the instrument belongs
to. It is also worth noting that typical subgroups such as vocals
or guitars can be further broken down into smaller subgroups. In
the case of vocals the two smaller subgroups might be lead vocals
and background vocals. Furthermore, we can never assume that
the multitrack recordings being used are good quality recordings.
They may contain background noise, microphone bleed interfer-
ence or other recording artefacts. All of these factors can affect
the accuracy of a classification algorithm.

The purpose of this study is to determine the best set of au-
dio features that can be extracted from multitrack audio in order to
perform automatic subgrouping. In our particular case, we looked
at multitracks that would be considered as Rock, Pop, Indie, Blues,
Reggae, Metal and Punk genres, where the subgroups would typi-
cally be drums, bass, guitars, vocals etc. The rest of the paper is or-
ganised as follows. Section 2 describes the dataset used for feature
selection and testing. Section 3 provides a list of features used and
describes how they were extracted. Section 4 explains how the ex-
periments, classification and clustering were performed. Section 5
presents the results obtained. Section 6 discusses the results and
then finally the paper is concluded in section 7.

2. DATASET

The amount of data available for multitrack research is limited due
to a multitrack being an important asset of a record label and the
copyright issues that come with distributing them. A subset was
selected from a larger multitrack test bed consisting of roughly 1.3
TB of data, including raw audio recordings, stems, mixdowns and
recording session files. The Open Multitrack Testbed was used
because it is one of the largest of its kind and contains data that is
available for public use [10].

The subset used for feature selection consists of 54 separate
multitracks and 1467 audio tracks in total once all duplicate audio
tracks were removed. The multitracks that were used span a wide
variety of musical genres such as Pop, Rock, Blues, Indie, Reggae,
Metal, and Punk. We annotated each track by referring to its file-
name and then listening to each file for a brief moment to confirm
its instrument type. The labels used for each audio file were based
on commonly used subgroup instrument types [1]. These were
drums, vocals, guitars, keys, bass, percussion, strings and brass.
Table 1 shows the breakdown of all the multitrack data used for
feature selection relative to what subgroup each audio track would
normally belong to. It is worth noting the imbalance of label types
in our dataset. This is because the most common instruments in
our multitrack dataset are drums, vocals and guitars. Furthermore,
the drum subgroup consists of many different types of drums such
as kicks, snares, hi-hats etc. meaning it tends be the largest sub-
group.

The subset used to test if the selected features were useful or
not consists of five unseen multitracks. The breakdown of the dif-
ferent types of audio tracks for each test multitrack can be seen in
Table 2.

Table 1: Details of the subset used for feature selection

Subgroup type No. of tracks Percentage of subset
Drums 436 29.72%
Guitars 365 24.88%
Vocals 363 24.74%
Keys 103 7.02%
Bass 93 6.34%

Percussion 80 5.45%
Strings 19 1.30%
Brass 8 0.55%

3. EXTRACTED AUDIO FETAURES

Each audio track in the dataset was downsampled to 22050 Hz
and summed to mono using batch audio resampling software. The
audio features were then extracted from the 30 secs of highest en-
ergy in each audio track. This was done to speed up the feature
extraction process as we did not see the need to extract features
from long periods of silence that occur in multitrack recordings.
We extracted 159 low level audio features in total with a window
size of 1024 samples and a hop size of 512 samples. A list of the
audio features and the relevant references are in Table 3. Overall
we have 42 different low level audio feature types and the majority
of these are window based. Only three audio features were whole
audio track features and not window based. Since the whole track
audio features were not windowed like the others, no pooling was
required [11]. We took the mean, standard deviation, maximum
and minimum values of each windowed audio feature over the 30
secs of audio used for feature extraction. This allowed us to pool
the windowed features over the 30 secs of audio and is the reason
why we have 159 audio features in total [11].

4. EXPERIMENT

Two experiments were conducted. The first experiment determined
a reduced set of audio features from the 159 audio features that we
extracted previously. This was done by performing feature selec-
tion. The goal of this experiment was to determine the best subset
of the 159 original audio features that could be used for automatic
subgrouping. A second experiment was conducted where five test
multitracks were agglomeratively clustered using all of the 159
audio features extracted and then agglomeratively clustered using

Table 2: Details of the subset used for testing

Subgroup type MT 1 MT 2 MT 3 MT 4 MT 5
Drums 11 8 9 10 1
Vocals 17 11 6 9 3
Guitars 12 2 6 2 0
Keys 1 4 2 4 3
Bass 1 1 1 1 1

Percussion 1 0 1 0 0
Strings 0 0 0 0 6
Brass 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 3: Audio features

Category Feature Reference
Dynamic RMS

Peak Amplitude
Crest Factor
Periodicity [12]

Entropy of Energy [13]
Low Energy [14]

Spectral Zero Crossing Rate [15]
Centroid .
Spread .

Skewness .
Kurtosis .

Brightness .
Flatness .

Roll-Off (.85 and .95) .
Entropy .

Flux .
MFCC’s 1-12 .

Delta-MFCC’s 1-12 [15]
Spectral Crest Factor [16]

the reduced feature set for comparison. This was done to investi-
gate how well the reduced audio feature set compared to the entire
audio feature set when performing automatic subgrouping.

4.1. Feature Selection

Random Forest is a particular type of Ensemble Learning method
based on growing decision trees. This can be used for either clas-
sification or regression problems, but can also be used for feature
selection. Random Forest is based on the idea of bootstrap aggre-
gating or more commonly know as bagging. After training has oc-
curred on a dataset each decision tree that is grown predicts an out-
come. For regression decision trees, the output is the average value
predicted by all of the decision trees grown. For classification de-
cision trees it is the classification outcome that was voted most
popular by all of the decision trees grown [17]. Random Forest
was chosen because it has been proven to work very well for fea-
ture selection in other fields such as bioinformatics and medicine
[18, 19].

Determining the most salient features using the Random For-
est classifier was performed as follows. 100 decision trees were
grown arbitrarily and a feature importance index was calculated.
It will be seen further on in Section 5 that this was an appropriate
amount of decision trees to grow. Random Forest feature impor-
tance can be defined for Xi, where the vector X = (X1, ...Xp),
contains feature values and where p is the number of audio features
used. For each tree t in the Random Forest, consider the associated
OOBt sample (this is the out-of-bag data that is not used to con-
struct t). errOOBt denotes the error of a single tree t using the
OOBt sample. The error being a measure of the Random Forest
classifier’s accuracy. If the values of Xi are randomly permuted in

OOBt to get a different sample denoted by ÔOBj
t and we com-

pute ^errOOBj
t . ^errOOBj

t being the error of t because of the
different sample. The feature importance of Xi is equal to:

FI(Xi) =
1

ntree

X

t

( ^errOOBj
t � ÔOBj

t ) (1)

where the sum is over all trees t of the Random Forest and
ntree is the number of trees in the Random Forest [20].

The feature importance index was calculated for each of the
159 audio features. The average feature index was then calculated
and the audio features that performed below the average were elim-
inated. The use of the average importance index was found to give
us the most satisfactory set of audio features.

We also tried eliminating the 20% worst performing audio fea-
tures, then retraining on the new audio feature set and repeating
the 20% worst performing audio feature elimination process. This
process would then stop once the out-of-bag error began to rise.
However, we found that this was found to give us an unsatisfactory
set of audio features. They were unsatisfactory because when we
used these audio features to automatically create subgroups, the
subgroups created were mostly incorrect e.g. drums in the same
subgroup as guitars. This was the search method that was used in
[20].

It should also be noted that when using the Random Forest
classifier we set prior probabilities for each class based on our im-
balanced dataset. The prior probabilities were set using the data in
the Percentage of subset column in Table 1

4.2. Agglomerative clustering

Agglomerative clustering is a type of Hierarchical clustering. Gen-
erally in Hierarchical clustering a cluster hierarchy or a tree of
clusters, also known as a dendrogram is constructed. This is not
to be confused with the decision trees used in Section 4.1. An
example of a dendrogram can be seen in Figure 4. Hierarchical
clustering methods are categorised into agglomerative and divi-
sive. The agglomerative clustering method is what we use in this
experiment. The idea is that the algorithm starts with singular clus-
ters and recursively merges two or more of the most similar clus-
ters [21]. The reason why we chose agglomerative clustering is
because the algorithmic process is similar to how a human would
create subgroups in a multitrack. Initially, a human would find
two audio tracks that belong together in a subgroup and then keep
adding audio tracks until a subgroup is formed. An example would
be pairing a kick track with a snare track and then pairing them
with a hi-hat track to create a drum subgroup [1]. It is also worth
noting that Figure 1 which is a typical subgrouping setup can be
likened to a tree structure, so it would make sense to attempt to
cluster audio tracks in a tree like fashion.

The agglomerative clustering algorithm can be described as
thus [22]. Given a set of N audio feature vectors to be clustered.

1. Assign each audio feature vector N to its own singleton
cluster and number the clusters 1 through c.

2. Compute the between cluster distance d(r, s) as the be-
tween object distance of the two objects in r and s respec-
tively, r, s = 1, 2, ..., c. Where d(r, s) =

pP
c(rc � sc)2

is the euclidean distance function and let the square matrix
D = (d(r, s)).

3. Find the most similar pair of clusters r and s, such that
the distance, D(r, s), is minimum among all the pairwise
distances, d(ci, cj) = min {d(r, s) : r 2 ci, s 2 cj}. This
is what is known as the linkage function. A similar pair of
clusters could be a snare track and a hi-hat track.
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4. Merge r and s to a new cluster t and compute the between-
cluster distance d(t, k) for any existing cluster k 6= r, s.
Once the distances are obtained, remove the rows and columns
corresponding to the old cluster r and s in D, since r and s
do not exist any more. Then add a new row and column in
D corresponding to cluster t. Merging two clusters is like
grouping two audio tracks together or else adding an audio
track to an existing subgroup.

5. Iteratively repeat steps 3 to 5 a total of c� 1 times until all
the data items are merged into one cluster.

In our case the similarity is found between every pair of au-
dio feature vectors that represent the audio tracks in our dataset.
This is normally calculated using a distance function such as eu-
clidean, manhattan or mahalanobis distance. We used euclidean
distance as we found it gave us more realistic clusters. It is also
worth noting that we normalised each instance in our dataset using
L2-normalisation, while each audio feature value was normalised
between zero and one. This was done due to the euclidean distance
function being used. We then linked together audio feature vectors
into binary pairs that were in close proximity to each other using
a linkage function. We used the shortest distance measure as our
linkage function, as this would make the most sense in our case
as we are trying subgroup similar audio tracks based on instru-
mentation. The newly formed clusters created through the linkage
function were then used to create even larger clusters with other
audio feature vectors. Once linkage has occurred between all the
audio feature vector clusters, all the branches of the tree below a
specified cut-off are pruned. This cut-off can be specified as an
arbitrary height in the tree or else the maximum amount of clus-
ters to create. A maximum number of eight clusters was specified
in our case. This was due to there only being eight labels in the
original dataset used for feature selection.

Figure 4 depicts that any two audio tracks in the dataset be-
come linked together at some level of the dendrogram. The height
of the link is known as the cophenetic distance and represents the
distance between the two clusters that contain those two audio
tracks. If the agglomerative clustering is suited to a dataset, the
linking of audio tracks in the dendrogram should have a strong
correlation with the distances between audio tracks generated by
the distance function. A cophenetic correlation coefficient can be
calculated to measure this relationship. The cophenetic correlation
coefficient is measured from -1 to 1 and the closer the value is to 1
the more accurately the dendrogram reflects the dataset. Suppose
that the previous example dataset Ni has been modelled using the
above cluster method to produce a dendrogram Ti. The cophenetic
correlation coefficient is calculated as such

c =

P
i<j(d(i, j)� d̄)(t(i, j)� t̄)

rhP
i<j(d(i, j)� d̄)2

i hP
i<j(t(i, j)� t̄)2

i (2)

where d(i, j) is the ordinary euclidean distance between the
ith and jth observations of the dataset and t(i, j) is the cophenetic
distance between the dendrogram points Ti and Tj . d̄ is the aver-
age of the d(i, j) and t̄ is the average of the t(i, j).

5. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of the experiments conducted.
We firstly show the results of the feature selection performed and

then show the results of the agglomerative clustering. We also
present the resulting dendrograms from the clustering.

5.1. Selected Features

Figure 2: The 20 most important features

Figure 3: Cumulative out-of-bag classification errors for both fea-
ture sets

Using the feature selection method mentioned in Section 4.1
we determined a subset of 74 audio features from the original 159.
The average feature importance index was 0.421 with a standard
deviation of 0.1569. The maximum value for feature importance
index was 0.9086 and the minimum was -0.0135. The 20 most
important features are depicted in Figure 2. This illustrates some
of the audio features that would occur in an audio feature vector
used during agglomerative clustering.

The cumulative out-of-bag error having grown 100 trees with
the full audio feature set was 0.1384. Using the reduced feature set
and growing 100 trees the cumulative out-of-bag error was 0.1431.
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Table 4: Agglomerative clustering results using all features and
the reduced feature set

159 Features MT 1 MT 2 MT 3 MT 4 MT 5
Cophenetic C.C. 0.799 0.844 0.751 0.894 0.814

Audio tracks 43 26 25 26 14
Incorrect subgroups 3 1 3 1 2

Incorrect audio 19 7 5 7 2
tracks

Percentage incorrect 44% 26.9% 20% 26.9% 14%
audio tracks
74 Features MT 1 MT 2 MT 3 MT 4 MT 5

Cophenetic C.C. 0.771 0.887 0.806 0.924 0.956
Audio tracks 43 26 25 26 14

Incorrect groups 2 0 1 0 2
Incorrect audio 6 0 1 0 2

tracks
Percentage incorrect 13% 0% 4% 0% 14%

audio tracks

Table 5: Agglomerative clustering results for all multitracks

159 Features 74 Features
Avg. Cophenetic C.C. 0.8203 0.8642
Total no. audio tracks 114 114
Avg. no. audio tracks 26.1 26.1

Total incorrect subgroups 10 5
Total incorrect audio tracks 40 9

Percentage incorrect 35.08% 7.89%
audio tracks

Figure 3 shows that these results converge and start becoming very
close after about 70 trees. This also supports our original choice
to arbitrarily grow 100 decision trees for feature selection.

5.2. Agglomerative clustering

In Table 4 we present the results for each of the five multitracks
that were agglomeratively clustered using the entire audio feature
set and the reduced audio feature set. Also, we give the cophe-
netic correlation coefficients as described in Section 4.2. Also,
we give the number of audio tracks in each multitrack as well as
how many incorrect subgroups were created to show how well the
clustering is at creating meaningful subgroups [1]. An incorrect
subgroup would be where at least two different audio tracks with
different instrument types are subgrouped together. An example of
an incorrect subgroup would be if a subgroup consisted of drums,
guitars and vocals. These three instrument types would normally
be separate. There will always be eight subgroups due to the labels
used in the training dataset, but these eight subgroups may not al-
ways be constructed correctly using agglomerative clustering. The
number of incorrect audio tracks is measured by how many audio
tracks were placed in a cluster where the majority of the instru-
ment types where incompatible. An example being if we had a
cluster of six guitars and two vocals. The guitars are the majority,
so the incorrect audio tracks would be the vocal tracks. We also
show this measure as a percentage of all the audio tracks in each
multitrack.

Figure 4: Dendrogram of MT 1 using the reduced feature set

6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Selected Features

Looking at Figure 2 we can see the list is dominated by spectral
features and has only three features related to dynamics. We were
not surprised to see MFCC’s in the 74 selected audio features
as they have been proven before to perform quite well in speech
recognition and audio classification tasks [23, 24, 25]. The Low
Energy audio feature also plays a very significant role in classifi-
cation. The Low Energy audio feature can be defined as the per-
centage of frames showing less than average RMS energy [14].
Vocals with silences or drum hits would have a high low energy
rate compared to say a bowed string, so this may be one of the
reasons it was so successful.

The maximum and average spectral spread as well as the stan-
dard deviation of kurtosis are also placed in top five ranked audio
features. This suggests that the shape of the audio spectrum for
each audio track was one of the most important factors. The spec-
tral centroid, brightness and roll off 95% also featured in the top
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Figure 5: Dendrogram of MT 2 using the reduced feature set

20, which are all spectral features.
We were expecting the Periodicity feature to perform much

better, but it did not even make it into the subset of 74 audio fea-
tures. We expected this to be important for drum and percussion
classification. Ideally, this would be predictably high for drums,
but low for vocals.

6.2. Agglomerative clustering

If we compare the results from agglomerative clustering using the
entire audio feature set and the reduced audio feature set we can
clearly see that the reduced audio feature set achieved a higher
performance. The overall percentage of incorrectly clustered au-
dio tracks changes from 35.08% for the entire audio feature set to
7.89% for the reduced audio feature set. We also found that the
reduced audio feature set has a slightly higher average cophenetic
correlation coefficient than the entire audio feature set. This sug-
gests the clustering better fits the reduced audio feature dataset.
Furthermore, the total number of incorrectly created subgroups
was halved when using the reduced audio feature set. Table 5

Figure 6: Dendrogram of MT 3 using the reduced feature set

shows these results.
There is also an overall trend of higher performance for the

reduced audio feature set when we examine each multitrack sep-
arately. MT 1 was the worst performing multitrack for both the
entire audio feature set and the reduced audio feature set. MT 1
when using the reduced audio feature set, had a lower misclassi-
fication measure than MT 1 using the entire audio feature set, but
surprisingly has a slightly lower cophenetic correlation coefficient.
Overall, MT 1 had the lowest cophenetic correlation coefficient for
both sets of audio features and this maybe because it also had the
most amount of audio tracks to cluster. This may have been im-
proved by using a varying maximum amount of clusters based on
how many audio tracks are present. It is also worth mentioning
that once the experiment was finished we listened back to the in-
correctly subgrouped audio tracks for the reduced audio feature set
and we found that these audio tracks suffered badly from micro-
phone bleed. This is most likely the cause of the poor classifica-
tion accuracy as two different instrument types can be heard on the
recording. This problem could be addressed by using an automatic
noise gate to reduce the microphone bleed [26].

The four other multitracks had greater success than MT 1 when
clustered, but this may be due to them having less audio tracks to
cluster. When we compare the results of the entire audio feature set
versus the reduced audio feature set we can see a big improvement
in results. Especially in MT 2 and MT 4 where the misclassifica-
tion measure dropped to 0% in both cases. In MT 3, when using
the reduced audio feature set we see that we had only one misclas-
sification. This was the ’Snaps’ audio track being subgrouped with
the ’GangM’ vocal tracks and is depicted in Figure 6. There is a
small amount of microphone bleed on the ’GangM’ vocal tracks,
so this may be the reason why we are seeing this misclassifica-
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Figure 7: Dendrogram of MT 4 using the reduced feature set

tion. In MT 5 the misclassification is more difficult to explain as
there does not seem to be any audible microphone bleed. This may
be because the synthesiser has a similar timbre to the lead vocal-
ist. Figure 8 shows that ’Synth21’ is further away from the violins
than the ’Synth11’ is from the vocals, suggesting that ’Synth11’ is
similar to the vocal audio tracks.

When looking at Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7 and
Figure 8 generally the lower parts of the trees tend to cluster the
audio tracks together correctly. It is very easy to pick out drum,
vocal and guitar clusters especially. The best examples are shown
in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. Interestingly, the ’Bass’ audio
track is the furthest distance from any other audio track in each of
the multitracks. This most likely has to do with this instrument oc-
cupying the lower frequency bands and the rest of the instruments
tending to be in mid and upper frequency ranges.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we determined a set of audio features that could be
used to automatically subgroup multitrack audio using a Random
Forest for feature selection. We took a set of 159 low level au-
dio features and reduced this to 74 low level audio features using
feature selection. We selected these features from a dataset of 54
individual multitrack recordings of varying musical genre. We also
showed that the most important audio features tended to be spectral
features. We used the reduced audio feature set to agglomeratively
cluster five unseen multitrack recordings. We then compared the
results of the agglomerative clustering using the entire audio fea-
ture set to the agglomerative clustering using the reduced audio
feature set. We were able to show that the overall misclassifica-
tion measure went from 35.08% using the entire audio feature set

Figure 8: Dendrogram of MT 5 using the reduced feature set

to 7.89% using the reduced audio feature set. Thus indicating that
our reduced set of audio features provides a significant increase
in classification accuracy for the creation of automatic subgroups.
Part of the novelty of this approach was that we were trying to clas-
sify audio tracks of entire multitrack recordings. Whereby, multi-
tracks have the issue where recordings may contain artefacts such
as microphone bleed. This did cause us problems in some cases,
but we were easily able to identify the cause by listening to the
problematic audio tracks.

In future work, automatic subgrouping could be applied to mu-
sic from the Dance or Jazz music genres. In this case we only
applied automatic subgrouping to Pop, Rock, Indie etc. However,
it would seem that currently the subgroups for the Dance or Jazz
music genres are not very well defined, so further research would
be needed on best practices in subgrouping for music production
of this kind. It would also be interesting to see how automatic
subgrouping could be used in current automatic mixing systems
like [27, 28, 29], where each automatic mixing algorithm is used
on each subgroup of instruments individually to create a submix.
Then once all the subgroups are automatically mixed, the auto-
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matic mixing algorithm would be used to mix each individual sub-
group. In this work we inspected the correctness of the automati-
cally generated subgroups manually, in further work we would like
to test the validity of this technique automatically by using cross
validation.
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ABSTRACT

In note separation of polyphonic music, how to separate the over-
lapping partials is an important and difficult problem. Fifths and
octaves, as the most challenging ones, are, however, usually seen
in many cases. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) employs
the constraints of energy and harmonic ratio to tackle this prob-
lem. Recently, complex matrix factorization (CMF) is proposed
by combining the phase information in source separation problem.
However, temporal magnitude modulation is still serious in the sit-
uation of fifths and octaves, when CMF is applied. In this work,
we investigate the temporal smoothness model based on CMF ap-
proach. The temporal ac-tivation coefficient of a preceding note is
constrained when the succeeding notes appear. Compare to the un-
constraint CMF, the magnitude modulation are greatly reduced in
our computer simulation. Performance indices including source-
to-interference ratio (SIR), source-to-artifacts ratio (SAR), source-
to-distortion ratio (SDR), as well as modulation error ratio (MER)
are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Musical note separation (MNS) is the extension of musical source
separation (MSS). MNS means to extract every note from a mix-
ture source (e.g., the fuzzy interference [1],and the regular regres-
sion [2–4]). The fuzzy interference [1] separates the notes by
estimating the harmonic rate of each partial; the regular regres-
sion [2–4] separates recursively and time-varyingly. On the other
hand, MSS means to separate several sources from a mixture (e.g.,
the statistics [5], the sparse de-composition [6, 7], non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) [8–14], and the complex matrix factor-
ization (CMF) [15–18]). In music, fifths and octaves may co-exist.
Both cases produce the severe overlapping partial problems; there-
fore, how to separate the notes becomes an important and difficult
issue. Some separation methods (e.g., NMF) focus on analysing
the temporal activation coefficient of each note, but without con-
sidering the phase information. Recently, the CMF is proposed
to separate the source by investigating the phase information [15],
where each note could be analysed with the corresponding source.
Usually, the CMF-separated magnitude parts of over-lapping par-
tials are affected by their corresponding phases [15–18]. CMF
also estimates most of the likely variations and dis-continuities of
phases [18]. Hence, CMF is found more appropriate to separate
the notes from different instruments. However, in practice, when
fifths and octaves are played in a interleaving (i.e. notes appear-
ing one after another) way, there exists a serious effect of tempo-
ral magnitude modulation in the separated notes. Such modula-

tion is fairly audible in the sustain part of a note, where a listener
can easily heard the preceding note is played one more time. The
more overlapping partials there are, the more serious the modula-
tion there is, as we will see in Figure 2 in the later section. Even
the temporal sparsity and phase evolution constraints have been
proposed in [18], the problems of overlapping partials still exist.
Virtanen [13] investigates the temporal continuity to constrain the
NMF on separation and achieve good results. Applying this con-
straint is valid when the temporal activation coefficients of each
note would not change frequently in a short time. In order to mit-
igate the effect of temporal magnitude modulation in CMF-based
note separation, the temporal smoothness constraint is investigated
in this work. The constraint is applied to the preceding note before
the succeeding notes come in for keeping the variation of the ac-
tivation coefficient better, if the succeeding notes are fifths and/or
octaves. The modulation is reduced dramatically and the phase
continuity is kept, although the performance of the overall separa-
tion is still unsatisfactory. In addition to SIR, SAR, and SDR [19],
MER proposed in [20] are used to evaluate the performance. All
the test files are clipped from the RWC database [21]. The paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the CMF algorithm with
phase constraint, and section 3 incorporate the temporal smooth-
ness constrains into the CMF for reduction of temporal magnitude
modulation. In section 4, the experiment results are shown and
compared to the prior method [18]. Finally, conclusions and fu-
ture works are given in section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

In this paper, the phase constraint of CMF is investigated for im-
proving the note separation. The methodology of CMF [15] and
its phase constraint [18] are introduced in this section.

2.1. Complex Non-Negative Matrix Factorization

CMF is involved the phase information to the matrix decompo-
sition. This factorization supports the analysis of audio signal.
Given an N ⇥ M complex-valued short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) matrix X 2 CN⇥M . X could be decomposed into a basis
matrix W 2 CN⇥K satisfying

P
n Wn,k = 1, 8k = 1, ..., K,an

activation matrix H 2 RK⇥M
�0 , and a tensor with phase informa-

tion which can be represented as Phi 2 RK⇥M . The objective
function of CMF is written as follows:

DX =
X

n,m

|Xn,m � X̂n,m| (1)
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DTSparsity =
X

k,m

|Hk, m|g (2)

Minimize :DCMF =
1

2
DX + �Dsparsity (3)

where X̂n,m = Wn,kHk,mexp(i�n,k,m).Here X is the spectro-
gram of the audio signal, W consists of the K spectra of K notes,
H is the K temporal activation coefficients correspond to the each
spectrum in different time, � is the temporal sparsity parameter to
penalize the objective function, and g is a parameter for descript-
ing the shape of the sparse distribution. The only one constraint,
here, is the temporal sparse constraint.

2.2. CMF under Phase Evolution constraints

Phase is a physical quantity which evolves regularly for most mu-
sical signals. Therefore, J. Bronson et al. [18] proposed an ad-
ditional constraint of phase evolution in CMF to separate over-
lapping partials. This constraint is based on several assumptions:
first, the pitches of each source should be known; second, there
is no spreading energy of each partial bin; third, all the notes are
played by the same instrument; and finally, each source can be
represented by the combination of sinusoidal functions as eq. (4):

Xk =

PkX

p=1

Ak,pexp[(⇡f0kpT + �0k , p)] (4)

The cost function is based on these assumptions, written as fol-
lows:

DPhase =
X

n,k,p,m

1lNk,p|exp(i�n,k,m)

�exp(i�n,k,m�1)exp(i2⇡f0kpLT )|2
(5)

where L is the frame shift in samples, T is the sampling period,
and the 1lNk,p is the set of the membership function between the
bins of the kth fundamental frequency and partial frequency. The
cost function constrains each phase of the cur-rent frame should
approximate to the estimated value from the earlier phase infor-
mation. The objective function is shown as below:

Minimize :DCMFp =
1

2
DX + �Dsparsity + �DPhase (6)

where � is the phase continuity parameter for increase the rate of
convergence. The optimization formula is derived in [18].

3. TEMPORAL SMOOTHNESS CONSTRAINT

In addition to the phase evolution constraint, the proposed tempo-
ral smoothness constraint is based on two assumptions: first, the
temporal activation coefficients vary slowly unless encountering
an onset. Second, the pitch f0 and onset timing m0 of each note
are known before processing.

3.1. Temporal Smoothness Cost Function

The temporal smoothness cost function [2, 4, 13] is stated as fol-
lows:

DTSmoothness =
X

k,m

|Hk,m �Hk,m�1|2 (7)

Eq. (7) implies that for the musical signal under analysis, Hk,m

should be close to Hk,m�1. This constraint forces the temporal
activation coefficients vary slow with time, thereby mitigate the
temporal magnitude modulation effect of the separated notes.

3.2. CMF under Phase Evolution and Temporal Smoothness
Constraints

Combining the CMF algorithm with both the phase evolution con-
straint and the temporal smoothness constraint, the objective func-
tion is given as below:

Minimize :DCMFpt =
1

2
DX + �Dsparsity

+�DPhase + �DTSmoothness

(8)

where � is the parameter regularizing temporal smoothness. We
modify the basic cost function of CMF, the phase evolution and
temporal smoothness constraints. The temporal activation coef-
ficients are limited with the onset-timing of each note. The phase
evolution constraint is necessary for keeping continuity of the phase.
For each note, the temporal smoothness constraint is applied from
100 ms before the note onset the instance of note offset. In our
preliminary study we found 100 ms gives satisfactory result in
general. Figure 1 shows the constraint is applied to the frames
within the dash line. The CMF with Phase Evolution and temporal
smoothness constraints is described in Algorithm 1.

Figure 1: The temporal constraint is applied locally and only on
the preceding note starting from 100 ms before the on-set of the
succeeding note till the end of signal.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In the following experiments, the proposed note separation method
is evaluated on a set of mixture samples with two notes constitut-
ing intervals of perfect fifth, octave, and tritave (e.g., an octave
plus a perfect fifth). Every mixture sample is made by adding the
signals of the two notes together where the higher note is lagged
by 0.5 second. For example, a mixture "A3+A4" contains a note
A3 whose onset is at 0 second and a note A4 whose onset is at 0.5
second. In this way we can observe the temporal modulation ef-
fect of the lower note when the higher note joins in at 0.5 second.
The notes are played with the same musical instrument for every
sample. All sources are obtained from the part of piano, violin and
guitar in the RWC database [21]. The sampling rate is 44.1 kHz.
In computing the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) representa-
tion, we use a window with length of 4,096 samples and the hop
size is 256 samples. The constraints of sparsity and phase have
been discuss in the prior works [15,18], we simply set the sparsity
parameter � = 0.001, and the phase continuity parameter � = 0.1
according to the previous result. To show the temporal modulation
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Algorithm 1: CMF with Phase Evolution and temporal
smoothness constraints

Input: X 2 CN⇥M , K 2 N, f0k (k = 1, ..., K) and
m0k (k = 1, ...K)

Output: W , H , and � s.t.
Xn,m ⇡

PK
k=1 Wn,kHk,mexp(i�n,k,m)

W 2 CN⇥M , H 2 RN⇥M
�0 , � 2 RN⇥K⇥M

Initialized;
while stopping criteria not met do

Compute �
�n,k,m =

Wn,kHk,mP
k Wn,kHk,m

Compute X̂
X̂n,k,m = Wn,kHk,mexp(i�n,k,m) +

�n,k,m(Xn,m �
P

k X̂n,k,m)

Compute Ĥ
Ĥk,m = Hk,m

Compute �

�n,k,m = Arg{ X̂n,k,m

�n,k,m
Wn,kHk,m +

�
P

p 1lNk,p[exp(i�n,k,m�1)exp(i2⇡f0krLT ) +

exp(i�n,k,m+1)exp(�i2⇡f0krLT )]}
Compute W

Wn,k =

P
m Hk,mR[( X̂n,k,m

�n,k,m
)exp(�i�n,k,m)]

P
m

H2
k,m

�n,k,m

Compute H
if m0k+1 + 100 < m  mk then

Hk,m =

P
m Wn,kR[( X̂n,k,m

�n,k,m
)exp(�i�n,k,m)]

P
m

W2
n,k

�n,k,m
+�g(Ĥk,m)g�2

else if m < m0k+1 + 100 then
Hk,m =
�Hk,m�1+

P
m Wn,kR[( X̂n,k,m

�n,k,m
)exp(�i�n,k,m)]

P
m

W2
n,k

�n,k,m
+�g(Ĥk,m)g�2+�

else
Hk,m = 0

end
Project H onto non-negative orthant
iter=iter+1

end

effect and the separation performance using the smoothness con-
straint, the activation coefficient of each separated note with the
lower pitch is displayed from 0.4 to 0.8 second. The magnitude of
the higher pitch is not shown because it does not undergo the tem-
poral magnitude modulation effect. We also compute and show
dB-scaled SIR, SAR, SDR, and MER, where the first three are
usually used to evaluate the separated sources in the audio source
separation [19], and the last one is used to evaluate digital signal
transmitter or receiver in a communications system, as formulated
by [20]

MER := 10log10(
Psignal

Perror

) (9)

where Psignal is the RMS power of original signal and Perror is
the RMS power of the error signal (e.g., the RMS power of the
difference between the original and the separated signal). Here,
we use MER to compare the temporal activation coefficients of the
original and separated notes.

Figure 2: An example (piano A3+A4) of the temporal envelopes
of the preceding note (A3) with and without temporal smoothness
constraint. The onset of the succeeding note (A4) is at about 0.5
second.

4.1. Temporal Smoothness Parameter �

We firstly investigate a case of A3+A4 in piano to observe the be-
haviors of the temporal magnitude modulation effect on the sepa-
rated notes under different temporal smoothness parameters � = 0
(no temporal smoothness constraint; the same case as in [18]), 0.1,
0.5 and 1. Figure 2 shows the temporal magnitudes of the mixture
(A3+A4) before separation, and of the lower note (A3) before and
after separation under different �. Obviously, the magnitude of the
separated A3 note without the temporal constraint (e.g., � = 0)
undergoes serious modulation after 0.5 second. For � > 0, the
temporal smoothness constraint suppresses the unwanted modula-
tion. When � increases, suppression becomes better while sacrific-
ing overall note energy at the same time; the power of the separated
A3 is by from 5 to 10 dB smaller than the original A3. In the fol-
lowing experiments on three different classes of instruments (i.e.,
piano, guitar and violin), we will compare only the case � = 0.5
to the case � = 0.

4.2. Piano

To give a more systematic evaluation, we consider three different
note pairs (i.e., interval) and each with three distinctive pitch com-
binations: perfect fifth (i.e. A3+E4, E3+B3, and G3+D4), octave
(i.e. A3+A4, E3+E4, G3+G4) and tritave (i.e. A3+E5, E3+B5,
G3+D5), all of which are piano sounds. Figure 3 shows the tem-
poral envelopes of the separated notes under three selected cases,
and Table 1 shows the evaluation results. Similar to figure 2, from
figure 3 we observe clearly that the temporal envelope becomes
smoother after employing the temporal smoothness constraint. For
the cases of fifth and tritave, there is less difference between � = 0
and � = 0.5 because there are less overlapping partials for the
pairs. If there are more overlapping partials, such as the case of
the octave where all the partials of the higher note are overlapped,
the temporal smoothness constraint reduces the modulation a lot.
However, from Table 1 we found no significant improvement for
� = 0.5 in terms of SIR, SAR, SDR and MER results, possi-
bly due to the fact that the performance of piano note separation
is intrinsically better: This can be seen from the case of perfect
fifth and tritave, where the SDR with no temporal smoothness con-
straint is 9.2 and 9.9 dB, both of which are sufficiently high. No-
tably, the SDRs of the octave are only 1.3 and 1.6 dB for � = 0
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Figure 3: Three cases of piano. Left: perfect fifth. Middle: octave.
Right: tritave (circle: mixture, dashed line: Original A3, triangle:
� = 0, solid line: � = 0.5

and 0.5, respectively, showing the challenge of separating octave
notes.

Table 1: The piano cases: The evaluation

Fifth Octave Tritave
� 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5

Pr
ec

ed
in

g
no

te

SIR 14.7 14.7 4.5 5.2 17.2 17.0
SAR 11.0 11.0 6.4 6.2 11.0 10.9
SDR 9.2 9.2 1.3 1.6 9.9 9.8
MER 13.8 14.0 9.1 9.3 13.6 13.3

Su
cc

ee
di

ng
no

te

SIR 23.8 23.5 13.3 13.7 22.7 22.9
SAR 15.0 15.0 12.9 12.8 15.3 15.2
SDR 14.3 14.3 9.9 10.0 14.3 14.3
MER 8.4 8.4 8.2 8.2 7.0 7.0

4.3. Guitar

We also present the cases of guitar sounds. Similarly, three cases
with three sets of pitch combinations are considered: perfect fifth
(i.e. A3+E4, E3+B3, and G3+D4), octave (i.e. A3+A4, E3+E4,
G3+G4) and tritave (i.e. A3+E5, E3+B5, G3+D5). Figure 4 shows
the temporal envelopes of the separated notes and Table 2 show
the evaluation results. We also observe the suppression of tempo-
ral magnitude modulation, and a slightly improvement in terms of
SIR, SAR, SDR and MER, in general. For example, in the case
of perfect fifth, the SDR of preceding notes increases from 8.3 to
10.4 dB, SIR from 14.0 to 17.4 dB, and MER from 13.9 to 14.2
dB.

4.4. Violin

Finally, for violin, we consider the following cases: perfect fifth
(i.e. A3+E4, B3+F4, and G3+D4), octave (i.e. A3+A4, B3+B4,
G3+G4) and tritave (i.e. A3+E5, B3+F5, G3+D5). The experi-
ment result is presented in Figure 5 and Table 3. In comparison to
the cases of piano and guitar, the proposed temporal smoothness
constraint is found more effective for violin. Not only can we see
the suppression of the magnitude modulation by the higher note,

Figure 4: Three cases of guitar. Left: perfect fifth. Middle: octave.
Right: tritave (circle: mixture, dashed line: Original A3, triangle:
� = 0, solid line: � = 0.5

but we also see general improvement of SIR, SAR, SDR and MER.
Specifically, SIR is improved the most: in the case of tritave, the
SIR of preceding notes is improved by 4.7 dB, and SDR by 4 dB.
In all, the SIRs of the three cases are improved by at least 1.5 dB
to 4.7 dB.

Table 2: The guitar cases: The evaluation

Fifth Octave Tritave
� 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5

Pr
ec

ed
in

g
no

te

SIR 14.0 17.4 12.5 13.6 16.7 18.4
SAR 12.2 12.1 11.4 11.2 13.3 12.4
SDR 8.3 10.4 7.0 7.8 9.7 10.3
MER 13.9 14.2 17.0 17.0 17.5 17.0

Su
cc

ee
di

ng
no

te

SIR 27.5 28.2 24.4 24.4 24.9 25.2
SAR 13.6 13.9 13.9 13.8 11.9 12.2
SDR 12.9 13.3 12.6 12.5 11.2 11.4
MER 4.0 4.1 4.5 4.5 2.9 2.9

4.5. Discussion

First, according to the experimental results, the proposed temporal
constraint approach greatly reduces the temporal magnitude modu-
lation when separating notes with highly overlapping partials using
CMF. In some cases we further observe improvement of the objec-
tive figures of merit. In particular, the SIR is increased by more
than 4 dB in the cases for long-sustain notes like violin. However,
for stuck-string or plucked-string instruments like piano or gui-
tar, the objective performance indices are just marginally improved
or unimproved. It is noted that the temporal constraint parameter
shouldn’t be too large and should be chosen carefully. Empiri-
cally, the parameter should be chosen between 0 and 1. Finally,
in conventional CMF algorithm [15–18], the template matrix rep-
resenting the frequency domain characteristics is fixed for all in-
put features in the whole music piece. This is certainly unreason-
able in most cases. As a fixed set of template is unsuitable for the
modeling of vibrato, which is usually seen in violin notes. Since
the objective measures such as SDR and SIR may not well reflect
whether we have properly taken care of the modulation effect, in
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Figure 5: Three cases of violin. Left: perfect fifth. Middle: octave.
Right: tritave (circle: mixture, dashed line: Original A3, triangle:
� = 0, solid line: � = 0.5

Table 3: The violin cases: The evaluation

Fifth Octave Tritave
� 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5

Pr
ec

ed
in

g
no

te

SIR 10.2 11.6 8.7 12.6 17.2 21.9
SAR 7.3 6.2 6.3 5.1 16.0 13.3
SDR 4.6 4.6 3.3 4.0 9.0 12.0
MER 4.0 3.2 4.4 3.3 2.4 3.8

Su
cc

ee
di

ng
no

te

SIR 10.9 9.7 18.4 17.8 -0.6 0.4
SAR 14.1 14.6 16.9 16.7 9.1 9.7
SDR 8.9 8.3 10.1 9.5 -2.6 -1.7
MER 6.4 7.6 10.3 12.0 5.8 10.5

the future we will also provide audio examples for subjective eval-
uation [22].

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS

Though CMF outperforms NMF in note separation applications,
severe temporal magnitude modulation is presented when the notes
have highly overlapping parts, especially in the cases of octaves.
In this paper, the conventional CMF is combined with a tempo-
ral smoothness constraint, which not only reduces the temporal
magnitude modulation but also improve the performance figures
of merit including SIR, SDR, and SAR, and MER. Although the
proposed method improves the original CMF note separation, the
overall results are still unsatisfactory. Particularly, in the case of
octave, all the objective figures of merit shown in this paper are
still poor in comparison to other cases. Moreover, when process-
ing vibrato notes, the situation is even worse, perhaps because that
the template matrix corresponding to the frequency domain char-
acteristics is fixed in the time domain during the separation pro-
cess. This suggests a future work of developing a better solution
such that the template matrix can be adaptable to the temporal of
the notes.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an automated Public Address processing
unit, using delay and magnitude response adjustment. The aim is
to achieve a flat frequency response and delay adjustment between
different physically-placed speakers at the measuring point, which
is nowadays usually made manually by the sound technician. The
adjustment is obtained using three signal processing operations to
the audio signal: time delay adjustment, crossover filtering, and
graphic equalization. The automation is in the calculation of dif-
ferent parameter sets: estimation of the time delay, the selection
of a suitable crossover frequency, and calculation of the gains for
a third-octave graphic equalizer. These automatic methods reduce
time and effort in the calibration of line-array PA systems, since
only three sine sweeps must be played through the sound system.
Measurements have been conducted in an anechoic chamber using
a 1:10 scale model of a line array system to verify the functioning
of the automatic calibration and equalization methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the music industry business model has
shifted from record releasing to promote live performances, raising
the number and quality of concerts. Live audio systems have be-
come more complex due to the computer-controlled digital signal
processing part and the acoustical improvements using innovative
loudspeaker systems.

The vast majority of concert Public Address (PA) systems used
nowadays consist of hanging line arrays, which help reduce acous-
tic shadows and increase the distance of the line source effect [1,
2]. These speakers are used to reproduce the middle and high fre-
quencies, usually above 100 Hz to 150 Hz. For the low frequency
coverage different subwoofer configurations are used, which are
usually placed on the floor in front of the stage.

These loudspeaker configurations requires various signal pro-
cessing techniques in order to achieve a flat and coherent response.
Basically the calibration consists of three operations: apply a crossover
to split the audio band between the subwoofers and the line array,
adjust a time delay [3] and equalize the complete system to achieve
a flat magnitude response.

Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional diagram with approximate
values of the relative delay problem. Different arrival times of
the wavefront from the subwoofers and the line array speakers,
which are physically at different positions provoke phase shading,
strongly noticed in the crossover band. As line array elements
can be divided in different vertical sections for short, mid or long
throws, the system adjustment is also possible at several measuring
positions, placed at different distances from the stage. In our work,

just one measuring point has been taken in to account. The target
area is usually placed at the Front of House position [4].

A similar phenomenon occurs between the loudspeaker com-
ponents in the line array, which can be treated with different DSP
procedures to compensate those problems [5], but the relative po-
sition between the array elements is limited. Lots of improvements
using DSP and Wave Field Synthesis have been done the last years
to control the response and directivity of line arrays [6, 7] but the
complete system tuning has not had such attention. In the case
of the subwoofers and the line array, those can be placed at very
different positions and configurations depending on the venue, the
characteristics of the stage, and the space where it takes place.

Nowadays there are several automated systems, though they
are usually bundled to a specific brand with pre-loaded speaker
data, such as Meyer Sound’s Galileo [8], or need additional tools
to integrate it with the system processor. The consequence of this
is that most of the small and mid sized line array systems are still
adjusted manually using PA processing units in addition to graphic
equalizers. The manual procedure requires to play different ex-
citation signals, usually pseudorandom [9] pink-spectrum noise
through the PA, which is disturbing for the audience and time con-
suming. For this reason it has to be adjusted and configured hours
prior to the venue. The sound engineer adjusts then the crossover
frequency and filter type, the delay of the different loudspeakers
and the graphic equalizer supported by a spectrum and phase ana-
lyzer. Some examples are EASERA [10] and Smaart [11].

In this paper we explain a method to automatically perform
the adjustment of those three operations playing three sweep sig-
nals through the PA. This avoids all the manual procedure, and
it can be done even with audience, as spreading the spectral en-
ergy along time and makes it less noticeable and disturbing than
pseudorandom noise, being therefore much more time and effort

d1 

d2 

20 m 

1.7 m 

6 m 

2 m 

+/- 3m 

Figure 1: Relative distances to measuring point.
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Figure 2: One channel of the signal processing chain for a PA.

efficient.
In order to evaluate the system, a 1:10 factor scale model was

tested in an anechoic chamber. Thus, the distances were divided by
10, and the frequencies were multiplied by 10. To be able to work
with standard audio material and avoid problems due to increased
air absorption and distortions in ultrasound band, the system has
been tested with frequencies up to 20 kHz in the scale model. This
limitation is affordable as the main phase, crossover and equaliza-
tion issues happen in the crossover and middle band. Therefore the
results shown in the paper have to be analyzed as 10 times scaled
to a real model and band limited to 2 kHz in a real application.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the calibra-
tion system and the test setup are explained. Section 3 describes
the details of signal processing operations. Section 4 discusses the
ground reflection problem and how it can be treated. Conclusions
and future applications are explained in Section 5.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section a brief explanation of the different steps in the sig-
nal processing and parameter calculation is given. In Section 2.1
an introduction to the actual processing operations applied to the
audio signal is made. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 the different opera-
tions are explained in order to obtain automatically the parameters.

Three sweeps will be used in total. The first two sweeps col-
lect separately the responses of the subwoofers and the line array
to calculate the different audio processing chain parameters. The
third sweep runs trough the designed processing chain and sounds
through the whole PA for verifying and re-adjusting some param-
eters if necessary.

2.1. Audio processing chain

The automated processing unit is designed following the typical
processing chain for PA systems shown in Figure 2. The main
output signal of the mixing desk is conducted through a graphic
equalizer, in order to apply the equalization directly to the whole
system. This is the usual way to equalize PA systems, as it is much
more intuitive for the mixing engineer to have a graphic curve of
the complete band instead of each component group separately.

The output of the graphic equalizer feeds the PA processing
unit. The first step is applying the crossover filters to divide the
audio band into the different sub-bands (or ways) for each speaker
group or driver into a specific speaker. In this case two bands are
used: mid and high frequencies (HF) to feed the line array and
low frequencies (LF) to feed the subwoofers. Different filter types
are used for this purpose, but the most widespread type for digi-
tal crossover filters are Linkwitz-Riley filters, as they obtain a flat
pass-band response and zero phase difference in the crossover fre-
quency [12].

Once the signal has been split into two bands, individual pro-
cessing for the low frequency and high frequency cabinets can be

applied. At this point, the delay is applied in order to acoustically
align the speakers at a precise point, and to achieve a coherent re-
sponse in the crossover band. Also an overall gain is applied to
each output.

2.2. Target responses

As in this case the desired output (flat response and phase coher-
ent) is known, in order to be able to generate an adequate target
response for each of the processing steps, the reverse procedure
has been followed. A block diagram is shown in Figure 3.

To obtain a distortion-free response of the different loudspeaker
ways [13], two logarithmic sweeps have been used to obtain sepa-
rately the responses of the subwoofers and the line array. The im-
pulse responses are obtained using de-convolution and using the
second half part, which corresponds to the linear part [14].

Once the impulse responses have been obtained, the group de-
lay and the frequency response are analyzed to extract the group
delay values for each band and the crossover frequency. The sig-
nals are compensated to zero-time applying an inverse delay. Af-
terwards, the responses are filtered with the designed crossover
filter.

An average gain is applied to each way before summing them
to obtain the full band signal. The frequency response of the full
band signal is used to calculate the gains of the graphic equalizer.

With these operations, all the needed parameters to adjust the
PA are obtained. In order to simplify the system, the crossover fil-
ter type is not automatically adjusted, instead a fourth-order Linkwitz-
Riley IIR filter has been designed and implemented with standard
Matlab filter design functions. Thus, at the cutoff frequency,
both ways are attenuated 6 dB and the filter presents a decay of
24 dB per octave.

2.3. Verification and re-adjusting

In order to verify the suitability of the calculated parameters and
correct errors, caused mostly by ground reflections, a third full
sweep though the whole PA (line array and subwoofers) is played.
A block diagram is shown in Figure 4.

The parameters calculated in Section 2.2 are used to design a
signal processing chain as the one explained in Section 2.1. The
same sweep signal as the used in the first step is fed as input signal.

The response of the full measurement is compared to the ex-
pected output calculated at the output of the graphic equalizer. The
difference signal between these two sweeps is used to readjust the
graphic equalizer if needed.

The difference between these signals is mostly caused by re-
flections in the measurement which could not been canceled with
pre-processing of the responses. In this case, if the graphic equal-
izer tries to equalize out the generated comb filter, the affected
band is set to nominal value, leaving this band un-equalized.

2.4. Scale model

A 1:10 scale model of the PA system has been implemented in
an anechoic chamber. Different speaker configurations have been
tested in addition to filters implemented in the sound interface to
obtain a similar scaled response of a real PA system.

In Figure 5 the setup in the anechoic chamber is shown. The
microphone is a quarter inch free field pressure microphone. A
structure holds a tweeter emulating an array element and a sphere
loudspeaker with a 5 inch cone emulating the subwoofer. The
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Figure 4: Verification and re-adjusting block diagram.

Figure 5: Image of the scale model in the anechoic room. The bass
and treble speakers are seen on the right, the microphone on the
left, and a reflection plate below it.

structure allows to move freely the high and low-frequency speak-
ers to arrange different setups. In order to test the influence of the
ground reflection, laminated wooden plates have been used.

The prediction is band limited from 300 Hz to 20 kHz, which
equals a real case scenario from 30 Hz to 2 kHz. The sweeps

have been performed from 200 Hz to 40 kHz during 3 seconds,
as the used HF speaker has a reasnoable flat response up to this
frequency, and could be equalized up to this band. A 96-kHz sam-
pling frequency has been used for the anechoic measurements.

The fact of testing the system with a 1:10 scale model implies
that the precision of the time related measures has to be also 10
times higher. Both measurements, with and without ground reflec-
tion, have been taken place.

The wooden panels used in the scale model exaggerate the
intensity of a ground reflection in real case scenarios, with an av-
erage absorption coefficient around 0.4, which means that the re-
flected signal intensity is between −2 and −3 dB below the direct
sound intensity.

3. CALIBRATION AND EQUALIZATION METHODS

In this section a detailed explanation of the procedures for obtain-
ing the parameters explained in Section 2.2 is given.

3.1. Impulse response acquisition

As the system is designed to work in rough environments, a pre-
processing of the measured responses is made to avoid undesired
reflections to affect the measure and to compensate the measure-
ment system errors.
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Figure 6: (Top) Measured LF and HF impulse responses and (bot-
tom) the corresponding magnitude frequency responses.
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An initial calibration of the system is made. The group delay
added by the sound cards and signal flow from the measurement
system is measured using a feedback loop. Afterwards it will be
subtracted from the measured group delay.

The different shifting from the 0 time point in each response
shown in Figure 6 is caused by the time the wavefront travels from
the speaker to the microphone. Thus, the different arrival times are
caused by the different distances to the measuring point, as shown
in Figure 1.

The different distances have also influence in the group de-
lay. The measured group delay is very noisy as shown in Figure 7.
The frequency response ripple and noisy group delay are caused
mostly by late reflections in the impulse response. To avoid these
effects, the impulse responses are truncated to the minimum num-
ber of samples possible. The compromise is between the minimum
representable frequency and the aim to avoid reflections. The min-
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Figure 8: (Top) Magnitude and (bottom) group-delay curves of the
truncated LF and HF impulse responses.

imum frequency in this case has been chosen 250 Hz, in order to
have a margin below the 300 Hz where the prediction mechanism
starts.

When truncating the response, the delay caused by the time
of flight has to be taken into account, as the response starts with
a certain delay depending on the distance of the speaker to the
measuring point. A maximum distance has to be defined in order
to add this to the calculated minimum impulse response length. In
this case 5 meters have been chosen, which in real case scenario
would allow to do measurements up to 50 meters distance. The
final length in samples is calculated as:

Nimp =
fs
fmin

+
Dmaxfs

c
, (1)

where fs stands for the sampling frequency, c for the speed of
sound, fmin is the minimum representable frequency, Dmax is
the maximum measurable distance, and Nimp is the number of
samples of the impulse response.

In Figure 8 the improvement on the group delay and the fre-
quency response is shown. These responses will be used to com-
pute the time delay for each way and to find the crossover point for
the filters.

3.2. Time alignment

The time delay is calculated from the group delay. To compensate
the measuring system delay, caused by filters and A/D converters,
it is subtracted from the measured response in a calibration pro-
cess;

τg(f) = −dφmeas(f)

df
+
dφcalib(f)

df
, (2)

where φmeas(f) is the phase of the measured response and φcalib(f)
stands for the phase of the calibration response.

In order to get accurate values of the time delay, the group
delay of each way is averaged in the frequency range where the
energy is located.
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To achieve fine tuning in the calculated delay, fractional de-
lay lines have been implemented using a linear interpolation filter
[15]. As the linear interpolator, which is a two-tap FIR filter, has a
lowpass magnitude response, it has only been implemented in the
LF band. The fractional part of the HF band is subtracted from
the LF band to compensate the relative delay. Also some offset
samples are subtracted from the calculated time delay in order not
to truncate the impulse response peak. The delay values are calcu-
lated as:

DHF ′ =
∑f2

f1
τg(f)

f2 − f1
−NHF , (3)

DHF = bDHF ′c, (4)

DLF =

∑f4
f3
τg(f)

f4 − f3
−NHF − (DHF ′ −DHF ), (5)

where N stands for the offset in samples and D is the delay amount
in samples. The values of f3 and f4 are 1 and 5 kHz for LF and f1
and f2 are 2 and 10 kHz in the HF band. These limits are chosen
as the signals contain its energy this range, thus the group delay
has valid values. In Table 1 a comparison between real measured
distances and calculated via group delay averaging is presented.

The error is as low as 5 mm for high frequencies and 21 mm
for low frequencies. The overall error is about 3 cm, which equals
half wavelength at about 5.7 kHz, far beyond the interaction band
of both ways.

Once the delay values have been determined, the signals are
truncated according to the group delay adjusting them to the zero
point. In Figure 9 the compensated impulse responses and the
group delay are shown. The group delay is not exactly zero and
flat. The slope is caused by the loudspeakers, as they are not ex-
actly linear or minimum phase.

3.3. Choosing the crossover frequency

The crossover frequency is defined from the smoothed frequency
responses obtained by the truncated impulse responses. For the LF
and HF frequency responses the peak frequency and its magnitude
value is searched. From the peak frequency a search for the -6 dB
point is performed. For the LF band, the search is made from the
peak toward higher frequencies, and for the HF band from the peak
toward lower frequencies. These are estimated the cutoff frequen-
cies for the subwoofers and the line array as shown in Figure 10.
A limited crossover frequency band is determined, to avoid that
peaks in higher areas of the HF frequency response cause shifting
in the calulated crossover frequency (in the scale model between 1
and 4 kHz).

The crossover point can be determined by choosing a frequency
point between the cutoff frequencies, allowing to exploit more the

Table 1: Measured vs calculated distances in mm.

Way Measured Calculated ∆
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HF 2305 2310 5
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Figure 9: (Top) Truncated and time aligned LF and HF impulses
responses and (bottom) their group-delay curves.
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Figure 10: Crossover frequency determination. The estimated
peaks of LF and HF responses are marked with circles, and the
–6-dB points are marked with asterisks. The selected crossover
frequency is indicated with a vertical dash-dot line.

subwoofers using higher frequencies or the line array using lower
frequencies in this band. In the model case, different options have
been tested, and the middle point on the linear frequency scale has
been used as the crossover frequency.

At this point, the Linkwitz-Riley filters are designed and im-
plemented. Two second-order Butterworth filters with the chosen
cutoff frequency are chained. In Figure 11 the input frequency
responses are shown as well as the filtered responses. Also it is
observed that the group delays of the filtered signals are very close
to each other in the crossover band.

Next an average gain is applied to each band before obtaining
the full band signal. The average level values are calculated for
each way. Then a general target level is calculated by averaging
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plot, the responses before crossover filtering are given for refer-
ence. The vertical dash-dot line indicates the crossover frequency
in this and in the following three figures.
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Figure 12: (Top) Magnitude responses before and after gain cor-
rection (leveling) and (bottom) the full-band group delay.

those two values levels. The gain is easily obtained by dividing
the target level by its calculated level. Once the signals are gained,
they are summed to obtain a full band signal.

As observed in Figure 6, the subwoofer band has less level
than the line array, thus the LF band is amplified by 3.6 dB and
the HF band is attenuated by 2.5 dB. The full band signal before
and after amplifying each band is shown in Figure 12 It is also
observed that the group delay maintains an acceptable ripple in
the whole band. If the responses were not correctly aligned, a
strong peak in the group delay would appear around the crossover
frequency.
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Figure 13: (Top) Automatically calculated gains of the third-
octave graphic equalizer and (bottom) the overall magnitude re-
sponse before and after equalization.

3.4. Graphic equalization

The graphic equalizer used for the PA equalization is a third-octave
parallel design [16]. Precise amplitude and minimum phase char-
acteristics make it the most suitable option for the fine tuning of
the system.

The full band frequency response is used to obtain the graphic
equalizer gains. First the average level of the full band signal is
calculated. As the −3 dB frequency limits of each third-octave
band of the graphic equalizer are known, the average level of each
band is calculated and the gains are obtained by dividing the aver-
age level by each band level.

The frequency bands are limited from 315 Hz to 20 kHz. Fig-
ure 13 presents the obtained gains are presented and the compar-
ison of the system frequency response before and after filtering
with the parallel graphic equalizer.

3.5. Verification sweep

In order to verify that the system has the expected time alignment
and frequency response, a third sweep is performed and processed
with the processing chain in Figure 2. For determining the delay
for each way, the difference between both time delays calculated
in Section 3.2 is calculated. The way with the shortest time delay
(i.e. the speaker closest to the measurement position - usually the
subwoofer, as in Figure 1) is delayed by the number of samples
of the calculated time difference. The fractional delay line is only
implemented for the LF way.

In Figure 14 is shown that the system is time aligned as no
peaks appear in the group delay and no cancellation occurs in the
frequency domain. Additionally, the obtained frequency response
is fairly linear, with ripple of less than +/- 2 dB in almost all the
frequency band. Regarding the group delay, the values are below
audible limits [17].
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4. GROUND REFLECTION ISSUES

As this system is initially designed for use in outdoor venues or
arenas, the majority of reflective areas are far away from the mea-
surement point, and the effects over the impulse response are shifted
far from the direct sound impulse. This is not the case with the
ground reflection, as the microphone is usually placed at ear height,
1 to 1.70 m depending if the audience is seated or standing. The
ground reflections can affect the measurement creating a comb fil-
ter effect over the frequency response and a shifting in the group
delay.

The upper frequency response in Figure 16 shows the influ-
ence of the ground plates used in the measurement. The extra
distance of the ground reflection is approximately 17 cm, which
is equivalent to a half wavelength approximately at 2 kHz, where
the first notch appears.

To correct the comb filter effect of the reflection, a filter has
been designed with an inverse response to the reflection. A first-
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Figure 16: (Top) Measured magnitude response with the reflection
plate and (bottom) the corrected magnitude response.
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Figure 18: (Top) Difference between the expected and measured
magnitude responses and the calculated gains for the graphic
equalizer: asterisks correspond to the first calculation and circles
second calculation. (Bottom) Expected and measured magnitude
responses.

order IIR filter, shown in Figure 17 creates a cancellation signal to
the reflection. The parameters for this filter, delay L and coefficient
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r, are obtained from the auto-correlation of the measured signal,
shown in Figure 15. The distance between the zero-point peak and
the second peak in the auto-correlation indicates the relative delay
of the reflected signal, and therefore the delay L of the loop. The
relative level between the the direct sound peak and the second
peak determines the gain of the feedback loop r. This filter has
been used as it is enough to obtain a proper frequency response to
tune the system as shown in Figure 16.

The main influence of the comb filter effect is noticed in the
automated graphic equalizer. To avoid that a notch or a bump in
the frequency band falsify the gains of the equalizer, the full band
verification sweep is used to compare both responses. The average
difference between the expected and the measured band is calcu-
lated. If both, the difference and the equalizer gain in a certain
band is higher than 2 dB, it is considered that the band has been
falsified and the gain is set to 0 dB.

In Figure 18 the calculated equalization is made with the cor-
rected response in Figure 16. If it is compared to the equalization
without ground reflection in Figure 13, very similar responses are
obtained. In this case no corrections to the graphic equalizer is
done, as the difference signal between the expected signal and the
measured signal is fairly low.

5. CONCLUSION

An automatic calibration and equalization system for line-array
PAs has been presented in this paper. The procedure for calcu-
lating the different parameters has been tested using a 1:10 scale
model, and the obtained results have been described and analyzer.
Four sets of parameters have been successfully obtained from the
subwoofer and line-array responses to time align and equalize the
whole system: delay time for the closest cabinets, crossover fre-
quency, average gain for each way, and graphic equalization pa-
rameters.

The obtained results are in the line with what we expected: a
close to flat frequency response and low group delay can be ob-
tained using phase (delay) adjustment in the crossover band. Such
a system could be incorporated in PA processors making the line-
array adjustment a much faster and easier task than it is today.

Even so, some improvements could be introduced to the sys-
tem. Future work could be oriented in adapting the system for
multi-channel operation, being able to equalize stereo or more
channels (as central channel or outfills). Also subwoofer arrays
could be adjusted with similar procedures, based on obtaining the
response of each cabinet separately. This would allow to use phase
adjustments to generate different subwoofer configurations and SPL
patterns.
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ABSTRACT
In this work we explore audio effects based on the manipulation
of estimated AM/FM decomposition of input signals, followed
by resynthesis. The framework is based on an incoherent mono-
component based decomposition. Contrary to reports that discour-
age the usage of this simple scenario, our results have shown that
the artefacts introduced in the audio produced are acceptable and
not even noticeable in some cases. Useful and musically inter-
esting effects were obtained in this study, illustrated with audio
samples that accompany the text. We also make available Octave
code for future experiments and new Csound opcodes for real-time
implementations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Analysis-synthesis methods are a common way of implementing
digital audio effects. The Vocoder [1] is a good example of this ap-
proach. In this ubiquitous audio effect, the signal spectrum is bro-
ken down in a number of sub-bands, and effects are implemented
by spectral manipulation followed by resynthesis. The success of
the Vocoder paradigm can be assessed by the various applications
[2] and the number of refinements [3, 4] proposed since its basic
conception.

In this work we explore digital audio effects based on AM/FM
decomposition of signals, processing the estimated signals for the
envelope and instantaneous frequency, followed by resynthesis us-
ing these modified signals. This work follows a previous study
where we derived selected psychoacoustic metrics in order to as-
sess the extent of the modifications imposed by different config-
urations of smoothers acting on the AM and FM estimations of
sample waveforms taken from an analog synthesizer [5]. Results
showed that there is potential in creating different audio effects
using the technique.

Recent surveys, such as the one in [6], have considered the
level where the transformations in the signal are applied. Oper-
ations directly on the signal, in time-domain, are seen as surface
operations, since sound is represented by the waveform samples.
Effects like chorus, delay lines and distortion are good examples
of such operations. On the other hand, systems based on analysis/-
transformation/resynthesis work at a higher level with regards to
how far the sound representation is unfolded (transformed). Thus,
it can be accurately refined in a new domain, followed by the re-
lated inverse transform. AM/FM processing can de understood as
a mix of both levels, as the input signal is transformed to a joint
time-domain representation and “surface operations” are applied
to the new signals. To put it in another way, the AM/FM decompo-
sition unravels the mechanics of a (time-domain) signal in a couple
of time-domain signals, and then we apply effects distorting these

characteristics. Some examples in this paper are inspired on clas-
sic audio effects, but we highlight that the processing is applied in
this different AM/FM domain. Hence, the effects obtained are not
equivalent to the original ones, but can illustrate some possibili-
ties with the technique. We also expect new kinds of effects to be
developed within the framework.

AM/FM analysis is a topic extensively explored in the time-
frequency literature. However, most of the studies are based on
speech analysis, either with the intention of deriving parameters
for analysis of speech, or for compression, transmission and resyn-
thesis goals. Only a few works deal with audio as a broader scope,
or specifically with music.

One line of work that explores music signals is Modulation
Filtering, which is defined as the process of modifying a sub-band
signal by filtering its estimated modulator and recombining the re-
sults with the original estimated carrier [7]. The series of works
regarding the Modulation Vocoder [8, 9] explore a similar tech-
nique. The input signal is separated in bands based on center of
gravities (COG), followed by a sub-band AM/FM decomposition.
The goal is to achieve selective pitch transposition, which they im-
plement by multiplying the FM envelopes in all bands by a same
value. The paper reports supreme quality for the transposition,
compared to commercial packages, but an inferior timbre preser-
vation. Pitch transposition is the only effect discussed, and we
think there is space for further exploration within this and similar
frameworks.

In this paper, however, we study the decomposition of the
whole signal into AM/FM as a means for implementing a vari-
ety of audio effects. We hope to demonstrate that this simpler ap-
proach can yield a number of useful transformations, which are
economical in computational terms (if compared, for instance, to
the sub-band methods), and can be implemented in real-time. In
order to characterise the effects presented here, we employed a
short guitar lick consisting of a bend followed by a vibrato. This
signal was chosen for its smooth but varying frequency evolution,
which can be observed in its spectrogram (Figure 1).

This paper is organised as follows. We first discuss our decom-
position scheme, following to a description of new audio effects
based on this decomposition. Then we present some reflections
regarding the method and conclude the text. Audio examples with
the sonorities obtained are available1 alongside code for imple-
menting the techniques. Octave [10] programs were used during
the development of the work, and Csound [11] opcodes were writ-
ten for real-time implementation of the techniques presented in the
paper.

1http://www.ime.usp.br/~ag/dl/dafx15.zip
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Figure 1: Evolution of frequencies present in our test signal. No-
tice the bend through the first second, followed by a vibrato.

2. AM/FM ANALYSIS

The AM/FM decomposition is a powerful method for the analysis
of non-stationary signals [12]. For the mono-component case, the
scheme presupposes the signal to be processed as a sole sinusoidal
tone modulated both in amplitude and frequency. This follows the
principle of Dudley’s first speech synthesizer [13], in which speech
and other non-stationary signals were interpreted as low-frequency
processes that modulate higher frequency carriers representing fine
structure [7]. This kind of decomposition conceptually involves
two separate notions of frequency, that of the sinusoid carrier and
another one for the modulating signal [7]. In other words, the de-
composition consists of a transform of a one-dimensional broad-
band signal into a two-dimensional joint frequency representation
[14].

Considering a signal

x(t) = m cos (ωt+ φ), (1)

beingm the amplitude, ω the frequency and φ the initial phase, the
argument (ωt+ φ) is the instantaneous phase, and its derivative ω
is the instantaneous frequency (IF) [15]. We could also have a
signal modulated both in amplitude and frequency, as in [16]

x(t) = m(t) cos (θ(t)). (2)

The phase derivative θ̇(t) is the IF of the signal, and m(t) its in-
stantaneous amplitude (IA). The IF can be described as the fre-
quency of the sinusoid that locally fits the signal at instant t [12].

The AM/FM signal analysis is intended to decompose a signal
into functions for the AM (related to the IA signal) and the FM
(related to the IF signal). A vast number of techniques exist for
that [17, 16]. In this work we assume a mono component signal
and apply the decomposition based on the analytic signal (AS).

The AS, in turn, is based on the Hilbert Transform (HT) decompo-
sition. The HT of a signal x(t) is given by [12]

x̂(t) = x(t) ∗ 1

πt
. (3)

This creates a 90◦ phase shifted version of the original, from which
we build the analytic signal related to x(t) as

z(t) = x(t) + jx̂(t) = |z(t)|ejθ(t), (4)

where the AM/FM signals a(t) and f(t) are defined as

a(t) = |z(t)| (5)

and

f(t) =
d

dt
θ(t). (6)

Another possibility for implementing the Hilbert Transform
is by using filters, as described in [18]. A discrete-time Hilbert
Transform can be approximated by a FIR filter with impulse re-
sponse given by [18]

h(n) =
1− cos (πn)

πn
=

{
2
πn

for n odd,
0 for n even.

(7)

As the filter need to be truncated in an appropriate length, an ap-
proximation of the theoretical transform will be achieved, and a
short delay is necessary to make the filter causal.

Alternatively, it is possible to use a bank of allpass filters [19]
for an efficient, latency-free, implementation of the HT. The all-
pass filters structure output a pair of signals with a 90◦ phase dif-
ference over a wide range of frequencies. The hilbert opcode2 in
Csound, used for the experiments in this paper, employs this algo-
rithm.

For a signal of the form of (2), the absolute value of its asso-
ciated analytic signal z(t) can be used as an estimate for the AM
portion, a(t); the derivative of the unwrapped θ(t) can be used to
estimate the FM portion, f(t). The analysed signal can then be
recreated using the expression

x(t) = a(t) cos

(
2π

∫ t

0

f(τ)dτ

)
(8)

For non real-time systems, real time systems with the accep-
tance of a delay long enough for a suitable frequency resolution,
or off-line methods (such as our implementation in Octave), the
Hilbert Transform can be implemented using the Fourier Trans-
form. If X(f) is the Fourier Transform of a real signal x(t), the
Fourier Transform of the analytic signal is given by

Z(f) = 2u(f)X(f), (9)

where u(f) is the unit-step signal [16]. By inverse transforming
Z(f) we get z(t).

We are aware that a lot of criticism has been addressed to in-
coherent Hilbert based decompositions. Modulation filtering lit-
erature reports that the Hilbert based decomposition of arbitrary
band-limited signals is often meaningless, as the instantaneous fre-
quency estimation is discontinuous and with a bandwidth greater
than the original signal one [7]. In [20] the authors argue that the

2http://www.csounds.com/manual/html/hilbert.
html
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model relating the IF to the analytic signal phase might be inade-
quate, and propose an alternative.

There is also an interesting discussion about what would be
the best - or at least a suited - interpretation for the instantaneous
frequency [21, 22]. Seeing it as the average frequency at each
time is one possibility, but it only holds in the case of two compo-
nents with the same amplitude [21]. It was shown that for a higher
number of components, the equal-amplitude condition is not even
sufficient [20]. Intuitively we can think that it makes sense to talk
about IF for a mono-component signal, but not for multicompo-
nent ones, even in the two equal amplitude component case.

So we should better understand what this IF “number” might
mean. Regardless the complexity of the mathematical description
of a signal, in most cases, if we step away from the math and ob-
serve the phenomenon we are able to notice an “instantaneous be-
haviour”. For instance, it is easy to visualize this idea in a color
changing light [21]. However, if we make a chord using two or
more sinusoids we hear more than one frequency; but maybe we
also hear this instantaneous metric related to the IF metric we get
by applying the decomposition. Maybe by manipulating this quan-
tity to achieve audio effects, more intuition can be achieved around
this concept.

Yet another aspect regarding the decomposition of a signal is
whether the signal is a mono- or multi-component one. Cohen [23]
attempts to characterize this difference based on the instantaneous
bandwidth of each ridge (related to the spread of the ridge) in a
time-frequency plane description of a signal. He argues that if two
ridges are close enough and present enough spread they coalesce
and should be considered as a sole partial.

Another way to look at this is to consider the AM/FM decom-
position as an analysis process that can be applied to a non-linear
distortion synthesis scenario. The resynthesis is effectively a com-
bination of both a heterodyne effect (amplitude modulation) and
complex-signal (as opposed to sinusoidal) frequency modulation.
It is in this context that we propose a number of possible DAFx.

The analysis-synthesis process is transparent: if we work with
an unmodified pair of modulating functions, we are able to re-
cover the original signal. Transforming the IA will lead to different
types of modification of the original signal, as already reported in
other contexts. While these changes might be undesirable in other
applications, here there are no specific limitations beyond the in-
tended aesthetic considerations of a good audio effect. Similarly,
our modification of IF, which is behind most of the processes ex-
plored here, has a wide-ranging scope.

All of the effects discussed here can be implemented in real-
time in Csound. Listing 1 shows how the analysis process is imple-
mented in terms of user-defined opcodes (UDOs). The first UDO
in the listing performs the phase differentiation and unwrapping,
whereas the second is the actual full analysis process, which yields
two outputs, the amplitude and frequency modulation signals. De-
pending on the input signal, we have observed that the approxi-
mation involved in the hilbert opcode implementation might
sometimes result in some IF estimation errors. In this case, while
reconstruction is still good, some artefacts might arise when the
frequency modulation signal is scaled. Such issues are overcome,
however, by the use of more precise HT calculation methods.

Listing 1: AM/FM decomposition in Csound

/* diff & unwrap */
opcode Udiff,a,a

setksmps 1

asig xin
asig diff asig
ksig = downsamp(asig)
if ksig >= $M_PI then
asig -= 2*$M_PI

elseif ksig < -$M_PI then
asig += 2*$M_PI

endif
xout asig

endop

/* AM/FM analysis */
opcode AmFmAnal,aa,a

asig xin
aim,are hilbert asig
am = sqrt(are^2 + aim^2)
aph = taninv2(aim, are)

xout am, Udiff(aph)*sr/(2*$M_PI)
endop

3. AM/FM EFFECTS

In this section we show some effects experimented in this study.
We focus on those which produced interesting sonorities. The
effects are based on famous ones, but applied in this subverted
paradigm of coping with the amplitude and frequency modulations
descriptions of the signal.

After processing of the signals estimated by eqs.3 to 6 , the
resynthesis (as defined in eq. 8) can be implemented in Csound
with the code given in Listing 2. Alternatively, a sinusoidal oscil-
lator will suffice.

Listing 2: Csound resynthesis code

/* AM/FM synthesis */
opcode AmFmSyn,a,aa

am,aif xin
xout am*cos(integ(aif)*2*$M_PI/sr)

endop

/* alternatively, just use an oscillator */
asig = oscili(am,aif)

3.1. OctIFer

The octaver effect mixes a signal with a transposed version of it,
either an octave up or down. The OctIFer is an octaver-like pro-
cess based on applying scaling to the estimated signal for the IF,
before the integration for the resynthesis. As common sense might
suggest, a simple multiplication of the IF by 0.5 produces a sig-
nal an octave lower than the original. That is indeed the case, but
additionally to that a very interesting effect is introduced, that en-
riches the signal and this case resembles a very clean bass boost in
a guitar amplifier. The spectrogram of the signal achieved in such
a way is shown in Figure 2.

By doubling the IF, we would expect to get a signal that is an
octave higher. However, the perception of the resultant signal is
not a transposition, but instead, a beautiful coloration of the higher
harmonics (this can be also visualized in the spectrogram in Figure
3). The resultant signal resembles a guitar single note played with
a metal slide.
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Figure 2: Spectrogram of the octave below OctIFer effect. The
lower partials introduced are clearly evident.

Figure 3: Spectrogram of the octave up OctIFer effect. In com-
parison to the original sound spectrogram, a coloration can be
observed.

The reason for this effect is that while the frequency modula-
tion signal is moved one octave, the amplitude modulation is un-
modified. Since the synthesis expression is a ring modulation of
the FM synthesis and the AM signal, we get a convolution of the

two spectra. A similar process is at play in the other IF modifica-
tion effects.

3.2. TransColorIFer

Values different than 2 or 0.5 might also be used to achieve gen-
eral timbral transformations with the TransColorIFer technique.
For instance by multiplying the IF by the relation 3:2 the effect
introduced will add a coloration so the resultant signal bears re-
semblance to the fifth of the original note played. In such a way,
a possible application is to build signals which are sums of signals
resembling notes of specific chords. Each of the voices will have
a different coloration and timbre, gently uncorrelated, leading to
pleasant groupings. In the audio examples an example of a domi-
nant (just minor, based on 9:5) 7th chord can give a good taste of
that.

This same explanation holds for the case of the up-OctIFer.
The original pitch is kept by the unprocessed IA signal, and the
coloration only alters the timbre of the sound. In the case of the
down-OctIFer, lower components are introduced, while the other
harmonics introduced are aligned with the components present in
the IA signal.

The expression for the TransColorIFer (and OctIFer) effect is
given by

x(t) = a(t) cos

(
r2π

∫ t

0

f(τ)dτ

)
, (10)

where r is the interval relation intended for the coloration.

3.3. HybridIFer

The cross-synthesis effect generates a sound based on the com-
bination of two sound inputs [24], also sometimes referred to as
mutation between sounds. With our HybridIFer effect we imple-
ment mutation between sounds by combining their instantaneous
frequencies with complementary weights and keeping only one of
the envelopes. Sounds obtained show that for the same two sounds,
while using one of the envelopes can result in a noisy reconstruc-
tion, simply switching to the other can produce a clean outcome.
Mix the two amplitude envelopes, instead of using only one, also
tends to result in noisy outcomes.

The mutation types produced with the technique are interest-
ing as they preserve the sonorities and characteristics of both sounds,
also introducing a novel coloration. In the audio examples we pro-
vide mutations of all the combinations possible with a guitar, a
saxophone, and a TB-303 synthesizer sample, using equal contri-
bution of each sound IF estimation (p = 0.5). The spectrogram
in Figure 4 show the spectrogram of a saxophone signal we used
to combine with the guitar sound. The resultant spectrogram is
shown in Figure 5.

The expression to implement the HybridIFer is given by

x(t) = a(t) cos

(
2π

∫ t

0

(pf1(τ) + (1− p)f2(τ))dτ
)
, (11)

where f1(t) and f2(t) are the IF for the two signals to be hy-
bridized, a(t) is the amplitude envelope for one of these signals
and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.

It is interesting to note that this technique resembles the syn-
thesis scheme of Double FM modulation [25], where a sum of si-
nusoids modulate a common carrier, where in our case the mod-
ulators are IFs. Double FM produces many sum and difference
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Figure 4: Spectrogram of a saxophone sample.

Figure 5: Spectrogram of the guitar and sax combination using the
HybridIFer effect.

frequency components that are related to the frequencies of the
modulators. It has a connection to the well-known AM technique
of Ring Modulation [26, 27] that also produces sum and difference
outputs.

3.4. ChorIFer

Chorusing is an effect based on the sum of slightly delayed and
detuned versions of a signal. The resultant signal is perceived as
a choir of the original sound. Due to the small differences in fre-
quencies and phases, beatings and modulations in the resultant sig-
nal are very evident within this effect. Some guitar pedals in the
market are even labeled as chorus/vibrato.

The ChorIFer is our version of the chorus effect, where the de-
tunements are obtained with the method described in Sections 3.1
and 3.2. The resynthesized signal sounds feature a clean vibrato
for low detunements values, up to 1% of the IF (this can be visu-
alized in the spectrogram shown in Figure 6). For larger values,
partials due to frequency modulation are also introduced and an
interesting more dramatic variation is achieved. An effect similar
to that is the animation effect in analog subtractive synthesizers,
where closely detuned versions of the main oscillator are added
[28].

Figure 6: Spectrogram of ChorIFer effect.

It is important to be aware that the AM/FM decomposition
produces synchronized IA and IF signals. By delaying the IF
signal we are desynchronizing the IA and IF, and this can cause
the sound to have a noisier attack. Both delayed and non-delayed
versions are available in the examples. The delay periods experi-
mented were around 20 milliseconds (the usual range for the cho-
rus is from 10 to 25 ms [24]).

The ChorIFer mathematical expression is given by

x(t) =
1

2N + 1
a(t)

N∑

k=−N
cos

(
2π(1 + kD)

∫ t

0

f(τ − Lk)dτ
)
,

(12)
where 2N +1 is the number of signals added to achieve the effect,
D is a detunement value, and Lk is the delay for each version of
the signal.
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3.5. WahIFer

The classic and ubiquitous wah-wah effect is produced by adding
to a signal a bandpass version of it, where the center frequency
of a narrow bandpass varies over time [24]. Typically the center
frequency is foot controlled with a pedal, but an alternative is to
use a low frequency oscillator for it. This configuration is known
as the auto-wah [24].

In the WahIFer the bandpass filtering is applied to the IF es-
timated signal. After that this processed IF is used along with the
IA for the resynthesis, and added to the input signal. Notice that
in the WahIFer the bandpass is not cutting out frequencies directly
from an audio signal, but by smoothing the IF function. In such
a way, the filter controls the generation of partials resultant of the
frequency modulation process. In our experiments, frequencies
around 1 Hz lead to the more interesting sonorities. However, even
with this low value for the wah-wah filter swap artefacts of fre-
quency modulation are present (Figure 7). Signals produced with
higher values features noise and aliasing. Different sets of values
are illustrated in the audio examples.

Figure 7: Spectrogram of WahIFer effect.

The expression for the WahIFer effect is given by

x(t) = a(t) cos

(
2π

∫ t

0

h(τ) ∗ f(τ)dτ
)
, (13)

where ∗ is the convolution operator and h(t) is the impulse re-
sponse for a wah-wah filter. A comprehensive description of a
possible implementation of a wah-wah filter is described in [24].
We used this filter in our experiments.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented different versions of long known audio
effects. Instead of applying the processing directly on the signal,

we decompose it into an amplitude envelope and instantaneous fre-
quency using the Hilbert Transform. Then we process the IF signal
and resynthesise the signal. The use of AM/FM decomposition
within the context of non-linear sound synthesis techniques can
open up a variety of avenues for DAFx design, some of which we
have presented here. As we are applying these effects to analysis
signals, the outcome is different from the application in their usual
context as “surface” operations. For instance, in the WahIFer tech-
nique, the filter acts in the signal which ultimately is used in a non-
linear operation, and thus it has an indirect effect on the output.
While most of the effects discussed are achieved by manipulation
of the IF, it is possible to envisage a whole suite of transformations
that will act on the IA.

While this kind of demodulation has been criticised by the
speech processing literature, it yields some interesting possibili-
ties when brought into the context of DAFx for electronic music
applications. In this environment, the requirements are not so nar-
rowly defined (for instance, intelligibility is not a factor here), and
a more creative approach to design sound transformations can be
applied. We have demonstrated that there is enough scope for a
variety of useful musical DAFx.

The main aim of this paper was to provide an initial explo-
ration of AM/FM transformations. The ideas presented here can
be used within any kind of single or multicomponent decomposi-
tion scheme, leading to different results according to the estimated
signals. There is scope for the development of these techniques
presented here in more complex systems, which would consider
sub-band decomposition and coherent detection. In fact, multi-
band AM/FM audio effects based on different processing for the
AM/FM estimations of each sub-band seem to be a rich tool for
the creation of new DAFx and variation of classic ones. We under-
stand that there is still space for further investigation, and encour-
age the use of the code that accompany the paper, so more AM/FM
DAFx can be proposed.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper provides a method for comparing phase angles of 

harmonic sound sources. In particular, we propose an algorithm 

for decomposing the difference between two sets of phases into a 

harmonic part, which represents the phase progress of harmonic 

components, and a residue part, which represents all causes of 

deviations from perfect harmonicity. This decomposition allows 

us to compare phase alignments regardless of an arbitrary time 

shift, and handle harmonic and noise/inharmonic parts of the 

phase angle separately to improve existing algorithms that han-

dles harmonic sound sources using phase measurements. These 

benefits are demonstrated with a new phase-based pitch marking 

algorithm and an improved time-scale and pitch modification 

scheme using traditional harmonic sinusoidal modelling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Pitched, or harmonic, sound sources produce periodical wave-

forms that can be represented as the sum of time-varying sinu-

soids (partials) whose frequencies are multiples of a fundamental 

F0[1][2]. This sinusoidal representation appears in audio proc-

essing either explicitly, e.g. in sinusoidal modelling[3], or im-

plicitly, e.g. in the phase vocoder[4]. At any point each partial is 

associated with a phase angle that determines its positioning in 

time. 

While each phase angle hardly makes any audible difference 

by itself, the alignment between phases affects the audio quality 

in various ways. Phase alignment between harmonic partials ef-

fects audible sub-period energy distribution [5], while that be-

tween binaural channels helps establish the perceived direction 

of the sound source [6]. A third type of phase alignment. i.e. that 

between phase angles sampled from the same partial at different 

time instants, affects sound quality via the frequency-phase rela-

tion. In particular, the perception of harmonicity relies on the 

partial frequencies being perfect multiples of a fundamental, 

which in turn requires the phase angles at different instants be 

aligned in a special way. An audio processing routine that does 

not preserve such phase alignment breaks the harmonicity, and 

possibly creates a chorus effect. 

In this paper we address this third type of phase alignment in 

the context of pitched sounds. In particular, we compute a de-

composition of the difference between two sets of phase angles 

into a harmonic progression and a least-square residue, the for-

mer evaluating how much progress the signal has made from one 

set of phases to the next, the latter evaluating whether the two 

sets are harmonically aligned, and if not, how far they are from 

being so. While being surprisingly simple, this treatment is useful 

in a variety of applications involving the handling of pitched 

sound sources. 

2. HARMONIC PHASE ALIGNMENT AND 

MISALIGNMENT 

Consider a set of M harmonically related sinusoids 

 sm(t) = am∙cos φm(t), t∈R, m = 1, …, M, (1a) 

where 

 φm(t) = 0
m  + 2πmf0t, m (1b) 

is the phase angle of the mth harmonic partial. We define 

 φ(t) = (φ1,…, φm)
T
, φ0 = ( 0

1 ,…, 0
m )

T
, m = (1,…, M)

T
. (2) 

It is trivial to show that  

 φ(t) − φ0  = 2πf0t m, (3) 

in which f0t counts the number of periods between 0 and t. Phase 

values we encounter in actual computations are often subject to 

arbitrary modulo-2π shifts, so it’s better to write (3) as  

 φ(t) − φ0 = 2πf0t∙m + 2kπ, k∈ZM (4a) 

or 

 φ(t) − φ0 ≡ 2πf0t∙m (mod 2π). (4b) 

We say two vectors of phases φ1∈RM and φ2∈RM are har-

monically aligned (aligned for short) if δ∈R, so that  

 φ2 − φ1 ≡ δ∙m (mod 2π). (5) 

By this definition, the phase vector φ(t) in (4b) sampled at any 

time t is aligned to the initial φ0, while those sampled at any pair 

of t1, t2 are aligned between themselves. For various reasons, in 

real-world tasks the phase angles associated with harmonic sinu-

soids may not always satisfy (5), but carry an error term ε: 

 φ2 − φ1 ≡ δ∙m + ε (mod 2π). (6) 

We say φ1 and φ2 in (6) are harmonically misaligned (misaligned 

for short) by ε. The following statements are equivalent: 

i. φ1 and φ2 are harmonically misaligned by ε; 

ii. φ2 is harmonically aligned to φ1 + ε; 

iii. φ2 − φ1 is harmonically aligned to ε; 

iv. δ∈R, k∈ZM, so that  

 ε = φ2 − φ1 − δ∙m + 2kπ. (7) 

Statement iv shows that (6) does not uniquely quantify ε: any 

pair of misalignments ε1 and ε2 are equivalent as long as they are 

aligned to each other. To compare phase alignments quantita-

tively, we’d like to quantify ε so that smaller ε is associated with 

phase vectors closer to perfect alignment. Particularly, if φ1 and 
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φ2 are harmonically aligned then ε should be 0. This leads to the 

minimum misalignment detailed below. 

3. MINIMUM HARMONIC PHASE MISALIGNMENT 

Equation (7) gives the general form of misalignment between φ1 

and φ2. The minimum misalignment method seeks to minimize ε, 

constrained by (7), as the unique quantification of ε. Different 

forms of the minimum can be defined by specific choices of the 

minimization criterion. In this paper we consider two of them, 

based on L2 and weighted L2 norms, respectively. 

3.1. Minimization by L2 

The L2 norm of ε is  

 ||ε||2 = ε
T
ε. (8) 

Define εo = φ2 − φ1, we can rewrite (7) as 

 ε(δ, k) = εo − δ∙m + 2kπ. (9) 

Once δ is fixed, the minimization of ||ε||2 with regard to k is triv-

ial: we only need to take the minimal absolute residue of εo − δ∙m 

modulo 2π: 

 mink ε(δ, k) = )2,res(  mε o ,  (10)  

where res(x, y) is the minimal absolute residue of x modulo y, 

obtained by shifting every entry of x by a multiple of y into the 

interval [-y/2, y/2). Since ε is periodical with regard to δ with 

period 2π, the task of minimizing ||ε||2 is simplified to finding 

δ∈[-π, π) so that  

 ||ε(δ)||2 =



M

m

o
m m

1

2)2,res(   (11) 

becomes minimal, where o
m  is the mth entry of εo.  

 

Figure 1 Minimal absolute residue modulo 2π 

Since res(x,2π) is a piecewise linear function of x (Figure 1), 

||ε(δ)||2 in (11) is a piecewise quadratic function of δ, whose 

minimum over the finite-length interval [-π, π) can be found by 

enumerating all quadratic pieces within this range.  

3.2. Minimization by weighted L2 

L2 minimization in 3.1 assumes equal impact from each partial. 

In practice it is often reasonable to emphasize some partials 

while deemphasizing some others. For example, some musical 

instruments have weaker even partials than odd ones, so that the 

phase angles measured for the odd partials are generally more 

reliable. It makes sense to emphasize the contribution from the 

stronger partials in formulating the minimization criterion. 

The weighted L2 norm of ε is  

 2|||| wε  = ε
T
∙diag(w)∙ε. (12) 

where w=(w1, …, wM)
T
, wm0, m, contains the partial weights 

and diag(w) is a diagonal matrix whose main diagonal is speci-

fied by w. 2|||| wε  reduces to ||ε||2 when all entries of w are 1. 

The minimization of the weighted L2 norm follows the same 

path as that of the L2 norm. It is eventually reduced to finding 

δ∈[-π, π) that minimizes 

 2||)(|| wε   = 



M

m

o
mm mw

1

2)2,res(   (13) 

A routine for the computation of δ in (11) is suggested in Appen-

dix A, which also works for (11) if all weights are set to 1.  

3.3. Interpretation 

The minimum-by-L2 method provides a least square solution to 

(6), which breaks the phase difference φ2−φ1 down to a harmonic 

progression δ∙m and a least square mismatch term ε.  

If φ1 and φ2 are sampled from the same harmonic source, 

then δ estimates the phase progress (modulo 2π) of the funda-

mental frequency between the sampled positions, and ε evaluates 

their difference in phase sampling error. If φ1 and φ2 are sampled 

from different harmonic sources then δ estimates how much pro-

gress the first source has to make to be optimally aligned with the 

second source at the sampled position, and ε evaluates how well 

they can match in terms of phase alignments. 

Although our discussion had started with steady tones, all 

formulations since (5) also apply to time-varying harmonic sound 

sources with amplitude and frequency modulations as well as 

timbre evolution. In the last case the phase vectors become land-

marks during the transition from one timbre to the next, which 

can be used later to resynthesize the same transition. 

Once we have estimated δ and ε we can write 

 φ2 − φ1 = (δ + 2kπ) ∙m + ε, k∈Z (14) 

The difference from (7) is that the arbitrary factor is now k∈Z 

instead of k∈ZM in the original equation. This disambiguation 

comes from an implicit phase unwrapping during the minimiza-

tion of ε with harmonicity constraint. This avoids possible loss of 

harmonicity during explicit phase unwrapping of each individual 

partial, e.g. in conventional sinusoidal synthesis [3]. 

4. APPLICATIONS IN PROCESSING HARMONIC 

SOUND SOURCES 

The main advantage of our handling of the phase difference is 

that we may now attribute all pitch-related information to the 

harmonic progression part and focus on the residue part for han-

dling non-harmonic aspects. By treating these two parts sepa-

rately we can avoid the negative influence brought by one part to 

algorithms designed to handle the other. 

In this section we demonstrate, in two unrelated applications, 

how we make use of the decomposition to handle harmonic 

sound sources. In a pitch marking example, we use the harmonic 

part to clock specific time instants within a period, and the resi-

due part to inform on the degree of harmonicity. In another time-

sale modification example, we demonstrate how we eliminate 

phase dispersion artefacts by avoiding frequency pollution from 

the misalignment part, while perfectly preserving wave shape 

evolution embedded in the misalignment. 

π  

-π  

0  π  2π  -π  -2π  t 

res(t,2π) 

,
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4.1. Pitch marking 

Pitch-synchronized processing, such as pitch-synchronous over-

lap-add (PSOLA)[7], operates on pitched sounds on the period 

level, offering quick response to period-to-period changes that is 

common in non-stationary quasi-harmonic signals like human 

speech. These algorithms rely on pre-determined time instants, 

known as pitch marks, as landmarks to synchronize their opera-

tions to. The basic requirement for pitch marking is that the in-

terval between two adjacent pitch marks be precisely one speech 

period. Exactly where within a period the pitch mark should be 

placed has been a matter of the designer’s choice: positions like 

prominent waveform peaks [8], significant excitation instants [9] 

and glottal closure instants [10] have all been reported for pitch 

marks. The chief concepts behind these choices are one: to clock 

the pitch marks consistently across periods and, if possible, 

across different sounds. The phase angle, by nature, handles ex-

actly the clocking of an instant within the duration of a period. 

This motivates the new pitch marking algorithm presented below. 

The standard procedure of pitch marking includes an initiali-

zation step, which places the first pitch mark, and a propagation 

step, which iteratively “grows” the existing set of pitch marks 

forward and backward to cover the whole length of a pitched 

sound. We will present our phase-based solution to the two steps 

in reverse order.  

First let us define the phase vectors used in our algorithm. 

Let s(t) be a periodical signal with period T1. Given any time t1, 

we consider the two-period interval (t1−T1, t1+T1). A pitch-

synchronized spectrum can be computed from the interval with 

 







11

11

12/2
11 )()/();(ˆ

Tt

Ttt

Tktj
etsTtwtks

 , k = 0, 1, …, T1  (15) 

where k is the harmonics index and w(t) is an analysis window 

supported on [-1, 1]. The phase vector of s(t) of size M (M<T1) at 

t1 is then taken as 

  T);(ˆarg,),;2(ˆarg),;1(ˆarg 1111 tMststs φ  (16)  

Now we let t1 be where we have placed a pitch mark, and 

consider where to place the next. Ideally at point t1+T1 we should 

be able to sample the same phase vector φ1, which is rationale 

enough to place the next pitch mark there. However, in real tasks 

the signal is hardly exactly periodic, the estimate of T1 is rarely 

perfect, and the period itself may have changed from T1. Conse-

quently at t1+T1 we only get some φ2≠φ1 which is not enough to 

signal the next pitch mark. 

 
Figure 2 Pitch mark propagation by phase alignment 

However, we can still place the next pitch mark near t1+T1 by 

harmonically progress φ2 by some δ∙m to optimally match φ1. In 

other words, we put φ1−φ2 on the left side of (6) and solve for δ 

using the proposed routine (Appendix A). The new pitch mark is 

then placed at the adjusted position 

 
 2/1

, 1
2212




T
TTtt . (17) 

In (17) T1 is multiplied by 2π/(2π−δ), the ratio between the fun-

damental phase progression expected over a period and that ob-

served over the duration of T1. If the adjustment is large (i.e. |δ| is 

above some threshold), it makes sense to repeat the above ad-

justment process until δ is contained. Once the position of t2 is 

determined, pitch marking may proceed from t2 onwards with the 

new period T2, until some termination criterion is met, such as 

the phase mismatch ε between pitch marks getting too large, or 

the correlation between marked periods getting too small. Back-

ward propagation of pitch marks can be handled in exactly the 

same way. 

We observe that the initial pitch mark provides a phase vec-

tor to which all other pitch marks are aligned, so its choice more 

or less determines what most pitch marks will be like. To better 

prepare for later stages that will use pitch marks, we would like 

all initial pitch marks have a consistent look. In [8], [9] and [10], 

this took the shape of waveform peak, excitation peak or glottal 

stop. For the phase-based pitch marking, we propose to initialize 

the first pitch mark at a position that is optimally aligned to the 

zero phase vector 0M. This keeps the initial pitch mark close to 

minimum phase, which is related to high energy concentration 

and smooth spectral envelope preservation in PSOLA. 

Let t1 be a point around which the signal s(t) has its period T1 

estimated with high periodicity, e.g. via autocorrelation. Let φ1 

be the phase vector at t1 given by (15)(16). We find out the har-

monic phase progression δ∙m for φ1+δ∙m to optimally match 0. 

This is achieved by setting φ2=0 on the left side of (6) and solve 

for δ with the proposed routine (Appendix A). We then update t1 

with 

  2/111  Ttt .   (18) 

This update may be repeated a few times if it brings the match 

closer to zero phase, which can be observed from the value of |ε||2 

before and after each update. 

 
(a) waveform and pitch marks of “that’s” 

 
(b) detail of (a) 

Figure 3 Pitch marking example 1 

Figure 3(a) shows the pitch marking result for part of a spoken 

sentence in which a female speaker says “that’s …”. Pitch marks 

are plotted onto the waveform as vertical lines. As we may expect, 

the pitch marks span the duration of the voiced (i.e. periodic) 

part of the speech, leaving the fricative /s/ clear. Each period of 

t 
t1 

φ1 

t1+T1 

φ2 

t2 

+ ~2πm 

 +δm 

,
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the signal contains exactly one pitch mark. An inspection into the 

details (Figure 3(b)) reveals that the pitch marks are placed at the 

same position within its period. Each pitch mark sits between 

two secondary waveform peaks riding on top of the highest of the 

four primary peaks of each period. This agrees with the common 

understanding of minimum phase, as well as that of the ideal po-

sition for the waveform grain centres in PSOLA. 

 

Figure 4 Pitch marking example 2 

Figure 4 shows another pitch marking result during timbre 

evolution, in this case a change of phoneme without resting the 

vocal folds. We see that as the change progresses, the pitch mark 

shifts from one competing secondary peak (front peak at t1) to 

another (rear peak at t2). This is a common phenomenon with all 

landmark-based pitch markers: if each period contains two quali-

fied landmarks, one slowly diminishes across the periods, and the 

other slowly rises, then a switch of the pitch mark between the 

two is sure to take place at least once during the transition. The 

advantage of our minimum phase pitch marking is that it also 

computes the fundamental phase progression from t1 to t2, so we 

are informed that t2−t1 exceeds a period’s length, and by how 

much it does so. This information gains us better ground for 

adapting later processing stages, such as PSOLA, to handle such 

shifts properly.  

4.2.  Time-scale modification with sinusoidal model synthesis  

Sinusoidal modelling [3] and its variants [2][11][12] represent 

sinusoids by sampling their amplitude, frequency and phase an-

gle at predefined measurement points t=(t0, …, tL)T. In this part 

we consider only harmonic sinusoids. Let the angular frequency 

and phase angle of the mth partial sampled at tl be m
l  and m

l , 

respectively, and let T),,( 0
m
L

mm  φ , T),,( 1 M
lll  φ , 

T),,( 0
m
L

mm  ω , T),,( 1 M
lll  ω . For each partial m, the 

sinusoidal model synthesis (SMS) reconstructs a new pair of fre-

quency and phase functions )(~ tm  and )(~ tm  by jointly inter-

polating φm and ωm with phase unwrapping, so that )(~ tm  is 

continuous and  

 )2(mod)(~
1

1

 m
l

m
l

t

t

m dtt
l

l

 


, l.  (19) 

In the original SMS [3] )(~ tm  was constructed as piecewise 

quadratic. Finally the synthesizer reconstructs the phase with 

  dt
t

t

mmm


0

)(~)(~
0 .  (20) 

We consider the interval [tl, tl+1], on which )(~ tm depends on 

m
l , m

l 1 , m
l  and m

l 1 . Let  T))(~,),(~)(~ 1 ttt M
l  ω . We 

write ),,;(~)(~
1 llll tt φφΩωω  to emphasize the dependency of 

)(~ tlω  on φl and φl+1, with Ω representing the frequencies. For 

all phase-aligned synthesizers, the dependency of )(~ tlω on φl 

and φl+1 is via their difference, so we can rewrite (19) in the fol-

lowing vector form: 

 )2(mod),;(~
11

1

ll

t

t
lll dtt

l

l

φφφφΩω  


.   (21) 

Ideally, for harmonic sinusoids the phase angles are always 

aligned, so that the right side of (21) is aligned to 0. In practice, 

due to inaccuracies of sampled frequencies and phases,  φ(tl+1) is 

rarely perfectly aligned to φ(tl), so that )(~ tω  cannot be perfectly 

harmonic on [tl, tl+1]. This deviation from harmonicity is tolerable 

most of the time, as the misalignment of phase does not go much 

further beyond the magnitude of estimation error, so that the par-

tials remain safe from destructive waveform interferences. How-

ever, this may not be the case when time-scale modification is 

involved. 

The method 

Sinusoidal modeling represents the time scale by the meas-

urement points t. Time-scale modification in this case involves 

selecting a new sequence 't  and synthesizing a sound whose 

qualities (other than speed) at every lt   are similar to those of the 

unmodified sound at tl. In this paper we only consider the sim-

plest type of time-scale modification, i.e. constant-rate time scal-

ing, with 

 tt  ' .  (22) 

where ρ is the scaling rate. The time scaling preserves the fre-

quency value of )(~ tm  at point ρt, which we write as 

  ),,;(~)(~
1 llll tt φφΩωω 
 ,  (23) 

where )(~ tlω is the modified frequency function on ],[ 1

ll tt . 

Since the modified frequencies are linear stretching of the origi-

nals, the phase misalignment between φl and φl+1 is multiplied by 

ρ. This change of misalignment can propagate across frames. As 

ρ becomes large the accumulated misalignment may incur de-

structive interference, which leads to deformed wave shape and 

eventually audible artefacts. This is known as phase dispersion 

and was well studied in [13]. 

From (23) we know that the phase progression of )(~ tlω be-

tween lt   and 1

lt  is ρ times that of )(~ tω between tl and tl+1, in-

cluding both the harmonic progression and the misalignment. 

However, for a harmonic sound source only the harmonic pro-

gression represents the true frequencies, which are what we aim 

to stretch by time scaling. The misalignment, on the other hand, 

represents estimation error and timbre evolution, neither a part of 

the true frequency, and should be left outside the integration of 

stretched frequency. As long as the misalignment is not multi-

plied by ρ, but remains unchanged between measurement points, 

there will be no extra misalignment to propagate across frame, 

therefore phase dispersion will not occur. 

Back to synthesizer design, we break the phase difference 

ll φφ 1  into the sum of a harmonic progression and a least 

square residue: 

 εmkφφ  21 ll , k∈ZM.  (24) 

Then we construct )(~ tlω  in two parts: 
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)(~ // tlω  represents the harmonic frequencies which should be 

stretched;  )(~ tl


ω  represents the residue frequency whose contri-

bution to phase should be stretched. These two different types of 

stretching are implemented in a simple combined form: 

 )(~)(~)(~
//

1// ttt ll
 ωωω  ,  (26) 

which replaces (23) in time scaling. An intuitive interpretation of 

(26) is that we multiply the residue )(~ tl


ω  by ρ-1 to counteract 

the ρ times stretching, so that its integration between measure-

ment points remain unchanged. A similar solution exists for han-

dling phase in constant rate pitch scaling, which faces the same 

phase dispersion issue. 

Example 1: artificially synthesized sound 

We illustrate the time scaling algorithm above using synthe-

sized harmonic sinusoids with M=3, L=3. We place the meas-

urement points at 0, T, 2T and 3T, T=128.The fundamental fre-

quency is constant at 0.005. The frequency and phase values at 

the measurement points are given to the synthesizers with simu-

lated errors: (0.15,0.15,-0.15,-0.15)/T for the fundamental fre-

quency and (0.1,0.1,-0.1,-0.1)π for the fundamental phase. For 

the 2nd and 3rd partials the errors are rotated by 1 and 2 slots, re-

spectively. We use scaling rates ρ=1, 2 and 4, and compare the 

results with a baseline synthesizer that runs the same workflow 

but without the proposed phase handling, and Ninness and Hen-

riksen’s method [13], which implemented “phase invariant” time 

scaling to address the phase dispersion issue. 

 

Figure 5 Phase misalignment during time scaling 

(a)(b)(c)Ninness-Henriksen method; (d)(e)(f)baseline method; 

(g)(h)(i)baseline+proposed. 

 Figure 5 shows the harmonic misalignment in each setting, 

computed between the error-free initial phases and the synthe-

sized phases. Each curve in Figure 5 shows the misalignment of 

one sinusoidal partial against time (x-axis). Results from the 

Ninness-Henriksen method are given in the first row, those from 

the baseline in the second, those from the baseline with proposed 

phase handling in the third. We see that the method of [13] does 

offer smaller misalignment than the baseline at ρ=2, but both de-

grades to similar level at ρ=4. The performance of the proposed 

method, on the other hand, is not affected by time scaling. 

 
Figure 6 Waveforms before and after scaling 

(a)(b)(c)natural extension; (d)(e)(f)Ninness-Henriksen method;  

(g)(h)(i)baseline method; (j)(k)(l)baseline+proposed. 

Figure 6 shows the synthesized waveforms. The partial am-

plitudes are assigned the ratio 1:2-1/2:3-1/3, and the initial phases 

of the three partials are 0, π/7 and 4π/7. The first row gives the 

time scaling result obtained by natural extension of the ground 

truth signal; the second to fourth rows give the results from the 

phase invariant method of [13], the baseline synthesizer, and the 

baseline with proposed phase handling, respectively, using accu-

rate amplitude values and inaccurate frequency and phase values 

at the measurement points. We see that Ninness and Henriksen’s 

phase invariant method has succeeded to preserve better wave 

shape than our baseline at ρ=2, but at ρ=4 both lose hold of the 

waveform. The proposed method, on the other hand, preserves 

the waveform equally well for ρ=1, 2 and 4. 

Example 2: voiced speech 

In this example we time-stretch a recording of a female voice 

saying “Offal is now thought to be very nutritious.” Using simple 

harmonic sinusoidal modelling without the residue, we extract 

the voiced part whose spectrogram and waveform are shown in 

Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b). To visualize the details Figure 7(a) 

only contains the “-fal is now” part and Figure 7(b) only a few 

periods. Three time stretchers are applied to the sentence with 

ρ=3, including a plain phase-aligned synthesizer, the time 

stretcher proposed by Ninness and Henrikson [13], and our pro-

posed approach. Their results are given in Figure 7(c) ~ Figure 

7(h), aligned to their corresponding parts in the original in Figure 

7(a) and Figure 7(b). The plain synthesizer combats phase dis-

persion by enforcing phase alignment at measurement points, at 

the cost of frequency instability. Ninness and Henrikson’s ap-

proach smoothes out most frequency problems of the former but, 

judged from by the change in wave shape, has not managed to 

avoid phase dispersion. Our proposed time stretcher based on 

harmonic phase decomposition produces no less smooth result 

while perfectly maintains the wave shape. 
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Figure 7 Spectrograms and waveforms (partial) before and 

after time scaling 

(a)(b) original; (c)(d) plain phase-aligned synthesis;  

(e)(f) Ninness-Henriksen; (g)(h) proposed. 

Example 3: piano 

In another experiment we time-stretch a piano note extracted 

from a polyphonic recording using harmonic sinusoidal model-

ling, using the same three stretchers as above with ρ=3. As far as 

subjective listening and wave shape comparison are concerned, 

our results for the piano note are very similar to those for the 

spoken sentence above. However, a closer look into spectrogram 

details in the frequency range above the first few reveals a vi-

brato-like structure in some partials synthesized using harmonic 

phase decomposition, which is absent from those synthesized 

using the Ninness-Henriksen method (Figure 8). Our informal 

listening has not detected audible traces of this frequency modu-

lation, probably because the modulation has not affected the 

strongest partials sufficiently. 

We attribute the modulation to the fact that the piano sound is 

intrinsically inharmonic, so the harmonic phase progression does 

not accurately model the relationship between its partial frequen-

cies. When the phase angles are manipulated during time scaling 

using (26), the computed phase progression between measure-

ment points may deviate significantly from what would be made 

at the actual frequency. The synthesizer makes up for the dis-

crepancy by bending the instantaneous frequency between adja-

cent measurement points, creating a frequency modulation with 

period ρT.  

More detailed analysis (using very large DFT size) of the av-

erage partial frequencies in Figure 8(b) reveals that the frequency 

values maintain harmonic ratios between themselves in groups. 

For example, the frequencies of the 8th, 7th and 6th partials have 

the ratio 8:7:6, those of the 10th and 9th partials have 10:9, while 

between the 9th and 8th the ratio is larger than 9:8. In other words, 

the harmonic rule may predict the average frequency of some 

partial from the immediate predecessor with a significant gap. 

This gap turns out to cover whole frequency bins, which is the 

result of phase unwrapping during sinusoidal synthesis.  

 
Figure 8 Spectrogram details of time-stretched piano note 

(a) Ninness-Henriksen method; (b) proposed. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we proposed comparing two sets of harmonic phase 

angles by decomposing their difference into a harmonic progres-

sion and a least square residue, computed by minimizing a 

piecewise binomial function. The method does not mind how the 

phase angles are computed, nor requires the phase angle of every 

partial be available. One is allowed to attach weights to the phase 

values during the decomposition to suppress the contribution 

from the inaccurate phases, particularly those of weak partials. 

Compared to raw phase values, this harmonically decom-

posed representation has several advantages: it allows compari-

son of phase vectors regardless of an arbitrary time shift; it al-

lows clocking the difference between two phase vectors using 

information from all partials; it allows algorithms designed for 

processing periodic signals to focus on harmonic phase, those for 

non-periodic aspects on the residue. In two unrelated applica-

tions involving harmonic sound sources, we have demonstrated 

the use of our analysis approach to phase in two different man-

ners, both achieving expected results. However, since phase 

alignment is such a common presence with harmonic and quasi-

harmonic sounds, the proposed method is surely applicable in 

many more circumstances. For example, we have already demon-

strated in Figure 5 the use of harmonic misalignment to track 

timbre change, which is probably more revealing than comparing 

waveforms, such as Figure 6. 

On the other hand, we have seen that the harmonic phase de-

composition comes with a few limitations. First, it requires har-

monic sinusoidal analysis to provide reasonably accurate phase 

values of harmonically related partials, which can be a hard task 

in itself, especially in complex acoustical environments. Whether 

and how the proposed technique may be applied to more readily 

available forms of phase angles, such as that from the Fourier 

transform, remains a question to be looked into. Second, success-

ful decomposition of the phase progression relies on good phase 

estimates of all participating partials, which in turn requires a 

mechanism to tag each phase estimate with a confidence label. In 

this paper we have included partial weights in section 3.2 to fill 

this role, but how the weights are to be best evaluated remains 

another question for future investigation. Moreover, the piano 

example shows that the proposed method does not accurately 

model sound sources with inharmonicity. In the case of time scal-

ing, this has lead to additional frequency modulation of some 

partials, and has the potential to create audible artefacts. The ad-

aptation of the proposed harmonic phase decomposition to sound 

sources with inharmonicity, therefore, may become another di-

rection of future research into this world of aligned and mis-

aligned phase angles. 

 

(a) ρ=3 (b) ρ=3 

(a) ρ=1 (b) ρ=1 

 

(e) ρ=3 (f) ρ=3 

(g) ρ=3 (h) ρ=3 

(c) ρ=3 (d) ρ=3 
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTING MINIMUM HARMONIC 

PHASE MISALIGNMENT 

Given εo=( o
1 , …, o

M )
T
, w=(w1, …, wM)

T
, wm0, m, find 

δ∈[-π, π) that minimizes 

 D(δ)=



M

m

o
mm mw

1

2)2,res(  . (A.1) 

Notice that (A.1) gives δ a different sign from (13), which needs 

be switched back should the value of δ be required afterwards. 

Because res(x,2π) is a piecewise linear regarding x, D(δ) is 

piecewise quadratic regarding δ. Let δ0 = -π < δ1 <…< δL = π be 

the section points marking the end of these quadratic pieces, and 

let the left and right derivatives of D(δ) at δl be )(' lD   and 

)(' lD  , then D(δ) has a local minimum in (δl, δl+1) if and only if 

0)(' lD   and 0)(' 1 lD  ; D(δ) has no minimum at any δl 

other than –π and π as it has -∞ derivative as such points. To find 

δ that minimizes D(δ), we first locate all the section points and 

compute the left and right derivatives, then enumerate the quad-

ratic pieces for local minima, from which the smallest one is 

picked as the global minimum of D(δ). 

Below is a routine for minimizing D(δ) that iteratively lo-

cates the section points contributed from each partial m and up-

dates a section point list with derivatives. 

routine 1: minimum harmonic phase misalignment 

This routine maintains a list of section points {pl, al, bl} indexed 

by l, in which pl is the position of a section point and al, bl are 

the left and right derivatives at pl. 

1º Initialize a sorted section point list with initial members –π 

and π, both with left and right derivatives set to 0; 

2º for m=1, …, M, do 3º~8º; 

3º compute the first section point of partial m: 

 sp0← -π + (π – res(-mπ + o
m )) / m; (A.2) 

4º for sp=sp0, sp0 + 2π/m, …, sp0 + 2π(m−1)/m,  do 5º; 

5º if sp does not coincide with an existing point in the list, 

let the two listed section points immediately before and 

after sp be pl and pl+1, then we insert sp into the list with 

identical left and right derivatives given as  

 
ll

llll

pp

apspbspp









1

11 )()(
; (A.3) 

6º for all points pl, l=0, 1, …, in the updated list, do 7º~8º; 

7º if pl is a section point of partial m, do 

 al ← al + mπ∙wm, (A.4) 

 bl ← bl − mπ∙wm; (A.5) 

8º if not, do 

 al ← al + m∙res(mpl +
o
m ,2π)∙wm,  (A.6) 

 bl ← bl + m∙res(mpl +
o
m ,2π)∙wm; (A.7) 

9º initialize the minimum δmin←-π; 

10º for l=1, 2…, do 11º~13º; 

11º if bl-1<0 and al>0, do 

12º compute local minimum 

 δ←
1

11









ll

llll

ba

bpap
; (A.8) 

13º if D(δ) < D(δmin), δmin←δ. 
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ABSTRACT

Our goal is to improve the perceptual quality of transient signal
components extracted in the context of music source separation.
Many state-of-the-art techniques are based on applying a suitable
decomposition to the magnitude of the Short-Time Fourier Trans-
form (STFT) of the mixture signal. The phase information re-
quired for the reconstruction of individual component signals is
usually taken from the mixture, resulting in a complex-valued,
modified STFT (MSTFT). There are different methods for recon-
structing a time-domain signal whose STFT approximates the tar-
get MSTFT. Due to phase inconsistencies, these reconstructed sig-
nals are likely to contain artifacts such as pre-echos preceding tran-
sient components. In this paper, we propose a simple, yet effective
extension of the iterative signal reconstruction procedure by Grif-
fin and Lim to remedy this problem. In a first experiment, under
laboratory conditions, we show that our method considerably at-
tenuates pre-echos while still showing similar convergence proper-
ties as the original approach. A second, more realistic experiment
involving score-informed audio decomposition shows that the pro-
posed method still yields improvements, although to a lesser ex-
tent, under non-idealized conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music source separation aims at decomposing a polyphonic, multi-
timbral music recording into component signals such as singing
voice, instrumental melodies, percussive instruments, or individ-
ual note events occurring in a mixture signal [1]. Besides being an
important step in many music analysis and retrieval tasks, music
source separation is also a fundamental prerequisite for applica-
tions such as music restoration, upmixing, and remixing. For these
purposes, high fidelity in terms of perceptual quality of the sepa-
rated components is desirable. The majority of existing separation
techniques work on a time-frequency (TF) representation of the
mixture signal, often the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT).
The target component signals are usually reconstructed using a
suitable inverse transform, which in turn can introduce audible ar-
tifacts such as musical noise, smeared transients or pre-echos, as
exemplified in Figure 1(c).
In order to better preserve transient signal components, we pro-
pose in this paper a simple, yet effective extension to the signal
reconstruction procedure by Griffin and Lim [2]. The original
method iteratively estimates the phase information necessary for
time-domain reconstruction from a magnitude STFT (STFTM) by

∗ The International Audio Laboratories Erlangen is a joint institution
of the Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) and the
Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Schaltungen IIS.

going back and forth between the STFT and the time-domain, only
updating the phase information, while keeping the STFTM fixed.
Our proposed extension manipulates the intermediate time-domain
reconstructions in order to attenuate the pre-echos that potentially
precede the transients.
We conduct two kinds of evaluations in an audio decomposition
scenario, where our objective is to extract isolated drum sounds
from polyphonic drum recordings. To this end, we use a publicly
available test set that is enriched with all necessary side informa-
tion, such as the true “oracle” component signals and their pre-
cise transient positions. In the first experiment, under laboratory
conditions, we make use of all side-information in order to fo-
cus on evaluating the benefit of our proposed method for transient
preservation in signal reconstruction. Under these idealized con-
ditions, we can show that our proposed method considerably at-
tenuates pre-echos while still exhibiting similar convergence prop-
erties as the original method. In the second experiment, we em-
ploy a state-of-the-art decomposition technique [3, 4] with score-
informed constraints [1] to estimate the component signal’s STFTM
from the mixture. Under these more realistic conditions, our pro-
posed method still yields improvements yet to a lesser extent than
in the idealized scenario.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides a brief overview of related work before Section 3 introduces
our new method. Section 4 details and discusses the experimen-
tal evaluation under laboratory conditions. Section 5 describes a
more realistic application and evaluation of our proposed method
in conjunction with score-informed audio decomposition. Finally,
in Section 6 we conclude and indicate directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Three research fields are important for our work: First, a number
of publications on signal reconstruction and transient preservation
are related and relevant for our proposed restoration method. Sec-
ond, papers on score-informed audio decomposition (i.e., source
separation) provide the basis for deploying our method in a real-
world application.

2.1. Signal Reconstruction

The problem of signal reconstruction, also known as magnitude
spectrogram inversion or phase estimation is a well researched
topic. In their classic paper [2], Griffin and Lim proposed the
so-called LSEE-MSTFTM algorithm (denoted as GL throughout
this paper) for iterative, blind signal reconstruction from modified
STFT magnitude (MSTFTM) spectrograms. In [5], Le Roux et al.
developed a different view on this method by describing it using
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Figure 1: Illustration of the transient restoration. (a): Target component signal, an exponentially decaying sinusoid preceded by silence. (b):
Reconstruction using zero phase. Due to destructive interference, the overall amplitude seemingly decreased to silence. (c): Reconstruction
after 200 GL iterations, exhibiting pronounced transient smearing. (d): Reconstruction after 200 iterations of the proposed transient
restoration method. The left hand legend applies to all plots, n0 denotes the transient position.

a TF consistency criterion. By keeping the necessary operations
entirely in the TF domain, several simplifications and approxima-
tions could be introduced that lower the computational load com-
pared to the original procedure. Since the phase estimates ob-
tained using GL can only converge to local optima, several pub-
lications were concerned with finding a good initial estimate for
the phase information [6, 7]. Sturmel and Daudet [8] provided an
in-depth review of signal reconstruction methods and pointed out
unsolved problems. An extension of GL with respect to conver-
gence speed was proposed in [9]. Other authors tried to formulate
the phase estimation problem as a convex optimization scheme and
arrived at promising results hampered by high computational com-
plexity [10]. Another work [11] was concerned with applying the
spectrogram consistency framework to signal reconstruction from
wavelet-based magnitude spectrograms.

2.2. Transient Preservation

The problem of transient preservation has been extensively ad-
dressed in the field of perceptual audio coding, where pre-echo
artifacts can occur ahead of transient signal components. Pre-
echos are caused by the use of relatively long analysis and syn-
thesis windows in conjunction with coding-related modification of
TF bins such as quantization of spectral magnitudes according to
a psycho-acoustic model. It can be considered as state-of-the-art
to use block-switching to account for transient events [12]. An
interesting approach was proposed in [13], where spectral coeffi-
cients are encoded by linear prediction along the frequency axis,
automatically reducing pre-echos. Other authors proposed to de-
compose the signal into transient and residual components and use
optimized coding parameters for each stream [14]. In [15], the
authors proposed a scheme that unifies iterative signal reconstruc-
tion (see Section 2.2) and block-switching in the context of audio
coding. Transient preservation has also been investigated in the
context of time-scale modification methods based on the phase-
vocoder [16]. In addition to an optimized treatment of the transient
components, several authors follow the principle of phase-locking
or re-initialization of phase in transient frames [17, 18].

2.3. Score-informed Audio Decomposition

The majority of music source separation techniques operate on
a TF representation of the mixture signal. It is common prac-
tice to compute the mixture signal’s STFT and apply suitable de-
composition techniques (e.g., Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF)) to the corresponding magnitude spectrogram. This yields
an MSTFTM, ideally representing the isolated target signal com-

ponent. The corresponding time-domain signal is usually derived
by using the original phase information and applying signal recon-
struction methods.
When striving for good perceptual quality of the separated tar-
get signals, many authors propose to impose score-informed con-
straints on the decomposition [19, 20, 1]. This has the advan-
tage that the separation can be guided and constrained by infor-
mation on the approximate location of component signals in time
(onset, offset) and frequency (pitch, timbre). A few studies deal
with source separation of strongly transient signals such as drums
[21, 22]. Usage of the Non-Negative Matrix Factor Deconvolu-
tion (NMFD) for drum sound separation was first proposed in [3].
Later works applied it to drum sound detection using sparseness
constraints [4] as well as regularisation in [23]. Others authors
focus on the separation of harmonic vs. percussive components
[24, 25, 26]. The importance of phase information for source sep-
aration quality is discussed in [27].

3. TRANSIENT RESTORATION

In the following, we first fix our notation and signal model and
describe the employed signal reconstruction method. Afterward,
we introduce our novel extension for transient preservation in the
GL method and provide an illustrative example.

3.1. Notation and Signal Model

We consider the real-valued, discrete time-domain signal x : Z→
R to be a linear mixture x :=

∑C
c=1 xc of C ∈ N component sig-

nals xc corresponding to individual instruments. As shown in Fig-
ure 2(a), each component signal contains at least one transient au-
dio event produced by the corresponding instrument (in our case,
by striking a drum). Furthermore, we assume that we have a sym-
bolic transcription available that specifies the onset time (i.e., tran-
sient position) and instrument type for each of the audio events.
From that transcription, we derive the total number of onset events
S as well as the number of unique instrumentsC. Our aim is to ex-
tract individual component signals xc from the mixture x as shown
in Figure 2. For evaluation purposes (see Section 4), we assume to
have the oracle component signals xc available.
We decompose x in the TF-domain, to this end we employ STFT
as follows. LetX (m, k) be a complex-valued TF coefficient at the
mth time frame and kth spectral bin. The coefficient is computed
by

X (m, k) :=

N−1∑

n=0

x(n+mH)w(n) exp(−2πikn/N), (1)
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Figure 2: Illustration of our signal model. (a): Mixture signal x is the sum of C = 3 component signals xc, each containing sequences of
synthetic drum sounds sampled from a Roland TR 808 drum machine (x1: kick drum, x2: snare drum, x3: hi-hat). (b): TF representation
of the mixture’s magnitude spectrogram V and C = 3 component magnitude spectrograms Vc. For better visibility, the frequency axis and
the magnitudes are on a logarithmic scale.

where w : [0 : N − 1] → R is a suitable window function of
blocksize N ∈ N, and H ∈ N is the hop size parameter. The
number of frequency bins is K = N/2 and the number of spectral
frames M ∈ [1 : M ] is determined by the available signal sam-
ples. For simplicity, we also write X = STFT(x). Following [5],
we call X a consistent STFT since it is a set of complex numbers
which has been obtained from the real time-domain signal x via
(1). In contrast, an inconsistent STFT is a set of complex num-
bers that was not obtained from a real time-domain signal. From
X , the magnitude spectrogramA and the phase spectrogram ϕ are
derived as

A(m, k) := |X (m, k)| , (2)
ϕ(m, k) := ∠X (m, k), (3)

with ϕ(m, k) ∈ [0, 2π).
Let V := AT ∈ RK×M≥0 be a non-negative matrix holding a trans-
posed version of the mixture’s magnitude spectrogram A. Our
objective is to decompose V into component magnitude spectro-
grams Vc that correspond to the distinct instruments as shown in
Figure 2(b). For the moment, we assume that some oracle esti-
mator extracts the desired Ac := VT

c . One possible approach
to estimate the component magnitudes using a state-of-the-art de-
composition technique will be described in Section 5. In order to
reconstruct a specific component signal xc, we set Xc := Ac �
exp(iϕc), where Ac = VT

c and ϕc is an estimate of the compo-
nent phase spectrogram. It is common practice to use the mixture
phase information ϕ as an estimate for ϕc and to invert the result-
ing MSTFT via the LSEE-MSTFT reconstruction method from
[2]. The method first applies the inverse Discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) to each spectral frame in Xc, yielding a set of inter-
mediate time signals ym, with m ∈ [0 : M − 1], defined by

ym(n) :=
1

N

N−1∑

k=0

Xc(m, k) exp(2πikn/N), (4)

for n ∈ [0 : N − 1] and ym(n) := 0 for n ∈ Z \ [0 : N − 1].
Second, the least squares error reconstruction is achieved by

xc(n) :=

∑
m∈Z ym(n−mH)w(n−mH)∑

m∈Z w(n−mH)2
, (5)

n ∈ Z, where the analysis window w is re-used as synthesis
window. Please note that LSEE-MSTFT should not be confused
with LSEE-MSTFTM (called GL in this work) that extends the
signal reconstruction with iterative phase estimation (cf. Algo-
rithm 3.2). In the following, for the sake of brevity, we will use
xc = iSTFT(Xc) as short form for the application of (4) and (5).

3.2. Proposed Algorithm

Since we construct the MSTFT Xc in the TF domain, we have to
consider that it may be an inconsistent STFT, i.e., there may not
exist a real time-domain signal xc fulfilling Xc = STFT(xc).
Intuitively speaking, the complex relationship between magnitude
and phase is likely corrupted as soon as the magnitude in certain
TF bins is modified. In practice, this inconsistency can lead to
transient smearing and pre-echos in xc, especially for large N .
To remedy this problem, we propose to iteratively minimize the
inconsistency of Xc by the following extension (denoted as TR)
of the GL procedure [2]. For the moment, let’s assume that Xc
contains precisely one transient onset event, whose exact loca-
tion in time n0 is known. Now, we introduce the iteration index
` = 0, 1, 2, . . . L ∈ N. Given Ac and some initial phase esti-
mate (ϕc)

(0), we introduce the initial STFT estimate of the target
component signal (Xc)(0) := Ac � exp(i(ϕc)

(0)) and repeat for
` = 0, 1, 2, . . . L the following steps

Transient Restoration (TR) Algorithm:

1. (xc)
(`+1) := iSTFT

(
(Xc)(`)

)
via (4) and (5)

2. Enforce (xc)
(`+1)(n) := 0 for n ∈ Z, n < n0

3. (ϕc)
(`+1) := ∠STFT

(
(xc)

(`+1)
)

via (1) and (3)

4. (Xc)(`+1) := Ac � exp
(
i(ϕc)

(`+1)
)

The crucial point of our proposed extension is the intermediate step
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Figure 3: Different hi-hat component signals of our example drum loop. The transient position n0 is given by the solid blue line, the excerpt
boundaries by the dashed blue lines. (a): Mixture signal (top) vs. oracle hi-hat signal (bottom). (b): Hi-hat signal in Case 2, reconstruction
after L = 200 iterations of GL (top) vs. TR (bottom). (c): Hi-hat signal in Case 4, reconstruction after L = 200 iterations of GL (top) vs.
TR (bottom). Since the NMFD decomposition works very well for our example drum loop, there is almost no noticeable visual difference
between (b) and (c).

2. which enforces transient constraints in the GL procedure. Figure
1 illustrates our proposed method with the target component signal
in red, overlaid with the envelope of its analytic signal in Figure
1(a). The example signal exhibits transient behavior around n0

(blue line) when the waveform transitions from silence to an expo-
nentially decaying sinusoid. Figure 1(b) shows the time-domain
reconstruction obtained from the iSTFT with (ϕc)

(0) = 0 (i.e.,
zero phase for all TF bins). Through destructive interference of
overlapping frames, the transient is completely destroyed, the am-
plitude of the sinusoid is strongly decreased and the envelope looks
nearly flat. Figure 1(c) shows the reconstruction with pronounced
transient smearing after L = 200 GL iterations. Figure 1(d) shows
that the restored transient after L = 200 iterations of the proposed
method is much closer to the original signal. In real-world record-
ings, there usually exist multiple transient onsets event throughout
the signal. In this case, one may apply the proposed method to
signal excerpts localized between consecutive transients (resp. on-
sets) as shown in Figure 3.

4. EVALUATION UNDER LABORATORY CONDITIONS

For evaluation, we compared the conventional GL reconstruction
with our proposed TR method under two different initialization
strategies for (Xc)(0). In the following, we describe the used data
set, the test item generation, and our evaluation metrics.

4.1. Dataset

In principle, we follow the evaluation approach from [27]. In
all our experiments, we use the publicly available “IDMT-SMT-
Drums” dataset1. In the “WaveDrum02” subset, there are 60 drum
loops, each given as perfectly isolated single track recordings (i.e.,
oracle component signals) of the three instruments kick drum, snare
drum, and hi-hat. All 3×60 recordings are in uncompressed PCM
WAV format with 44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16 Bit, mono. Mixing
all three single tracks together, we obtain 60 mixture signals. Ad-
ditionally, the onset times and thus the approximate n0 of all onsets
are available per individual instrument. Using this information, we
constructed a test set of 4421 drum onset events by taking excerpts
from the mixtures, each located between consecutive onsets of the
target instrument. In doing so, we zero pad N samples ahead of

1http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/en/business_
units/smt/drums.html

each excerpt. The rationale is to deliberately prepend a section of
silence in front of the local transient position. Inside that section,
decay influence of preceding note onsets can be ruled out and po-
tentially occurring pre-echos can be measured. In turn, this leads
to a virtual shift of the local transient location to n0 + N (which
we denote again as n0 for notational convenience). In Figure 3,
the adjusted excerpt boundaries are visualized by the dashed blue
lines and the virtually shifted n0 by the blue line. Since the drum
loops are realistic rhythms, the excerpts exhibit varying degree of
superposition with the remaining drum instruments played simul-
taneously. In Figure 3(a), the mixture (top) exhibits pronounced
influence of the kick drum compared to the isolated hi-hat signal
(bottom). For comparison, the two top plots in Figure 2(a) show
a longer excerpt of the mixture x and the hi-hat component x3 of
our example signal. In the bottom plot in Figure 3(a), one can see
the kick drum x1 in isolation. It is sampled from a Roland TR 808
drum computer and resembles a decaying sinusoid.

Test case Initial phase estimate Fixed magnitude estimate
Case 1 (ϕc)

(0) := ϕMix Ac := AOracle
c

Case 2 (ϕc)
(0) := 0 Ac := AOracle

c

Table 1: Configuration of the test cases in the experiment under
laboratory conditions.

4.2. Evaluation Setting

For each mixture excerpt, we compute the STFT via (1) with
H = 512 and N = 2048 and denote it as XMix. Since all test
items have 44.1 kHz sampling rate, the frequency resolution is
approx. 21.5 Hz and the temporal resolution is approx. 11.6 ms.
We use a symmetric Hann window of size N for w. As a refer-
ence target, we take the same excerpt boundaries, apply the same
zero-padding, but this time from the single track of each individual
drum instrument, denoting the resulting STFT as XOracle

c . Sub-
sequently, we define two different cases for the initialization of
(Xc)(0) as detailed in Table 1. Using these settings, we expect the
inconsistency of the resulting (Xc)(0) to be lower in case 1 com-
pared to case 2. Knowing that there exists a consistent XOracle

c ,
we go through L = 200 iterations of both GL and our proposed
TR method as described in Sec. 3.2.
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Figure 4: (a): Evolution of the normalized consistency measure vs. the number of iterations. (b): Evolution of the pre-echo energy vs. the
number of iterations. The curves show the average over all test excerpts.

4.3. Quality Measures

We introduce G
(

(Xc)(`)
)

:= STFT
(

iSTFT
(

(Xc)(`)
))

to de-
note successive application of the iSTFT and STFT (core of the
GL algorithm) on (Xc)(`). Following [28], we compute at each
iteration ` the normalized consistency measure (NCM) as

C
(

(Xc)(`),XOracle
c

)
:= 10 log10

∥∥∥G
(

(Xc)(`)
)
−XOracle

c

∥∥∥
2

‖XOracle
c ‖2

,

(6)
for both test cases (see Table 1). As a more dedicated measure for
the transient restoration, we compute the pre-echo energy as

E
(

(xc)
(`)
)

:=

n0∑

n=n0−N

∣∣∣(xc)(`)(n)
∣∣∣
2

, (7)

from the section between the excerpt start and the transient lo-
cation in the intermediate, time-domain component signal recon-
structions (xc)

(`) := iSTFT
(

(Xc)(`)
)

for both test cases (see
Table 1).

4.4. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the evolution of both quality measures from (6) and
(7) with respect to `. Diagram 4(a) indicates that, on average, the
proposed TR method performs equally well as GL in terms of in-
consistency reduction. In both test cases, the curves for TR (solid
line) and GL (dashed line) are almost indistinguishable, which in-
dicates that our new approach shows similar convergence proper-
ties as the original method. As expected, the blue curves (Case 1)
start at much lower initial inconsistency than the red curves (Case
2), which is clearly due to the initialization with the mixture phase
ϕMix. Diagram 4(b) shows the benefit of TR for pre-echo reduc-
tion. In both test cases, the pre-echo energy for TR (solid lines)
is around 15 dB lower and shows a steeper decrease during the
first few iterations compared to GL (dashed line). Again, the more
consistent initial (Xc)(0) of Case 1 (blue lines) exhibit a consid-
erable head start in terms of pre-echo reduction compared to Case
2 (red lines). From these results, we infer that it is sufficient to
apply only a few iterations (e.g., L < 20) of the proposed method
in cases where reasonable initial phase and magnitude estimates
are available. However, we need to apply more iterations (e.g.,
L < 200) in case we have a good magnitude estimate in conjunc-
tion with a weak phase estimate and vice versa. In the following,
we will assess if our preliminary findings obtained under labora-
tory conditions hold true in a more realistic scenario.

5. APPLICATION TO NMF-BASED AUDIO
DECOMPOSITION

In this section, we describe how to apply our proposed transient
restoration method in a score-informed audio decomposition sce-
nario. As in Section 4, our objective is again the extraction of
isolated drum sounds from polyphonic drum recordings with en-
hanced transient preservation. In contrast to the idealized labora-
tory conditions we used before, we now estimate the magnitude
spectrograms of the component signals from the mixture. To this
end, we employ NMFD [3, 4, 23] as decomposition technique. We
briefly describe our strategy to enforce score-informed constraints
on NMFD. Finally, we repeat the experiments described Section 4
under these more realistic conditions and discuss our observations.

5.1. Spectrogram Decomposition via NMFD

In this section, we briefly review the NMFD method that we em-
ploy for decomposing the TF-representation of x. As indicated
in Section 2.3, a wide variety of alternative separation approaches
exists. Previous works [3, 4, 23] successfully applied NMFD, a
convolutive version of NMF, for drum sound detection and sep-
aration. Intuitively speaking, the underlying, convolutive model
assumes that all audio events in one of the component signals can
be explained by a prototype event that acts as an impulse response
to some onset-related activation (e.g., striking a particular drum).
In Figure 2(b), one can see this kind of behavior in the hi-hat com-
ponent V3. There, all instances of the 8 onset events look more or
less like copies of each other that could be explained by inserting
a prototype event at each onset position.
NMF can be used to compute a factorization V ≈ W · H, where
the columns of W ∈ RK×C≥0 represent spectral basis functions
(also called templates) and the rows of H ∈ RC×M≥0 contain time-
varying gains (also called activations). NMFD extends this model
to the convolutive case by using two-dimensional templates so that
each of the C spectral bases can be interpreted as a magnitude
spectrogram snippet consisting of T � M spectral frames. To
this end, the convolutive spectrogram approximation V ≈ Λ is
modeled as

Λ :=

T−1∑

τ=0

Wτ ·
τ→
H , (8)

where
τ→
(·) denotes a frame shift operator. As before, each col-

umn in Wτ ∈ RK×C≥0 represents the spectral basis of a particular
component, but this time we have T different versions of the com-
ponent available. If we take lateral slices along selected columns
of Wτ , we can obtain C prototype magnitude spectrograms as de-
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Figure 5: NMFD templates and activations computed for the example drum recording from Figure 2. The magnitude spectrogram V is
shown in the lower right plot. The three leftmost plots are the spectrogram templates in Wτ that have been extracted via NMFD. Their
corresponding activations in H are shown as black curves in the three top plots. The gray curves show the score-informed initialization
(H)(0).

picted on the left hand side of Figure 5. NMFD typically starts
with a suitable initialization of matrices (Wτ )(0) and (H)(0). Sub-
sequently, these matrices are iteratively updated to minimize a suit-
able distance measure between the convolutive approximation Λ
and V. In this work, we use the update rules detailed in [3], which
we omit for brevity.

5.2. Score-Informed NMFD

Proper initialization of (Wτ )(0) and (H)(0) is an effective means
to constrain the degrees of freedom in the NMFD iterations and
enforce convergence to a desired, musically meaningful solution.
One possibility is to impose score-informed constraints derived
from a time-aligned, symbolic transcription [1]. To this end, the
individual rows of (H)(0) are initialized as follows: Each frame
corresponding to an onset of the respective drum instrument is ini-
tialized with an impulse of unit amplitude, all remaining frames
with a small constant. Afterward, we apply a nonlinear exponen-
tial moving average filter to model the typical short decay of a
drum event. The outcome of this initialization is shown in the top
three plots of Figure 5 (gray curves).
In [19], best separation results were obtained by score-informed
initialization of both the templates and the activations. For sepa-
ration of pitched instruments (e.g., piano), prototypical overtone
series can be constructed in (Wτ )(0). For drums, it is more diffi-
cult to model prototype spectral bases. Thus, it has been proposed
to initialize the bases with averaged or factorized spectrograms of
isolated drum sounds [21, 22, 4]. In this paper, we use a sim-
ple alternative that first computes a conventional NMF whose ac-
tivations H and templates W are initialized by the score-informed
(H)(0) and setting (W)(0) := 1.
With these settings, the resulting factorization templates are usu-
ally a pretty decent approximation of the average spectrum of each
involved drum instrument. Simply replicating these spectra for all
τ ∈ [0 : T − 1] serves as a good initialization for the template
spectrograms. After some NMFD iterations, each template spec-
trogram typically corresponds to the prototype spectrogram of the

corresponding drum instruments and each activation function cor-
responds to the deconvolved activation of all occurrences of that
particular drum instrument throughout the recording. A typical
decomposition result is shown in Figure 5, where one can see that
the extracted templates (three leftmost plots) indeed resemble pro-
totype versions of the onset events in V (lower right plot). Fur-
thermore, the location of the impulses in the extracted H (three
topmost plots) are very close to the maxima of the score-informed
initialization.
In the following, we describe how to further process the NMFD re-
sults in order to extract the desired components. Let H ∈ RC×M≥0

be the activation matrix learned by NMFD. Then, we define for
each c ∈ [1 : C] the matrix Hc ∈ RC×M≥0 by setting all elements
to zero except for the cth row that contains the desired activations
previously found via NMFD. We approximate the cth component

magnitude spectrogram by Λc :=
∑T−1
τ=0 Wτ ·

τ→
Hc .

Since the NMFD model yields only a low-rank approximation of
V, spectral nuances may not be captured well. In order to remedy
this problem, it is common practice to calculate soft masks that can
be interpreted as a weighting matrix reflecting the contribution of
Λc to the mixture V. The mask corresponding to the desired com-
ponent can be computed as Mc := Λc �

(
ε+

∑C
c=1 Λc

)
, where

� denotes element-wise division and ε is a small positive constant
to avoid division by zero. We obtain the masking-based estimate of
the component magnitude spectrogram as Vc := V�Mc, with �
denoting element-wise multiplication. This procedure is referred
to as α-Wiener filtering in [29].

Test case Initial phase estimate Fixed magnitude estimate
Case 3 (ϕc)

(0) := ϕMix Ac := VT
c

Case 4 (ϕc)
(0) := 0 Ac := VT

c

Table 2: Configuration of the test cases in the second experiment
involving score-informed audio decomposition.
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Figure 6: (a): Evolution of the normalized consistency measure vs. the number of iterations. (b): Evolution of the pre-echo energy vs. the
number of iterations. The curves show the average over all test excerpts, the axis limits are the same as in Figure 4.

5.3. Evaluation Results

We now basically repeat the experiment from Section 4, keeping
the STFT parameters and excerpt boundaries as described in Sec-
tion 4.2. The component magnitude spectrograms are estimated
from the mixture using L = 30 NMFD iterations and spectrogram
templates with a duration of T = 8 frames (approx. 100 ms).
Consequently, we introduce two new test cases as detailed in Ta-
ble 2.
In Figure 6(a), we again observe that the inconsistency reduction
obtained using TR reconstruction (solid lines) is indistinguishable
from the GL method (dashed lines). The improvements are less
significant compared to the numbers that can be obtained when
using oracle magnitude estimates (compare Figure 4(a)). On aver-
age, the reconstructions in Case 3 (initialized with ϕMix) seem to
quickly get stuck in a local optimum. Presumably, this is due to
imperfect NMFD decomposition of the onset related spectrogram
frames, where all instruments exhibit a more or less flat magnitude
distribution and thus show increased spectral overlap.
In Figure 6(b), we first see that pre-echo reduction with NMFD-
based magnitude estimates Ac := VT

c and zero phase (Case 4)
works slightly worse than in Case 2 (compare Figure 4(b)). This
supports our earlier findings, that weak initial phase estimates ben-
efit the most from applying many iterations of the proposed method.
GL reconstruction using ϕMix (Case 3) slightly increases the pre-
echno energy over the iterations. In contrast, applying the TR
reconstruction decreases the pre-echo energy by roughly −3 dB,
which amounts to approx. 15 % of the improvement achievable
under idealized conditions (Case 1).
In Figure 3, different reconstructions of a selected hi-hat onset
from our example drum loop is shown in detail. Regardless of the
used magnitude estimate (oracle in (b) or NMFD-based in (c)), the
proposed TR reconstruction (bottom) clearly exhibits reduced pre-
echos in comparison to the conventional GL reconstruction (top).
We provide example component signals from this drum loop and
a few test items online2. By informal listening (preferably using
headphones), one can clearly spot differences in the onset clar-
ity that can be achieved with different combinations of MSTFT
initializations and reconstruction methods. Even in cases, where
imperfect magnitude decomposition leads to undesired cross-talk
artifacts in the single component signals, our proposed TR method
better preserves transient characteristics than the conventional GL
reconstruction. Furthermore, usage of the mixture phase for MSTFT
initialization seems to be a good choice since one can often notice
subtle differences in the reconstruction of the drum events’ decay

2Audio examples: http://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/
resources/MIR/2015-DAFx-TransientRestoration/

phase in comparison to the oracle signals. However, timbre dif-
ferences caused by imperfect magnitude decomposition are much
more pronounced.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a simple, yet effective extension to Griffin and Lim’s
iterative LSEE-MSTFTM procedure (GL) for improved restora-
tion of transient signal components in music source separation.
The method requires additional side information about the loca-
tion of the transients, which we assume as given in an informed
source separation scenario. Two experiments with the publicly
available “IDMT-SMT-Drums” data set showed that our method is
beneficial for reducing pre-echos both under laboratory conditions
as well as for component signals obtained using a state-of-the-art
source separation technique. Future work will be directed towards
automatic estimation of the required transient positions and appli-
cation of this technique for polyphonic music recordings involving
more than just drums and percussion.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper investigates the development of a rhythm representa-

tion of music audio signals, that (i) is able to tackle rhythm relat-

ed tasks and, (ii) is invertible, i.e. is suitable to reconstruct audio 

from it with the corresponding rhythm content being preserved. 

A conventional front-end processing schema is applied to the au-

dio signal to extract time varying characteristics (accent features) 

of the signal. Next, a periodicity analysis method is proposed that 

is capable of reconstructing the accent features. Afterwards, a 

network consisting of Restricted Boltzmann Machines is applied 

to the periodicity function to learn a latent representation. This 

latent representation is finally used to tackle two distinct rhythm 

tasks, namely dance style classification and meter estimation. 

The results are promising for both input signal reconstruction and 

rhythm classification performance. Moreover, the proposed 

method is extended to generate random samples from the corre-

sponding classes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Invertible signal transformations play an essential role in the mu-

sic processing field. From everyday use of music, like adjusting 

the equalizer of a stereo system up to the process of sound pro-

duction and mixing, the transformation of audio is a crucial step 

for most of these applications. Most of them usually rely on the 

well-studied Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) (a.k.a. Gabor 

Transform), which offers a very simple and intuitive way to edit 

audio signals. However, the main limitation of STFT is the linear 

spacing of frequency bins, which can be a drawback for music 

analysis systems, since in this case the energy concentrates on 

frequencies in a logarithmic scaling. The Constant Q Transform 

(CQT), firstly introduced by Brown [1], although it has been an 

alternative to STFT for almost three decades, it didn’t get as 

much attention; not only due to its computational cost, but mostly 

because it is irreversible. In [2] authors presented a computation-

al framework for a CQT with almost perfect reconstruction, and 

just one year later, a perfect reconstruction was achieved [3]. 

However, most of the signal analysis and transformation ap-

plications involve transformations based solely in time slices, i.e. 

observing the spectral content on a segment basis. Transfor-

mations in the other dimension (i.e. across time for each frequen-

cy bin) have not yet been studied. Such transformations would 

have an impact on the temporal organization of the input signal, 

which in the case of music is very closely related to rhythm. 

The aim of this paper is to introduce a rhythm representation 

that can be exploited to tackle rhythm related tasks, and it is in-

vertible, so that a rhythmically relevant signal can be recon-

structed from it. Such a representation is useful, since it can pro-

vide a better insight of rhythm related features. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will 

present current rhythm analysis systems, and will highlight the 

limitations of such methods towards developing an invertible 

rhythm representation. Section 3 will present an overview of the 

proposed method, while algorithmic details will be described in 

Section 4. An evaluation of the model’s reconstruction ability 

and its rhythm classification performance will be presented in 

Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper with a discussion and 

considerations for future work. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Most of the rhythm analysis methods involve a two step-

process framework. Firstly, from a Time-Frequency representa-

tion (either STFT or CQT) of the input signal, the extraction of 

spectral characteristics through time (as for example frequency 

band energies), hereafter referred to as accent features, takes 

place. Accent features are then processed in a periodicity analysis 

step, such as the autocorrelation function [4-6], convolution with 

a bank of resonators [7-10], considering Inter-Onset-Interval his-

tograms [11] or just by taking the Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) of each feature [12]. The result of such an analysis is usu-

ally referred to as spectral rhythm patterns or periodicity function 

(PF). 

Regarding the beat-tracking methods, most of them include an 
additional step, which combines spectral (periodicity function) 
with temporal (accent features) information to infer beat posi-
tions. A notable exception is the beat-tracking method presented 
in [5], where tempo is induced from the beat activation function. 

Although the accent feature extraction step is a lossy trans-
formation, it can be considered as being lossless in the context of 

,
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rhythm analysis, as it is possible to reconstruct audio that pre-

serves the rhythmic information of the original signal. Such a 

result was demonstrated in [7], where the envelopes of sub-band 

energies were used to modulate a noise signal. The derived signal 

had a rhythmic characteristic very similar to that of the original 

audio. 

However, this is not the case for the periodicity analysis step 

methods. While most of them preserve spectral information of 

the accent features, phase or timing information gets lost, which 

makes it impossible to get any meaningful reconstruction of the 

accent features and consequently block the way to an invertible 

rhythm transformation.  

Regarding beat-tracking methods, although beat-inference can 

be considered as an inverse process from the spectral to the time 

domain, it cannot be viewed as an inverse transformation. An 

exception can be found in [13], where a beat-tracking method 

was proposed based on the Non-Stationary Gabor Transform 

(NSGT) [14]. NSGT was applied to the accent features and the 

derived complex valued periodicity function was further pro-

cessed by resampling and by peak-selection. The inverse NSGT 

was consequently applied to the processed periodicity function to 

get an estimate of the beat positions. Although this approach fo-

cuses on inferring the beats, it provides a framework for recon-

structing rhythmically meaningful components of the accent fea-

tures. 

In this paper, we present a method for a lossy invertible 
rhythm transformation, which consists of two key features. First-
ly, a periodicity analysis step (i.e. computing the PF) which al-
lows for an imperfect but sufficient reconstruction of the accent 
features takes place. Second, we deploy a network of Restricted 
Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [15] on the periodicity function. 
RBMs are energy based, stochastic Neural Networks with a visi-
ble input layer and a hidden layer, which are able to learn the 
probability distribution over the training data. RBMs are genera-
tive models, able to reconstruct input data given the states of the 
hidden units, to sample from the learned distribution and to ex-
tract meaningful features from the data. The hidden layer pro-
vides a latent representation of the input data and can be used to 
tackle rhythm related tasks. 

3. METHOD OVERVIEW 

Figure 1 presents an overview of the proposed method. The input 
signal is decomposed into I frequency bands and the correspond-
ing accent features ����� are extracted from each band. Next, a 
periodicity analysis takes place for each accent feature to extract 
a periodicity function ����� for each band. The periodicity analy-
sis design has focused on preserving both amplitude and phase 
information of the target periodicities, such that it is possible to 
reconstruct the accent features from it. The periodicity functions 
derived from all accent features are then fed to train a single 
RBM (RBM-1). Actually, the RBM-1 learns a distribution over 
all periodicity functions of the training dataset, irrespectively 
from which frequency band of the signal the accent feature was 
computed. Afterwards, the outputs of the RBM-1, denoted by 
��
	�
�, are concatenated to a single vector, which is used as an in-
put to the 2nd  single-layer RBM (RMB-2). The motivation be-
hind this architecture is that RBM-1 will learn a distribution over 
the individual PFs, while the RBM-2 will learn a distribution 
over combinations of PFs from the I frequency bands. The output 
of the RBM-2, denoted by ���
�, can be used as an input to a dis-
criminative method such as a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to 
tackle the rhythmic task under consideration. The whole network 
is capable of reconstructing the accent features starting from the 
top-level RBM output ���
�, and then calculating sequentially 
���
	�
�, ����� and �����, as shown in the bottom part of Figure 1. 
Finally, from the reconstructed accent features �����, it is possi-
ble to derive an audio signal that preserves the most dominant 
rhythmic characteristics of the original audio signal. 

4. METHOD DETAILS 

4.1. Extracting Accent Features 

The input signal is downsampled to 22.05 kHz and the STFT is 

computed with a sliding window of 1024 samples and half over-

lap between successive windows. From the amplitude spectrum 

X, I band energies �����, � � 1. . � are computed with equally 
spaced triangular filters and half overlap in the mel-scale. For-

mally we can write 

 = ⋅E X M  (1) 

 

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed method. 
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where � � ��	|��|. . ��� and M is the filter matrix. Then, the loga-

rithm of the filter energies are differentiated to extract the accent 

feature sequence �����, � � 1. . �, where n denotes the frame in-
dex. The use of logarithms followed by differentiation to extract 

the ����� is in line with [16], as it indicates relative changes w.r.t. 
the features’ level. Each ����� is segmented by a sliding square 
window of N frames length with half hop size, resulting in ap-

proximately 12s of audio. Finally, the segments ��
���� are nor-

malized w.r.t. their mean value and standard deviation.  

To reconstruct an audio signal from the accent features ��
����

[ ]s

i
a nɶ  the inverse pipeline is applied to [ ]s

i
a nɶ , which can be 

summarized in the following equation: 

 ( )1
[ ] exp ( [ ] )s s

i i

ns s

i i a am
e n a m σ µ

=
= ⋅ +∑ɶ ɶ  (2) 

where ����, ���� denote the mean and standard deviation of ��
�. Af-

terwards, the residual spectrogram  ! from is reconstructed from 
�� as 

 [ ]je ∠= T XX EMɶ ɶ �  (3) 

where �  denotes the Hadamard product and ∠X  denotes the 

phases of the initial spectrogram X. It should be noted that if the 

number of bands � ≪ #/2 where M is the FFT size, most of the 
harmonic content is truncated. 

4.2. Periodicity Analysis 

A periodicity function or a periodicity vector (PF) is an essential 
rhythmic representation of the accent features. Its domain is fre-
quency of beats per minute or Hertz with typical values ranging 
from 0.5 Hz (30 b.p.m.) up to 5 Hz (300 b.p.m.) [17] and its val-
ue represents the salience of these periodicities. One of the most 
important contributions of the proposed method is to derive a 
periodicity function that (a) is able to reconstruct the accent fea-
tures and (b) is an efficient representation which can be used to 
learn higher level rhythm features with Restricted Boltzmann 
Machines. 

A typical family of periodicity analysis methods may com-
prise of the convolution of each accent feature sequence with a 
bank of resonators &'. Each &' has an inherent oscillation fre-
quency that corresponds to tempo τ. The maximum value of the 
convolution within a certain window for each accent-oscillator 
pair represents the salience of tempo τin this window for the ac-
cent feature a, i.e. ��(�) � max	(&' ∗ /), where ��(�) denotes the 
periodicity vector. 

If &' and a have the same length, an alternative calculation of 
a periodicity function ��(�) is given by 

 ( ) max( )k

a
k

p ττ = Ta o  (4) 

where &'0 denotes the circular shift of &' by k samples. In other 
words, ��(�) corresponds to the value of the “best fit” between 
&' and a. The objective is to derive an invertible periodicity 
analysis step, i.e. it should be possible to reconstruct a solely by 
��(�). For the oscillators we consider the derivative of the reso-
nators proposed in [18], as follows 

 ( ) ( )*(1 tanh( (cos(2 ) 1)))Lo n d n nτ τγ πω= + ⋅ −  (5) 

where 12 denotes a non-causal differential filter of order L, 3' is 
the frequency corresponding to tempo τ and γ is called the output 
gain. 

Let us denote 45 � �&'6
067&'8

� 7. . |&'9
09� where k is a vector con-

taining the shifts of the oscillators of the target tempi and 

40 � :&�1
; 7&�2

; 7. . 7&�#
; < where k is a scalar, i.e. considering a con- 

 

Figure 2. Reconstruction of accent features from the pe-

riodicity vector. 

 

Figure 3. The “ideal”  PF  (a) along with the derived PF 

with two random shifts k (b) and (c), and the PF comput-

ed with the proposed method (d). 

 
stant shift for all &'. A naive choice to reconstruct the accent fea-
ture solely from =� could be 

 0

a
= Ta O pɶ  (6) 

that is to consider zero shifts for all oscillators. However, this 

approach has proven to result in a poor quality of accent features, 
because the phase, i.e. the time offsets ;' which maximize �>&'0 
 (;' � argmax0(�A&'0)), are needed. To demonstrate this, Figures 
2 (a) and (b) show the original and the reconstructed accent fea-

tures �,	� respectively and it is clear that the temporal infor-
mation of � has been lost. Figure 2(c), shows the reconstruction 
of the accent features, when the time offsets ;' of each oscillator 
are considered in the calculation of Eq. 6.  

On the other hand, if we compute the PF as �̅�(�) � �>&' in-
stead as in Eq. 6, i.e. by setting k=0 for all oscillators, the recon-
structed accent signal derived from the inverse operation (i.e. 
�C � 4=D�A), is much closer to the original one, and the phase in-
formation is preserved, as shown in Figure 2 (d). The same result 
would hold for any constant shift k. In other words, the oscillator 
bank 40 is able to provide a rough reconstruction of a if all the 
individual shifts ;' are constant. In other words, 40 can be con-
sidered as an approximate basis of the accent features. Note that 
although �̅�(�) is used for the reconstruction of a, the actual peri-
odicity function representing the rhythm saliences is its absolute 

value 7�C�(�)7.  
However, �̅�(�) proves to be a poor periodicity estimator of 

the accent signal a if it is computed for an arbitrary shift k. Fig-
ure 3 (a) shows the periodicity function derived from Eq. 4 and 

Figure 3 (b) and (c) show 7�C�(�)7 for different time shifts k of the 

oscillators. It is clear that although ��(�) and 7�C�(�)7 exhibit 
peaks at the same positions, the amplitude of these peaks are very 
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different. Moreover, the derived PF is sensitive to time shifts of 
the oscillators, or equivalently to time shifts of the accent signal 
a. To sum up, we can deduce that there is a trade-off between a 
good periodicity function and a good reconstruction of the accent 
signal. 

To overcome this limitation and have an efficient PF while at 

the same time keeping the reconstruction capabilities almost un-

affected, we propose the following method. Let ����� denote the 
accent features of the � � 1. . � band energies. Firstly, an “ideal” 
periodicity function is computed as in Eq. 4, which is then aver-

aged for all frequency bands I 

 ˆ ( ) ( ) max( )
i

k

a a i
k

i i

p p ττ τ= =∑ ∑ T
a o  (7) 

Next, the actual PF ��0(τ) is computed for a number of time 
shifts k as  

 ( ) ,   ,
a a

k k k k

i i

i i

p τ ττ = =∑ ∑T T
a o p a O  (8) 

Note that k is the same for all the oscillators and for all accent 
bands i. Finally, the time shift ;F that exhibits the higher cosine 
similarity between =�0  and =G� is chosen: 

 
0

ˆ| |
argmax

ˆ

a a

a a

k

k
k

k
 
 =
 
 

T
p p

p p
 (9) 

The corresponding PF ��
0H(�) can be considered as being the best 

approximation of �̂�(�). The resulting periodicity function for 
each �� is then computed by setting  ; � ;F for all oscillators: 

 0

i

k

a i τ= T
p a O  (10) 

Finally, the accent features are reconstructed as 

 ( )0ˆ
i

k

i a τ=
T

Ta p O  (11) 

The choice of the same k on the calculation of Eq. 8 ensures a 
good balance between accent feature reconstruction and periodic-
ity function approximation.  Since the time shift ;F is the same 
for all oscillators, the reconstruction accents will be close to �� 
(as in Fig. 2d). In the case where only the periodicity functions  

=�� without the time shift ;F are known, then the reconstructed 
accent features will differ by a time-shift value of ;F. Moreover, 
by choosing the same shift when computing the PF for the differ-
ent bands i, there is no need to keep the phase information of the 
oscillators in order to represent the PF for all energy bands, and 
at the same time the derived  PF  is as similar as possible to the 
"ideal" PF. With this method, both frequency (rhythm analysis) 
capability and temporal (reconstruction) capability are preserved. 
Periodicity analysis is shift-invariant to the accent signal, while 
the residual signal is shifted by a constant value ;F which is al-
ready known. Figure 3 (d) shows the PF derived with this meth-
od, which is closer to the “ideal” PF. Quantitative results of this 
analysis will be given in Section 5. 

4.3. Learning Features with Restricted Boltzmann Machines 

In a previous work [19] a Restricted Boltzmann Machine was 
trained on the periodicity function. The features learned by the 
RBM were used to successfully tackle a variety of rhythm analy-
sis tasks. In this paper, we deploy a similar approach to exploit 
the periodicity function described in the previous Sections. The 
main difference is that instead of the absolute values of the PF 
(as mentioned in the previous Section), we consider the actual 
values of the PF. This choice relies on the reconstruction prereq-
uisite of the proposed method. We expect that the salience of pe-

riodicities corresponding to large negative values of the PF will 
be preserved in the features learned by the RBM network. 

The motivation of using RBMs instead of other methods such 
as the Auto-Encoder is firstly that RBMs are proved to derive 
better features, and secondly they are generative models, a prop-
erty that is exploited in this paper as will be described later in 
Section 5.5. 

If the reconstruction error of the RBM network is small 
enough, both periodicity and timing information are preserved. In 

the first step, the PF extracted for all excerpts denoted by ��
J���, 

where m, i indicate the instance and the band respectively are all 
grouped into a single training dataset K	 irrespectively of the 
band index i. K	is then used to train the first RBM. After RBM-1 
is trained, for a target excerpt with periodicity functions ��

J���,  
the corresponding RBM-1 outputs L�,J

	  of all bands i=1...I are 

concatenated to a single vector to form the training dataset K�. If 
we denote the dimension of the hidden layer by M	 the feature 
dimension of K� is � ⋅ M	. K� is subsequently used to train RBM-
2, with � ⋅ M	 visible and M� hidden units. While RBM-1 is dedi-
cated to learn the distribution of the individual accent features, 
RBM-2 learns an overall distribution across all I band energies. 
We denote the output of the RBM-2 as LJ� . 

4.4. Rhythm Classification 

To demonstrate the discriminative potential of the extracted fea-

tures, we have deployed an SVM classifier with a Radial Basis 

Kernel for tackling meter estimation and dance style classifica-

tion tasks. The LIBSVM [20] implementation was used. Given a 

dataset O��
JPJQ	..Rwith a predefined set of classes C, the corre-

sponding RBM outputs denoted by S � OLJ� PJQ	..R are computed 

and used as the feature space on which we employ SVM classifi-

ers using the one-to-one multiclass approach. All datasets were 

split to 10 folds such that the distribution of the classes is the 

same for all folds and a 10-fold cross validation approach was 

used. 8 folds were used for training, one fold for testing and one 

for validation. SVM was trained on a segment basis and the clas-

sification decision was taken with a majority vote over each test 

excerpt.  

5. EVALUATION 

5.1. Evaluation Setup 

The proposed method was evaluated on five datasets for two 

distinct tasks. The first task is related to Meter estimation, where 

experiments were conducted on the Essen Folk Song database 

[21] and Finish Folk Collections database [22] comprising of 

6207and 7735 melodies in MIDI format respectively. MIDI files 

were synthesized to 22 kHz audio and ground-truth time signa-

ture information was extracted from the MIDI files. The second 

task is Dance Style Classification performed on the ballroom da-

taset [23], which consists of audio samples 30s long of 8 dance 

rhythm classes. 

Apart from recognition performance, in order to demonstrate 

the inversion capabilities of the proposed model, the Speedo [24] 

and GTZAN [25] datasets which mainly consist of popular music 

audio, were used.  
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5.2. Network Training 

The RBM network was trained on a subset of the Million Song 

Dataset (MSD) [26] consisting of 130.000 excerpts. This results 

in approximately 4.5 million instances for training the RBM-1 

and 900K instances for training the RBM-2. The training in-

stances for the RBM-1 were normalized to zero mean and unit 

standard deviation for each dimension and we used Gaussian 

Visible and Noisy Rectified Linear Hidden Units (NReLU) [27]. 

For the RBM-2, both layers consist of NReLUs. The number of 

accent bands was chosen  � � 5, and the periodicity function was 
calculated for �UVW � 20, 	�UYZ � 300 with a \� � 1step. The 
number of hidden units for RBM-1 and RBM-2 were chosen 

]	 � 300 and ]� � 500	respectively, resulting in an (281x300) 
architecture for RBM-1 and in an (1500x500) for RBM-2. Both 

RBMs were trained using Contrastive Divergence-1 [15]. 

5.3. Reconstructing Accent Signals from the Periodicity Vec-

tor 

In the inverse pipeline presented in Figure 1 for reconstructing 
����� from L�, the errors for each step are accumulated yielding 
the final reconstruction error. This Section will present a deeper 
insight into the reconstruction errors of the accent features, pro-
duced by the periodicity analysis step and the details of the 
method presented in Section 4.2 will be established experimen-
tally. Moreover, PF approximation (Eq. 10) along with RBM and 
overall network reconstruction errors will be reported. 

Let �̂���� denote the reconstruction of accent feature �����  
solely from the periodicity function as computed by Eq. 8, and let 
����� denote the accent feature reconstructed from the whole 
network. The differences between (�̂����, �����), (�����, �̂����) 
and (�����, �����) correspond to the reconstruction errors of the 
accent features introduced by the periodicity analysis step 
(RBMs are ignored), the RBM influence on accent signal recon-
struction and the whole architecture respectively. Regarding pe-
riodicity function approximation, the difference of the “ideal” PF  

�̂�(�) (Eq. 7) and ��(�) � ∑ 7���(�)7�  (Eq. 10) corresponds to the 

error introduced by the periodicity analysis step. If ���(�) denotes 
the pf derived from the RBM reconstruction, then the difference 

between ���(�) and ���(�) corresponds to the reconstruction error 
of the PF  introduced by the RBM network, while the difference 

between �̂�(�) and ��(�) � ∑ ���� (�) can be viewed as a measure 
of the overall approximation of  �̂�(�) by the whole network. 

To quantify the performance of the proposed method w.r.t. 
accent feature reconstruction and PF approximation we consider 
the cosine similarity  `aa � aba/‖a‖‖a‖ as an evaluation meas-
ure. The choice of the cosine measure instead of other conven-

tional measures such as the d� norm relies on the fact that cosine 
measure is more intuitive with respect to the proposed context. 
For example, the cosine similarity between ����� and an ampli-
fied version of it e ⋅ ����� will be 1, which is not the case for any 
norm. The same holds for comparing the PFs as well. 

Table 1 summarizes the results for the accent feature and PF 
reconstruction for the periodicity analysis step, the RBM network 
and the whole architecture for all evaluation datasets described in 
previous section. Values correspond to mean values for each da-
taset. Regarding the approximation of the “ideal” periodicity 

function (`f̂fvalue) by finding a single optimal time shift for all 
oscillators as described in Eq. 7 and Eq. 10, a value around 0.9 
for cosine similarity was achieved for all datasets. RBM’s recon-

struction of ���(�) is around 0.92 for all datasets while the simi-
larity of ���(�) with the �̂�(�) is above 0.87 for all datasets. In 

other words, the network learns a latent representation of the pe-
riodicities L� from which we can reconstruct a PF that is very 
close to the “ideal PF”. It is also noteworthy that the reconstruc-
tion rates of the PFs are almost the same for every dataset, even 
for those which stem from midi files. 

Regarding accent feature reconstruction rates of the proposed 

method, the 1st column of Table 1 indicates a larger reconstruc-

tion error of the accent features due to the inverse PF analysis 

step (Eq. 11). Although the accent feature reconstruction error 

introduced by the RBMs, i.e. the difference between accent fea-

tures reconstructed from ���(�) and ���(�), the relatively small 
`�̂� has an impact on the final reconstruction capabilities of the 
whole network `�� which is around 0.7 for audio and 0.6 for the 
midi datasets. 

To get a better insight into the reconstruction errors, Figure 4 

shows `�� and `ff̂ for each genre of the GTZAN dataset. As ex-
pected, the reconstruction error of the accent features is larger for 
some genres, such as classical, metal and jazz, while it is better 
for some genres with more steady rhythm, such as disco and pop. 
On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the periodicity function 

approximation value `ff̂ is almost the same for all genres. Audio 
examples of the reconstructions for all excerpts of the GTZAN 
can be found in1. For a direct comparison to the original tracks, 
the audio files reconstructed from the initial accent features (Eq. 
3) are also provided. 

5.4. Classifying to Rhythm Classes 

5.4.1. Meter Estimation 

To report comparable results with other methods [28] for the me-

ter estimation task, 9 meter classes were considered, meters 2/4, 

3/2, 3/4, 3/8, 4/1, 4/2, 4/4, 6/4, 6/8 were chosen for the Essen 

Collection and meters 2/4, 3/2, 3/4, 3/8, 4/4, 5/2, 5/4, 6/4, 6/8 for 

the Finish Folk Collection. The proposed method achieved a 

classification accuracy of 80.7% and 75% for the Essen and Fin-
ish Folk song collections on a track basis. For a better insight into 

                                                           
1 http://mir.ilsp.gr/invertible_rhythm.html 

 Periodicity RBM Error Overall Error 

Dataset 
âaR  p̂pR  

âaR
ɶ
 ppR

ɶ
 

aaR
ɶ
 ˆppR

ɶ
 

Essen 74.0 89.7 94.7 91.2 63.6 87.0 
F-Folk 72.0 90.5 92.5 89.9 59.4 87.8 
Genres 78.7 90.4 94.9 92.6 69.3 87.9 
Speedo 79.5 90.4 95.1 92.8 70.4 87.9 
Ballroom 78.6 89.8 95.2 92.9 69.9 87.6 

Table 1. Detailed reconstruction approximation results of the pro-

posed method. Values correspond to 100 ⋅ `aa 
 

Figure 4. Reconstruction approximation of accent features and 

periodicity vector across all genres on the TGZAN dataset. 
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the classification performance, the confusion matrix of the classi-
fication results for the Essen dataset is presented in Table 2. Most 
of the meter classification errors are for similar meters, as for 
example in the case of 3/8 examples, where 43% of the cases 
were classified either as 6/8 or ¾. 

If we consider only two broad meter categories, i.e. duple 
(e.g. 2/4, 4/4, 4/8 etc. meters ) and triple/compound (e.g. 3/8, 6/8, 
9/8, 3/2 etc. meters) the classification accuracy for the Essen da-
taset and the Finish Folk dataset become 89.2% and 93.8% re-
spectively.  Table 3 presents comparative results to other existing 
methods for the 2-class and 9-class classification problem. The 
proposed method achieves comparative results to state-of-the-art 
methods. 

5.4.2. Dance Style Classification 

Table 4 presents the confusion matrix of the classification results 

on the Ballroom dataset. The most correctly classified genre is 

the Quickstep (QS), with a classification accuracy of over 97%, 

while  Tango (TA), ChaCha (CH) and Waltz (W) were correctly 

recognized with around 90% accuracy. On the other hand, many 

instances of Jive (JI) and Viennese Waltz (VW) were confused 

with Waltz. Table 5 presents the overall classification re-

sults of the proposed method (81.95%), compared to other 

methods. It is noteworthy that as in the case of meter esti-

mation, without any prior knowledge about the task, the 

features learned from the network achieved a performance 

close to the state-of-the-art methods. Note that for the ref-

erence methods, the values in parenthesis correspond to 

results that were achieved when the ground-truth tempo 

was given. Consequently, they are not comparable to the 

proposed method. 

5.5. Sampling from Rhythm Classes 

To understand the features learned by the RBM network as 
well as the reconstruction capabilities of the proposed method, 

we provide audio examples sampled from the overall architec-
ture. To do so, we followed Hinton’s approach in [32] to sample 
digit images from the ten digit classes of MNIST, as shown in 
Figure 5.  A binary class vector c consisting of softmax units was 
concatenated to the network output vector L� to form the visible 
vector of an additional RBM with N=3000 hidden binary units in 
order to learn a joint distribution of c and L�. The RBM was 
trained using Persistent Contrastive Divergence [33]. After train-
ing, samples for a given class where drawn by clamping c to a 
constant value corresponding to this class and running a Gibbs 
chain with L� being randomly initialized. During Gibbs sam-
pling, audio examples were reconstructed from L�. 

We applied this method to draw samples from the eight Ball-
room classes. In order to provide a quantitative measurement of 
the quality of the samples, we followed the following procedure. 
For each class, after 2000 initial Gibbs steps, one sample was 
drawn every 250 Gibbs steps. Afterwards the samples were fil-
tered out, such that the value c of the class vector c on the nega-
tive phase of the Gibbs sampling for the corresponding class was 
over 0.7. With this procedure, 50 samples were finally drawn 
from each class. Afterwards, for each sample the 10 most similar 
training instances were retrieved. Similarity was computed as the 
cosine similarity measure of the corresponding periodicity func-
tions. The retrieval matrix obtained with the above procedure is 
presented in Table 6. Rows correspond to samples drawn from 
the model and columns correspond to training instances retrieved 
from each class. The last row shows the mean value of c for each 
class computed over all Gibbs steps. Interestingly, for some clas-
ses, retrieval rates are very high, as for example for ChaCha and 
Samba. As expected, samples from Waltz and Viennese Waltz 
are similar and as a consequence many Waltz samples are closer 
to Viennese Waltz training instances and vice-versa. Rumba is 
confused with Samba, and similarly to Table 4, many Jive sam-
ples are close to Waltz instances. An interesting effect which 
should be further investigated is the case of Quickstep and Tango 
samples, which were closer to the Samba and the ChaCha train-
ing instances respectively. However it should be noted that this 
experiment corresponds only to a random snapshot; several trials 
indicated a high sensitivity of these results to both training 
epochs of the RBM and Gibbs sampling steps. Such an effect, 
should be investigated in the future. Nevertheless,  the overall 
results of Table 6 indicate that in most of the cases the samples 
drawn from the model are closer to the actual training instances 

 Predictions 
 2/4 3/2 3/4 3/8 4/1 4/2 4/4 6/4 6/8 

2/4 83 0 4 1 0 0 12 0 1 

3/2 0 42 9 0 0 31 18 0 0 

3/4 7 0 83 0 0 0 10 1 0 

3/8 36 0 12 19 0 0 2 0 31 

4/1 0 0 0 0 86 14 0 0 0 

4/2 0 1 0 0 2 92 4 0 0 

4/4 5 0 3 0 0 1 91 0 0 

6/4 0 0 61 0 0 0 13 26 0 

6/8 5 0 6 2 0 0 1 0 86 

 
Table 2. Confusion matrix for the meter estimation task on the Es-

sen Folk Song Collection. Values are percentages (%). Rows corre-

spond to ground truth and columns to predictions. 

 

 Essen Finish Folk 

Method 9 class 2 class 9 class 2 class 

Proposed 80.7 89.2 75.0 93.8 

Toivianen[28] 83.2 95.3 68 96.4 

Eck [ 6] - 90 - 93 

 

Table 3. Comparison with other reference methods for the 2-

class and 9-class meter estimation. 

 

 Predictions 
 CH JI QS RU SA TA VW W 

CH 88.3 0 2.7 3.6 0.9 4.5 0 0 
JI 3.3 60 0 3.3 3.3 1.7 5 23.3 
QS 0 0 97.6 2.4 0 0 0 0 
RU 1 4.1 1 77.6 0 4.1 5.1 7.1 
SA 1.2 1.2 4.7 8.1 79.1 1.2 1.2 3.5 
TA 5.8 0 0 0 0 89.5 0 4.7 
VW 0 1.5 0 1.5 0 0 58.5 38.5 
W 0 2.7 0 1.8 0 0.9 4.5 90 

Table 4. Confusion matrix for the dance style classification task 

on the Ballroom dataset. Values are percentages (%). Rows cor-

respond to ground truth and columns to predictions. 

 

Proposed Gouyon[29] Peeters[30] Dixon [31] 

81.95 79.6 (90.1) 81 (90.4) 84 (96) 
 

 
Table 5. Classification accuracies (%) on the Ballroom dataset 
of the proposed method along with three reference methods. 
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of the corresponding class, than to those of all other classes. Au-
dio examples of the samples can be found in1 

6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

In this paper we presented a method for constructing a rhythm 

representation that is capable of reconstructing an audio signal 

that resembles the rhythmic properties of the original. Besides 

the reconstruction efficiency, the derived features proved to be 

successful for tackling two important rhythm analysis tasks, 

namely dance style classification and meter estimation. Without 

any prior knowledge of the tasks, the performance of the pro-

posed method is comparable to state-of-the-art methods. 

The accent feature reconstruction error introduced by the pe-

riodicity analysis step, should be investigated further in future 

work, as for example using other oscillator types. Another possi-

ble solution could be to increase the tempo analysis range. How-

ever, a balance between reducing this error and keeping the size 

of the network on a relative small size should be preserved. 

The building block of the proposed network, the Restricted 

Boltzmann Machine, apart from being exploited as a generative  

model for reconstructing the input and as feature detector to tack-

le rhythm related tasks, has another important property. It pro-

vides a framework for generating samples from classes. Such an 

extension in the audio domain is a powerful tool since it will 

provide a deeper insight of what rhythmic features and classes 

are learnt. 

Convolution plays an important role in rhythm processing, 
since many rhythm analysis methods involve a convolution step 
with a bank of template filters that correspond to certain frequen-
cies, in order to compute a periodicity function. Instead of jointly 
learning rhythmic and timing information of the accent features 
by the periodicity analysis step, a Convolutional Restricted 
Boltzmann Machine acting directly on the time-domain accent 
features and representing rhythmic information could be explored 
as an alternative approach. 
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Keynote 2

Julius Smith and Kurt Werner: Recent Progress in Wave Digital
Audio Effects

Abstract The digital audio effects (DAFx) community has contributed significantly to
advancements in “virtual analog” modeling of classic audio effects in software. Practicing
musicians have enjoyed a growing list of classic analog gear available now as digital audio
plugins as a result.

One competitive approach is the Wave Digital Filters (WDF) formulation pioneered
by Alfred Fettweis. WDFs have been around since the early 1970s and have found much
use in VLSI implementations of digital filters, where superior numerical robustness is es-
pecially important. Since the early 2000s, this framework has been applied increasingly
to musical acoustic modeling and digital audio effects, and its range of applicability has
been recently expanded considerably to include arbitrary circuit topologies and multiple
nonlinear elements.

The closely-related Digital Waveguide Framework (DWF) similarly uses wave variables
(traveling-wave components) because wave-propagation delay lines can be implemented
super efficiently as circular buffers. As a result, it is straightforward to combine these two
paradigms to yield wave-variable models of a mixture of distributed and lumped systems,
such as a lumped hammer model striking waveguide string in the case of a piano model.

WDFs use wave variables in the context of lumped modeling where, by definition, wave
propagation does not occur. How then can we understand the use of wave variables in
WDFs? This talk includes a somewhat alternative development of WDF principles based
on the way that wave variables can be used to resolve implicit relationships in modular
discrete circuit models.

The complexity of audio circuitry has often stressed the state of the art of WDFs, espe-
cially for nonlinear models. The DAFx community has contributed many new techniques
in response. This talk will review these contributions and point out remaining issues for
future research in WDF theory.

In addition to their theoretical appeal, desirable energetic/numerical properties, and
fine-grained modeling fidelity, WDFs are also attractive to virtual-analog algorithm de-
signers as an elegant modular software framework. Implementing WDFs as a hierarchical
object-orient tree in software such as C++ can yield readable and reusable code, with
clear high-level descriptions of circuits and digital audio processing. We include examples
of practical wave digital modeling, and demonstrations of real-time performance.
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LOW-DELAY VECTOR-QUANTIZED SUBBAND ADPCM CODING
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ABSTRACT
Several modern applications require audio encoders featuring low
data rate and lowest delays. In terms of delay, Adaptive Differen-
tial Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) encoders are advantageous
compared to block-based codecs due to their instantaneous output
and therefore preferred in time-critical applications. If the the au-
dio signal transport is done block-wise anyways, as in Audio over
IP (AoIP) scenarios, additional advantages can be expected from
block-wise coding. In this study, a generalized subband ADPCM
concept using vector quantization with multiple realizations and
configurations is shown. Additionally, a way of optimizing the
codec parameters is derived. The results show that for the cost
of small algorithmic delays the data rate of ADPCM can be sig-
nificantly reduced while obtaining a similar or slightly increased
perceptual quality. The largest algorithmic delay of about 1 ms at
44.1 kHz is still smaller than the ones of well-known low-delay
codecs.

1. INTRODUCTION

A major part of today’s communication is based on packet-switched
networks and especially IP-networks. The requirement for data
rate compression techniques to transmit audio signals with a re-
duced data rate but good quality emerged in the very beginning
of digital audio transmission and led to development of many spe-
cialized audio codecs, which are utilized in several applications.
However, certain applications with a strong interactive character-
istic, like wireless digital microphones, in-ear monitoring, online
gaming, or Networked Music Performances (NMP) [1, 2], define
the requirement of very small delays additionally. Several cod-
ing approaches, like the ultra-low delay codec (ULD) [3, 4], the
aptX R� codec family, and the Constrained-Energy Lapped Trans-
form (CELT) part of the OPUS codec [5, 6], were presented to
fulfill the additional low-delay requirement.

This study shall reveal the performance gain when a broad-
band ADPCM codec, as described in [7, 8, 9], is operating in sub-
bands by extending it with a filterbank. Additionally, the scalar
quantizer is replaced with a vector quantizer to create a vector-
quantized subband ADPCM (VQSB-ADPCM). In contrast to the
transform-based OPUS codec, the ULD and aptX R� are also AD-
PCM codecs. However, the ultra-low delay codec is a broadband
approach and an open loop implementation. In other words, no
error feedback is used. Specific system differences to the aptX R�

codec family can’t be asserted due to missing documentation. A
subband ADPCM coding structure with a vector quantization was
also proposed in [10]. However, the authors utilized known AD-
PCM predictors of the G.721 standard whereas in this work a pre-
diction based on lattice filters, optimized to the proposed coding

structure is used. In addition, the comparability of the codec from
[10] is unfeasible due to non-compliant test methods and material.
Robustness techniques against bit errors for ADPCM codecs as
shown in [11] are not considered in this study.

This study is structured as follows. The proposed codec struc-
ture with all its modules is explained in Sec. 2, whereas the un-
dertaken codec parameter optimization is explained in Sec. 3. The
evaluation with automated measurements is presented in Sec. 4.
Sec. 5 summarizes the findings of this study and depicts possible
enhancements of the proposed codec structure.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1: Blocks scheme of encoder

The proposed encoder is constructed block-wise as shown in
Fig. 1. The bth input signal block xb is fed to an analysis filter
bank, resulting in M critically sampled subband signals, denoted
as x1(b), . . . , xM (b). M is the number of bands and the block size
of xb. Every subband signal x1(b), . . . , xM (b) is individually pro-
cessed by a distinct ADPCM encoder producing a residual signal
e1(b), . . . , eM (b), which is massively reduced in entropy and am-
plitude by prediction. In a final step, a vector quantizer is applied
to find a codebook entry cb with index ib describing the residual
signal vector e(b) = [e1(b), . . . , eM (b)] best.

At the decoder side (Fig. 2), the residual vector e is regained
through a lookup operation in a codebook using ib. The decoder
uses the same predictors as the encoder to reconstruct the subband
signals ỹ1(b), . . . , ỹM (b). To reproduce a full-band signal with the
original sampling a synthesis filter bank is used, which produces
the final output block yb, serialized in the continuous output signal
y(n).

The signals within the encoder are illustrated in Fig. 3. A
monophonic tune played on a classical concert guitar is the ex-
emplary input signal x(n) in Fig. 3a). The corresponding fil-
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Figure 2: Block scheme of decoder

terbank output x1(b), . . . , xM (b) for M = 8 in Fig. 3b) shows
that for stationary musical signals the energy of the input signal
is mainly concentrated in the lower bands. Transient components
like the plucking tend to show more energy in higher bands. The
redundancy-reduced residual signals e1(b), . . . , eM (b) and the quan-
tized residual signals ẽ1(b), . . . , ẽM (b) are depicted in Fig. 3c)
and Fig. 3d), respectively. Apparently, they can’t be graphically
distinguished when a 16 bit codebook is used. The corresponding
codebook index i(b) is plotted in Fig. 3e). When the codebook is
sorted in order of ascending l2-norm of the codebook entries ||ẽ||,
i(b) tends to be small and hence the most significant bit (MSB) is
mainly unused in contrast to the least significant bit (LSB).

All functional modules of the codec structure are explained in
greater detail in the following.

2.1. Filter Bank

The authors considered two critically-sampled (nearly) perfect re-
construction filter banks:

2.1.1. Cosine-modulated FIR filter bank

A nearly perfect-reconstruction FIR filter bank was designed sim-
ilar to [12]. First, a prototype filter HPT(e

j⌦) with a �3 dB cutoff
at ⌦ = ⇡

M
is created iteratively using the window method with a

Hamming window. Then its impulse response hPT(n) of length N
is modulated for all subbands m = 1, . . . , M

hm(n) = 2 · hPT(n) · cos
�
(�1)m ⇡

4
+ ⇡

M
(m + 1

2
)(n� N�1

2
)
�

(1)

to obtain the impulse responses for the analysis filter bank. The
corresponding synthesis filter bank impulse responses are simply
time-reversed

gm(n) = hm(N � n). (2)

The delay of a single FIR filter featuring a symmetric impulse re-
sponse is known to be N�1

2
and hence the overall delay is dFIR =

N�1. Since the study examines low-delay codecs the impulse re-
sponse should be as small as possible to show a small delay. On the
other hand, the side band attenuation scales with the filter length
N .

2.1.2. Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT)

In addition to the FIR filterbank, a MDCT was chosen due to
its well-known advantageous properties like low-frequency energy
compression and time-domain aliasing cancellation (TDAC). Since
it is a half-overlapped transform and applied twice, its algorithmic
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Figure 3: Signals throughout the encoder for a plucked nylon gui-
tar sequence
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delay dMDCT = M is equal to the amount of bands. The impulse
response for the mth band is defined as

hm(n) =

r
2

M
· w(n) · cos

✓
(2n + M + 1)(2k + 1)⇡

4m

◆
. (3)
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Figure 4: Band m = 1 of FIR and MDCT filterbank for M = 8,
N = 51
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Figure 5: Reconstruction error of FIR and MDCT filterbank for
M = 8, N = 51

Comparing the absolute frequency responses |HMDCT(e
j⌦)|

and |HFIR(ej⌦)| in Fig. 4 reveals that the stopband attenuation of
the MDCT is significantly worse than in the FIR case. The recon-
struction error of both filterbanks are depicted in Fig. 5. In contrast
to the MDCT filterbank, the reconstruction of the FIR filterbank
deviates up to 0.045 dB from the perfect MDCT reconstruction.
As demonstrated in [13], the design of a perfectly reconstructing
FIR filterbank is possible when the impulse response length is re-
stricted to a length of 2 · M · K, where K is a positive integer.
Nevertheless, the stopband attenuation is of predominant impor-
tance for the coding efficiency as derived later on.

2.2. Prediction

As previously mentioned, the idea of an ADPCM codec is to solely
quantize prediction residuals. Therefore, M predictors P1,...,M

are utilized in every band to estimate the following sample x̂m

from prior values of xm. Only the subband prediction error em =
xm� x̂m is fed to the following quantization stage. At the decoder
side, the same predictor the encoder utilizes is applied to predict
the signal ŷm. The transmitted decoded prediction error signal
ẽm is added to obtain the decoded subband signal ỹm. To allow
various signal conditions, the predictors filters are adapted using

the Gradient Adaptive Lattice (GAL) technique [14]. To ensure a
synchronous prediction filter adaption in encoder and decoder, the
quantized error signal ẽm is utilized for the adaption step instead
of the original error signal em.

The adaption of lattice filter coefficients is adaptive since the
gradient weight of the lattice stage p

µp(n) =
�

�p(n) + vmin
(4)

is computed using a base step size � and normalizing it with an
instantaneous power estimate �p(n) at time instance n. vmin is a
small constant avoiding a division by zero. The power estimate
�p(n) is computed recursively

�p(n) = (1� �)�p(n) + � (f2
p�1(n� 1) + b2

p�1(n� 1)), (5)

where fp�1(n � 1) and bp�1(n � 1) are the forward- and back-
ward prediction error of the previous lattice stage at the previous
time instance.

Since the signal characteristics differ drastically throughout
the bands, they have to be individually adjusted. In this study,
the prediction order Np

m, base step size �m, and vm of the filter
adaption are carefully adjusted as described in Sec. 3.

2.3. Adaptive Vector Quantization

The process of vector quantization is defined as the mapping of an
input vector to an equal-sized output vector, taken from a finite-
sized codebook, resulting in the smallest distortion between the
vectors. Due to the harmonic characteristics of sound and the
imperfections of the applied filterbanks significant correlation be-
tween the subbands occur. Hence, individual scalar quantization
would result in higher distortion than applying a vector quantiza-
tion which can exploit the joint probability density function of the
subbands. The euclidean distance between the current prediction
error residual vector e and all codewords Ci in a codebook is min-
imized

min
i

h
(e�Ci)

T (e�Ci)
i

(6)

to find the best-fitting match from the codebook and only the index
i of the codebook table is transmitted.

The quantization is made adaptive by computing normalized
subband residuals

ēm =
em

vm
(7)

by dividing them by their recursively estimated envelope vm to
achieve a nearly constant signal variance [15] as described in [9].
Note that the computation the envelope estimation is signal-adaptive
since different smoothing coefficients �AT and �RT are utilized for
the attack and release case. Additionally, values of vm smaller
than vmin are clipped to vmin. Similar to [10] the distance function
can be weighted

min
i

h
(e�Ci)

T diag(w)(e�Ci)
i

(8)

using a weighting vector w to emphasize certain bands during the
codebook search. In this study, the envelope estimation vm is uti-
lized to define w = v1, . . . , vM .

The codebook was designed using normally-distributed noise.
The codebook size yields M ⇥ 2RbM entries. For Rb = 2 bits per
sample and M = 8 subbands this corresponds to 8⇥65536 entries.
Since a linear search in large codebooks is very costly, Nearest
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Neighbour Search (NNS) was implemented. For that purpose, a
second table Nn of size K ⇥ 2RbM containing the K indexes of
the codewords with smallest euclidean distance has to be saved for
every codeword.
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(d) l = 3, dmin = 0.036

Figure 6: Illustration of the NNS search procedure for the 2D case
and 3 iterations

The search process is notated in Alg. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 6
for the 2D case, a codebook size of 2⇥1024 and K = 50. Initially,
the euclidean distance between the normalized residual vector ē
(marked in red) and the first entry of the codebook Cimin (green),
representing silence, is computed and set to the initial minimum
distance dmin. Then the euclidean distance of all K nearest neigh-
bours (cyan) to ē is computed and saved in d(k). dmin is replaced
by d(k)’s smallest value dnn if it is smaller. Otherwise the search
method terminates. This procedure is repeated lmax times. Exam-
ining Fig. 6 shows, that the cloud of nearest neighbours is moving
progressively in the direction of ē. The codebook entry showing
the smallest distance dmin = 0.036 is already found in the third
iteration in this example and hence, only 4 · 50 = 200 computa-
tions of the vector distance had to be computed instead of 1024 for
the linear codebook search.

3. OPTIMIZATION

As mentioned before, a variety of prediction parameters have to
be optimized for this codec structure design. The optimization of
codec parameters was done in a two-step approach and is restricted
to a filterbank size of M = 8 in this study. At first, the authors
wanted to roughly identify the order Np

m and base step �m for all
bands. For every band m, a chosen set of orders Np

m, and both
filterbanks a gradient descent algorithm is applied to find the base

Algorithm 1 Nearest neighbor search
imin = 1
dmin =

⇥
(e�Cimin)T diag(w)(e�Cimin)

⇤

for l = [1, . . . , lmax] do
for k = [1, . . . , K] do

i = Nn(k, imin)
d(k) =

⇥
(e�Ci)

T diag(w)(e�Ci)
⇤

end for
[dnn, inn] = min(d)
if dnn > dmin then

break
else

dmin = dnn

imin = inn

end if
end for

step size �m by minimizing the cost function

Cgd =
1

F

FX

f=1

Nf�1X

n=0

e2
m(n) (9)

describing the accumulated prediction error energy within a band
m averaged over a large data set consisting of F tracks with a
length of Nf samples, respectively. The actual computation of
em was performed with a real-time C implementation of the en-
coder with disabled quantization. The utilized data set is the Sound
Quality Assessment Material (SQAM) [16] dataset, consisting of
70 stereo tracks incorporating lots of different signal sources and
mixes, which are recorded with a sampling rate fs of 44.1 kHz.
For all following evaluations the tracks were downmixed to a sin-
gle channel.

In a second step, the optimization using simulated annealing
using a perceptually motivated cost function similar to [17] was
performed. Perceptual evaluation of audio quality is a tricky task
due to the subjectivity of the nature of human hearing. Never-
theless, the Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ) [18]
algorithm is established as standard tool for this purpose. A self-
implemented tool, verified in [19], is fed with an original wavefile
and a wavefile processed with encoder and decoder. The result of
the PEAQ algorithm is the so-called Objective Difference Grade,
ranging from �4 to 0 corresponding to the measured impact of
coding artifacts describing the impairment as "very annoying" (-4)
to "imperceptible" (0). The cost function

CODG =
1

F

FX

f=1

ODG4
f (10)

emphasizes negative ODG scores since the fourth power of ODG
scores is used. Hence, an optimization towards a globally good au-
dio quality instead of excellent quality for many tracks but strong
negative outliers can be expected. Additionally to Np

m and �m, the
minimum envelope amplitude vmin, and the smoothing coefficients
for the envelope estimation �AT,�RT are optimized in a second step.

The results of the second optimization step are depicted in
Tab. 1. The trend of the prediction order Np

m over the bands m,
shown in Tab. 1a), falls from about 120 to 20 for the MDCT and
FIR case. In contrast, the base step sizes �m (Tab. 1b)) differ dras-
tically for both filterbanks. While �m shows a concave trend rang-
ing from 0.08 to 0.01 and back to 0.09 for FIR, the MDCT �m are
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Table 1: Overview of optimization results

(a) Np
m

Band m FIR MDCT
1 119 127
2 112 133
3 88 60
4 75 80
5 42 55
6 27 20
7 27 16
8 19 30

(b) �m · 1e�2

FIR MDCT
0.7945 0.4247
0.5950 0.9517
0.6225 0.9687
0.3590 0.9468
0.3138 0.9987
0.1339 0.9717
0.2826 0.9319
0.8991 0.9934

(c) vmin · 1e�4

FIR MDCT
0.1182 0.1420
0.8280 0.0835
0.4174 0.0067
1.1363 0.1671
1.0234 0.1678
1.2486 0.0757
0.1754 0.1727
0.0052 0.0577

nearly constant 0.09 except for 0.04 at m = 1. Also the results
for vmin in Tab. 1c) are very distinguishable. For m = 2, . . . , 6
the minimum envelope amplitude is significantly higher in the FIR
case. Unexpectedly, the envelope smoothing coefficients were op-
timized to very similar values (�AT = 0.8,�RT = 0.1) as in the
broadband case [17] for both filterbanks.

4. EVALUATION

Using the optimized codec parameters, the evaluation of the codec
structure can be discussed in the following. The evaluation is
established using the PEAQ tool and the SQAM dataset as be-
fore. The proposed codec structured is compared to the optimized
single-band ADPCM codec without noise shaping from [17] using
Rb = 3 bits per sample, corresponding to 132.3 kbit/s for a sampling
frequency fs = 44100 Hz. The VQSB-ADPCM is configured
with Rb = 2 bits, equivalent to 88.2 kbit/s, and hence every residual
vector ē is encoded using 16 bit. A comparison with the same bi-
trate is not directly feasible due to the resulting huge codebook of
size 8⇥ 23·8. The ODG scores for the 3-bit reference and several
codec configurations are shown in Fig. 7. The reference broad-
band codec achieves ODG scores in the range of [�1.4,�0.075]
and an average score of �0.5, indicating good quality through-
out the test items. Only the castanets (27) and the accordion (42)
sample produce scores below�1. The ODG scores for the VQSB-
ADPCM with the FIR filterbank are similar to the reference codec
for most items. Items (2-6), which are synthesized gong signals,
horn (23), tuba (24), castanets (27), vibraphone (37), tenor (46),
bass (47) show a massive degradation in audio quality in contrast
to the reference. Apparently, low-pitched and percussive signals
benefit from broadband encoding. Neglecting item (1-7) due to
their minor importance for the applications mentioned in Sec. 1,
the average ODG score constitutes �0.73. In other words, the
outcome of the proposed codec structure is a relative bit rate re-
duction to 2/3 for the cost of 0.24 mean ODG score degradation.
However, the standard deviation is rising from 0.21 to 0.50, indi-
cating a larger variance of the determined audio quality.

Utilizing the MDCT filter bank and the related codec param-
eter performed significantly worse as apparent from Fig. 7. The
scores for the FIR case can never be reached for the relevant items
and is even less consistent. The average score of �2.54 clearly
discloses the missing usability of the codec in this configuration.

So far, only the results for the linear codebook search were
considered. The implemented NNS codebook search is not guar-
anteed to find the globally best codeword from the codebook and
hence a degradation of performance in exchange of decreased com-
putation time has to be expected. Fortunately, the curves for linear

and NNS search only differ slightly throughout the test set except
for bass (47) item. For K = 100 nearest neighbours, a mean
deviation of 0.01 and 0.16 is identified for the FIR and MDCT
case, respectively. The averaged computation time for encoding
the SQAM test set with a mean item duration of 50 s with the non-
optimized C implementation on a Desktop PC with i5-3570K CPU
clocked with 3.4 GHz is depicted in Fig. 8. The broadband AD-
PCM reference required about 1.44 s and hence, is approximately
35 times faster than realtime. Applying the filterbank and the lin-
ear codebook search increases the encoding time up to 315.23 and
320.81 s for FIR and MDCT configuration, respectively. This re-
sults in an impracticable performance of 0.15 times realtime. Ap-
plying NNS decreases the encoding drastically to 7.02 and 7.52 s.
The decoding times are clearly smaller since the inverse quanti-
zation is a simple table lookup operation. The reference broad-
band decoder required 1.30 s, whereas the MDCT and FIR VQSB-
ADPCM took 2.5 s and 1.6 s. The described and some additional
results are listed in Tab. 2.

Encoding Decoding
100

101

102

103

tim
e

in
s

Ref
VQ FIR
VQNNS FIR
VQ MDCT
VQNNS MDCT

Figure 8: Averaged encoding and decoding times

5. CONCLUSION

The goal of this study was to develop a low-delay vector-quantized
subband ADPCM codec structure offering a similar or slightly de-
creased performance at reduced bit rate in comparison to a broad-
band variant. The codec structure and all its modules were illus-
trated and optimized in a two-step approach to find meaningful
codec parameters, especially for the subband predictors. The re-
sulting initial codec based on a nearly perfectly reconstructing fil-
terbank could reduce the data rate by 1/3 to 88.2kbit/s for the cost
of 1.1 ms delay and an average degradation of 0.28 ODG score in
comparison to the broadband ADPCM codec without noise shap-
ing from [17]. Significant performance gains are expected by fur-
ther enhancements and extensions of the proposed codec.

For example, different filterbank designs can be considered
and evaluated. Since transient signals tend to suffer from the pro-
posed codec structure a transient detection could better control the
adaption of the subband predictors. So far only a random code-
book combined with nearest neighbor search was implemented but
much advanced codebook design algorithms, like pyramid vector
quantization [20], can be utilized. Considerable improvement can
also be expected when the system is extended with pre- and post-
filters to perform noise shaping.
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Figure 7: ODG scores for SQAM items

Table 2: Overview of codec evaluation for different configurations for the relevant SQAM items (8-70)

Configuration Codebook search Bit rate in kbit/s Delay in ms Mean ODG Std. Dev. ODG ⇥ realtime
Broadband ADPCM None 132.3 0 �0.482 0.219 34.75
VQSB-ADPCM FIR Linear 88.2 1.13 �0.728 0.497 0.159
VQSB-ADPCM FIR NNS 88.2 1.13 �0.816 0.558 7.16
VQSB-ADPCM MDCT Linear 88.2 0.18 �2.594 0.971 0.156
VQSB-ADPCM MDCT NNS 88.2 0.18 �2.763 0.947 6.66
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ABSTRACT

State-of the art audio codecs use time-frequency transforms
derived from cosine bases, followed by a quantification stage.
The quantization steps are set according to perceptual con-
siderations. In the last decade, several studies applied adap-
tive sparse time-frequency transforms to audio coding, e.g. on
unions of cosine bases using a Matching-Pursuit-derived algo-
rithm [1]. This was shown to significantly improve the coding
efficiency. We propose another approach based on a varia-
tional algorithm, i.e. the optimization of a cost function tak-
ing into account both a perceptual distortion measure derived
form a hearing model and a sparsity constraint, which favors
the coding efficiency. In this early version, we show that, using
a coding scheme without perceptual control of quantization,
our method outperforms a codec from the literature with the
same quantization scheme [1]. In future work, a more sophis-
ticated quantization scheme would probably allow our method
to challenge standard codecs e.g. AAC.

Index Terms– Audio coding, Sparse approximation, Iterative
thresholding algorithm, Perceptual model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Actually, state-of-the-art lossy audio coders (e.g. MP3, AAC, OGG)
globally share the same structure [2]: The signal is first processed
using a time-frequency (TF) transform, the transform coefficients
are quantized according to a psycho-acoustic model and finally
lossless binary coded. The TF transform is usually adaptive (i.e. it
can switch between two pre-defined resolutions), perfectly invert-
ible and introduces no redundancy. The most popular choice is the
Modifed Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) [3]. Optimizing the
quantization is performed in the frequency domain (i.e. indepen-
dently in each time slot corresponding to one analysis/synthesis
long window or a block of consecutive short windows). This pro-
cess takes into account a perceptual weighting of frequency com-
ponents computed by a psychoacoustic model.

However, this structure introduces two main limitations: 1)
the invertible and non-redundant (i.e. orthogonal) TF transform
takes advantage of an aliasing-cancelation property [3]. But when
some spectral components are removed, because they are consid-
ered perceptually less relevant that others, some disturbing arti-
facts may become audible (called birdies). This occurs usually
at low bitrate, where many components have to be removed. 2)
Optimizing in the frequency domain does not allow to take into

∗ This work was supported by the joint French ANR and Austrian FWF
project "POTION", refs. ANR-13-IS03-0004-01 and FWF-I-1362-N30.

account the time-domain properties of audition (e.g. the temporal
masking effect), which implies sub-optimal performance. Some
propositions have been made to compensate for these drawbacks
(e.g. [4, 5]), but it only resulted in marginal improvements.

The most important breakthrough in the last few years consists
in performing a sparse approximation of the signal on an over-
complete dictionary of waveforms instead of using an orthogonal
transform [1]. This does not guarantee perfect reconstruction, but
this property is not mandatory in a lossy codec. This approach
was proved to significantly improve the audio quality on some au-
dio files, especially at low bitrate. The proposed method relies on
a Matching-Pursuit (MP) derived algorithm, which was modified
to reduce artifacts called pre-echo. In its basic version, the MP is
optimal with respect to the minimum Mean Square Error (MSE)
criterion. Some improvements have been proposed in order to in-
troduce perceptual weights in MP, but this was not selected in [1]
because it significantly increases the complexity. Recently, a more
sophisticated method for sparse audio signal decomposition was
proposed [6]. It uses a variational algorithm and includes a per-
ceptual weighting. However, the optimization is still performed
only in the frequency domain and its implementation remains un-
complete (no quantization and binary coding were proposed).

In this paper, we describe a new method that is partially in-
spired by [1] and [6]. Our algorithm performs a sparse approxi-
mation on a over-complete dictionary, more precisely a union of
MDCT bases, as in [1]. The optimization uses a variational al-
gorithm, which appears to be more flexible than MP with respect
to the distortion constraint. Our main contribution is that this al-
gorithm performs the optimization in the TF plane, using a new
TF audition model based on recent studies [7]. Then, we apply a
quantization and binary coding scheme from the literature to eval-
uate the potential of this method in an audio-coding context. In
[1], two codecs are described: #1 uses a simple bit-plane algo-
rithm as a quantization and binary coding stage and #2 uses a so-
called Perceptual bit-plane algorithm. It was shown that codec #1
usually does not perform as well as AAC, but codec #2 is able to
outperform AAC, especially at low bitrate. In this paper, we only
implement the simple bit-plane algorithm, because using the per-
ceptual version is not straightforward in our coding scheme. For
the same bitrates, we compare the audio quality for our codec and
codec #1. In further works, we plan to improve our method by
implementing a perceptual quantizer.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present
the general method for sparse decomposition. In section 3, we
motivate and describe our implementation. And in section 4, we
compare our method to codec #1 described in [1].
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2. THE METHOD FOR SPARSE DECOMPOSITION

Let’s consider a block of audio samples noted as a vector x of
size 1 × N , N being the number of samples. x can indifferently
represent the whole signal, or a time-segment. We define the cod-
ing dictionary as a matrix S of size M × N . Each row can be
interpreted an elementary waveform, often called atom. The re-
constructed signal is a linear combination of atoms, which can be
written as:

x̂ = a S (1)

x̂ is the reconstructed signal and a is a vector of coefficients of
size 1×M , M being the number of atoms in the dictionary. This
general scheme applies to state-of-the-art audio codecs: S is de-
termined by the TF transform and a represents the transform co-
efficients to be quantized and coded. If we assume an invertible
dictionary, M = N and the coefficients can be easily computed
using:

a = x S−1

This is the case for instance with TF transforms derived from the
Fourier transform (DFT, DCT). An over-complete dictionary im-
plies that M > N , which means that S is not invertible. In the
general case, there is no a such that x̂ = x. Then, a must be com-
puted using an iterative algorithm, with respect to a pre-defined
distortion measure. For instance, the MP algorithm [8] finds a
which minimizes the mean-square-error (MSE):

D(a) = ‖a S− x‖2

For audio signals, MSE is known to be poorly correlated to the
auditory perception of distortion. In [6], a more efficient measure
is proposed based on the concept of perceptual weights for each
frequency component.

Here, we propose a more general formulation of the percep-
tual weighting technique. This comes from the observation that
reasonably good perceptual distortion measures have already been
proposed, e.g. the mean Noise-to-Mask Ratio (NMR) [9]. But
these measures are usually associated to an analysis filterbank that
follows the characteristics of human perception. Thus, we intro-
duce a second matrix P of sizeN×K that represents a perceptual
transform. We assume that K > N , i.e. this transform is redun-
dant. In the general case, P and S are not directly related, because
a good perceptual filterbank (with respect to the accuracy of per-
ceptual modeling) is generally not so good for coding purposes
(with respect to the efficiency of coding). The coefficients of this
transform corresponding to the signal x can be written as:

px = x P

We define the perceptual distortion measure as a weighted version
of MSE computed in the perceptual-transform domain:

Dp(a) = ‖ (px̂ − px) ∆x‖2 = ‖ (aS− x) P∆x‖2

Where ∆x = diag (µk(x)) is a diagonal matrix of size K × K
containing perceptual weights µk associated to the components
of px. These weights depend on x and can be computed us-
ing a hearing model of masking. If we note Tk(x) the mask-
ing threshold values corresponding to the signal x, we choose
µk(x) = (Tk(x))−

1
2 . Then, the perceptual distortion Dp(a) can

be interpreted as a mean NMR. Note that, if the perceptual trans-
form performs a TF analysis with a sufficiently good time preci-
sion, both temporal and frequential masking can be modeled.

The general coding problem then consists in finding, for any
input signal x, the optimal vector of coefficients a which mini-
mizes the perceptual distortion measure Dp(a). The existence of
a solution depends on the matrix K = SP called the mixture ma-
trix. It is quite easy to prove that the maximum value for the rank
of K is N . The minimization problem would have a single min-
imum if K would have a full-rank (i.e. min{M,K}), which is
never the case here because N < min{M,K}. In other words,
there are many equivalent solutions. We must add a sparsity con-
straint on a to select the best solution, i.e. we add a regularization
term Ψ to the distortion measure and then we minimize the follow-
ing objective function:

Φ(a) = Dp(a) + Ψ(a)

This class of problem can be solved using an iterative thresholding
algorithm [10, 11]. However, when K has not a maximum rank
(i.e. N ), the convergence is not always satisfactory.

In the literature, Ψ is often assimilated to an `α norm on the
coefficients, where α is usually equal to 1. Although `1 norm does
not directly measure the amount of zero coefficients, one usually
assume that the minimum `1 norm corresponds to a sparse solution
[10]. Then,

Φ(a) = ‖ (aS− x) P∆x‖2 + λ‖a‖α (2)

where the λ parameter allows to set the tradeoff between the dis-
tortion constraint and the sparsity constraint.

3. OUR PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 shows a block-diagram of our coder. It is mainly com-
posed of 3 parts: The adaptive analysis over a coding dictionary
which is a union of MDCT bases, a psycho-acoustic model and a
quantization and coding section. The main point consists in find-
ing a suitable coding dictionary S and a perceptual transform P
such that K = SP has a maximum rank.

X	   Adap%ve	  analysis	  	  
Union	  of	  MDCT	  

bases	  	  
Interleaving	   Bitplane	  coding	  

Bitstream	  a	  

Perceptual	  
Transform	  

Time	  -‐Frequency	  
masking	  model	  

Psychoacoustic 
model 

Quantization and 
coding 

μ (X)	  

Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed coder.

3.1. Union of MDCT bases

First, we assume a coding scheme that splits the audio file in time-
segments of reasonably long duration, called macro blocks, in or-
der to be compatible with audio streaming applications (e.g. over
the internet). Thus, we assume that the signal x corresponds to a
macro-block. This approach requires an overlap between macro-
blocks, and we wish that it does not introduce redundancy. Thus, a
suitable choice for S is a union of MDCTs of different sizes, in the
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same way as in [1]. In this paper, the authors proposed a union of
8 MDCTs: 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192 bands.
In this study, we restrained our dictionary to a union of 2 MDCTs
with medium numbers of bands: 256 and 2048. In this implemen-
tation, one macro-bloc is composed of 16 short-windows (for 256-
band) and 2 long-windows (for 2048-band). Choosing the number
of MDCT sizes is tricky: More MDCTs, especially longer ones,
would increase the efficiency of the decomposition, but would also
degrade the efficiency of the coding stage: More MDCTs means
more coefficients in a, and even with the same number of non-zero
coefficients, the additional zero coefficients require more coding
bits.

The vector of MDCT coefficients a is made of two parts:

a = [a256 a2048]

where a256 stands for the coefficients of the short MDCT and
a2048 for the long MDCT. The time-support corresponding to one
macro-block is determined by the long MDCT, i.e. Nmb = 3 ×
2048 = 6144 samples. But practically, the optimization must be
performed on an analysis-segment longer than a macro-block, in
order to avoid sharp variations of coding parameters between suc-
cessive macro-blocks. Thus, N corresponds to the length of one
analysis segment. Here, we chose N = 7 × 2048 = 14336 sam-
ples. This is illustrated on figure 2. Both a2048 and a256 are of
size 1 ×Mas, with Mas = 6 × 2048 = 12288, and a is of size
1 × 2Mas, which means M = 2Mas = 24576. But practically,
only 8192 coefficients (in the middle) are actually coded. The first
and last 8192 coefficients are discarded. This part of signal will
be analyzed and coded respectively in the previous and the next
macro-blocks.

Figure 2: MDCT windows in the coding dictionary for one macro-
block, and corresponding analysis segment.

3.2. Perceptual model

For the perceptual transform, we seek for a filterbank that follows
the audition, but also with nice mathematical properties. The rank
constraint on K requires that P is a full-rank matrix, i.e. its rank is
N . A good choice is the ERB-MDCT, which is a near-orthogonal
transform that follows the ERB frequency-scale [12]. In this trans-
form, the time-resolution is adapted to the frequency resolution
in each frequency band: Low frequencies have a high frequency-
resolution and a low time-resolution, whereas high frequencies
have a lower-frequency resolution and a higher time-resolution.
We choose an ERB-MDCT with one band per ERB, which cor-
responds to K = 15126. One can check that we actually have
K > N .

The square-value of ERB-MDCT coefficients is interpreted as
the temporal and spectral density of energy. To obtain a masking
threshold, we convolve the TF energy image with the TF masking
kernel described in [7], and plotted on figure 3. We assume the ad-
ditivity of masking patterns in the energy scale, which is known to
sometimes under-estimate the masking level. Finally, we keep the
minimum value of the masking threshold and the absolute thresh-
old of hearing in quiet as described in MPEG #1 psycho-acoustic
model [13], and get an estimation of the µk(x).

Figure 3: Time-frequency masking kernel.

3.3. Adaptive decomposition

For the optimization in the adaptive analysis step, we used the
FISTA algorithm proposed by Beck et al. in [11]. The algorithm
includes a gradient step followed by a shrinkage/soft-thresholding
step. The general update rule in FISTA is

ai = Tλγ (G(yi))

where i is the iteration index, γ is the gradient stepsize, G(.) is the
gradient of the distortion term Dp, yi is a specific linear combina-
tion of the previous two iterations {ai−1,ai−2} and Tλγ : RM →
RM is the shrinkage operator:

Tλγ(a)m = sign(am) max (0, |am| − λγ)

A typical condition which guarantees the convergence to a single
minimiser a? is γ ∈

[
0, 1/

∥∥KTK∆x

∥∥].
In the following, we assume for each macro-block:

• α = 1, which amounts to perform a soft thresholding on
the coefficients a.

• γ = 1/
∥∥KTK∆x

∥∥.

• For i = 0, a0 = 01×M .

A crucial parameter for the optimization process is λ. We
found out that a constant value for λ does not always produce the
same sparsity ratio for a. Thus, the suitable value for λ has to
be set for each macro-block in order to get a constant sparsity ra-
tio. Our goal was to get approximately the same rate of non-zero
coefficients in a as with quantized MDCT coefficients in a MPEG-
AAC bitstream. We measured that, for a monophonic AAC oper-
ating at 48 kbps, approximately 30 % of the MDCT coefficients
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are equal to zero. Then, we target a sparsity ratio of 15 %, since
our dictionary has a redundancy factor of 2.

Furthermore, we found out that setting the same value of λ
for a256 and a2048 was not the optimal choice. Thus, we rewrite
equation (2) as

Φ(a) = ‖ (aS− x) P∆x‖2 + λ1‖a256‖α + λ2‖a2048‖α (3)

where λ1 and λ2 are respectively the regularization parameters
corresponding to a256 and a2048. From informal listening tests,
it appears that the best audio quality is obtained with λ1 > λ2,
which means more non-zero coefficients in the long MDCT than
in the short one.

In the literature, the choice of a suitable value for λ is known to
be a difficult problem [14, 15], that would deserve a more specific
study by itself. In this work, we use a simplified formula from [10]
which is valid in the following conditions: (i) K is the identity
operator and (ii) α = 1:

Tλ(x) =





x + λ
2

if x ≤ −λ
2
,

0 if |x| < λ
2
,

x− λ
2

if x ≥ λ
2
.

(4)

Then, assuming that ∀k ∈ {1 · · ·K} , |px(k)∆x(k)| ≥ λ
2

, we
get:

λ = 2Ys bK(1− sp) + 1c ;

where sp is the amount of sparsity, Ys are the values of |px∆x|
sorted in increasing order, and b.c denotes the rounding operator
towards −∞. Although K is not the identity operator in our case,
this formula still gives a good approximation of the optimal λ in
each macro-block. Thus, controlling sparsity only requires to a
adjust the parameter sp.

3.4. Coefficients quantization and coding

When the coefficients a are computed, we carry out the quantifi-
cation and binary coding preceded by an interleaving step which
aims to group together the coefficients that are close in the time-
frequency plane, and to make the coding algorithm more efficient.
We chose the same binary coder as in [1]: a bit-plane coder, which
is a special case of adaptive Rice-Golomb codes. It also performs
an implicit quantization: the number of coding bits corresponds
to the number of bit-planes used for coding. This method is par-
ticularly efficient when the sequence to be encoded exhibits long
ranges of zeros, and thus is well suited for encoding sparse vec-
tors. However, our interleaving scheme, as illustrated on figure 4,
is different from the one described in [1]. The idea is to group the
low frequencies at the beginning and the high frequencies at the
end. We found out that our method reduces the bitrate, because it
favors long ranges of zeros at the end.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test our method, we used the same audio material as in [1].
This collection of 4 musical pieces, sampled at 44.1 KHz, is de-
scribed on table 1. Note that all the audio signals mentioned in
this paper (unprocessed, re-synthesized and coded/decoded sig-
nals) can be downloaded from the companion webpage of this pa-
per: http://potion.cnrs-mrs.fr/dafx2015.html.

Figure 4: Interleaving scheme for MDCT coefficients.

Test signal Description Duration (s)
harp Harpsichord 8.0
bagp Bagpipes 11.1
orch Orchestral piece 12.7

popm Contemporay pop music 11.6

Table 1: Test signals used for evaluation.

4.1. Performance of the adaptive decomposition algorithm

In a first step, we analyze the results of the adaptive decompo-
sition algorithm on the harp signal. For evaluation purpose, we
re-synthesize the audio signal without quantization by applying
equation (1). As explained in section 3.3, the sparsity ratio is
about 10% on 256-band MDCT coefficients and 20% on 2048-
band MDCT coefficients.

We can see on the spectrograms plotted on figure 5 that the
original and re-synthesized signals are very similar. However, the
reconstructed signal has less energy on the regions of the TF plane
that are between the partials, which should correspond to masked
regions. One can also notice that partials sometimes cross verti-
cal structures corresponding to attacks, which can be associated
to pre-echo. This is most probably due to the fact that our short
MDCT has 256 bands, whereas in [1], the shortest MDCT has
only 64 bands.

We also plot the TF maps of the coefficients a256 and a2048

on figure 6. In other words, we plot the magnitude of MDCT coef-
ficients in the TF plane for both MDCT bases separately. First, one
can see that the long MDCT exhibits a good frequency resolution,
but a poor time-resolution. The short MDCT has opposite proper-
ties. One can also see that partials are essentially represented by
long MDCT coefficients, and attacks by short MDCT coefficients.
This proves that our optimization algorithm dispatches the energy
between MDCT bases in an accurate way. However, this process
is not perfect: some partials are represented in the short MDCT.

Finally, we plot on figure 7 the spectrograms of the re-synthe-
sized signal after quantization and coding at 48 kbps and 24 kbps,
for the same original test signal. At 48 kbps, one can see that
the spectrogram of the re-synthesized signal is highly similar to
the spectrogram before quantization and coding. However, at low
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Figure 5: Spectrograms of the harp signal

bitrate (24 kbps), the spectrogram is somewhat different, with a
slight degradation in high frequencies and less energy between par-
tials.

4.2. Evaluation of audio quality

In order to evaluate the impact of our method on the audio quality
and to compare our codec (denoted in section codec A) to the codec
#1 proposed in [1], we organized a MUSHRA listening test [16]
on the four audio signals described in table 1, with scores ranging
from 0 (very bad quality) to 100 (excellent quality). Six versions
of the test signals were evaluated by a total number of 16 listeners:

• A hidden reference,

• A 4 kHz low-pass anchor,

• Two coded versions with codec A at 24 and 48 kbps,

• Two coded versions with codec #1 at 24 and 48 kbps.

The listeners were post-screened according to the scoring of the
reference: If the score attributed to the reference is lower than 80,
the listener was judged unreliable and discarded. Finally, only 10
subjects were kept.

The results of MUSHRA listening tests are plotted on figure 8
and 9, respectively at 24 and 48 kbps (mean values and 95% con-
fidence intervals). For both bitrates, one can see that results highly
depend on the test signal. Signals with naturally sparse spectrums
(harp, bagp) are associated to high audio quality at both bitrates.
This can be interpreted as follows: The amount of perceptually rel-
evant information in these signals is relatively low, and a good re-
construction in achievable at low bitrate. For bagp, the results ob-
tained with both codecs are similar at 24 and 48 kbps but for harp,
codec #1 is better rated. According to the listeners’ feedback, this
was mainly due to the fact that attacks are not as sharp with our
codec as with codec #1, which is probably related to the length of
the short MDCT. Signals with more dense spectrums (orch, popm)
are associated to lower audio quality, especially a 24 kbps, prob-
ably because the amount of perceptually relevant information in
these signals is higher. At 24 kbps, both codecs perform similarly
on these two signals, but at 48 kbps, our codec is slightly better on

Figure 6: TF maps of coefficients for the harp signal. Up: short
MDCT. Down: long MDCT.

popm, and much better on orch. Note that, at 24 kbps, both codecs
were rated lower than the anchor, because a reduced band-pass was
judged less disturbing than a high level of coding artifacts.

Finally, on average over the 4 test signals, our codec was rated
slightly worse at 24 kbps, only because it does not perform as well
on harp, and rated significantly better at 48 kbps, because it per-
forms better on orch and popm.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a method that performs an adaptive
decomposition of audio signal on redundant coding dictionary (a
union of 2 MDCT bases) using a variational algorithm, i.e. the op-
timization of a cost function taking into account both a perceptual
distortion measure derived form a hearing model and a sparsity
constraint. We applied a simple quantization and coding scheme
from the literature (simple bit-plane coder) and compared the fi-
nal audio quality to one achieved by codec #1 in [1], which uses
the same quantization and coding scheme. We show that at low
bitrate (24 kbps), our codec performs worse on signal with many
sharp attacks, and performs similarly on other signals. This can
be explained by the fact that our short MDCT has only 256 bands.
At medium bitrate (48 kbps), our codec performs better on audio
signals with a dense spectrum. This point is particularly interest-
ing since in [1], codec #2 was able to outperform AAC but not
on signals with dense spectrum (orch and popm), despite the use
of a complex perceptual quantization scheme. Thus, these results
are promising: As it is, our codec can not outperform codec #2
or AAC, but it may seriously challenge both if we design a suit-
able perceptual quantization scheme. This would also require to
extend the coding dictionary by adding a shorter MDCT (128 or
64 bands).
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Figure 7: Spectrograms of the harp signal after quantization and
coding.

Figure 8: Results of MUSHRA listening test at 24 kbps.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses issues related to audio latency for realtime 
processing Android OS applications. We first introduce the prob-
lem, determining the difference between the concepts of low la-
tency and constant latency. It is a well-known issue that pro-
grams written for this platform cannot implement low-latency 
audio. However, in some cases, while low latency is desirable, it 
is not crucial. In some of these cases, achieving a constant delay 
between control events and sound output is the necessary condi-
tion. The paper briefly outlines the audio architecture in the An-
droid platform to tease out the difficulties. Following this, we 
proposed some approaches to deal with two basic situations, one 
where the audio callback system provided by the system software 
is isochronous, and one where it is not. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The support for realtime audio on the Android platform has been 
shown to suffer from significant latency issues [1]. Although 
support for lower latency audio paths has been provided in later 
versions of the operating system, this provision can vary signifi-
cantly from device to device. One of the difficulties here, as iden-
tified by its developers, is that there is no uniformity in the de-
ployment of the system, which has to be able to adapt to a variety 
of vendor-designed hardware set-ups. Its competitor, iOS, on the 
other hand, has been built to run specific devices, which have 
much less variance, and, for this reason, it can deliver a better 
support for realtime audio to developers. 
 
While low latency is critical for certain applications, for others, it 
is possible to design systems around a moderate amount of audio 
delays. In this case, the next requirement tends to be constant la-
tency. In other words, we might not be worried if a given sound 
event is to be delivered a certain number of milliseconds in the 
future, but we would like to be able to predict with a certain de-
gree of precision what this delay will be. Generally speaking, 
constant latency is guaranteed in a working full-duplex audio 
configuration, with respect to the input signal, since any modula-
tion of this delay would be associated with sample dropouts.  
 

The situation is, however, more complex when we are trying to 
synchronise audio output to external control inputs, operating 
asynchronously to the audio stream (fig.1). This situation typical-
ly arises, for instance, when trying to synchronise touch events, 
or responses to sensors, with specific parameter changes (e.g. 
onsets, pitch changes, timescale modifications).  In this case, 
constant latency is not a given: it depends on the audio subsystem 
implementation. On Android, the audio subsystem is vendor-
implemented, and, as noted, can vary significantly from device to 
device. For certain devices, achieving constant latency with re-
gards to an asynchronous control is not much more than a matter 
of using a common clock, as the audio subsystem callback mech-
anism is tightly chained to the sample stream output (itself syn-
chronised to a regular clock). On other devices, the situation is 
more complex, as there is no guarantee that the callback func-
tions will occur with only small amounts of jitter (with regards to 
a common system clock). Furthermore, in these cases, stream 
time is not reported with a good degree of accuracy. 
 

 
Figure 1. Event-to-sound latency 

 
In this paper we will look at approaches to obtaining constant 
audio output latency with regards to external asynchronous con-
trol events. Constant latency is required when we need to esti-
mate the exact time of the change of parameters in the sound 
stream in response to a control input. For instance, if we want to 
try and synchronise musical beats to a step detection algorithm, 
we will need to know how the time between the sending of a 
tempo adaptation command and the appearance of the effect at 
the output. 
 
The paper is organised as follows: an overview of the Android 
audio architecture is provided, which will identify the difficulties 
with latency control, and identify the various sources of delays in 
the system. This will be followed by an examination of ap-
proaches to achieving constant latency in the two cases men-
tioned above: isochronous and anisochronous callback mecha-
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nisms. The paper will demonstrate how it is possible to minimise 
latency jitter in these two situations, describing the algorithms 
employed and their results. The paper concludes with a brief dis-
cussion of the applications for the principles outlined here and 
some indications of future work. 

2. ANDROID AUDIO SYSTEMS 

The audio implementation in Android is built on a number of 
layers [2]. The lowermost components are not exposed to devel-
opers, and they can only be manipulated indirectly via the top-
most application programming interfaces (APIs), of which there 
are a few. High-level development for Android uses a version of 
the Java language, and the simplest APIs are provided as part of 
the Software Developer Kit (SDK). The most flexible of these is 
AudioTrack, which provides a blocking-type audio writing func-
tionality (synchronous), but it is still considered not enough low-
level for any serious audio application. 
 
For this, Android provides a C API based on the OpenSL ES 
1.0.1 specification [3] in their Native Developer Kit (NDK). The 
NDK is a collection of C/C++ APIs that can be used to build dy-
namic modules for Java-based applications, whose functionality 
is accessed through the Java Native Interface. The NDK allows 
developers to port large portions of C/C++ code, and in the case 
of audio applications, to bypass the performance problems asso-
ciated with Java garbage collection. However, it is important to 
note that both the Java AudioTrack and the NDK OpenSL ES 
APIs use the same underlying audio implementation. The docu-
mentation is clear in saying that using the latter does not guaran-
tee better performance in terms of audio latency, although in 
some systems a "fast" audio mixer signal path might be available 
to NDK-based applications [4]. 

2.1. OpenSL ES 

The OpenSL ES API provides the means to open audio streams 
for input and output, and to access these asynchronously via a 
callback mechanism. This method is generally the standard in 
audio APIs across platforms, where the developer provides the 
code to fill in audio buffers at the times requested by the system. 
 
For the developer, this gets exposed via an enqueue mechanism: 
after the device is initialised and opened, the developer starts the 
process by enqueuing a single buffer, and registering a callback. 
This is invoked by the system, according to the specification, 
when a new buffer is required, and so the callback will include 
code to generate the audio and to enqueue it. 
 
The specification does not say anything in relation to the timing 
of these callbacks. In others words, depending on the implemen-
tation, these can either be relied upon to happen at regular times 
(isochronous behaviour) or not (anisochronous). Depending on 
this, different strategies are required for the implementation of 
constant latency. 
 
OpenSL also provides some means of polling the system for the 
current stream time. However, it is not clear from the specifica-
tion how this should be implemented, and to which point in the 
audio chain it refers. In reality, we have observed that the infor-
mation obtained is not reliable across different devices, so it is 
not always usable. 

2.2. Lower levels 

The implementation of OpenSL ES sits on top of the AudioTrack 
C++ library, which is also the backend of the Java AudioTrack 
API, as noted above. Although the two libraries share the name, 
they are actually distinct, the Java API occupying the same level 
as OpenSL on top of the C++ library. The following is a descrip-
tion of the lower-level implementation in Android version 5.0 
(fig.2). 
 
The actual code implementing the OpenSL exposed functionality 
is a thin layer. The enqueueing code simply places a pointer to 
the user-provided memory in a circular buffer. The data in this 
memory location is consumed by an AudioTrack function, which 
copies it into its own buffer. Once all supplied data is read, it is-
ssues the user-supplied callback, which should enqueue more 
data. The OpenSL specification asks for users to implement dou-
ble buffering of audio data, ie. enqueueing one buffer while fill-
ing a second one. However, the implementation is clear: the 
enqueueing is only requested when the buffer data has been cop-
ied completely. Thus double buffering is not really a necessity. 
 
AudioTrack shares its buffer memory with the next lower level 
service, AudioFlinger. This is responsible for mixing the audio 
streams in its own playback thread and feeding the Hardware 
Abstraction Layer (HAL), which is the vendor-implemented part 
of the code that communicates with the audio drivers running in 
the Linux kernel. Some devices implement a feature provided by 
AudioFlinger to reduce latency, a "fast mixer track", which, 
when available, is used if the developer employs a specific buffer 
size and sample rate dictated by the hardware, via OpenSL. The 
presence of this feature can be enquired via a Java call provided 
by the AudioTrack API, which also allows developers to obtain 
the native parameters for it. Surprisingly, it is not possible to do 
this via the NDK. 
 
The consumption of audio data is ultimately linked to the HAL 
implementation, and so the timing behaviour of the callback 
mechanism is influenced by this. The HAL also is supposed to 
supply the information regarding stream time, which is exposed 
by the OpenSL ES, thus its reliability is related to how well this 
is implemented there. 
 

 
Figure 2. The Android audio stack 

2.3. Achieving low and constant latency 

It is clear from this discussion, that any approach to reducing la-
tency is highly dependent on the hardware involved. Some rec-
ommendations have been provided, such as using the native 
buffer size and sample rates, but these are not guaranteed to have 
significant effect on all devices. Avoiding the interference of the 
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Java garbage collector is also important for constant latency, 
which in practice means migrating all relevant code from the 
SDK level to the NDK. In general, an analysis of a device's be-
haviour in relation to its callback timing appears to be needed for 
a full assessment of its particular latency improvement potential 
(both in terms of low and constant characteristics). 

3. CONSTANT LATENCY APPROACHES 

To achieve approximately constant latency, we first evaluate the 
most basic approach using OpenSL ES, namely enqueueing 
sound data in the OpenSL buffer queue as soon as possible after 
the request occurs. Thereafter, we examine approaches which 
instead estimate the play head position in the output stream and 
enqueue sound data at a fixed delay relative to that play head po-
sition. 
 
All positions are defined relative to the start of the audio data 
stream. We define the enqueued position as the position within 
the data stream corresponding to the last sample enqueued to 
date. We define the true play head position as the position in the 
data stream corresponding to the sound that is currently being 
output from the device. In Android devices the delay between the 
true play head position and the enqueued position ranges from a 
few tens of milliseconds to more than 100 ms for some devices 
[1]. In general, if this delay is constant it should be easier to 
achieve constant latency between sound request and sound out-
put.  
 
To date, we have not encountered any method for measuring this 
latency in an absolute manner. To estimate the latency some au-
thors measure the audio loopback delay, based on a round-trip 
path (input to output): an audio signal is fed to the input and the 
time it takes for it to appear at the output is measured. This can 
be achieved via the Larsen effect [5], or via a custom loopback 
audio connection. From this, it is estimated that the output laten-
cy is half of this time [6]. Nevertheless, it is not guaranteed that 
the audio processing path is symmetrical and therefore that the 
output latency is equal to the input latency.  
 
Other approaches, which are more appropriate to the issue of 
constant latency, as discussed in sect. 1,  include measuring the 
delay between a touch event on the Android device (or some ex-
ternal input) and the corresponding sound output (as illustrated 
by fig.1). However, even here there is a difficult to quantify (and 
usually variable) delay involved in receiving and processing the 
source event before a sound request is ever issued. Therefore, for 
this work, we developed an alternative approach based on the 
relative time at which sound requests were issued and the relative 
time at which sound outputs occurred.  

3.1. Evaluation methodology, equipment and materials 

Two different Android devices were used in this work: A Sony 
Xperia Z2 and a Motorola MotoG (first generation). Both devices 
were running Android 4.4.4. The most relevant audio properties 
of both devices are shown in Table 1. These devices were chosen 
as exemplars of a high end device (the Xperia Z2) and a mid-
range device (the MotoG). As there are a great variety of An-
droid devices and capabilities, this work with just two devices 
should be considered a preliminary examination of the problem 
space. 

Table 1: Key Audio Properties 

Device Low 
latency 

Native 
sample rate 

Native buffer size 
(frames) / duration 

(ms) 
Xperia Z2 No 48000 960 / 20 

MotoG No 44100 1920 / 43.5 
 
A custom Android app was developed which included a C based 
NDK component and a java component. The NDK component 
implemented the sound engine as a thin layer on top of OpenSL 
ES and was responsible for all timing measurements (measured 
using clock_gettime specifying CLOCK_MONOTONIC). The 
Java component implemented test runs which consisted of a se-
quence of 500 sound requests issued at anisochronous intervals 
between 400–500 ms apart. (This interval was chosen so that 
even substantial latency jitter would not create any doubt about 
which sound request and which sound output correspond to one 
another.) The sound engine logged the precise time (in microsec-
onds) at which each request was made and stored this in a log file 
along with other data required for subsequent processing. 
 
Each sound request resulted in production of a short, 10 ms, 1000 
Hz tone pip (with instant attack and release, limited only by the 
analogue hardware response). The audio output of the Android 
device was attached to the line input of a USB sound device 
(Griffin iMic) and recorded as a RIFF-Wave file (mono PCM, 16 
bits, 44100 Hz) on a PC. This soundfile was then post-processed 
with threshold based onset detection to determine the times 
(within the audio file) at which tone pips occurred.  
 
It is not possible to directly synchronize the clock used to meas-
ure sound request times with that used to measure sound onset 
times using standard Android devices. Therefore it was necessary 
to convert from raw times using these unsynchronized clocks to 
times that can be compared. To achieve this, all raw request 
times from the log file were made relative to the time of the first 
request (by subtracting the first request time from each of them). 
Similarly all raw sound onset times from the audio file were 
made relative to the time of the first sound onset (by subtracting 
the first sound onset time from each of them). After this calcula-
tion the first request and sound onset time are both zero and this 
allows subsequent request and onset times to be compared. The 
initial real world latency between the first request and the first 
sound onset cannot be measured (because the clocks cannot be 
synchronised) and appears as zero. If the latency is constant, all 
subsequent sound onsets occur at precisely the same time offsets 
as the corresponding requests and the time difference between 
them should be zero. In contrast, if there is latency jitter, the 
sound onset times will differ from the request times by an 
amount equal to the jitter. 
 
In the subsequent evaluations it was noticed that there was a 
slight mismatch between the clock used to time requests on the 
Xperia Z2 and the sample clock in the USB microphone audio 
input to the PC. This mismatch caused the two clocks to drift 
apart by 1-2 ms over the duration of a test run. Therefore Xperia 
Z2 plots shown in the following sections have been de-trended to 
compensate for the drift which is unrelated to the latency algo-
rithms being evaluated. 

3.2. Latency using the Next Buffer approach 

The most basic approach to approximating constant latency with 
OpenSL ES is to enqueue audio data as soon as possible after it is 
requested. In other words: 

,
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  (1) 
where insertPos is the insertion position of the sound in the data 
stream and enqueuedPos is the end of data stream position after 
the most recent callback preceding the request has completed. 
 
In general the Next Buffer approach can be expected to yield at 
least one buffer duration jitter as the request may occur just be-
fore a callback is due, resulting in a very short request to enqueue 
delay, or just after a callback has completed, resulting in a longer 
request to enqueue delay. For small buffer sizes (for example 20 
ms) this jitter may be acceptable, but for larger buffer sizes (for 
example the 43 ms of the MotoG) the jitter can become audible. 
 
Furthermore, if OpenSL callbacks occur at isochronous intervals, 
then two requests occurring within one buffer duration of each 
other will never be enqueued more than one buffer apart (even if 
they occur just before and just after a callback). If, however, 
callbacks do not occur at isochronous intervals (that is, some in-
ter-callback intervals are shorter than others) then it is possible 
that two requests occurring within one buffer duration of each 
other in real time may be enqueued more than one buffer apart 
resulting in jitter that is even greater than one buffer duration in 
this case.  
 
The results for the Xperia Z2 are shown in Figure 3. 
 

 

Figure 3  Relative latencies using Next Buffer on the 
Xperia Z2: (a) histogram, (b) values. Dashed lines show 
two standard deviation boundaries. 

In this case the latency jitter is reasonable and limited to a range 
that is just larger than one buffer duration (-10.7 to 11.4 ms). 
Closer investigation showed that OpenSL callback times were 
nearly isochronous for this device. 
 
Figure 4 shows the MotoG results and in this case the latency 
jitter is much larger than the Z2. 
 

 
Figure 4  Relative latencies using Next Buffer on the Mo-
toG: (a) histogram and (b) values. Dashed lines show two 
standard deviation boundaries. 

 
In fact the latency jitter for the MotoG is even larger than one 
buffer duration (95% of the values were within a 58 ms range). 
This range is really too large and can result in audible jitter. The 
main cause for the jitter appears to be that the callback is not in-
voked at regular intervals on the MotoG. Instead a typical se-
quence of callback intervals measured in milliseconds might be: 
40, 60, 20, 60, 40, 40, 80, 30, and so on. 
 
Therefore it appears that the Next Buffer approach is only suita-
ble if two conditions are satisfied by the device: (1) the native 
buffer size is relatively small, and (2) callbacks are invoked at 
isochronous intervals. For devices which do not satisfy these re-
quirements, such as the MotoG, another approach is required. 

3.3. Latency using the OpenSL position 

Rather than attempting to enqueue a sound as soon as possible 
after the request and suffering the jitter that results it would be 
better if it was possible to enqueue the sound such that it was 
output a constant latency after the request. If the current play 
head position is known, then constant latency can be achieved by 
adding the sound to the data stream at some fixed delay relative 
to the play head position. This fixed delay must be large enough 
that the desired insert position of the sound is never earlier than 
the already enqueued position despite any callback jitter. 
 
As discussed previously, the OpenSL ES API defines a function 
to read the current play head position and this is direct estimate 
of the play head position which may be used to calculate an ap-
propriate insert position for the requested sound data as follows: 
  (2) 
 
where requestSLPos is the OpenSL position at the time of the 
request and the fixed delay (which was determined empirically 
for each device) guarantees that the insertion position is never 
earlier than the end of data already enqueued. This fixed delay 
does not appear in subsequent plots due to the relative nature of 
the times used.  
 
Although the relative latencies for the Xperia Z2 using the Next 
Buffer approach were already quite good, we decided to evaluate 
the achievable latency jitter using the OpenSL position also. The 
results are shown in Figure 5. 
 

insertPos enqueuedPos=

insertPos requestSLPos fixedDelay= +

,
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Figure 5 Relative latencies using OpenSL position on the 
Xperia Z2: (a) histogram, (b) values. Dashed lines show 
two standard deviation boundaries. 

It is clear that inserting sounds a fixed delay after the OpenSL 
position (measured at the time of request) has substantially re-
duced the latency jitter (95% of the values are in 5.6 ms range) 
relative to the Next Buffer approach. 
 
When this latency approach was applied to the MotoG the results 
improved somewhat relative to the NextBuffer approach but 
were still much worse than the Xperia Z2 as can be seen in Fig-
ure 6. 
 
In this case, 95% of the latencies are contained within an 36.8 ms 
range (compared to a 58 ms range previously). This is still a rela-
tively large range and, unlike the Xperia Z2, there are a number 
of outlier values which substantially depart from the typical 
range. 
 

 

Figure 6  Relative latencies using OpenSL position on 
the MotoG: (a) histogram, (b) values. Dashed lines show 
two standard deviation boundaries. 

 
Closer examination of OpenSL positions on the MotoG indicated 
that the intervals between OpenSL positions on consecutive re-
quests did not match the intervals between the real time of those 
requests very well. Further investigation indicated that the API 
call to read the OpenSL position appears to read a cached posi-
tion value which is not always up to date rather than reading the 
real position from the low level hardware or driver.  
 
In some cases reading the OpenSL position twice 3 ms apart sug-
gested that the position had not advanced at all whereas at other 
times a similar pair of requests separated by just 3 ms of real time 
indicated that OpenSL position had changed by as much as 30 
ms. Therefore a better approach is still required for the MotoG 
and similar devices. As noted in section 2, the implementation of 
the position polling in Android devices cannot be relied on, and 
thus this approach is not general enough for all devices. 

3.4. Latency using the Filtered Callback Time 

Results to date indicated that the interval between callbacks on 
the MotoG was not even approximately constant. Nevertheless 
the mean callback interval precisely matches the buffer duration. 
This is to be expected: if the mean callback interval were any 
larger it would mean that the buffer level (the difference between 
the true play head position and the enqueued position) would 
gradually decrease and underflow as new buffers would be added 
more slowly than they were consumed. Similarly if the callback 
interval were any smaller than the buffer duration, the buffer lev-
el would increase until overflow occurred. Therefore, the fact 
that the callback intervals are distributed around a predictable 
mean value suggests a possible approach to achieving constant 
latency. 
 
The callback intervals recorded for the MotoG are suggestive of 
a low level task which polls the state of the low level audio buff-
ers approximately once every 20 ms and initiates a callback if the 
buffer level is less than some threshold. We assume that, for var-
ious reasons (including the mismatch between the polling rate 
and the buffer duration), the buffer level is different for consecu-
tive callbacks and therefore there is variable latency between the 
true play head position and the next data enqueued by the 
callback. Our approach is to estimate the times at which 
callbacks would have been invoked if they were invoked at the 
same buffer level each time and therefore invoked at isochronous 
intervals. 
 
The basic approach is to record the times at which callbacks oc-
cur and filter these to estimate the time at which a constant laten-
cy callback would have occurred. 
 
The technique used to estimate the filtered callback time was 
double exponential smoothing [7] as defined by the following 
standard equations: 
 
  (3) 

  (4) 

 
where s(n) defines the smoothed output (the filtered callback 
time) at time n, x(n) defines the input (the callback time), and 
b(n) defines the trend in the data (corresponding to the smoothed 
interval between callbacks in this case). The parameters α and β 
determine the smoothing factors and rate of convergence of the 
filter. 
 
We initialize s(0) to be x(0) and b(0) to be the native buffer dura-
tion. On each callback, (3) provides an estimate of the filtered 
callback time based on the linear trend up to that point. Thereaf-
ter (4) updates the value of the trend. The trend should not 
change much over time but using these equations allows the al-
gorithm to adapt to slight mismatches between the system clock 
used by Android and the sample clock used by the audio hard-
ware. (We previously used simple exponential smoothing [7] 
with a fixed estimated interval between callbacks but preliminary 
results showed that the two clocks soon drifted audibly apart us-
ing this approach.) 
 
The filtered callback time is calculated at the start of each 
callback before any new data has been enqueued. Therefore the 
play head position at the start of the callback may be estimated 
(save for a constant offset) as  

[ ]( ) ( ) (1 ) ( 1) ( 1)s n x n s n b nα α= + − − + −

[ ]( ) ( ) ( 1) (1 ) ( 1)b n s n s n b nβ β= − − + − −

,
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  (5) 

 
where enqueuedPos is the end of data stream position after the 
preceding callback completed, cbTime is the time at which the 
current callback was invoked, and filteredCBTime is the time at 
which the current callback should have been invoked if it were 
invoked exactly when the buffer level drained to its mean level. 
This estimate of the play head position incorporates a constant 
offset (the mean buffer level) which should be subtracted to get a 
more accurate estimate of the true play head position. In our ap-
proach, this offset is incorporated as part of the fixed delay added 
later in the algorithm. 
 
In the sound request a new estimate of the play position estimate 
is made as follows: 
 
  (6) 

 
where reqTime is the time at which the request was made and 
other values are as already defined based on the most recent 
callback preceding the request. Therefore this step accounts for 
the time that has elapsed since the play position was last estimat-
ed. Thereafter, the insertion point may finally be determined as 
 
  (7) 
 
Using the filtered callback time technique to achieve low latency 
on the Xperia Z2 yielded results that were essentially identical to 
those obtained using the OpenSL position. For that reason they 
are not shown here. The MotoG results, however, did differ from 
those obtained using the OpenSL position as shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7  Relative latencies using Filtered Callback Time 
on the MotoG: (a) histogram, (b) values. Dashed lines 
show two standard deviation boundaries. 

These results show a clear improvement over those obtained us-
ing the Next Buffer and OpenSL position techniques. In this case 
95% of the relative latencies are within a 16 ms range resulting in 
jitter that should be inaudible to most, if not all, listeners. The 
results also indicate a number of outlier values, but these oc-
curred at the start of the test run during the convergence period of 
the filter. 
 
Despite the reduction in relative latency jitter that has been 
achieved there is still some residual jitter remaining. The detailed 
sources of this residual jitter are currently unknown but it is pos-
sible that at least some of it is due to scheduling jitter within the 

operating system since there are several interacting threads in-
volved in the process of audio output. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The work described in this paper described the motivation for 
and difficulty in achieving constant latency on Android devices 
as many devices, even recent devices, do not implement the low 
latency feature now supported by the Android operating system. 
 
We made two main contributions: we measured the relative la-
tency jitter achieved by two Android devices using OpenSL ES 
and we proposed two schemes which specifically aimed to re-
duce this latency jitter and approach constant latency output of 
audio events. 
 
The commonly used Next Buffer scheme was investigated and 
found to be sub-optimal in achieving constant latency for all de-
vices (although for low latency devices it may be sufficient). Us-
ing the Open SL position to achieve constant latency worked 
well for one phone (the Xperia Z2) but badly for another (the 
MotoG) and we conclude that the success of this scheme is high-
ly dependent on the quality of the OpenSL ES implementation on 
the device. Finally we proposed a novel scheme based on filter-
ing the callback times to estimate the play head position and 
showed that this scheme worked quite well even when the under-
lying OpenSL ES implementation appeared to have several 
shortcomings (as was the case for the MotoG). 
 
Notwithstanding the successes reported in this paper, preliminary 
investigations with additional Android devices have indicated 
that there seem to be quite a variety of different OpenSL ES im-
plementations and buffer strategies used by different device 
manufacturers. Consequently, it appears that even the techniques 
described above must be supplemented by additional techniques 
if constant latency is to be achieved on all devices. In the future, 
as part of our ongoing work, we plan to investigate additional 
techniques and a method of selecting the best technique for a par-
ticular device (if no single technique works for all devices). 
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ABSTRACT

In 1998, the ITU published a recommendation for an algorithm
for objective measurement of audio quality, aiming to predict the
outcome of listening tests. Despite the age, today only one im-
plementation of that algorithm meeting the conformance require-
ments exists. Additionally, two open source implementations of
the basic version of the algorithm are available which, however, do
not meet the conformance requirements. In this paper, yet another
non-conforming open source implementation, GstPEAQ, is pre-
sented. However, it improves upon the previous ones by coming
closer to conformance and being computationally more efficient.
Furthermore, it implements not only the basic, but also the ad-
vanced version of the algorithm. As is also shown, despite the non-
conformance, the results obtained computationally still closely re-
semble those of listening tests.

1. INTRODUCTION

Conducting listening tests is an expensive and time-consuming en-
deavor. It is therefore highly desirable to have an algorithmic al-
ternative that estimates the outcome of a listening test at a fraction
of the time and cost. For the task of judging the impairment in-
troduced by an audio processing system that should ideally not
introduce audible differences, like audio coding or transmission
schemes, such an algorithm is specified in [1]. Specifically, it aims
at predicting the outcome of a listening test performed according
to [2], where the difference of two stimuli, the item to judge and a
hidden reference, to a known reference is graded on a scale rang-
ing from “imperceptible” (5.0) to “very annoying” (1.0). Assum-
ing the listeners assign a better grade to the hidden reference than
to the item under test, the difference between the grade for the
item under test and for the hidden reference, called the Subjec-
tive Difference Grade (SDG) is negative and larger than �4. The
PEAQ algorithm of [1] computes the Objective Difference Grade
(ODG) which is meant to resemble the SDG obtained from lis-
tening tests. Two versions of the algorithm are specified, “basic”
and “advanced”, where the former is more suitable for real-time
processing and the latter has higher computational demand but is
supposed to yield results closer to listening tests.

As pointed out by P. Kabal [3], the standard is under-specified
and in points inconsistent and the available reference data for con-
formance testing is insufficient to pinpoint the sources of any dis-
crepancies. This explains why, even though the first version of the
standard dates back to 1998, to this day, only one implementation
meeting the conformance criteria specified therein is available. It is
provided by OPTICOM1, who were heavily involved in the devel-

1http://www.opticom.de

opment of the standard. Two other, open source implementations
of the basic version of the algorithm exist, namely PQevalAudio
by P. Kabal as part of the AFsp software package2, and peaqb3 by
G. Gottardi. As will be detailed in section 4.1, neither one meets
the conformance criteria of [1].

This disappointing situation motivated the authors to develop
their own implementation, with the aims of

• conformance test results as close to the reference as possi-
ble

• computational efficiency

• inclusion of the advanced version

• flexible usage.

To come as close to conformance as possible, for aspects where
[1] is ambiguous or [3] suggests an alternative interpretation, the
authors systematically explored the possibilities and the one with
the best result in terms of conformance was chosen. Efficiency
was mainly achieved by exploiting the optimizations proposed in
[3] and in general trying to avoid unnecessary (re-)computations
wherever possible; no low-level optimizations like explicit use of
SIMD instructions or the like were used, though. For flexibility
in usage, the algorithm was implemented as a GStreamer4 plug-
in and the implementation therefore called GstPEAQ. GStreamer
provides a framework for building graphs of processing elements
for various multimedia tasks, similar to e.g. DirectShow5, and is
available for all major operating systems. Being able to include
GstPEAQ in a signal processing chain allows e.g. to process the
output of a codec or even measure an external device connected
via an audio interface without the need of producing intermediate
files. Nevertheless, for the common task of processing reference
and test data stored in separate WAV files, a command line tool is
provided.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE PEAQ ALGORITHM

Our aim in this section is to briefly summarize the PEAQ algo-
rithm, while the details are left to [1]. The outline of the algorithm
is depicted in Fig. 1 as a block diagram. The input signals are the
reference and test signal. In case of stereo signals, the channels are
processed independently in the first stages and are combined when
computing the model output variables.

2http://www-mmsp.ece.mcgill.ca/Documents/
Downloads/AFsp/

3http://sourceforge.net/projects/peaqb/
4http://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/
5https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/

windows/desktop/dd375454.aspx
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Figure 1: Outline of the PEAQ algorithm.

The first processing step comprises the ear model. In the ba-
sic version of the algorithm, only an FFT-based ear model is used,
while in the advanced version, a filter bank-based model is used
in addition. Although the details differ, both ear models decom-
pose the input signals into auditory filter bands, apply a weighting
corresponding to the outer and middle ear transfer function, add
internal noise, and spread the signals both in time and frequency.

The outputs of the ear model are subject to a preprocessing
step comprising level adaptation, loudness calculation and mod-
ulation processing. For the advanced version of the algorithm,
only the output of the filter bank-based ear model is subject to
preprocessing. The level adaptation tries to estimate and compen-
sate level differences and linear distortions between reference and
test signal. The loudness calculation determines the frame-wise
loudness of the signals. The modulation processing computes a
measure of the modulation of both reference and test signal.

The outputs of the ear model and the preprocessing step are
then used to calculate various model output variables (MOVs).
They capture different aspects of the reference and test signal and
the difference between them, like the noise-to-mask ratio, linear
distortions, differences in the modulation, and the harmonic struc-
ture of the error. For the basic version, a total of eleven MOVs are
computed, while the advanced version employs only five MOVs.

The MOVs are then fed into a neural network with coefficients
specified in [1]. It possesses one hidden layer comprising three
nodes for the basic version and five nodes for the advanced ver-
sion to obtain the Distortion Index (DI). The DI is finally mapped
to the Objective Difference Grade (ODG) with one more node.
While the ODG is intended to resemble the SDG using a five-grade
impairment scale, the DI allows distinction of audio quality at the
extremes where the ODG score saturates and is independent of the
anchor points used to define the SDG/ODG [4].

3. GSTPEAQ IMPLEMENTATION

GstPEAQ is available under the GNU Library General Public Li-
cense from http://ant.hsu-hh.de/gstpeaq. As men-
tioned, it is implemented as a plugin for the GStreamer framework,
for both GStreamer version 0.10 and 1.0. In addition to the base
functionality provided by GStreamer, it also uses the FFT provided
by the GStreamer Base Plugins Libraries, but has no other direct
library dependencies. GstPEAQ is implemented in plain C. It has

been successfully used in many internal projects, e.g. [5, 6, 7].
In several aspects [1] is inconsistent or ambiguous or [3] sug-

gests to deviate from [1] with good reason. Even though it will be
solely of interest to readers with intimate knowledge of [1], in the
following, the choices made for GstPEAQ are listed for the sake
of completeness:

• In the frequency domain spreading of the filter bank-based
ear model, the time-smoothing of the spreading slopes is
performed with a and b = 1�a as given in the pseudo-code
of [1], although only by swapping them one actually ob-
tains the smoothing time constant mentioned in the textual
description of [1], as observed in [3].

• For the calculation of the impact of missing components
for the RmsNoiseLoudAsym MOV, the reference signal and
test signal modulation patterns are swapped along with the
excitation patterns as assumed in [3], although this is not
explicitly mentioned in [1].

• In the calculation of the Average Distorted Block MOV,
rounding towards zero as specified in [1] is used, although
as remarked in [3], consistent rounding to the lower value
might be more reasonable.

• A one-sided window is used in the calculation of the Er-
ror Harmonic Structure MOV, emphasizing middle frequen-
cies, even though a window centered at DC seems to make
more sense [3].

• As suggested in [3], the average is subtracted before apply-
ing the window in the calculation of the Error Harmonic
Structure MOV, although this contradicts [1].

• The MOVs are not truncated to the range implied by the
coefficients given for the Neural Network, as there is no
mentioning of this in [1]. As the MOVs for the test items of
the conformance test do not exceed this range, this setting
has no impact on conformance.

With the exception of the last item, the above choices were made
to minimize the RMSE obtained during conformance testing as
detailed below.

4. EVALUATION

In this section, GstPEAQ version 0.6 is compared to the two other
freely available, open source implementations of the PEAQ algo-
rithm, peaqb version 1.0.beta and PQevalAudio as part of AFsp
version 9r0. The comparison takes into account the conformance
to [1] based on the criteria defined therein and the computational
performance.

4.1. Conformance

To conform to [1], implementations are required to calculate a
DI value within ±0.02 of a given reference value for 16 selected
test items. Unfortunately, neither GstPEAQ, nor peaqb or PQeval-
Audio fulfill this requirement. However, as can be seen in Fig. 2
for the basic version of the algorithm, all three implementations
compute DI values that come reasonably close to the reference
and to each other, as already observed in [7] for the ODG values.
Only for three items, fcodtr2, fcodtr3, and lcodpip, the difference
seems relevant. Overall, peaqb and GstPEAQ come a little closer
to the reference than PQevalAudio for these 16 items, which is also
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Figure 2: Reference DI values (basic version) and DI values com-
puted by the three implementations for the 16 test items.

reflected in the root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) between refer-
ence DI values and computed DI values listed in Table 1. However,
due to the low number of test items and because the RMSEs are
dominated by the few outliers, the differences between the imple-
mentations are not statistically significant.

Table 1: Root-mean-square errors (RMSE) between reference DI
values (basic version) and DI values computed by the three imple-
mentations for the 16 test items.

Implementation RMSE

GstPEAQ 0.2009
peaqb 0.2063
PQevalAudio 0.2329

For the advanced version of the algorithm, GstPEAQ is like-
wise unable to achieve conformance. The reference and computed
values depicted in Fig. 3 reveal a similar trend as for the basic
version, good general agreement with few exceptions, fcodtr3 and
mcodcla, in this case. The resulting root-mean-square error of
0.2146 is also close to that for the basic version.

4.2. Perceptual Relevance

As none of the open source implementations, including GstPEAQ,
fulfills the criteria for conformance, they should not be used for
reference purposes, e.g. for stating quality metrics in a codec data
sheet. This does not mean, however, that they fail to predict the
outcome of listening tests. On the contrary, the relatively small
differences observed in the conformance test makes one hope that
the results obtained from one of the open source implementations
is about as close to listening test results as those from a conforming
implementation would be. To verify this, the ODG values com-
puted by the different implementations, the reference ODG values
from [1] and SDG values (read from Fig. 20 in [1]) for the same
16 test items are compared in Fig. 4.

Obviously, it is not possible to immediately judge which of
the ODG data sets best fits the SDG values. What can be noted,
though, is that for many items, all ODG values lie within the 95 %
confidence interval of the SDG values and that the difference be-
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Figure 3: Reference DI values (advanced version) and DI values
computed by GstPEAQ for the 16 test items.

tween the different implementations and references is smaller than
the difference to the SDG value. To better quantify these findings,
Table 2 gives the root-mean-square error between ODG and SDG
values. Additionally, the correlation and the absolute error scores
are listed, as these were criteria used in the development of the
PEAQ algorithm. The absolute error score is defined in [1] as

AES = 2

s
ÂN

i=1((ODGi �SDGi)/max(CIi,0.25))2

N
, (1)

where CI denotes the confidence interval and N = 16 the number of
test items. Interestingly, the reference is outperformed in all three

Table 2: Root-mean-square errors (RMSE), correlation, and abso-
lute error score (AES) between SDG values and ODG values for
the 16 test items.

ODG source RMSE Correlation AES

Reference (advanced) 0.2348 0.9755 1.2882
GstPEAQ (advanced) 0.1869 0.9835 1.0592
Reference (basic) 0.2713 0.9701 1.6166
GstPEAQ (basic) 0.2537 0.9711 1.5000
peaqb (basic) 0.2449 0.9728 1.4674
PQevalAudio (basic) 0.2631 0.9675 1.5786

metrics by GstPEAQ both in the basic and the advanced version
and by peaqb for the basic version. This does not mean that they
better predict listening test results in practice, as the differences
are not statistically relevant for the same reasons as above. But it
is a strong indicator that they at least should not do worse.

4.3. Performance

The performance of the three implementations was evaluated by
measuring the time taken to sequentially process the 16 test items
of the conformance test. All three implementations were com-
piled using gcc 4.9.2 with the -O3 option. The evaluation was
performed on an Intel Xeon E5-1520 CPU clocked at 3.7 GHz with
16 GiB RAM (easily enough to avoid any swapping). The achieved
execution times are given in Table 3. GstPEAQ (basic version)
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Figure 4: SDG values with 95 % confidence interval (CI), reference ODG values, and ODG values computed by the three implementations
for the 16 test items.

Table 3: Execution time.

Implementation Execution time

GstPEAQ (advanced) 35.4 s
GstPEAQ (basic) 6.78 s
peaqb (basic) 6660.14 s
PQevalAudio (basic) 7.04 s

and PQevalAudio show similar performance, while peaqb is sub-
stantially slower, taking about 1000 times longer. In comparison,
switching GstPEAQ from basic to advanced version increases the
execution time about five times.

5. CONCLUSIONS

An attempt was made to implement the PEAQ algorithm of [1].
Unfortunately, but not unexpectedly considering [3], conformance
to [1] could not be achieved. However, the new implementation,
GstPEAQ, comes closer to conformance than the existing imple-
mentations PQevalAudio and peaqb, while also being computa-
tionally more efficient. Furthermore, GstPEAQ is the only freely
available implementation of the advanced version of the algorithm.

While lack of conformance limits the use for comparing re-
sults to others using conforming or other non-conforming imple-
mentations, GstPEAQ provides results in good accordance with
the results of listening tests. Thus, it may still prove useful to
judge audio quality while avoiding expensive listening tests, al-
lowing e.g. optimization based on perceptual criteria as in [5] or
even for the publication of results, provided they are marked to be
computed with a non-conforming implementation.

As GstPEAQ is released as open source software under the
GPL, other researchers can inspect and improve the code to bet-

ter meet their demands. In fact, contributions by the community,
especially if they improve conformance or performance, are very
welcome.
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ABSTRACT
The practice of harmonic mixing is a technique used by DJs for the
beat-synchronous and harmonic alignment of two or more pieces
of music. In this paper, we present a new harmonic mixing method
based on psychoacoustic principles. Unlike existing commercial
DJ-mixing software which determine compatible matches between
songs via key estimation and harmonic relationships in the circle
of fifths, our approach is built around the measurement of musical
consonance at the signal level. Given two tracks, we first extract a
set of partials using a sinusoidal model and average this informa-
tion over sixteenth note temporal frames. Then within each frame,
we measure the consonance between all combinations of dyads
according to psychoacoustic models of roughness and pitch com-
monality. By scaling the partials of one track over ± 6 semitones
(in 1/8th semitone steps), we can determine the optimal pitch-shift
which maximises the consonance of the resulting mix. Results of
a listening test show that the most consonant alignments generated
by our method were preferred to those suggested by an existing
commercial DJ-mixing system.

1. INTRODUCTION

The digital era of DJ-mixing has opened up DJing to a huge range
of users, and also enabled new technical possibilities in music cre-
ation and remixing. The industry leading DJ-software tools (e.g.,
Native Instruments Traktor Pro 21, djay Pro2 and Mixed in Key3)
now offer users of all technical abilities the opportunity to rapidly
and easily create DJ mixes out of their personal music collections,
or those stored online. Central to these DJ-software tools is the
ability to robustly identify tempo and beat locations, which, when
combined with high quality audio time-stretching, allow for auto-
matic “beat-matching” (i.e. temporal synchronisation) of music.

∗ MD is financed by National Funds through the FCT - Fundação para a
Ciência e a Tecnologia within post-doctoral grant SFRH/BPD/88722/2012.
† BS is supported by BMBF 01 GQ 1004B (Bernstein Center for Com-

putational Neuroscience Munich).
1http://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/

traktor/dj-software/traktor-pro-2/
2http://www.algoriddim.com/djay-mac
3http://www.mixedinkey.com/

In addition to leveraging knowledge of the beat structure, these
tools also extract harmonic information – typically in the form of
an estimated key. Knowing the key of different pieces of music
allows users to engage in so-called “harmonic mixing” where the
aim is not only to align music in time, but also in key. Different
pieces of music are deemed to be harmonically compatible if their
keys exactly match or adhere to well-known relationships within
the circle of fifths. When this information is combined with audio
pitch-shifting functionality (i.e., the ability to transpose a piece of
music by some number of semitones independent of its temporal
structure) it provides a powerful means to “force” the harmonic
alignment between two pieces of otherwise incompatible music.

While such a combination of robust music understanding and
high quality music signal processing techniques is certainly effec-
tive within specific musical contexts – in particular for harmoni-
cally and temporally stable house music (and other related genres),
we believe the key-based matching approach has several important
limitations. Putting aside the primary issue that the key estimation
itself might be error-prone, the most critical limitation is that a
global property such as musical key provides no information re-
garding the musical composition which gives rise to that key nor
how this might affect perceptual harmonic compatibility for listen-
ers when two pieces are mixed. Similarly, music matching based
on key alone provides no obvious means for ranking the compati-
bility between several different pieces of the same key. Likewise,
assigning one key for the duration of a piece of music cannot indi-
cate where in time the best possible mixes (or mashups) between
different pieces of music might occur. Even with the ability to
use pitch-shifting to transpose the musical key, it is important to
consider the quantisation effect of only comparing whole semi-
tone shifts. The failure to consider fine-scale tuning could lead to
highly dissonant mistuned mixes between songs which still share
the same key.

To attempt to address these limitations of key-based harmonic
mixing, we propose a new approach based on the analysis of con-
sonance. We base our approach on the well-established psychoa-
coustic principles of sensory consonance and harmony as defined
by Ernst Terhardt [1, 2], where our goal is to discover the optimal,
consonance-maximising alignment between two music excerpts.
To this end, we first extract a set of frequencies and amplitudes
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed approach for consonance-
based mixing.

using a sinusoidal model and average this information over short
temporal frames. We fix the partials of one excerpt, and apply a
logarithmic scaling to the partials of the other over a range of one
full octave in 1/8th semitone steps. Through an exhaustive search
we can identify the frequency shift which maximises the conso-
nance between the two excerpts and then apply the appropriate
pitch-shifting factor prior to mixing the two excerpts together. A
graphical overview of our approach is given in Figure 1.

Searching across a wide frequency range in small steps allows
both for a large number of possible harmonic alignments and the
ability to compensate for differences in tuning. In comparison with
an existing commercial DJ-mixing system, we demonstrate our ap-
proach is able to provide more consonant mixes which are also
considered more pleasant by musically trained listeners.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section
2 we review existing approaches for the measurement of conso-
nance based on roughness and pitch commonality. In Section 3 we
describe our approach for consonance-based music mixing driven
by these models. We then address the evaluation of our approach
in Section 4 via a listening test. Finally, in Section 5 we present
conclusions and areas for future work.

2. CONSONANCE MODELS

In this section, we present the theoretical approaches for the com-
putational estimation of consonance that will form the core of the
overall implementation described in Section 3 for estimating the

most consonant combination of two tracks. To avoid misunder-
standings due to ambiguous terminology, we define consonance
by means of Terhardt’s psychoacoustic model [1, 2], which is di-
vided into two categories: The first, sensory consonance combines
roughness (and fluctuations, standing for slow beatings and there-
fore equated with roughness throughout), sharpness and tonalness.
The second, harmony is mostly built upon Terhardt’s virtual pitch
theory and inherits root relationship and pitch commonality. We
take these categories as the basis for our approach. To estimate
the degree of sensory consonance, we use a modified version of
Hutchinson & Knopoff’s [3] roughness model. For calculating the
pitch commonality of a combination of sonorities, we propose a
model that combines Parncutt & Strasburger’s [4] pitch categorisa-
tion procedure with Hofmann-Engl’s [5] virtual pitch model. Both
models take a sequence of sinusoids, expressed as frequencies, fi,
and amplitudes, Mi, as input.

2.1. Roughness Model

As stated above, the category of sensory consonance can be di-
vided into three parts: roughness, tonalness and sharpness. While
sharpness is closely connected to timbral properties of musical au-
dio, we do not attempt to model or modify this aspect since it can
be considered independent of the interaction of two pieces of mu-
sic, which is the object of our investigation in this paper.

Parncutt & Strasburger [4] discuss the strong relationship be-
tween roughness and tonalness as a sufficient reason to only anal-
yse one of the two properties. The fact that roughness has been
more extensively explored than tonalness and that most sensory
consonance models build exclusively upon it motivates the use of
roughness as our sole descriptor for sensory consonance in this
work. For each of the partials of a spectrum, the roughness that is
evoked by the co-occurrence with other partials is computed, then
weighted by the dyads’ amplitudes and finally summed for every
sinusoid.

The basic structure of this procedure is a modified version of
Hutchinson & Knopoff’s [6] roughness model for complex sonori-
ties that builds on the roughness curve for pure tone sonorities pro-
posed by Plomp & Levelt [7]. A function that approximates the
graph estimated by Plomp & Levelt is proposed by Parncutt [8]:

g(y) =

{
(exp(1) y

0.25
exp(− y

0.25
))2 y < 1.2

0 otherwise (1)

where g(y) is the degree of roughness of a dyad and y the fre-
quency interval between two partials (fi and fj) expressed in the
critical bandwidth (CBW) of the mean frequency f̄ , such that:

y =
|fj − fi|
CBW(f̄)

(2)

and
f̄ =

fi + fj
2

. (3)

Hutchinson & Knopoff’s formula for the calculation of the
critical bandwidth is often the subject of criticism (see, for exam-
ple [8, 9]). Parncutt [8] states that better results can be obtained by
using Moore & Glasberg’s [10] equation for the equivalent rectan-
gular bandwidth (ERB):

ERB(f̄) = 6.23(10−3f̄)2 + 93.39(10−3f̄) + 28.52 (4)

and hence we substitute CBW(f̄) with ERB(f̄) in eqn (2). The
roughness values g(y) for every dyad are then weighted by the
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dyad’s amplitudes (Mi and Mj) to obtain a value of the overall
roughness D of a complex sonority with N partials:

D =

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=i+1 MiMjgij
∑N
i=1 M

2
i

. (5)

2.2. Pitch Commonality Model

As opposed to sensory consonance, which can be applied to any ar-
bitrary sound, the second category of Terhardt’s consonance model
[1, 2] is largely specified on musical sounds. This is why the
incorporation of an aspect based on harmony should be of crit-
ical importance in a system that aligns music according to con-
sonance. However, the analysis of audio with a harmonic model
of consonance is currently under-explored in the literature. Exist-
ing consonance-based tools for music typically focus on roughness
alone [11, 12]. Relevant approaches which include harmonic anal-
ysis perform note extraction, categorisation in the octave-ranged
chromagram and, as a consequence of this, key detection, but the
psychoacoustic aspect of harmony is rarely applied. One of our
main aims in this work is therefore to use the existing theoretical
background to develop a model that estimates the consonance in
terms of root relationship and pitch commonality and eventually
to combine this with a roughness model.

The fundament of the approach lies in harmonic patterns in the
spectrum. The extraction of these patterns is taken from the pre-
processing stage of the pitch categorisation procedure of Parncutt
& Strasburger’s [4] tonalness model.

For a given set of partials, the audibilities of pitch categories
in semitone intervals are produced. Since this corresponds directly
to the notes of the chromatic scale, the degree of audibility for
different pitch categories can be attributed to a chord. Hofmann-
Engl’s [5] virtual pitch model then will be used to compute the
“Hofmann-Engl pitch sets” of these chords which will be com-
pared for their commonality.

2.2.1. Pitch Categorisation

The first step of Parncutt & Strasburger’s algorithm is the calcula-
tion of the pure-tone height, Hp(fi), for every frequency peak, fi,
in the spectrum using the analytic formula by Moore & Glasberg
[10] that expresses the critical band rate in ERB:

Hp(fi) = H1 loge(
fi + f1

fi + f2
) +H0. (6)

As parameters, Moore & Glasberg propose H1 = 11.17 erb, H0 =
43.0 erb, f1 = 312 Hz and f2 = 14675 Hz. They also estimate the
auditory level ΥL of each pure tone with the frequency fi that is
defined as its dB level above the threshold in quiet LTH , which
Terhardt [13] formulates as:

LTH = 3.64fi
−0.8−6.5 exp (−0.6(fi − 3.3)2)+10−3fi

4. (7)

Then, the partial masking level ml(fi, fj) which is the degree of
how much every pure-tone in the sonority with the frequency fi
is masked by an adjacent pure-tone with its specific frequency fj
and auditory level ΥL(fj) is estimated as

ml(fi, fj) = ΥL(fj)− km|Hp(fj)−Hp(fi)| (8)

where km can take values between 12 and 18 dB (chosen value:
12 dB). The partial masking level is specified in dB. The overall
masking level, ML(fi), of every-pure tone is obtained by adding
up its partial masking levels, which are converted first to ampli-
tudes and then, after the addition, back to dB levels:

ML(fi) = max(0, (20 log10

∑

P 6=P ′
10(ml(fi,fj)/20))). (9)

In the case of a pure-tone with frequency fi that is not masked,
ml(fi, fj) will take a large negative value. This negative value for
ML(fi) is avoided by use of the the max operator when compar-
ing the calculated value to zero.

The decision not to analyse pure-tone components in frequency,
but in pitch categories is due to the need to extract harmonic pat-
terns. The pitch categories, P , are defined by their centre frequen-
cies in Hz:

P (fi) = 12 log2(
fi

440
) + 57 (10)

where the standard pitch of 440 Hz (musical note A4) is repre-
sented by pitch category 57.

Following this procedure for each component, we can now
obtain its audible level AL(P ) (in dB) by subtracting its overall
masking level from its auditory level ΥL(f):

AL(P ) = max(0, (ΥL(P )−ML(P ))). (11)

To incorporate the saturation of each pure-tone with increasing
audible level, Parncutt & Strasburger [4] estimate the audibility
Ap(P ) for each pure-tone component:

Ap(P ) = 1− exp(
−AL(P )

AL0
). (12)

where they follow Hesse [14] who sets AL0 = 15.
Once every pure-tone component has been assigned to its cor-

responding pitch category and its audibility estimated, a template
is used to detect partials of harmonic complex tones shifted over
the spectrum in a step size of one semitone, i.e., one pitch category.
One pattern’s element is given by the formula:

Pn = P1 + b12 log2(n) + 0.5c (13)

where P1 represents the pitch category of the lowest element (cor-
responding to the fundamental frequency) and Pn the pitch cate-
gory of the nth harmonic.

Whenever there is a match between the template and the spec-
trum for each semitone-shift, a complex-tone audibility Ac(P1) is
assigned to the template’s fundamental. To take the lower audibil-
ity of higher harmonics into account, they are weighted by their
harmonic number, n:

Ac(P1) =
1

kT

(∑

n

√
Ap(Pn)

n

)2

. (14)

Parncutt & Strasburger [4] set the free parameter kT = 3. To
estimate the audibility, A(P ), of a component which considers
both the spectral- and complex-tone audibility of every category,
the overall maximum is taken as the general audibility, as Terhardt
et al. [13] state that only either a pure or a complex tone can be
perceived at once:

A(P ) = max(Ap(P ), Ac(P )). (15)
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2.2.2. Pitch-Set Commonality

The resulting set of pitch categories can be understood as a chord
with each pitch category’s note sounding according to its audibil-
ity. With the focus on music, we set a limit of the three notes of
the sonority with the highest audibility as the triad – which is seen
as the most important chord in Western culture [15]. On this basis
we expect it to give a meaningful representation of the harmonic
structure.

To compare two chords according to their pitch-commonality,
Hofmann-Engl proposes to estimate their similarity by the aid of
the pitch-sets that are produced by his virtual pitch model [16].
The obtained triad is first inserted into a table similar to the one
Terhardt uses to analyse a chord for its root note (see [2]), with
the exception that Hofmann-Engl’s table contains one additional
subharmonic. The notes are ordered from low to high along with
their corresponding different subharmonics. A major difference to
Terhardt’s model is the introduction of two weights w1 and w2 to
estimate the strength βnote for a specific note to be the root of the
chord with Q = 3 tones for all 12 notes of an octave:

βnote =

∑Q
q=1 w1,note w2,q

Q
(16)

where the result is a set of 12 strengths of notes, or so-called
“Hofmann-Engl pitches” [16]. The fusion weight, w1,note, is
based on note similarity and gives the subharmonics more impact
in decreasing order. This implies that the unison and the octave
have the highest weight, then the fifth, the major third and so on.
The maximum value of w1,note is c = 6 Hh (Helmholtz, unit set by
Hofmann-Engl). The fusion weight is decreased by the variable b,
which is b = 1 Hh for the fifth, b = 2 Hh for the major third, b =
3 Hh for the minor seventh, b = 4 Hh for the major second and b =
5 Hh for the major seventh. All other intervals take the value b = 6
and are therefore weighted zero, according to the formula:

w1,note =
c2 − b2
c

. (17)

The weight according to pitch order, w2, adds more impor-
tance to lower notes, assuming that a lower note is more likely
to be perceived as the root of the chord than a higher one and is
calculated as:

w2,q =

√
1

q
(18)

where q represents the position of the note in the chord. For the
comparison between two sonorities (e.g. from different tracks), the
Pearson correlation rset1set2 is calculated for the pair of Hofmann-
Engl pitch sets, as Hofmann-Engl [16] proposes to determine
chord similarity and therefore consonance, C, in the sense of har-
mony as:

C = rset1set2 . (19)

3. CONSONANCE-BASED MIXING

Based on the models of roughness and pitch commonality pre-
sented in the previous section, we now describe our approach for
consonance-based mixing between two pieces of music.

3.1. Data Collection and Pre-Processing

We first explain the necessary pre-processing steps which allow
the subsequent measurement of consonance between two pieces
of music. For the purpose of this paper, which represents our first
investigation into consonance-based mixing, we make several sim-
plifications concerning the properties of the musical audio we in-
tend to mix.

Given that our motivation is to compare our approach to key-
based matching methods in DJ-mixing software (see Section 4),
we currently only consider electronic music (e.g. house music)
which is both harmonically stable and typically has a fixed tempo.
From a collection of recent electronic music we manually anno-
tated the tempo and beat locations and extracted a set of musical
excerpts, each lasting precisely 16 beats (i.e., 4 complete bars).

In order to focus entirely on the issue of harmonic alignment
without the need to address temporal alignment, we force the tempo
of each excerpt to be exactly 120 beats per minute. For this beat
quantisation process, we use the open source pitch-shifting and
time-stretching utility, Rubberband4, to implement any necessary
tempo changes. Accordingly, our database of musical excerpts
consists of a set of 8 s (i.e., 500 ms per beat) mono .wav files sam-
pled at 44.1 kHz.

To provide an initial set of frequencies and amplitudes, we
use a sinusoidal model, namely the “Spectral Modeling Synthesis
Tools” Python software package by Serra5, with which we extract
sinusoids using the default window size and hop sizes of 4096 and
256 samples respectively. In order to focus on the harmonic struc-
ture present in the musical input, we extract the partials with the
highest amplitude under 5 kHz. Through informal experimenta-
tion, we set I = 20 partials as we found this was able to provide a
sufficient harmonic representation for our consonance-based mix-
ing application. However, we intend to explore the effect of this
parameter in future work.

For our chosen genre of electronic music, we can assume that
the harmonic structure remains largely constant over the duration
of each 1/16th note (i.e., 125 ms). Therefore, to strike a balance
between temporal resolution and computational complexity, we
summarise the frequencies and amplitudes by taking the frame-
wise median over the duration of each 1/16th note. Thus, for each
excerpt we obtain a set of frequencies and amplitudes, fγ,i and
Mγ,i, where i indicates the partial number (up to I = 20) and γ
each 1/16th note frame (up to Γ = 64).

3.2. Consonance-Based Alignment

For two input musical excerpts, T 1 and T 2 with corresponding
frequencies and amplitudes f 1

γ,i,M
1
γ,i and f 2

γ,i,M
2
γ,i respectively,

we seek to find the optimal consonance-based alignment between
them. To this end, we fix all information regarding T 1 and modify
T 2.

Our approach centres on the calculation of consonance as a
function of a frequency shift, s, and is based on the hypothesis that
under some frequency shift applied to T 2 the consonance between
T 1 and T 2 will be maximised, and this, in turn, will lead to the
optimal mix between the two excerpts.

In total we create S = 97 shifts which cover the range of
± 6 semitones in 1/8th semitone steps (i.e., 48 downward and 48
upward shifts around a single “no shift” option). We scale the

4https://bitbucket.org/breakfastquay/rubberband
5https://github.com/MTG/sms-tools
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Figure 2: (upper plot) Frequency scaling applied to the partials of
one track (solid lines) compared to the fixed partials of the other
(dotted lines) for a single temporal frame. (lower plot) The cor-
responding roughness as function of frequency scaling over that
frame.

frequencies of the partials f 2
γ,i as follows:

f 2
γ,i[s] = 2log2(f2

γ,i)+
s−48
96 s = 0, . . . , S − 1. (20)

For each 1/16th note temporal frame, γ, and per shift, s, we
then merge the corresponding frequencies and amplitudes between
both tracks (as shown in Figure 2) such that:

fγ [s] =
[
f 1
γ f 2

γ [s]
]

(21)

and
Mγ [s] =

[
M 1
γ M 2

γ [s]
]
. (22)

We then calculate the roughness, Dγ [s] according to eqn (5) in
Section 2.1 with the merged partials and amplitudes as input. Then,
to calculate the overall roughness, D̄[s], as a function of frequency
shift, s, we average the roughness values Dγ [s] across the tempo-
ral frames:

D̄[s] =
1

Γ

Γ−1∑

γ=0

Dγ [s], (23)

for which a graphical example is shown in Figure 3.
Having calculated the roughness across all possible frequency

shifts, we now turn our focus towards the measurement of pitch
commonality as described in Section 2.2. Due both to the high
computational demands of the pitch commonality model, and the
rounding which occurs to due to the allocation of discrete pitch cat-
egories, we do not calculate the harmonic consonance as a function
of all possible frequency shifts. Instead we extract all local min-
ima from D̄[s], label these frequency shifts, s∗, and then proceed
with this subset. In this way we use the harmonic consonance, C,
as a means to filter and rank the set of possible alignments (i.e.,
minima) arising from the roughness model.

While the calculation of Dγ [s] relies on the merged set of fre-
quencies and amplitudes from eqns (21) and (22), the harmonic
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Figure 3: Visualisation of roughness,Dγ [s], over 64 frames for the
full range of pitch-shifts. Darker regions indicate lower roughness.
The subplot on the right shows the the average roughness curve,
D̄[s] as a function of pitch-shift, where the roughness minima point
to the left.

consonance compares two individually calculated Hoffman-Engl
pitch sets. To this end, we calculate eqns. (6) to (16) indepen-
dently for f 1

γ and f 2
γ [s∗] to create set1

γ and set2
γ [s∗] and hence

Cγ [s∗] from eqn (19). The overall harmonic consonance C̄[s∗]
can then be calculated by averaging across the temporal frames:

C̄[s∗] =
1

Γ

Γ−1∑

γ=0

Cγ [s∗]. (24)

Since no prior method exists for combining the roughness and
harmonic consonance we adopt a simple approach to equally weight
their contributions to give an overall measure of consonance based
on roughness and pitch commonality:

ρ[s∗] = D̂[s∗] + Ĉ[s∗] (25)

where D̂[s∗] corresponds to the raw roughness values D̄[s∗] which
have been inverted (to reflect sensory consonance as opposed to
roughness) and then normalised to the range [0,1], and Ĉ[s∗] sim-
ilarly represents the [0,1] normalised version of C̄[s∗]. The overall
consonance ρ[s∗] takes values that range from 0 (minimum conso-
nance) to 2 (maximum consonance), as shown in Figure 4. The
maximum score of 2 is achieved only if the roughness and har-
monic consonance detect the same pitch-shift index as most con-
sonant.

3.3. Post-Processing

The final stage of the consonance-based mixing is to physically im-
plement the mix between tracks T 1 and T 2 under the consonance-
maximising pitch shift, i.e., arg maxs∗(ρ[s∗]). As in Section 3.1,
we again use the Rubberband utility to undertake the pitch-shifting
on T 2. To avoid loudness differences between the two tracks prior
to mixing, we normalise each audio excerpt to a reference loudness
level using the Replay Gain method [17].
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Figure 4: Values of consonance from the sensory consonance
model, D̂[s∗], the harmonic consonance, Ĉ[s∗], and the result-
ing overall consonance, ρ[s∗]. Pitch shift index -1 (i.e., -0.125
semitones) holds the highest consonance value and is the system’s
choice for the most consonant shift.

4. EVALUATION

4.1. Listening Test

For the objective evaluation of our consonance-based mixing ap-
proach, we conducted a listening test. In this test we asked mu-
sically trained participants to rate short mixes created according
to different outputs of our system, as well as those derived from
the DJ-mixing software Traktor from Native Instruments, for their
consonance and pleasantness. In total we created five conditions
which are summarised as follows:

• A No Shift: we made no attempt to harmonically align
the excerpts, instead simply aligned them in time by beat-
matching.

• B Key Match (Traktor): we ran the key detection algorithm
inside Traktor on each excerpt individually to determine the
smallest pitch shift required to enable a harmonically com-
patible match based on the circle of fifths.6

• C Dissonant: we pitch-shifted according to the highest rough-
ness from the roughness model without considering har-
mony in terms of pitch commonality.

• D Consonant (Sensory): we pitch-shifted according to low-
est roughness from the roughness model without consider-
ing harmony.

• E Consonant (Sensory + Harmony): we pitch-shifted ac-
cording to the result of the proposed combination of both
models of roughness and pitch commonality.

Using a set of 20 excerpts (each 8 s in duration) as described
in Section 3.1 we calculated the pitch-shifts required for all pos-
sible combinations between excerpts. From this complete set, we

6http://www.djprince.no/site/camelot_easymix_
system.aspx

extracted a subset of 10 mixes (each made from different source
excerpts) for which each of the 5 conditions yielded a unique pitch-
shift. In total this gave a set of 50 musical stimuli for use in our
experiment. The corresponding pitch-shifts for each mix for each
of these stimuli and conditions are shown in Figure 5. Sound ex-
amples of some stimuli used in the listening test are available at
the following website7.

In total we recruited 28 participants whose musical training
was determined by them being: music students, practicing musi-
cians, or active in DJing. When listening to each mix, the partic-
ipants were asked to rate two properties: first, how consonant the
mixes sounded, and second they were asked to rate pleasantness of
the mixes.

Both conditions were rated on a discrete six-point scale using
a custom patch developed in Max/MSP. The order of the 50 stimuli
was randomised for each participant. After every sound example,
the ratings had to be entered before proceeding to the next exam-
ple. To guarantee familiarity with the experimental procedure and
stimuli, a training phase preceded the main experiment. This was
also used to ensure all participants understood the concept of con-
sonance and to set the playback volume to a comfortable level.

While the main goal was to assess the ability of our method
to measure consonance, the pleasantness question was included to
take into account the fact that musical consonance cannot be triv-
ially equated with pleasantness of the sound [18], and furthermore
to ensure that the definition of musical consonance was not con-
fused with personal taste.

Regarding our hypotheses on the proposed conditions, we ex-
pected condition C (Dissonant) to be the least consonant, followed
by A (No Shift). However, without any harmonic alignment, its
behaviour was not predictable. Of the remaining conditions which
attempted to find a good harmonic alignment, we expected the fol-
lowing order of consonance: B (Traktor) followed by D Conso-
nant (Sensory) and finally our proposed combination E Consonant
(Sensory + Harmony) the most consonant.

While the results of the sensory model have been explored in
existing work [19, 11, 20], this experiment is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first listener assessment of a combined roughness
and harmonic model.

4.2. Results

Inspection of Figure 6, which shows the average ratings per ex-
cerpt across all conditions and criteria, reveals a wide range of
ratings with some mixes considered very high in terms of conso-
nance and pleasantness, while others were rated very low. In fact,
the ratings across the two criteria of consonance and pleasantness
were very strongly related with a correlation coefficient of .94.
This supports our underlying assumption that a high level of con-
sonance can be seen as a major factor for creating a good sounding
mix.

By looking at the difference between different conditions in
Figure 6 we can observe that in 8 of 10 cases (mixes), condition D
(Consonant (Sensory)) - was rated more consonant than condition
A (No Shift) and condition C (Dissonant). Regarding pleasant-
ness, this was the case for every mix. The two mixes that showed
the unexpected result of D being rated less consonant than B were
mixes 2 and 3. Both had the lowest average ratings for consonance
for all conditions (1.74, respectively 1.89, overall average 2.43).
This might suggest that either one or both of the individual input

7http://telecom.inescporto.pt/~mdavies/dafx15/
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Figure 5: Comparison of suggested pitch shifts under each condi-
tion for the listening experiment, where pitch-shifts are expressed
in semitones. Note, the “No Shift” condition is always zero.
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Figure 6: Average ratings from participants of the listening exper-
iment for consonance (upper plot) and pleasantness (lower plot).
The error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The shading
to indicate the different conditions is as per Figure 5.

tracks (prior to mixing) already contained dissonant sounds and
was therefore always understood as dissonant by the participants,
no matter what it was mixed with.

Comparing conditions D with E shows that the addition of the
harmonic model, in general, did not improve the consonance or
pleasantness ratings. In fact, the harmonic approach (E) was only
rated more consonant once and more pleasant twice. However, it
was still preferred over A and C for consonance eight times and
in terms of pleasantness nine times. Therefore, our simple linear
combination of roughness and pitch commonality does not seem
obligatory to maximise the consonance. The inclusion of the har-
monic model did appear to provide good alternative pitch-shifts,
and hence expand the range of “good” harmonic alignments (see
Figure 5).

Perhaps the most interesting result found in the listening test
was the fact that both developed models (D and E) were rated more
consonant than the mixes from condition B (Key Match Traktor)
in 8 of 10 cases. These results were even better for pleasantness,
where D was always preferred over B. These observations support
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consonance ratings
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Sensory
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Key Match

No Shift

1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2
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Figure 7: Summary of multiple comparisons between conditions
(with the Bonferroni correction) for consonance and pleasantness
ratings. Error bars without overlap indicate statistically signifi-
cant differences in the mean.
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Figure 8: Scatter plot of roughness versus consonance ratings for
the stimuli of conditions C and D.

the hypothesis that a consonance-based system can produce better
harmonic alignments than those using the key detection method of
Traktor aligned using the circle of fifths.

In addition to making direct observation of the ratings across
conditions and mixes from Figure 6, we also conducted a statisti-
cal test to determine if these differences were significant. To this
end, we performed a multiple comparison of means test which in-
cluded the Bonferroni correction to adjust for variance between
mixes. The mean ratings per condition with error bars are shown in
Figure 7. For both consonance and pleasantness, condition D was
rated significantly higher than conditions A, B and C (p < .0001
comparing D to A – the highest rated among the three), however
there was no significant difference between D and E. As shown
in Figure 7 condition B is among the lowest rated and has no sig-
nificant difference even from C which we expected to be rated
lowest. A possible explanation for this may be the failure of the
key induction algorithm in Traktor to cope with such short mu-
sic excerpts (each just 8 s in duration). We intend to explore this
result and conduct comparisons with other key-based DJ-mixing
software systems in future work.

The fact that roughness seems to have a major effect on the
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rating of consonance (and hence pleasantness) motivates a closer
investigation into their relationship. To this end, the roughness val-
ues of all mixes for conditions C and D, which represent the global
extrema of the calculated roughness curves, were compared with
their associated consonance ratings, as shown in shown in Figure
8. From the scatter plot we can observe a strong negative correla-
tion (with coefficient of −.75) between the two. This relationship
further supports the idea that roughness provides a meaningful per-
ceptual scale for harmonic alignment of music signals.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a new method for harmonic mixing
targeted towards addressing some of the limitations of commercial
key-based DJ-mixing systems. Our approach centres on the use
of psychoacoustic models of roughness and pitch commonality to
identify an optimal harmonic alignment between different pieces
of music across a wide range of possible pitch-shifts. Via a listen-
ing experiment with musically trained participants we were able
to demonstrate that, within the context of the musical stimuli used,
mixes based on roughness were considered significantly more con-
sonant than those aligned according to musical key. Furthermore,
the inclusion of the harmonic consonance model provided alterna-
tive pitch-shifts which were also significantly more pleasant than
those of a commercial system.

In terms of future work, we intend to further explore how to
weight the contribution of the roughness and harmonic consonance
models. We also plan to extend the model to allow it to search
across the temporal dimension of music to identify the most con-
sonant temporal alignment between two musical excerpts. To this
end, we will investigate more computationally efficient solutions
to enable real-time interactive consonance-based music mixing, as
well as experimentation with different musical genres.
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ABSTRACT 

Flutter echoes are usually regarded as a defect we want to avoid 
by simple treatments like absorbents or angling/tilting of 

surfaces. Since the treatments are so simple to understand, flutter 
has not been investigated much. The physics of flutter echoes is, 
however, not simple, and flutter sounds quite interesting, so 
perhaps we can use it intentionally, as a Digital Audio Effect?  
           

     Repetitive reflections with Δt [s] between each reflections 
give a perceived tone with a frequency of fo=1/Δt [Hz] and 
multiples of this; 2fo, 3fo etc. Such a repetive sound will be 
perceived as fo, (if higher than some 20 Hz). Often this 
“Repetition Tonality” is used to explain the “tonal” character of a 
flutter echo in common (not too big) rooms with two parallel, 

reflecting surfaces and all other surfaces almost totally absorbing. 
However, fo=1/Δt is in the low frequency range (for a distance of 
3.43 m, fo=100 Hz, assuming a velocity of sound of 343 m/s), 
but the perceived, “almost tonal” character of a flutter echo is of 
mid/high frequency, typically around 2 kHz.  
 

     This paper describes several methods of investigating flutter 
echoes. None of them give answers to all aspects of flutter, but 
together they show that the resulting mid/high frequency timbre 
of flutter in  common rooms is not really a “tone”, but band pass 
filtering of the broad banded impulsive signal. This filtering is a 

combination of two filtering effects: a Low Frequency Filtering 
(due to the increasing source distance and diffraction, which 
gives that the sound field is transferred from spherical to plane 
waves), and a High Pass Filtering due to air absorption. The 
sound pressure level of a plane wave is reduced only by air 
absorption and the absorption at the surfaces, while a spherical 
wave is reduced by additional 6 dB per doubling of distance.  
Together these two main filtering effects give the mid/high 
frequency “almost tonal” character of flutter, which we will call 
the “Flutter Band Tonality”, as a distinction from the “Repetition 
Tonality” mentioned above. Depending on the amount of bass in 
the signal, its duration and especially the position of the 
sender/receiver with respect to the resonance peaks and nodes of 
the standing wave pattern of the room resonances between the 
surfaces (called fres,o etc), the ”Repetition Tonality” (fo. 2fo….) 
will appear, but for most positions between the reflecting 
surfaces, the Flutter Band Tonality “tail” in mid/high frequencies 
will last longer.  
 

     In addition, there is also a third tonality that we will call the 
“Fresnel Diffraction Tonality”. The last part of the paper shows 
that the combination of these “tonal” effects of the flutter echo 

can be simulated in Max/Msp and used as a Digital Audio Effect 
for speech and music. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The tonal effect of repetitive short sound events is well known 
from acoustic literature and electroacoustic music; in the 

Karplus-Strong algorithm and in Stockhausen´s Kontakte [1] 

which incorporates a transform from tone to pulse/rhythm when 

the repetition rate gradually decreases to below some 20 Hz. In 
daily life, rhythmic reflections are common when an impulsive 

sound is “trapped” between two parallel, reflecting surfaces in a 

room with otherwise absorbing surfaces; Flutter Echoes. The 

signal must be shorter than, or at least comparable to the time for 
the sound to travel the path between the reflecting surfaces, for 

instance handclaps. (See Appendix regarding coloration of longer 

signals).       

   
       In Part 2 we look at some measurements of flutter echoes, 

the “tail” around 2 kHz and the relationship between the 

Repetition Tonality (fo) and the standing wave/room resonances 

between the surfaces. We will see that the latter is of importance 
only for some positions of sender and receiver in a room. In Part 

3 we see the transition from a spherical wave to a plane wave, 

due to the diffraction from the edges of the surfaces in a 

simulation (Odeon). In part 4 we look at a calculation method 
from the literature, and in Part 5 and 6 we will look into 

calculations of diffraction using Fresnel Zones and Edge 

Diffraction Toolbox for MatLab, and compare this with the 

actual measurements.  Each of the methods, by itself, does not 
give answers to all aspects of flutter, but together they give 

interesting view on what is happening. 

 

        Part 8 shows that the timbre of flutter can be used as an 
audio effect. In Appendix we will see that there is also a third 
tonality that we might call the “Fresnel Zone Tonality”. This is, 
however, of minor importance in common rooms.  
 

 

2. MEASUREMENTS OF FLUTTER ECHOES 

2.1.     Flutter Tonality/“Tail”  
 

A typical measurement of a flutter echo in a foyer with absorbent 

ceiling and two reflecting, parallel walls is shown in fig. 1. 
(Taken from an Impulse Response measurement. For details and 

other similar measurements, see Halmrast[2]). 
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Figure 1:  Decay, Spectrogram (Wavelet) and Waterfall of a 

typical flutter echo 

 

We see that the decay ends up in a “tail” around 2 kHz. Halmrast 
[2] shows several similar examples of such a mid/high frequency 

“tail”, almost like a gradual subtractive synthesis. There we also 

find that when the surfaces are somewhat absorbing for high 

frequencies, this “tail” appears at a somewhat lower frequency. 
The influence of such a small amount of absorption at the 

surfaces of and of the actual geometry will be further discussed 

in Part 4. 

2.2.   Repetition Tonality/Room Resonances//Standing Waves 
Two parallel surfaces with a distance l [m] give an axial 

resonance at fres,o=c/2πl [Hz] and multiples of this; 2fres,o, etc. 

This means that the Repetition Pitch (fo) is twice the Resonance 

frequency, (like even partials: 2,4,6 etc of the lowest room 

resonance). The sound pressure distribution of the corresponding 
standing waves is shown in the lower part of fig. 2. The upper 

part of fig. 2 shows the decay at fo for the measurements with 

two parallel surfaces in an anechoic chamber, with constant 

sender position and varying receiver position (1, 2 and 3).       
(For details regarding the measurement, see [2]). We see that the 

level and decay highly depends on receiver position; slowest 

decay for positions close to pressure maximum, closest to the 

wall. Flutter is most commonly perceived when clapping at 
positions not very close to walls. Also, the result is reciprocal for 

sender/receiver, and in practice, both sender and receiver must be 

positioned at points of maximum sound pressure levels of 2fres,o 

etc. in order for the resonances between the surfaces to be of 

importance. Unfortunately we could not measure exactly in the 

centre, but generally: Even though 2fres,o etc. represents 

“standing waves”, we shall see in Part 7 that the Repetition 

Tonality Band “stands” even longer. For signals with little 

energy in the bass (handclaps), the impact of room 

resonances/standing waves is even smaller. 

 

     

 

Figure2: Schroeder curves showing the decay at different 

receiver positions between the surfaces  
Distance between surfaces:1.5m, fo=114 Hz  

 

For bigger rooms, fo (=2 fres,o) will be much lower than the 

frequency of most common signals. Repetition Tonality might 

appear for 2fo, 3fo etc., but their corresponding room resonances 

are generally weaker than for fo. 

 

 
Figure 3: Reverberation Times of flutter.  
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The T30 curves fig. 3 are in the standard 1/3 octave. We see the 

characteristic peak at mid/high frequencies, but, compared to the 

spectrograms and waterfall curves (1/12 octave), the peak is not 

shown to be as sharp in T30. In fig.3, lower pane, it is interesting 
to notice that the reverberation time for the 1/3 oct. around fo 

changes with receiver position, which confirms the findings in 

fig. 2.  

      The set up in the anechoic chamber (see [2] and [3]) allowed 
for additional measurements of reverberation times (T30) for 

different angles between the two surfaces. In fig. 4 we see that, 

for constant sender/receiver positions, just a small angling of the 

surface give reduction in the flutter, and that the lower 
frequencies (fo, 2fo) are not influenced by such small angles, 

because the changes in geometry due to the angling are much 

smaller than the actual wavelength.  

 
Figure 4: Rev. time in anechoic chamber. 

Reduction of flutter for increasing  

angle between the surfaces[3] 

 
Figure 5: Decay of sound between two surfaces. 

 

Fig. 5 shows that for the measurement in the anechoic room, the 

mid/high frequencies (2kHz) have a linear decay (which 
indicates a plane wave), but for the octave around fo (125 Hz) 

we see the decay of a spherical wave. We need to look further 

into aspects of spherical and plane waves. 

3. ROOM ACOUSTICS MODEL 
 

Spherical to plane waves 
A very simple Odeon [4] room acoustics model with two parallel, 
reflecting surfaces was prepared (with all other surfaces totally 
absorbing). Figure 6 shows the radiation from a point source 
(spherical wave). The dimensions are as for the measurement in 
section 2.2. The sender is positioned almost on the centre line 
between the surfaces, and closer to the bottom of the surfaces, 
giving the possibility to inspect the situation both for a small 
surface (in the upper part of each figure) and a bigger surface   
(in the lower part of each figure). 
 
 

                8ms           13ms        20ms       40ms        46ms   

     
 

            52ms    60ms    66ms     75ms    85ms     95 ms  

      
105ms   112ms  116ms    125ms  135 ms  145ms 

      
Figure 6: Snapshots of flutter  

between two surfaces (Odeon simulation) 

 
We see that the propagation changes from a spherical to almost a 

plane wave after just a few reflections. It is interesting to notice 

that from 9th reflections and onwards to maximum for the Odeon 

program, we lose almost no “particles” (as they are called in 
Odeon) in this simulation. In general, the sound pressure level of 

a spherical wave is reduced by 6 dB pr. doubling of  distance, 

while a plane wave is affected only by air absorption              

(and possibly of absorption at the surfaces). The reason for the 
transformation from spherical to plane waves is that the distance 
from the mirror source to the corresponding reflecting surfaces 

grow very fast. If we call the distance from source to surface a1, 

and surface to receiver a2 it is visualised in [1] that a2 will remain 
constant, but a1 will grow very quickly as the mirror source 

moves further and further away from the reflecting surface for 

each “flutter-reflection”. For the nth reflection  a1,n= (2n-1)a1,0. 

The transition from spherical to plane is frequency dependent, as 
shown in fig.5. More studies on the transformation from 

spherical to plane waves are shown in [2].  

 

 

4.  INFLUENCE ON DIMENSIONS AND ABSORPTION.  

KUHL´S EQUATION 
 
Flutter was investigated by Maa [5], Krait et al. [6] and Kuhl [7]. 
Both [6] and [7] states that for a plane wave between two 
surfaces of  S [m2] with distance l [m], the wave is dampened 
only by the absorption coefficients α (in general frequency 
dependent, but for simplicity kept frequency independent and 
equal for both surfaces), and the air absorption, m (frequency 
dependent). Halmrast [2] includes the background for Kuhl´s 
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equations. The frequency content of flutter can be looked upon as 
the combined effect of three reverberation “asymptotes” for the 
reverberation time versus frequency, f: (c=velocity of sound). 
1. Low Frequency damping due to finite surface areas: 

                                                          (1)          
2. Damping due to absorption on the surfaces: 

                                                                         (2) 

3. Damping in the air (dissipation): 

                                                                             (3) 

The total reverberation time TFL can be written as: 

                                                      (4) 

Fig. 7 shows how these three “asymptotes” work together to give 

the total maximum reverberation for a mid/high frequency band, 
and how the different parameters influence on the position of the 
“peak” and, to a certain degree, how narrow this “tail” will be, 
(the “Q-factor” of the total combined filter). 

 
Figure 7:  Illustration of Kuhl´s equation, showing  

how the different parameters influence the reverberation time of 

flutter echoes 

 

For the understanding of flutter, T1 and T3 are the most 

important, and, for simplicity, the absorption coefficient α is set 

frequency independent and equal for both surfaces. Compared to 
the measurements in 2.1 (and several measurements in [2]), fig. 7 

shows that Kuhl [7] gives a good explanation of what is 

happening, and we can see how the “tonal” characteristic of the 

flutter changes with different geometry and minor changes in 
surface absorption, but the method uses reverberation time only 

as a parameter, the equation for the effect of non-infinite surfaces 

is empirical, and the results do not give as sharp “tail”/Flutter 

Band Tonality as measured in actual rooms. 
 

5. CALCULATING DIFFRACTION 
 

5.1  Approximation of Fresnel/Kirchhoff 

The behaviour of a physical reflector lies somewhere in between 

two extremes: Low frequency sound is not affected by a small 

surface (smaller than the wavelength), and if the reflector is 
really large, it reflects (almost) all frequencies. Between these 

extremes, diffraction from the edges influences the frequency 

response. Before we go into Fresnel Zones more in detail in the 

next section, we will look at an approximation of edge diffraction 

for two parallel surfaces. We will start with just one single 

surface. Fig. 8 shows a typical situation for the diffraction from 

the edge.  

 
Figure 8: Mirror source and Diffraction from the edge of a finite 

surface.) 
 

Rindel [8] has developed an approximation of Fresnel/Kirchhoff. 

(See also [2]). The method was developed for a single reflection 

and for situations where Source-Surface distance and Surface-
Receiver distance are about the same size. For our investigation 

of flutter, we will disregard these assumptions, and investigate if 

this method (described in [8] and [2]) gives reasonable results 

also for repetitive reflections when Source-Surface distance 
quickly grows much longer as the mirror source moves longer 

and longer away from the reflecting surface(s) (and the wave is 

transformed from a spherical wave to plane wave). A typical 

result from such a calculation for the same small dimensions as 
in section 2.3 is presented in fig. 9, showing the gradual 

reduction in the bass as a function of the number of flutter 

reflections. 

 
Figure 9: Attenuation [dB] versus frequency for 

increasing number of flutter reflections. 

Fresnel/Kirchhoff approximation. (small surfaces) 
 

We see that this Fresnel/Kirchhoff approximation shows 

reasonably good agreement with the measurements for this small 

surface (typical dimension 1.5m). Similar tests for bigger 
surfaces however, give that this method does not show the large 

high pass filtering measured. 

 

5.2 Fresnel zones 
 

The peaks and dips in the frequency response due to diffraction 

can be investigated by looking at the Fresnel zones (see Halmrast 

[2]), which are shown as circles in fig. 10, left. In rooms with 
flutter echoes, the surface is often a rectangle, not a circular 

plate. Then we need to plot the rectangle and the Fresnel Zones 

for the given source/receiver positions and a given frequency (see 
fig. 10, left), and see which zone “most of edges” will fall into, in 

order to find if the edge diffraction will be in-phase or out-of-

phase. Fig. 10 (right) shows a typical frequency response due to 

diffraction from the edges of a single, non-infinite surface. 

TFL [s] 

log. scale 

Freq. [Hz] log scale 

Number of  

Reflections (Time) 

16     32      63      125   250     500     1k     2k   

[Hz] 
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Figure 10: Fresnel zones and their influence on  

frequency response [2] 
 

In [2] it is shown that for repetitive flutter echoes, the gradually 

increasing (mirror)source distance gives that the Fresnel radius 

gradually increases for each flutter repetition, but only up to 
some 10-12 reflections, as shown in fig. 11. After that, the 

Fresnel radii are almost constant. This is another way of showing 

how fast the wave is transformed from spherical to plane. In 

addition, the Fresnel zones actually give a “Fresnel tonality” of 
minor importance which is described in Appendix. 

 
Figure 11: Fresnel zones radii after repetitive flutter reflections 

 

6. CALCULATING DIFFRACTION 
 

Flutter was investigated [3] using the EDB (Edge Diffraction 

toolBox) from Peter Svensson [11]. One typical comparison of 

measured and simulated impulse responses is shown in fig. 12. 
(Surfaces 1.5m x 1.5m). We see the edge diffraction (black 

circle).  

 

 

 

      

          
Figure 12: Comparing simulation and measurement.  

Simulation: Imp.Resp. (partly) and Frequency analysis [2],  

Lower: Measurement,  Waterfall (T.H.) 

 
The last two panes of fig. 12 show simulated and measured 

frequency response of flutter. We see that the frequency peaks 

align pretty well, but, because the maximum number of 

reflections in the simulation is only 13, the simulation does not 
include the last of part of the decay of these peaks. Comparing 

these two last panes of fig.12, we see that the peaks around        

1-2 kHz are not the strongest ones in the simulation, but they last 

longer in the actual measurement, (red circles). (Lower part of 
fig.12 shows the same measurement as the waterfall in fig. 4).  

As a conclusion: It would have been nice to be able to simulate 

all aspects of flutter in MatLab, but the method available was not 

able to simulate longer time stretches than 13 specular 
reflections. 
 

7. LINKS BETWEEN THE 

TWO “TONALITIES” OF FLUTTER 
 
The waterfall curves in fig. 13 show the two main “tonalities” of 
a flutter echo. The lowest “hill” (marked 2, dotted ellipses) 
indicates the Repetition Tonality (fo=1/Δt) between the surfaces. 
For gradually higher frequencies we see the “harmonics” of this 
resonance (2fo, 3fo etc.). We see that the mid/high band (marked 
1, solid ellipes) last longer and one of these “overtones” will of 
course “win” in the competition of lasting the longest. The fact 
that a mid/high frequency band last longer than the fundamental 
of the Repetition Pitch (fo), is therefore not a direct result of the 
fo-resonance itself, but as we only have the multiples of fo to 
choose from towards the “tail”, there is of course a certain link 
between the two main “tonalities” of flutter. It is like a 
subtractive synthesis, a gradual formant shaping like in harmonic 
(overtone) chant.  

 

Figure 13: Waterfall. «Repetition Tonality” 2 (dotted),  

“Flutter Band Tonality”1 (solid line) 

 
Fig. 14 shows an overview of the two main “tonalities” of flutter. 
The equally spaced lines (linear frequency axis), are the 
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“overtones” of the “Repetition Tonality” fo (marked 2). The 
overall filtering giving the mid/high frequency “tail” is the 
“Flutter-Band-Tonality”(marked 1) as a result of the High Pass 
Filter due to non-infinite surfaces and increasing distance 
between mirror source and surface for each flutter reflection, and 
the Low Pass filtering due to air absorption. The Flutter Band 
Filtering is perceived easily for all positions, but the impact of 

the Repetition Tonality is highly dependent on positions of 
sender and receiver. 

    
Figure 14: The two main “tonalities” of flutter. 

Measurement and schematic overview 
 
The Appendix includes additional remarks on possible comb 
filter coloration due to flutter for longer signals, and a third 
tonality that we have called “Fresnel Zone Tonality”. Both these 
effects are of minor importance on the overall timbre, compared 
to the two main “tonalities” of flutter shown in fig.14. 
 

8. FLUTTER AS AN AUDIO EFFECT 
 
Simplifications of the equations shown in this paper were put 
into a simple Max/Msp patch. To check this patch, a Dirac pulse 
was used as signal and the result in fig. 15 shows good agreement 
with the measurements shown in the earlier chapters. 

   
 

 
 

Figure 15: Dirac pulse sent through Max/Msp patch. 
Impulse Response, Reverberation Time 

Wavelet Spectrogram and Waterfall 
 

Different musical signals were sent into the patch and the flutter-
effect sounds somewhat “alien” or like being inside a (big, light 
weight) metal cylinder. For musical purposes, one could of 
course just convolve a signal with a recorded impulse response of 
a nice flutter, but the patch allows changing the parameters 
(moving the surfaces closer and farther away, changing the size 
of the surfaces and their absorption coefficients, as well as the 

positions of sender/receiver). For short percussive sounds and 
fast speech, “normal settings” in the Flutter-Patch give a rattling 
sound ending up around 2 kHz. For longer signals with a certain 
amount of bass, changing the distance between the surfaces 
allows a sort of “formant-resonance” change (also glissando) in 
the “bass”, while keeping the main part of the decay almost 
constant as a “tail” at app. 2 kHz. Such a glissando might seem 
un-natural, but it is actually found in in real life in the bird- or 
snake-like sound heard when clapping in front of high stairs like 
the Chichen Itza pyramid in Mexico, where the steps of the stair 
are so high that the effective length between each reflection is 

gradually increasing, giving gradually longer time between each 
reflection. Such a glissando appears only for the “Repetition 
Tonality” of the flutter. The “Flutter-Band Tonality” of the patch 
will, as shown in this paper, remain (almost) constant when 
changing “distance between surfaces”.  
      In the patch the “Repetition Tonality” can be shifted (un-
naturally) all the way up to match the “Flutter Band Tonality” 
(around some 2 kHz) (and of course even further), giving a 
transition between the two main “tonalities” of the  flutter. An 
extended version of the Flutter-patch includes sending the 
reflections successively to Left/Right (as for the physical 
situation when standing between two walls), and changing the 
distance between the ears for binaural listening as well as the 
distance between source and receiver. The patch can of course 
easily be expanded to any number of distinct loudspeakers. Some 
“musical” tests of the Flutter-patch with different music/speech 
as signal can be downloaded from: www.tor.halmrast.no 
 

9. CONCLUSIONS 
 
It is shown that the main “almost tonal” character of a flutter 
echo is not a (direct) result of the time between the reflections, 
but a result of two main filtering effects: The low frequencies are 
gradually reduced because the surfaces are finite, so that the fast 
growing distance from mirror source to reflecting surface gives a 
transformation from spherical waves to plane waves, and 
diffraction from the edges. The (very) high frequencies are 
reduced due to air absorption. It is shown that flutter actually has 
three “tonalities”, but the combined filtering effect above is the 
most important.  
      Flutter can be used as a digital effect (in a Max/Msp patch). 
By changing the “geometry” in the simulation, one can gradually 
change the amount of filtering. The effect is different from 

ordinary delay/comb filters because the “tonality” is not 
(directly) dependent on the repetition rate, but will “always” end 
up in a mid/high frequency range, often around app. 2 kHz, 
assuming rigid, almost totally reflecting surfaces. 
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APPENDIX 
COMB FILTER COLOURATION AND A THIRD TONALITY OF FLUTTER 

Coloration 
One or more repetitive reflections might give some kind of comb 
filtering; see [12] and [13]. The “tail” of the “Repetition 
Tonality” for flutter echoes will give a “Box-Klangfarbe”           
(a Comb-Between-Teeth-Bandwidth in the order of Critical 
Bandwidth) for most typical rooms in dwellings, for as long part 
of the decay as the Flutter Tonality pass band of the “tail” is 
broad enough to include sufficient amount of dips and peaks in 
the comb. For the last part of the flutter echo, the “tail” will 
include too so few dips and peaks that the subtractive synthesis 
has reached almost a pure tone, (a comb with just one or very 
few teeth). 

 

Flutter Zone Tonality 

A third tonality of flutter might be called the Fresnel-Zone-
Tonality. This is not as easily perceived as the two main 
tonalities, and is highly dependent on geometry. The reflections 
from the edges of the surfaces form an additional rhythmic 
pattern which gives small extra lines in the specter. The 
difference in frequency between each of these lines is a function 
of the typical dimension of the surface (the closest Fresnel 
radius).  

 
Figure App.1: Zoom in on start (13reflections) of flutter.  

Glissando due to changes in Fresnel Radii  

in the first part of the decay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in fig. 11, the Fresnel radii increase for flutter 
reflections up to some 10-12. This gives that the Fresnel Zone 
Tonality shows small glissandi downwards for these first 10-12 
flutter reflections, as the radius of the Fresnel zones increases 
(see fig.App.1). Fig. App.2 shows measurement showing this 
“Fresnel tonality” of flutter in the upper part of the figure, and in 

the lower part it is included in the schematic overview from     
fig. 14. 

 
Figure App.2: Fresnel “tonality”  

included in the overview from fig. 14 
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ABSTRACT

Rhythm is a fundamental aspect of music and metrical structure is
an important rhythm-related element. Several mid-level features
encoding metrical structure information have been proposed in the
literature, although the explicit extraction of this information is
rarely considered. In this paper, we present a method to extract
the full metrical structure from music recordings without the need
for any prior knowledge. The algorithm is evaluated against ex-
pert annotations of metrical structure for the GTZAN dataset, each
track being annotated multiple times. Inter-annotator agreement
and the resulting upper bound on algorithm performance are eval-
uated. The proposed system reaches 93% of this upper limit and
largely outperforms the baseline method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Rhythm is a fundamental aspect of music and extraction of its
properties from audio is a wide field of research. In this paper, we
focus on the metrical structure of music. The model we use char-
acterises the metrical structure by the hierarchical organisation of
the underlying metrical levels and is described in more details in
section 2. This model takes inspiration from music theory works
such as [1], [2] or [3].

Information about metrical structure has been approached in
different ways in Music Information Retrieval research. Various
mid-level features such as beat spectrum [4], fluctuation pattern
[5], inter-onset histograms [6], or periodicity spectra [7] have been
used to perform specific tasks such as tempo estimation and beat
tracking [8, 9] or classification and similarity [10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15]. These features usually represent information about periodic-
ities present in the audio signal, which are related, but not neces-
sarily equivalent, to the pulse rates of the metrical levels. In other
words, some information about the metrical structure is implicitly
encoded in these features which is then used to perform other tasks.
Information about metrical structure is not directly extracted from
these features.

On the other hand, there is a small body of work aiming at
specifically extracting some metrical information. For example,
Gouyon proposed a method to produce a dichotomy between du-
ple and triple meter [16]. The Echo Nest API1 offers as “meter”
assessment an integer number that specifies “how many beats are
in each bar”. Klapuri proposed a method to simultaneously ex-
tract three metrical levels that he describes as the “most important”
ones [17]: the tatum, tactus and the measure levels. Tatum stems

1http://developer.echonest.com/docs/v4

from ‘temporal atom’ and represents the shortest inter-onset inter-
val present in the music. The tactus is typically defined as the rate
at which listeners would tap along to the music. Tactus is also com-
monly associated with the tempo of a piece, although this view has
been challenged [18]. The measure is defined as “[...] typically
related to the harmonic change rate or to the length of a rhyth-
mic pattern” [17]. In a similar fashion, Uhle proposed a method
for estimation of tempo, “micro time” (relating the tatum period
to tempo) and time signature [19]. Srinivasamurthy performed a
study on the case of carnatic music [20], tracking the sama and
aksara in order to characterise the tala cycle. The aksara is the
smallest time unit of the cycle, so in that respect is analogous to
the tatum. The sama is “the first aksara” of the cycle, that is to say
the starting point of the cycle, which is analogous to the measure
defined by Klapuri. Similar to the feature introduced by Peeters to
perform rhythm classification in [10], Robine defines Meter Class
Profiles [21] as vectors of thirteen dimensions representing the rel-
ative strength of pulses at rates related in a fixed set of integer ra-
tios to the tempo (which is required as prior knowledge). As such,
they can contain information about more than three metrical levels,
but don’t explicitly extract such information. Moreover, their dis-
criminative power is only evaluated on the basis of time signature
classes, thereby neglecting a part of the metrical structure. Robine
notes that some information of interest is overlooked by such a re-
duction and this is a shortcoming we aim to tackle in this paper.
At the exception of Lartillot’s Matlab Toolbox [22], which we use
as a baseline, none of these methods involve the direct extraction
of the full metrical hierarchy.

The approach presented here aims at explicitly extracting the
full metrical structure of a musical piece without requiring any
prior knowledge. The structure adapts to the music and is therefore
not limited in terms of number of metrical levels represented; their
relationships only limited by the structural formalism described in
section 2.

In order to evaluate the algorithm, we collected metrical struc-
ture annotations for the GTZAN dataset2 from formally trained
professional musicians. Each track of the dataset has been anno-
tated by multiple annotators so that the inter-annotator disagree-
ment and the resulting upper limit of achievable algorithm perfor-
mance have been assessed [23].

In section 2 we introduce the formalism used to describe the
metrical structure. The extraction algorithm is described in sec-
tion 3, the evaluation using the new annotations is described in
section 4 and results presented and discussed in section 5.

2The annotations will be made publicly available for download in case
of acceptance of this paper
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Figure 1: A simple rumba clave rhythm pattern represented by
the crosses. Each horizontal line of dots represents an underlying
metrical level implied by the repetition of the pattern. Their hier-
archical organisation is used to characterise the metrical structure
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Figure 2: Tree representation for metrical hierarchy. (a) A simple
duple hierarchy dividing the lower level into two groups of two. (b)
A simple triple hierarchy dividing the lower level into three groups
of two. (c) A compound-duple hierarchy dividing the lower level
into two groups of three.

2. FORMALISING THE METRICAL HIERARCHY

The metrical structure of a music piece will be characterised here
by the hierarchical organisation of its underlying metrical levels.
Figure 1 illustrates the derivation of metrical levels from an ex-
ample rhythm pattern. Naturally, the underlying metrical levels
structure is dependent on the rhythm content of a musical piece.
Figure 2 shows a hierarchical representation of metrical structure
for several examples. Each horizontal level of nodes on the tree ac-
counts for one metrical level (index i ∈ [0, L]), which is associated
with a frequency, or rate fi measured in BPM (Beats Per Minute).
The number of metrical levels necessary to represent the rhythm
hierarchy of a piece of music is therefore L+1. These rates can be
grouped in ascending order in a vectorM = (f0, f1, · · · , fL). Hi-
erarchical relationships are defined by the number of child nodes
λi ∈ N each level generates. This implies that λi = fi

fi−1
. A

sequence of frequency ratios Λ = 〈λ1, · · · , λi, · · · , λL〉 is de-
fined. It contains only hierarchical relationships between the met-
rical levels and therefore can be used for tempo-independent anal-
ysis. Retrieving M from Λ only requires the provision of one ab-
solute point of reference, that is one metrical rate. For instance
M = f0 ? Λ, where the symbol ? is used to represent the fact that
the frequency f0 can be recursively multiplied by the elements λi

of Λ so that fi = f0 ·
∏i

k=1 λk, with i > 0.

Audio Input

Onset Detection Function Generation

Metrical Levels Extraction

Fourier Rhythmogram ACF Rhythmogram

Metrical Structure

Figure 3: The feature extraction algorithm is divided in three ma-
jor steps: computing an onset detection function, performing a
periodicity analysis by combining two rhythmograms and finally
extracting the metrical structure from the result.

Metrical hierarchy is related in musical stave notation terms to
the time signature and the note values used in a composition. As an
example, a musical piece using eighth notes in a 3

4 time signature
can be represented by Figure 2 (b), with metrical level i − 1 be-
ing the bar level, level i the quarter note level (three quarter notes
in one 3

4 bar) and level i + 1 being the eighth note level (quarter
note divides into two eighth notes). Consider an example having
this metrical structure and a quarter note rate of 150BPM, it would
result in M = (50, 150, 300) and Λ = 〈3, 2〉. If this piece had
an additional layer of subdivision, such as sixteenth notes for ex-
ample, it would result in M = (50, 150, 300, 600), Λ = 〈3, 2, 2〉
and one more level of child nodes on a hierarchical tree represen-
tation. This example demonstrates that the information encoded
by this representation of the metrical structure differs from the one
encoded in a time signature notation. For instance, in the two ex-
ample we just cited, both would easily be scored as 3

4 , but their
metrical structure is different as a result of the use of an extra level
of subdivision in the latter case.

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM

Our extraction algorithm is performed on the audio recording of
a piece of music and does not require any prior knowledge. The
flowchart of the algorithm given in Figure 3 can be broken down
into three processing steps. First, an onset detection function is
computed from audio using the superflux method [24]. Then, we
perform an analysis of the periodicities present in the musical sig-
nal, with the hypothesis that some of them will correspond to met-
rical level rates. Finally the metrical structure is estimated by peak-
picking the periodicity spectrum. In this section, we describe the
two latter stages.

3.1. Periodicity analysis

In order to perform the periodicity analysis, we rely on the ap-
proach introduced by Peeters [25]. Two rhythmograms are calcu-
lated in parallel using 12s Hann windows so that low periodicity
rates are represented with good resolution and 0.36s hop size in or-
der to maintain good time resolution; the first one,RF (t, f) (with
t representing time and f frequency), computed using a Fourier
transform and the second one, RA(t, f), using an autocorrelation
function (ACF) with lags converted to a frequency scale. Given the
dataset that will be used to carry the evaluation (cf. section 4.2), a
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certain metrical consistency in the music tracks is assumed. There-
fore, the Fourier transform and autocorrelation function based rhyth-
mograms,RF (t, f) andRA(t, f) respectively, can be summarised
in average spectra ΩF (f) and ΩA(f) by summing frames as given
in Equation 1.

ΩF (f) =
∑
t

RF (t, f)

ΩA(f) =
∑
t

RA(t, f)
(1)

These time-frequency transformations have the property to high-
light the periodicities present in the signal, but also harmonics re-
lated to these periodicities. In particular, the spectrum produced
using a Fourier transform of a periodic signal contains a series of
higher harmonics while the ACF of the same signal would simi-
larly contain a series of sub-harmonics. A strong hypothesis for the
work presented here is that the periodicities contained in the onset
detection function carry metrical structure information. However,
harmonics of these periodicities are artefacts of the mathematical
decomposition, which do not represent the periodicities initially
present in the signal and therefore do not represent the metrical
structure. A composite spectrum ΩC(f) is produced by calcu-
lating the Hadamard product3 of the spectra ΩF (f) and ΩA(f),
previously resampled to a common frequency axis with 0.1 BPM
resolution, and normalising the result:

ΩC(f) =

(
ΩA(f) ◦ ΩF (f)

)

max
f

(
ΩA(f) ◦ ΩF (f)

) (2)

This approach aims at cancelling out the sub and higher har-
monics so that only the periodicities present in the onset detection
function remain in the composite spectrum ΩC(f) because they
are common to the two spectra ΩF (f) and ΩA(f). Figure 4 illus-
trates the effect of this approach on an example from the GTZAN
dataset.

This track-level configuration is adopted because it suits the
dataset used here. However, in a more general setting, the multipli-
cation can be performed for every rhythmogram frame (or group of
frames), and therefore capture the temporal evolution of the metri-
cal structure.

3.2. Peak-picking algorithm

As stated earlier, our hypothesis is that metrical levels are repre-
sented by periodicities in the onset detection function, and there-
fore show up as peaks in the spectrum ΩC(f). However, expe-
rience has shown that not necessarily all the peaks in ΩC(f) are
related to metrical levels. As a consequence, the metrical structure
will be estimated in three steps: peak-picking ΩC(f), generating
one or more metrical structure candidates and then choosing the
one that best fits the data.

First, a simple algorithm detecting local maxima if an element
is larger than both of its neighbours is employed to find all the
peaks in ΩC(f). Only the peaks higher than a given threshold
(0.005) are kept.

Secondly, from this list of peaks, the biggest is selected and
its abscissa in ΩC(f) is labeled fmax (located around 200BPM in
the example of Figure 4). This represents the rate containing the
most energy in the spectrum and is therefore assumed to represent
a salient metrical level. The metrical structure estimation is not

3An element by element multiplication denoted as ◦
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Figure 4: Example periodicity spectra for the track blues.00053.
Respectively from top to bottom, Fourier transform based, ΩF (f),
autocorrelation function based, ΩA(f) and the result of their mul-
tiplication, ΩC(f). Most of the harmonics in the Fourier and ACF
spectra are rejected from ΩC(f).

sensitive to the choice fmax (i.e. it can equally correspond to any
metrical level), however picking the most energetic rate minimises
the likelihood of deriving fmax from a spurious peak and therefore
maximises the robustness of the system in that respect. By impli-
cation the rates of all other metrical levels fj should be related to
fmax by integer ratios (cf. section 2). Then, the abscissa fj of the
j th peak in ΩC(f) is compared to fmax and is kept as a candidate
level if, and only if, it satisfies one of the following conditions

∃n ∈ N :

{
fj
fmax

= n if fj > fmax
fmax
fj

= n if fj < fmax
(3)

otherwise it is rejected. Finding all the peaks that are integer ratios
of fmax is not sufficient to guarantee that they form a hierarchy
consistent with the model introduced in section 2, however. The
rate of each metrical level and its immediate neighbour must be
related by an integer ratio λi too.

As a consequence, the last peak-picking step is as follows:
starting with fmax, iterative comparison of metrical level candi-
dates fj is performed upwards (comparison with candidates with
higher rates) and downwards (comparison with candidates with
lower rates). For that purpose, the procedure described by al-
gorithm 1 is applied repeatedly to each candidate until the list
of candidates is exhausted. Algorithm 1 applies for the upwards
case. The downward case algorithm is easily obtained by symme-
try. For each candidate fj the algorithm considers its two nearest
neighbours and appends the successful candidates to the metrical
structure, rejects the others and creates additional metrical struc-
ture candidates if necessary.

Lines 1 to 3 filter out metrical level candidates not related in
integer ratio to fj . Once an integer ratio fq

fj
with q > j is found,

the second nearest neighbour fq+1 is taken in account. A spe-
cial case occurs when fq+1

fj
is an integer ratio but fq+1

fq
is not.

This means that the metrical level fj could equally be subdivided
in levels fq or fq+1 whereas these two levels can’t coexist in the
same metrical hierarchy. In such a situation, two parallel hierar-
chy candidates are generated (lines 7 and 8) and constructed inde-
pendently by calling two new instances of the peak-picking kernel
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Algorithm 1 Peak-picking kernel: K(fj ,M)

Require: fj is the level under analysis and M , the metrical struc-
ture candidates

1: while fj+1

fj
/∈ N do

2: fj+1 ← fj+2

3: end while
4: fq ← fj+1

5: if fq+1

fj
∈ N then

6: if fq+1

fq
/∈ N then

7: M1 ←M
8: M2 ←M
9: fj ← fq

10: (fj ,M1)← K(fj ,M1) {call peak-picking kernel}
11: M ← (M,M1)
12: fj ← fq+1

13: (fj ,M2)← K(fj ,M2) {call peak-picking kernel}
14: M ← (M,M2)
15: else
16: append fj+1 to M
17: fj ← fj+1

18: end if
19: else
20: append fj+1 to M
21: fj ← fj+1

22: end if
23: return fj , M

(lines 9 to 14). Unless this condition is entered, fj+1 is appended
to the metrical structure, the index of level under analysis is in-
cremented (lines 17 and 21), and the peak-picking kernel called
again.

At the end of this stage, hierarchy candidates have been gen-
erated, and are represented by their vector M . Finally, for each hi-
erarchy candidate, each one of the metrical levels fi is associated
with a weight wi = ΩC(fi) stored in W = (w0, w1, · · · , wL).
Each hierarchy candidate is graded by the sum of the weights of
its metrical levels Θ =

∑
i

wi. The hierarchy with the biggest cu-

mulated weight Θ is considered as the most salient, and is there-
fore chosen as the hierarchy that best fits the data. As an example
for the track disco.00045, for which the various periodicity spec-
tra were given in Figure 4, the metrical hierarchy extracted isM =
(30.7, 61.5, 124.5, 245, 490.1) andW = (0.05, 0.6, 1.0, 0.7, 0.9).
Considering a quarter note at 124.5 BPM, the vector M represents
a metrical structure exclusively based on duple subdivisions that
would easily be scored in 4

4 , in which case the 490.1 BPM rate
would represent sixteenth notes and the 30.7 BPM rate would rep-
resent the bar level.

3.3. Limitations

The metrical structure model used here is fit for representation of
any sort of isosynchronous metrical structure. However, it does
not enable representation of non-isosynchronous groupings. Con-
sider a meter featuring a cycle of 5 units of a given metrical level
grouped in threes and twos notated 3+2 (Dave Brubeck’s Take Five
is an example of such grouping). In our model the 3+2 group-
ing would not be accounted for. Nevertheless, the 5 ratio be-
tween the cycle and the metrical level used as a base for group-

ing fits in the model thus accounting for a meter “in five”. Ex-
panding the model to include non-isosynchronous metrical group-
ings representation is an avenue for future work, in which case the
technical implementation might need to be adapted accordingly.
Fourier transforms are probably not the best formalism to repre-
sent non-isosynchronous groupings because they decompose the
signal on a basis of sine wave functions, which are intrinsically
isosynchronous.

4. ALGORITHM EVALUATION

4.1. Evaluation metrics

Evaluation of the metrical structure extraction algorithm is per-
formed on the GTZAN dataset as follows. For each track, a pair-
wise comparison of every level of the metrical hierarchy of the
annotation (AN) and the extracted feature (EF) is performed. The
metrical level rates from a vector M of size N are converted to
a logarithmic scale. A binary matrix M of size NAN × NEF

storing the matching information between extracted feature and
annotation is built with each elementMij defined as:

Mij =

{
1 if |fAN

i − fEF
j | < ξ

0 otherwise (4)

Consequently, each match between an annotation and an extracted
metrical level is associated with the value 1 while mismatches are
associated with 0. A tolerance ξ is applied to account for the vari-
ability of human rating; its value set at 15% of the annotated value.

In this context, a false negative would be characterised by a
row of zeros in the matrix M because they correspond to levels
being present in the annotation but not in the extracted feature.
Likewise, a false positive would be characterised by a column of
zeros. The number of true positives is obtained by summing all
the coefficientsMij of the matrix. Finally, standard information
retrieval system metrics are applied. For each track, Precision,
Recall and F-measure are calculated, measuring the performance
of the system on each track. Average values of these scores across
all tracks of the dataset are then calculated.

An example of such metrics is given below. It corresponds
to the evaluation of the extracted metrical structure against one
annotation for the track rock.00029.

M =




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0




In this case, there are four true positives, i.e. four levels matching,
indicated by the ones, one false negative indicated by the last row
of zeros and no false positive as there is no column of zeros. It
results in Precision=1.0, Recall=0.80 and F-measure=0.89.

4.2. Evaluation Dataset

We have produced expert annotations for the GTZAN dataset [26],
which is composed of 1000 music excerpts of 30 seconds duration
grouped in 10 genres (with 100 tracks in each group). This dataset
covers a range of metrical structures, although simple duple type
of meter (typically scored in 4

4 ) accounts for a large part of the
distribution. Considering the short length of the tracks, it is as-
sumed that the metrical structure is relatively constant throughout
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Table 1: System configurations (‘methods’) under evaluation defined by three parameters: the periodicity spectrum used ‘PS’, the activation
of the second peak-picking step ‘PF’, and the activation of the peak-picking kernel ‘PPK’. Results are presented for each method as well
as for the baseline method [22] as Precision, Recall, F-measure and Performance Relative to the Upper Limit (PRUL) scores.

PS PF PPK Precision Recall F-measure PRUL
Method 1 ΩC(f) on on 0.83 0.84 0.82 93.2%
Method 2 ΩC(f) on off 0.61 0.86 0.68 77.3%
Method 3 ΩC(f) off off 0.51 0.96 0.64 72.7%
Method 4 ΩA(f) on on 0.86 0.77 0.80 90.9%
Method 5 ΩA(f) on off 0.70 0.79 0.72 81.8%
Method 6 ΩA(f) off off 0.43 0.95 0.58 65.9%

Lartillot [22] - - - 0.36 0.55 0.43 48.9%

the excerpts and consequently only an overall annotation at the
track level was produced. This assumption proves right in the vast
majority of the cases. The annotators were presented with one, ran-
domly picked track from the dataset at a time and asked to annotate
the rate (measured in BPM) of every metrical level they could hear
in the music. They could achieve this either by filling in the BPM
value directly or by tapping along to automatically measure this
rate.

In order to provide an estimation of the reliability of the an-
notations, the dataset has been entirely annotated by multiple ex-
perts. Flexer showed that inter-rater disagreement results in an up-
per limit for the performance possibly achievable by an algorithm
[23]. In our case, for every track, each pair of annotators is consid-
ered and the level of inter-annotator agreement is measured using
the metrics introduced in section 4.1. Instead of comparing anno-
tation data (AN) and an extracted feature (EF), annotations pro-
duced by one annotator are compared with annotations produced
by another. The F-measure is used as a figure of merit to assess the
agreement for each track, 1 meaning perfect agreement (annotators
have annotated a structure that contains exactly the same metrical
levels) and 0 meaning complete disagreement (nothing in common
in their annotations). The average F-measure obtained across the
dataset is then 0.88. This reflects a high level of inter-annotator
agreement on average while setting the upper limit of average F-
measure possibly achievable by an algorithm on this dataset [23].
In the following, for each track, the extracted feature is evaluated
against all the annotations available ; from which are calculated
the average values presented below.

4.3. Baseline method

The mirmetre() function from the mirtoolbox4 [22] has been used
as a baseline. The metrical structure estimation proposed in [22]
comprises three steps that are very similar to the ones in the method
presented in this paper. First of all, an onset detection function is
processed using a spectral flux method. Secondly an analysis of
the periodicities present in this onset detection curve is performed
by calculating an ACF rhythmogram (labeled “autocorrelogram”
in the original publication). Finally, the metrical structure is es-
timated from the ACF rhythmogram. In our experiment, we set
the window length and hop size identical to the values used for the
algorithm described in section 3. All other parameters were set to
default values. The metrical structure is returned in the form of a
list of metrical level pulse rates. For each metrical level rate, an
average value for the entire duration of the track is used for the
evaluation.

4version 1.6.1

5. RESULTS

5.1. Experiment

In order to assess the usefulness of the different elements of the al-
gorithm, the evaluation is repeated several times leaving some ele-
ments out. The role of three elements is investigated in particular.
Firstly, the periodicity spectrum (PS) used either ΩC(f), which
results from the multiplication of the ACF and Fourier transform-
based rhythmograms (cf. section 3), or ΩA(f) in which case no
multiplication is performed and the metrical structure extraction
is performed directly on ΩA(f). This enables comparison with
the baseline method. Secondly, the peak filtering step described
by Equation 3 and labeled ‘PF’ can be turned on and off. Finally
the metrical hierarchy-constrained peak-picking step involving the
peak-picking kernel K of algorithm1 can also be turned on and off
and is referred to as PPK. The system configurations under eval-
uation are given in Table 1 and labeled as ‘methods’. Method 1
corresponds to the complete system, as presented in section 3.

5.2. Results and discussion

For all methods under evaluation, we present in Table 1 the results
as average precision, recall and F-measure scores for the entire
dataset. Only the metrical level rates in the range 30-800BPM
are considered for evaluation. The 30BPM lower limit is cho-
sen because periodicity spectra (in particular ΩF (f)) tend to be
very noisy in the 0-25BPM range. The 800BPM limit loosely cor-
responds to the fastest rate playable by virtuoso musicians5. We
also calculate the Performance relative to the upper limit (PRUL)
implied by the inter-annotator disagreement established in subsec-
tion 4.2 to an F-measure of 0.88. Consequently, for each method
we have PRUL = 100·x

0.88
where x is the corresponding average

F-measure.
Comparing the results of Method 1 and 2 clearly shows that

constraining the peak-picking algorithm with a musically mean-
ingful model for metrical structure (via the activation of step PPK)
results in a substantial increase in performance (0.14 points of F-
measure score). This is primarily achieved by increasing preci-
sion score at the expense of a very small decrease of recall, which
means that the PPK step effectively helps picking peaks that cor-
respond to metrical level rates with a very little rate of error. Com-
parison of methods 2 and 3 reveals that the peak filtering step PF
only brings a small improvement, and therefore is not sufficient to

5Work on music perception such as [2] mention an upper threshold
around 100ms (600BPM), but virtuoso playing involves metrical rates
around 600BPM and slightly above. Consequently, we increased this limit
to 800BPM to leave some headroom.
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extract a meaningful metrical structure on its own. A similar trend
emerges from comparison of methods 4, 5 and 6.

Methods 3 and 6 both have the PF and PPK steps deactivated;
only the first raw peak-picking step is active (cf. section 3). The
evaluation of method 3 enables an assessment of the metrical in-
formation captured by ΩC(f), from which tempo estimation was
performed in [25]. Methods 3 and 6 exhibit similar performance in
terms of recall with very high scores (0.96 and 0.95 respectively),
which is to be expected because all the peaks present in ΩC(f)
are still considered at this stage. It means that almost all the metri-
cal level rates are captured as peaks in the periodicity spectra. This
was a hypothesis for the design of the extraction process and is val-
idated by the present result. In addition, method 3 scores higher
than method 6 in terms of precision. Once again this result is con-
sistent with the assumption that irrelevant peaks would be rejected
by the multiplication of ΩA(f) and ΩF (f). However, the rather
low precision (0.51) also demonstrates that ΩC(f) does not only
contain peaks relating to metrical level rates. From the higher per-
formance reached by method 1, we can conclude that peak-picking
strategy materialised by steps PF and PPK is essential to perform
accurate metrical structure extraction.

Lartillot’s baseline method should be compared with methods
4, 5 and 6, as they all use ACF to estimate periodicities of the
onset detection function. In all cases, the baseline method is out-
performed. Given that the onset detection function and periodicity
estimation used in the baseline method are not largely different
from the algorithm presented in this paper, the difference proba-
bly resides mostly in the metrical structure estimation steps. As
a consequence, it corroborates the idea that the peak-picking of
the periodicity spectra is a difficult and sensitive, yet crucial step.
Lartillot’s peak picking is achieved using some heuristics that are
not strongly rooted in music theory whereas our constraining of
the metrical structure estimation with a musicologically motivated
model proves to be instrumental in achieving an optimal level of
agreement with human experts. Method 1, which involves the use
of all the processing stages, delivers the best overall performance
and achieves the highest F-measure reaching 93.2% of the upper
limit imposed by inter-rater disagreement.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method for explicit extraction of the full met-
rical structure from music recordings without the need for any
prior knowledge. The extraction process is constrained by a model
rooted in music theory, which proves to be a critical step in achiev-
ing high performance. The algorithm is evaluated against newly
produced annotations of the GTZAN dataset. Taking in account
inter-annotator disagreement, we find that our system reaches 93%
of maximum achievable accuracy, and largely outperforms the base-
line method.

It has been shown that using metrical structure information can
help improve beat tracking [27]. The method we have introduced
in this paper conforms with expert human judgment and we envi-
sion that it could be useful in informing other MIR tasks such as
beat-tracking, downbeat estimation and transcription. Moreover,
there is evidence that the metrical structure plays an important role
in perception of musical pace [2]: “Differences in surface rhythm
and metrical structure do interfere with judgments of tempo [in
this context meaning how fast the music feels], even if two pas-
sages have the same beat rate”. The metrical structure as a feature
can therefore be useful in the assessment of pace and related tasks.

For instance, it could have applications such as automatic music
sequencing, music database navigation, or mashup creation and
complement systems such as [28].
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ABSTRACT

In our current project, vocal signal has to be used to drive sound
synthesis. In order to study the mapping between voice and syn-
thesis parameters, the inverse problem is first studied. A set of
reference synthesizer sounds have been created and each sound
has been imitated by a large number of people. Each reference
synthesizer sound belongs to one of the six following morphologi-
cal categories: “up”, “down”, “up/down”, “impulse”, “repetition”,
“stable”. The goal of this paper is to study the automatic estima-
tion of these morphological categories from the vocal imitations.
We propose three approaches for this. A base-line system is first
introduced. It uses standard audio descriptors as inputs for a con-
tinuous Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and provides an accuracy
of 55.1%. To improve this, we propose a set of slope descriptors
which, converted into symbols, are used as input for a discrete
HMM. This system reaches 70.8% accuracy. The recognition per-
formance has been further increased by developing specific com-
pact audio descriptors that directly highlight the morphological as-
pects of sounds instead of relying on HMM. This system allows
reaching the highest accuracy: 83.6%.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Using vocal imitations as sketches

In typical design approaches (whether in architecture, products,
etc.), the very first step is often a “sketch”, that is a simple graphi-
cal representation of the target. This initial sketch is a useful tool to
enhance communications between designers and stakeholders. In
the case of sound design, professionals often use vocal imitations
to add more detail to the sound description [1], trying to transmit
to their interlocutor the main cues of their sound idea [2]. “Vo-
cal imitations” can therefore be considered as the sound design
“sketches”.

The goal of our current project, the SkAT-VG project, is to
expand this vocal imitation idea toward a better sound design
tool [3, 4]. The resulting device should be able to translate a vo-
cal (and gestural) cue into a novel and pertinent synthetic sound.
The interactive sound design begins with a phase in which the user
produces an imitation and the system provides some draft sounds;
in a second phase the latter are then interactively refined, again us-
ing voice and gestures. This paper addresses the task of automatic
recognition of imitation, presenting different strategies to do that.

1.2. The recognition task and imitation dataset

In order to study the mapping between voice and synthesis pa-
rameters, the inverse problem is first studied. A set of reference

synthesizer sounds (stimuli) have been created and each sound
has been imitated by a large number of people. Each reference
synthesizer sound belongs to one of the six following morpho-
logical categories: up, down, up/down, stable, impulse,
repetition. Each of the categories is represented by two refer-
ence sounds, and each reference sound is imitated by 50 subjects.

The six categories are abstract and are defined as:

Up: Sounds which have an increasing profile in terms of spectral
content and/or loudness, thus expressing a kind of rising;

Down: Opposite of the previous one, these stimuli present a
downward profile;

Up/down: Sounds with non-monotonic profiles: can be described
as combination of the previous two, the stimuli profile
moves upward and then downward;

Impulse: This class contains sounds with very short duration and
sharp attach and decay;

Repetition: Sounds which are composed by the repetition, with
varied rhythmic patterns, of short and almost impulsive
ones;

Stable: Longer sounds, with almost flat pitch and loudness pro-
files.

The goal of this paper is to study the automatic estimation of
these six morphological categories from the vocal imitations of
their reference sounds.

The study of the perception of vocal imitations (how do people
choose their strategy to imitate a sound, how consistent are the
imitations and how these imitations are recognized) have already
been the subject of the paper [5] and will be the subject of further
papers in the framework of the SkAT-VG project.

1.3. Related works

A well-known approach to allow time series recognition is the ex-
traction of low level signal descriptors, which are then modeled
using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [6, 7]. This approach
will be used to create our base-line system. In speech recogni-
tion [8, 9, 10], the best results are obtained combing language
models (based on grammars) and acoustical models [11]. Unfor-
tunately, abstract sounds are not bound to any grammar and a lan-
guage model cannot be used in our case.

Another closely related topic is the recognition of “words for
sounds”, such as onomatopoeias. Proposed approaches to this
problem, linked to speech recognition, still rely on phonemes [12]
or lexical cues [13]. There are also examples of features clustering
and modeling [14], which are related to our base-line system and
to the first methodology that we propose. Description of sounds in
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terms of morphological profiles has been initially proposed by P.
Schaeffer works [15]. The automatic estimation of these profiles
for abstract sounds has been previously studied by [16] and [17]
which also propose dedicated descriptors.

2. AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF VOCAL
IMITATIONS

In this section, we propose three methods to automatically recog-
nize the six morphological categories indicated in sec. 1.2.

• The first method relies on the extraction of a set of instanta-
neous audio features di(k), i ∈ [1, ..., I] over time k. Each
category is modeled by its own hidden Markov model.

• The second method uses the same instantaneous audio fea-
tures di(k), which are quantified into symbols to be used as
input for discrete hidden Markov models.

• The third method does not rely at all on hidden Markov
models, but models the time evolution directly in the au-
dio features. We therefore denote them by “morphological
audio descriptors” as in Peeters et al., 2010 [17].

Before applying one of these methods, we first detect the
non-silent regions (named “active regions” in the following) us-
ing standard methods such as [18, 19, 20]. This leads to a set of
N ′ Active Region(s) A = {[br, fr] : r ∈ [1, ..., N ′]} where br
and fr are their starting and ending time.

2.1. Base-line system using Local Trend descriptors

We extract 6 instantaneous audio features di(k), i ∈ [1, ..., 6]
where k denotes the time frame number. In order to smooth the
variation of di(k) over time, a low-pass filter is applied (zero-
phase filter). The first 4 are standard audio features: the spectral
centroid, spectral spread, sprectral rolloff and the pitch. They are
computed using standard techniques [21] and using the Swipep al-
gorithm [22] for the pitch1.

Given that one of the important specificities of the morpho-
logical categories relates to the temporal evolution of the spectrum
content, we also propose two new audio features: “LPC-min” and
“Spectral-peak-min”. The novel features are defined as follows:

LPC-min: A one-pole preemphasis filter is applied. Low-order
LPC is used to estimate the position of the single most
prominent formant2. The prediction coefficients are con-
verted into formant frequencies Fρ, where ρ is the formant
index [23, 24]. Only the frequencies Fρ > 20Hz are kept.
The LPC-min value is measured in Hz, and is defined as the
minimum Fρ.

Spectral-peak-min: From the energy spectrum (computed as the
square DFT) we select the 5 most important frequency bins.
The Spectral-peak-min is defined as the lowest frequency
among these 5 frequencies; it is thus measured in Hz.

1We used the Swipep algorithm since it has state-of-the-art perfor-
mances and is readily available on-line. Spectral centroid, spread and roll-
off are computed using well-known formulas.

2Here the objective is not a full-fledged formants tracking, but a ro-
bust analysis of the energy location among frequencies, complementary to
spectral centroid.
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Figure 1: Comparison between LPC-min (dashed bold line),
Spectral-peak-min (bold line), spectral centroid (dashed line) and
pitch by Swipep (thin line). This vocal imitation is noisy with a
stable formant around 2kHz. Swipep does not detect any pitch,
giving unreliable information, and the spectral centroid is moved
toward higher frequencies. Both LPC-min and Spectral-peak-min
are instead detecting and following the formant.
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Figure 2: Comparison between LPC-min (bold line), spectral cen-
troid (dashed bold line) and Spectral-peak-min (thin line); pitch
is not reported because perfectly matches LPC-min. This vocal
imitation is harmonic but presents also noise in higher frequen-
cies. LPC-min is clearly detecting the pitch; Spectral-peak-min is
following the energy of noise, with better accuracy than centroid.

It should be pointed out that these descriptors could have over-
lapping meanings, and are used together to reinforce the informa-
tion. Spectral centroid and LPC-min could be similar on noisy
sounds, but when a strong formant is present the centroid may
loose meaning compared to LPC-min (Fig. 1). Spectral centroid
and Spectral-peak-min could also be similar on noisy signal, but
when a strong partial exists at the pitch the Spectral-peak-min is
better at measuring it (Fig. 2).

The six categories to be recognized relate to evolution of val-
ues over time, hence we compute the derivative of each di(k).
The derivative d′i(k) is found by linear regression on the local
values (5 points on the left and 5 points on the right of k). We
finally normalize their range to [−1, 1] using arctangent mapping:
d′′i (k) = 2/π arctan(d′i(k)). This completes the computation of
the Local Trend descriptors, exemplified in Fig. 3.

For each of the six categories c, we define a continuous hidden
Markov model Mc. Each Mc represents the transition between
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Figure 3: Example of Local Trend descriptors on up/down imi-
tation. Topmost panel is the signal spectrogram with spectral cen-
troid (thin line) and Spectral-peak-min (bold line). The bottom
panel shows the same two descriptors after Local Trend computa-
tion (scale is shifted for Spectral-peak-min for clarity).

a set of S = 4 states. The emission probability (probability of
emitting d′′i (k) given state s) is modeled as a mixture of M = 8
Gaussians and diagonal covariance matrix. The HMMs are created
in a supervised way. To understand this, let’s consider the case
of the up/down category. This one can be represented as the
transition from a state “silent” to state “up” to state “down” and
back to state “silence”. In the same spirit the up category can be
represented as the succession of states “silence”, “up”, “silence”.
We therefore define 4 states: “silence”, “up”, “down”, “stable”.
The training of the six HMMs is done in two stages:

• We first train the observation probabilities. This is done
independently of Mc. Indeed, given that a state (such as
“up” in the above example) can be shared by differentMc,
we train the emission probabilities using descriptors from
the up, down and stable classes, plus an added silent
class.

• The transition probabilities are trained for each category.

Considering that the number of self-transition s(t+ 1) = s(t)
is much larger than the non-self ones s(t+1) 6= s(t), we found the
training of the last difficult. In order to circumvent this, we decided
to decimate over time the descriptors time series by a factor of 3.
This allowed to increase the performances. Also, rather counterin-
tuitively, better results were obtained by forcing the HMM training
to not update the emission probabilities mixtures (thus only updat-
ing the transition matrix).

2.2. Global Trend descriptors

The same 6 audio features of sec. 2.1 are used as underlying time
series for the Global Trend descriptors: the spectral centroid, spec-
tral spread, spectral rolloff, pitch, LPC-min and Spectral-peak-
min. Instead of using them directly as input to a continuous HMM,
we convert them to symbols.

For each descriptor di(k) and each active region r we apply
the following procedure:
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Figure 4: Example of Global Trend descriptors on up/down imi-
tation. Topmost panel is the signal spectrogram with spectral cen-
troid (thin line) and Spectral-peak-min (bold line). Middle panel
shows the same two descriptors after Global Trend computation
(scale is shifted for Spectral-peak-min for clarity). In the bottom
panel the two descriptors are quantized into symbols and down-
sampled (once more Spectral-peak-min has been shifted).

• We compute the linear regression over the region r. We
denote by αri its angular coefficient and by εri its prediction
error.

• If εri is larger than a specific threshold K1
3, r is split into

two regions at the position of the maximum value of di(k)
and a two-piece minimum least-square linear regression is
computed. We denote by αr1i and αr2i the corresponding
angular coefficients. This process will allow us to discrimi-
nate between monotonic classes (such as up or down) and
up/down.

• The quantized time serie ei(k) corresponding to di(k) is
then built. It has the value ei(k) = 0 for k corresponding
to silent part, ei(k) = αri for k corresponding to region r
(or αr1i for region r1 and αr2i for region r2).

We then convert the values of ei(k) to symbols using the fol-
lowing rules:

e′i(k) =

8>><>>:
1 if |ei(k)| ≤ 10−7;
2 if 10−7 < |ei(k)| ≤ 0.1;
3 if ei(k) > 0.1;
4 if ei(k) < −0.1.

(1)

The four symbols {1,2,3,4} express the overall condition of the
time serie, respectively: silence, stable (small angular coefficient),

3K1 has been optimized by grid-search. We use a value of 3 · 103.
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upward (large positive angular coefficient), downward (large neg-
ative angular coefficient).

As a final step, the descriptors series e′i(k) are decimated
over time by taking one value every 10 frames. It should be noted
that we have chosen to not apply any antialiasing process, since
we have found by experiment that active regions shorter than 10
samples usually correspond to errors. In Fig. 4 we illustrate the
Global Trend descriptors.

Training. Since the time series e′i(k) are symbols (unordered
values) we model them using discrete hidden Markov models.
Each descriptor i is modeled by its own HMMMc,i.

For a given class c and a given descriptor i we denote by Ec,i
its emission matrix (with size S × O, where S is the number of
hidden states and O the number of symbols), by Tc,i the transition
matrix (with sizes S × S) and by Sc,i(k) the decoded states at
frame k.

In order to train the emission matrix for class c and descriptor
i, we concatenate all descriptors of the sounds belonging to c into
a matrix Dc. Each row of Dc corresponds to a given descriptor i.

We define a function F that normalizes an input matrix such
that its rows elements sum up to 1.

The training algorithm is the following:

1. Set the initial value for the emission matrix to Ec,i =
F(I + 0.05), where I is the diagonal identity matrix. This
almost associates each state to a single symbol, but does not
exclude the possibility for each state to emit each possible
symbol.

2. Exploiting the previous association, estimate Tc,i by ac-
cumulating all the emissions transitions found in row i of
Dc into the matrix T . Obtain the transition matrix for i as
Tc,i = F(T ).

3. Use Tc,i and Ec,i to estimate the hidden states Sc,i(k) by
Viterbi decoding;

4. Re-estimate Ec,i by counting the number of times each
state generates each emission, and again normalizing by F .

In principle, the re-estimation procedure (points 2.-4.) can be it-
erated, but early experiments showed little performance improve-
ments.

Classification. In order to classify an unknown sound repre-
sented by its time series matrix D∗, we decode each row i of D∗
using a specific class modelMc,i and the Viterbi decoding algo-
rithm. Each modelMc,i provides a likelihood lc,i. The final class
label is found as x = argmaxc∈[1,6]

P
i lc,i.

2.3. Morphological descriptors

We introduce here a new set of morphological descriptors. These
are crafted to compactly describe the structure of the signals
present in the dataset.

Each audio file is represented by these descriptors using a vec-
tor with 8 components:

• Ψ1, Ψ2 and Ψ3 measure repetitions or patterns in the serie;

• Ψ4, Ψ5 and Ψ6 describe the active region(s);

• Ψ7 and Ψ8 are related to the global signal trend.

The descriptors embed directly the time evolution of the signal.
Because of this they can be used directly for classification without
requiring the use of HMM for temporal modeling. Moreover the

Figure 5: Computation of morphological descriptors.

Ψi values lay in homogeneous ranges. Because of this we will
use for classification a simple k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm with
Euclidean distance in the following.

Fig. 5 points out the main steps of the computation.
First the non-silent regions A = {[br, fr] : r ∈ [1, ..., N ′]}

are detected.

For two consecutive active regions, r and r+ 1, we define the
duty-cycle of r as ur = (fr − br)/(b(r+1) − br) (see Fig. 6).
In this, we assume that every active region is followed by a silent
one. When adjacent regions are in the same state (silent or non-
silent) we simply merge them, thus enforcing the active/non-active
alternance. The first two pattern descriptors Ψ1 and Ψ2 are defined
as the mean and the standard deviation of non-silent regions duty-
cycles ur , r ∈ [1, N ′]. impulse and repetition classes are
expected to have small values of Ψ1. In the opposite, the other
classes (stable, up, down, up/down) will have a single long active
region with a large value of Ψ1. Ψ2 measures the regularity of the
repeated patterns. In the case of a single active region, Ψ2 = 0.

We define the “importance” ir of an active region as the prod-
uct between its length lr and its mean loudness mr (over the ac-
tive region duration). Both lr and mr are normalized in the range
[0, 1] for each signal (the value of 1 is assigned to the longest and
the loudest regions respectively).

The third descriptor Ψ3 is the number of active regions which
have Importance ir above a threshold K2. A value of K2 = 0.25
is chosen in order to correspond to the product of half-range nor-
malized values of lr and mr . Ψ3 is computed as:

Ψ3 =
arctan (card ({ir such that ir > K2})− 1)

(π/2)
(2)

The threshold on ir allows the rejection of very short active
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Figure 6: Computation of descriptors Ψ1, Ψ2 and Ψ3 on a
repetition imitation. The loudness profile is showed (bold
line), along with threshold T (dashed line) and active region de-
tection (thin line); mean loudness value mr (dashed bold line) is
used to compute importance ir .

regions, or with very low loudness level. For single-region signals
Φ3 is equal to 0, while for signals with three or more regions
(typical of repetition category) Ψ3 is above 0.7.

Descriptors Ψ4 and Ψ5 focus on the main region R only, that
is the non-silent region with highest importance iR.

The Ψ4 descriptor is the duty cycle of the main region defined
on the whole signal: Ψ4 = (fR − bR)/N , where bR and fR are
the start and the end of R and N is the total signal length. Ψ4 is
expected to discriminate impulse and stable classes.

The descriptor Ψ5 is computed on the loudness time serie in
the main region dL(k), k ∈ [bR, fR], which has length lR. The
original serie and its half-length circularly-shifted copy are used:

Ψ5 =

lRX
k=1

»
dL(k)− dL

„
(k +

lR
2

) mod lR

«–2
(3)

Ψ5 is thus the energy of the difference between dL(k) and its
shifted copy. The descriptor is then normalized in the [0, 1] range
using arctan, as for Ψ3. Ψ5 improves the discrimination between
classes which have flat or non-flat evolution, such as up/down vs
stable. The descriptor Ψ6 is defined as the sum of the active
regions lengths lr , minus a constant γ. Ψ6 is then normalized by
arctangent, such as in (2), and γ is optimized to have the “shift”
of the arctangent function improving the discrimination between
impulse and stable (or repetition) classes.

The Ψ7 and Ψ8 morphological descriptors have been devel-
oped to measure the slope of the signal. The aim is to evaluate
the slope between the beginning and the middle, and between the
middle and the end, of a given time serie.

Spectral-peak-min is taken as an underlying descriptor: only
its values in the main region R are considered, deleting those be-
low 40Hz as they are unreliable. To overcome boundary effects,
Spectral-peak-min is observed within three windows of 11 sam-
ples taken at the beginning, the middle and the end of the region
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Figure 7: Computation of descriptors Ψ7 and Ψ8 on an up/down
imitation. Spectral-peak-min is showed (thin line), with 3 windows
centered at 1/5, 1/2 and 4/5 of its total length. Mean values vj
(bold line) are used to find Ψ7 and Ψ8, which are proportional to
the slopes (dashed bold line).
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Figure 8: Distribution into the six categories of the dataset.

(see Fig. 7). In each window, the Spectral-peak-min is weighted
by a triangular window function and then the average is computed.
This leads to three mean values: V = [v1, v2, v3]. The trend de-
scriptors Ψ7 and Ψ8 are found as:

Ψ7 =
v2 − v1
v1

Ψ8 =
v3 − v2
v2

(4)

and normalized using again the arctan function. Local windows
are used in order to smooth the signal, possibly generated by noisy
time series, and the triangular functions give more importance to
the central part of the window. Ψ7 and Ψ8 measure the evolution
in time of the signal: they discriminate between up, down and
up/down.

3. EVALUATION

3.1. Description of the train and test sets

The dataset used in this paper comes from a perceptual experi-
ment. In this experiment, 50 French subjects were asked to imitate
sounds. For each of the 6 classes described in Sec. 1.2, two refer-
ence sounds have been selected. After listening to one of the ref-
erence sounds (without knowing its class), subjects were asked to
imitate it using only voice (VO) or using voice and gesture (VG).
In each case, the subject could do several trials. In theory, each
class is therefore represented by 1000 audio examples: 2 (refer-
ence sounds) times 50 (number of subjects) times 2 (VO and VG)
times the number of trials of each subject (ranging from 1 to 5). In
practice, considering the variability of the number of trials of each
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Figure 10: Recognition accuracy in % (line and circles) as func-
tion of k value in k-NN. Results are averaged by 5 folds, and the
±1 standard deviation intervals are marked by ×.

subject, the number of audio examples is lower. We represent the
number of audio examples per class in Fig. 8. The average num-
ber of imitations provided by each subject is about 40, with large
variations as showed in Fig. 9. On average, every subject provided
1.6 trials per stimulus (instead of 5).

The total size of our test-set is 1941 audio files, rather equally
distributed among the six categories (except stable, see Fig. 8).
In the following experiments all the available data is exploited.

3.2. Comparison of the recognition methods

We have described three recognition methods in this paper:

Local Trend: the descriptors rely on local variations of the signal,
and are modeled using continuous HMMs;

Global Trend: the main evolutions of the signal are measured by
discretized descriptors, modeled using discrete HMMs;

Morphological: the descriptors directly represent both the sig-
nal shape and its time evolution; the recognition of classes
by the Morphological descriptors relies on the k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm (see sec. 2.3).

The results are presented in Table 1. All the figures have been
obtained using 5-folds crossvalidation, selecting train and test set
in order to not have the same subject in both. Recall and precision
values are given for each of the three methods and for each class.
The mean recall and precision, and the overall accuracy, are given
at the bottom of Table 1.

The Global Trend descriptors obtain an accuracy of 70.8%,
a 28.5% improvement compared to the base-line system (Local

Table 1: Recognition results by different methods, averaged over
the 5 crossvalidation folds.

Methods Local Trend Global Trend Morphol.
Measures Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec. Rec. Prec.
up 80.8 83.9 83.2 81.8 87.7 79.6
down 88.5 43.9 76.2 76.3 71.5 73.7
up/down 38.2 53.0 39.1 57.2 76.3 76.2
impulse 25.3 54.1 60.3 79.1 91.5 91.9
repetition 29.5 35.5 78.0 62.4 90.3 93.2
stable 72.9 99.2 97.2 70.0 85.8 92.4
Average 55.9 61.6 72.3 71.1 83.9 84.5
Avg. Accuracy 55.1 70.8 83.6

Trend, 55.1%). The Morphological descriptors give the best per-
formances, with 83.6% accuracy (51.7% improvement over base-
line). Fig. 10 shows the values of accuracy obtained by the system
when using different values for k. The best value of k = 5 has
been selected for the presented results.

It is interesting to look at the results class-by-class. up and
down classes are well recognized by all methods. There are in-
stead classes for which Morphological descriptors are better, such
as repetition. The opposite case also happens, as the recall
for stable is better using Global Trend; for down the best recall
is given by Local Trend, but with poor precision.

The overall conclusion which can be drawn is that Morpho-
logical descriptors have a better performance because they work
rather well on all classes, giving comparable recall/precision. This
is not the case for Local and Global Trend, which have instead one
or more classes with particularly bad results.

3.3. Discussion of the results

The Local Trend method has good performances on the up, down
and stable classes, but not on the remaining ones. It has been
verified that up/down recordings are often recognized as down
(which has in fact a low precision). A possible explanation for the
confusion arises by observing the spectrograms of the recordings:
it has been found that many subjects prepare the downward slope
in down by first producing a rising profile (see Fig. 11). More-
over, while up/down is recognized as down, the confusion with
up is less frequent: in up/down the downward phase is usually
stronger, thus justifying the observations.

The global shapes of up, down and stable are well mod-
eled. Classes impulse and repetition are instead problem-
atic: the transition matrices of the HMMs do not succeed to cap-
ture the temporal cues of the signals, and this has a bad influence
on classes which are defined relying on that.

The purpose of Global Trend methodology is to provide better
modeling of the overall temporal evolution of the signal, hence
avoiding these shortcomings. The quantization of the descrip-
tors in four symbols has the effect of keeping only the most rel-
evant information, and the decimation enforces the transition ma-
trices to describe the temporal cues of the signals. Despite hav-
ing still poor results on up/down, Global Trend outperforms Lo-
cal exactly because it improves the recognition of impulse and
repetition.

The Morphological descriptors have been designed to embed
the main characteristics of the classes into a compact and effec-
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Table 2: Confusion matrix for the morphological descriptors.
Classes 1 2 3 4 5 6

up - 1 292 20 13 2 2 4
down - 2 32 244 49 9 6 1

up/down - 3 15 47 273 11 6 6
impulse - 4 4 11 8 301 3 2

repetition - 5 9 7 6 5 300 5
stable - 6 16 3 11 0 5 213

tive representation. Among their good performances, it should
be pointed out the improved discrimination between down and
up/down compared to the previous methods. However, the con-
fusion matrix in Table 2 shows that the issue is still present. Sim-
ilarly there is confusion between up and down. repetition
is well recognized, thanks to the presence of the specific Ψ3 de-
scriptor. Both impulse and stable are confused, even if not
to a large extent, with up, down and up/down. This could be
explained by the fact that the system identifies rising or falling
cues even in the impulse and stable imitations, and provides
a classification according to this.
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Figure 11: Example of imitations labeled as class down. Topmost
panel is one of the two reference stimuli for down. The following
two panels are imitations of the stimulus: both begin with a ris-
ing pitch, followed by the expected lowering; these imitations are
likely to be recognized as class up/down.

3.4. Discussion on the dataset

The dataset classes have already been introduced in Sec. 1.2. In
the following we give details about the dataset definition which
may have an impact on the recognition. The classes up, down,

up/down and stable are all defined by their evolution in time;
this is not the case for impulse and repetition, which are
instead defined by their duration and rhythm, respectively. In
other words, the stimuli are labeled according to different domains.
Moreover up and down are semantically portions of up/down:
it is thus likely to have confusion between these three classes.

There are several factors which lead to a strong intra-class
variability. Each class is defined by 2 different reference sounds,
and each of the 50 subjects provides many recordings. The imi-
tations are done by non-experts: the same stimuli is thus imitated
using different strategies, and sometimes the imitations contents
can be conflicting.

There are, finally, some issues related to the content of the
dataset, that is to the vocal imitations. The definition of the classes,
although very clear, can not be translated straightforwardly into
acoustic cues: there are examples in which the subject imitates a
complex stimulus by rising the pitch and lowering the first formant
(thus decreasing the spectral centroid). The imitation has thus am-
biguous meaning because its descriptors will have opposite evolu-
tions. Many recordings suffer from boundary effects: the imitator
could begin to produce sounds during the preparation phase of the
articulation, introducing spurious effects at the begin of the record-
ing. Similar artifacts can also be spotted at the end of some sounds.

The recognition system therefore has to cope with all the ex-
posed issues of the dataset. The descriptors have to provide the
main cues of the signal even in case of noisy or unreliable under-
lying time series (loudness, spectral centroid, etc.). This situation
motivates the use of different descriptors with similar meanings, in
order to reinforce the extracted information.

4. CONCLUSION

A dataset has been compiled, in the context of the SkAT-VG
project, in which a large number of subjects have imitated sounds
which belong to six morphological categories.

We have presented three methodologies to automatically rec-
ognize these morphological categories.

Our base-line system uses Local Trend descriptors, which are
designed to measure the local behavior of the time serie. The de-
scriptors are then modeled by continuous hidden Markov models
with 4 states. The system reached an accuracy of 55.1%. An im-
proved approach is based on Global Trend descriptors, which ex-
press the evolution of the signal along its whole duration. This
second set of descriptors is modeled by discrete hidden Markov
models, using 4 states and 4 emitted symbols. The obtained accu-
racy is 70.8%. Our third approach for the automatic recognition
is based on the Morphological descriptors, which are designed to
give a compact representation of the time series evolution. These
descriptors do not need temporal modeling, such as HMM, and
have low dimensionality. The classification is thus done using the
k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. This system has provided the best
recognition accuracy of 83.6%.

The automatic classification on the given dataset proved to
be a non-trivial task, despite the apparently clear definition of the
classes. The manual check of many recordings within the dataset
has confirmed a degree of confusion between certain classes, due
to objective spectrograms similarities. A notable example is the
pair down and up/down. Moreover the dataset is made by im-
itations of reference sounds, and imitators use different strategies
to render the same stimulus: this rises the intra-class variability.
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The non-optimal recognitions results are in part justified by these
findings.

The presented set of Morphological descriptors goes toward
the characterization of sounds by their acoustic shape. Future
work will involve the organization of the descriptors in a system-
atic topology, similarly to [15]; this may point out shortcomings of
the proposed set. Adding new descriptors could hence encompass
a broader set of signal categories.

The proposed Morphological descriptors could be applied to
other datasets, with classes defined in different ways. The integra-
tion of the Morphological descriptors with other, more traditional,
ones is another topic of future studies, fostering recognition accu-
racy in many contexts.
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ABSTRACT

Virtual acoustics and auralizations have been previously used
to study the perceptual properties of concert hall acoustics in a de-
scriptive profiling framework. The results have indicated that the
apparent auditory distance to the orchestra might play a crucial
role in enhancing the listening experience and the appraisal of hall
acoustics. However, it is unknown how the acoustics of the hall
influence auditory distance perception in such large spaces. Here,
we present one step towards studying auditory distance perception
in concert halls with virtual acoustics. The aims of this investi-
gation were to evaluate the feasibility of the auralizations and the
system to study perceived distances as well as to obtain first ev-
idence on the effects of hall acoustics and the source materials
to distance perception. Auralizations were made from measured
spatial impulse responses in two concert halls at 14 and 22 meter
distances from the center of a calibrated loudspeaker orchestra on
stage. Anechoic source materials included symphonic music and
pink noise as well as signals produced by concatenating random
segments of anechoic instrument recordings. Forty naive test sub-
jects were blindfolded before entering the listening room, where
they verbally reported distances to sound sources in the auraliza-
tions. Despite the large variance in distance judgments between
the individuals, the reported distances were on average in the same
range as the actual distances. The results show significant main
effects of halls, distances and signals, but also some unexpected
effects associated with the presentation order of the stimuli.

1. INTRODUCTION

Virtual acoustics and auralizations offer many possibilities to study
the perceptual aspects of room acoustics. For example, it is pos-
sible to perform instantaneous side-by-side comparisons of differ-
ent acoustic conditions; comparisons that are impossible to per-
form in real environments. Currently, there are a number of spa-
tial sound technologies including ambisonics [1], wave-field syn-
thesis [2], directional audio coding [3] and spatial decomposition
method (SDM) [4] which can be used to recreate a measured or
simulated sound field. Reproduction is realised either binaurally
by headphones or by a multichannel loudspeaker setup in a (semi-
)anechoic listening room. This article discusses a listening exper-
iment on auditory distance perception (referred to with ’distance
perception’ or similar terms in the rest of the text) in concert halls
with auralizations produced by SDM and reproduced in a multi-
channel setup.

Multichannel auralizations have been previously used in a num-
ber of formal listening experiments (e.g. [5]). Because the possi-

ble perceptual biases due to signal processing are the same in all
stimuli, it is and it has been reasonable to assume that the per-
ceptual differences between the auralizations of different halls and
seating positions are representative of the differences between real
conditions. Although the previous investigations together with the
myriad of discussions with the test subjects and various experts
who have listened to these auralizations do not give any reason
to doubt the validity of this assumption, it is still formally unclear
whether the auralized sources are actually perceived as being at the
distance where they would be perceived in the real concert hall.
Formal evidence on realistic perception of the distance to sound
sources would greatly enhance the credibility of the results of any
study - past and future - where these auralizations are being used
as stimuli.

The motivation for the present study is twofold. On one hand,
the work is motivated by the need to further test our system and au-
ralizations with different anechoic source materials and especially
with listeners who have little or none prior experience with spa-
tial sound systems. Specific focus is on the very first perceptions
of the auralizations, before any perceptual adaptation or calibra-
tion and/or learning has taken place. The first perception data -
although susceptible to be more variable and less accurate - may
be the most unbiased indication that the auditory perceptions of
the sound sources in the auralizations are comparable to the per-
ceptions of their real counterparts.

On the other hand, the previous studies [5, 6] on concert hall
acoustics have indicated that “proximity” (or “intimacy” [7]), that
is, the feeling of being close to the performers is one of the most
important aspects of the listening experience in concert halls. This
aspect is possibly linked to perceived distance, but due to the lack
of substantial evidence on distance perception concerning large
spaces, little is certain. Thus, we also seek to obtain preliminary
evidence on the differences in perceived distances between con-
cert halls before continuing with more detailed investigations in
this respect.

2. BACKGROUND ON AUDITORY DISTANCE
PERCEPTION

Considering distance perception to sound sources outside a few
meters range from the listener, the main acoustic distance cues are
intensity (or loudness), direct-to-reverberant energy ratio (DRR)
and frequency spectrum [8, 9]. Intensity has been found to act as a
relative cue, whereas DRR seems to act as an absolute distance cue
[10, 11] - at least when a sound is perceived the first time. People
might also use, or weight, cues differently with different signals.
For instance it has been found that intensity cue is weighted more
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with speech whereas the distance to a noise source was determined
more by DRR [12]. In the context of concert hall acoustics, the
sound strength G is commonly used instead of sound intensity to
measure the perceived loudness of the sound field. G is normalised
by the source sound intensity at 10 meters in free field, and thus,
reflects the contribution of the room. G is also used in this article
instead of sound intensity.

Also the inter-aural level and -time differences (ILDs, ITDs)
have been found to act as distance cues for sources near the lis-
tener. In larger spaces, such as concert halls, the effectiveness of
these inter-aural cues is unclear, but they are related to inter-aural
cross-correlation (IACC), which measures the similarity of incom-
ing sounds between the two ears. IACC have been linked to var-
ious perceptual qualities of concert hall acoustics, such as, width
and envelopment.

Familiarity to source characteristics has also been found to in-
fluence distance judgments [8]. In most cases listeners have some
a priori (long term) knowledge about how the sound is perceived
at different distances and/or at different output levels. Musical in-
struments are typical sources that produce sounds which vary sys-
tematically in spectral content with playing dynamics. Moreover,
the changes in spectral information, for instance, the attenuation
of higher frequencies due air absorption, has been found to serve
as a relative distance cue, independent of the variation in overall
sound level [13].

Finally, the relationship between the physical distances and
the perceived distances is known to follow a power function in
the form p = kra where k is a linear scaling factor and a is the
exponent indicating the amount of “compression” (a < 1) or “ex-
pansion” (a > 1) of the perceived distances (p) compared with
real physical distances (r) [8]. Average values for the k have been
reported being around 1.32 and for the exponent a around 0.54,
but because most previous studies included only distances up to
around 10 meters, it is unclear whether these values are also rep-
resentative of larger spaces.

3. METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1. Spatial room impulse response measurements

Acoustic measurements were made with a calibrated array of loud-
speakers, i.e., a loudspeaker orchestra [14] as a sound source and
an array of six omnidirectional microphones as a receiver. Mea-
surements and the processing with SDM were performed sepa-
rately per each loudspeaker source on stage. The room impulse
responses were performed with the swept-sine technique [15]. De-
tails of the loudspeaker orchestra, the measurement technique and
the technical equipment have been described in previous publica-
tions [16, 17].

Spatial room impulse responses (SRIRs) were obtained with
SDM [4] which extracts the spatio-temporal evolution of the sound
field from the impulse responses captured by the microphone ar-
ray. The estimation of the directions of the arriving sounds is based
on a combination of time-of-arrival and time-difference-of-arrival
estimates calculated from the six pressure values of the omnidi-
rectional microphone sensors. In the current implementation, the
analysis is carried out in a sliding temporal window of 2 ms, with
a hop-size of one sample (99 % overlap). This window length has
been chosen to be in-line with the current knowledge about tem-
poral resolution of human hearing [18]. By considering the echo
density [19] of these concert halls and the length of the time win-

dow, it is possible to approximate a time instant when it is probable
that more than one reflection occurs in the analysis window. The
time instants for present halls with volumes of 15000 m3 (BK)
and 16000 m3 (SB) are 120 ms and 124 ms, respectively. If this
approximation is valid, SDM will yield accurate estimates for the
direct sound and the early reflections. When the echo density in-
creases, the sound field becomes more diffuse and stochastic, and
more and more reflections from different directions will be in-
cluded in the analysis window. When this happens, SDM will still
yield only one direction estimate per analysis window, but these
estimates in overall behave more or less randomly depending on
the properties of the sound field. Therefore, in a diffuse sound
field, SDM yields stochastic (diffuse) estimates.

By employing a hop size of one sample, this spatio-temporal
analysis gives each sample in the impulse response a direction, as
well as a pressure value which is obtained from one of the om-
nidirectional microphone responses. It is noteworthy that, for the
microphone array used here, the reported RMSE error of the esti-
mated locations of loudspeaker sources in real concert hall was 2
degrees in direction and 0.4 meters in distance [20].

SRIRs containing the information on directions and pressures
for each sample are translated to the reproduction loudspeakers in
the listening room. In this study, the direction of each sample in
the spatial impulse response is used to position that sample in the
direction of the nearest (the smallest angle difference) loudspeaker
in the listening room setup, thus, distributing the original spatial
impulse response to the spatial configuration of the reproduction
loudspeakers. One alternative to this direct panning technique is
amplitude panning between the loudspeakers [21], but it has been
found to decrease the spectral brightness in the auralizations of
concert hall acoustics [17].

After translating the impulse responses to the reproduction
loudspeakers, they are convolved with anechoic instrument record-
ings [22]. Naturally, the convolutions with anechoic recordings
were made in respect to the instrument positions in a real orchestra
although practically any arrangement is possible. Finally, the con-
volved signals of each instrument are summed per reproduction
channel to produce final samples with 24 channels for playback.
Max/MSP 6 software was used to playback the audio and to set
the output at a comfortable listening level.

A noteworthy difference between these auralizations and in-
situ listening of a real orchestra is that all the perceptual cues in au-
ralizations are less dynamic than in reality as they are produced by
stationary sound sources with directivities that differ from those of
real instruments [14]. It is currently unknown how such dynamic
aspects affect the perception of sound sources. It is also unclear
how the distance cues from different sources are used together and
weighted when the task is to evaluate the distance to multiple dis-
tributed sound sources, instead of just one single source.

3.2. Concert halls

Strong reflections from the side has been found to enhance musical
dynamics [23], what seems to be one governing aspect differenti-
ating traditional shoebox shaped halls from other designs, such as
the fan shape. To obtain some evidence whether the shape has an
effect also on perceived distances, this study included a shoebox
shaped Konzerthaus in Berlin (seats = 1575, volume = 15000 m3)
and an irregular fan shaped Beethovenhalle in Stuttgart (seats =
2000, volume = 16000 m3), both measured without an audience.
Concert hall layout and cross section are illustrated in Fig. 1. On-
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site measured sound pressure A-levels with pink noise played back
simultaneously from all the sources on stage were 84.4 dB (14 m
to the center of the orchestra) and 82.6 dB (22 m) in BK, and 83 dB
and 81.4 dB in SB. Taking these values at 14 meters, we calculated
the theoretical value for 22 meters in free field conditions, and sub-
tracted those from the measured SPLs. For both halls, the boost in
SPLs at 22 meters was about 3 dB compared with the theoretical
free field conditions.

The values for room acoustical parameters are tabulated in Ta-
ble 1 and the values of G and DRR, which are the main distance
cues in this context are also illustrated in Fig. 2.

**

C

Stuttgart Beethovenhalle (SB)
V = 16000 m3

Seats: 2000
T30 = 1.9 s

C

Berlin Konzerhaus (BK)
V = 15000 m3

Seats: 1575
T30 = 2.1 s

“Brass quartet”

2 m

0 m22 14

**

****

**

*****
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0 m22 14

Sources on stage

Figure 1: Layouts and cross sections of the studied halls, and the
positions of the sources in the loudspeaker orchestra on stage.
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Figure 2: G and DRR values in each hall over the distances used in
the study. Values are averaged over the 500 Hz and 1 kHz octave
bands. Bars repsresent the 95 % confidence intervals calculated
over the 24 sources and the two frequency bands.

3.3. Listening room

Listening room meets the ITU BS.1116 recommendation [24], with
the exception that only the noise rating (NR) 30 is met, whereas
NR 15 is recommended. Also the listening distance from the re-
production loudspeakers is less than the recommended two meters,
about 1.5 meters on average. 24 reproduction loudspeakers are po-
sitioned around the listening position in 3-D layout. There are a
few more loudspeakers in the frontal direction to account for the
fact that human sound localisation accuracy is the greatest in the
front. Details of the loudspeaker setup have been provided by Haa-
paniemi and Lokki [16]. The listening room and the loudspeaker
layout are also illustrated in Fig. 3, where ITD contours are de-
picted in the figure for illustration purposes.

Because the listening room and reproduction setup might af-
fect the relative loudness differences in the auralizations compared
with real halls, we made additional auralizations with the same
pink noise used in on-site measurements and measured the dif-
ference in SPLs between these auralizations and the on-site mea-
surements. For on-site measurements, the differences between 14
and 22 meters were 1.8 dB and 1.6 dB for BK and SB, respec-
tively. The same differences in the listening room measurements
were 1.4 dB and 1.2 dB indicating the compression of 0.4 dB due
to the listening room. Thus, the relative differences in real con-
ditions might actually be a little greater than can be perceived in
our listening room. In addition, the listening room itself is not
anechoic but damped with absorbers and has a reverberation time
of 0.2 seconds at mid-frequencies (averaged over 0.5-1 kHz fre-
quency bands). Hence, this reverberation is confounded in sounds
evaluated by the listeners.

For the listening, the test samples were set at a comfortable lis-
tening level with the average of approximately 78 to 80 dB across
all samples. The actual sound levels were highly variable due to
the nature and duration of the anechoic signals. The output level
was determined by informal listening to not to overwhelm any lis-
teners during the experiment. It is worth to mention that the focus
here is in the relative differences between the conditions, without
attempting to calibrate the listening levels to correspond to any
’true’ references. We also considered to systematically randomise
the output levels, but it was decided to be left out from this study.

3.4. Anechoic signals

ID Descr. Dur. Sources Configuration
M Bruckner 60 s 1 - 24 classic

symphony orc. config.
F musical 48 s 1 - 24 classic

cacophony orc. config.
B stream of brass 26 s 15, 16 2 trumpets &

quartet 17, 18 2 trombones
N pink 5 s 1- 24 classic

noise orc. config.

Table 2: Summary of the anechoic signals used in the listening
experiment.

Table 2 summarises the types of anechoic signals used in the
listening experiment. The source positions on stage are illustrated
in Fig. 1. The signal abbreviated as ’M’ is one minute excerpt
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Hall EDT (s) DRR (dB) G (dB) C80 (dB) JLF LJ (dB) IACC

BK 2.1, 2.1 -4.0, -7.6 2.9, 1.8 -1.7, -2.3 0.25, 0.26 -2.6, -3.4 0.39, 0.31
SB 2.3, 2.1 -1.5, -5.4 2.1, 1.1 0.6, -1.2 0.11, 0.11 -5.5, -5.8 0.56, 0.48

Table 1: Values for acoustical parameters for the two distances D1 (14 m) and D2 (22 m) in each hall. Values are averaged over the 500
Hz and 1 kHz octave bands except for JLF , which is averaged over the 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, and 1 kHz octave bands and LJ which is
energy averaged over the 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, and 1 kHz octave bands.
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Figure 3: a) Photo of the listening room. The listening position,
i.e., the sweet spot is in the middle of the room. b) Illustration of
the loudspeaker positions in the listening room. The ITD contours
are drawn to better illustrate the directions of the loudspeakers in
relation to the ears of the listeners.

of Bruckner’s 8th symphony, second movement. Shorter excerpts
of this composition have been used in our previous investigations
[26, 5], but here we wanted to provide test subjects with enough
time for making their distance judgment.

In contrast to this excerpt of Bruckner’s symphony, two signals
(’F’ and ’B’) were constructed according to a procedure proposed
by Kuusinen [27]. In brief, the anechoic recordings of excerpts of
symphonies by Mozart, Beethoven, Mahler and Bruckner, where
each individual instrument has been recorded separately, were first
cut into variable length (short) segments. Then randomly selected
segments (per each instrument) were concatenated to produce each
instrument track. A certain amount ( 30 % of the total duration)
of silence was required to be left in the individual tracks in order
to reduce the cacophony observed in informal listening to various
outputs of this procedure. Here, two different configurations of
instruments was used. For the signal denoted as ‘F‘, the configu-

ration of the virtual orchestra approximated the configuration of a
full classical orchestra. ‘B‘ signal represents a brass quartet con-
sisting of two trumpets and two trombones located in the middle
of the stage, see Fig. 1. The reason to select brass instruments
was that the directivity patterns of these instruments [28] are sim-
ilar to those of the loudspeakers used as sources in the acoustic
measurements.

Because a single randomisation procedure might yield an out-
put which is far from an ’average’ output, this procedure was run
100 times per each configuration. The acoustic features in these
100 samples were then analysed with MIRToolbox [29] in Matlab,
using the mirfeatures-function, which extracts the averages of a
number of acoustic features from the signals (see [29] for details).
Next, this feature data was subjected to principal component anal-
ysis with varimax rotation on the first 5 components. The sample
scores on these components were used to find the individual sam-
ple nearest to the center of the sample space in terms of Euclidean
distances. The values of the acoustic features themselves are not
investigated here, as they were only used as a means for sample
selection.

The fourth sample type was a 5-second long pink noise, which
was generated separately for each source to avoid unwanted addi-
tive effects when convolved with the spatial impulse responses.

3.5. Subjects

Forty subjects (12 women and 28 men in ages between 21 and 58
years) were recruited from people working in the department of
Computer Science and from the building lobby. The recruitment
process was facilitated by restricting the total duration of the ex-
periment under 20 minutes, meaning that the listening itself was
to be performed in 15 minutes, and that some compromises in the
experimental design were to be made. Seven subjects reported
having some prior experience in listening experiments, and four
subjects had been in the listening room beforehand. The partici-
pants did not report any known hearing impairments when asked.
This was the only screening criterium although it was not formally
tested due to the time restrictions.

3.6. Listening experiment

Inspired by the experimental design used by Mershon and King
[10], the experiment was based on an idea that each subject can
give only one unbiased absolute distance estimate, that is, for the
very first sound they hear in the experiment. All the other sounds
are judged in relation to the first judgment and thus biased by the
’priming’ or ’anchoring’ effect of the first sound. Accordingly any
type of training (e.g., sequences or otherwise) was also excluded
from the experiment. Also, due to restricting the duration of the
listening to 15 minutes, the repetitions of any of the stimuli were
not included in the experiment.
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Before entering the listening room, written and verbal instruc-
tions of the test procedure was presented to the test subjects. The
main instructions were given as:

"Shortly, you will be blindfolded and guided to the listening
room to listen to a set of sound samples. After each sample, your
task is to verbally report the distance to the source/s of the sound
in meters. If you hear multiple sources, report the distance to the
center of the sources. You will hear each sound sample only once.
Try to be as accurate as you can, but give the answer at least in
one meter accuracy."

Then the subjects were blindfolded and guided to a chair at the
listening position in the listening room. The experimenter stayed at
the corner of the room to playback the sound samples from a laptop
and to write down listener’s verbal responses. The sound samples
were presented one by one and after each sample the subject re-
ported the distance to the sound sources in meters. Experimenter
verbally repeated the reported distance to avoid any mistakes in
the responses. An alternative to having the experimenter present
in the room was to provide the listeners with a writing pad and a
pen, as was done by Mershon and King [10], but this was consid-
ered unfeasible in practice without expanding the duration of the
experiment.

The first part (i.e., first 4 sounds) of the experiment was a bal-
anced between subjects block design with the one-minute long ex-
cerpt of Bruckner’s symphony (’M’). The subjects were first di-
vided into two groups of 20 people, according to the hall desig-
nated to the first two samples, that is, either BK or SB. In each
group, half of the subjects (n = 10) were first presented with the
closer sound sample and the other half with the further one. After
the first four samples, the listening continued with the other three
source materials (’F’, ’B’ and ’N’) in random order. The presen-
tation orders of the acoustic conditions within these signals were
randomised.

4. RESULTS

The data consists of total of 640 observations, each being a combi-
nation of subject (N = 40), signal (’M’,’F’, ’B’ and ’N’), hall (SB
and BK), and seating position (i.e., distances D1 and D2). Thus,
there are 320 data points for each hall, 320 for each positions (abbr.
pos), 160 for each signal and 40 for each combination of hall, dis-
tance and signal, referred to as ’sample’ in the following. The 5
%, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, 95 % percentiles for the whole data are 3.0,
7.4, 15.0, 28.0, and 50.0 meters, respectively. Fig. 4 a) and b) show
histograms and normal quartile-quartile (QQ) residual plots for the
data. Histogram illustrates that listeners often used the resolution
of 5 meters instead of one meter which was given in the instruc-
tions. This behaviour is also seen as "steps" in the QQ-plot, which
in addition shows that the data is approximately normal when the
results are transformed to logarithmic coordinates. The geometric
means for two distances across subjects and samples are 12.0 m for
D1 and 14.8 m for D2 in BK and 13.2 m and 15.9 m in SB. Fig.
4 c) and d) shows the data per each subject and per each sample,
repectively. Subjects have used very different scales in their re-
sponses, and few subjects reported some "wild" distance estimates
(max = 240 m) in the case of pink noise.

Analysis of variance (anova) was carried out in log-transformed
responses. Note that any formal test of normality will fail on this
data set, because the data is effectively discrete (with resolution
of 1 meter in untransformed coordinates). However, the analysis
of variance and the corresponding F-tests, are known to be robust

against the violations of the normality [30]. The main results were
checked with non-parametric tests (Kruskal- Wallis) with the same
results, but those are omitted here for brevity.

One main target was to investigate the distance judgements to
the first presented stimuli. The first four stimuli were presented
in a balanced between subjects block design, where the blocking
factor was the presentation order of two halls. Anova results of
these four samples are tabulated in Table 3. There is a significant
main effect of position (F(1,38) = 11.8, p < 0.01) as well as an
interaction effect between hall and the between subjects blocking
factor (hall BK or hall SB first; F(1,38) = 11.5, p < 0.01)). The
block effect is illustrated in Fig. 5 a) where each hall is judged
closer/further depending on which one has been presented first.
This indicates that the order of presentation had a major influence
on the results.

Source df SS MS F p(>F)
Between:

block 1 0.34 0.34 0.11 0.70
residuals 38 123.3 3.24
Within:

hall 1 0.19 0.19 1.2 0.27
pos 1 0.71 0.71 11.8 < 0.01

hall*pos 1 0.02 0.02 0.24 0.62
block*hall 1 1.7 1.7 11.5 < 0.01
block*pos 1 0.01 0.01 0.25 0.62

block*hall*pos 1 0.02 0.02 0.32 0.57
residuals 38 2.34 0.06

Table 3: Anova results regarding the first 4 samples. Significant
effects (p < 0.05) are bold-faced.

Next, we included the rest of the data set in the analysis. The
results of this repeated measures anova are tabulated in Table 4.
Significant differences were found between the two positions, the
two halls as well as between the four signals. There is also a sig-
nificant interaction between the position and signals, meaning that
the differences between the positions were influenced by the prop-
erties of the source material. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5
b).

Due to the significant interaction between the between sub-
jects blocking factor and hall in the first anova, we investigated the
order effect more closely. Within each signal, the samples were
identified by their presentation order, and the factor ’order’ was
included in anova-model. The results revealed significant order
effects for all source material except for the ’F’, which is the ran-
dom cacophony produced by “full orchestra”. The order effects
are illustrated in Fig. 5 c) and tabulated in Table 4.

5. DISCUSSION

It is noteworthy that the experiment was designed so that a single
listening session could be performed in 15 minutes. On the one
hand, this restriction facilitated the recruitment of 40 test subjects,
but on the other hand, only a very limited number of stimuli could
be included. Also, the stimuli were chosen to be long enough in
duration in order to give listeners enough time to adapt to the sound
field and to decide on their answer. As many as four different
source materials were included in the experiment, what excluded
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Figure 4: a) Histogram of the data. b) Normal quartile-quartile (QQ) plot of the residuals (grey: linear scale, black: logarithmic scale). c)
Data per each test subject. d) Data per each combination of source material (F,H,M,N), hall (A or B) and distance (D1 (14 m ) and D2 (22
m).
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Figure 5: Results: a) The excerpt of Bruckner’s symphony (’M’) with a balanced between subjects design where half of the listeners
listened to BK first (left) and half listened to SB first (right). Also within these groups, half of the subjects were first presented with the
closer distance and the other half with the further distance. b) Other source materials. c) Order effect per each source material.

Source df SS MS F p(>F)
Between:
residuals 39 361.8 9.23 - -
Within:

pos 1 6.42 6.42 51.2 < 0.01
hall 1 1.16 1.16 7.40 0.01

signal 3 8.88 2.96 3.6 0.02
pos*signal 3 0.77 0.26 3.55 0.02
hall*signal 3 0.93 0.31 2.67 0.051
hall*pos 1 0.03 0.03 0.42 0.52

hall*pos*signal 3 0.10 0.03 0.44 0.73
residuals 585 139.5 0.24

Order effects:
sig. M 3 2.12 0.71 8.16 < 0.01
sig. F 3 0.37 0.12 1.3 0.28
sig. B 3 0.69 0.23 5.7 < 0.01
sig. N 3 2.5 0.83 7.2 < 0.01

Table 4: Results of overall analysis of variance. Significant effects
(p < 0.05) are bold-faced.

collecting repeated judgments and thus, the assessment of the reli-
ability of the distance judgments. Since we targeted the unbiased
judgments when the sounds are listened to the very first time, it
is possible that the results reflect the perceptions made during the
period of perceptual calibration, adjustment and learning. This in-
terpretation is supported by the observed order effect. However,
when most of the perceptual studies include training sequences to
the experimental design, it is sometimes worthwhile to experiment
with alternative ways, because outside the laboratory such explicit
training sequences hardly exist.

It is also noteworthy that the experimenter was present in the
corner of the listening room - about 2.5 meters behind the listen-
ers - verbally repeating the reported distances back to the listeners.
Thus, the listeners in fact had an implicit reference from the ex-
perimenter’s voice although this distance was never asked or told
to the subjects. Nevertheless, for some people this reference may
have anchored them to the dimensions of the listening room. There
were few people who reported all distances to the range of the re-
production loudspeakers, what also speaks against the desired il-
lusion of being in a larger space.

With these considerations in mind, the results showed that the
majority of the listeners reported distances which were well be-
yond the dimensions of the listening room. Previous studies on
distance perception have reported large inter-individual variances
[8] and this study was not an exception. Especially the convolved
pink noise was proven to be a difficult sample to judge as illus-
trated by the very large variance between the listeners. Neverthe-
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less, in overall the judgement are well in the range of the actual
physical distances. The perceptual distances were also underesti-
mated which is in-line with the previous knowledge.

Considering the first four samples, there is a peculiar relation-
ship between the measured DRR and strength parameter G, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2 and the distance estimates, as illustrated in Fig.
5a. When BK was presented first, the judgments follow G, and the
higher DRR in SB seems to be counteracted by the lesser overall
strength of the sound field. When SB was presented first, the judg-
ments seem to follow DRR, so that the greater relative reverberant
sound energy in BK (lower DRR) seems to make the sources sound
further away, even though G is greater in BK. In other words,
when the first two samples had overall loudness greater than the
two subsequent samples, according to the values of G, the distance
judgments were based on the loudness differences. When the later
presented samples actually had greater G, they were still judged
as being further away as if the relative judgments were based on
differences in DRR and not on overall loudness.

However, because the results showed that the order of presen-
tation influenced the judgments, as illustrated in Fig. 5c and that
the subjects did not have any possibility to make repeated compar-
isons between the auralizations, we suspect that this peculiarity is
related to the perceptual calibration to the task as well as to the
stimuli. The order effect was observed for all signal types except
for the signal which was described as "musical cacophony" (’F’-
signal). Remembering that the experimental design consisted of
the combination of balanced between subjects design (first four
samples), and a randomised design within the other signals, the
order effect seems to be robust but dependent on the properties of
the source material. So, this order effect seems to explain the pecu-
liar relationship between the distance judgments and DRR and G
in the first four samples. Nevertheless, the reasons why the sources
in later presented auralizations were judged as being further is an
open question and deserves some speculation.

For the three signals which exhibit the order effect, it is pos-
sible that repeated exposure to the same musical source material
allows for a gradual attentional shift from the musical features to
the room acoustic cues initially overshadowed by the attentional
(musical) targets in the signals, that is, by the musicality of the
signals. By informal listening it was observed that ’F’-signal was
actually sparser than the other signals providing separate uncon-
nected sound elements which possibly allowed the listeners to di-
rectly focus on the room acoustics and the relevant auditory dis-
tance cues without being distracted by the musical features. Con-
sidering that this is the first study where this systematic stimulus
production procedure [27] has been employed in a listening exper-
iment, the ’F’-signal gave results which warrant for further inves-
tigations with this approach.

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the feasibil-
ity of these auralizations to study distance perception in concert
halls and the results give a good premise to continue with more
detailed experiments. Although the results did not show signifi-
cant interaction effect between the hall and distance, it is possible
that including more seating positions, that is, more variation in dis-
tance and collecting the distance judgments with a more rigorous
and systematic testing procedure could reveal more on the effect
of hall acoustics on auditory distance perception.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Spatial decomposition method (SDM) based multichannel aural-
izations were used to study auditory distance perception in con-
cert halls with forty naive test subjects. There were large inter-
individual differences in the reported distances, and many listen-
ers used the resolution of five meters what reflects the inaccuracy
of our auditory distance perception for longer distances. Still, the
results indicated that these auralizations produced significantly dif-
ferent distance estimates between the two halls and two positions
under evaluation. However, the results failed to show an interac-
tion effect between distance and hall acoustics. Possible reason is
that only two distances and two halls were included while a more
systematic variation in distances and halls might reveal such an
interaction. Overall, the present experiment yielded distance esti-
mates which are reasonably close to the real distances indicating
that these auralizations may well be used to study perceived dis-
tances in concert halls, but that the following studies should use a
more rigorous experimental approach.

Finally, the results showed an interesting effect of the order of
presentation which was observed for all but one source material.
The subjects gave increasing distance estimates with repeated ex-
posure to the same source material independent of the auralized
acoustic conditions. Such an effect is possibly related to the musi-
cality or other properties of the source material, but the definitive
reasons for this effect remain unclear and open for future work.
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ABSTRACT 

 

Spatial audio playback solutions provide video game play-

ers with ways to experience more immersive and engaging 

video game content. This paper aims to find whether lis-

tening systems that are able to more accurately convey 

spatial information are preferred by video game players, 

and to what extent this is true for different loudspeaker 

configurations whilst engaged in video game play. Results 

do suggest that a listening system with high perceived spa-

tial quality is more preferred.    

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Spatial audio hardware and software solutions are quickly 

becoming the state of the art in video game audio play-

back. Whether this is through multichannel speaker con-

figurations, such as stereo, 7.1 surround, Dolby ATMOS 

[1], or binaural headphone solutions such as DTS Head-

phoneX [2] and Razer Surround [3], video game players 

can now experience immersive audio in a variety of ways.  

    The dynamic nature of video gameplay lends itself well 

to the fundamental qualities of spatial audio, arguably 

more so than cinema or music. A vast majority of what is 

perceived by the player, especially in first and third-person 

content occurs off-screen, either behind or to the side of 

the camera view [4].  This is where effective use of spatial 

audio can be especially useful, where spatialised sound 

cues can be used to warn players of impending threats, po-

tentially giving a competitive advantage in multiplayer sit-

uations [5, 6]. Sound cues can also be used to reduce the 

information presented on screen, for example on the heads 

up display (HUD), to the extent where it is possible to de-

velop audio only games [7].    

    This paper describes an experiment to ascertain whether 

the use of spatial audio in game audio playback rendering 

solutions, and in the games development process, has a 

positive impact on video game player quality of experi-

ence. Appropriate game content will be sourced and, in 

playing through a scene, participants will subjectively rate 

the spatial sound quality and preference of some typical 

game audio playback systems. It is hypothesised that an 

audio system with subjectively high spatial sound quality 

will be preferred to those with lower capabilities. Section 2 

outlines the process of choosing appropriate video game 

content for the purposes of experimentation, and the ex-

perimental method. The spatial attributes used to assess 

said content are also given. Results and analysis are given 

in Section 3.  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 

2.1. Content Selection 

 

Video game content appropriate for the purposes of this 

study was chosen according to a specific set of criteria di-

vided into two main categories:  

 

Audio:  

 Appropriate and effective use of spatial audio. 

 7.1 surround sound compatibility. 

 Third-party critical acclaim for use of audio. 

,
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Gameplay: 

 Repeatability.  

 A limited number of ‘fail-states’, meaning it should be 

difficult for a player to fail as a result of death or not 

completing an objective. 

 The ability to easily restart with little or no back-

tracking. 

 Simple controls. 

 An easy to follow, preferably linear path.  

Extensive play testing of a wide range of content revealed 

Naughty Dog’s The Last of Us: Remastered, (on the 

Playstation 4) to be the most appropriate video game for 

the purposes of this study as it fulfills all the set criteria. 

The game is currently the most awarded in recorded histo-

ry [8] and has won a multitude of audio related awards in-

cluding a BAFTA for Audio Achievement [9] and 

G.A.N.G (Game Audio Network Guild) awards for Audio 

of the Year, Sound Design of the Year and Best Audio 

Mix in 2014 [10], showing considerable acclaim in the in-

dustry.  

    Not only does the spatial mix aesthetically enrich the 

virtual environments and settings presented to the player 

through effective use of spatial audio, but it is also essen-

tial to the gameplay. The audio in itself can be considered 

as one of the core gameplay mechanics, where players are 

able to locate potential threats purely through listening. 

Playing the game through a multi-channel audio system 

seems to significantly increase chances of survival where 

players are able to gain a tactical advantage over enemies 

by listening for their whereabouts.  

    The introductory sequence of The Last of Us: Remas-

tered is especially appropriate for the purposes of experi-

mentation. The player is required to follow a linear path, 

reducing the likelihood for inexperienced participants to 

get lost. The majority of the audio events are scripted and 

won’t trigger until the player encounters a particular sec-

tion, ensuring similar auditory experiences on multiple 

play-throughs. The number of fail-states in the sequence is 

low, where even if the player does fail they are able to 

quickly continue the play-through with minimal conse-

quence.  

    It has also been shown that giving participants’ too 

much control in an experiment such as this will have an 

adverse effect on their ability to rate sound quality [11], 

making this particular section in The Last of Us: Remas-

tered ideal - all that is required of the player is to move 

their character and follow clear, on-screen button prompts 

for more complex interactions.  

 

2.2. Playback Scenarios 

 

Three playback listening conditions were used in the ex-

periment: mono, stereo and 7.1 surround-sound. These 

three conditions were chosen as they best represent current 

audio solutions available to the average gamer. Mono was 

used for the least spatially capable listening condition as it 

is near impossible to convey accurate spatial information 

over one loudspeaker. Stereo playback permits sound to be 

positioned horizontally left and right giving some amount 

of spatialisation. The 7.1 surround-sound loudspeaker ar-

rangement is the best spatial solution of the three as it al-

lows for full horizontal spatialisation, enveloping the play-

er in sound and also allows for fairly accurate sound 

source localisation. In consumer gaming, it is also current-

ly the limit as to what is offered in terms of surround-

sound channel count. 

    In order to ensure participants are not biased in their re-

sponses by being able to detect the number of speakers ac-

tually active in the playback system, it was decided that 

both the mono and stereo listening conditions would make 

use of all of the 8 speakers to be used in the 7.1 surround-

sound configuration. It is possible to set the AV receiver 

used in the tests, which handles all the audio and visual 

information from the Playstaion 4 and outputs it to the ap-

propriate listening and viewing apparatus, to Full Mono 

where a single mono mix-down of the game audio stream 

is sent to all connected speakers. Similarly the listening 

mode All Ch. Stereo takes the stereo game audio stream 

(which may well be down-mixed automatically from a 

higher channel count by either the game engine or the re-

ceiver) and sends audio for the left channel to all three 

speakers to the left of the listener and the same for the 

right. The centre channel outputs a sum of the left and 

right channels.  Typically it would not be expected that a 

listener would experience mono or stereo material in this 

fashion. A subwoofer was included in all three listening 

conditions for low frequency effects. Content was present-

ed to participants in this way to make the transition be-

tween listening conditions less obvious. It can be expected 

that the effectiveness of the game’s spatial audio would 

still be limited since the physical limitations of these lis-

tening modes would not allow for the exploitation of criti-

cal spatial information, especially in regards to sound cues 

from behind the listener.  

    To assess each playback scenario participants were split 

into three groups (A, B and C), each of which was exposed 

to two of the possible three listening conditions:  

 

 Group A - Mono – Stereo. 

 Group B - Mono – Surround. 

 Group C - Stereo – Surround.  

Due to the length of the chosen scene from The Last of Us: 

Remastered (approximately 12 minutes) it was decided 

participants should only be exposed to two of the three lis-

tening conditions, significantly reducing the amount of 

time required of each participant and also the risk of any 

learning bias that may be present after three play-throughs. 

A third play-through may also confuse subjects’ judge-

ment and therefore affect preference ratings. Participant 

identities were anonymised by assigning each a unique 

number and the order of exposure to the two listening con-

ditions was randomised.  
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2.3. Spatial Attributes 

 

The list of attributes chosen to rate the spatial sound quali-

ty of the game audio content is as follows:  

 

 Depth. 

 Distance. 

 Sound Source Localisation. 

 Sound Source Definition. 

 Stability. 

 Envelopment of Reverberation. 

 Source Width. 

These attributes and their accompanying descriptors (for 

the benefit of participants) were sourced from several dif-

ferent spatial attribute lists suggested by the SAQI (Spatial 

Audio Quality Inventory) [12], ITU recommendation 

BS.1284-1 [13], and other publications [14-16].   

These spatial attributes were rated by participants on a 5-

point quality scale ranging from Bad (1), Poor (2), Fair 

(3), Good (4) to Excellent (5) as suggested by ITU rec-

ommendation BS.1284-1 [13].  

    After completion of both play-throughs preference was 

measured on a 7-point paired comparison scale where par-

ticipants were able to state which of the two listening con-

ditions they were personally exposed to they preferred and 

to what extent. The scale ranged from Strong Preference 

for A (3), Preference for A (2), Slight Preference for A (1), 

No Preference (0), Slight Preference for B (1), Preference 

for B (2) and Strong Preference for B (3) [17].  

    Using paired comparison of this type it can be assumed 

that the preference rating for stimuli A will be the same 

value, but of opposite magnitude, to the rating given to 

stimuli B and vice-versa [18]. For example if surround-

sound (A) were being compared to mono (B) and received 

a rating of 3 for strong preference, mono would then re-

ceive a -3 as it can be presumed it is strongly not pre-

ferred.  

 

2.4. Apparatus 

 

The Last of Us: Remastered was played on a Sony 

Playstation 4 connected via HDMI to an Onkyo TX-

NR838 AV Receiver. Six Genelec 8040As, one Genelec 

8040B (centre channel) and a Genelec 7060B Active Sub-

woofer were arranged according to the ITU specification 

[19] for 7.1 surround-sound listening and connected to the 

appropriate audio outputs of the receiver. The sound level 

of each speaker was measured with an SPL meter and test 

tone to ensure all speakers were at a consistent level. 

Overall volume was controlled by the receiver and set to a 

comfortable level for the duration of the experiment. 

    An Optoma HD200X projector was used for visual 

feedback and connected via HDMI to the main video out 

of the receiver. An office chair was positioned in the sweet 

spot for participants to be seated whilst partaking in the 

experiment. The listening room was surrounded by a thick 

absorbing drape with foam acoustic panelling above the 

listener. The extra speakers above, below and to the side of 

listener, shown in Figure 2, that do not conform to the 7.1 

surround sound speaker configuration were not active.   

 

3. RESULTS 

 

In total 21 participants took part in the experiment (17 

male and 4 female). 20 of these participants were aged 20-

35 with one over 50. In regards to gameplay experience 5 

of the participants play games on a daily basis, 10 weekly, 

3 monthly, 2 yearly and 1 never. Participants were split 

evenly into 3 groups (A, B and C) corresponding to the 3 

sets of listening conditions giving 7 per group and 14 for 

each listening condition.  

  

 

Figure 1: The full experimental surround-sound 

loudspeaker configuration used, conforming to the 

7.1 standard - from [19]. 

Participants were first given an experiment pack contain-

ing an information sheet with consent form, event time-

line, control scheme, spatial attribute list with descriptors 

and questionnaire. Spatial attributes were further explained 

to participants by the experimenter upon request. Subtitles 

were turned on and the vertical axis for the game’s camera 

control inverted if requested by the participant.  

    Depending on group allocation, and unknown to the 

participant, one of two listening conditions was randomly 

chosen and set on the receiver by the experimenter. After 

completing the first play-through participants were asked 

to exit the listening space and fill in the first spatial quality 

questionnaire whilst the experimenter reset the game and 

set the receiver to the second listening condition. Upon 
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completion of the second play-through participants filled 

in the remainder of the questionnaire. The experimenter 

stayed in the room throughout the test to offer help in nav-

igating the game if needed.   

    Comments regarding the experiment were also noted by 

participants.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: The listening room used throughout the 

experiment. Loudspeakers not part of the defined 

7.1 playback system were non-active during the 

test. 

3.1. Analysis 

 

Before analysis it was decided the stability attribute would 

be removed as one participant did not give a score due to a 

lack of understanding. It was felt it would be less detri-

mental to the experiment if the attribute was removed from 

the analysis process rather than omitting a participant’s 

entire set of results. Individual spatial attribute scores for 

each participant were first normalised by generating z-

scores [20] and then averaged by participant to give over-

all spatial quality ratings for each listening condition. All 

statistical analysis was conducted in MATLAB.  

   Independent t-tests revealed there to be a statistically 

significant difference between the spatial quality ratings 

for all three listening conditions given by groups A, B and 

C at p<.05. This suggests that perceived spatial quality is 

influenced by the listening condition a participant is ex-

posed to. Results from the t-tests are given in Table 1.  

Table 1: Table of t-test results across all listening con-

ditions and groups.  A value of ‘1’ represents a rejec-

tion of the null hypothesis at p<.05.  

 

One-way ANOVA tests revealed there was no statistically 

significant difference between spatial quality scores given 

by different groups assessing the mono and surround lis-

tening conditions at p<.05. For mono groups A and B 

[F(1,6) = 4.34, p = 0.06], and surround groups B and C 

[F(1,6) = 3.69, p = 0.08]. These results suggest that indi-

viduals from different sample groups will have a similar 

subjective opinion regarding spatial sound quality of the 

same listening condition when engaged in playing a video 

game. However, this cannot be said for the stereo condi-

tion where [F(1,6) = 16.22, p = 0.002]. Through further 

analysis it was shown that the spatial quality scores given 

for stereo when compared to mono were significantly 

 

 

Figure 3: The mean of the normalised spatial quality 

scores for the mono, stereo and 7.1 surround-sound lis-

tening conditions with standard error. 

higher than those when compared to 7.1 surround-sound.            

    A comparison between the group means of the three lis-

tening conditions indicates a statistically significant differ-

ence between the subjective spatial quality of mono, stereo 

and 7.1 surround sound. The mean spatial quality scores 

for each listening condition are presented in Figure 3. 

Analysis by one-way ANOVA determined [F(2,13) = 

21.17, p<0.001] at the p<.05 level, suggesting that listen-

ing condition has a significant effect on subjective impres-

sion of spatial quality. An honest significance difference 

(HSD) post-hoc test revealed that both stereo and 7.1 sur-

round-sound total spatial quality scores were considerably 

higher than those for mono. Spatial quality scores for ste-

reo and surround are however not significantly different to 

one another at p<.05.      

    It was anticipated that mono would receive the lowest 

spatial quality score of the three listening conditions since 

the physical capabilities of a single, down-mixed audio 

signal make conveying accurate spatial information diffi-

cult. However, it was also expected that 7.1 surround-

sound would be perceived by individuals to be the more 
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spatially capable system which, according to the results, is 

not the case.  

     Analysis of preference ratings given to the same listen-

ing condition by different groups revealed there to be no 

statistical difference between mono groups A and B, 

[F(1,6) = 0.96, p = 0.34] and surround groups B and C 

[F(1,6) = 3.43, p = 0.09]. There was however a much more 

noticeable difference between the preference ratings given 

by groups A and C for the stereo condition where [F(1,6) = 

8.65, p = 0.01] at p<.05. HSD output revealed stereo re-

ceived higher preference ratings from group A (Mono – 

Stereo) and lower ratings from group C (Stereo – Sur-

round). 

 

Figure 4: The mean preference ratings for the 

mono, stereo and 7.1 surround-sound listening 

conditions with the standard error. 

 

Figure 5: Regression model of spatial quality 

scores vs preference ratings. 

Much like the spatial quality scores given for stereo, this 

implies that to some extent preference is being affected by 

the combination of conditions a participant is exposed to.   

    Analysis of preference ratings grouped by listening 

condition determined that [F(2,13) = 16.63, p<0.001] at 

p<.05, suggesting it has a significant effect on preference. 

The mean preference ratings for each listening condition 

are given in Figure 4. A Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test of the 

preference ratings yielded a similar result to that of spatial 

quality, where mono was preferred the least but stereo and 

surround received statistically similar ratings at p<.05.  

    Again this result was not expected as it was hypothe-

sised that 7.1 surround-sound would be more preferred 

than both the mono and stereo listening conditions. How-

ever, these results do show that as subjective impression of 

spatial quality increases, so does preference. This is illus-

trated by the regression model of non-normalised data in 

Figure 5 where the line of best fit shows how preference 

(Y axis) for a listening condition will increase as its spatial 

quality (X axis) improves.  

 

3.2. Discussion 

 

From the analysis of results it can be seen that a listening 

condition that is subjectively perceived to be of high spa-

tial quality will be more preferred when engaged in video 

game play. This is especially clear in regards to the mono 

listening condition which received the lowest spatial quali-

ty scores and was also the least preferred.  

    However, the analysis also suggests that stereo is as spa-

tially capable as 7.1 surround sound and equally as pre-

ferred. This outcome was not expected and is most likely 

due to the fact that all-channel stereo was used in place of 

traditional 2-channel frontal stereo in an attempt to make 

the transition between listening conditions less obvious. 

Stereo allows for some amount of spatialisation between 

the left and right channels, which will have been exagger-

ated by the use of all-channel stereo. This extreme panning 

to the left and right may have been perceived by listeners 

to be more spatial than regular stereo, resulting in a more 

positive opinion of the condition. It is also important to 

note that full mono and all-channel stereo are naturally go-

ing to feel more enveloping than their more traditional one 

and two-channel counterparts, since audio will be per-

ceived to be all around the listener, even if the spatial in-

formation is not accurate.   

    The game’s onscreen visuals coupled with the potential 

envelopment of full mono and all-channel stereo, may 

have also played a part in convincing participants into 

thinking they were experiencing a more spatialised sound-

scape. Studies have shown that visual stimuli can have 

significant effects on an individual’s ability to perceive 

spatial aspects of a soundscape, especially relating to 

sound source localization [21, 22]. This is apparent in 

some of the participants’ comments. After it was revealed 

to a participant which listening conditions they were per-

sonally exposed to it was implied that they were able to 
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localise the sounds of two passing police cars even in the 

full mono environment. Another stated they could hear a 

helicopter passing over their head in both the stereo and 

mono conditions even though loudspeakers to simulate el-

evation were not included in this experiment.  

    It was decided frontal two-channel stereo should be 

added as a fourth listening condition and directly com-

pared to 7.1 surround sound in a second set of tests to find 

if the use of all-channel stereo influenced the original re-

sults. It was hypothesised that stereo would receive a low-

er spatial rating than 7.1 surround-sound and be less pre-

ferred.  

 

3.3. Experimental Procedure 

 

A fourth group of participants (D) was assembled to assess 

the spatial sound quality and give preference ratings for 

normal two-channel frontal stereo compared to 7.1 sur-

round-sound. Participants were subject to the same proce-

dure as the previous experiment. 6 new participants took 

part (4 male, 2 female) aged between 18 and 30.  

3.4. Analysis 

Spatial quality scores were normalised and averaged by 

participant, then analysed by one-way ANOVA. Analysis 

of the spatial quality scores for surround-sound and full 

frontal stereo determined [F(1,5) = 20.59, p = 0.001] at 

p<0.05.  As expected the spatial quality of 7.1 surround-

sound was significantly higher than that of traditional, 

two-channel stereo. The mean spatial quality scores for 

both conditions are illustrated in Figure 6.  

     Furthermore, analysis of the preference ratings given to 

frontal stereo and surround revealed [F(1,5) = 320, 

p<0.001] at p<0.05. By inspecting of the mean preference 

ratings presented in Figure 7 it can be seen that there is a 

clear difference between the two conditions.   

 

3.5. Discussion 

 

As was hypothesised, 7.1 surround-sound received higher 

spatial quality scores than the regular stereo listening envi-

ronment and as a result was more preferred by partici-

pants. This further reinforces the idea that, if given the 

choice, players will prefer to experience their games 

through more spatially able listening environments. It can 

also be said that the unexpected results previously ob-

served were most likely down to the use of full channel 

stereo, rather than regular two-channel frontal stereo, as a 

playback condition, giving a more realistic insight into 

playback solutions available to the average gamer.  

     However, a crucial question still remains unanswered: 

how perceivable are the differences between 7.1 surround-

sound and all-channel stereo and where does the threshold 

of discrepancy lie?  

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Results from these experiments do suggest that video 

game players have a more preferable experience when lis-

tening to their games through spatial audio speaker sys-

tems. The first set of tests indicate that stereo and 7.1 sur-

round-sound gameplay demonstrated clear perceptual spa-

tial quality improvement in comparison to mono, thus be- 

ing more preferred. The subjective similarity between ste-

reo and 7.1 was not expected and shows no significant dif-

ference in player preference, however further tests using 

regular, two-channel frontal stereo suggest that this was 

due to the experimental conditions used in the original ex-

periment.  

 

 

Figure 6: The means of normalised spatial quality 

scores for the frontal stereo and 7.1 surround 

sound listening conditions with the standard error. 

 

Figure 7: The mean preference ratings for the 

frontal stereo and 7.1 surround sound listening 

conditions with the standard error. 
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5. FURTHER WORK 

   

Even where 7.1 surround-sound demonstrates improve-

ment, a loudspeaker setup of this caliber isn’t always the 

most practical configuration, especially for gamers where 

price, free space and living conditions have to be taken in-

to account. Virtualising surround-sound headphones are 

the current alternative available to video game players on 

both next generation consoles and PC. Experiments de-

signed to not only assess the spatial quality of such solu-

tions, but also test whether players actually get better at 

their games as a result of using them would be highly ben-

eficial.  

    The Last of Us: Remastered falls very firmly into the 

action-adventure genre so it can easily be seen how games 

like this and of similar a genre (such as FPS (first person 

shooter) and horror) could benefit from effective spatial 

audio. However, it is not clear how spatial audio may ben-

efit players of less obvious genres such as puzzle games or 

side-scrollers. It would be interesting to see how spatial 

audio could be used in a more creative sense to provide 

auditory feedback in these types of games, rather than to 

create ‘lifelike’ audio simulations as is often the case.  

    One of the drawbacks of the experiments presented in 

this paper is the reliance on participants to be able to accu-

rately rate the spatial quality of the listening conditions 

presented to them. There are a number of factors that can 

affect the reliability of such subjective measures such as: 

 

 Participants’ ability to recall their opinions on specific 

elements of the in-game soundscape after extensive 

playing time. 

 The clarity of the spatial attributes to be rated. 

 The assumption that playing a video game is not go-

ing to distract from the core purposes of the test. 

An experiment is currently in development to find whether 

the introduction of spatial audio in a gaming environment 

has an effect on a player’s physically measureable emo-

tional output. Through skin conductance and heart rate 

measures it is possible to quantify an individual’s arousal 

and valence, which when collectively observed can give an 

idea as to their current emotional state [23]. A positive 

outcome from an experiment such as this could add con-

siderable weight to data gathered by subjective methods.   
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ABSTRACT

The relation between anthropometric parameters and Head-Related
Transfer Function (HRTF) features, especially those due to the
pinna, are not fully understood yet. In this paper we apply signal
processing techniques to extract the frequencies of the main pinna
notches (known asN1, N2, andN3) in the frontal part of the me-
dian plane and build a model relating them to13 different anthro-
pometric parameters of the pinna, some of which depend on the
elevation angle of the sound source. Results show that while the
considered anthropometric parameters are not able to approximate
with sufficient accuracy neither theN2 nor theN3 frequency, eight
of them are sufficient for modeling the frequency ofN1 within a
psychoacoustically acceptable margin of error. In particular, dis-
tances between the ear canal and the outer helix border are the
most important parameters for predictingN1.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the current binaural sound rendering techniques rely on the
use of Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs), i.e. filters that
capture the acoustic effects of the human head [1]. HRTFs allow
loyal simulation of the signal that arrives at the entrance of the ear
canal as a function of the sound source spatial position. The classic
solution best approximating free-field listening conditions involves
the use of individual HRTFs measured on the listener himself with
the addition of head tracking and artificial reverberation [2]. How-
ever, obtaining personal HRTF data for a vast number of users
is only possible with expensive equipment and invasive record-
ing procedures [3]. This is the reason why non-individual HRTFs,
acoustically measured on anthropomorphic mannequins, are often
preferred in practice. The drawback with non-individual HRTFs is
that these likely never match with the listener’s unique anthropom-
etry, and especially the outer ear, resulting in frequent localization
errors such as front/back reversals, elevation angle misperception,
and inside-the-head localization [4].

In order to efficiently face such issues, several techniques for
synthetic HRTF design have been proposed during the last two
decades. In the authors’ opinion, the most attractive is represented
by structural HRTF models [5]. According to this approach, the
most important effects involved in spatial sound perception (acous-
tic delays and shadowing due to head diffraction, reflections on
pinna contours and shoulders, and so on) are isolated and modeled
separately with a corresponding filtering element. The advantages
of such an approach over alternative binaural rendering techniques
are twofold:

1. adaptability to a specific subject, based on anthropometric

quantities (head radius, pinna shape, shoulder width, and so
on);

2. computational efficiency, as models are structured in smaller
blocks each simulating one physical effect, allowing low-
cost implementation and low-latency reproduction on many
devices.

However, previous studies on the relation between acoustic effects
and anthropometry - including applications of anthropometric re-
gression methods to measured HRTF data [6, 7, 8, 9] - have pro-
duced mixed results, highlighting that many of these relations are
not fully understood yet.

We can identify two reasons why these studies fail at explain-
ing such relations. First, they typically do not take into account
prior knowledge of the structural components that are responsible
for localization cues, blindly applying classical machine learning
techniques to long anthropometric feature vectors including irrele-
vant parameters that only have the effect of increasing clutter. Sec-
ond, the former studies consider the whole HRTF or a dimension-
ally reduced version of it (e.g. via Principal Component Analysis)
as the set of target variables, without applying any substantial pre-
processing step in order to extract local HRTF features. In particu-
lar, it is known that local minima (notches) and maxima (peaks) in
the transfer function are salient for detecting the most “individual”
dimension, i.e. the elevation of a sound source [10].

This paper’s main objective is to explore the relationship be-
tween the center frequencies of the three main notches in a set of
frontal median-plane HRTFs and anthropometric parameters under
the form of global pinna measurements (e.g. pinna height, concha
width) as well as measurements that vary with the elevation an-
gle of the sound source (i.e. distances between the ear canal and
pinna edges). Indeed, the starting point of this paper (briefly re-
ported in Section 2) is a previous work [11] that highlights how
in median-plane HRTFs frequencies of the most prominent spec-
tral minima are tightly related to the shape of the subject’s pinna,
and in particular to the above cited distances. Section 3 describes
the methods for feature extraction and the anthropometric regres-
sion model, whose results are reported and discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. A STRUCTURAL PINNA MODEL

The most relevant differences between the HRTFs of two subjects
are due to different pinna features (shape, size, and orientation).
The pinna has a fundamental role in shaping HRTFs thanks to two
main acoustic phenomena, i.e., reflections and resonances. Conse-
quently, the HRTF shows a sequence of peaks centered around the
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the structural pinna model.

resonant frequencies and a sequence of notches located at all those
frequencies where destructive interference between direct and re-
flected waves occurs. The spectral location of peaks and notches
represents a pivotal cue to the characterization of the sound source’s
spatial position, in particular of its elevation [10].

As a matter of fact, Iidaet al. [12] showed that a parametric
HRTF recomposed using only the first peak in the HRTF spectrum
coupled with the first two notches yields almost the same local-
ization accuracy as the corresponding measured HRTF. Additional
evidence in support of the lowest-frequency notches’ relevance is
given by Moore [13], who states that the threshold for perceiving
a shift in the central frequency of a spectral notch is consistent
with the localization blur (i.e., the angular threshold for detecting
changes in the direction of a sound source) on the median plane.
Also, Hebrank and Wright [14] judge increasing frontal elevation
apparently cued by the increasing central frequency of a notch.

Previous literature suggests a number of solutions to synthetic
modeling of the pinna-related component, known as Pinna-Related
Transfer Function (PRTF). However, these models suffer from evi-
dent limits, e.g., the validity in an over restricted spatial region [15],
and/or the absence of an explicit parametrization on the listener’s
anthropometry [16]. The authors propose a structural PRTF model
composed of two filter blocks [11]. As Fig. 1 details, the first block
(resonantblock) includes two second-order peak filters placed in
parallel, while the second block (reflectiveblock) includes three
second-order notch filters placed in series.

Similarly to previous works [17], the authors also studied the
relation between notch frequencies in PRTFs and pinna geome-
try. A ray-tracing procedure on pinna images was exploited to
map reflection points at a given distance from the reference ear-
canal point, each of which is directly derived from a single notch
frequency. The authors conclude that the use of negative reflection
coefficients is crucial in determining notch frequencies. Therefore,
the relation between notch frequency and reflection point-ear canal
distance can be approximated by the following simple equation,

Di(φ) =
c

2Fi(φ)
, (1)

wherec is the speed of sound,φ is the PRTF elevation angle,Fi

is the center frequency of thei-th notchNi, andDi is the distance
between the corresponding reflection point and the ear-canal point.

Reflection points obtained from Eq. (1) were mapped on pinna im-
ages of a pool of experimental subjects, resulting in a close corre-
spondence between reflection points and the three main contours,
i.e. helix border, antihelix/concha inner wall, and concha border.

As a consequence, if we have an image of the pinna we can
extract the above three contours, transform them into a sequence
of polar coordinate pairs(Di(φ), φ) with respect to the ear-canal
point, and derive from Eq. (1) notch frequencies for every desired
elevationφ and for each of the three contours. The only inde-
pendent parameter used in the model is indeed sound source ele-
vation, which drives the evaluation of three polynomial functions
(F i

n, i = 1, 2, 3) that interpolate the obtained notch frequencies
for a certain sampling step∆φ. For what concerns the bandwidth
and gain of notches as parameters, no clear relation with the pinna
shape was found. The authors previously approximated these pa-
rameters, as well as resonance parameters, using average values
from a population of subjects [18].

3. METHODS

The raw dataset consists of measured Head-Related Impulse Re-
sponses (HRIRs) from the CIPIC database [19], a public-domain
database of high spatial resolution HRIRs measured at 1250 direc-
tions for 45 different subjects. Since this work involves subject
anthropometry in the form of both numeric data (anthropometric
parameters included in the CIPIC database) and a picture of their
left or right pinna, we consider the33 of them for which both are
available for our analysis.

Consistently with the CIPIC database spatial grid, we take the
interaural polar coordinate system as reference. We restrict our
analysis to the frontal half of the median plane (azimuth angleθ =
0◦), with the elevation angleφ varying fromφ = −45◦ to φ =
45◦ at 5.625-degree steps (17 HRIRs per subject). We choose to
consider the median plane because relative azimuthal variations up
to at least∆θ = 30◦ at fixed elevation cause very slight spectral
changes in the pinna-related component of the HRTF [20], hence
the model can be generalized to a wider set of azimuth values.
Elevations higher than45◦ were discarded because of the general
lack of spectral notches in the corresponding HRTFs [21].

3.1. Notch frequency extraction

In order to get the relevant notch frequencies, we apply the ad-hoc
signal processing algorithm by Raykaret al. [20] to each HRIR.
Briefly, the algorithm computes the autocorrelation function of
the linear prediction residual and extracts notch frequencies as the
local minima of its group-delay function falling beyond a fixed
threshold (heuristically set to−0.5 samples). Then, for each avail-
able elevationφ, the extracted notches are grouped in frequency
tracks along adjacent elevations through the McAulay-Quatieri par-
tial tracking algorithm [22], originally used to group sinusoidal
partials along consecutive temporal windows according to their
spectral location. The matching interval for the tracking procedure
is set to∆ = 1 kHz. The very same procedure for notch extraction
and grouping was successfully used in a previous work [23].

Only tracks with3 notches at least are preserved. If more than
three tracks satisfying such a requirement are available, only the
three longest tracks are considered and each frequency point la-
beledF1, F2, andF3 in increasing order of average frequency.
In those cases where a subject lacks a notch track (9 cases out of
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Figure 2:Extracted notch tracks of four representative CIPIC sub-
jects (N1:+, N2:◦, N3:×).

Figure 3:The10 anthropometric parameters of the pinna included
in the CIPIC database (figure reproduced from [19]).

33), labels are assigned according to the closest notch track fre-
quency median among all subjects with three tracks. Figure 2
reports notch tracks of four representative subjects. Overall, the
notch frequency extraction step yields367 different observations
for F1, 401 for F2, and303 for F3. Given the limited amount
of data and the exploratory nature of this work, all observations
will be used to train the following regression model, and10-fold
cross-validation will be performed to give an estimate of model fit.

3.2. Anthropometric feature extraction

Thirty-seven global anthropometric measurements for each one of
the33 considered subjects are available in the CIPIC database,17
for the head and torso and10 for each pinna. In this work, be-
cause of the focus on pinna notches, we consider the single pinna
parameters only, which are reported in Fig. 3 and described in Ta-
ble 1 for convenience. Table 1 also reports pairwise correlation
values calculated on all available CIPIC subjects. Notice the over-

Figure 4:Anatomy of the pinna and the three extracted pinna con-
toursC1, C2, andC3.

all weak correlation values, apart from some cases where measure-
ments overlap (e.g.d4−d5, d3−d7), which denotes an acceptable
degree of orthogonality among the considered parameters.

In addition, elevation-dependent parameters strictly related to
the ray-tracing rationale outlined in the previous Section are ex-
tracted according to the following procedure. The three contours
corresponding to the outer helix border, the inner helix border,
and the concha border/antitragus (see Fig. 4 for visual evidence of
these contours) are traced by hand with the help of a pen tablet and
stored as sequences of pixels.1 Then, the point of maximum pro-
tuberance of the tragus is chosen as the reference ear-canal point
for the computation of distance parameters. For each considered
elevation angleφ ∈ [−45, 45], distances in pixels between the ref-
erence point and the point intersecting each traced pinna contour
along the ray originating from the reference point with slope−φ
are finally converted to centimeters based on the measuring tape
reported in each picture close to the pinna and stored asri(φ),
wherei ∈ {1, 2, 3} refers to the associated contourCi.

The three parametersr1, r2, andr3 are, as one may expect
due to the roughly elliptic shape of the pinna, highly correlated. In
particular, the correlation betweenr1 andr2 is 0.95 and these both
correlate0.75 with r3. The very high correlation value betweenr1

andr2 can also be explained by the fact they both refer to the helix.

1Notice that these three contours do not all correspond to thethree hy-
pothesized reflection contours described in the previous Section. The rea-
son we chose them is that in practical applications the same three contours
can be robustly extracted through depth edge detection techniques based on
multi-flash imaging [24]. However, in this work we chose manual tracing
over automatic edge detection because single pictures were available only
and because intensity-based edge detection methods (e.g. Canny, Sobel)
fail in low-contrast areas such as those in the available pictures.
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Table 1:Pearson correlation coefficients between each pair of anthropometric parameters of the pinna.

parameter description d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 θ1 θ2

d1 cavum concha height -0.06 0.10 0.19 0.51 0.21 0.23 0.24 -0.04 0.20
d2 cymba concha height -0.02 0.33 0.47 0.13 0.11 0.30 0.02 -0.11
d3 cavum concha width 0.03 0.19 0.47 0.59 0.27 0.23 0.02
d4 fossa height 0.67 0.53 0.03 0.30 -0.06 -0.28
d5 pinna height 0.52 0.22 0.44 -0.11 0.00
d6 pinna width 0.16 0.45 0.09 -0.24
d7 intertragal incisure width 0.15 -0.09 0.03
d8 cavum concha depth 0.01 0.14
θ1 pinna rotation angle -0.12
θ2 pinna flare angle

3.3. Anthropometric regression

In order to investigate the dependence ofF1, F2 andF3 frequen-
cies on anthropometry, multiple linear regression is performed on
the thirteen measured parameters (di, i = 1 . . . 8, θj , j = 1 . . . 2,
rk(φ), k = 1 . . . 3, φ ∈ [−45, 45]) for all subjects and elevations
where the notch is available. Since our focus is on anthropometric
parameters, the elevation angleφ is not considered as a regressor.
We compute first a model for each notch including all variables;
then, if the model is capable of significantly accounting for a large
portion of variance in the corresponding notch frequency data, we
design a more conservative and meaningful model in accordance
with the following greedy algorithm.

1. Calculate pairwise correlations between notch frequencies
and each anthropometric parameter.

2. Compute a univariate linear regression model with the pa-
rameter showing the highest unsigned correlation value in
Step 1 as regressor and notch frequency as outcome.

3. Calculate pairwise correlations between residuals of the pre-
vious model and each of the remaining anthropometric pa-
rameters.

4. Compute a multivariate linear regression model by adding
the parameter showing the highest unsigned correlation value
in Step 3 to the list of regressors used in the previous model.

5. If the model significantly improves the previous instance at
thep = 0.05 level (according to an analysis of variance),
label the model as “good” and return to Step 3. Otherwise,
output the last “good” model.

This model allows to check which variables significantly account
for variation in the corresponding notch frequency, as well as the
number of variables needed in order to have an acceptable approx-
imation of the outcome.

4. RESULTS

Table 2 reports the results of the three multiple linear regression
models (each calledMi in association withFi, i = 1, 2, 3) with
all 13 anthropometric parameters as regressors and each notch fre-
quency as outcome.M1 outperforms the other two models in
terms ofR2 value, denoting a much stronger fit for notchN1 than
for N2 or N3. The very lowR2 values for bothM2 andM3 let us
conclude that the13 parameters are not sufficient to explain tight
relations between anthropometry and notchesN2 andN3.

Let us now concentrate on modelM1. Slopes of most of the
thirteen parameters, as well as the intercept, are highly signifi-
cantly different from zero, with only the two rotation anglesθ1

and θ2 resulting weak parameters as well asr2, which is how-
ever tightly correlated withr1 as previously discussed. Focus-
ing on the most significant parameters (p < 0.001), coefficient
signs reveal that bothr1 and r3 have negative slope, indicating
that as the distance between reference point and pinna contour in-
creasesF1 decreases, as hypothesized in our previous ray-tracing
model. Elevation-independent parameters have, by contrast, dif-
ferent signs; we will return to this point later on in this discussion.

ModelM1 suffers from considerable variance inflation related
to some of its parameters. As an example, the Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF) for parametersd5, r1 andr2 is 6.8, 14.6, and 14.9
respectively, denoting the presence of unnecessary variables in the
model. As a consequence, we build a more conservative model
according to the algorithm outlined in Section 3.3. The algorithm
chooses eight variables in the following order:r1, d6, d1, r3, d2,
d3, d8, d7, with the model built at each step with the inclusion of
a new variable significantly improving the previous model at the
p = 0.001 level according to analysis of variance. The first chosen
variable,r1, accounts alone for a large percentage of variation,
equal toR2 = 0.51. This result can be related to the pinna model
in Section 2, which assumed notchN1 to be caused by reflections
on the outermost pinna contour.

Again, results of the final model, which we call̂M1, are re-
ported in Table 2. Notice how close the summary results are to
those ofM1, confirming that the8 chosen variables are sufficient
in explaining the variance accounted for inM1. Also, coefficient
signs do not reverse passing from one model to the other, hence the
previous observations onr1 andr3 still hold. For what concerns
elevation-independent parameters, notice that the height parame-
tersd1 andd2 carry a negative sign, indicating that an increase in
height implies lower notch frequencies, in accordance with results
by Middlebrooks [25]. By contrast, the width and depth parame-
tersd3, d6, d7 andd8 have positive signs in3 out of4 cases.

Let us now turn to some considerations of psychoacoustic na-
ture. The residual standard error of̂M1 is 0.59 kHz, meaning
that our approximation introduces significant errors if used for pre-
dicting F1, and the displacement of pivotal elevation cues such as
pinna notches is known to have an impact on localization accuracy.
For instance, it is known and verifiable in our data that1-kHz shifts
of N1 can correspond to an increase/decrease of the elevation an-
gle of 20◦ or more [14]. However, from previous literature [13]
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Table 2:Summary of the resulting linear regression models. For each model, the coefficient of each regressor and its level of significance
(coefficient different from zero at levelp = 0.05 (*), p = 0.01 (**), and p = 0.001 (***)) are reported, along with the RMS error and the
R2 value arising from cross-validation. Units of measurement are: cm (d1 − d8, r1 − r3), rad (θ1, θ2), kHz (outcomesF1 − F3).

M1 M̂1 M2 M3

RMS error [kHz] 0.59 0.59 0.75 1.27
R2 0.76 0.76 0.34 0.15

parameter coefficient level coefficient level coefficient level coefficient level
d1 -1.85 *** -1.48 *** -1.22 *** -1.61 **
d2 -2.21 *** -1.70 *** -1.74 *** -3.44 **
d3 -1.01 *** -1.03 *** 0.74 ** 0.16
d4 -0.51 ** -0.27 2.54 ***
d5 0.47 ** 0.70 ** 0.13
d6 1.76 *** 1.79 *** 0.11 -1.44 ***
d7 1.15 ** 1.45 *** -1.59 *** 2.55 **
d8 0.74 *** 0.79 *** -0.25 -1.44 **
θ1 -0.07 -0.84 * 2.26 **
θ2 -0.27 -1.06 * -1.18
r1 -1.54 *** -1.16 *** -0.23 1.03
r2 0.42 * -0.47 * -1.43 *
r3 -0.81 *** -0.78 *** -0.24 -0.12

intercept [kHz] 9.84 *** 10.44 *** 11.19 *** 17.21 ***

we also know that two steady notches in the high-frequency range
(around8 kHz) differing in center frequency are distinguishable
on average if such difference is around10% of the lowest center
frequency at least, independent of notch bandwidth.

If we extend the above assumption to the frequency range of
N1, we can detect all those notch frequencies predicted byM̂1 that
exceed10% of the corresponding extracted notch frequencyF1.
This results in approximately80% of predicted notch frequencies
lying below such a threshold. If we take into account that different
sources of error may exist in our data, for instance

• a completely automatic extraction of notch frequencies that
may introduce artifacts during both the notch picking and
tracking procedures, and

• the arbitrary placement of the ear-canal reference point in
the computation of elevation-dependent parameters, which
does not necessarily correspond to the microphone position
in CIPIC measurements [11],

we can assess the overall fitness of our model. Still, having in re-
gard that notch detectability heavily depends on stimulus intensity
and intersubject variation [26], individual psychoacoustic tests are
needed in order to ascertain whether the proposed approximation
correlates to elevation performance in the median plane.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied linear models for approximating frequen-
cies of pinna notches in frontal median-plane HRTFs from anthro-
pometric parameters. Results for notchN1 show an encouraging
correspondence between anthropometry and HRTF features, con-
firming the possibility of predicting pinna notches from pictures of
the ear. Even though the proposed model represents a step forward
towards a full understanding of the physical mechanisms lying be-
hind the generation of pinna notches, it bears some limitations.

First of all, the model is built from data included in the CIPIC
HRTF database. Even though it is the most diffuse among the sci-
entific community, the CIPIC database suffers from measurement
error (such as left/right asymmetries [27]) and lack of documen-
tation (e.g. no reference about microphone position) which likely
contributed to increase the clutter in our data. More recent and
documented databases such as the Aalto PRTF database [21] or
the SYMARE database [28] will be used in future works in order
to carry a more controlled analysis on the available data.

Secondly, the analysis was only conducted in the frontal half
of the median plane. In order for results to be general, a wider and
denser grid of HRTFs will need to be considered and the proposed
notch extraction/tracking procedures to be accordingly tuned and
extended to account for a 2-D (or possibly even 3-D, if distance
dependence is included) representation of the notch data.

Last but not least, our model precludes the inclusion of pos-
sible nonlinear effects, which will be investigated in the future
through the use of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques for
nonlinear regression. The contingent availability of a large amount
of data will allow the construction of proper training and test sets
in order to have a technically sound data analysis.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper a psychophysical experiment targeted at exploring
relative distance discrimination thresholds with binaurally rendered
virtual sound sources in the near field is described. Pairs of virtual
sources are spatialized around6 different spatial locations (2 di-
rections×3 reference distances) through a set of generic far-field
Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) coupled with a near-
field correction model proposed in the literature, known as DVF
(Distance Variation Function). Individual discrimination thresh-
olds for each spatial location and for each of the two orders of pre-
sentation of stimuli (approaching or receding) are calculated on20
subjects through an adaptive procedure. Results show that thresh-
olds are higher than those reported in the literature for real sound
sources, and that approaching and receding stimuli behave differ-
ently. In particular, when the virtual source is close (< 25 cm)
thresholds for the approaching condition are significantly lower
compared to thresholds for the receding condition, while the op-
posite behaviour appears for greater distances (≈ 1 m). We hy-
pothesize such an asymmetric bias to be due to variations in the
absolute stimulus level.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spatial auditory features can be rendered through headphones by
processing an input sound with a pair of left/right filters, each sim-
ulating all the linear transformations undergone by the acoustic
signal during its path from the sound source to the correspond-
ing listener’s eardrum. These filters are known in the literature
as Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs), formally defined as
the ratio between the acoustic pressure produced by a sound source
at the eardrum, and the free-field pressure that would be produced
by the same sound source at the listener’s head center [1]. By this
definition, and due to the fact that spherical wavefronts become
progressively planar for increasing distances, HRTFs are approxi-
mately distance-independent in the so-calledfar field (i.e. for dis-
tances greater than1 m from the center of the head) as opposed to
thenear field(i.e. less than1 m from the center of the head) [2].

In order for a Virtual Auditory Display (VAD) to produce per-
ceptually convincing results over headphones, dense and accurate
sets of HRTFs are needed [3]. Unfortunately, several technical
challenges often limit the availability of such data. Collecting in-
dividual HRTF sets of a human subject requires an anechoic room,
in-ear microphones, and a loudspeaker moving around the sub-
ject in order to measure responses at different directions. As a
consequence many real-world applications typically use generic
HRTF sets (e.g., measured on a mannequin), which lack impor-
tant features that depend on individual anthropometry [4, 5]. Even
more important for the scope of this paper, HRTFs are typically
measured at one single distance in the far field, whereas near-field
HRTFs as previously said are distance-dependent and should thus
be measured at various distances for subsequent interpolation.

As a consequence, near-field HRTF databases have more de-
manding requirements in terms of both measuring times and mem-
ory usage. Moreover they require the measurement system to ac-
commodate for controlled variations of loudspeaker-subject dis-
tance. Measurement errors are also larger, as very small head
movements can substantially alter the speaker direction. Because
of these difficulties, very few databases of near-field HRTFs are
available. Quet al. [6] collected and validated one such database
that includes the responses of a KEMAR1 at 14 elevation angles,
72 azimuth angles, and8 distances, for a total of12688 HRTFs.

Still, even if near-field HRTFs are not available, a proper near-
field VAD can be reconstructed by applying an ILD correction to
a set of far-field HRTFs. This is what the Distance Variation Func-
tion (DVF) method by Kanet al.[7] specifically does: multiplying
the far-field individual HRTF magnitude by a function that takes
into account the pressure ratio between a near-field and the corre-
sponding isodirectional far-field sound source observed on the sur-
face of a rigid sphere [8]. Thanks to the introduction of a proper
ILD, such a method was found to be more effective in conveying
absolute distance information with respect to a simple1/r inten-
sity scaling of the far-field display, especially at very near distances
(< 40 cm).

1Knowles Electronics Manikin for Acoustic Research, one of the most
commonly used mannequins for non-individual HRTF measures.
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An open question is to what extent the use of the DVF method
in a VAD is able to convey relative, rather than absolute, distance
information, and whether such information is symmetric with re-
spect to the order of presentation of two isodirectional virtual stim-
uli or not. Our starting point is a previous work [9] where we
compared the DVF method to a low-order filter approximation of
itself [10] and found different error statistics between different or-
ders of presentation as a collateral result. Thus, in this paper our
aim is to investigate, through an ad-hoc designed adaptive psy-
chophysical experiment, whether individual perceptual discrimi-
nation thresholds for two isodirectional virtual stimuli created through
the DVF method vary with the order of presentation and/or with
the location of the virtual stimuli themselves.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Auditory distance estimation

Our ability to estimate the physical distance of a sound source is
influenced by a number of factors [11]. Sound intensity is the first
cue taken into account: the weaker the intensity, the farther the
source should be perceived. Under anechoic conditions, the inten-
sity of a sound source decays of6 dB for each doubling distance
and can thus be predicted by a1/r pressure attenuation law [12],
wherer is the distance between source and receiver. Having a cer-
tain familiarity with the involved sound is, however, a fundamental
requirement: if the sound is unfamiliar then intensity cues work
only on a relative basis [13]. The just noticeable difference (jnd)
in the relative distance between two isodirectional sound sources
can indeed be directly related to the5% intensity jnd [12], even
though higher jnd’s (up to50%) have been reported for very near
sound sources [11]. When the intensity cue is not available relative
distance discrimination severely degrades [12].

In anechoic conditions with a familiar sound source, absolute
distance is better estimated when the source is lateral to the subject
(especially on his interaural axis) and worse when the source is in
the median plane [14]. On the other hand, if the environment is re-
verberant then the proportion of reflected to direct energy (known
asR/D ratio) works as a stronger absolute cue for distance than
intensity [15]. Also, by gradually approaching the sound source to
the listener’s head in the near field it was observed that relevant ad-
ditional distance cues such as a low-frequency spectral boost and
a dramatic increase of the interaural level difference (ILD) across
the whole spectrum for lateral sources arise [16].

When the sound source is virtually rendered and presented
binaurally with a pair of measured near-field HRTFs, both direc-
tional localization and absolute distance estimation typically de-
grade. Still, Brungart and Simpson [17] found a significant corre-
lation between simulated and perceived distance on the interaural
axis using generic KEMAR HRTFs and no intensity/reverberation
cues. By contrast, if the DVF method is used, when intensity cues
are removed performances severely degrade, confirming that the
intensity cue is still dominant in near-field VADs [7].

2.2. The DVF method

The DVF method is based on the analytical formulation of the
spherical head model, whose transfer function (i.e. the ratio be-
tween the pressurepS that a point source generates on an observa-
tion point on the surface of the sphere, and the free-field pressure
pff ) we refer to asspherical transfer function (STF). In this for-
mulation, each considered spatial location of the sound source is
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Figure 1: Far-field and near-field Spherical Transfer Functions:
ρ → ∞ (left panel) andρ = 1.25 (right panel).

specified by two coordinates: theincidence angleα, i.e. the angle
between rays connecting the center of the sphere to the source and
the observation point, and the distancer to the center of the sphere,
which can also be expressed in relation to the sphere radiusa as
ρ = r/a (normalized distance). For eachρ > 1, the STF can be
evaluated by means of the following function [8]:2

STF (µ, α, ρ) = − ρ

µ
e−iµρ

∞∑

m=0

(2m+1)Pm(cos α)
hm(µρ)

h′
m(µ)

, (1)

whereµ is thenormalized frequency, defined as

µ = f
2πa

c
, (2)

andc is the speed of sound3.
Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the so calculated transfer

function for19 incidence angle values and two distances,ρ → ∞
(far field) andρ = 1.25 (near field). Notice that in the near field
the response increases on the ipsilateral side and decreases on the
contralateral side, even at low frequencies. This effect explains the
aforementioned ILD boost at small distances across the whole fre-
quency range. Also notice that the infinite sum in Eq. (1) does not
allow a direct computation ofSTF (µ, α, ρ), while computation
of spherical Hankel functions and Legendre polynomials requires
high computational costs. The solution to these shortcomings is
provided by a recursive algorithm [18] where the latter functions
are computed iteratively, allowing a relatively fast evaluation.

In a previous work [19], the authors used Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) in order to study how incidence angle and distance
affect STF variability. Results indicate that after the first basis vec-
tor which retains the average behaviour of the STF, those from the
second onwards provide each a description of the rippled high-
frequency behaviour of contralateral STFs, which varies accord-
ing to the incidence angle. However, distance dependence clearly

2HerePm andhm represent, respectively, theLegendre polynomialof
degreemand themth-orderspherical Hankel function. h′

m is the derivative
of hm with respect to its argument.

3Considering dry-air conditions at20◦C temperature,c = 343.2 m/s.
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arises when comparing the average gain of far-field and near-field
STFs. In light of this result, the STF at a given near-field distance
ρn can be represented as a far-field STF (at distanceρf ) multiplied
by a correcting term. This corresponds to theintensity-scaled DVF
as defined by Kanet al. [7]. The proper DVF including intensity
information needs a further correction by a term equal to the ra-
tio of the far-field distance to the near-field distance, accounting
for the differences in the free-field pressures at the two reference
points:

DV F (µ, α, ρn, ρf ) =
STF (µ, α, ρn)

STF (µ, α, ρf )
× ρf

ρn
. (3)

Once the DVF for a given near-field location(θ, φ, ρ) is known
(where azimuthθ and elevationφ uniquely define anα value de-
pending on the used coordinate system), it can be applied to any
far-field HRTF to obtain the corresponding near-field HRTF ap-
proximation as

H̃RTF (µ, θ, φ, ρn) = DV F (µ, α, ρn, ρf ) × HRTF (µ, θ, φ).
(4)

It could be questioned whether analytical DVFs objectively
reflect distance-dependent patterns in real measured HRTFs of hu-
man subjects. As a matter of fact, a non-analytical DVF (derived
from the ratio between a near-field HRTF and a far-field HRTF) is
likely to result more and more sensitive to geometric features of
the head as the sound source approaches and, since the sphere can
be considered as a simple scatterer, it could become an increas-
ingly worse approximation of the real near-field effects. However,
we know that the spherical model from which the DVF emerges
closely matches typical measured HRTF patterns in the low fre-
quency range (< 1 kHz) [16] where near-field cues are promi-
nent, and accurately predicts the RMS pressure at the near ear as a
function of distance for both medial and lateral sources, although
slightly underestimating ILD [20]. Thus, the most relevant fea-
tures of the near field shall be preserved.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In order to investigate relative auditory distance discrimination
with virtual sound sources binaurally rendered through the DVF
method presented above, a psychophysical experiment was con-
ducted. Pairs of isodirectional virtual sources at two different dis-
tances were used as experimental stimuli, and the subject’s task
was to estimate which of the two sounds was closer. The novelty
of this work with respect to previous works with near-field VADs
and/or the DVF method lies indeed in the fact that relative, rather
than absolute, localization judgments were asked to experimental
subjects.

We used KEMAR HRTFs measured in the far field (distance
rff = 1.6 m from the center of the manikin’s head) from the
PKU&IOA database [6] as the reference far-field virtual auditory
display. Similarly to previous works [17, 21], non-individual HRTFs
were primarily chosen as the far-field display in order to simu-
late a feasible scenario for practical applications where individ-
ual HRTFs are typically not available. Although non-individual
HRTFs are known to be the source of localization errors such as
front/back reversals [22], elevation angle misperception [23], and
inside-the-head localization [24], distance estimation was found
not to significantly change when switching from the individual
HRTF to a non-individual one [25]. The choice of the PKU&IOA

database was due for the sake of consistency with previous experi-
ments [9]. Also similarly to the previously cited works [17, 21], no
reverberation was introduced in order to have more control on ane-
choic distance cues such as intensity and ILD. As a consequence,
the R/D ratio cue was not available to experimental subjects.

3.1. Subjects and apparatus

Twenty subjects (7 female and13 male) participated in the ex-
periment on a voluntary basis. Subjects’ ages ranged from22 to
49 years (mean= 27.2, SD = 6.8). All subjects reported nor-
mal hearing defined as thresholds no greater than25 dB HL in the
range of125 Hz to 8 kHz according to an audiometric screening
based on an adaptive maximum likelihood procedure [26].

The experiment took place inside a dark Sound Station Pro45
silent booth. The experimental subject sat on a chair in front of
a small table holding a keyboard whose direction arrow keys up
and down were colored blue and red, respectively. The subject
wore a pair of Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones (frequency re-
sponse20 − 20k Hz, impedence40Ω) plugged to a Roland Edirol
AudioCapture UA-101 external audio card working at a sampling
rate of48 kHz. The compensation filter proposed by Lindau and
Brinkmann [27] was used to compensate headphone responses.

A PC screen was also present in front of the subject, but it was
turned off during the experimental sessions in order to avoid visual
distraction. The screen could be optionally turned on during breaks
to show a countdown to the following block of trials. Keyboard,
audio card and screen were all plugged to a PC placed on the floor
running the control software implemented in MATLAB.

3.2. Stimuli

All stimuli used as sound source signal a a400-ms uniformly dis-
tributed white noise with30-ms onset and offset linear ramps. This
signal was used in order to facilitate comparisons with relative dis-
tance localization results with real sound sources by Ashmeadet
al. [12] and to avoid familiarity issues. The average measured am-
plitude of the raw signal at the entrance of the ear canal was ap-
proximately60 dB(A). Spatialized sounds were then created by fil-
tering the sound source signal through a pair of near-field HRTFs
obtained through the DVF method, where parametera (head ra-
dius) was fixed to the standard8.75 cm value [28].

The virtual sound source was simulated on the horizontal plane
in two different directions, labeled as

• L (lateral), with the source location pseudo-randomly cho-
sen between right (θ = 90◦) and left (θ = 270◦), and

• M (medial), i.e. with the source located behind (θ = 180◦).

The latter location was preferred to a directly ahead source be-
cause of the potentially significant number of front/back reversals
ascribable to non-individual HRTFs [17] and in order to avoid pos-
sible associations with visual anchors. For each direction, we fixed
three reference distance values, labeled as

• N (near-field),25 cm away from the center of the head;

• H (halfway),50 cm away from the center of the head;

• F (far-field),100 cm away from the center of the head.

Having fixed a certain direction and reference distance value, vir-
tual stimuli corresponding to the reference distance (e.g.50 cm)
and a lower distance (e.g.40 cm) were proposed in sequence to
the experimental subject in either order, labeled as
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Table 1:Relative distance discrimination thresholds [%] of the20 experimental subjects for each condition.

ID sex age NLR NLA HLR HLA FLR FLA NMR NMA HMR HMA FMR FMA
01 M 30 24.6 0.0 18.5 4.5 0.0 17.5 30.0 0.0 10.5 6.7 0.0 23.5
02 F 24 22.3 0.0 17.1 6.2 4.9 21.3 24.7 0.0 13.2 6.3 0.0 21.8
03 M 23 23.1 0.0 20.3 10.0 0.0 25.6 26.0 0.0 9.0 12.4 1.4 25.3
04 F 25 24.3 0.0 9.3 15.2 0.0 24.9 27.8 0.0 17.2 24.5 0.0 27.9
05 M 27 28.7 0.0 24.1 5.7 13.9 25.7 30.0 0.0 25.4 3.5 17.7 20.6
06 M 23 27.7 0.0 26.2 0.0 15.3 7.8 30.0 0.0 16.8 0.0 13.5 15.1
07 M 30 27.1 0.0 17.7 0.0 18.9 19.5 25.9 0.0 18.0 0.0 12.8 20.4
08 M 49 22.5 0.0 17.9 0.0 0.0 16.9 22.7 0.0 9.9 10.2 0.0 23.9
09 M 24 29.1 0.0 25.1 9.4 0.0 18.0 32.0 0.0 15.6 10.2 7.6 21.9
10 M 27 18.9 0.0 16.3 0.0 6.5 22.2 26.3 0.0 14.7 14.6 11.5 29.9
11 M 25 19.5 0.0 29.6 0.0 25.9 15.1 29.7 0.0 28.5 6.9 17.5 19.5
12 F 23 22.1 0.0 20.3 0.0 0.0 26.8 31.0 0.0 24.7 4.0 0.0 22.8
13 F 23 22.5 0.0 21.1 5.3 3.5 20.7 28.0 0.0 16.7 16.1 15.2 26.3
14 M 42 20.5 0.0 13.6 0.0 14.1 15.9 25.0 0.0 13.3 0.0 8.1 14.9
15 M 23 23.1 0.0 14.5 0.0 14.9 14.7 20.1 9.5 9.1 11.7 9.2 16.2
16 F 22 21.3 0.0 16.3 0.0 9.9 14.8 28.1 0.0 13.0 0.0 6.1 13.1
17 F 25 27.0 0.0 23.1 13.5 25.1 13.5 22.8 17.4 28.3 18.2 14.4 24.6
18 M 27 26.3 0.0 20.1 0.0 0.0 17.5 30.1 0.0 18.0 4.5 1.0 25.6
19 M 24 17.2 2.7 14.1 11.1 0.0 23.0 31.9 0.0 20.2 0.0 2.8 19.6
20 F 28 27.9 0.0 27.2 11.6 13.5 26.9 29.5 0.0 27.1 14.2 0.0 29.0

mean - - 23.8 0.1 19.6 4.6 8.3 19.4 27.6 1.3 17.4 8.2 6.9 22.1

• R (receding), e.g.40 − 50 cm, and

• A (approaching), e.g.50 − 40 cm,

with a500 ms pause separating the two sounds.

3.3. Protocol

The combination of3 reference distances,2 directions, and2 or-
ders gave rise to12 different experimental conditions. The goal of
the experiment was to adaptively determine through12 different
sequences of trials the individual discrimination threshold of the
two stimuli in each condition.

The subject wore the headphones and received instructions
from a recorded voice generated through a Text-To-Speech soft-
ware. At each trial, the next stimulus pair in one of the active
sequences (picked in pseudo-random order) was presented, as we
will shortly explain. The subject was instructed to report whether
he perceived the second stimulus nearer or farther than the first, by
pressing the red or blue key respectively. The recorded voice also
signaled the beginning and the end of each block of trials, where
the maximum number of trials for each block was200, inviting the
subject to take a mandatory3-minute break between them. Each
subject underwent a short training session (10 similar trials, with
no feedback on answer accuracy) just before the experimental ses-
sion. The average total duration of the experiment was45 minutes.

The adaptive procedure was based on the algorithm proposed
by Ashmeadet al.[12] and runs as follows. Having fixed one of the
12 conditions, the initial adaptive (lower) distance in the first trial
of the sequence is chosen by reducing the reference distance by
20%. The following trials are determined by moving the adaptive
distance point in1% steps with respect to the reference distance
according to a1-down, 1-upalgorithm up to the fifth reversal (i.e.,
incorrect answer), and a2-down, 1-upalgorithm for the following
trials [29]. For instance, if the reference distance is N (25 cm) and

the order is A (approaching), the second stimulus is set at20 cm in
the first trial and subsequently moves in0.25 cm steps, approach-
ing the reference distance if the subject perceives the correct order
of presentation (i.e., if the red key is pressed) and receding other-
wise (i.e., if the blue key is pressed), up to the fifth reversal. From
then onwards, the second stimulus approaches the reference dis-
tance if and only if two correct answers in a row are given, but
keeps receding at each single reversal. Each sequence (condition)
ends either at the twentieth reversal or when the adaptive distance
reaches the reference distance (0% difference).

Individual discrimination thresholds were then computed by
averaging the differences (expressed as percentage of the reference
distance) between the two distances surrounding reversals6 to 20.
If the sequence ended because the adaptive distance reached the
reference distance, we considered the total number of reversals in
that sequence,nr. If nr > 5, the threshold was similarly set
to the average distance difference surrounding reversals6 to nr;
otherwise, it was set to zero.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

While complete results of all subjects are reported in Table 1, the
barplot in Fig. 2 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of
the above defined individual thresholds for each of the12 exper-
imental conditions. In both Table 1 and Fig. 2 each condition is
labeled with a three-character string, reporting from left to right
labels of the reference distance (N, H, or F), the direction (L or
M), and the order (R or A).

The average threshold among all conditions is around13%. If
we consider the reference point in the median plane at1 m, i.e. the
same location used by Ashmeadet al. for investigating discrim-
ination thresholds for real sound sources [12], the average of our
two corresponding conditions FMR and FMA is14.51%, with SD
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Figure 2: Mean and standard deviation [%] of relative distance
discrimination thresholds for the12 experimental conditions.

equal to5.67%. Such higher values with respect to those found by
Ashmeadet al. (mean= 5.73%, SD = 2.26%) are supposed to
be due to the use of virtual sources, where spatial information is
inevitably lost with respect to the real case.

If we fix both reference distance and direction and compare
orders R and A, we clearly observe opposite trends confirming
an asymmetric bias in the perception of receding and approaching
stimuli. As a matter of fact, discrimination thresholds are clearly
lower for approaching stimuli than for receding stimuli in the near
field, and lower for receding stimuli than for approaching stimuli
towards the far field. Such an evidence, which already comes out
clear from Fig. 2, is confirmed by nonparametric paired t-tests: all
pairs of conditions differing in order only are significantly differ-
ent at thep = 0.01 significance level.

The significantly higher thresholds for receding stimuli at close
distances is in accordance with the results of a localization exper-
iment with real near-field sources by Simpson and Stanton [30],
who reported a higher distance jnd for receding than approaching
sources especially at closer distances. The authors hypothesize this
phenomenon to reflect an auditory counterpart of visual looming,
an effect for which we are selectively tuned in favour of perceiving
approaching stimuli as opposed to receding ones. However, they
do not find an opposite trend for farther distances. The reason of
our findings may be searched instead in the perception of the in-
tensity cue. As reported by Olsen and Stevens [31], the perceived
loudness change in pairs of discrete sound stimuli is significantly
higher when the pair is presented in order of increasing level (i.e.,
approaching) than of decreasing level (i.e., receding) in the higher
intensity region (70−90 dB, where our N conditions fall), whereas
such discrepancy is exactly mirrored in the lower intensity region
(50 − 70 dB, where our F conditions fall) where the perceived
loudness change of decreasing pairs is higher.

We also observe higher average thresholds for receding stim-
uli than for approaching stimuli. In particular, notice that thresh-
olds for receding stimuli are higher than thresholds for approach-
ing stimuli in the opposite distance range, see e.g. conditions NLR
and FLA, or FMR and NMA. This can be again related to a sort of
correlation with the perceived stimulus level.

By contrast, we do not observe significant differences between

directions L and M, except for the near-field receding conditions
NLR and NMR, with lateral directions exhibiting lower thresholds.
Such an effect is in accordance with results by Kanet al. [7] who
found some absolute distance discrimination even with intensity
cues removed in the lateral region within the10 − 20 cm distance
range, and can be attributed to the relevance of the ILD cue in the
nearest field as opposed to farther distances. Again, all the found
differences are statistically significant according to nonparametric
paired t-tests with significance level set top = 0.01.

The latter effect is not found for near-field approaching condi-
tions NLA and NMA which, however, both score an exceptionally
high number of zero thresholds. It is interesting to notice how
stimuli that should be in principle indistinguishable (such as two
stimuli separated by a1% or 2% distance difference) are instead
almost always perceived as approaching by the vast majority of
subjects. The reason for this should be found again in the previ-
ously discussed bias towards approaching stimuli in the near field.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Near-field VADs have a plethora of possible applications, ranging
from immersive virtual environments to speech applications [3,
32]. Results of the psychophysical experiment reported in this
paper confirm the presence of an asymmetric perceptual bias for
virtual sound sources created through the DVF method, whose rel-
ative distance discrimination thresholds heavily depend on the or-
der of presentation (approaching or receding source) and on source
distance. Such a bias is hypothesized to be due to the perception
of the intensity cue.

Our results both confirm previous findings on auditory dis-
tance perception and complement the results of Kanet al. [7] on
near-field distance perception with the DVF method, being based
on relative - rather than absolute - judgments and applied to generic
- rather than individual - far-field HRTFs. In order to investigate
in more detail the found perceptual effects, further experiments
where the overall level of presentation is roved or fixed at differ-
ent reference intensities are planned. If such experiments were to
support our hypothesis that intensity is the reason for the observed
bias, these would also help understand at what reference inten-
sity individual thresholds for approaching and receding sources
roughly coincide, i.e., the turning point of the asymmetry. In addi-
tion, our experimental protocol could be applied to the case of real
sound sources, with the aim of evaluating whether the found per-
ceptual bias is due to limitations in near-field VADs or still holds
in the real world.
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ABSTRACT

Virtual analog modeling is the process of digitally recreating an
analog device. This study focuses on analog distortion pedals for
guitarists, which are categorized as stompboxes, because the musi-
cian turns them on and off by stepping on the switch. While some
of the current digital models of distortion effects are circuit-based,
this study uses a signal-based approach to identify the device under
test (DUT). An algorithm to identify any distortion effect pedal in
any given setting by input-output (I/O) measurements is proposed.
A parametric block-oriented Wiener-Hammerstein model for
distortion effects and the corresponding iterative error minimiza-
tion procedure are introduced. The algorithm is implemented in
Matlab and uses the Levenberg-Marquardt minimization
procedure with boundaries for the parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the first distortion stompbox had been introduced in the 1960s,
these effects became very popular amongst guitarists. Some are
willing to pay horrendous prices for original vintage effect pedals,
others have a huge collection of distortion effects. With the aid of
system identification these devices can be digitally reproduced by
virtual analog modeling, providing all advantages of digital sys-
tems. Identifying analog distortion circuits and building circuit
based models to capture their characteristics has widely been done
in the context of virtual analog modeling.

In [1–5] circuit based approaches were used to model distor-
tion effects. Nodal analysis is used to derive a state-space-system
describing the original circuit. The state-space-system is extended
to be able to handle nonlinear circuit elements. However, complete
knowledge of the circuit-schematics and all characteristics of the
nonlinear elements are required for this method to be applied. If
the circuit-schematic of a certain device is not accessible, expen-
sive reverse-engineering and high quality measurements would be
needed to derive a digital model. Therefore a simple technique,
based on input-output (I/O) measurements would be desirable to
get a quick snapshot of the DUT’s characteristics. An approach
based on I/O measurements was already used in [6–8]. The au-
thors use a modified swept-sine technique, originally introduced
by [9], to identify an overdrive effect pedal, which is described by
a block-oriented Hammerstein model. Unfortunately, the results
from [6–8] could not be reproduced accurately enough from the
information given in the paper for a detailed comparison.

To the authors knowledge, there does not exist an objective
measure which describes the perceptual correlation between digi-
tal model and reference system output. Most of the current objec-

tive metrics to evaluate audio content, like PEAQ [10], were de-
signed to rate the sound degradations of low bit-rate audio codecs.
This work does not focus on finding an acceptable error metric but
designing a proper parametric model and the corresponding iden-
tification procedure for modeling of distortion effects. The opti-
mization is based on iterative error minimization between the para-
metric, block-oriented Wiener-Hammerstein model and the DUT.

In 2008 Kemper introduced a patent describing his model and
identification routine for identifying nonlinear guitar amplifiers.
He uses a block-oriented Wiener-Hammerstein model to emulate
the characteristics of an analog guitar amplifier by analyzing the
statistical distribution of pitches and volumes of the identification
signal. The filters and the nonlinearity are identified by an iden-
tification procedure of his own design, analyzing small and high
signal levels separately [11].

This paper is structured as follows. The model is described in
Section 2. Section 3 explains the identification process. The results
are described in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. THE MODEL

The basic idea behind the model used in this study is to have
a parametric model, which is flexible enough to adapt to many
distortion effects but still simple enough to be computationally
efficient. The structure of a distortion effect can be described
by a Wiener-Hammerstein model. This model consists of linear-
time-invariant (LTI) blocks and a nonlinear block. The blocks are
ordered in series where the nonlinear block is lined by two LTI
blocks. The LTI blocks are filters, which are shown in Fig. 1 as H1

H1 H2

Figure 1: Block diagram of a Wiener-Hammerstein model.

and H2, and the nonlinear block is basically a mapping function,
mapping the level of the input signal to an output level, according
to the nonlinear function g(·), which simulates the nonlinear be-
havior of the distortion effect. x(n) denotes the input and y(n) the
output signal.

Block-oriented Wiener-Hammerstein models are successfully
used in commercial products due to their flexibility and expand-
ability. Fractal Audio Systems calls a Wiener-Hammerstein sys-
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(a) Block diagram of one filter.

LP

(b) Block diagram of the nonlinearity.

Figure 2: Diagrams for the single blocks of the Wiener-Hammerstein model.

tem consisting of two filters and a distorting nonlinearity the "fun-
damental paradigm of electric guitar tone" [12]. They extend this
model with more linear and nonlinear blocks to include frequency
responses of speakers and model the different nonlinear stages
(preamp, power amp) of an analog guitar amplifier.

2.1. LTI Blocks

The filters of the Wiener-Hammerstein model were designed to
be flexible but still stay stable in the identification process. Hence,
the parameters which will be varied during optimization are not the
coefficients of a Direct Form II filter structure, because the identi-
fication procedure will not converge if the filter coefficients yield
an unstable filter. Instead, they are expressed as the parameters of
a simple band-limited equalizer. Figure 2 (a) shows the structure
of one LTI block of the Wiener-Hammerstein model. The input
signal x(n) is processed by a high-pass filter, a series of four peak
filters and finally by a low-pass filter which yields the output sig-
nal y(n). The adjustable parameters of the filters are expressed
in terms of cutoff frequency fc for the low-pass and high-pass fil-
ters. The peak filters can also be modified in terms of gain and
Q-factor. All filters are second order IIR filters and their coeffi-
cients are computed according to [13].

All parameters are aligned in a parameter vector
plti = [fc,hp, fc,pf1, gpf,1, Qpf1, . . . , fc,lp]

T .

2.2. Nonlinear Block

The nonlinear block of the Wiener-Hammerstein model is shown
in Fig. 2 (b). The input signal x(n) is multiplied with a pre-gain

gpre and then fed into the lower side-chain which acts as a very
simple envelope detector. The absolute value of the signal is com-
puted, low-pass filtered and multiplied with the side-chain gain
gainsc. This signal is then subtracted from the direct path after
the pre-gain multiplication. Subsequently it is fed into the ac-
tual mapping function, which is controlled by four parameters.
Thereafter the signal can be mixed with the pre-amplified input
signal via the parameter α. Finally the signal is multiplied by
the post-gain gpost to yield the output signal y(n). All param-
eters for the nonlinear block are aligned in the parameter vector
pnl = [gpre, fc, gsc, kp, kn, gp, gn, α, gpost]

T .
The side-chain envelope detector was added to the nonlinear

block because the used mapping function is memoryless. But this
is not adequate to model the time-variant behavior of e.g. vacuum
tube distortion circuits. The bias-point of a vacuum tube amplifica-
tion stage changes slightly, depending on the signal history, which
leads to a DC-offset of the output, amongst other effects. This is
emulated by subtracting the lower side-chain envelope signal from
the direct path, before the mapping function is applied [14].

2.2.1. Mapping Function

The flexibility of the nonlinear block is based on the mapping func-
tion. If we would chose a mapping function based on one hyper-
bolic tangent, it would not be very flexible. In some cases a mod-
erate slope around the zero-crossing of the mapping function and,
at the same time, a sharp transition into the saturated region are re-
quired, because it resembles the behavior of analog circuit compo-
nents. A simpler mapping function could not model that behavior
accurately. Therefore, we propose an alternate mapping function,
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consisting of three hyperbolic tangents which are concatenated at
the location denoted by kp for the positive part of input levels and
at kn for the negative part. The tanh functions above or respec-
tively below kp and kn are modified so that they have the same
slope as the middle part of the function at the connection points,
shown in Eq. 1.

m(x) =





tanh(kp)−
[

tanh(kp)
2−1

gp
tanh(gpx− kp)

]
if x > kp

tanh(x) if − kn ≤ x ≤ kp
−tanh(kn)−

[
tanh(kn)2−1

gn
tanh(gnx+ kn)

]
if x < −kn

(1)
The parameters gp and gn control the smoothness of the transition
between saturated region and linear center part. For high values of
gp and gn the transition is very sharp, for low values it is smooth
and for very small values and correctly chosen values of kx and kp
it behaves like a linear function.
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p1 = [0.5,0.5,0,0]
p2 = [0.1,0.1,6,40]
p3 = [0.1,0.25,15,40]
p4 = [0.1,0.5,100,40]

Figure 3: Modified tanh function with the parameters
p = [kp, kn, gp, gn]. Gain values for gp and gn are in dB.

Figure 3 illustrates the modified tanh function. The darkest
curve for parameter set p1 shows a nearly linear mapping function
with relatively high values for kn > 0.5 and kp > 0.5 and low
values for gn < 1 dB and gp < 1 dB. For positive input ampli-
tudes p2, p3 and p4 have steadily increasing gain values gp and
the same connection point kp = 0.1. This changes the shape of
the nonlinear mapping function. The gain gn was kept constant at
gn = 40 dB for negative input amplitudes, while the connection
parameter kn was shifted for p2, p3 and p4. Positive and negative
sections of each curve could be interchanged by simply changing
the corresponding gain and connection parameters.

3. IDENTIFICATION

The concept of iterative error minimization is shown in Fig. 4. The
same input signal is sent through the digital model and the refer-
ence system, y(n) denotes the desired output from the DUT, while
ŷ(p, n) denotes the model output, which is not only dependent on
the input samples, but also on a set of parameters p, which were
introduced in Sec. 2. If the model is nonlinear for at least one

Figure 4: Block diagram of iterative error minimization.

parameter, it has to be identified iteratively [15]. The error signal
e(p, n) = y(n)− ŷ(p, n) is calculated by subtracting the model
output from the reference output. The parameter estimation algo-
rithm calculates a new set of parameters, which are applied to the
model in order to minimize the error between digital model and
analog system according to a cost-function C, in our case least-
squares, C(p) =

∑N
n=1 e(p, n)

2. Where N is the length of the
input signal in samples. The parameter estimation method used in
this work is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This algorithm
combines the advantages of gradient-descent and Gauss-Newton
method [16, 17].

Before the identification procedure can be started, the refer-
ence signals need to be recorded. For this purpose a high quality
audio interface (RME Fireface UC TM) was used, which is con-
trolled via Matlab. The DUT is placed between output and in-
put of the audio interface. Before the actual input signals are
send through the DUT, the interface is calibrated by sending a
test signal x(n) = sin

(
2π f0

fs
n
)

with an amplitude of 0 dBFS,
while the DUT is in bypass mode. The fundamental frequency is
f0 = 1 kHz. The output gain of the interface was adjusted, so that
an amplitude of 1 corresponds to 1 V at the output of the audio
interface.

3.1. Nonlinear Identification

There are two different input signals for the identification of the
linear and nonlinear parts of the Wiener-Hammerstein model. The
input signal,

xnl(n) = a(n) ·
M∑

i=1

sin
(
2π ·

[
fi · sin

(
2π

fmod,i

fs
n

)])
, (2)

for the identification of the nonlinear block is created by sum-
ming several sine waves with different fundamental frequencies.
Where a(n) is a scaling function, creating a logarithmically rising
amplitude from −60 dBFS to 0 dBFS to emphasize lower signal
levels. f = (50, 100, . . . , 900, 1000)Hz is a vector containing
all the desired frequencies that roughly cover the range of notes
that can be played on a guitar and fmod,i is a vector containing
the modulation frequencies, which range from fmod,min = 1Hz to
fmod,max = 10Hz and are used to avoid destructive and construc-
tive interference which affect the envelope of the signal. M is the
amount of sine waves which are summed and then normalized to
achieve a maximum amplitude of 1.

When the parameters of a nonlinear model are optimized by an
iterative error minimization algorithm, like the Levenberg-Marquardt
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method, it is very important to have an appropriate set of initial pa-
rameters. The minimization algorithm might converge into a local
minimum if the wrong set of initial parameters is chosen. Thus, ev-
ery possible combination of the parameters gpre, kp, kn, gp and gn
is tested on a coarse grid by calculating the sum of squares C(p)
for each combination. The set with the lowest sum of squares is
used as the initial parameter set for the identification process.

Because the parameters gpre, kp, kn, gp and gn have the most
influence on the envelope of the input signal, this procedure helps
finding a starting point, which is most likely to converge into the
global minimum of the cost function. During the iterative error
minimization, only the parameters of the parameter vector pnl are
optimized. The parameters of the two LTI blocks are fixed and
can not be changed during this identification step. The parameters
in the plti vectors are set to yield a neutral filter characteristic in
the audible frequency range for both filters. After the optimization
pnl is saved for further use.

3.2. Filter Identification

The input signal for the parameter optimization of the LTI blocks
is white noise with signal levels below −50 dBFS, because we as-
sume, that for low signal levels the nonlinear part of the reference
system operates in its linear region and tanh(x) ≈ x for |x| � 1
is also true for the nonlinear block of the digital model.

In this case optimization of time domain error signals is chal-
lenging because the signal can look different in time domain, due
to deviating phase characteristics of simulation and reference sys-
tem, but is still perceived as similar for the human ear. For this
reason the output signals y(n) and ŷ(p, n) need special treatment
before the actual minimization procedure can be started.

First the saved parameters from the identification of the non-
linear block are loaded and used during filter parameter optimiza-
tion. This helps identifying both filters of the model. If the filter’s
parameters would be identified before the nonlinear parameters in
the first optimization step, characteristics of the first filter could
be optimized onto the second filter and vice versa even though the
overall frequency response is retained.

The time domain output sequence for the white noise identifi-
cation input is recorded. The power spectral density (PSD) of the
output is computed by calculating a 16384-point discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) with a hop size of 4096 samples. All calculated
spectra are averaged and multiplied by its complex conjugate to
yield the PSD. But the frequency resolution of a PSD or DFT re-
spectively does not correspond to the perceptual resolution of the
human ear. For this reason the semi-tone spectrum is calculated
from the PSD by averaging the frequency bins corresponding to
one note. The first note is A0 in the sub contra octave which has a
frequency of f0,A0 = 27.5Hz, which is one note below the lowest
note on a standard tuning 5-string bass. This is done for reference
and digital model respectively before the error signal is calculated.

The initial values for the identification procedure are chosen
in such a way that the filter is flat and the cutoff frequencies of
high- and low-pass filters are set to fc,HP = 10Hz and fc,LP =
18 kHz. After the filter parameters are adapted, they are stored for
further use.

3.3. Overall Identification

In this final step the stored parameter vectors for both LTI blocks
and the nonlinear block are loaded and used as the initial parameter

set in the final parameter vector

p =



plti1

plti2

pnl


 . (3)

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is started and now all pa-
rameters of the model can be modified to refine the results from
the previous optimization runs. The input signal for this step is
the same as for the optimization of the nonlinear parameters, de-
scribed in Subsec. 3.1. The identification is not done solely in time
domain. This approach helps finding an initial parameter set for
the error minimization which is likely to converge into the global
minimum of the cost function. The spectrogram (8192-point DFT,
4096 hop size) of the output of the analog system and the digital
simulation is calculated and then vectorized as the minimization
algorithm is not able to process error signals which are not in vec-
torial form. By optimizing over the spectrogram error signal the
necessary information for adapting the filter and nonlinear param-
eters is included.

4. RESULTS

As stated in Subsec. 3.2 it is challenging to find an objective er-
ror measure for the perceived differences between to audio sig-
nals. For this reason the error between simulation and reference is
shown in time-domain as well as frequency-domain.

4.1. Time-Domain Error

A possible objective error measure would be the time domain error,

eyŷ =

∑N
n=1(y(n)− ŷ(p, n))2

N
, (4)

whereN is the overall length in samples of the output signals. The
error becomes zero if the signals are completely the same. But in
certain cases, the time domain error is quite high but the perceived
(subjective) difference is hard to hear. In general however, the time
domain error gives us an estimate about how close the model can
recreate the DUT. Nevertheless this is no reliable metric to charac-
terize the perceptual difference between two audio signals. Figure
5 shows the comparison between time domain signals of DUT and
the identified model. The DUT was a Hughes & Kettner - Tube
Factor, which is basically a tube-preamp in stompbox format with
a 12AX7 vacuum tube. Figure 5 (a) shows the response of digi-
tal model and reference system to an exponentially decaying sine
input with 440Hz. The maximum amplitude of the input was 1.
The digital model reproduces the analog system quite well, ex-
cept from the transient part at the beginning of the signal. For the
recorded electrical guitar signal, depicted in Fig. 5 (b), the simu-
lation follows the measured curve closely but there are still some
differences for certain frequency components, which may be a re-
sult of the simple nonlinear block, where one nonlinear function
is used for all frequency components of the input signal. Another
way of determining how well the identification worked, is by com-
paring the transfer functions of both, reference and simulation.

4.2. Time and Frequency-Domain Error

Figure 6 shows the frequency response of a Jim Dunlop - Fuzz
Face fuzz pedal in comparison to the frequency response of its
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(b) Excerpt from recorded guitar signal.

Figure 5: Comparison of the time-domain signals for the Hughes
& Kettner Tube Factor and the identified model.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the frequency response of analog refer-
ence and digital model for a Jim Dunlop - Fuzz Face.

digital model. The model deviates from the reference system by
less than 1 dB, but becomes more inaccurate for low frequencies
(below 60Hz) and for frequencies above 18 kHz.

The spectrograms of digital model and analog system output
are shown in Fig. 7. The input to both reference system and digi-
tal model was a recording of an electrical guitar playing fast high
chords, as customary for funk music. The DUT was a Hughes &
Kettner - Tube Factor. The harmonics generated by the DUT and
its digital representation resemble each other well. The error spec-
trogram, shown in Fig. 7 (c), shows the difference of the absolute
values of the previous spectrograms. The overall error energy is
much lower than the signal energy of reference system and digital
model.
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Figure 7: Spectrograms of reference system and digital model out-
put and the error spectrogram.

4.3. Aliasing

The sampling frequency was set to fs = 48 kHz for identification
and runtime operations. The upper plot of Fig. 8 shows the fre-
quency response of the digital model to a 1500Hz sine wave. The
aliasing, caused by the nonlinear block of the Wiener-Harmmerstein
model is clearly visible due to the distinct peaks between the main
peaks for fundamental frequency and the harmonics. For this rea-
son resampling was introduced. The output signal of the first LTI
block is upsampled by resampling factor L, then processed by the
nonlinear block and finally the output of the nonlinear block is
downsampled by factor L. The lower plot of Fig. 8 shows the re-
sponse of the digital model to a 1500Hz sine wave with resam-
pling factor L = 8. The effects of aliasing are now nearly dimin-
ished.
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Figure 8: Response of the digital model to a 1500Hz sine. Above:
without oversampling. Below: with 8 times oversampling.

4.4. Auditory Impression

Although no formal listening test was conducted, the subjective
auditory impression of the proposed model is quite satisfying. In
some cases the difference between simulation and reference output
is still audible but only for a trained listener. Different input signals
as well as digital model and analog system outputs can be found
online. Please visit [18] for listening examples.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work proposed a method to identify and model nonlinear ana-
log distortion effects. LTI filter blocks and a nonlinear block of
a Wiener-Hammerstein model, are introduced. The identification
routine is described and the model is able to emulate any distor-
tion pedal in a given setting. For many effects the results from the
model are nearly indistinguishable from the analog device itself.
But this method still has several drawbacks, which should be ad-
dressed in the future. First the search for the initial parameter set
is still carried out on a coarse grid, because the computational ef-
fort rises drastically if the grid resolution or the amount of tested
parameters increases. This may cause the identification algorithm
to converge into a local minimum instead of the global minimum.
Furthermore it is essential to study more perceptually motivated
error metrics, e.g. PEAQ, to find a comparable and reliable error
metric.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present an approach to modeling the non-linearities
of analog electronic components using time-variant digital linear
filters. The filter coefficients are computed at every sample de-
pending on the current state of the system. With this technique
we are able to accurately model an analog filter including a non-
linear inductor with a saturating core. The value of the magnetic
permeability of a magnetic core changes according to its magnetic
flux and this, in turn, affects the inductance value. The cutoff fre-
quency of the filter can thus be seen as if it is being modulated by
the magnetic flux of the core. In comparison to a reference non-
linear model, the proposed approach has a lower computational
cost while providing a reasonably small error.

1. INTRODUCTION

This work investigates how it is possible to use linear, time vari-
ant filters in order to introduce non-linearities in a digital signal
processing system. The idea is to use time-varying infinite im-
pulse response filters whose coefficients are updated at every time
sample according to the state of the system at the previous time
sample. This approach is applied here to solve electronic circuits
with non-linear components in the digital domain and can be used
as a building block for Virtual Analog applications.

Non-linear DSP systems are governed by non-linear equations
that have to be solved iteratively at a non-negligible computational
cost [1, 2]. Adding a new non-linear equation to an existing sys-
tem increases the computational cost even further and requires
sometimes to partially re-design the existing system [3]. Non-
iterative ways to solve such systems have been proposed which
rely on pre-computed tables [4]. The lookup tables method does
not scale up easily to systems with multiple non-linearities as this
increases the dimensionality of the table, increasing memory usage
and computational cost.

The method presented in this paper replaces the non-linear
equations with a time-varying linear filter, which is by itself less
expensive in terms of computations and can, potentially, be ex-
panded to replace systems with multiple non-linearities with higher-
order filters. We do not expect the output of our approximated
model to be a sample-by-sample replica of the results obtainable
with more accurate simulations, but we expect it to be close enough
that the loss in accuracy is justified by improvements in execution
speed and scalability.

While general criteria that determine the stability of station-
ary recursive filters are well defined in the literature [5], criteria
to assess the stability of time-variant linear filters can be studied
and defined only under some specific conditions. Existing work

mainly focuses on bounded input-bounded output stability [6, 7]
and transient suppression [8]. However, these methods are not
readily applicable when filter coefficients are changing at every
sample. Recent work proves that stable time-varying behavior can
be obtained using state variable filters [9]. However, as in this
paper we deal with passive first-order filters, we chose to use a
different filter topology.

In [10], time-varying coefficients are used to introduce a clip-
ping function in the feedback loop of an IIR filter, in order to re-
produce the behaviour of analog voltage controlled filters. In [11]
it is shown that this method affects the frequency response of a
resonant filter by increasing its bandwidth and moving its centre
frequency. The use of IIR coefficients varying on a sample-by-
sample basis has been exploited previously in [12] where feed-
back amplitude modulation is used for sound synthesis and in [13]
where time-varying fractional delays are used to model non-linear
vibrating strings.

In this paper we will present a physically-informed model for
an inductor, with its characteristic non-linearity caused by the satu-
ration of the magnetic core [14]. Non-linear differential equations
and a state-space model to solve the non-linear transformer are
presented in [15], whereas a Wave Digital Filter approach can be
found in [16].

From a physical standpoint, the saturation of the core in an in-
ductor affects the present value of its inductance. From this consid-
eration we will build an infinite impulse response (IIR) linear filter
whose coefficients are updated at every time step using the actual
value of the inductance given by the current saturation state of its
core. This will produce a delay-free loop which we will address
using a variation on the classic 1-sample delay approach, widely
used in the literature ([17, 18]), and linearizing the system around
the operating point. D’angelo recently discussed the linearization
of a non-linear system around an operating point to solve a transis-
tor ladder filter [19], generalizing the delay-free loops resolution
method in [20].

The physics of the non-linear inductor is reviewed in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 will present a reference non-linear discrete-time
model for the inductor which will be used to evaluate the approxi-
mated model presented in Section 4. Results and discussion follow
in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively.

2. PHYSICS OF INDUCTORS

An inductor is a passive component with inductive behavior, usu-
ally built using a coil of wire winded on a core made of ferro-
magnetic material, such as ferrite. While inductors are often mod-
eled as linear components, most real inductors exhibit non-linear
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behavior caused primarily by the progressive saturation of their
ferromagnetic core. The distortion caused by the core occurs pri-
marily for signals with large currents and low frequencies.

We present here a simplified model for the inductor which
models the saturation of the core but does not take into account
losses, hysteresis and parasitic parameters.
From Faraday’s laws we have, for a solenoid:

dB

dt
=

VL
NS

(1)

whereB is the magnetic flux density in the inductor core, VL is the
voltage across the inductor, S is the area of the section of the core
and N is the number of turns in the inductor. Ampere’s law gives
the magnetizing force H for a solenoid traversed by a current IL
as: [21]

H =
NIL
l

(2)

and l is the length of the induction path. In an ideal inductor there
is a linear relation between the flux density and the magnetizing
force:

B = µH (3)

where µ is the absolute magnetic permeability of the core, defined
as:

µ = µ0µi (4)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and µi ≥ 1 is the relative
permeability of the magnetic core. In the case of a ferromagnetic
core, however, the magnetic flux density cannot be increased above
a certain value. This value is called magnetic flux density satura-
tion and depends on the material and geometry of the core.

For low flux density levels, Eq. (3) is valid and the inductor can
be considered as a linear component. As the core approaches the
saturation level Bsat, the relation between H and B becomes non
linear, the magnetic characteristics of the core change from those
of a ferromagnetic material to those of a paramagnetic material and
the value of µ progressively changes from being µ = µi ·µ0 when
B = 0 to being approximately µ = µ0 when B = Bsat. The
Fröhlich-Kennelly relation gives the following relation betweenB
and H for a ferromagnetic core: [22]

B =
H

c+ b|H| (5)

where b and c are defined as

b =
1−

√
1
µi

Bsat

c =
1

µ0µi

The B-H relation described by these formulas is shown in Fig. 1.
For small values of |H| and/or large values of Bsat, Eq. (5) is
equivalent to Eq. (3), thus explaining the linear behaviour at low
currents.
The inductance L of a solenoid is derived by Ampere’s law as:
[21]

L =
µN2S

l
(6)

H[Am -1 ] #10 5
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Figure 1: Anhysteretic B-H curve according to the Fröhlich model
for an inductor with a ferrite core (ui = 400, Bsat = 1.3)

where N , S, l, µ are the physical parameters of the inductor de-
scribed above. As denoted by Eqs. (3) and (5), µ is not constant
and its value can drop by several orders of magnitude as the core
progressively saturates and this is reflected directly on the value of
the inductance through Eq. (6).

3. DISCRETIZATION OF THE NON-LINEAR INDUCTOR

In order to solve a circuit including a non-linear inductor in the
discrete-time domain, Eqs. (1), (2) and (5) have to be discretized.
This is straightforward for Eqs. (2) and (5):

H[n] =
N

l
IL[n] (7)

B[n] =
H[n]

c+ b|H[n]| (8)

while Eq. (1) requires an integration formula. The solution to an
equation of the form:

dx

dt
= f(x, t) (9)

is given in the discrete-time domain by the backward Euler for-
mula as: [23]

x[n] = x[n− 1] + Tf(x[n]) (10)

where T is the sampling period of the discrete-time system. This
formula, when applied to Eq. (1), yields:

B[n] = B[n− 1] +
T

NS
VL[n] (11)

Combining Eqs. (7), (8) and (11), we obtain:

VL[n] =
NS

T

(
N
l
IL[n]

c+ bN
l
|IL[n]| −B[n− 1]

)
(12)

Where VL[n] is the voltage across an inductor at a time instant
n given the current through it IL[n] and the magnetic field at the
previous time instant B[n− 1] .
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3.1. High pass filter

We now consider the circuit in Fig. 2. In this circuit low frequen-
cies from the input Vi will find an easier path to ground through
the inductor than high frequencies, therefore, considering node Vo
as the output, the circuit will act as a high pass filter. For the circuit
in Fig. 2, the current through the inductor is:

IL[n] =
Vi[n]− Vo[n]

R
(13)

while the voltage across the inductor is:

VL[n] = Vo[n] (14)

Substituting these values in Eqs. (7), (11) and (12) gives:

B[n] = B[n− 1] +
T

NS
Vo[n] (15)

Vo[n] =
NS

T

(
N
l
Vi[n]−Vo[n]

R

c+ bN
l
|Vi[n]−Vo[n]

R
|
−B[n− 1]

)
(16)

Combining Eqs. (15) and (16) we obtain the following system
equation for the discretized version of the circut in Fig. 2 with
a non-linear inductor.

V 2
o [n]β[n]− Vo[n]γ[n]− δ[n] = 0 (17)

with

β[n] = bNTk[n]

γ[n] = clRT + bNTk[n]Vi[n] +N2S − bN2Sk[n]B[n− 1]

δ[n] = clNRSB[n− 1]− bN2Sk[n]B[n− 1]Vi[n] +N2SVi[n]

in which, k is the sign of the current through the inductor at time
instant n, Vi[n] is the voltage input to the system and B[n− 1] is
computed at each time step using Eq. (15). Eq. (17) is – strictly
speaking – a non-polynomial equation as it contains k = sign(Vo−
Vi) and should then be solved using iterative numerical approaches
(e.g. Newton Method). On the other hand, it can be considered as
two distinct second-order polynomials – one with k = 1 and one
with k = −1. Solving these two polynomials will produce four
solutions for Vo, of which one and only one will be real and there-
fore acceptable.

The following schedule can thus be used to find the output
Vo[n] of the system for every n:

1. Solve Eq. (17) as explained above to obtain Vo[n]. For n =
0 assume B[n− 1] = 0

2. Compute B[n] using Eq. (15)

Figure 2: Passive high pass filter

3.2. Low pass filter

We now consider the circuit in Fig. 3. In this circuit high frequen-
cies from the input Vi will be attenuated while passing through the
inductor more than low frequencies, therefore, considering node
Vo as the output, the circuit will act as a low pass filter. In this
case the current through and the voltage across the inductor are,
respectively:

IL[n] =
Vo[n]

R
(18)

VL[n] = Vi[n]− Vo[n] (19)

Substituting these values in Eqs. (7) and (11) and going through
passages similar to those described in Section 3.1 we obtain:

V 2
o [n]ε[n] + Vo[n]ζ[n] + η[n] = 0 (20)

with

ε[n] = bNTk[n]

ζ[n] = bN2Sk[n]B[n− 1]− clRT + bNTk[n]Vi[n]−N2S

η[n] = clNRSB[n− 1] + clRTVi[n]

where k[n] = sign(Vo[n]) and for which the same considerations
made above for the resolution of Eq. (17) are valid.

4. APPROXIMATION OF THE NON-LINEAR INDUCTOR
WITH A VARIABLE INDUCTANCE

The reference model presented in Section 3 solves the non-linear
electronic circuits proposed using non-linear equations. A differ-
ent approach is presented in this section which solves the same
circuits using time-varying linear filters informed by the physical
behaviour of the non-linearity under exam.

In Section 2 we showed that the change in the permeability
of the core of an inductor as it approaches saturation affects the
effective inductance of the core. The non-linear behaviour is mod-
eled here using a time-varying value for the inductance which is,
for each time instant, determined by the current value of the core
permeability.

The incremental magnetic permeability of a ferromagnetic ma-
terial is the rate of change of magnetic flux density with respect to
the magnetizing force and is given, in its differential definition, by:
[24]

µinc =
dB

dH
(21)

Figure 3: Passive low pass filter
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For a real inductor, according to the Fröhlich model, µinc is given
combining this with Eq. (5):

µinc =
dB

dH
=

c

(c+ b|H|)2 (22)

Remembering Eqs. (7) and (22), the time-discrete formulation for
µinc is:

µinc[n] =
c

(c+ bN
l
|IL[n]|)2 (23)

The equation of the inductance of a solenoid as given by Eq. (6) is
discretized as:

L[n] =
µinc[n]N2S

l
(24)

Which, combined with Eq. (23), gives:

L[n] =
cN2S

l(c+ bN
l
|IL[n])2

(25)

4.1. High pass filter

If we consider the inductor in Fig. 2 to be ideal, the cutoff fre-
quency Fc of the filter can be computed from the values of its
electronic components as:

Fc =
R

2πL
(26)

We can discretize the circuit under exam using the well-known
bilinear transform. If the component values were time-invariant,
the z-transform of the first-order highpass filter would be:

H(z) =
2L− 2Lz−1

RT + 2L+ z−1(RT − 2L)
(27)

If we now consider the inductor to have a saturating core,
the value of L actually changes at every sample, according to
Eq. (25). Comparing Eqs. (25) and (26) it emerges that as the
current through the inductor increases, the actual inductance value
is decreased and consequently the cutoff frequency increases.

As a consequence, the filter coefficients in Eq. (27) will also
change over time. Considering the time-varying elements, the fi-
nite difference equation for this system is, therefore:

Vo[n] = b0[n]Vi[n] + b1[n]Vi[n− 1]− a1[n]Vo[n− 1] (28)

where:

b0[n] = 2L[n]/(RT + 2L[n]),
b1[n] = −2L[n]/(RT + 2L[n]),
a1[n] = (RT − 2L[n])/(RT + 2L[n])

(29)

For the circuit in Fig. 2, L[n] depends on the instantaneous cur-
rent through the inductor, as given by Eq. (13), which, in turn, de-
pends on Vo[n]. Therefore L[n] cannot be computed before Vo[n]
and it cannot appear in the right hand side of Eq. (28). This con-
straint leads to an uncomputable loop, also known as delay-free
loop [25]. To eliminate the delay free loop we must use an ap-
proximate value for IL[n] which does not depend on Vo[n].

We can estimate a value V ′o [n] ≈ Vo[n] by linearizing the out-
put signal around time instant n − 1 and estimating the value of

V ′o [n] using linear extrapolation. Given the discrete-time differen-
tiation of Vo[n]

∆Vo[n] = Vo[n]− Vo[n− 1] (30)

we can write

V ′o [n] = Vo[n− 1] + ∆Vo[n− 1] (31)

Given a parameter α ∈ [0, 1], we can define an estimated value
V ′o(n, α) for the output voltage at every time instant between n−1
and n by linearly interpolating between Vo[n− 1] and V ′o [n] as:

V ′o(n, α) = α · Vo[n− 1] + (1− α) · V ′o [n] (32)

which, for α = 1 equals Vo[n − 1] and for α = 0 equals V ′o [n].
In order to appropriately compute the current through the inductor,
the input and output voltage must be considered at the same instant
in time, therefore we also define V ′i (n, α) as the linear interpola-
tion between Vi[n− 1] and Vi[n], parametrized by α:

V ′i (n, α) = α · Vi[n− 1] + (1− α) · Vi[n] (33)

Now we can compute approximate value for IL[n] parametrized
byα by replacing Vo with V ′o(n, α) and Vi with V ′i (n, α) in Eq. (13):

ILα [n] =
V ′i (n, α)− V ′o(n, α)

R
(34)

4.2. Low pass filter

The z-transform of the low pass filter in Fig. 3:

H(z) =
RT +RTz−1

RT + 2L+ z−1(RT − 2L)
(35)

We can derive the equations for the filter coefficients similarly to
what has been done in the previous paragraph. In the case of a real
inductor, the value of L[n] is, again, time-varying and it depends
on the current through the inductor IL[n] for each instant n.

As such current is not known in advance, we need to use
an approximate value for IL[n] when computing the filter coef-
ficients. Analogously to what has been done for the high pass
filter in Section 4.1, using the same formulas for linear extrapola-
tion as in Eq. (31) and linear interpolation as in Eq. (32) to obtain
V ′o(n, α), we can write the estimated current through the inductor,
parametrized by α, by replacing Vo with V ′o(n, α) in Eq. (18):

ILα [n] =
V ′o(n, α)

R
(36)

5. RESULTS

For the evaluation of the approximated saturating inductor model
we created a digital model of the high pass circuit in Fig. 2 and
solved it using both the model involving non-linear equations de-
scribed in Section 3, used as a reference, and the approximate
model introduced in Section 4. Results for the low pass circuit in
Fig. 3 are not explicitly reported here for brevity, but the findings
are very similar to those outlined below for the high pass filter.

We performed our tests using the parameter values listed in
Table 4 over all of the possible combinations of the following pa-
rameters:
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Input signal
Input
level [V]

15Hz 45Hz 89Hz 179Hz 238Hz 953Hz 3810Hz 7620Hz 15240Hz 19050Hz Noise Bass Guitar

1 0.034 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.042 0.041 0.041
10 0.024 0.039 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.053 0.046 0.041
50 0.203 0.193 0.026 0.039 0.040 0.041 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.172 0.115 0.043

100 0.397 0.669 0.572 0.025 0.035 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.330 0.256 0.046
200 0.706 1.360 1.750 1.515 0.501 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.043 0.043 0.470 1.130 0.058

Table 1: High-pass filter: frequency-domain RMS error (%) for different signals and input voltages, with α = 1 and sampling rate=48kHz

Input signal
Sampling
rate [kHz]

15Hz 45Hz 89Hz 179Hz 238Hz 953Hz 3810Hz 7620Hz 15240Hz 19050Hz Noise Bass Guitar

12 2.703 4.944 6.032 4.412 0.943 0.165 0.175 - - - 3.425 3.740 0.221
24 1.390 2.621 3.295 2.688 0.775 0.082 0.084 0.085 - - 1.152 2.123 0.114
48 0.706 1.360 1.750 1.515 0.501 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.043 0.043 0.470 1.130 0.058
96 0.356 0.694 0.908 0.811 0.286 0.020 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.434 0.579 0.030

192 0.179 0.351 0.463 0.421 0.153 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.279 0.289 0.015
384 0.090 0.177 0.234 0.214 0.079 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.154 0.142 0.008

Table 2: High-pass filter: frequency-domain RMS error (%) for different signals and sampling rates with α = 1 and input level=200V

Input signal
α 15Hz 45Hz 89Hz 179Hz 238Hz 953Hz 3810Hz 7620Hz 15240Hz 19050Hz Noise Bass Guitar
0 1.062 2.072 2.600 2.410 0.904 0.211 1.475 11.821 533.597 533.597 51.414 1.019 0.622

0.25 0.758 1.480 1.891 1.684 0.582 0.153 0.780 5.894 479.974 479.974 45.540 0.620 0.538
0.5 0.538 1.055 1.378 1.135 0.341 0.095 0.250 1.537 336.812 336.812 37.176 0.485 0.448
0.75 0.517 1.006 1.319 1.067 0.316 0.031 0.064 0.854 211.559 211.559 20.818 0.742 0.311

1 0.706 1.360 1.750 1.515 0.501 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.043 0.043 0.470 1.130 0.058

Table 3: High-pass filter: frequency-domain RMS error (%) for different signals and values of α with sampling rate=48kHz and input
level=200V

1. sampling frequencies:
12kHz, 24kHz, 48kHz, 96kHz, 192kHz, 384kHz.

2. audio signals:

(a) Sine waves at frequencies:
15Hz, 45Hz, 89Hz, 179Hz, 238Hz, 953Hz, 3810Hz,
7620Hz, 15240Hz, 19050Hz, length 10 seconds

(b) White noise sample, length 10 seconds

(c) Electric bass guitar sample, length 6.6 seconds

(d) Electric guitar sample, length 3.1 seconds

3. a set of amplitudes: 1V, 10V, 50V, 100V, 200V

4. a set of values for the linear interpolation parameterα: 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1

We skipped tests on sine waves whose frequency was above
the Nyquist frequency of the sampling rate. For sampling frequen-
cies of 48kHz and above the result signals have been bandlimited
to a maximum frequency of 20kHz before computing error fig-
ures. Given a sampling rate, an input signal and an amplitude, the
outputs of the approximate model for each different α have been
compared to the output of the reference model.

R[Ω] µi Bsat[T ] N S[cm2] l[cm]

100 400 1.3 1000 1 2

Table 4: Physical parameters used in the simulation.

Fig. 4 displays the time domain voltage signal of a 15Hz si-
nusoid of peak amplitude 200V processed through the high pass
filter. The time domain waveforms are very similar. Fig. 4 (bot-
tom) shows that only by zooming in on the time axis we can notice
the difference: the drop in voltage caused by the saturation of the
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Figure 4: Time domain waveforms for the reference and approx-
imated high pass filter for sampling frequency 48kHz, signal fre-
quency 15Hz, input level 200V, α = 1. Large time scale (top) and
detail (bottom)

core is slightly delayed in the approximated waveform. This can
be easily explained considering that in the approximated model
the value for the flux density is computed based on the value of
the current at the previous time sample, which causes an inherent
delay in the response. Fig. 5 shows that the flux density is in fact
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Figure 5: Time domain waveforms of the flux density for the signal
in Fig. 4. Large time scale (top) and detail (bottom).
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Figure 6: Peaks of the spectrum of the signal in Fig. 4

slightly delayed with respect to the reference.
The RMS error between the two time-domain voltage signals

is 2.45%. This rather large error figure is justified by the fact that
the discrepancy between the two waveforms occurs around a rapid
voltage drop. As human perception of an audio signal is linked
more closely to its frequency content than to its time-domain repre-
sentation, we find it more relevant to reference the THD, THD+N
and frequency domain RMS error figures for the purposes of this
evaluation.

Fig. 6 displays the reference and approximated signal in the
frequency domain. They are very similar, with a total RMS error
in the frequency domain as small as 0.71%. While the match is
almost perfect for the lower harmonics, a small discrepancy arises
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Figure 7: Peaks of the spectrum of a 150Hz sinusoid processed
through the high pass filter circuit, sampled at 48kHz
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Figure 8: Peaks of the spectrum of a 150Hz sinusoid processed
through the high pass filter circuit, sampled at 384kHz

from the 90th harmonic (1350Hz and above). No noise or spuri-
ous frequencies have been introduced by the approximated model,
as denoted by the fact that the THD and the THD+N values are
exactly the same.

Performing the same analysis on a 150Hz signal gives a time-
domain RMS error of 8.63% and a frequency-domain RMS error
of 1.69%. The spectrum of the signal is shown in Fig. 7. The
discrepancies in the spectral amplitudes begin to arise from about
4950Hz (33rd harmonic). Again, no spurious frequencies or noise
are added.

By increasing the sampling frequency to 384kHz (8 times over-
sampling), for the 150Hz sinewave we obtain that the time-domain
RMS error is cut down to 1.1% and the frequency-domain RMS er-
ror is 0.24%. The increase in the sampling rate reduced the effect
of the unit delay used in the approximation. The frequency re-
sponse of this oversampled signal is displayed in Fig. 8. At every
time step the value of the inductance L[n] changes according to an
estimated value of the current through the inductor, as explained
in Section 4.1. Tables 1 to 3 show the frequency domain error fig-
ures for each of the test signals. Table 1 shows that the increase
in the amplitude of the input signal causes larger errors. This is
expected as to a larger amplitude corresponds a faster saturation
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of the core and therefore a larger distortion of the output, with a
steeper voltage drop in the time domain. Table 2 shows that re-
sults are greatly improved by increasing the sampling frequency.
The error reduction is proportional to 1/Fs.

The α parameter, as given by Eq. (34), determines the balance
between the weight given to the value I[n− 1] of the current mea-
sured at the previous time step and the estimated value I ′[n] of the
current through the inductor at the current time instant, when com-
puting the value L[n] of the inductance at the current time instant.
When α = 0.5 the estimated value used for the current through
the inductor is the average value of the current over the time inter-
val between n − 1 and n and this is, in theory, the best choice to
be used in the computation of L[n], as long as the estimated value
I ′[n] is reasonably close to the actual value I[n].

Test results in Table 3 show that most of the times α = 0.75
performs better than α = 0.5 and also that both these values per-
form poorly when the signal contains significant amounts of en-
ergy at higher frequencies. This can be explained by the fact that
as the frequency of the signal increases, the linear extrapolation
becomes less accurate and α = 0.75 performs better than α = 0.5
because the overshoot caused by the estimate is mitigated by giv-
ing less weight to it. The value of α = 1, corresponding to no
linear extrapolation being used, was found to be the one that gives
best results for a signal of arbitrary frequency content. This effec-
tively corresponds to the introduction of a 1-sample delay so that
the filter coefficients are entirely based on the system state at the
previous sample instant.

6. DISCUSSION

In this paper we introduced a way to solve a high pass filter circuit
containing a non-linear inductor using a time-varying IIR filter,
whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 9. The model is physically
informed and exploits the fact that the actual inductance value for a
solenoid changes according to the saturation of its core. As pointed
out in 4.1, these changes affect the frequency response of the filter
by modulating its cutoff frequency.

6.1. Performance

The time-variant IIR filters used here to emulate the behavior of a
non-linear inductor produced results comparable to the reference
model and they did not exhibit any inherent instability. The time
domain error due to the intrinsic delay in the approximation does
not affect negatively the perceived sound, as it produces rather
small error figures in the frequency-domain. For certain com-
binations of parametes (e.g. large µi, large input voltage) ring-
ing and overshoot effects have been observed, due to the sudden
change in the filter coefficients. These effects can be attenuated
by hard limiting the slew rate of the filter coefficients, imposing a
maximum-change-per-sample limit, or otherwise suppressing the
transient using one of the techniques proposed in [8].

The use of linear extrapolation to compute an estimate of the
inductance value at the current time sample did not improve the
results. On the other hand, the model produces good results when
not using linear extrapolation, with frequency-domain errors be-
low 1.75% in all the cases under exam and below 1.2% when tested
with real-world audio signals.

Inductors mostly saturate at low frequencies, therefore the use
of oversampling is not a requirement when modeling this type of
non-linearity, as the higher partials generated by the distortion are
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Vi[n] Vo[n]

Saturating inductor model

Compute filter coefficients

b1[n]

b0[n]

a1[n]
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(
c+ bN

l

∣∣∣∣
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∣∣∣∣
)2

b0[n] = 2L[n]/(RT + 2L[n])
b1[n] = −2L[n]/(RT + 2L[n])

a1[n] = (RT − 2L[n])/(RT + 2L[n]))

∑

L[n]

Figure 9: Block diagram of the digital filter for the circuit in Fig. 2,
when α = 1.

likely to be below the Nyquist frequency even for a sampling rate
of 48kHz. Despite this general consideration, the choice of the
oversampling factor has to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis,
according to the characteristics of the inductor (e.g. saturation flux
density), of the circuit (e.g. presence of other non linear elements
and filters) and of the expected frequency content of the input sig-
nal. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the model takes advantage of
oversampling, which reduces the effects of the 1-sample delay and
gives better results overall.

As outlined above, Eq. (17) is a particular case which can be
solved with lower computational cost than most non-linear equa-
tions found in DSP systems. This considered, solving the high
pass circuit using the non-linear model and Eq. (17) requires 13
multiplies, 12 additions and 2 square roots per sample. Solving
the same circuit with the time-variant IIR filter in Section 4 re-
quires 5 multiplies, 4 additions and 2 divisions per sample. As on
modern CPUs the execution time of square roots is greater or equal
than the one for divisions, the time-variant IIR model turns out to
have a lower computational cost than the non-linear one. Improve-
ments in speed can become even greater when a similar approach is
used to model non-linearities which are otherwise solved through
computationally-expensive transcendental functions.

The stability and performance of time-variant IIR models have
to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. For instance, modeling of
a diode clipper circuit as a time-variant resistor has been attempted
by the authors which led to a conditionally-working model that
requires oversampling and other adjustments to prevent DC drift
of the output.

6.2. Applications

The idea that is at the base of this research, that is the use of time-
variant linear filters with recursive coefficient computation to im-
plement non-linearities, proved to be not only achievable, but also
well suited for the emulation of a real electronic component, the
inductor. This model has been successfully used to extend exist-
ing systems, without requiring major re-designs. For instance, it
was used to add the non-linearities of the inductor to the wah-wah
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pedal model based on the DK-method presented in [26] by simply
replacing the static inductance in the circuit with a time-varying
one. What emerged from the simulation of the wah-wah pedal is
that the current through the inductor was too small to cause au-
dible saturation, when using for the inductor parameters similar
to the ones of a real wah-wah inductor. By introducing fictitious
physical parameters for the inductor, we allowed the input signal to
drive it into saturation. As a result we obtained increased harmonic
distortion and a shift of the cutoff frequency of the filter.

The inductor model presented is not complete yet, as a full
model of the inductor would require at least to add the hysteresis
of the magnetic core. From what we have seen so far, it is rea-
sonable to think that this additional step will not add much to the
complexity of the model.
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ABSTRACT
Being able to transform an analog audio circuit into a digital model
is a big deal for musicians, producers, and circuit benders alike. In
this paper, we address some of the issues that arise when attempt-
ing to make such a digital model. Using the canonical state vari-
able filter as the main point of interest in our schematic, we will
walk through the process of making a signal flow graph, obtaining
a transfer function, and making a usable digital filter. Additionally,
we will address an issue that is common throughout virtual analog
literature; reducing the very large expressions for each of the filter
coefficients. Using a novel factoring algorithm, we show that these
expressions can be reduced from thousands of operations down to
tens of operations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Weeping Demon may be one of the most versatile wah ped-
als on the market. Much like the Dunlop Crybaby, the Weeping
Demon offers control over the center frequency and Q of the fil-
ter. Due to the design of the Weeping Demon’s filter circuit, there
is independent control over both of these features, as well as a
controllable low range boost and a mode switch that changes the
frequency range of the wah making it more suitable for the bass
guitar. In this work, we model the filter circuit by obtaining its
transfer function parameterized by its electrical components. The
transfer function is then digitized via the bilinear transform [1]1.

The transfer function is obtained by reverse-engineering the
circuit, which happens to be very similar to the canonical state
variable filter (SVF) [2] consisting of four op-amp circuits in feed-
back with each other. The low impedance output of each op-amp
allows us to treat each op-amp circuit independently and form a
block diagram consisting of adds and multiplies. The transfer
function at any node of the circuit can be obtained via Mason’s
rule. SVFs, which will be discussed in more detail later, have the
interesting property that the high-, band-, and low-passed outputs
are produced at each of three op-amps. In the Weeping Demon,
a fourth op-amp combines the band- and low-pass outputs to pro-
duce a resonant low-pass filter, as is common for wah pedals.

Unfortunately, the transfer function that we obtain from Ma-
son’s rule has extremely complicated coefficients. In the case of
the Weeping Demon, a product-of-sum coefficient can have as many
as one hundred addends, each consisting of about five multiplica-
tions. We present a method of polynomial simplification capable
of reducing the number of add/multiply operations for a single co-
efficient from several hundred down to 50 or fewer. Using com-
mon subexpression extraction, a typical compiler trick, we can re-
duce this even further.

1https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Bilinear_
Transformation.html

Wah pedals have previously been studied in virtual analog.
Models based on fitting biquads to measured filter responses can
capture a wah pedal’s basic global behavior2, but they lack the
detail of virtual analog physical models. Holters and Zölzer stud-
ied the Dunlop Crybaby in a nodal DK framework, handling ef-
ficient parameter update in the context of changing coefficients
by exploiting a Woodbury identity—their technique is applicable
to state-space systems where the number of variable parts is low
compared to the total number of parts [3]. This is closely related
to a technique used by Dempwolf et al., who handle complicated
coefficient updates by exploiting a certain minimized matrix for-
mulation [4]. Falaize-Skrzek and Hélie studied the Crybaby pedal
from a port-Hamiltonian perspective [5].

Figure 1: The filter stage for the Weeping Demon with all compo-
nents labeled.

2. MODELING THE CIRCUIT

The filter stage of the Weeping Demon is shown in Figure 1. The
switching circuit, which offers a bypass mode that turns on once
the pedal has not been used for some programmed amount of time,
will not be covered in this paper, mainly because there is no need
for this in the digital model. The implementation of a timer that
turns the effect off after a given time is trivial in software. Perhaps
the most interesting bit about this circuit is the choice of sensors
used to detect the angle of the foot pedal. Rather than using the
common choice, a potentiometer, an optical sensor is used. An

2https://ccrma.stanford.edu/realsimple/faust_
strings/Adding_Wah_Pedal.html
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opaque fin is mounted to the bottom of the moving foot piece di-
rectly between an LED and a photoresistor. As the pedal is rocked,
the fin allows more light to pass from the LED to the photoresis-
tor, decreasing its resistance. The advantage of this is that unlike
a potentiometer, the optical element will not accumulate dirt and
become noisy with time and use. The modeling of the optical ele-
ment will be discussed in section 3.

2.1. Overview

Prior to entering the shown circuit, the signal is passed through a
buffer stage. It consists of two cascaded emitter followers, which
provide a low impedance signal to the filter. The emitter follower
stages act as a high-pass filter with cutoff of about 4 Hz. Because
this is way below the audio range, will exclude it from the model.

The coupled network of op-amps shown is known as a state
variable filter (SVF). It is rather complicated as a whole, but bro-
ken into components, it is much more easily understood. This de-
composition will be used when deriving the transfer function. The
first important observation is that op-amps B and C (labeled in the
figure) are configured as integrators. The other two op-amps, A
and D, are differential amplifiers. This is nearly enough informa-
tion to dive into finding the transfer function, but it is insufficient
for understanding how the circuit works.

We will start our analysis by noting that the important me-
chanics of the circuit can be realized by removing op-amp D from
the circuit completely. This is because there is no feedback from
D to any of the other stages. We can therefore ignore op-amp D,
and remove the paths containing R120 and the potentiometer la-
beled LOW . This leaves us with a differential amplifier with non-
inverting inputs from the filter input and from the output of C. Let
us assume for now that the output of C is not feeding back to A.
Equivalently, set the resistance of the potentiometer labeled Q to
be arbitrarily high. We will relax this assumption later. This leaves
with two cascaded integrators whose output is providing negative
feedback to A. In essence, we are subtracting the original signal
from itself.

The output of A and the output of B have a constant phase re-
lationship: they are always 180 degrees out of phase. This should
be easy to see, because the output of B appears at the inverting
terminal of A. The integrators, B and C, are simply low-pass fil-
ters, each with a cutoff associated with some RC time constant.
Without the feedback from B to A (basically ignoring the effects
of A entirely), we can expect the output of B to have a low-pass
characteristic. Now, considering the feedback, we note that we are
adding an inverted, low-passed version of the input signal to itself.
At low frequencies, we should expect a very minimal output of
A. At high frequencies, the inverting terminal of A is very small
in magnitude, so we see a high-pass behavior at the output of A.
An important step in getting comfortable with this circuit may be
to realize that by twice integrating a second order high-pass filter
(A), we obtain a low-pass filter (C). As we reintroduce the feed-
back from the band-pass filter (B), we bring with it lower, more
reasonable Q values [2].

2.2. Signal Flow Diagram

Using some basic topological information and superposition, we
will represent the circuit as a block diagram with only adds and
multiplies. First, lets simplify the component values, combining
series and parallel elements into impedance terms, Zi. We can

see the reduced circuit in Figure 2. This will simplify the arith-
metic quite a bit. The substitutions are shown in Table 1. It should
be clear that we will derive a separate set of equations based on
whether the mode switch is open or closed, designating Bass or
Normal mode.

To figure out the global filtering properties of the SVF, it is
useful to consider the op-amp stages individually. For each op-
amp stage, we can derive how each of the other stages and the
input voltage Vin contribute. These contributions, based on com-
bined impedance values from Table 1 and the op-amp configu-
rations, are summed together by superposition. This derivation,
which is shown in detail for each stage in the next section, yields a
global signal flow graph, as shown in Figure 3. We will show the
derivation for the gains in the graph (the Ki’s in Figure 3) in the
next section.

Figure 2: The filter stage for the Weeping Demon with the compo-
nents combined into impedance terms.

Figure 3: A signal flow graph view of the SVF.

2.3. Operational Amplifier Stages

Let’s look at the four operational amplifier stages of the Weeping
Demon Filter individually. These are the input summer, the first
integrator, the second integrator, and the output summer.
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Zi
Combined Components

Bass Normal

ZA R108 R108 +R111|| 1
sC118

ZB RQ +R114

ZC R110

ZD R109

ZE
1

sC105

ZF R117

ZG R120

ZH RLEVEL

ZI RLO +R112

ZJ R123

ZK
1

s(C104+C119)
1

s(C104)

ZL (RVR7 +R113)||RWAH +RVR6 +R115 +RRANGE

Table 1: Substitutions for Zi. Due to the switch in the circuit, we
have different components for ZA and ZK depending on whether
Bass or Normal mode is currently being used.

Each stage can be analyzed by assuming ideal op-amps, in-
voking superposition, and using the equations for inverting am-
plifier and difference amplifiers. Ideal op-amps have zero output
impedance—their outputs can be treated as ideal voltage sources.
Furthermore, they are linear, so the output of each op-amp can
be found by summing its response to each voltage source input.
When finding the response to one voltage source input, the others
are shorted. Under this condition, each op-amp acts as either a dif-
ferential amplifier (with only non-inverting input) or an inverting
amplifier to each input.

Figure 4: Differential (left) and inverting (right) amplifiers with
generalized impedances.

Differential and inverting amplifiers with generalized impedances
are shown in Figure 4. The output of each amplifier depends on the
ratios between connected impedances. The output of a differential
amplifier is given by:

Vo = −Zf

Z1
V1 +

(
Z1 + Zf

Z1

)(
Zg

Zg + Z2

)
V2 (1)

and the output of an inverting amplifier is given by:

Vo = −Zf

Z1
V1. (2)

In all of our cases, when considering superposition, the inverting
input V1 of the differential amplifier will be grounded, so a simpler

version of Eqn. (1) applies:

Vo =

(
Z1 + Zf

Z1

)(
Zg

Zg + Z2

)
V2. (3)

Table 2 shows the gains for the transfer function, op-amp, in-
put voltage, configuration (inverting or differential), and impedances
for each case of superposition.

op TF Vin i/d Z1 Z2 Zf Zg

A K1 Vin d ZD ZA ZC ZB

A K5 VB i ZD ZC

A K2 VC d ZD ZB ZC ZA

B K6 VC i ZF ZE

C K3 VA i ZL ZK

D K7 VB d ZG ZI ZH ZJ

D K4 VC i ZG ZH

Table 2: For each case of superposition, configuration and
impedances seen by the op-amps.

2.3.1. Input Summer

The input summer is the circuitry around op-amp A that combines
Vin, the input to the SVF, with feedback from the first and second
integrators (VC and VB). By superposition, we can get its output
in terms of the partial transfer functions K1, K5, and K2,

VA = K1Vin +K5VB +K2VC , (4)

whereK1,K5, andK2 are found in terms of the combined impedances
using Eqns. (2)–(3) with values from Table 2 as appropriate:

K1 =

(
ZC + ZD

ZC

)(
ZB

ZB + ZA

)
(5)

K5 = −ZC

ZD
(6)

K2 =

(
ZC + ZD

ZD

)(
ZA

ZA + ZB

)
. (7)

In a standard SVF, this input stage would be purely resistive—
the magnitude response would be flat and the resistances chosen
to get the desired circuit response. In the Weeping Demon, there
is a reactive component when the pedal is set in “normal mode.”
Since this is part of ZA, it has implications for K1 and K2—how
the summer affects the input signal Vin and also the feedback from
the first integrator VC . We can speculate about why this capacitor
is put in place for “normal mode.” Perhaps for a guitar input, the
circuit designers wanted to damp down low frequencies for noise
reasons; perhaps it is just an ad hoc voicing choice.

The output of the input summer (A) is the high-pass output of
the SVF.

2.3.2. First Integrator

The first integrator is the circuitry around op-ampC that integrates
the output VA of the input summer. Its output VC is applied to
the second integrator, through a feedback path to the non-inverting
input of the input summer, and to the inverting input of the output
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summer. In terms of the circuit generalized impedances, its output
is

VC = K6VA, (8)

where
K6 = −ZK

ZL
. (9)

Impedance ZK changes depending on whether the pedal is set in
“normal mode” or “bass mode.” An extra capacitor is placed in
parallel for “bass mode,” shifting the response of the integrator.
The integrator response is also shifted when the wah pedal’s posi-
tion changes, changingRWAH and henceRL; this is mechanism by
which RWAH shifts the output resonant filter’s center frequency.

The output of the first integrator (VC ) is the band-pass output
of the SVF.

2.3.3. Second Integrator

The second integrator is the circuitry around op-amp B that inte-
grates the output VC of the first integrator. Its output VB is applied
through a feedback path to the inverting input of the input sum-
mer and to the output summer. In terms of the circuit generalized
impedances, its output is

VB = K3VC , (10)

where
K3 = −ZE

ZF
. (11)

The output of the second integrator (B) is the low-pass output
of the SVF.

2.3.4. Output Summer

The output summer sums contributions from the band-pass (VC )
and low-pass (VB) outputs of the SVF. By superposition, its output
is:

Vout = K7VB +K3VC (12)

where

K7 =

(
ZG + ZH

ZG

)(
ZJ

ZI + ZJ

)
(13)

K3 = −ZH

ZG
. (14)

This combination of the band-pass (C) and low-pass(B) SVF out-
puts forms a resonant low-pass filter, a typical goal of wah pedal
design. We note that it would be possible to modify the output
summer circuitry (or the digital model) so that the output summer
combined different SVF outputs, yielding other filter configura-
tions like resonant high-pass, etc.

3. MODELING THE OPTICAL ELEMENT

The optical element that controls the center frequency of the wah
resonance is the most difficult element in the circuit to model.
Whereas resistors and capacitors in the circuit are well modeled
in the audio band by their ideal generalized impedances and oper-
ational amplifiers can be considered ideal, the effect of the optical
element is more complex.

The current–voltage (i–v) characteristics of the stationary LED
and photoresistor pair depends in complex ways on the internal ge-
ometry of the pedal as well as the electrical characteristics of the

LED and photoresistor. The optical/geometric properties of the
enclosure are too complex to predict from first principles. Lacking
datasheets or documentation for the LED and photoresistor, and
even access to a good model of this photoresistor’s behavior, the
behavior of this pair of components is difficult to predict. So, we
make recourse to black-box modeling and fit a model to measured
data.

When the foot pedal is rocked, the black, metal fin that di-
vides the LED and the photoresistor moves, and is no longer an
obstruction. We cannot expect to get a useful measurement of the
mapping from pedal angle to resistance with the pedal disassem-
bled because of the ambient light for the room. We instead cut the
copper traces around the photoresistor and solder wires to each of
its terminals. The pedal is reassembled with the wires running out
of the pedal through a small hole near the battery holder. Making
no assumptions about the linearity of this element with respect to
any of its parameters, we set out to measure its i–v transfer char-
acteristic as a function of pedal angle, θ. The photoresistor is con-
nected in series with a 33kΩ resistor via the long wires as seen in
Figure 5. We sweep the voltage VDC across the series connection,
recording the voltage across the photoresistor (VDC − vR, where
vR is voltage across the 33kΩ resistance) as well as the current
through the circuit, vR/33kΩ. θ is increased in increments of 2◦,
as measured from the rotational axis. For each θ, we sweep VDC

from 0V up to around 5V. Figure 6 shows the result.
For each angle θ, we observe an approximately straight line

in the i–v characteristic, indicating that the photoresistor can be
accurately modeled as linear for any given θ value. The slope of
this line gives us the resistance of the component. The relationship
between θ and the resistance of the photoresistor is shown in Fig-
ure 7. We can now model the resistance RWAH(θ) as the pedal is
rocked by fitting a curve to these points.

Figure 5: Setup to find RWAH(θ).

4. THE TRANSFER FUNCTION

Now that we have a signal flow chart, we can get our transfer func-
tion. It is of interest to express the transfer function as a ratio of
two polynomials in s, as seen in Equation 15.

H(s) =
bms

m + · · ·+ b2s
2 + b1s+ b0

ansn + · · ·+ a2s2 + a1s+ a0
(15)

Both Matlab and Python symbolic libraries are used to obtain
and reduce the transfer function. We do this via Mason’s gain
law [6, 7], the same treatment seen in modeling the TR-808 cow-
bell [8] and as Kramer demonstrates generically [9]. In short, we
leverage a Matlab function written by Rob Walton3 that converts

3http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange/22-mason-m
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Figure 6: Current–voltage characteristic for different pedal posi-
tions. θ = 6◦ and θ = 8◦ produced the same curve indicating that
the internal geometry didn’t change much. The maximum angle
without putting a lot of pressure on the foot pedal was θ = 17◦.

Figure 7: The curve produced for RWAH(θ). A curve fitted equa-
tion is shown. Different curve fits would change the behavior of the
model significantly. The presented equation was used for simplic-
ity and because it matched the real pedal decently well. After some
experimentation, a higher order fit was not deemed necessary.

a netlist for a network of summations and gains to a single trans-
fer function. This can be done for any chosen output of the filter,
but we perform our analysis for Vout. The transfer function seen
in Equation 16 expresses the transfer characteristic from input to
output in terms of the gain coefficients, Ki. The impedance val-
ues, Zi in Table 2, can now be substituted back for the K′s, and
in turn, the symbols designating the component values.

H(s) =
Vout

Vin
=
−K1K3(K4 +K6K7)

K2K3 +K3K5K6 − 1
(16)

We do this using the simplifyFraction function in the
Matlab symbolic library. The simplifyFraction function re-
duces a fraction such that the greatest common divisor of the nu-
merator and denominator is 1. Without this step, the equation is
quite messy and does not necessarily contain only positive powers
of s. Once we have done that, we are left with an analog filter with
coefficients that can be expressed in the form shown in Equation
15. In this form, it is clear that the normal mode filter is third order,
and the bass mode filter is only second order.

The result is something familiar from other works in virtual
analog: the coefficients are very complicated. Two examples of

this are [8] and [10], in which Werner et al. demonstrate a dis-
cretization of a band-pass filter from the TR-808 cowbell and Yeh
and Smith discretizes the ‘59 Fender Bassman Tone Stack. Each of
these works models a circuit with a relatively low component count
and results in coefficients that require, in their presented form, 82
and 280 operations. The Weeping Demon in normal mode features
a whopping 3917 operations in expanded form. Even the partially
factored result given by Matlab contains nearly 400 operations.
The worst of these coefficients, a2, in the form given by Matlab, is
shown:

a2 = R120(RLO +R122 +R123)C105R117(

C104RQR109R113R115 + C104RQR109R113RRANGE+

C104R108R109R113R115 + C104R109R111R113R115+

C104R109R113R114R115 + C104R109R113R114RRANGE+

C118R108R110R111R113 + C104R108R109R113RRANGE+

C104R109R111R113RRANGE + C118R108R109R111R113+

C104RQR109R113RVR6 + C104R109R111RRANGERVR7+

C104RQR109RRANGERVR7 + C104RQR109R113RWAH+

C104RQR109R115RWAH + C104R108R109R113RVR6+

C104R108R109R115RVR7 + C104R109R111R113RVR6+

C104R109R111R115RVR7 + C104R109R113R114RVR6+

C104R109R114R115RVR7 + C118R108R109R111RVR7+

C118R108R110R111RVR7 + C104RQR109RRANGERWAH+

C104R108R109RRANGERVR7 + C104RQR109R115RVR7+

C104R109R114RRANGERVR7 + C104R108R109R113RWAH+

C104R108R109R115RWAH + C104R109R111R113RWAH+

C104R109R111R115RWAH + C104R109R113R114RWAH+

C104R109R114R115RWAH + C118R108R109R111RWAH+

C118R108R110R111RWAH + C104R108R109RRANGERWAH+

C104R109R111RRANGERWAH + C104RQR109RVR6RWAH+

C104RQR109RVR6RVR7 + C104R109R114RRANGERWAH+

C104RQR109RVR7RWAH + C104R108R109RVR6RVR7+

C104R109R111RVR6RVR7 + C104R109R114RVR6RVR7+

C104R108R109RVR6RWAH + C104R108R109RVR7RWAH+

C104R109R111RVR6RWAH + C104R109R111RVR7RWAH+

C104R109R114RVR6RWAH + C104R109R114RVR7RWAH

)

5. COMPARISON TO SPICE AND REAL DATA

When we compare the (analog) frequency response to the SPICE
model, they are a perfect match. The digital frequency response,
which is obtained via a third order bilinear transform [11], is shown
in Figure 8 alongside the SPICE model. As expected, we see a
sharp roll-off associated with the frequency warping characteris-
tic of the bilinear transform near the Nyquist limit. This gives us
assurance that we are modeling the schematic effectively. Indeed,
we see that when we compare using any set of parameters, we have
a model that is consistent with SPICE.

Though a full discussion is outside the scope of this paper, the
match between the model and measurements of the real pedal is
not as good. In general, the match is only approximate, showing
discrepancies in center frequency, Q, and overall gain of the trans-
fer function. This error can potentially be ascribed to limitations
in our model of the optical element, which shows sensitivity to
curve-fitting of the RWAH(θ) relationship. 5% changes in curve
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Figure 8: Comparison to the SPICE Model. The curve for our
model is the solid line, and the SPICE model is shown as a dashed
line. The curves are shown for a pair of different parameter val-
ues. The curves are no longer overlapping in the high frequencies
because of the frequency warping due to the bilinear transform.

parameters resulted in changes of RWAH on the order of tens of
megaohms. Board-tracing errors are also possible, but unlikely
since both authors independently traced the same schematic, and
the schematic shows such a close match to a standard and sensible
design (the SVF). Component, manufacturing, and trimpot tuning
tolerances seem to be a likely source of error. Comparisons be-
tween 3 different Weeping Demon pedals showed that each pedal
had a very different voicing, and that 2 of the 3 even exhibited in-
stability when the Q knob was turned past about 2 o’clock. This
was discovered within minutes of taking the pedals out of the box
and is strongly in support of either a wide degree of variation be-
tween pedals or just a poor filter design.

Though we lack a strong case that the digital model matches
the real-world circuit with a high degree of accuracy, the digitiza-
tion scheme remains valid for the traced schematic, as shown by
the correspondence with SPICE. In fact, a main finding of this pa-
per is not the digital model itself, but a more general technique for
minimized computation effort of digital filter coefficients which
will be presented in the next section.

6. COEFFICIENT REDUCTION

The reduction process is done in two steps and was implemented
using the symbolic Python library, SymPy [12]. First, there is a
factoring step, and second is the common subexpression extrac-
tion step. To further motivate the need for the factoring step, it is
important to mention that neither Matlab nor Python’s symbolic
packages would provide adequate simplification to the some of the
more difficult factoring problems. If there was, say, a resistance
value that was included in every term of a long coefficient com-
putation, however, it would successfully factor it out. As a result,
the coefficients returned by Matlab are not completely expanded
and do have minimal amounts of factoring. The coefficient above,
a2, is an example of this. Our algorithm provides a much more

satisfactory result, though no claims of optimality will be made.
The factoring step is a recursive algorithm that is shown in

pseudocode in Algorithm 1. Before getting into the details of the
main algorithm, it is necessary to introduce some supplementary
functions (most of which are built into SymPy).

// Expands any parenthetical groupings;
function expand(expression)

// Finds all symbols that are included in ‘expression’;
function getVariables(expression)

// Finds the order of ‘expression’ with respect to ‘var’;
function orderOf(expression, var)

// Collects the coefficients of ‘expression’ for all power;
// of the variable ‘var’;
function collectTerms(expression, var)

// Picks a variable from a list ‘vars’ given some heuristic;
function chooseVar(vars)

// The main factoring algorithm;
function factored(exp)

terms = [];
// get all variables contained in exp;
vars = getVariables (exp);
if length(vars) ≤ 1 then

terms.append( (exp,1) );
else

pickVar = chooseVar (vars);
N = orderOf (exp, pickVar);
// pows: array of descending powers of pickVar;
// coeffs: coefficients to terms in pows;
(coeffs, pows) = collectTerms (exp, pickVar);
for i=0 to N do

coeffs[i] = factored (coeffs[i]);
terms.append( (pows[i], coeffs[i]) );

end
end
recombine = 0;
for i=0 to length(terms) do

recombine += terms[i][0]*terms[i][1]
end
return recombine;

Algorithm 1: The factoring algorithm used to reduce the expres-
sions to a more computationally efficient form.

The first, expand, is used to remove all parenthetical expres-
sions by expansion. For example, f(a, b, c) = (a + b)(c + b)
is expanded to get ac + ab + bc + b2. If we would like to find
the variables involved in f(a, b, c), we can access them via the
getVariables function. getVariables will, in this case,
return the list [a, b, c].

The orderOf function returns the highest power of an ex-
pression with respect to a single variable.

The collectTerms function is used to factor out a single
variable. For example, collectTerms(f(a, b, c), b) will re-
turn two lists; the first of which containing the coefficients for
each power of b contained in f(a, b, c), and the second contain-
ing those powers of b. For f(a, b, c) and (b), the returned lists
are [1, a + c, ac] and [b2, b, 1]. The inner product of these two
lists will, by definition, give an expression that is mathematically
equivalent to f(a, b, c). However, without additional expansion,
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they are not identically equivalent and the inner product of the re-
sult is guaranteed to have at most the same number of operations
as f(a, b, c).

Algorithm 1 shows the process by which we reduce the equa-
tions. The basic premise of the algorithm is that we pick a variable
vi from the expression using some heuristic and factor it out. This
choice is accomplished using the chooseVar function, whose
implementation will be discussed shortly. We then factor by per-
forming collectTerms on the expression. For each coefficient
of vi’s powers (including v0i = 1), we recurse. A list of the terms
that are being factored is kept. Once each coefficient to vi’s pow-
ers is factored, we will recombine them using an inner product as
previously mentioned, noting that this form is guaranteed to have,
in the worst case, just as many operations as it started with. Once
the expression is a function of only a single variable, nothing more
can be factored out and the recursion ceases.

For a given expression that is completely expanded, we are
guaranteed to get a result that is at least as good as the original.
However, we note that the choice of vi will change the amount
of possible simplification. Thus, a good heuristic for choosing
vi is needed to ensure that partially factored input will still be
improved by this algorithm. Three heuristics were tested for the
chooseVar implementation: choosing the first variable found,
choosing the most common variable, and choosing the least com-
mon variable. The most common variables is taken to mean “most
common from the original set of expressions” and not from the
current subexpression (the symbol, exp, from Algorithm 1). In the
event that the most common variable is not in the subset, vars, it
chooses the most common variable from the expression that does
appear in vars. The same method was used for the least common
variable heuristic. Choosing the first variable is subject to what-
ever ordering that Matlab may put on the variables, but we will
assume that this heuristic is making a fairly arbitrary choice. Of
the three, choosing the most common variable performed the best
on each of the tested sets of coefficients and will be used when
reporting results, followed closely by the arbitrary choosing of the
first variable.

Once the factoring algorithm has completed, the common subex-
pression extraction (CSE) step is performed. This step relies com-
pletely on the cse function built into SymPy. This function takes
an expression or group of expressions and replaces any calcula-
tions that happen multiple times with a temporary variable whose
value is computed only once. This creates several more expres-
sions than we started with, but the total number of operations will
be reduced with every substitution. The algorithm then stores a
copy of the expressions and counts the operations. The results at
each step are shown in Table 3. The calculations for the coeffi-
cients are shown in Equations 17 and 18. The initial state of the
coefficients (partially factored or not) was not observed to change
the final operation counts. By inspection, we see that the Weeping
Demon could be simplified slightly further, saving a few opera-
tions. For instance, the b2 coefficient contains the term x2x3x5,
which should have been replaced with x6. This is clearly a fault
of the CSE algorithm, but it does not change the fact that taking
the approach of factoring and using CSE, even with off-the-shelf
software, leads to dramatic reductions in the required computation.

It is interesting to note that we see much larger reductions from
the fully expanded form of the Weeping Demon equations than for
the tone stack and cowbell. It is speculated that the reason is due
to the isolation between op-amps in the circuit topology. The tone
stack was an impedance network with no “stages” to be treated

Operations Count
Initial Expanded Factored CSE

WD: Normal Mode 383 3917 140 66
WD: Bass Mode 75 2410 64 40
Tone Stack 280 312 160 86
808 Cowbell 82 82 57 32

Table 3: The number of operations for the analog coefficients
of several virtual analog models. Initial counts for the Weeping
Demon use the forms given by Matlab and initial counts for the
Fender Bassman tone stack and TR-808 cowbell are for the form of
the equations presented in each authors’ original work. Expanded
operation counts are obtained by completely expanding each co-
efficient. The operation count after the factoring algorithm shows
modest improvement and finally after the CSE step the operation
count is much lower.

separately. Similarly, the band-pass filter of the cowbell was only
a single op-amp. There was less to condense and no isolated stages
to prevent terms from combining in complicated ways.

x0 = RLO +R122 +R123

x1 = C105R111R117x0

x2 = RQ +R114

x3 = R109 +R110

x4 = R113 +RVR7

x5 = RWAH + x4

x6 = x2x3x5

x7 = C118R111R123

x8 = C105R117

x9 = x0x8

x10= R108 + x2

x11= R115 +RRANGE +RVR6

x12= RWAH(x11 + x4) + x11x4

x13= R110R111

x14= C118R108x5

x15= C104x12

x16= R120x0x5

x17= R108 +R111

b2 = C118RLEVELx1x2x3x5

b1 = x6(RLEVEL(x7 + x9) +R120x7)
b0 = R123x6(RLEVEL +R120)
a3 = C104C118R109R120x1x10x12

a2 = R120x9(R109(R111(x14 + x15) + x10x15) + x13x14)
a1 = x16(C118x10x13 + x17x3x8)
a0 = R110x16(x17 + x2)

(17)

x00= RLO +R122 +R123

x1 = C105R117x0

x2 = RQ +R114

x3 = R109 +R110

x4 = R113 +RVR7

x5 = RWAH + x4

x6 = R108 + x2

x7 = R115 +RRANGE +RVR6

b1 = RLEVELx1x2x3x5

b0 = R123x2x3x5(RLEVEL +R120)
a2 = R109R120x1x6(C104 + C119)(RWAH(x4 + x7) + x4x7)
a1 = C105R108R117R120x0x3x5

a0 = R110R120x0x5x6

(18)
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7. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method for going from a schematic of a state
variable filter to a numerical model that well replicates the behav-
ior of the SPICE model. Though much of the analysis was specific
to the state variable filter, these methods could easily be adapted to
other linear circuits. Additionally, we tackled the common prob-
lem of having very large expressions for the filter coefficients by
doing a factoring algorithm followed by common subexpression
extraction. The results of this factoring were quite promising as
they can reduce the operation count for the filter coefficients from
thousands down to tens. It is now much more computationally effi-
cient to repeatedly compute coefficients for component values that
may change as a function of time.

8. SOURCE CODE

Full schematics, SPICE models, source code, and illustrated doc-
umentation can be found on the web:
http://www.chetgnegy.com/projects/weepingdemon.html.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to demonstrate how ADPCM-based codec
structures can be improved using cascaded prediction. The advan-
tage of predictor cascades is to allow the adaption to several sig-
nal conditions, as it is done in block-based perceptual codecs like
MP3, AAC, etc. In other words, additional predictors with a small
order are supposed to enhance the prediction of non-stationary sig-
nals. The predictor cascade is complemented with a simple adap-
tive quantizer to yield a simple exemplary codec which is used to
demonstrate the influence of the predictor cascade. Several cas-
cade configurations are considered and optimized using a genetic
algorithm. A measurement of the prediction gain and the ODG
score utilizing the PEAQ algorithm applied to the SQAM dataset
shall reveal the potential improvements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many multimedia applications require high-quality streaming of
audio content but only allow a restricted data rate for the trans-
mission. This requirement led to the development of audio codecs
which are successfully applied in manifold applications. However,
there are some interactive musical applications, like wireless dig-
ital microphones or Networked Music Performances [1, 2], which
additionally feature very strict latency requirements[3]. Popular
audio codecs, like MP3, AAC, or HE-AAC, were designed to de-
liver lowest bit rates but feature algorithmic delays of up to hun-
dreds of milliseconds. To decrease the delay contribution of au-
dio codecs in interactive internet applications, the ultra-low delay
codec [4, 5] and subsequently, OPUS [6, 7] were presented among
others. Both codec approaches decrease the coding delay to a few
milliseconds.

Codecs based on adaptive differential pulse code modulation
(ADPCM), as analyzed in [8, 9, 10], cause a single sample delay
which would be optimal for delay-sensitive applications but are
ranked behind block-based methods in the quality-bitrate tradeoff.
Robustness against transmission errors can be achieved by modi-
fying the predictors as shown in [11]. To potentially improve the
quality of ADPCM-like codecs, this study shall investigate how
the application of cascaded predictors, as done for lossless coding
in [12] and lossy coding in [4, 5], can yield increased prediction
gains and therefore, higher perceptual quality. Note that the codec
structures of [12, 4, 5] use cascaded prediction but are open loop
implementations and the utilized ADPCM structure in this work is
a closed loop approach.

Section 2 presents the structure of a typical ADPCM codec.
The approach of a cascaded predictor is described in Sec. 3. The
exemplary codec and its implementation is denoted in Sec. 4. The
optimization of the cascade parameters is illustrated in Sec. 5 whereas

-

Figure 1: Typical ADPCM encoder and decoder

the evaluation results are given in Sec. 6. Section 7 concludes this
study.

2. ADPCM

The main idea of an ADPCM codec is to solely quantize irredun-
dant signal components. Therefore, a predictor P (z) is applied to
estimate a signal x̂(n) using old values of the original input sig-
nal x(n). The resulting prediction error e(n) = x(n) � x̂(n) is
then quantized, resulting in the quantized prediction error signal
eq(n) which is actually transmitted. At the decoder side, the same
predictor as in the encoder is applied to predict the signal ŷ(n).
The transmitted dequantized prediction error signal ẽ(n) is added
to obtain the decoder output signal ỹ(n).

If predictor and quantizer are adaptive, the technique described
above is called ADPCM. A block scheme describing ADPCM sim-
ilar to [8, 9, 10] is depicted in Fig. 1. Since the predictor coeffi-
cients are not transmitted, it must be guaranteed that the predic-
tor adaption in encoder and decoder is synchronous. This can be
achieved by feeding them with the very same input data. There-
fore, the predictor in the encoder is fed with a reconstructed input
signal x̃(n) = x̂(n) + ẽ(n), where ẽ(n) is the dequantized pre-
diction error signal. In other words, the predictor adaption in the
encoder is subject to quantization as well. Thus, guaranteeing that
x̃(n) and ỹ(n) are identical. Psychoacoustic knowledge can be
involved by applying a set of pre- and post-filters in encoder and
decoder to realize noise shaping as shown in [8, 9].

3. CASCADED PREDICTION

Concatenating several predictors and feeding them with the pre-
diction error signal of the corresponding previous predictor is de-
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Figure 2: Cascaded predictors

noted a predictor cascade structure [13]. Figure 2 illustrates such
a structure for Np predictors. Apparently, the individual predic-
tion signals x̂p(n) are accumulated x̂c

p(n) = x̂p(n) + x̂c
p�1(n) to

produce an entire estimated signal per cascade stage.
As it can be seen in Fig. 2, the accumulated predictor outputs

x̂c
p(n) are multiplied with the weights wp(n) and summed to form

the overall predictor output x̂(n). The weight wp(n) of predictor
p is computed using the corresponding predictors prediction error
signal

wp(n) / e
(�c(1�µ)

n�1P
i=1

|ep(n�i)|·µi�1)

, (1)

where c = 2 and µ = 0.9 are tuning parameters [12].
This combination of a predictor cascade and Predictive Min-

imum Description Length (PMDL) weighting is called Weighted
Cascaded LMS (WCLMS) and is used in lossless and lossy [4]
codecs.

The advantage of this structure is that it allows to apply differ-
ently configured predictors. In other words, predictors of different
order Mp and different adaption step sizes �p can be used in every
cascade stage p, which can be optimized to certain signal charac-
teristics. E.g. higher-order predictors, which adapt slowly, will
nicely predict harmonic stationary sounds whereas fast-adapting
low-order predictors are superior to follow non-stationary parts.
Hence, the overall predictor is expected to adapt to a variety of
signals and signal combinations.

An example is given in Fig. 3, where Fig. 3a) shows an excerpt
of the trombone sample from the Sound Quality Assessment Mate-
rial (SQAM) [14] dataset. A predictor of order M1 = 32, a faster
adapting second predictor of order M1 = 4, and the correspond-
ing cascade of order M1/2 = [32, 4] are applied to this signal. The
resulting recursively averaged prediction error energy

E(n) = (1� ↵) e2(n) + ↵E(n� 1) (2)

using ↵ = 0.999 is plotted in Fig. 3b). It can be seen that the
higher-order predictor produces a clearly smaller prediction error
signal than the lower-order predictor except for the first half sec-
ond where the trombone signal mainly consists of noise until it
produces a stable harmonic sound. In this section the smaller-order
predictor is superior in terms of error energy. However, the cascade
yields an overall result that almost combines the lower bounds of
both configurations.

4. EXEMPLARY CODEC

The utilized simple codec for this study is basically structured as
shown in Fig. 1. The predictor P (z) is a cascade of lattice filters
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Figure 3: Input signal and prediction error energy for predictors of
order M 2 [32, 4] and their cascade. The test signal is a trombone
sample from the SQAM dataset.

in this implementation. These lattice filters are adapted using the
Gradient Adaptive Lattice (GAL) technique [15] and hence, the
lattice predictor cascade is denoted Weighted Cascaded Gradient
Adaptive Lattice (WCGAL) in the following. The implementation
uses power-normalized adaption step sizes

µm(n) =
�

�2
m(n) + �min

, (3)

where m is the lattice stage index, n the sample index, �2
m a re-

cursive error power estimate, and �min a small offset to avoid a
division by zero. � is the base step size that is used as the main
optimization parameter in the following.

The problem of optimally quantizing the prediction error sig-
nal e(n) is not considered in this study and hence the quantizer Q
is a simple fixed 3 bit quantizer with adaptive scaling. Normalizing
the amplitude level is one way to achieve a nearly constant signal
variance [16]. The normalization is accomplished by dividing the
signal by an estimate of its envelope. The update itself is based
on the denormalized quantized signal and hence, is synchronous
in encoder and decoder. For more information about the envelope
estimation and the calculation of the utilized quantizer levels, the
interested reader is referred to [10].

5. OPTIMIZATION

Finding a meaningful combination of prediction order Mp and
base step size �p for every predictor p of the cascade is a non-
trivial task. The authors decided to apply a genetic algorithm to
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realize the global optimization of this problem.
Two metrics were considered to create potential cost functions.

Initially, a cost function based on the prediction gain

G = 10 log10

0
BB@

N�1P
n=0

x(n)2

N�1P
n=0

e(n)2

1
CCA , (4)

defined as the logarithmic ratio of an input signal x(n) of length N
and the resulting (unquantized) prediction error signal e(n), was
used. But it turned out that a pure optimization of the prediction
gain yields perceptually unpleasant results.

Therefore, a second cost function based on the so-called Ob-
jective Difference Grade (ODG) score was applied. The ODG
score S is the outcome of the Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Qual-
ity (PEAQ) [17] method and describes the perceptual quality in
terms of coding artifact audibility in a range from �4 (Very an-
noying) to 0 (Imperceptible). The actual utilized cost function

C(�Np
) =

70X

k=1

S4
k|�Np

(5)

is the sum of the fourth power of all ODG scores S4
k|�p for all

SQAM items k and a certain predictor cascade configuration �Np
.

Raising Sk to the fourth power emphasizes bad results and hence
this cost function tends to result in a globally enhanced ODG score
instead of predominant excellent and some very poor results as
explained in [18].

The optimization routine is repeated for several predictor cas-
cade sizes Np, a population size of 40, and 15 · Np generations.
The range of valid values for the basic step size was restricted to
� 2 [1e�3, 0.2]. The trend of the cost function C(�Np

) for the
predictor configurations over the generations of the genetic algo-
rithm is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Cost function C(�Np
) for cascade parameter vectors

�Np
over the generations l of the genetic algorithm

For every generation l the best performing candidate of the
population is shown. One can see how C(�Np

) is decreasing dras-
tically over the generations. Apparantly, the smallest cost function
value can be achieved with the highest cascade size and vice-versa.
Thereby, the expected gain through the application of a predictor
cascade is proven. The cascade configurations and the associated
results of the optimization process are denoted in Tab. 1. It de-
notes for the analyzed configurations c the optimized prediction
order Mp, and the optimized adaption base step sizes �p.

Note that the genetic algorithm implementation from the MAT-
LAB optimization toolbox with standard settings is used besides
the mentioned parameters.

�Np
= ( Orders Mp adaption base step size �p)

�1 (67, 0.0189)
�2 (50,4, 0.0020, 0.0423)
�3 (58,2,7 0.0016, 0.0098, 0.1036)
�4 (76,6,2,2 0.0013, 0.0119, 0.0848, 0.0549)
�5 (78,2,2,2,2 0.0010, 0.0199, 0.0779, 0.0052, 0.0024)

Table 1: Optimized parameter vectors �Np
of the prediction cas-

cade for several cascade sizes Np

6. EVALUATION

To evaluate the WCGAL-based ADPCM codec structure, the same
metrics as in Section 5 applied to the SQAM data set are utilized.
The measurements are undertaken using the optimized values from
Tab. 1.
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Figure 5: Prediction gain G and ODG scores S averaged over all
SQAM items for the settings of Tab. 1

To get an impression of the overall performance, the averaged
prediction gain G and ODG scores S for all configurations from
Tab. 1 are illustrated in Fig. 5. Being contrary to the trend of the
cost function, where its minimum value was found for the largest
cascade size Np = 5, the optimal cascade size in terms of mean
ODG scores for the undertaken optimization is Np = 4. In com-
parison to the single predictor configuration a gain of 0.06 for the
mean ODG score and gain of about 1 dB for the mean prediction
gain can be achieved.

Analyzing the individual SQAM items by plotting the predic-
tion gain and the ODG score relative to the single predictor con-
figuration �1, as done in Fig. 6, reveals the cause for the moderate
gain. Despite the cost functions (see Eq. 5) intention of global per-
ceptual enhancement, the individual gains are very signal depen-
dent and occasionally (e.g. k = [11, 32, 49, 53, 54]) the predictor
cascade even degrades the codecs performance. The mentioned
negative examples are the double bass, the triangle, and 3 speech
items and hence, a possible explanation could be the noise-like
characteristic of those signals.

7. CONCLUSION

The application of cascaded predictors in ADPCM was analyzed
in this work. In contrast to its previous application, the WCLMS
concept was utilized for gradient-adaptive lattice filters (WCGAL)
and in a closed loop codec structure. Order and adaption base
step size of predictors of the cascade were optimized using a ge-
netic algorithm by minimizing a cost function, depending on the
perceptually motivated ODG score. A simple basic codec was im-
plemented to evaluate this concept. The results for this non-ideal
codec already indicate the benefit of cascaded prediction in an AD-
PCM codec.
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Figure 6: Prediction gain a) and ODG score gain b) for every SQAM item utilizing the settings of Tab. 1. The results are relative to the
ones for �1.

A gain of about 0.06 for the mean ODG score and 1 dB for the
mean prediction gain could be achieved without any change of the
codecs bitrate. Unfortunately, the presented codec in conjunction
with the utilized genetic optimization algorithm could not achieve
a global optimization. In other words, the perceptual quality for
some items of the used data base degraded. Hence, applying ge-
netic algorithms might not be the optimal solution to find the best
predictor cascade configuration.

The application of different optimization approaches, followed
by a global optimization of all codec parameters potentially leads
to an ADPCM codec offering a very good perceptual quality but
featuring algorithmic delay of a single sample. Such a codec can
be beneficial in many time-critical applications.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present beat histogram features for multiple level
rhythm description and evaluate them in a musical genre classifica-
tion task. Audio features pertaining to various musical content cat-
egories and their related novelty functions are extracted as a basis
for the creation of beat histograms. The proposed features capture
not only amplitude, but also tonal and general spectral changes
in the signal, aiming to represent as much rhythmic information
as possible. The most and least informative features are identi-
fied through feature selection methods and are then tested using
Support Vector Machines on five genre datasets concerning classi-
fication accuracy against a baseline feature set. Results show that
the presented features provide comparable classification accuracy
with respect to other genre classification approaches using period-
icity histograms and display a performance close to that of much
more elaborate up-to-date approaches for rhythm description. The
use of bar boundary annotations for the texture frames has pro-
vided an improvement for the dance-oriented Ballroom dataset.
The comparably small number of descriptors and the possibility of
evaluating the influence of specific signal components to the gen-
eral rhythmic content encourage the further use of the method in
rhythm description tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION

The extraction of features describing musical rhythm is an im-
portant and a challenging topic in Music Information Retrieval
(MIR) with applications in many areas [1, 2, 3, 4]. Rhythm fea-
tures can be of importance, for example, in musical genre clas-
sification, where they have been shown to improve classification
accuracy and, in specific cases (such as for special, dance-music
oriented datasets) allow very successful rhythm-based classifica-
tion or similarity computation [2, 5, 6, 7, 4]. Since the concept
of ’genre’ can be related to various musical parameters [8, 9, 5],
it is generally attempted to include features from all possibly rel-
evant musical categories (timbre, pitch, loudness, and rhythm) in
order to achieve good classification results. In this paper, we chose
to focus on rhythm features for musical genre classification since
computational rhythm description remains a challenging subject,
even when considerable advances have been made lately in this
field [7, 10, 11, 4]. A common approach to the description of the
rhythmic content of a musical track focuses on the extraction of
features based on changes in the signal’s amplitude envelope, pos-
sibly applying frequency-band filtering or attempting to track en-
ergy changes from the signal’s short time spectrum. The basic as-
sumption behind this approach is that rhythm is strongly related to

long-term amplitude periodicities and their statistical properties [2,
5, 6]. This assumption is, in our view, well-founded, since many
music theoretical works on rhythm have stressed the multidimen-
sional nature of rhythm, establishing the need to consider different
musical properties and their temporal evolution when attempting
to represent the rhythmic content of music [12, 13, 14, 15].

Several approaches for the automatic extraction of features de-
scribing rhythmic content for genre classification through a period-
icity distribution representation have been proposed [16, 17, 18].
They are based on earlier studies on beat analysis [19], which
aimed at creating a very low frequency periodicity representation
(later commonly dubbed the beat histogram [16] or periodicity his-
togram [18]), used to extract musical parameters such as tempo as
well as low-level features (e.g., statistical properties of the his-
togram such as mean or standard deviation). Traditionally, a mea-
sure of the signal amplitude envelope or its change over time is
utilized as the novelty function for the extraction of a beat his-
togram [18, 16, 17]. Genre classification systems based on such
representations have generally shown promising results, although
the rhythm features did not perform as well as other subsets of the
feature set such as timbre features [5, 16, 17]. There still exist
only relatively few studies [20, 21, 18, 22, 3] where rhythm fea-
tures alone were so efficient as to achieve high accuracy in a genre
classification or similarity task. The dataset used in most of those
cases (Ballroom [23]) includes only tracks from dance genres with
presumably clearly distinguishable rhythmic properties, leading to
very high performance but providing little information as to the
suitability of the features for music with less distinctive rhythm.

Additionally, there exist many approaches for rhythm descrip-
tion which do not only base themselves on direct feature extraction
from a periodicity representation, but rely on direct similarity mea-
surements, computing distances between rhythm representations
also being based on periodicities present in the signal [24, 25, 26,
7]. Finally, latest works have attempted to model rhythm using
probabilistic models [10, 3, 27] or deep neural networks [11, 28].
Such methods have shown excellent results in rhythmic classifi-
cation and similarity computation tasks (with accuracies ranging
up to 95% [3, 27, 11]), attesting to the plausibility of addressing
rhythm-based genre classification tasks with rhythmic similarity
methods or elaborate rhythm modeling [4]. However, we identify
two main drawbacks with this category of approaches: first, the
interpretability of the features describing rhythm is limited, since
the method of their generation is either too complex or based on
purely technical and not music-theoretical considerations. This is
not a problem, of course, if the goal is to develop a method provid-
ing high accuracy; it does, however, limit the possible conclusions
which can be drawn from the classification task in itself and the
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features involved in it. Secondly, the complexity of the methods
makes them prone to errors and random influences. Furthermore,
the very high results achieved by some studies, although proving
the suitability of such classifier systems for e.g. commercial use,
should in our view be seen in a critical light for two reasons: on
the one hand, it is questionable whether systems based only on
rhythmic features could theoretically achieve such performance,
since listening experiments show that even human subjects cannot
distinguish genres perfectly [29]; on the other hand, it has been
demonstrated very often in the intrinsically fuzzily defined genre
classification task that complex systems relying on elaborate trans-
formations and trained with small amounts of data might provide
very high results, but in effect do not generalize to real-world data
(a case of overfitting) or do not describe the quantities they are
supposed to, their performance being an artifact of an erroneous
ground truth or highly dataset-specific features [30, 31, 32]. We
chose to focus on the periodicity representation methods and the
features which can be extracted on their basis, conducting a de-
tailed examination of the features which can be used in their con-
text and their behavior for many different datasets. This approach
allows to investigate the merits of those methods in depth and to
identify which signal-based features bear the most importance for
rhythmic description.

A common element of previous studies using periodicity rep-
resentations allowing rhythmic content feature extraction for genre
classification is that the features are derived from a beat histogram
created on the basis of the signal amplitude and energy changes,
as for example in [16, 17, 18]. This approach might seem intu-
itive at first, since it is based on the assumption that rhythmic
properties are conveyed through amplitude or energy changes in
the musical signal, which is a common consequence of rhythm
perception modalities [33, 34]. However, relevant literature in
music theory [12, 15, 14] and cognition [35, 36] indicates that
rhythm arises as the combination or interplay of periodicities asso-
ciated with different sound properties such as amplitude (e.g., ac-
cents), spectral (e.g., instrumentation changes) and tonal changes
(e.g., chord changes). In the field of onset detection, novelty func-
tions have been proposed which take into account spectral content
changes [37, 38, 39]. The goal of this work is to capitalize on
this observation by extracting novelty functions from different sig-
nal properties (which will allow to take not only amplitude-based
but also spectral and tonal changes and their related periodicities
into account), using the beat histogram method to create a basis
for features describing the rhythmic content of the signal. We
investigate the impact of using various musical qualities as nov-
elty functions for beat histogram calculation on classification ac-
curacy, identify the most and least descriptive features and feature
groups, and compare the results to those of a traditional timbre-
related feature set. Furthermore, the effect of bar boundary an-
notations from manually annotated data is investigated, since beat
histograms based on musically more meaningful data are expected
to produce more qualitative features. Finally, we examine the mis-
classifications in the confusion matrices to draw conclusions on
the suitability of the features for rhythm-based classification and
possible shortcomings.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the feature
extraction procedure is described. In the third Section, the eval-
uation of the proposed features is given, along with information
about feature selection and the datasets. In the fourth Section, re-
sults are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, we give
conclusions and suggestions for future work (Section 6).

2. METHOD

Novelty functions are generally defined as temporal curves des-
ignating prominent changes of a signal [40, 41, 42, 43], resulting
from a reduced or filtered version of the original signal from which
the first difference is computed, in order to accentuate substantial
changes in the monitored quantity. In this paper, we expand this
definition somewhat and consider every temporal trajectory of a
signal feature to effectively be a novelty function in order to use it
as a basis for the beat histogram calculation. This assumption is
justified from a practical point of view, since prominent changes
in the magnitude of a signal feature (such as, e.g., spectral flux)
are still represented (but not as accentuated), their inherent peri-
odicities detectable by methods such as a Discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT), an Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) or a resonant
filter bank. Furthermore, the avoidance of taking the first differ-
ence function has the added advantage of reducing noise in the
feature temporal trajectory. For rhythm analysis, signal character-
istics beyond amplitude are included here since their periodicities
also contribute to the overall rhythm. Examples include changes
in instrumentation, which cause a universal, broadband change in
the spectral content of a signal, or chord changes, which can be
tracked by changes in the instantaneous pitch content.

Fig. 1 shows the novelty function (top) and the resulting beat
histogram (bottom) for two features representing spectral change
(Spectral Flux) and spectral shape (Spectral Flatness), respectively.
The audio track is an excerpt from the disco class of the GTZAN
dataset [16] and the features are extracted over the whole length of
a single texture frame (3 s). In the excerpt, the drum section plays a
straight 4/4 measure with a beat each 0.48 s, clearly visible in the
spectral flux temporal curve (tracking general spectral change) and
as the prevalent periodicity (126 BPM) in the corresponding beat
histogram. The changes tracked by the spectral flatness measure,
however, more strongly reflect tonalness changes, taking place ev-
ery 0.96 s, with a main periodicity of 63 BPM. Both the general
form (distribution) of the histogram and the strength and exact
BPM value of the most prevalent periodicities can be seen to differ
significantly in the two examples. Based on this example, it is ob-
vious that the changes tracked by different novelty functions can
lead to different beat histograms for the same audio excerpt, with
each histogram potentially providing a rhythmically meaningful
description.

The novelty functions used in this paper cover envelope, spec-
tral shape, and tonal content changes. The selected features are the
following (for details on their computation, see [44]):

• Spectral Shape features include Spectral Flux (SF), Spec-
tral Centroid (SCD), Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC 1-13) and Spectral Flatness (SFL).

• Tonal novelty features comprise Spectral Tonal Power Ra-
tio (STPR) and the Pitch Chroma Coefficients (SPC 1-12).

• Envelope novelty is tracked through the Root Mean Square
(RMS) measure of the signal amplitude.

The beat histogram computation is similar to the one proposed
by Tzanetakis [16] without implementation of the wavelet filter-
ing. All features are calculated through a Short-Time-Fourier-
Transform (STFT), except for the RMS which is extracted with the
same temporal resolution parameters from the time domain signal.
The complete procedure for the generation of a feature vector rep-
resenting each track includes the following steps:
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Figure 1: Temporal Trajectory of Spectral Flux and Spectral Flatness (upper row) and corresponding Beat Histograms from 30−240 BPM
(lower row).

1. Preprocessing: the audio signal is down-mixed to mono,
resampled to 22.5 kHz, lowpass-filtered to remove DC com-
ponents and normalized.

2. STFT: the transform is computed with a frame-length of
approximately 46.4 ms, windowed by a Hann window and
with 75% overlap between consecutive frames. The result-
ing frequency resolution is ∆f = 10.77 Hz.

3. Novelty function: the features listed earlier are extracted
from the STFT frames, and the novelty function is com-
puted through the calculation of the temporal trajectory and
half-wave rectification, as is commonly practiced in novelty
function extraction [43].

4. Beat histogram: the beat histogram is extracted through
the calculation of an Autocorrelation Function (ACF) for
each texture window of length 3 s. The overlap of the tex-
ture windows is 75%.

5. Subfeature computation: for each beat histogram, the sub-
features listed in Table 1 are extracted. The concatenation
of all subfeature groups for each novelty function produces
the final feature vector for an audio excerpt.

Similar subfeatures can be found e.g. in [16] (Peak), and
[17, 18] (Distribution). In total, 30 novelty functions are used for
the production of as many beat histograms, from each of which 19
subfeatures are extracted, resulting in a total count of 570 features.
This effectively means that from the temporal trajectory of every
MFCC or chroma coefficient, as well as the other features men-
tioned in the previous paragraph, a beat histogram is extracted,
ensuring that all relevant periodicities and their properties — in
different frequency bands and describing various audio aspects —
are accounted for.

Table 1: Subfeatures extracted from Beat Histograms.

Distribution Peak
Mean (ME) Salience of Strongest Peak (A1)

Standard Deviation (SD) Salience of 2nd Stronger Peak (A0)
Mean of Derivative (MD) Period of Strongest Peak (P1)
SD of Derivative (SDD) Period of 2nd Stronger Peak (P2)

Skewness (SK) Period of Peak Centroid (P3)
Kurtosis (KU) Ratio of A0 to A1 (RA)
Entropy (EN) Sum (SU)

Geometrical Mean (GM) Sum of Power (SP)
Centroid (CD)
Flatness (FL)

High Frequency Content (HFC)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND EVALUATION

In order to be able to compare the results for the rhythm content
features we extracted a baseline feature set by calculating the fea-
ture value over all texture windows of an excerpt (keeping the aver-
age value inside a window) without extracting periodicities. Those
features are considered as a baseline since they represent a stan-
dard set of features used in genre classification. They include all
features listed in Sect. 2 except the Pitch Chroma Coefficients and
additionally include the features Spectral Spread, Peak Amplitude
Value, and Zero Crossing Rate. The subfeatures on each of these
features’ temporal trajectory throughout each track are given in
the Distribution column of Table 1. In total, the baseline feature
set comprises 21 features times 11 subfeatures = 231 features.
We chose not to include other, more state-of-the-art non-rhythmic
features in the baseline mainly because we aimed at investigating
rhythmic features rather than non-rhythmic features. Second, since
the main goal of the paper was to evaluate the beat histogram fea-
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tures derived from all relevant novelty functions of the signal, it
seemed plausible to include as a baseline the same novelty func-
tions. This, however, was performed without applying the beat
histogram transformation, so as to assess the added value of this
certain processing step and the resulting features.

3.1. Classification

For the classification part, we apply the Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [45] algorithm under MATLAB with a Radial Basis Func-
tion (RBF) kernel. The two hyperparameters for this kernel C and
γ were determined with a grid search procedure. For all the exper-
iments presented here, a 10-fold cross-validation took place, and
results are averaged over the folds. The goal of the given classi-
fication setup is to compare the performance of the rhythm con-
tent feature set to a standard set of features, while also testing the
combined set in order to assess the improvement when using the
rhythm feature set in addition to the baseline set. All features are
subjected to standardization (z-score) prior to classification (train
and test set separately). The performance measure used to evaluate
the classification is accuracy, defined as the proportion of correctly
classified samples to all samples classified.

3.2. Datasets

In order to ensure comparability of the results with other publica-
tions and to evaluate the rhythm features for different genre hier-
archies and tracks, five datasets were evaluated:

• GTZAN [16]

• Ballroom [18, 23]

• ISMIR04 [46]

• Unique [47]

• Homburg [48]

Although none of the datasets raises claims to being either
complete or error-free (since the definition of genre itself is a de-
batable subject), their previous extensive use makes them suitable
as benchmarks for the musical genre classification task. In order to
avoid having results which could be artifacts of one specific dataset
(e.g., for the GTZAN which has been criticized for its content [31],
or the Ballroom which has been seen to be easily classifiable by the
tempo feature [18]), we chose to include five very diverse datasets
here. An interesting task which came under consideration would
be training with one dataset and testing with another. However, the
different class/genre structure across them did not allow for such a
use in this context.

3.3. Feature Selection

The large number of resulting features mentioned in Sect. 2 makes
direct feature evaluation a tedious task. In order to identify the best
and worst performing descriptors we conducted a two stage fea-
ture selection: First, we apply a filter method (Mutual Information
with Target Data [49], using the maximum relevance CMIM metric
[50] from the MI-Toolbox [51]). Second, we run a sequential for-
ward feature selection using the SVM as a wrapper method [52].
We retain the N best features (the feature number N is dataset-
dependent, but ranges between 10 and 20) which gave comparable
to or better accuracy than the full feature sets. This procedure is
applied to the baseline and rhythm feature sets separately, and the

best features from both are then pooled to produce the combined
feature set. Finally, we apply feature selection by separating fea-
ture subsets in the rhythm set in order to determine the effective-
ness of different novelty functions and subfeature groups.

3.4. Bar Annotation

The parameters for the rhythm feature extraction algorithm were
given in Sect. 2. It is a common problem of many such algorithms
that the overlapping texture windows used in the block-wise pro-
cessing of the audio file are of pre-defined length that does not nec-
essarily represent "meaningful" parts of the music, such as, e.g., a
bar. Placing the frames exactly at the boundaries of a bar or a
musical phrase could increase the precision of the beat histogram
representation, since the periodicities extracted from the segment
would be musically meaningful, without onsets added or being left
out because of random framing. In order to adapt the texture win-
dow boundaries to the bar boundaries, annotations of the audio
files are necessary. In the case of the Ballroom dataset, such a
manual annotation is available [53] and will be used here.

4. RESULTS

Results of the classification after feature selection for all datasets
are presented in Fig. 2 and Table 2. The priors (percentage of a
class/genre samples in a dataset) as average (Avg) and of the great-
est class (Max P ) are also provided. Sample results of the feature
selection process concerning feature ranking (the three best and
three worst features per dataset) are given in Table 3. Apart from
that, in Fig. 3, accuracy results for all novelty function and sub-
feature groups for each dataset can be seen. Finally, confusion
matrices are provided for the GTZAN and Ballroom datasets (Ta-
bles 4 and 5) for the rhythmic feature set in order to examine the
misclassifications for those very well-known datasets.

Some tendencies can be clearly identified: The baseline fea-
ture set performs always better than the rhythm feature set alone
except for the Ballroom dataset. The difference is mostly small
but also significant at the 0.05 level in all cases except for the IS-
MIR04 dataset (based on a comparison test of the Cohen’s Kappa
extracted from the confusion matrices [54]); it ranges from 1.9%
for the ISMIR04 dataset to 12.3% for the GTZAN dataset. Only
for the Ballroom dataset the accuracy using the rhythm feature set
is 6.8% above that observed when using the baseline set. The
combined feature set outperforms the individual sets in all cases,
the achieved accuracy being very close to that of the baseline fea-
ture set. This difference in accuracies is significant at the 0.05
level only in two cases (Ballroom and Unique). With regard to
the datasets, results show accuracies in the area of 44.6 (rhythm
feature set, Homburg) to 72.8% (combined feature set, GTZAN).
The best performance of the rhythm features can be observed for
the Ballroom dataset (67.7%), whereas the poorest performance
can be found for the Homburg dataset. It should be noted that for
the unbalanced datasets (i.e., all except GTZAN) it was observed
from inspecting the confusion matrices that the achieved accuracy
is mostly influenced by the most prominent class being classified
correctly, whereas for the other classes, the performance is inferior
but still in most cases above the prior of the respective class. An
important result is the performance of the Ballroom dataset when
using the annotated bars as texture window length (Table 2): It
shows a clear improvement for the rhythm feature set alone and
reaches 88.4% for the combined set.
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Figure 2: Classification results after feature selection.

Table 2: Classification results (accuracy in %) for various settings
and best classification results. For the Ballroom dataset, a sec-
ond accuracy value is reported for the case of using the manual
annotation for frame boundaries.

Setting GTZAN Ballroom ISMIR04 Unique Homburg
Baseline 72.1 60.9 69.6 68.5 50.7
Rhythmic 59.3 67.3/76.7 67.5 66.3 44.6
Combined 72.8 71.9/88.4 70.1 72 51.1
P.-MaxP 10 15.9 43.9 24.6 26.7

P.-Avg 10 12.5 16.7 7.1 11.1

Concerning feature selection, it can be seen in Table 3 that
the best features resulting from the information-theoretical feature
selection procedure comprise proportionally more features based
on spectral (SF, SFL) or amplitude (RMS) novelty, whereas with
respect to the subfeatures the image is not so clear — only the
SD feature appears more consistently (4 times) in the first ranks.
The worst features can be seen to be based on tonal (STPR, SPC)
novelty functions, with subfeatures giving a clearer image, with
Peak features such as the A1 being frequent in the ranking.

Those tendencies can also be partially observed in Fig. 3, where
the feature groups were tested individually: the only novelty func-
tions showing to provide slightly better results on its own for all
datasets are the SFL, MFCC2, STPR and RMS, whereas other
MFCC and SPC features show relatively lower performance on
their own. However, the performance of all novelty functions ap-
pears to be relatively similar, except for the SFL, STPR and RMS
novelty functions which seem to provide higher performance for
all datasets. In the case of the subfeature groups, no specific fea-
ture seems to be standing out.

Table 3: Best and worst features after feature selection. Abbrevia-
tion left of point denotes subfeature, otherwise novelty function.

Rank GTZAN Ballroom ISMIR04 Unique Homburg
1 MD.RMS P1.SF MD.MFC2 SD.MFC1 SD.RMS
2 FL.RMS A0.SFL CD.MFC1 GM.SFL SD.SPC3
3 GM.SFL SD.SPC3 A0.SF MD.MFC2 FL.SFL

568 A0.STPR A0.STPR SP.MFC3 A0.STPR A1.MFC2
569 SP.MFC1 A1.MFC1 A1.RMS A1.MFC3 A0.MFC2
570 A1.RMS EN.MFC1 A0.STPR A0.MFC3 A1.MFC1

Table 4: Confusion matrix for Ballroom dataset, average accu-
racy: 67.3%. Accuracy and Prior are given in %.

Ch. Ji. Qu. Ru. Sa. Ta. Vw. Wa.
Ch. 87 4 3 4 8 3 2 0
Ji. 9 40 1 1 6 2 1 0

Qu. 2 5 50 5 10 6 3 1
Ru. 10 0 3 62 0 5 2 16
Sa. 9 6 7 3 55 4 2 0
Ta. 3 0 9 2 2 58 7 5
Vw. 0 0 11 9 0 5 25 15
Wa. 0 0 2 12 0 1 2 93
Acc. 78 67 61 63 64 67 38 85
Pr. 15.9 8.6 11.7 14.0 12.3 12.3 9.3 15 .8

Table 5: Confusion matrix for GTZAN dataset, average accuracy:
59.3%. Accuracy and Prior are given in %.

Bl. Cl. Co. Di. Hi. Ja. Me. Po. Re. Ro.
Bl. 59 2 4 4 5 5 8 1 7 6
Cl. 2 79 1 1 0 11 2 0 1 5
Co. 11 3 56 4 2 7 3 1 1 13
Di. 3 0 4 56 6 3 7 8 6 10
Hi. 3 0 0 8 64 2 2 5 13 3
Ja. 7 13 4 1 0 64 4 1 3 3
Me. 2 2 1 8 1 1 72 2 0 12
Po. 7 2 3 9 5 4 1 42 10 16
Re. 6 1 3 6 14 4 0 4 59 3
Ro. 7 4 8 4 4 4 15 9 4 42
Acc. 59 79 56 56 64 64 72 42 59 42
Pr. 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

5. DISCUSSION

The results given in Table 2 provide strong support for the view
that the presented rhythm features can perform in the same range
as non-rhythmic baseline features. The overall better performance
of the combined feature set is a consequence of using informa-
tion related to both timbre and rhythm features, with significant
improvement for two out of five datasets.

Concerning the datasets, the poor classification performance
observed for the Homburg dataset could be an indication that the
latter has a special genre or track selection, which cannot be pre-
dicted efficiently using our features. The very similar results ob-
served for all feature sets for the ISMIR04 dataset is most proba-
bly due to its largely unbalanced character. The Ballroom dataset
stands out as a good example where the rhythm features alone
could offer a satisfactory performance. The results reported here
are comparable to or better than those reported in studies using
similar methods [16, 17, 18], but lie below those of newer studies
employing more sophisticated features which depart from the beat
histogram [55, 7, 10, 3, 56, 11, 57]. However, the simplicity of the
beat histogram calculation and feature extraction and the possibil-
ity to assess features and feature groups individually are, in our
view, advantages which have to be taken into account.

The use of bar boundaries as texture window boundaries for
the Ballroom dataset gave encouraging results: A maximum ac-
curacy of 76.7% was achieved, which is a notable improvement
to the 67.7% with fixed-length segmentation. The result is close
to the one reported by Gouyon et al. [18] using features extracted
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Figure 3: Classification results for feature groups. Upper graphic shows Novelty Function, lower Subfeature groups. Datasets are denoted
by the following line styles: "-" (GTZAN), ".-" (Ballroom), "*-" (ISMIR04), "–" (Unique), "+-" (Homburg).

from the beat histogram. This suggests that the application of prior
knowledge regarding the “real” boundaries of the musical surface
can help to considerably improve the accuracy of rhythm-based
genre classification.

The misclassifications (reported in Tables 4 and 5) show that
genre confusions are those that could be expected when using fea-
tures capturing the rhythmic character of the pieces, thus making
it difficult to distinguish between genres containing similar pat-
terns: for the Ballroom dataset, the most prominent misclassifi-
cations take place between Rumba/Waltz, Quickstep/Samba and
Waltz/Viennese Waltz. For the GTZAN dataset, Classical is con-
fused with Jazz, Country with Rock, Hiphop with Reggae and
Pop with Rock and Metal. Those results indicate that the multiple
novelty-based beat histogram features indeed capture the specific
rhythmic properties of the genres and the regularities of their peri-
odicities, pointing towards the suitability of those features for the
extraction of general rhythmic properties.

With regards to the feature selection, it was shown that mainly
novelty functions which are based on amplitude or spectral shape
changes in the signal give the best results, a result which could
be confirmed both from the standard feature selection procedure,
as well as from the feature subset-based selection. Those results
can be due to important turning points of a track in most popular
western music being mostly mediated through loudness, energy
or spectral form (for example, in the case of many instruments
playing together in a bar change or a new instrument entering the

scene) which leads to those features possessing more salient nov-
elty functions out of which more qualitative beat histogram fea-
tures can be extracted. Another reason could be the role of those
novelty functions in stressing the basic metric positions in most
of western popular music. Concerning the subfeatures and the re-
sults of the information-theoretical feature selection (Table 3), the
higher performance of simple statistics such as the SD of the beat
histogram attest to them having more discriminative power, pos-
sibly because they express very basic statistical tendencies of the
periodicity distribution. Furthermore, higher-level features (such
as the P1, which is a good estimate of the excerpts’ tempo, already
shown to be important in rhythm-based genre classification [18]),
also possess discriminative power since their value is an impor-
tant indicator of a genre character (e.g. dance vs. classical mu-
sic). However, since no such tendencies are observed in the feature
group selection (Fig. 3), it can be deducted that no specific subfea-
ture on the beat histogram bears special discriminative power, but
it is rather the combination with a salient novelty function which
allows for better results.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this paper focuses on the creation of novel
features for rhythm-based musical genre classification. The dif-
ference in comparison to previous studies in the field [16, 17, 18],
using the signal amplitude envelope only, is the use of the tempo-
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ral trajectory of other signal quantities such as SF as the novelty
function for the calculation of the beat histogram. We showed that
performance using these beat histogram features is higher or in a
similar range than related work using periodicity histograms. It
has also been shown that specific novelty functions relating to am-
plitude or spectral shape are among the most informative when
analyzed with a periodicity representation method. Finally, we
showed the positive impact of manual bar-boundary annotation for
the extraction of rhythm features on classification performance.

There are many more features which can be considered as nov-
elty functions [38, 43], as well as possible subfeatures on the beat
histogram (such as MFCCs, presented in [18]) and other methods
for the periodicity representation calculation [19, 17, 18]. Future
goals include an even more extensive and detailed feature selec-
tion, identifying the features or feature groups which are informa-
tive with respect to specific genres (in order to associate specific
novelty functions with relevance to specific genres) and a test of
the feature robustness against signal degradations. Those subfea-
tures and novelty functions could be then suitable for future use
in more specific rhythm description tasks. Furthermore, the inves-
tigation of optimal parameter settings for feature extraction and
classification, the utilization of other classification methods and
performance evaluation measures, as well as the usage of other
methods for feature aggregation are other possible research direc-
tions. The high accuracy achieved especially for the Ballroom
dataset indicates the suitability of the descriptors for further ap-
plication and points to the importance of bar-boundary annotation
(which can also be performed automatically) for rhythm features.

While the features for beat histogram calculation have been
evaluated only in the context of genre classification, we believe
that they will prove useful in other tasks as well. Future research
will concentrate on adjusting and using rhythm content features
for MIR tasks such as audio similarity and mood recognition. Pre-
liminary research has also been undertaken concerning the use of
novelty functions of specific instruments (e.g. Drums) extracted
through Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [58], or the ap-
plication of the features to other signals, such as speech [59]. Their
application in a task of automatic spoken language identification
based on the rhythmic elements of speech has shown promising
results and points to further research directions.
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ABSTRACT
Audio feature extraction underpins a massive proportion of audio
processing, music information retrieval, audio effect design and
audio synthesis. Design, analysis, synthesis and evaluation often
rely on audio features, but there are a large and diverse range of
feature extraction tools presented to the community. An evaluation
of existing audio feature extraction libraries was undertaken. Ten
libraries and toolboxes were evaluated with the Cranfield Model
for evaluation of information retrieval systems, reviewing the cov-
erage, effort, presentation and time lag of a system. Comparisons
are undertaken of these tools and example use cases are presented
as to when toolboxes are most suitable. This paper allows a soft-
ware engineer or researcher to quickly and easily select a suitable
audio feature extraction toolbox.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio feature extraction is one of the cornerstones of current audio
signal processing research and development.

Audio features are contextual information that can be extracted
from an audio signal. Features can be broken down into groups, as
presented in the Cuidado Project [1], which includes definitions of
a range of features.

Audio features can be applied to a range of research fields in-
cluding:

• Feature extraction linked to audio effects [2]

• Statistical synthesis [3]

• Feature-based synthesis [4]

• Evaluating synthesis techniques [5]

• Similarity measures [6]

• Data classification [7]

• Data mining [8]

Although these problems are somewhat dissimilar in nature,
they lean heavily on a set of related audio features. Low level
features are computed directly from the audio signal, often in a
frame-by-frame basis’ such as zero-crossing rate, spectral centroid
or signal energy, and generally have little perceptual relevance in
comparison to higher level features, like chord or key of musical
piece, which hold greater semantic meaning. In MIR, it is common
to refer to audio features or descriptors, whereas, in psychology
distinctions are made between dimensions and features, where di-
mensions are continuous and features are a discrete. Descriptor is
often used as a general term since it can refers to either continuous
or discrete content.

Seventeen low level descriptors (LLDs) are defined in the MPEG-
7 standard, with feature categorisation, for the purpose of perform-
ing audio similarity searching with metadata contained within an
MPEG file [9, 10], and the Cuidado project takes this work further
to define 54 audio features [1]. This project provides definitions of
a range of features, grouping them and which are relevant as frame
based features. These audio features can then processed with the
aim of identifying some particular aspect of an audio signal. A
good overview of features for extraction is presented in [11]

Consequently, a range of audio feature extraction libraries and
toolboxes have been constructed. Some are built as workflow tools,
with pre-processing and batch operations, some are written for al-
gorithmic efficiency or parallelisation, some for specific program-
ming environments or platforms. Despite significant growth and
research in the field of audio signal processing and feature extrac-
tion, there has been little research on evaluating and identifying
suitable feature extraction tools and their appropriate applications.

It has been identified that within music information retrieval
(MIR) primarily focuses on precision and recall, which may be
considered a limitation [12, 13]. Cleverdon et. al. developed a
six point scale for measuring and evaluating information retrieval
systems. This model is widely known as the Cranfield model of
information retrieval evaluation [14]. The Cranfield model prop-
erties are: Coverage; Time Lag; Effort; Presentation; Precision;
Recall. This model is an appropriate platform for evaluation and
benchmarking of MIR systems.

This paper reviews and evaluates existing feature extraction li-
braries based on the Cranfield model. The properties of the model
can be suitably related to the MIR feature extraction tool evalua-
tion [15] and presents an evaluation based on the following criteria:

Coverage - The range of audio descriptor features presented by
a toolkit, along with additional preprocessing or post pro-
cessing functionality.

Effort - User Interface, how easily one can create a new specific
query or modify queries, and appropriate documentation.

Presentation - File Output format options and consistency.

Time Lag - Computational Efficiency of each tool.

Precision and recall are both included as part of the Cranfield
Model. However, within the case of evaluating feature extraction
toolboxes, precision and recall are not considered applicable to the
task, and as such are not used. Existing work discusses the merits
of using precision and recall within MIR application [16].

This paper presents ten audio feature extraction toolboxes, eval-
uated based on the Cranfield model, as proposed in [12]. Section 3
compares the functionality of the tools with respect to the range
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of audio features that can be extracted and any further pre or post
processing that the tool implements. The interface options of each
toolboxes is presented and discussed in Section 4. The output for-
mat of data of each toolbox is presented in Section 5 and the com-
putational time is presented in Section 6.

2. EXISTING FEATURE EXTRACTION TOOLBOXES

There are a large number of audio feature extraction toolboxes
available, delivered to the community in differing formats, but usu-
ally as at least one of the following formats:
• stand alone applications
• plug-ins for a host application
• software function library
To allow for delivery of tools, some APIs have been constructed

to allow for feature extraction plug-ins to be developed. Vamp [17]
is a C++ API specification which functions with the standalone ap-
plications such as Sonic Visualiser, a content and feature visualiser
with Graphical User Interface (GUI) and its command line inter-
face (CLI) counterpart Sonic Annotator [18]. The Vamp Plugin
API is an independent plugin development framework and as a re-
sult plugin libraries have been developed by numerous research
labs and academic institutions. However due to the nature of the
framework, it is not possible to create plug-ins that depend on pre-
existing plug-ins. This results in multiple implementations and in-
stances of certain features being calculated, which causes potential
system inefficiencies. Feature Extraction API (FEAPI) is another
plugin framework API in C and C++ [19], though it less com-
monly used than the VAMP plugin format. There are also feature
extraction libraries that provide their own plugin API for extending
their stand alone system [20], though this is less common. There
has been a rise in MIR web services, such as the web based audio
feature extraction API produced by Echo Nest1, where users sub-
mit files online and receive XML descriptions. These tools have
resulted in large music feature datasets, such as the Million Song
Dataset [21].

The feature extraction tools that are evaluated in this paper are:

Aubio A high level feature extraction library that extracts features
such as onset detection, beat tracking, tempo, melody [22].

Essentia Full function workflow environment for high and low
level features, facilitating audio input, preprocessing and statisti-
cal analysis of output. Written in C++, with Python binding and
export data in YAML or JSON format. [23].

jAudio Java based stand alone application with Graphic User In-
terface (GUI) and CLI. Designed for batch processing to output
in XML format or ARFF for loading into Weka [20].

Librosa API for feature extraction, for processing data in Python [24]
LibXtract Low level feature extraction tool written with the aim

of efficient realtime feature extraction, originally in C but now
ported to Max-MSP, Pure Data, Super Collider and Vamp for-
mats [25].

Marsyas Full real time audio processing standalone framework
for dataflow audio processing with GUI and CLI. This programme
includes a low level feature extraction tool built in C++, with abil-
ity to perform machine learning and synthesis within the frame-
work.The feature extraction aspects have also been translated to
Vamp plugin format [26].

1http://developer.echonest.com/

Meyda Web Audio API based low level feature extraction tool,
written in Javascript. Designed for web browser based efficient
real time processing [27].

MIR Toolbox Audio processing API for offline extraction of high
and low level audio features in Matlab. Includes preprocessing,
classification and clustering functionality along with audio sim-
ilarity and distance metrics as part of the toolbox functionality.
Algorithms are fragmented allowing detailed control with simple
syntax, but often suffers from standard Matlab memory manage-
ment limitations [28].

Timbre Toolbox A Matlab toolbox for offline high and low level
feature extraction. A toolbox that provides different set of fea-
tures to the MIR Toolbox, specifically made efficient for identi-
fying timbre and to fulfil the Cuidado standards [29].

YAAFE Low level feature extraction library designed for com-
putational efficiency and batch processing by utilising data flow
graphs, written in C++ with a CLI and bindings for Python and
Matlab [30].

This list is not exhaustive, as there are many other feature ex-
traction tools out there [31, 32, 33, 34]. However the list of tools
was designed with popularity, programming environment range
and how recently it has been updated all being taken into consid-
eration.

3. COVERAGE

The coverage of an information retrieval system can be defined
as the extent to which all relevant matters are covered by the sys-
tem. Within the context of audio feature extraction tools, the cov-
erage can be considered as the range of features a tool can extract.
This section presents the features provided by each toolbox, rela-
tive to the total number of unique features from all presented tool
boxes and the features from the MPEG-7 and Cuidado standard
sets of audio descriptors. The relative importance of audio fea-
tures is heavily context based. To provide a meaningful measure of
the relative importance of audio features within each toolbox, the
toolboxes will be compared to their compliance with the MPEG-7
and Cuidado standards. Additional functionality, including pre-
processing and post processing available with each feature extrac-
tion tool will also be discussed. The accuracy of audio features or
specific implementation detail is beyond the scope of this paper,
but is discussed in [35].

The features available within each tool is evaluated, and a list
of unique features is created. Each tool is then compared to the
total list of unique features. Each tool is also evaluated based on
the feature coverage when compared to the MPEG-7 and Cuidado
standard feature sets. The results of this can be seen in Figure 1.
It can be seen that Essentia provides the largest range of features,
and is the only toolbox to produce 100% coverage of the MPEG-7
audio descriptors. Following this the MIR Toolbox and LibXtract
both fulfill over 85% of the MPEG-7 and provide 85% and 75%
of the features contained within the Cuidado project, respectfully.
The Timbre Toolbox provides nearly 75% of the Cuidado feature
set, however this may be unsurprising as they were both written by
the same principal author. YAAFE, jAudio and Librosa provide
fairly similar features sets, presenting between 30% and 38% of
the MPEG-7 standard feature set, with YAAFE presenting some
more perceptually motivated features than the others. Meyda and
Aubio provide a relatively low number of features, however this is
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Figure 1: Graph of Percentage Coverage of Multiple Feature Sets

not without justification: Meyda is written for real time processing
in the browser, and as such is inherently limited to a set of frame
based features; Aubio is designed to focus on more high level fea-
ture extraction tools, and though providing a number of low level
features, this is only to facilitate the high level feature extraction.
Marsyas performs the worse in terms of feature range, complying
to just 25% of MPEG-7 standard and 20% of the Cuidado standard.
Marsyas is designed as an audio processing workflow, where clus-
tering, classification and synthesis can all be performed within the
entire workflow, so the range of available features may be limited,
but the tool provides functionality beyond feature extraction. It
is worth noting that only three features, spectral centroid, spectral
rolloff and signal energy, are present in all the toolboxes and just
30 features are present in more than half of the toolboxes, and so
attention must be paid if specific features are required.

Table 1 shows that LibXtract and Meyda do not provide any
high level features. jAudio provides a limited range of high level
features, such as beat histogram, and strongest beat. Aubio pro-
vides a limited range of low level features, such as spectral cen-
troid, spread, skew and kurtosis. Aubio is designed specifically as
a high level feature extraction tool, with particular focus on seg-
mentation, whereas LibXtract, Meyda and jAudio are principally
designed to extract low level features.

Additional functionality, such as preprocessing or post pro-
cessing, is provided by a range of tools. Pre processing is an im-
portant aspect of evaluating any audio processing system, as it al-
lows the user to be confident of a classification in any low quality
environment where the audio may be degraded [36]. The resample
function allows a standardisation of sample rates within a tool-
box, which can be used to ensure that expected results for spectral
comparisons are within the same range. For example, if a sample
rate of 96kHz is used, it would be possible to have a spectral cen-
troid of 30kHz, which has no perceptual meaning, compared to a
file sampled at 44.1kHz, where a 30kHz spectral centroid would
be impossible. As such standardisation of sample rates is an im-
portant factor that all feature extraction environments can provide.
The quality of the resample method is an important attribute to
consider [37], but is beyond the scope of this paper.

It can be seen from Table 1 that Aubio, Essentia, jAudio, Li-
brosa, Marsyas and YAAFE all provide the user with some resam-
ple function as part of the toolbox, where as Meyda, MIR Tool-
box and Timbre Toolbox all inherit a resample function from their

native environments, as Web Audio API and Matlab both have re-
sample functions built in. LibXtract does not provide a resample
function, however, if used as a Vamp plugin, many Vamp hosts do
contain resample functions.

Clustering, as a post processing tool, is also a useful function-
ality for many MIR processes. The post processing tools allow
the user to directly analyse the output results as part of a single
process. Essentia, Marsyas and MIR Toolbox all provide some
from of clustering algorithm within them, and jAudio, Marsyas
and MIR Toolbox can export files directly to ARFF format for
loading directly into Weka, a data mining and clustering tool [38].

Essentia, MIR Toolbox and LibXtract produce a strong range
of feature coverage, and the Timbre Toolbox covers the Cuidado
feature set well. In terms of feature range these tools seem to
perform better than many other existing tools. Essentia and MIR
Toolbox both provide a powerful range of additional pre and post
processing tools to benefit the user.

4. EFFORT

Effort is used to define how challenging a user finds a system to
use, and whether any user experience considerations have been
made while developing a system. Within this section, effort is
evaluated relative to the user interface that is provided, whether
it is a Graphical User Interface (GUI), Command Line Interface
(CLI) or an Application Program Interface (API). The existence
and quality of documentation and suitable examples is evaluated.
The purpose is to identify how intuitively a tool’s interface is pre-
sented to a user.

Table 1 outlines the user interfaces presented by each of the
feature extraction tools. It can be seen that jAudio is the only
tool that comes with its own GUI, though Aubio, LibXtract and
Marsyas all have GUI capabilities through virtue of being Vamp
plug-ins, when paired with a visualisation tool such as Sonic Vi-
sualiser. CLI’s are more common, as Aubio, Marsyas, jAudio and
YAAFE come with complete command line interfaces and Essen-
tia comes with a series of precompiled C++ examples that can be
run from the command line. However, this limits control function-
ality, as all the control is included in the software implementation.
LibXtract can also be controlled via command line, through the use
of its Vamp plugin format and a Vamp CLI tool such as Sonic An-
notator. All tools come with APIs, which means Librosa, Meyda,
MIR Toolbox and Timbre Toolbox are all only presented as soft-
ware APIs, and as such all require software implementation before
feature extraction is possible.

There are five different APIs written for both C and Python.
Four APIs are available for Matlab, including the Essentia Matlab
project2. Java has three APIs and only a single API for Javascript,
Pure Data, Max-MSP, Supercollider, Lua and R are provided. Al-
though Python and C are common programming languages, it is
believed that Matlab is one of the most common frameworks used
within MIR [39]. Environments such as web audio, in Javascript,
Pure Data and Max-MSP are much less common in the MIR and
audio research field, but are advantageous as they are real time au-
dio environments where features are calculated in realtime and as
such are excellent for prototyping.

Most toolboxes have clear documentation with examples, but
there is limited documentation for LibXtract, Meyda and the Tim-
bre toolbox. Though the documentation is not unclear, all the other
tools provide a lot more information regarding basic access and
software applications. Similarly, all toolboxes supply basic ex-
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Table 1: Overview of Feature Extraction Tools

Aubio Essentia jAudio Librosa LibXtract Marsyas Meyda MIR Timbre YAAFE
High level Features Y Y N‡ Y N Y N Y Y Y
Low Level Features N* Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Resample Y Y Y Y N Y Y† Y† Y† Y
Filter N Y N N N N Y† Y† Y† N
Clustering N Y N§ N N Y§ N Y§ N N
Similarity N N N N N N N Y N N
Real Time Y Y Y Y
Vamp Plugin Y N N N Y Y N N N N
GUI Y+ N Y N Y+ Y+ N N N N
CLI Y YE Y N Y+ Y N N N Y
APIs C/C++ C/C++ Java Python C/C++ C/C++ JS Matlab Matlab Matlab

Python Python Supercollider Python Python
R MatlabO PD/Max-MSP Java C/C++

PD PD/Max-MSP Java Lua
Output Vamp YAML XML CSV Vamp Vamp TSV TSV CSV

JSON ARFF XML CSV ARFF HDF5
ARFF

* = Except MFCC and FFT Statistics,
‡ = Some Mid-high level features but very limited,

† = As part of environment, not toolbox,
+ = As result of being Vamp plugin,

§ = Can produce ARFF files, designed for being read directly into Weka.
E = CLI is produced through C ’Extractor’ files, with some examples provided.

O = A project for calling Essentia from Matlab has been developed.

amples of implementation, however YAAFE, Essentia, Aubio and
MIR Toolbox all have a strong range of examples that run straight
away. Marsyas has clear documentation and a range of examples
from which to draw inspiration, but required the user to learn a
proprietary language for use as part of the system.

In conclusion, when looking for a stand alone tool which cov-
ers a user flexibility and usability with a user interface, then the
Vamp plugin route is a useful one to take. This provides a sim-
ple intuitive interface and any number of specific features can be
loaded in as required. If batch processing is required, then either
the GUI from jAudio or CLI from YAAFE are intuitive, flexible
and simple to use. If a user requires a programming API, then,
depending on their environment, there are potentially a range of
tools. C, C++ Python and Matlab APIs are provided by a range of
tools, with often multiple being offered by each toolkit, as can be
seen in Table 1.

5. PRESENTATION

An important aspect of any information retrieval system is how the
resulting information is presented back to the user. Within this sec-
tion, the output format of data is discussed and the relative merits
of each approach outlined.

Document output format is one of the most significant barriers
in fully integrated workflow solutions within MIR [40]. Output
format is important, primarily as it impacts the ease and format of
analysis someone can carry out on a dataset. Usually, a user using
a software API, stores values in a relevant data structure within
the given development language and as such, file output format
becomes irrelevant in this case.

XML, YAML and JSON are all standard structured data for-

mats, that allow the presentation of hierarchical structures of data.
HDF5 is also a hierarchical data structure specifically designed for
efficient storage and accuracy of contents - as such is well suited to
big data tasks. CSV and TSV are table structures that allow users
to view data in most spreadsheet applications, and ARFF is also
a table structure with specific metadata about each column format
and available options. ARFF is specifically designed for use with
Weka, which is a powerful data mining tool.

CSV and TSV formats are considered to be suitable output for-
mats if the resulting value can be considered as a table, however
within the feature extraction, generally there is a much more com-
plex data structure than simply two dimensions. Features carry
varying levels of complexity, as some features are global for a
signal where as some are based on windowed frames of a sig-
nal. Some features, such as MFCC’s produce 13 numerical val-
ues per frame. As such it seems suitable that the data format used
to output these results can represent these hierarchical feature for-
mats. JSON and XML file formats are well supported by almost
all programming languages, so there should not be any issues with
processing the data results. CSV is also well supported within pro-
gramming languages, but the lack of complexity or data structure
can lead to potential ambiguities or errors with data transfer. The
benefits of producing ARFF files, which can be loaded direct into
Weka allows the user a great range of data mining opportunities
and should not be underestimated.

Although it is clear that the file format is reliant on further ap-
plications, any feature extraction library should be able to present
its data output in a data structure to suitable represent the hierar-
chical nature of the data it intends to represent. YAAFE, Essentia,
jAudio and LibXtract all provide some from of suitable data struc-
ture, however only jAudio can also pass files direct into Weka [38].
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Figure 2: Graph of Computational Time of Feature Extraction
Tools

Marsays and MIR Toolbox both allow for unstructured data, but
can produce ARFF files for easy data mining, and Librosa and
Timbre Toolbox will only allow users an unstructured data in a ta-
ble format. YAAFE and jAudio are the only two applications that
allow users the choice of structured or tabular data.

6. TIME LAG

Time lag is the measure of how long a given task will take to
complete. Understanding the time necessary to perform a task,
and comparing the relative speed of systems will give users an in-
formed choice as to what system to use, particularly when they
want to analyse large data sets. This section will discuss the com-
putational complexity of the ten feature extractions tools and iden-
tify whether they are implemented in real time or if they are offline
methods. There is existing work on implementing existing feature
extraction tools in a distributed manner [41], but this is beyond the
scope of this paper.

Meyda and the various LibXtract ports to Pure Data, Super-
collider and Max-MSP are all designed to run in realtime. Each
of these real time environments are provided with suitable feature
extraction, which provides a user with powerful visualisation and
real time interactivity but is less useful for users wishing to focus
on offline approaches.

The offline approaches were all evaluated for computational
efficiency. A dataset for evaluation is a subset of the Cambridge
Multitrack Data Set3. 32 Different songs were used. The dataset
consists of 561 tracks with an average duration of 106s is used,
which totalled over 16.5hours of audio and 8.79Gb of data. Each
toolbox is used to calculate the MFCC’s from this data set, with
a 512 sample window size and 256 sample hop size. The input
audio is at a variety of different sample rates and bit depths to
ensure that variable input file formats is allowable. This test is run
on a MacBook Pro 2.9GHz i7 processor and 8Gb of RAM. The
results are presented in Figure 2. The MFCCs were used, as they
are a computational method, that exists within nine of the ten given
tool boxes, and so should provide a good basis for comparison of

3http://www.cambridge-mt.com/ms-mtk.htm

computational efficiency. MFCCs are not computed by the Timbre
Toolbox and Meyda will only run in real-time.

As can be seen from Figure 2, Yaafe is the fastest toolbox,
processing over 16.5 hours of audio in just over 3 minutes 30s,
with Essentia coming in as a close second place at 4 minutes 12s.
LibXtract and Marsyas both completed in under 10 minutes, and
both Aubio and jAudio ran in under 15 minutes. The MIR toolbox
took over 31 minutes to run and Librosa took 1hour 53 minutes.
It is evident that tools written in C or C++ run faster than tools
written in Python or java.

7. CONCLUSION

Ten audio feature extraction toolboxes are discussed and evaluated
relative to four of the six criteria of the Cranfield Model.

Meyda and LibXtract provide excellent real time feature ex-
traction tools in various programming environments. When high
level features and segmentation is required, Aubio provides a sim-
ple and intuitive tool. It also provides a Vamp plugin format. When
visualisation is required, for annotation or basic exploration of fea-
ture, using the Vamp plugin format is very powerful, and the com-
bination of LibXtract and Marsysas as Vamp plug-ins provide ex-
cellent coverage of audio features. Research based in MATLAB
should use the MIR Toolbox combined with the Timbre Toolbox
for maximum feature coverage, or Essentia where computational
efficiency is important with little sacrifice of feature range. Essen-
tia performs the best with regards to computation, feature coverage
and output presentation, with a range of APIs.

As the suitable feature extraction toolbox is entirely applica-
tion dependent, there is no single case where a certain tool is better
or more powerful than another. However suggestions for suitable
toolboxes to use can be identified from Figure 3. When working on
real time applications, either Meyda or LibXtract will be most suit-
able for applications, where as when working in an offline fashion,
there is an option for either user interfaces or APIs. If a user inter-
face is required then Vamp plug-ins, of LibXtract and Marsyas, are
very powerful and advantageous tools, that can be hosted in either
graphic interfaces or command line interfaces. jAudio provides
a strong user interface with batch processing tool, but its range of
features is limited. Essentia provides a strong CLI with large range
of features, but low level of control, so implementation is required
for accurate control of the features. If an API is required, then a
range of example suggestions are proposed for some commonly
used programming languages. A Java API is provided by jAudio,
which is powerful and efficient, but performs on a reduced feature
set. Strong Matlab APIs are provided by either a combination of
MIR Toolbox and Timbre Toolbox or Essentia, with the ‘Running
essentia in matlab’.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a technique to transform the sound of an arbi-
trarily selected magnetic pickup into another pickup selection on
the same electric guitar. This is a first step towards replicating
an arbitrary electric guitar timbre in an audio recording using the
signal from another guitar as input. We record 1458 individual
notes from the pickups of a single guitar, varying the string, fret,
plucking position, and dynamics of the tones in order to create a
controlled dataset for training and testing our approach. Given an
input signal and a target signal, a least squares estimator is used
to obtain the coefficients of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter
to match the desired magnetic pickup position. We use spectral
difference to measure the error of the emulation, and test the ef-
fects of independent variables fret, dynamics, plucking position
and repetition on the accuracy. A small reduction in accuracy was
observed for different repetitions; moderate errors arose when the
playing style (plucking position and dynamics) were varied; and
there were large differences between output and target when the
training and test data comprised different notes (fret positions). We
explain results in terms of the acoustics of the vibrating strings.

1. INTRODUCTION

The electric guitar revolutionised Western popular music and was
for several decades the most important instrument in most pop,
rock and blues music. Although it may no longer hold such unique
supremacy, the electric guitar remains an essential element of many
of the styles it helped to define. Perhaps more so than with other
instruments, many famous guitar players are recognisable by their
distinctive electric guitar tone, and guitar enthusiasts are keen to
know the “secrets” behind the unique sound of their favourite artist.
In order to replicate the sound of their favourite guitar player, they
often purchase the same model of guitar and other musical equip-
ment used, and then adjust each of their parameters manually until
similar tone is achieved. In recent years, digital replication of elec-
tric guitar, guitar amplifiers and guitar effects has grown rapidly in
the research community and the music industry.

Several decades of literature exist that deal with synthesising
the sound of plucked string instruments. Research can be divided
into physical modelling, which involves solving the wave equa-
tion describing the vibrating string [1, 2], and more abstract mod-
els which attempt only to imitate the resulting sound, such as the
Karplus-Strong model [3, 4]. These models have been extended

∗ Zulfadhli Mohamad is supported by the Malaysian government
agency, Majlis Amanah Rakyat (MARA)

to account for the characteristics of the electric guitar, based on
waveguide theory [5, 6, 7].

The magnetic pickup contributes heavily to the timbre of an
electric guitar. Thus, accurately modelling the magnetic pickup
of an electric guitar is essential. In [5], the Karplus-Strong model
is extended by introducing a pickup position model that emulates
the comb-filtering effect of the position of the magnetic pickup
along the string, whereby harmonics with nodes at or near the
pickup position are suppressed. A parametric synthesis model of
a Fender Stratocaster electric guitar is described in [6] that alters
its level and timbre depending on the distance of the pickup and
also includes the inharmonic behaviour of the pickup. A more de-
tailed model for a magnetic pickup in [7] includes the width of
the pickup, its nonlinearity and circuit response adding to the tonal
colouration of the electric guitar.

As mentioned in [6], the playing technique of a musician also
alters the timbre of an electric guitar. Plucking with fingers or a
plectrum are the two common styles of exciting an electric guitar.
The size, shape and material of the plucking device affect the tone
of the guitar [8] and the plucking point along the string also con-
tributes to the timbre. A plucking point close to the bridge will
produce a brighter sound, while plucking near the fingerboard will
produce a warmer sound [9, 10]. This is caused by the low ampli-
tude of harmonics that have a node at or near the plucking point.
Varying how strongly a string is plucked will also affect the level
of higher harmonics [6].

Outside academia, commercial products including guitar syn-
thesisers are available that are able to emulate the sound of most
popular electric guitars on the market by modifying the sound of
a standard guitar [11, 12]. Each string is detected individually by
a hexaphonic pickup and processed by the magnetic pickup model
of the selected electric guitar sound.

For all physical modelling systems, parameters of the copied
electric guitar must be known accurately in order to model its
sound. Many influential guitar players used electric guitars and
amplifiers that are now considered vintage items; prohibitively ex-
pensive and difficult to obtain today. Certain instruments may have
been discontinued by the manufacturer and modern examples may
not produce a sufficiently similar sound to the older models. The
lack of availability of such instruments makes it difficult to mea-
sure the physical properties of the guitar, thus making it challeng-
ing to model the instrument digitally. In our research, we are ex-
ploring the concept of replicating the electric guitar sound from
an audio recording without having prior knowledge of the phys-
ical parameters of the desired electric guitar sound. In particu-
lar, in this study we analyse recordings of an electric guitar made
using different pickup positions, and we compute filters to trans-
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form the sound recorded by one pickup into the sound of another
pickup. We test the effects of the following variables on the qual-
ity of learnt filters: plucking position, dynamics, fret position and
random variation in human plucking. Although the problem of
inverting a notch filter may appear ill-posed, we show that good
results can be obtained in practice.

Section 2 describes the sound samples used in this study and
the limitations of replicating a desired sound. Section 3 presents
an overview of mathematical foundations for determining the op-
timal FIR coefficients to estimate the desired sound. Furthermore,
Section 4 explains the calculation of the accuracy of the estimated
signal. The transformation of the sound of one pickup into that
of another pickup at a different position is explained and the opti-
mum number of coefficients is described in Section 5. In Section
6, the robustness of the filters when applied to an input signal with
different repetitions, plucking positions, plucking dynamics and
fret positions is measured. Lastly, the conclusions are presented in
Section 7.

2. AN ELECTRIC GUITAR SOUND ANALYSIS DATA SET

Figure 1: The modified Squier Stratocaster diagram. Three 1/8"
output jacks allow us to tap separate signals from each magnetic
pickup simultaneously. The three plucking positions are directly
above each pickup.

The purpose of this research is to investigate whether it is pos-
sible to transform the sound produced by an arbitrary electric gui-
tar to a desired guitar sound in an audio recording using optimisa-
tion techniques. The initial experiments in this study simplify the
purpose by attempting to transform the sound of a pickup position
into another on the same electric guitar. This is an important step
because the magnetic pickup has a large impact on the timbre of
an electric guitar.

Since the playing style of a guitarist affects the colouration

of the electric guitar tone, it is preferable that the input signal is
played at the same plucking point and plucking dynamic as the
target signal. In other words, our aim is to account for differences
due to the instrument or its settings (which we assume are fixed)
from those due to playing technique. Thus we also assume that the
timing and pitch of notes in the input and target signals coincide,
and in particular that the input signal is played at the same fret
position and on the same string as the target. This work utilises
a modified guitar that allows us to tap the signals from each in-
dividual pickup simultaneously. This means that each signal will
be played at exactly the same plucking point, dynamic, pitch and
timing.

The electric guitar that is used in this study is a Squier Stra-
tocaster with three stock magnetic pickups rewired so that each
pickup can be simultaneously recorded (see Figure 1), in order to
isolate differences due to the pickup from those due to time align-
ment or playing style. The pickup positions are situated at 158.75
mm (neck pickup), 101.6 mm (middle pickup) and 38.1 mm - 50.8
mm (slanted bridge pickup) from the bridge. The scale length of
the guitar is 648 mm. The strings used are nickel wound strings
with gauges .010, .013, .017, .026, .036 and .046.

The sound samples used in this paper consist of each string
being plucked using a plectrum at three different fret positions,
three plucking positions and three plucking dynamics, with each
combination being repeated three times. The plucking dynamics
are forte (loud), mezzo-forte (moderately loud) and piano (soft);
the three different plucking positions are when the electric guitar
is plucked near the neck (158.75 mm from the bridge), at a central
playing position (101.6 mm from the bridge) and near the bridge
(45 mm from the bridge); the fret positions are played at open
string, fifth fret and twelfth fret; and lastly, all of the combinations
are played on each string and repeated for three times. This leads
to a total of 6 × 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 = 486 different variations that
are recorded from each of the three pickup positions. Thus, 1458
sound samples are available to be analysed. The duration of the
audio samples ranges from 3 to 28 seconds depending on the decay
rate for each strings. It is planned to make this dataset publicly
available for research purposes.

3. OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUE

In this study, we aimed to transform the sound of any pickup se-
lection into the sound of another pickup on the same guitar us-
ing an FIR filter. As an example, we are taking the sound of the
neck pickup as an input and transforming its sound into the bridge
pickup sound. This is achieved by convolving the input signal
(neck pickup sound), x(n) with an FIR filter, h(n) to estimate
the target signal (bridge pickup), y(n).

y(n) = x(n) ∗ h(n) (1)

As the filter h(n) is unknown, an optimisation technique is re-
quired to estimate the FIR coefficients accurately. In this paper,
the coefficients of the FIR filter are obtained by using the least
squares method. A least squares estimator has been used to es-
timate the coefficients of a filter to reverse engineer a target mix
[13, 14]. The linear combination to estimate the desired response
is given by:

ŷ(n) =
M∑

k=1

h(k) x(n − k) (2)
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where h(k) is the filter coefficient vector for the FIR filter, M is
the filter order and ŷ(n) is the estimated target response. This can
also be expressed in matrix notation as:

ŷ = Xh (3)

where the matrix X is composed of M shifted versions of x(n).
The estimation error and its matrix notation are given by:

e(n) = y(n) − ŷ(n) = y − Xh (4)

and the set of optimal coefficients are computed by minimising the
sum of squared errors:

ĥ = argmin
h

‖y − Xh‖ (5)

By solving the least-squares normal equations the optimal coeffi-
cients are given by:

ĥ = (XT X)−1XT y (6)

where XT X is the time-average correlation matrix, R̂, the ele-
ments of which can be calculated by:

r̂ij = x̃T
i x̃j

=
∑Nf

n=Ni
x(n + 1 − i)x∗(n + 1 − j) 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M

(7)
leading to:

r̂i+1,j+1 = r̂ij + x(Ni − i)x∗(Ni − j)

−x(Nf + 1 − i)x∗(Nf + 1 − j) 1 ≤ i, j < M

(8)

where Ni and Nf are the range of computing the process of the
filtering operation. Here, we set Ni = 0 and Nf = N −1 which is
the pre-windowing method that is extensively used in least squares
adaptive filtering [15].

4. TIMBRAL SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT

Once the set of optimal coefficients for the FIR filter and esti-
mated response are obtained, the similarity between the estimated
signal and target signal is measured. A more meaningful way of
measuring the similarity of both signals is by measuring the dis-
tance between two sounds in a time-frequency representation. The
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is commonly used for time-
frequency analysis. There are several papers that propose a genetic
optimisation approach to find optimal parameters for frequency
modulation matching synthesis and a method of measuring the
similarity between two sounds [16, 17, 18]. The waveforms that
are being measured are divided into short segments and a discrete
Fourier transform is calculated for each segment. We set the length
of the frame to be 1024 samples with an overlap of 512 samples,
where the sampling rate of the audio signals is 44100 Hz. The raw
distance (or error), DR(Ŷ , Y ) is calculated as follows:

DR(Ŷ , Y ) =
1

T

T∑

t=1

F∑

f=1

Ŷt[f ] − Yt[f ]
2

(9)

where Ŷt[f ] is the magnitude spectrum of the estimated response
at time frame t and frequency bin f , Yt[f ] is the magnitude spec-
trum of the target response at frame t and bin f , T is the number

of frames in the STFT and F is the total number of frequency bins
in each frame. Ideally, the sound is considered to be more similar
to the target response when the distance is closer to zero. Due to
the variations in plucking dynamics between different trials, a nor-
malisation is required to compensate for differences in loudness.
The raw distance, DR, is divided by the average energy of the tar-
get signal and the estimated signal, giving the normalised distance
D(Ŷ , Y ):

D(Ŷ , Y ) =
2DR(Ŷ , Y )∑K

k=0 |y(k)|2 +
∑L

l=0 |ŷ(l)|2
(10)

where K is the sample length of the target signal and L is the
sample length of the estimated signal.

5. RESULTS: AN EXAMPLE

5.1. Learning the Filter

Table 1: Results for transforming one pickup position to another
for a tone played on an open G string (f0 = 196 Hz). The nor-
malised distance between estimated signal Ŷ and target signal Y
is shown in the fourth column. For comparison, the normalised
distance between input X and target signal is given in the third
column showing a large reduction in distance after transforma-
tion.

Input Signal (X) Target Signal (Y ) D(X, Y ) D(Ŷ , Y )
neck pickup bridge pickup 0.802 0.123
bridge pickup neck pickup 0.802 0.011
neck pickup mid pickup 0.434 0.085
mid pickup neck pickup 0.434 0.007
bridge pickup mid pickup 0.234 0.007
mid pickup bridge pickup 0.234 0.009

In this section we demonstrate the use of an FIR filter to trans-
form the sound from the neck pickup into the sound of the bridge
pickup for the open G string (3rd string, f0 = 196 Hz). The elec-
tric guitar is plucked directly above the middle pickup and played
forte. The filter order is set to 1024, with coefficients obtained us-
ing the least squares method described in Section 3; the estimated
signal produced by convolving the input signal and the filter im-
pulse response.

Figure 2 shows the magnitude spectra of the neck pickup sig-
nal, bridge pickup signal and estimated bridge pickup signal for
a tone played on the open G string. The spectral envelope curves
drawn on Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the comb filtering effect
due to the different pickup positions. The neck pickup, situated
approximately 1

4
of the way along the string, lowers the ampli-

tude of every 4th harmonic, while the bridge pickup, at about 1
14

of the string length, lowers the amplitude of every 14th harmonic.
As shown in Figure 2(c), the amplitude of every 4th harmonic is
increased and every 14th harmonic is decreased relative to the in-
put (Figure 2(a)), which indicates that the magnitude spectrum of
the estimated signal matches that of the target signal. The accu-
racy of the estimated signal is calculated as the normalised dis-
tance D(Ŷ , Y ) between target (Y ) and estimated (Ŷ ) signals us-
ing Equation 10. For this example, the distance is 0.123, compared
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Figure 2: Magnitude spectra for a guitar tone played on the open 3rd string (f0 = 196 Hz), calculated from (a) the neck pickup signal, (b)
the bridge pickup signal and (c) the estimated bridge pickup signal. The spectral envelopes are drawn for illustrative purposes to show the
comb filtering effect of the pickup position.

with the distance D(X, Y ) = 0.802 between input (X) and target
signals, a reduction of 85% in the spectral difference.

The filter coefficients can also be determined for other pairs of
input and target signals. Table 1 shows the distances calculated for
transforming between pickup positions for one tone. In all cases
the filter is able to simulate the effect of moving the pickup posi-
tion, reducing the spectral difference by 80% to 99% for the vari-
ous cases. The transformation of the neck pickup sound appears to
be more difficult than the other cases; we discuss reasons for this in
subsection 5.3. In Section 6 we investigate the factors influencing
the generalisation of these results.

5.2. Estimating the Filter Order

The accuracy of the estimated signal was computed for various fil-
ter orders, to estimate a suitable number of coefficients for the FIR
filter. Figure 3 shows that the error converges for higher order fil-
ters. We choose 1024 FIR coefficients as a reasonable compromise
of accuracy and efficiency to estimate the target signal.

5.3. Comparison with Theoretical Model

The filter that was obtained in Section 5.1 is analysed and com-
pared with a theoretical model. Transforming the sound of a neck
pickup sound into bridge pickup sound is achieved by cascading
an inverse neck pickup model and bridge pickup model. The theo-
retical model, Ht(z) is computed as follows:

Ht(z) =
Hb(z)

Hn(z)
(11)

where Hn(z) is the neck pickup model and Hb(z) is the bridge
pickup model. The inverse neck pickup model and bridge pickup
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Figure 3: Normalised spectral distance of the estimated signal
from the target signal (Equation 10) as a function of filter order.
Error starts to converge above order 1000 so we choose 1024 as
our filter order for experiments here.

model are essentially a feedback comb filter and feedforward comb
filter, respectively, which include a fractional delay and a disper-
sive filter [6, 7, 19]. We excluded some of the details in building
the theoretical model such as the nonlinearity of pickup [7, 20]
and pickup response [7] which are beyond the scope of this paper.
The simplified theoretical model captures the basic behaviour of
the system.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the frequency responses of the in-
verse neck pickup model and bridge pickup model respectively.
Also, a comparison of the frequency responses of the theoretical
model and the estimated FIR filter is shown in Figure 4(c). We
observe that the estimated FIR filter tends to be closer to the the-
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Figure 4: (a) Frequency response of inverse neck pickup model; (b) frequency response of bridge pickup model; (c) frequency response of
the cascaded filter (dashed line) and estimated FIR filter (solid line) for the electric guitar played at open G string. The vertical dotted
lines show the frequencies of the partials of the tone.

oretical model at or near the partial frequencies. This is because
most of the energy of the input and target signals is found at the
partials, so the filter optimisation is biased to give low errors at
these frequencies rather than the frequencies between partials. By
the same reasoning, the filter is less accurate at higher frequen-
cies, where the signal has less energy. In addition, the nulls of the
pickup model remove energy at specific frequencies. In theory,
this could lead to numerical problems when inverting the model
but we did not experience this problem with our data. It is either
because the notches are not perfectly nulling or because the par-
tial overtones never coincided with notch frequencies. Overall, the
frequency response of the estimated FIR filter follows the curves
of the theoretical model and captures the most important timbral
features.

To explain the results in Table 1, we note that the inverse filter
for the neck pickup has the poles most closely spaced, so more
poles occur in the region where the signal has the most energy.
Since we are using an FIR filter, the approximation of the poles
will have some error, which is most noticeable in the case where
the neck pickup is the input sound. The error in these cases is
approximately one order of magnitude greater.

6. RESULTS: TESTS OF ROBUSTNESS

In guitar synthesisers, each string is processed by an individual
filter to emulate the sound of an electric guitar. In Section 5, we
extract a filter for a single string played at a particular plucking
point and plucking dynamic. In this section we test the general-
ity of learnt filters for each string, to assess the effect of different
playing techniques such as variations in plucking dynamics and
plucking positions.

In order to measure the robustness of the filter to such dif-

ferences, we extract a filter for a particular input/target pair (the
training pair) and test how well it performs given a different in-
put/target pair (the testing pair). In the simplest case, the training
and testing pairs are different instances (repetitions) of the same
parameters (string, fret, dynamic, plucking position), but we also
test for variations in one of the other parameters at a time (ex-
cept for string). Thus, the variables that we analyse are repetition,
plucking position, plucking dynamic and fret position. To keep the
results manageable, we only report results where the input signal
is from the neck pickup and target signal is from the bridge pickup.

6.1. Analysing Filter Generality

We used the guitar recordings described in Section 2. The process
of analysing each variable can be explained by an example. In this
case, we take the variable repetition. The steps for analysing the
robustness of the filter to different repetitions are as follows:

1. Take three input/target pairs xi(n) and yi(n) where i ∈
{1, 2, 3} is the index of the repetition and other variables
remained constant.

2. Obtain the filters hi(n) as described in Section 5 for each
repetition.

3. The input signals xi(n) are convolved with each filter hj(n),
j ∈ {1, 2, 3} separately to obtain estimated signals ŷi,j(n).
The distance D(Ŷi,j , Yi) between the estimated signal and
target signal yi(n) is calculated.

4. Steps 1, 2 and 3 are repeated for all cases (i.e. for each
combination of plucking position, plucking dynamic, fret
position and string), leading to a total of 162 cases.

The same process can be used for analysing the robustness of the
filters to different plucking positions, plucking dynamics and fret
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Table 2: Errors measured for filters applied to an input/target pair with different (a) repetition, (b) plucking position, (c) plucking dynamic,
(d) fret position and (e) fret position (improved filter); where d is the distance of the plucking point from the bridge. All values are averages
over 162 different cases, as described in Section 6.1.

Input signal h1(n)
Rep 1

h2(n)
Rep 2

h3(n)
Rep 3

Repetition 1 0.186 0.240 0.260
Repetition 2 0.216 0.184 0.238
Repetition 3 0.217 0.225 0.187

Input signal h1(n)
d1

h2(n)
d2

h3(n)
d3

d1 = 158.75mm 0.154 0.391 0.705
d2 = 101.6mm 0.597 0.222 0.366
d3 = 45mm 0.836 0.453 0.181

(a) (b)

Input signal h1(n)
f

h2(n)
mf

h3(n)
p

Forte, f 0.195 0.364 0.535
Mezzoforte, mf 0.358 0.211 0.287
Piano, p 0.352 0.258 0.152

Input signal h1(n)
Open string

h2(n)
5th fret

h3(n)
12th fret

Open string 0.135 0.705 0.591
5th fret 1.080 0.111 0.505
12th fret 0.773 1.949 0.310

(c) (d)

Input Signal h1(n)
Open string & 5th fret

h2(n)
Open string & 12th fret

h3(n)
5th & 12th fret

h4(n)
Open string, 5th & 12th fret

Open string 0.151 0.241 0.432 0.242
5th fret 0.121 0.495 0.152 0.152
12th fret 0.644 0.311 0.333 0.325

(e)

positions where the variable repetition is exchanged with the vari-
able to be analysed in the above four steps.

6.2. Results

Following the steps in Section 6.1, we obtain nine distances for
each of 162 cases to analyse each variable. Each of the nine dis-
tances, or errors, is then averaged over all 162 cases. Tables 2(a),
2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) show the errors for analysing the robustness
of the filters when applied to an input/target pair with a different
repetition, plucking position, plucking dynamic or fret position re-
spectively. For the learnt filters hi(n), the values of the variable
that we are analysing are indexed by i. For instance, in Table 2(b),
h1(n), h2(n) and h3(n) are extracted from input/target pairs that
were plucked at 158.75 mm, 101.6 mm and 45 mm from the bridge
respectively. The filters are then evaluated on input/target pairs
from each of the three different plucking positions. The figures in
bold emphasise the cases where the training and testing pairs co-
incide. These can be used a reference values, to obtain the loss in
accuracy due to the variable under analysis.

As shown in Table 2(a), the increase in error when the filters
are applied to different repetitions ranges from 16% to 39%. We
would expect the filters to be reasonably robust towards other rep-
etitions, because the notes are being plucked at similar positions,
dynamics, frets and strings. Note that we did not use a mechanical
plucking device, so there are slight random variations in playing
technique between the repetitions, but there should be no system-
atic variation. Hence all non-bold values are quite consistent, be-
cause different repetitions have similar timbre.

According to Table 2(b), error increases by a factor of 2 to
5 when the input signal is convolved with a filter learnt from a
different plucking position. In this case, the comb filter effect of
plucking position creates nodes which effectively suppress infor-
mation about the filter to be learnt. The filter h2(n) has a lower off-
diagonal error than filters h1(n) and h3(n). Likewise input/target

pair 2 has lower off-diagonal errors than the other pairs. It appears
that the effect of the middle plucking point, like the position itself,
is closer to the other plucking points than they are to each other.

Table 2(c) shows that the error also increases when the filter is
applied to a signal with different plucking dynamics. Here the ef-
fect of changes in plucking dynamics is approximately a doubling
of error, although for the filter h3(n) learnt from a quiet pluck, a
much larger error is observed. The reason for this could be a lack
of information for filter estimation at high frequencies, due to the
signal’s energy being concentrated towards lower frequencies in
the case of p (piano) dynamic.

By far the largest errors are recorded in Table 2(d), when the
filters are applied to different fret positions. Two reasons can be
given for this result: first, the filter is learnt accurately only at
the partials of the training tone; for a different testing tone, the
frequency response of the filter is inaccurate. The second reason is
that each different fret position results in a different comb filtering
effect of the pickup. For example, the neck pickup is 1

4
of the way

along an open string, but 1
3

of the way between the 5th fret and
bridge, and 1

2
way between the 12th fret and the bridge. The comb

filtering effect of the pickup is to attenuate every 4th, 3rd or 2nd
partial in the respective cases.

In order to improve the results from Table 2(d), we concate-
nated the input (respectively target) signals played on the open
string, at the fifth fret and at the twelfth fret, in order to learn a
composite filter. The filter h1(n) was learnt from the open string
and fifth fret signal pairs, h2(n) from the open string and twelfth
fret pairs, h3(n) from the fifth fret and twelfth fret pairs and filter
h4(n) from all three pairs. The same filter order of 1024 coeffi-
cients is used for the composite filters. The filters were then eval-
uated on input/target pairs for the three fret positions. Table 2(e)
shows considerable improvement compared to the errors measured
in Table 2(d). The filter with the least error is h4(n), which uses
information from all input/target pairs.

Figure 5 shows the composite filter, h4(n). We can observe
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Figure 5: Frequency response of the cascaded filter (dashed line) and the composite filter h4(n) (solid line) which is learnt from electric
guitar played at open string (f0 = 196 Hz), fifth fret (f0 = 262 Hz) and twelfth fret (f0 = 392 Hz). The electric guitar is played forte and
plucked directly above the middle pickup. The vertical dotted lines show the frequencies of the partials of the tones.

that the frequency response of the composite filter is flatter than
the filter in Figure 4(c). This is because the composite filter has
more information from which it can learn the frequency response.
In particular, the frequency response of the filter is more accurate
at the partials of fifth (f0 = 262 Hz) and twelfth fret (f0 = 392
Hz).

6.3. Comparisons Between Variables

Table 3: Summary table for comparisons between each variables.

Mean Mean
Variables Diagonal Off-diagonal Improved
Repetitions 0.186 0.233
Plucking positions 0.186 0.558
Plucking dynamics 0.186 0.359
Fret positions 0.186 0.934 0.240

Table 3 summarises the results of Table 2. The second column
shows the averages of the diagonal values, which is the global av-
erage error of transforming the neck pickup sound into the bridge
pickup sound across all cases where the training and testing pairs
coincide (thus it is independent of row). The third column shows
the averages of the off-diagonal values for Tables 2(a), 2(b), 2(c)
and 2(d) and the averages for the fifth column in Table 2(e). These
results give insight into the relative contributions of the variables,
and thus the robustness of the filters to changes in repetition, pluck-
ing position, plucking dynamic and fret position. The filters are
most robust to changes in repetition, which should have no sys-
tematic difference. Changes in plucking dynamics double the error
on average, and changes in plucking position triple the error. The
filters are least robust to changes in fret position, which result in a
5-fold increase in error. By learning composite filters across mul-
tiple notes, a significant reduction in error appears possible.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We described a preliminary step towards altering the sound of an
electric guitar in order to replicate a desired electric guitar sound
in an audio recording. In this study, a method of transforming the
sound of an electric guitar pickup into that of another pickup po-
sition has been described as a first step. Although we have not yet
performed a formal listening test, informal listening suggests that
the technique yields good results. This is supported by a spectral

distance measure which shows that around 80% of the difference
between input and target signal is reduced by the learnt filter in the
case that the target signal is known. It is shown that an FIR filter
with 1024 coefficients is sufficient for the current approach.

However, there are limitations to replicating the target signal
in the practical use case, such as a guitar synthesiser, where the tar-
get signal is not known. As mentioned in Section 2, differences be-
tween playing techniques in the input and training signals will af-
fect the accuracy of any emulation. We quantified these effects by
testing learnt filters against input/target pairs that failed to match
in one of four dimensions. While a small degradation is observed
due to random differences between repetitions (which could corre-
spond to the degree of overfitting of the learnt filter), we found that
the filter is somewhat less robust when applied to an input with dif-
ferent playing technique (i.e. plucking position or dynamic), and
not at all robust when the input changes fret positions to a different
pitch.

The results for different fret positions can be improved by
training the filter using multiple tones played on different frets
along the string. This allows the filter to “fill the gaps” of un-
known values in the frequency response between partials of a sin-
gle training tone. This approach could also be applied to improve
performance across different values of the other variables. Future
work could compare alternative approaches, such as approximat-
ing the target frequency response by smoothing to obtain the spec-
tral envelope, or using a parametric model to explicitly model the
physical properties of the instrument and the playing gestures.
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ABSTRACT

Stencil operations are often a key component when performing
acoustics simulations, for which the specific choice of implemen-
tation can have a significant effect on both accuracy and compu-
tational performance. This paper presents a detailed investigation
of computational performance for GPU-based stencil operations
in two-step finite difference schemes, using stencils of varying
shape and size (ranging from seven to more than 450 points in
size). Using an Nvidia K20 GPU, it is found that as the stencil size
increases, compute times increase less than that naively expected by
considering only the number of computational operations involved,
because performance is instead determined by data transfer times
throughout the GPU memory architecture. With regards to the
effects of stencil shape, performance obtained with stencils that are
compact in space is mainly due to efficient use of the read-only data
(texture) cache on the K20, and performance obtained with standard
high-order stencils is due to increased memory bandwidth usage,
compensating for lower cache hit rates. Also in this study, a brief
comparison is made with performance results from a related, recent
study that used a shared memory approach on a GTX 670 GPU
device. It is found that by making efficient use of a GTX 660Ti
GPU—whose computational performance is generally lower than
that of a GTX 670—similar or better performance to those results
can be achieved without the use of shared memory.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the heart of many grid-based physics simulations is a stencil op-
eration approximating some differential operator of interest. In the
context of acoustics modelling based on the 3-D wave-equation [1],
the finite difference (FD) method with explicit time integration
(also known as finite difference time domain (FDTD)) is a standard
approach [2–4]. The stencil operation involved is typically regular
over a Cartesian grid and is easily parallelised, making the FD
method a suitable candidate for acceleration on graphics processing
units (GPUs). General programming on high-performance comput-
ing devices has been studied by many in the context of 3-D acoustic
wave equations [5–7], and more specifically for GPU-based 3-D
room acoustics simulations [8–17].

It is well-known that the simplest FDTD scheme suffers from
significant numerical dispersion errors. Mitigating such errors to
tolerable levels may require grid refinements that can dramatically

∗ This work was supported by the European Research Council, under
grant StG-2011-279068-NESS, and by the Natural Sciences and Engineer-
ing Research Council of Canada. Thanks to Shiv Upadhyay for the use
of the GTX 660Ti GPU card.
Email of corresponding author: brian.hamilton@ed.ac.uk.

increase the computational resources required. As such, there has
been much work in designing more accurate FDTD schemes, often
by taking into account more than the standard number of points
(seven in space and three in time); examples include explicit and
implicit schemes using 27-point stencils [15, 18–20], schemes that
make use of standard high-order spatial differencing [3, 21], and
high-order schemes based on modified equation methods [3, 21].

Of particular interest to this study is a general construction
for 3-D discrete Laplacians on the Cartesian grid recently pre-
sented [22] that allows for a general family of two-step FDTD
schemes utilising stencils of almost arbitrary size and shape. This
general construction is beneficial in that it provides a large set of
free parameters to be optimised for the purposes of minimising
dispersion or isotropy errors [22]. For example, an eight-parameter
125-point (5×5×5) stencil scheme was shown to have at most
two-percent absolute dispersion error over at least 85% of the nor-
malised wavenumbers simulated [22, Fig. 8], which is a significant
improvement over conventional 27-point schemes that meet the
same criterion over at most 40% of the normalised wavenumbers
simulated [20]. As such, by taking on linear increases in operations
over standard 7-point or 27-point schemes, one can meet any desired
accuracy (in terms of numerical dispersion) for a given application
without the usual cubic or quartic increases in computational costs
associated with grid refinement, thereby approaching the minimum
grid requirements dictated only by sampling considerations.

For the purposes of large-scale 3-D acoustics simulations, such
large-stencil schemes should also benefit from parallel implementa-
tions and memory caches on GPU devices. It is thus of interest, and
the purpose of this study, to determine how the size and shape of
such stencils affects processing throughput on a GPU device, where
performance is not necessarily determined by the number of oper-
ations, but rather by data movement. Related work, not specific to
acoustics simulations, can be found in [23–26]. We note that bound-
ary conditions become invariably more difficult as the stencil size in-
creases, but as this study is a preliminary one on GPU performance,
the boundary problem will not be addressed here. The organisation
of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the two-step schemes,
stencil operations, and compact stencils under study. Section 3
features the GPU kernels and testing procedures used. Results from
K20 GPU tests are presented in Section 4, followed by a brief com-
parison with shared memory approaches using a GTX 660Ti GPU.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Two-step finite difference schemes

In order to express the two-step finite difference schemes under
consideration, we define a fully-discrete Cartesian grid function
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(a) 7-point stencil (b) M = 2, leggy (c) M = 3, leggy (d) M = 4, leggy (e) 19-point, compact (f) 27-point, compact

Figure 1: Various stencils on the cubic lattice. These include (6M + 1)-point leggy stencils for M = 1, 2, 3, 4 and compact-in-space 19- and 27-point
stencils. Bounding boxes are rescaled for clarity.

uni = u(nT, iX), where n ∈ Z+, T is the time-step and X is the
grid spacing, and i = (ix, iy, iz) ∈ Z3 are discrete spatial indices.
In this case the Cartesian grid is simply XZ3. An arbitrary 3-D
stencil operation will be defined as:

δS,γu
n
i :=

K−1∑

k=0

γku
n
i+lk (1)

where S = {l0, . . . , lK−1} is a 3-D stencil (a set of K points
lk ∈ Z3) and γ = (γ0, . . . , γK−1) is a vector of non-zero scalar
coefficients (stencil weights). The stencil weights are generally
chosen to provide an approximation to a particular spatial operator
acting on u, such as, e.g., a direction derivative n · ∇u for n ∈ R3,
the 3-D Laplacian ∆ := ∂2

x + ∂2
y + ∂2

z , or the biharmonic ∆2.

This paper is concerned with two-step finite difference schemes
of the form

un+1
i = δS,γu

n
i − un−1

i (2)

where δS,γ is chosen such that the above is an approximation to the
3-D wave equation with a formal accuracy that is at least second-
order in time and space. Such two-step schemes require two states
to be stored in memory since un+1

i can overwrite un−1
i in place.

An example is the simplest scheme for the 3-D wave equation, in
which S and γ are:

S = {(0, 0, 0), (±1, 0, 0), (0,±1, 0), (0, 0,±1)}
γ0 = (2− 6λ2) , γk = λ2 , k = 1, . . . , 6

(3)

and λ := cT/X is the Courant number, which is generally bounded
for stability as λ ≤

√
1/3, and c represents the wave speed. This

scheme employs a seven-point stencil, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). In
this simple scheme, one has that

1

T 2
(un+1
i − δS,γuni +un−1

i ) = ∂2
t u− c2∆u+O(T 2) +O(X2)

(4)
where t ∈ R+ is time. Thus, the scheme provides an approximate
solution u(t,x) to the wave equation at times t = nT and spatial
positions x = iX .

The seven-point stencil in Fig. 1(a) also belongs to the family
of (6M + 1)-point stencils, henceforth called “leggy stencils”, of
which examples are shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(c) for M ≤ 4. The
stencil weights for these leggy stencils can be chosen such that
the accuracy of the approximate solution is of order two in time
and 2M in space, i.e.,(2, 2M)-accurate. To this end, it is worth
expressing these leggy schemes in a more familiar form:

un+1
i = 2uni − un−1

i + λ2∑3
d=1

∑M
m=−M βM,m u

n
i+mêd

(5)

where êd are the standard unit vectors in R3. The coefficients
βM,m = βM,−m that provide 2M th-order accuracy in space for
the Laplacian in 1-D, and by extension for the 3-D Laplacian, can

be found in, e.g., [3, 21, 27] along with stability conditions for the
two-step schemes in [21]. Such schemes and stencils have seen use
in the room acoustics literature [11] and can be regarded as special
cases of the general family of schemes presented in [22]. In a more
recent study they are called “large-star stencil” schemes [16]. The
simplest seven-point scheme is a special case with M = 1 and
(β1,0, β1,1) = (−2, 1). Note that (5) is still of the form (2), since
one can set γ0 = 2− (λ2/3)βM,0.

Other approaches to improving FDTD schemes have focussed
on achieving isotropic error, initially with the goal of making use
of frequency-warping techniques [18]. This leads to the so-called
“interpolated schemes” [18–20], which employ 19- and 27-point
stencils that are compact in space [28, 29]. These stencils are illus-
trated in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). For this study we will consider two
possible generalisations of such compact stencils, to be defined in
Section 2.2.

Before proceeding, it is important to note that the purpose of
this paper is not to determine optimal stencil weights, or to compare
the accuracy of various compact stencils or leggy stencils. The fo-
cus here is on computational aspects of stencil operations on GPU
devices. To this end, the performance metric used here will be the
“compute time per node” (CTPN), where a “node” is simply a grid
point. In other words, the CTPN is the time required to process a
single grid point, taken as an average over many grid points and
time-steps. It has been demonstrated in previous studies [13, 14]
that this measure of performance, which is simply the scaled in-
verse of the commonly used “Megavoxels per second” metric, is
more or less constant for different grid sizes within a fixed scheme,
provided that a significant proportion of GPU memory is used (i.e.,
as long as the occupancy rate is sufficiently high). From such per-
formance data, it is straightforward to predict final compute times
(neglecting specialised boundary updates) once stencil weights and
grid densities are chosen appropriately for a model problem.

2.2. 3-D compact stencils

In order to construct 3-D compact stencils—beyond the standard
27-point variants [18–20, 28]—we start with a description of shells
of points on the cubic lattice, Z3. Consider an integer-valued triplet
q = (q1, q2, q3) ∈ Q with the set Q defined as

Q := {q ∈ Z3 : q1 ≥ q2 ≥ q3 ≥ 0, q1 ≥ 1} (6)

and let P(q) be a function that returns the set of unique per-
mutations of (±q1,±q2,±q3). Letting |P(q)| denote the car-
dinality of the set P(q), it is straightforward to work out that
|P(q)| ∈ {6, 8, 12, 24, 48}. Each set of triplets P(q) represents a
shell of points on Z3, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Consider now a set of P distinct triplets, Ω = {q1, . . . , qP },
representing a set of shells, and define the function S(Ω) as:

S(Ω) := (0, 0, 0) ∪
(⋃P

p=1 P(qp)
)

(7)
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(a) q = (1, 0, 0) (b) q = (1, 1, 0) (c) q = (1, 1, 1) (d) q = (2, 1, 0) (e) q = (2, 1, 1) (f) q = (2, 2, 1) (g) q = (3, 1, 1) (h) q = (3, 2, 1)

Figure 2: Various shells of points, P(q), on the cubic lattice and associated convex hulls. Bounding boxes rescaled for clarity.

Each output set S(Ω) represents a 3-D stencil on Z3. For ex-
ample, the (6M + 1)-point leggy stencils could be written as
S(l)
M := S(Ω

(l)
M ), where

Ω
(l)
M := {(1, 0, 0), . . . , (M, 0, 0)} (8)

There are obviously many combinations of triplets q that may
be used to build 3-D stencils. For this study, we consider a small
subset of the many possibilities, namely two possible generalisa-
tions of the aforementioned 27-point compact stencils. The first
generalisation will be called the “compact-in-space stencils”, which
are defined here as S(c)

R := S(Ω
(c)
R ), where Ω

(c)
R is a set of triplets

q defined as:

Ω
(c)
R := {q ∈ Q : ‖q‖2 ≤ R} (9)

Here, R is a positive integer and ‖q‖ denotes the Euclidean norm
of q. Each set Ω

(c)
R leads to a compact-in-space stencil S(c)

R whose
convex hull has a circumradius of

√
R. Some of these compact-in-

space stencils are displayed in Fig. 3, along with K = |S(c)
R |, the

number of points in each stencil. The sequence ofR values that per-
mit valid compact-in-space stencils can be found in [30, Table 4.3].
For example, the 7-, 19-, and 27-point stencils are, respectively, S(c)

1 ,
S(c)
2 , and S(c)

3 . It is well-known that such stencils (for K ≥ 19) can
provide isotropic error in approximations to the Laplacian [28, 29].
High orders of isotropy become easier to achieve with larger sten-
cils and more degrees of freedom [22], and subsequently can lead
to two-step schemes with high orders of accuracy (in both time and
space) through the use of modified equation methods [21].

As an aside, in regards to a recent study [16] it is impor-
tant to point out that, strictly speaking, the two-step leggy-stencil
(“large-star”) schemes ((2, 2M)-accurate) investigated in [16] are
not higher-order accurate for the wave equation (for all M ≥ 1);
in such schemes, the global accuracy remains second-order since
the temporal error (second-order) dominates in the limit of small
h provided that λ is fixed (such as, e.g., to the stability limit [16]).
This fact does not appear to be taken into account in [16] when
making practical comparisons to two-step schemes that are indeed
higher-order accurate ((2M, 2M)-accurate) derived using modified
equation methods [15, 31]. We also note that, contrary to what is
suggested in [16], the accuracy of a stencil, or more importantly, of
the scheme in which it is used, is not related to its size in points in
a simple manner under the modified equation framework; see [31].

Returning to the compact stencils, we note that by the nature
of the Euclidean norm, the compact-in-space stencils tend towards
a spherical distribution in space, as seen in Fig. 3. One could also
consider stencils that are “compact” with respect to a different
norm. For example, a stencil made up of a 125-point cube (5×5×5)
is not compact in the sense defined above, but can be seen as
“compact” in the sense that it compactly fills a cubic volume of
space (i.e., compact in a Chebyshev-type norm). As such, this
family of stencils, which also comprises the aforementioned 7-, 19-,

and 27-point stencils, will be referred to as “box-compact”. These
stencils can be defined as S(b)

q := S(Ω
(b)
q ) where Ω

(b)
q is defined as:

Ω(b)
q := {q′ ∈ Q : (q′1, q

′
2, q
′
3) � (q1, q2, q3)} (10)

Here, (q′1, q
′
2, q
′
3) � (q1, q2, q3) means that (q′1, q

′
2, q
′
3) precedes

or is the same as (q1, q2, q3) in a lexicographic ordering of the
set Q; i.e., (q′1, q

′
2, q
′
3) � (q1, q2, q3) iff (a) q′1 < q1 or (b) q′1 = q1

and q′2 < q2 or (c) q′1 = q1 and q′2 = q2 and q′3 < q3.
The set of compact-in-space stencils and the above-defined set

of box-compact stencils have some elements in common; e.g., S(c)
R

with R ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 13, 14} have equivalent counter-
parts S(b)

(q1,q2,q3)
, but otherwise they lead to different stencil shapes.

Some box-compact stencils are displayed in Fig. 4. Under this
notation, the aforementioned 125-point stencil would be S(c)

(2,2,2),
as seen in Fig. 4(a).

As mentioned previously, a general construction for discrete
Laplacians utilising any 3-D such stencil S(Ω) was presented
in [22], leading to a general family of two-step schemes of which
all of the examples mentioned in Section 2.1 are special cases. For
brevity, the full derivation is left out, since for GPU performance
comparisons (in terms of the number of grid points that may be
processed in a certain amount of time) the coefficients (non-zero)
are immaterial. We refer the reader to [22, Section VI] for the full
derivation of the discrete Laplacian operators.

3. GPU IMPLEMENTATIONS

The GPU device that is used for the majority of the testing is an
Nvidia Tesla K20 device (Kepler architecture), with error-correction
checking (ECC) turned off. This card has 5119 MiB of device RAM
(global memory) with a theoretical maximum memory bandwidth
of 208 GB/s, although using the STREAM benchmark [32], we find
that the peak copy rate is approximately 172 GB/s. The theoretical
compute performance of this card is 3.52×1012 floating-point op-
erations per second (FLOPS) (3.52 TFLOPS) and 1.17 TFLOPS
in single and double precision, respectively. The GPU device is
programmed to execute CUDA kernels.

3.1. Algorithm details

Before presenting the testing procedure and the kernels under test,
it is worth taking a moment to count the number of floating-point
operations (FLOPs) required for the stencil operation δS,γuni in (1).
At first glance it appears that (1) requires K multiplications and
K − 1 additions (2K − 1 FLOPs) per grid point. However, when
fused multiply-add (FMA) instructions are available, as is often the
case with GPU devices, the operation can be implemented using
K − 1 FMAs and one multiplication. Since a FMA counts as two
FLOPs and only one FLOP instruction, this gives 2K − 1 FLOPs
and K floating-point (FP) instructions (executed in K clock cycles)
per grid point.
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(a) S(c)
4 , K = 33 (b) S(c)

5 , K = 57 (c) S(c)
6 , K = 81 (d) S(c)

9 , K = 123 (e) S(c)
11 , K = 171 (f) S(c)

13 , K = 203 (g) S(c)
18 , K = 341

Figure 3: Some compact-in-space K-point stencils S(c)
R on the cubic lattice, reaching out a maximum squared distance R from the origin.

(a) S(b)
(2,2,2)

, K = 125 (b) S(b)
(3,1,0)

, K = 155 (c) S(b)
(3,1,1)

, K = 179 (d) S(b)
(3,2,1)

, K = 251 (e) S(b)
(3,2,2)

, K = 275 (f) S(b)
(3,3,3)

, K = 343

Figure 4: Some box-compact K-point stencils S(b)
q on the cubic lattice, defined by (10).

It is worth pointing out that for the discrete Laplacian opera-
tors, there are usually only P + 1 distinct stencil weights, where
P = |Ω|. In this case, the stencil operation could also be factorised
and written in the form:

δS,γu
n
i = γ0u

n
i +

∑P
p=1 γp

(∑
l∈P(qp)

uni+l

)
(11)

When carried out as suggested by the above formulation, this calcu-
lation amounts to K−P − 1 additions, P FMAs, and one multiply
(K + P FLOPs, K FP instructions) per grid point. These stencil
operations, (1) and (11), would perform identically on a GPU if the
performance was solely determined by the number of instructions
required. However, the time taken for data to travel throughout
the GPU memory architecture must also be considered. It is worth
noting that the former approach leads to a simpler generalised ker-
nel implementation (requiring only one for-loop) and it inherently
utilises more of the theoretical peak FLOPS rate from the GPU. In
both cases, the extra subtraction operation required for (2) adds a
single FP instruction. We also note that the FLOP counts presented
here differ from those recently presented [16, 17], since FMA in-
structions, which the tested GPUs would have invariably used, were
not taken into account.

In terms of memory reads and writes, the two-step update (2) re-
quires K+ 1 read operations and one write operation (not counting
reading lk and γ). As mentioned previously, the storage require-
ments of the scheme are 2N for a grid of size N , since un−1 can
be overwritten by un+1 after being read. The K read operations re-
quired for δS,γuni are not followed by overwrites, which allows for
the use of read-only data cache optimisations, as will be explained
shortly. There is also a requirement to store the K coefficients in γ,
or only the distinct P + 1 if so desired, but this storage is negligible
because, generally, N ≫ K.

The leggy-stencil family of schemes is also tested alongside the
compact stencils in order to determine if the varying shape of the
stencil plays a significant role in GPU performance. While these
leggy schemes are encapsulated by (2) and (1), a more specialised
kernel implementation is suggested by (5) that could lead to im-
provements in memory coalesced reads on the GPU. However, this
comes at the cost of a slight redundancy, since uni will be read and
operated on three times instead of one. This alternative calculation
for the stencil operation requires K + 2 FMAs, and one extra ad-
dition is required for the two-step update, for a total of K + 3 FP
instructions (2K + 5 FLOPs) per grid point.

3.2. Testing procedure

The first twenty stencils in each family of stencils (S(c)
R , S(b)

q , and
S(l)
M ) are tested for a box-shaped grid; the largest of these stencils

is S(c)
22 with K = 461. Since the K20 card is capable of perform-

ing single and double precision FLOPs, two sets of grid sizes are
used in order to use up all or half of the available memory. When
testing single precision floating point, the dimensions of the grid
(Nx ×Ny ×Nz) is either 928×800×750 or 720×640×560 and
when double precision is being tested, the dimensions of the grid
is 672×660×600 or 640×480×420. For each precision level, the
former grid size is called “medium” and the latter “large”. In each
case, the grid is supplemented by a halo of Nh ghost-points (the
minimum number required, i.e., the inradius of the bounding box
for a given stencil) that are not updated, and thus do not factor
into CTPN averages. The command-line profiler nvprof is used
to obtain accurate estimations of average kernel execution times
through the use of its kernel replay mode.

3.3. GPU Kernels

The first GPU kernel under test, KernelA, is a straightforward
and general implementation of the two-step update (2). It ap-
pears in Fig. 5. In this kernel implementation, the grid is of size
Nxh×Nyh×Nzh, which includes the Nh-thick halo of ghost points.
These integer values are defined using C-preprocessor pragma state-
ments (defined with # operator), along with K, the number of points
in the stencil, and ReaL, which can be defined (with #) as ei-
ther float or double. The arrays gamma (of type ReaL) and
offset (of type int) represent stencil weights and linear offsets
(linear decompositions of lk ∈ S), respectively. These arrays are
stored in the 64 KB of read-only constant memory available on
the chip and accessible to all threads. Since the stencil weights
and initial grid values are not important for performance analysis,
the two states (u0 and u1) and the stencil weights are assigned
random floating-point values in the setup CPU host-code, which is
also where the array offset is loaded with the appropriate linear
offsets for the stencil under test.

A maximum threading (3-D tiling) approach is employed in
this study, as implemented in lines 6-8 in Fig. 5, as opposed to,
e.g., a 2-D slicing or 2-D tiling approach (see [33] for more details).
In this case, the 3-D grid is decomposed in all three dimensions,
with each 3-D subset of the grid assigned to a CUDA 3-D thread
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1 __global__ void
KernelA(ReaL *u0, const ReaL * __restrict__ u1){

2 //u1 is read from read-only data (texture) cache
3 //Nh,Nxh,Nyh,Nzh,K are #-defined ints
4 //ReaL gamma[K] is stored in constant memory
5 //int offset[K] is stored in constant memory
6 int ix = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x + Nh;
7 int iy = blockIdx.y*blockDim.y + threadIdx.y + Nh;
8 int iz = blockIdx.z*blockDim.z + threadIdx.z + Nh;
9 //condition to prevent illegal memory accesses

10 if (ix<(Nxh-Nh) && iy<(Nyh-Nh) && iz<(Nzh-Nh)){
11 //get linear index of current point
12 int cp = iz*Nxh*Nyh + iy*Nxh + ix;
13 //read previous value from global memory
14 ReaL tmp = -u0[cp];
15 //general stencil operation
16 for(int k=0;k<K;k++){
17 tmp += gamma[k]*u1[cp+offset[k]];
18 }
19 //write final value back to global memory
20 u0[cp] = tmp;
21 }
22 }

Figure 5: KernelA: CUDA kernel for compact and leggy stencils. See
inline comments for implementation details.

block, with each thread operating on a single grid point. Enough
thread blocks are issued to cover the 3-D grid, not including the
halo of ghost points. The thread block size used for this test was
32×4×2, which generally provided high occupancy rates. The
conditional statement at line 10 in the kernel ensures that illegal
memory accesses are not encountered when the grid size is not an
integer multiple of the thread-block size.

It is important to point out the __const and restrict
qualifiers used for the variable u1, which represents uni . These
qualifiers signal to the compiler (nvcc) to make use of the read-
only data cache (texture cache) for the array u1, which can be
loaded directly from the L2 cache [34]. The L1 cache does not
cache global memory reads in the K20 GPU, but the L1 cache can
be configured as a shared memory unit. Shared memory implemen-
tations, while commonly used for leggy stencil schemes [5, 16], are
not directly explored in this study due to space constraints, although
more will be said about shared memory approaches in Section 4.3.

The second kernel under test, KernelB, appearing in Fig. 6,
is specific to the (6M + 1)-point leggy stencils and is meant to
resemble the specific formulation (5). In this kernel, Nh is equal
to M , and for consistency with the 3-D wave equation gamma[m]
would be equal to βM,m for m ≥ 1 and gamma[0] would be
equal to 2/3− λ2βM,0.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Timings

The timing results from the tests are displayed in Fig. 7. Start-
ing with the compact stencils in Fig. 7(a), we note that, for the
most part, the average compute times per node (CTPNs) scale
linearly with the stencil size. As expected, single precision re-
sults in faster compute times than double precision, aside from the
27-point compact stencil which has similar performance in both
precisions. Also as expected, the CTPNs are relatively invariant
to the two grid sizes (medium and large), justifying the discussion
at the end of Section 2.1. Within each precision, we note that it
makes little difference whether the stencil is “compact-in-space” or
“box-compact”, aside from dips in the CTPNs in double precision

1 __global__ void
KernelB(ReaL *u0, const ReaL * __restrict__ u1){

2 //u1 is read from read-only data (texture) cache
3 //Nh,Nxh,Nyh,Nzh,K are #-defined ints
4 //ReaL gamma[K] is stored in constant memory
5 //int offset[K] is stored in constant memory
6 int ix = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x + Nh;
7 int iy = blockIdx.y*blockDim.y + threadIdx.y + Nh;
8 int iz = blockIdx.z*blockDim.z + threadIdx.z + Nh;
9 //condition to prevent illegal memory accesses

10 if (ix<(Nxh-Nh) && iy<(Nyh-Nh) && iz<(Nzh-Nh)){
11 //get linear index of current point
12 int cp = iz*Nxh*Nyh + iy*Nxh + ix;
13 //read previous value from global memory
14 ReaL tmp = -u0[cp];
15 //leggy stencil operation
16 for(int m=-Nh;m<=Nh;m++){
17 ReaL gamma_m=gamma[abs(m)];
18 tmp += gamma_m*u1[cp+m];
19 tmp += gamma_m*u1[cp+m*Nxh];
20 tmp += gamma_m*u1[cp+m*Nxh*Nyh];
21 }
22 //write final value back to global memory
23 u0[cp] = tmp;
24 }
25 }

Figure 6: KernelB: Alternative CUDA kernel for leggy stencils. See
inline comments for implementation details.

for the box-compact M ×M ×M stencils, S(b)
(M,M,M), which is

perhaps due to more efficient memory access patterns.
The leggy stencil CTPNs are displayed in Fig. 7(b) for the two

different kernels. It can be seen that for leggy stencils, KernelB
generally provides slightly faster CTPNs than KernelA. We also
note that there are dips in the CTPNs in double precision when
M is a multiple of eight, which may be due to increased memory
coalescing.

Fig. 7(c) presents a comparison of the compact stencils and
the leggy stencils (with KernelB) in single and double precision,
along with a prediction of CTPNs, stemming from increases over
the simplest 7-point scheme in memory reads or in FP instructions.
All of the obtained CTPNs are lower than what would be expected
from this somewhat naive prediction. Finally, we note that the
CTPNs vary slightly between leggy and compact stencils, but over-
all, the CTPNs are relatively invariant to the shape of the stencil.

In order to illustrate the utility of these timing results, it is
worth going back to the example comparison in Section 1 between
a 27-point scheme and a 125-point scheme. If a two-percent dis-
persion error were desired across some fixed bandwidth of interest,
it can be calculated that the 125-point scheme with the optimised
parameters used in [22] would require approximately 20× fewer
pointwise updates than a 27-point scheme.1 This outweighs the
increases in CTPNs that would be seen on the K20 GPU going from
a 27-point stencil to a 125-point stencil, which are 3.6× and 6.6×,
respectively for single and double precision. One can carry out this
type of calculation for other stencil sizes and associated schemes
after analysing their dispersion errors, following [22].

4.2. Memory throughput

In order to explain some of the timings observed, it is worth look-
ing deeper into the many kernel metrics that can be obtained from
Nvidia’s CUDA profiler, and in particular, a subset relating to

1The 27-point scheme would need to be oversampled by 85/40 ≈ 2.1
times that of the 125-point scheme and 2.14 ≈ 20.
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(a) Compact stencils, double and single precision, large and medium grid sizes, using KernelA. Right: Plot on left for K < 140 in order to show detail.
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sizes, and the two kernel implementations.
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Figure 7: Average compute times per node for compact-in-space, box-compact, and leggy stencils as a function of stencil size K, on Nvidia Tesla K20
GPU card in double and single precision, and for large and medium grid sizes. In Fig. 7(c) is the line CTPN7 × (K + 1)/8, where “CTPN7” is the compute
time per node for the 7-point stencil in either double or single precision. This line is what would be expected if compute-time increases were equal to the
increases in FP instructions or memory reads required.

memory throughput. As an aside, it is worth mentioning that the
following analysis will be more informative and rigorous than an
approach to performance analysis recently proposed in [17, Section
V], which does not make direct use of profiler metrics.2

Before continuing, it is worth explaining the ideal memory-
reading scenario (without utilising shared memory) within this
Kepler GPU memory architecture. Each stencil operation requires
K + 1 memory reads, but neighbouring points share many of these
values. In the ideal scenario, each thread would read u[cp] from
global memory (in coalesced reads) via the L2->L1 pipeline and
uz[cp] from global memory via the L2->texture pipeline, and the
remaining K − 1 grid points would be read directly from texture
cache. Once the calculation is finished, the final value would be
written via L1->L2 back to global memory to be stored at u[cp].
So in the ideal case, the global memory read throughput would be
equal to two times the global memory write throughput. However,
the texture cache is not unlimited in size (48 KB per SMX), so
in practice, grid values stored in texture cache that have not been
completely utilised may be overwritten and reloaded into the tex-
ture cache, fetched either directly from L2 cache or from global
memory, at a later stage in the stream. Thus, cache hit ratios will
be lower than the ideal 100%.

With that said, Fig. 8 displays the texture cache (read-only)
throughput, the L2 cache read throughput, the global memory
read and write throughputs, and the global memory bandwidth
used (global read + global write), for the compact-in-space (us-
ing KernelA) and leggy stencils (using KernelB) on the large

2We note the performance metric recently proposed in [17, Section V] is
based on an assumption that respective times spent on FLOPs and data trans-
fers are additive, but this assumption does not necessarily hold for a GPU
device. More importantly, the proposed metric assumes that all data trans-
fers make use of global memory bandwidth, however, as will be seen here,
data transfers in the GPU are more nuanced for such schemes—one must
consider the various levels of caches that connect the global memory to SMX
registers and the potential for stencil operations to make use of these caches.

grid sizes. It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the compact and leggy
stencils use up nearly all of the available texture cache (read-only
data cache) bandwidth (approximately 1.1 TB/s) in single precision,
and a large proportion of the available texture cache bandwidth in
double precision. However, the global memory read throughput is
greater than two times the global memory write throughput, so the
ideal scenario is not achieved. For the compact stencils, the global
memory read-to-write ratio is approximately three forK ≤ 27, and
is approximately four forK > 27. For the leggy stencils, it is much
higher, starting around three and going as high as 25, indicating a
low efficiency in terms of texture cache usage. The texture through-
put in double precision is about 60% that in single precision, which
is a consequence of the fact that the texture cache can store more
single-precision values than it can double-precision values.

The texture cache hit ratios and L2 hit ratios (from texture
reads) are plotted in Fig. 9 (for the large grid sizes). It can be
seen from Fig. 9 that the cache hit ratios are higher overall for the
compact stencils than the leggy ones, and the L2 hit ratios (from
texture reads) increase when the texture cache hit ratios decrease,
indicating that many of the data not found in the texture cache were
found directly in the L2 cache without having to read from global
memory. On the other hand, for the leggy stencils the texture hit
ratios are much lower and the L2 hit ratios (from texture reads) are
also low, which means that global memory was read more often.
Thus, we can conclude that the compact stencils make better use
of the texture cache than the leggy stencils, and the leggy stencils
are able to achieve similar performance (in terms of CTPNs) due
to an increased global memory read throughput.

Aside from the 7-point scheme, the global memory bandwidth
usage for compact stencils is a small fraction of the maximum the-
oretical bandwidth available (208 GB/s). Thus, the implemented
compact stencil operations are bound by texture cache bandwidth,
rather than by global memory bandwidth (aside from the 7-point
scheme). On the other hand, the implemented leggy stencil oper-
ations are bound by both texture and global memory bandwidths,
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Figure 8: Memory throughput for compact-in-space stencils (using KernelA) and leggy stencils (using KernelB) as a function of stencil size in points
for K ≤ 125. Left: single precision, right: double precision.
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Figure 9: Texture and L2 cache hit-rates for compact-in-space stencils (using KernelA) and leggy stencils (using KernelB) as a function of stencil size
in points for K ≤ 125.

since they use a large majority of both.
Although not shown in any figures, it is worth pointing out

that in all cases, occupancy rates were high (above 85%) and mul-
tiprocessor activity was nearly 100%. Also, the number of FLOPs
and FLOP instructions obtained from profiler metrics agreed with
the FLOP counts provided in Section 3.1. As such the FLOPS
usage was at most 8% and 15% of the theoretical peak FLOPS
in single and double precision respectively. Clearly then, the bot-
tleneck is data movement rather than compute. It is also worth
mentioning that the kernels were also tested without the use of
__cont restrict, utilising the L2->L1 pipeline, and perfor-
mance was significantly worse.

4.3. Comparisons with shared memory approaches

While shared memory approaches will not be directly investigated
in this study, a brief comparison will be made with recently pub-
lished results. In [16], leggy stencils up to M = 8 and a 27-point
scheme were implemented on a Nvidia GTX 670 GPU device3 fol-
lowing the shared memory approach of Micikevicius [5] for leggy
stencils, which was also adapted to the 27-point compact stencil,
although kernel codes were not provided. Texture cache was also
employed, presumably to load values into shared memory.

The testing procedure in [16] was essentially the same as the
one that has been used here, except that the dimensions of the
box-domain were specified in metres, so grid sizes varied for each
scheme with respect to specific choices of c, T,X appropriate for
the schemes. A GTX 670 device was not available for a direct com-
parison, but a closely-related, and lower performing, GTX 660Ti
GPU device was on hand. The GTX 660Ti has the same under-
lying chip (GK104) and the same compute specifications as the
GTX 670 (clock speeds, peak FLOPS, etc.), but the GTX 660Ti is
handicapped to 75% of the global memory bandwidth and L2 cache
available in the GTX 670, due to one of four memory controllers
on the GK104 chip being disabled.

3Although the GTX 670 device was not explicitly named in [16], its
use was confirmed through correspondence with the authors.

Table 1: Timings for “medium-sized room” tests conducted on GTX 670
with shared memory approach in [16] alongside timings obtained here on
GTX 660Ti using a maximum threading approach and pure texture fetching.

GTX 670 [16] GTX 660Ti
stencil grid dims CTPN (ns) CTPN (ns) ratio

leggy, M = 1 370×259×148 0.239 0.162 1.47
leggy, M = 2 321×224×128 0.270 0.256 1.06
leggy, M = 3 301×211×120 0.318 0.271 1.18
leggy, M = 4 290×203×116 0.347 0.366 0.95
leggy, M = 5 283×198×113 0.424 0.375 1.13
leggy, M = 6 278×195×111 0.471 0.441 1.07
leggy, M = 7 275×192×110 0.490 0.574 0.85
leggy, M = 8 272×190×108 0.430 0.567 0.76

27-point compact 642×449×256 0.725 0.294 2.46

With the GTX 660Ti, the __const restrict qualifiers
do not enable the read-only data cache loading behaviour as they
do with the Tesla K20 device [34], since the compute capability
of the GTX 660Ti is only version 3.0. As such, the kernels were
modified to make use of texture cache bindings. The block size
chosen for the GTX 660Ti was 32×8×4. Using KernelA, we
repeated the “medium-sized room” and “large room” tests with
the grid dimensions listed in [16, Table 3]. The timings obtained
on the GTX 660Ti for the medium-sized room are presented in
Table 1, alongside the results from [16], where the CTPNs were
calculated from the grid sizes and the “frames per second” values
in [16, Table 3]. Ratios between timings on the two cards are also
provided for comparison purposes. For brevity, the “large room”
performance results are left out because they do not vary signifi-
cantly from Table 1 in terms of compute times per node, both with
the GTX 670 timings reported in [16] and with the GTX 660Ti.

From Table 1 it can be seen that in all cases, the performance
obtained on the GTX 660Ti is at least 75% of the performance
obtained on the GTX 670 in [16], and for the most part, better per-
formance was achieved on the GTX 660Ti without the use of shared
memory. Most notably, the last row in Table 1 demonstrates a sig-
nificant speed-up (2.46×) for the 27-point compact stencil on the
GTX 660Ti in comparison to the GTX 670 timings reported in [16].
This suggests either that the shared memory implementation for
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the 27-point scheme in [16] was suboptimal, or that the 27-point
scheme cannot make efficient use of shared memory on these cards.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, compact stencils on the 3-D cubic lattice and asso-
ciated two-step finite difference schemes were analysed on GPU
devices, as well as standard high-order (leggy) stencil two-step
schemes. It was found that GPU performance, measured in terms
of compute times per node, scaled linearly with stencil size, but
generally the increases were less than what would be expected from
increases in operation count over smaller stencils. It was found that
data movement, rather than compute, was the bottleneck, and as
such, the performance obtained can be attributed to the effects of
the L2 and texture caches on the Tesla K20 card. Performance, in
terms of compute times per node, varied little with respect to stencil
shape for a fixed stencil size.

While overall performance did not vary with shape, the usage
of memory bandwidths varied significantly between compact and
leggy stencils. Compact stencils were found to make more efficient
use of texture cache (higher hit rates) than leggy stencils, thus re-
quiring fewer reads from global memory. The leggy stencil schemes
required a significant portion of global memory bandwidth in order
to achieve similar performance as compact stencils of similar size
in points. Accordingly, it was seen that leggy stencils had relatively
low L2 and texture cache hit rates.

Finally, a brief comparison was made with recently reported
GPU timing results that used shared memory approaches for leggy
stencil schemes (M ≤ 8) and a 27-point compact stencil scheme.
It was found that similar or better performance to the GTX 670
results reported in [16] could be obtained for most of the leggy
stencil schemes considered, using a GTX 660Ti (with only 75% of
the memory bandwidth and L2 cache of the GTX 670) and without
the use of shared memory. For the compact 27-point scheme, a
speed-up of 2.46× was achieved on the GTX 660Ti card over the
reported timings from a GTX 670.

In future work, shared memory approaches could be investi-
gated in the context of larger compact stencils, since shared memory
presents many opportunities for performance. However, it is clear
from these results that good performance can be obtained through
pure texture fetching. It is worth recalling that the texture cache
is easily accessed in newer generation Nvidia cards through the
__const restrict qualifiers (or __ldg() intrinsics), which
enables simpler kernel codes than those that would make use of
shared memory (e.g., KernelA has, essentially, ten lines of code
and KernelB has thirteen; compare to, e.g., [5, Appendix A]).

Other avenues for future work, in terms of GPU implementa-
tions, include 2-D slicing approaches, varying the order of offsets
in the loop, unrolling stencil operations, and L1 caching of global
memory on more recent cards than the K20. Finally, we note
that maintaining good GPU performance overall with boundary
condition for such schemes, which constitutes an important open
problem, will present further challenges.

The C/CUDA codes used in this study are available at:
http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/~s1164563/dafx15.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper a system for vowel conversion between different speak-
ers using short-time speech segments is presented. The input speech
signal is segmented into period-length speech segments whose fun-
damental frequency and first two formants are used to find the
perceivable vowel-quality. These segments are used to represent
a voiced phoneme, i.e. a vowel. The approach relies on pitch-
synchronous analysis and uses a modified PSOLA technique for
concatenation of the vowel segments. Vowel conversion between
speakers is achieved by exchanging the phonetic constituents of
a source speaker’s speech waveform in voiced regions of speech
whilst preserving prosodic features of the source speaker, thus in-
troducing a method for phonetic segmentation, mapping, and re-
construction of vowels.

1. INTRODUCTION

Applications for segment-based speech analysis and synthesis in
engineering and scientific perspectives have been applied for speech
morphing algorithms, speech synthesis and coding, and text-to-
speech (TTS) systems just to mention a few. In voice conversion
(VC) systems, a source speaker’s waveform is converted so that it
perceptually resembles the voice of a target speaker whilst retain-
ing linguistic information [1]. Techniques which have a broad suc-
cess in speech and voice conversion, usually use signal segments
as the unit to concatenate during re-synthesis [2].

In linguistics, speech can be modeled as a series of phonemes.
Phonolgy is a branch of linguistics which provides information
on the nature of these abstract units. Phonemes follow a particular
order to describe words and utterances. Psycholinguistic models of
speech production can be abstracted to identify two levels or stages
of speech processing: the word (lemma) and the phonological level
[3]. In the lemma representation, abstract word properties such as
grammatical features are coded. The phonological information,
i.e. the form of a word, is coded at the next level of processing [3].

Most of current speech synthesis systems use diphones as a ba-
sic selection unit for speech concatenation at the back-end [4, 5].
Diphones are generally constituted by parts of two or more pho-
netic elements, and contain transitions between phones [6]. How-
ever, segments of the speech waveform can also be abstracted to a
phonetic level and concatenated attaining to a particular prosody to
reproduce a series of phones which form a phoneme [5]. Although
using diphones during synthesis may lead to a smooth speech wave-
form, the use of phone-based analysis and synthesis methods for
speech corpora can introduce advantages in context, speed, and
consistency [7].

In this paper a phoneme-based vowel conversion system is
proposed to convert voiced regions of speech from one speaker (a
source speaker) so that it sounds like it was pronounced by another
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Figure 1: Position of the tongue at the time of utterance and the
cardinal vowel diagram. The x-axis corresponds to backness b
and the y-axis to height h of the tongue at the time of utterance.

speaker (the target speaker) by using phonetic trajectories instead
of supra-segmental models and using signal snippets instead of
spectral morphing. Speaker conversion is achieved by synthesis-
by-rule of the target speaker’s vowel segments using the source
speaker’s tonality and intensity.

Perception in humans of a different speaker quality, or timbre,
between different speakers is based on differences on the laryngeal
and vocal tract resonances [8]. This work focuses only on voiced
parts-of-speech, considering that the vocal-tract filter configura-
tion for particular speakers is enough, at least at the phonological
level, for a perceptually viable voice conversion.

Since the work is based on the phonetic level of speech pro-
duction [3], and speech rate is known to contain linguistic informa-
tion [9], a language independent synthesizer for different speech
qualities, for example, could be constructed using the presented
method.

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A speech segment is any discrete unit that can be identified in a
stream of speech and is composed of a series of phonemes. A
phoneme is the smallest phonetic contrastive linguistic unit in a
language which may bring about a change of meaning. A logi-
cal distinction would be to categorize phonemes according to its
acoustic nature, for example into voiced and non-voiced sounds.

Voiced phonemes such as vowels are of a periodic nature.
Thus a short-time speech segment (STSS) can be extracted from a
voiced speech region and characterized as an atomic unit of speech
(i.e, a phone) based solely on the information of a particular fun-
damental period.

Voiced speech is also modeled as the response of the vocal
tract to a source excitation, which is generally produced by the
opening and closing of the glottal vents in the trachea [10]. The
characteristics of such a response are achieved by the amplifica-
tion of the frequency components of the excitation in the vocal
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Figure 2: Block diagram for the applied voice conversion. The
voiced parts-of-speech of an input signal from a source speaker
� are exchanged with a synthesized waveform using a series of
acoustic units from a target speaker ⇥.

tract. The main resonance frequencies of the vocal tract are called
formant frequencies and mostly vary according to the perceived
vowel quality.

The International Phonetic Association (IPA) issues a phonetic
characterization of vowels according to the position of the tongue
in the oral cavity at the time of utterance. Pfitzinger [11] intro-
duced a method which maps the acoustic characteristics of vow-
els to the cardinal vowel diagram of Fig. 1. The method uses the
fundamental frequency f0 and the first two formants F1, F2 as pa-
rameters such that

h = 3.122 log(f0)� 8.841 log(F1) + 44.16 (1)
b = 1.782 log(F1)� 8.617 log(F2) + 58.29, (2)

where b represents the perceived backness and h the perceived
height of the tongue at the time of utterance according to the phone
position on the IPA vowel diagram of Fig. 1. Backness is restricted
between 0 and 12 and height between 0 and 10 to overcome the
end-of-scale effect [11].

These coordinates will correspond to the Cartesian location of
the STSS in the vowel-space of Fig. 1, and are used as keys for
selecting the units to concatenate out of a database.

Synthesis of speech based on the concatenation of short-time
signals in the time domain can be achieved with an acceptable
naturalness using PSOLA [12], where the signal to concatenate
is overlapped at a specific position at each pitch mark k and added
to the output signal [13]. PSOLA is used in several speech synthe-
sizers in conjunction with a sinusoidal speech production model
which conserves filter-source model theory [14, 15], and in sample-
based granular synthesis, uses prerecorded segments with different
voice qualities [12].

To exchange voiced parts-of-speech (POS) in the waveform,
the signal is decomposed as in Fig. 2. An input speech signal from
a source speaker x�(n) is divided into a signal containing voiced
POS xV,�(n) and a signal with other non-voiced (or non-tonal)
POS xU,�(n), such that

x(n)� = xV,�(n) + xU,�(n). (3)

The signal is analyzed to determine its vowel-quality every
period. Sections of x�(n) are then re-synthesized using previously
recorded grains (units) from a target speaker. The voiced region,
xV,�(n), is then exchanged with a synthesized voiced region of a
target speaker x̂V,⇥(n), such to obtain the converted speech signal

y(n) = x̂V,⇥(n) + xU,�(n). (4)

The block diagram of Fig. 3 represents the proposed voiced
POS conversion system. During analysis, a target speaker’s voiced
POS are each segmented into J segments sj(n). The acoustic

features of each STSS sj(n), the fundamental frequency f0j , and
the first and second formants (F1j ,F2j) of sj(n) are extracted and
mapped to the perceived backness and height coordinates of the
vowel-space of Fig. 1. The same procedure is used to extract the
perceived backness and height measures at each pitch mark of the
source speaker’s signal.

Synthesis is performed using PSOLA with the time envelope
and the fundamental frequency vector of the source speaker, se-
lecting a STSS, or a series of STSS from the database for con-
catenation. The converted voiced POS is reconstructed using an
adapted PSOLA approach at pitch marks of the source speaker in
voiced regions and modulated by the amplitude of the incoming
source speech waveform in order to maintain signal intensity.

3. SEGMENTATION AND MAPPING

To generate the set of units of the target speaker to concatenate, an
incoming source signal is analyzed to detect and save the STSS for
vowel reconstruction. Acoustic characteristics for each extracted
segment of a vowel are thus analyzed, indexed and mapped to the
vowel-space.

According to the source filter model, a speech signal can be
represented by

s(n) = hV T (n) ⇥ xEX(n), (5)

where hV T (n) describes the impulse response of the vocal tract,
xEX(n) the excitation signal coming from the lungs and s(n)
is the speech waveform radiated at the lips [5]. If the excitation
xEX(n) is an impulse train, the spectral contour of a speech seg-
ment will approximate the frequency response of the excitation
filter hV T (n).
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Figure 4: Voiced - Unvoiced segmentation.

3.1. Voiced and unvoiced detection

Voiced regions are analyzed using the fundamental frequency con-
tour on the output of a YIN pitch tracker implemented as in [16]
using a minimum pitch f0min = 50Hz and a hop size of 256
samples.

Delimiters for voiced regions are set when the fundamental
frequency surpasses 10% of the mean maximum frequency of a
signal snippet. This is done to take in consideration the moment
when a voiced tone starts to overcome the unvoiced POS [17]. For
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Figure 3: Block diagram representation of the proposed vowel conversion system. Voiced speech segments of one period length are analyzed
and exchanged with those of a target speaker.
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Figure 5: Excerpt of a voiced segment (/a/). The dotted line shows
the synthesis window w(t) for samples in the database. Crosses
represent the delimiters of the short-time speech segment sj(t).
The window is centered at the local peak of each segment, i.e. the
pitch marks.

our voice conversion application, regions shorter than 60ms are
ignored since the timbre of shorter sounds is not perceptually rec-
ognizable [18]. Fig. 4 shows the normalized ˆf0(n) and the voiced
POS xV,�(n) to be exchanged on the utterance /head/ of a male
speaker from the Hillenbrand vowel database [19].

3.2. Segmentation and unit extraction

Phonetic segmentation is performed pitch-synchronously on the
signal by fragmenting each voiced region xV (n) of the target speak-
ers into a STSS sj(n) set for j ⇤ [1, J ].

The fundamental frequency vector f0(n) at the output of the
pitch tracker gives the cues for segmentation. Local maxima ev-
ery pitch period length T0(n) are identified as pitch marks on the
voiced speech region. Maxima are searched for every 3

2T0(n)
samples, so that no short-time speech segments overlap.

The first zero-crossing before such maxima is regarded as a
delimiter of the STSS. Segments are indexed at consecutive delim-
iters, and form the units for concatenation during synthesis. Fig. 5
shows the segmentation.
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Figure 6: LP spectral envelope and Fourier spectrum for a short-time
speech segment of an /e/. The frequency positions of the envelope
correspond with the formants.

3.3. Acoustic features

The acoustic features for each short-time speech segment sj(n)
are the first two formants (F1, F2) and the fundamental frequency
f0, which are used to calculate the perceived vowel-quality based
on the backness and height coordinates on the vowel-space of Fig. 1.

After extracting the fundamental frequency and finding the
delimiters of each STSS sj(n), Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
[5, 20] is used to approximate the spectral envelope and the for-
mant composition of the segment. The order of the LPC analysis
filter is selected such that there is one pole for each kHz of the
sampling frequency, in this case p = 44. The resulting filter co-
efficients are transformed to the frequency domain generating a
spectral envelope approximation for the STSS.

A peak-picking technique is then used to obtain the frequency
positions of the first two peaks in the envelope.

In Fig. 6 the spectral envelope of an /e/ show the formant com-
position of the signal. The peaks indicate the position of the for-
mants in the frequency domain (the first three formants appear be-
low 3 kHz).

3.4. Vowel mapping

A mapping technique is then used to transform the acoustical char-
acteristics of the STSS to a position in the vowel-space.

The amount of correlation which is introduced by the non-
uniform Cartesian vowel coordinate system is settled by trans-
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Figure 7: Vowelworm [22] of the utterance /hawed/ from two dif-
ferent male speakers taken from the Hillenbrand database [19].
Each dot represents a short-time speech segment under analysis.
The arrows indicate the approximate direction of the trajectories
of the STSS in the vowel-space.

forming the vowel diagram’s trapezoidal form to a rectangular
space using

B = 10

b+ 0.5h� 5

0.5h+ 7.25
(6)

as in [21]. The position of sj(n) on the vowel-space represents its
perceived vowel quality, so that each extracted STSS represents a
particular phone.

In order to reproduce non-isolated vowels, such as diphthongs
and consonant - vowel transitions, the trajectories of the segments
in the vowel-space should be considered [17]. Fig. 7 shows the
perceived vowel height and backness for the STSS of two utter-
ances of the English word /hawed/ from the Hillenbrand database
[19]. The figure shows the transition between a starting STSS and
an ending STSS in the (squared) vowel diagram from [21]. The
perceived backness and height position of the segments also ap-
pear to change their velocity, transitioning slowly at the beginning
and more abruptly towards the end of the voiced part.

3.5. Database construction

The database is based on the units required to synthesize the con-
verted vowel waveform. In this sense, the window w(n) in Fig. 5
is used for saving units in the database. Each stored unit is situated
between three consecutive delimiters for each extracted sj(n). The
Hann window w(n) is centered at the maxima of sj(n) and ex-
pands over 1.5 times of the length of sj(n). The window is then
multiplied with a segment sDj (n), which is also centered at the
peak of sj(n) and is of the same length as w(n). Each segment
w(n)·sDj (n) is saved in a dictionary along with its index j, and
backness B and height h positions from (2) and ( 1) respectively.
The length of the segments is proportional to the period of the fun-
damental frequency as they where extracted.

The phonetic dictionary is then conformed of a series of seg-
ments sj(n) extracted during analysis. Each series of grains, as in
the vowelworm from Fig.8, are saved. The keys for each extracted
unit, correspond to the perceived backness from Eq.(6) and per-
ceived height coordinates from Eq.(??). The trajectories of the di-
phones are also saved and a time stamp for the STSS is also added
as a key. The units are normalized to its peak value and saved.

The target speaker’s database comprises the whole extracted
segment grains. From Fig. 7, several interpretations can be ex-
tracted. The signal position on the vowel-space may describe the
composition of a phoneme based solely on the use of steady-state
vowel grains. The number of grains on each time position, the ve-
locity and the start and ending positions should be considered to
model the corresponding vowel. However, the pulses which corre-
spond to steady state vowels could be modeled with a single grain
as in [2].

The bi-dimensional matrix with the coordinates of the extracted
segments for a speaker in the vowel dictionary is then

�v = [B, h] , (7)

where [B,h] is a list of backness and height coordinates for every
indexed segment in each vowel group, and v is the index for a par-
ticular vowel group. This will make up the keys for identification
of a particular vowel segment sj(n) in the dictionary of speaker-
dependent vowel segments.

A vowel centroid is defined for each extracted voiced POS of
the target speaker in the vowel-space such that

�v =

�
1

J

J⇥

j=1

Bj ,
1

J

J⇥

j=1

hj

⇤
, (8)

which will then form the bi-dimensional matrix of vowel centroids
� for each speaker in the database. These centroids are used as
keys for STSS retrieval.

4. SYNTHESIS AND VOWEL RECONSTRUCTION

Each STSS sj(n) represents a particular phone whose length is
only one period long and is intended to be used as a concatenation
unit. However, PSOLA requires a greater synthesis window to
re-generate speech without excessive artifacts [7]. The PSOLA
synthesis window is thus set to 1.5 of the period length from the
source speaker at each pitch mark.

Synthesis is performed by multiplying the speech waveform
with a sequence of time-translated windows whose length is pro-
portional to the local pitch period of the source speaker. The gener-
ated signal is analog to convolve an impulse train, whose impulses
are located around glottal closure instants, with the steady-time
response of the vocal tract at a particular utterance [13, 12].

4.1. Unit selection

At each pitch mark k, a STSS from the source speaker’s waveform
is retrieved. One period of the signal is extracted as described in
section 3 and the main two formants of extracted segment are cal-
culated using the LPC approximation as in section 3.3. Backness
and height measures for each segment are then calculated using
Eqs. (6) and (1) respectively.

The resulting [B, h]k coordinates at the time instant k of the
source speaker is used to map the corresponding vowel centroid in
the vowel-space of the target speaker. The distance measure

v = min

v
D ([B, h]k,�) , (9)

is used, where � is the matrix of vowel centroids from section 3.5
of the target speaker and v is the resulting vowel group of the target
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Figure 8: Vowel segmentation and corresponding vowel-space trajectory. Each short-time speech segment (STSS) is pitch-synchronously
extracted between the zero-crossings before each peak. Perceived tongue height and backness is approximated for each STSS, thus giving
the positions of the segments in the vowel-space of the right. The generated impulse train (in blue) is used to give the pitch marks for
re-synthesis. The impulse train is weighted with the source speaker’s envelope for clarity reasons.

speaker. The retrieved index corresponds to the vowel group of the
target speaker closest to the uttered phone of the source speaker.
The euclidean distance function

D(v)|[B,h]k =

⌅
(B � �(v,1))

2
+ (h� �(v,2))

2 ⌅v, (10)

is applied to find the closest position in the [B,h] vowel-space
between two speakers.

A second search on the list of indexed STSS of the vowel
group, �v using (10) is also performed to find the index j of the
STSS to concatenate. For consonant-vowel transitions the trajec-
tories depicted in Fig. 7 are also considered in order to select the
series of STSS to concatenate.

4.2. Vowel reconstruction

During voiced speech production, the excitation function x(n) of
(5) is represented as a sequence of impulses at the local pitch pe-
riod T0(n) of the source speaker �. The fundamental frequency
f0(n) is tracked at the source speaker as described in section 3.

Prosodic cues of the source speaker, such as intonation, in-
tensity and vowel length are transfered to the converted signal by
using the source speaker’s fundamental frequency f0k and highest
peak ⇤(k) at each STSS to be replaced.

The synthesized waveform x̂V,⇥(n) is the converted voiced
POS and can be approximated to the synthesis model

x̂V,⇥(n) = ⇤(k)
⇥

k

w (n� kNk) s
D
k (n), (11)

where ⇤(k) is the time envelope of the source signal at the period
maximum, w(n�kNk) is a variable Hann window of length Nk at
each pitch event k of the source signal, and sDk (n) is the unit seg-
ment from section 4.1 to concatenate. Discontinuities are avoided
with the use of a hop size of 1

4Nk.
The center of the window function is situated at the highest

peak of the source’s STSS, which can be approximated to its center
of gravity [15].

4.3. Speech signal reconstruction

Following Eq.4 the signal is reconstructed by fading the voiced
parts x̂V,⇥(n) in the x̂U,�(n) signal after the voiced POS has been
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Figure 9: Overlap add of the converted voiced part x̂V,⇥(n) into
the source signal x̂U,�(n).

re-synthesized. This is done in an offline way. A Tukey window
of length L is constructed, where L is the length of the voiced seg-
ment to fade. Followingly, the slopes of the window are mirrored
to reconstruct the speech waveform. Fig. 9 shows the procedure.

5. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In this work, two sets of signals are considered for evaluation:
Steady-state vowels and simple utterances from the Hillenbrand
database [19].

To evaluate the algorithm on isolated vowels, several subjects
where asked in a laboratory setting to record the same vowel order
and retain intonation and intensity by following a prosodic stencil
to avoid signal mismatches. The pitch lag of the source speaker is
thus approximated to the length of each synthesis window, drop-
ping the need for time stretching at the moment of concatenation.
The recordings where composed of a succession of five primary
vowels; /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/. The signals where thus solely com-
posed of voiced regions of speech.

The converted speech waveform spectrum in Fig. 11c depicts
that the resulting signal retains the pitch contour of the source
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Figure 10: Box-plot of the results for the evaluation test. The line
inside each box indicates the mean of the decisions. Boxes closer
to the top indicate that the identity of the speaker in the converted
signal is subjectively closer to the target speaker.

speaker of Fig. 11a while achieving the same energy for the har-
monic composition of the target speaker of Fig. 11b. Vowel-quality
and prosodic characteristics from the source speaker are thus trans-
fered to a synthesized waveform with speaker-dependent charac-
teristics of a target speaker.

These signals where also used to perform a subjective evalua-
tion test on the capacity of the system to convert the identity of the
source speaker to the target speaker. The evaluation is based on the
ABX test [23, 24]. The test measures the degree of match between
a source (A), a target (B), and a converted (X) signal. The tester
should decide whether the converted sample (X) is perceptually
closer to the identity of the source (A) or the target (B) speaker. A
group of twenty five independent testers with basic to professional
musical knowledge and familiar with signal processing where in-
structed to take the test. The test consisted on 6 different sets of a
source, a target and a converted signal of the vowels between two
speakers. The spectrum of the signals in the first set is shown in
Fig. 11. The box-plot of Fig. 10 presents the outcome of the re-
sults. It can be noticed that the mean of the decisions is closer to
the target speaker for all the signal sets.

For evaluation on consonant-vowel transitions, several sam-
ples of male and female speakers from the Hillenbrand database
where taken in consideration. Figure 12 shows the spectrum of a
source and a target speaker, as well as the converted speech sam-
ple. The converted signal contains re-synthesized voiced POS with
the vocal tract information (timbre) of a target speaker and the un-
voiced POS of a source speaker (as well as voiced regions shorter
than 60ms). The spectrum shows the same case as with isolated
vowels, where the harmonic composition of the voiced regions of
converted speech resemble those of the target speaker, while pre-
serving prosodic features like phoneme duration and tonality of the
source speaker.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An automatic vowel conversion system is presented which uses
a short analysis and synthesis window for speech morphing and
a vowel quality mapping method for period-length segments, or
STSS.

A low dimensional acoustic parameter for voiced phonemes
(formants, vowel-quality) is used to recognize the five vowels /a/,
/e/, /i/, /o/ and /u/ according to the position in the vowel-space. The

acoustic units used for analysis are the STSS of a voiced phoneme.
These units contain intrinsic vowel-quality and speaker specific
features, and can be characterized as a phone.

The presented algorithm takes the prosodic properties (tonal-
ity, intensity, speech rate) of the speech signal from the source
speaker and the filter characteristics of a target speaker are trans-
fered to a source speaker. Subjective evaluation results for iso-
lated vowels demonstrate that the speaker’s timbre is successfully
transfered. Results of the synthesis of consonant-vowel transitions
(Fig. 12) demonstrate that diphones (and other supra-segmental
units) can be constructed using the phonetic transition visualized
in the vowel-space.

The study of the transitions and characteristics of these short-
time speech segments could give a better understanding of the
phonological characteristics of speech and speakers, and generate
a broader discussion in unit segmentation for speech analysis and
synthesis. Study of the trajectories between phones in the vowel-
space could be employed in real-time phonetic mapping of incom-
ing speech, or to reduce unit inventories for speech conversion, for
example.

In future work, speakers models for VC and TTS synthesis can
be constructed based on the STSS positions in the vowel-space.
Objective and perceptual measures for the presented speech con-
version method should also be developed.
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source speaker (a), a target speaker (b) and the converted signal
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Figure 12: Results for voice conversion on consonant-vowel tra-
jectories. The harmonic composition of the generated waveform
corresponds to those of the target speaker.
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ABSTRACT
The APEX system [1] enables vocal tract articulation using a re-
duced set of user controllable parameters by means of Principal
Component Analysis of X-ray tract data. From these articulatory
profiles it is then possible to calculate cross-sectional area function
data that can be used as input to a number of articulatory based
speech synthesis algorithms. In this paper the Kelly-Lochbaum
1-D digital waveguide vocal tract is used, and both APEX con-
trol and synthesis engine have been implemented and tested in Su-
perCollider. Accurate formant synthesis and real-time control are
demonstrated, although for multi-parameter speech-like articula-
tion a more direct mapping from tract-to-synthesizer tube sections
is needed. SuperCollider provides an excellent framework for the
further exploration of this work.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years it has been possible to model highly detailed 3-D
models of the vocal tract based on the capture of Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging data from human subjects (e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5]). This
has further enabled the simulation of acoustic wave propagation
within these models and the synthesis of speech, typically limited
to sets of vowel sounds. The level of physiological and geometric
detail in these 3-D models, and the requirements in terms of ac-
curate spatial sampling for the resulting simulations, implies that
real-time synthesis is not usually possible. However, although the
vocal sounds produced can sound very natural, the requirement for
high-level user control of the 3-D tract shape also causes problems,
meaning that articulatory voice synthesis based on these methods
is still a non-trivial problem. Hence there is still interest in real-
time vocal tract models based on 1-D and 2-D simulation methods
using more established techniques such as the Kelly-Lochbaum
transmission line [6], or digital waveguide [7], approach, particu-
larly as their reduced complexity offers additional scope for high-
level control. In particular, recent work has explored how 2-D
models of the vocal tract might be optimised to give results closer
to that of more complex, and computationally expensive 3-D sim-
ulations [8].

In [9] real-time dynamic articulation of a 2-D profile of the
vocal tract was enabled through the use of a dynamically varying

digital waveguide mesh based on impedance contour maps. Ar-
ticulatory control of this model was later offered via the APEX
system, a tool that can be used to synthesize sound and generate
articulatory voice related parameters, based on the positioning of
lips, tongue tip, tongue body, jaw opening and larynx height, all
mapped from X-ray data [1]. In this case, APEX generates vocal
tract cross-sectional area function information that provides con-
trol input to the 2-D dynamic waveguide mesh model [10].

This paper revisits the potential offered by the APEX system
for enabling real-time articulatory control of a physical model of
the vocal tract for sound synthesis. Whereas APEX was originally
written for the legacy Windows operating system, it has now been
realised using the SuperCollider environment, a flexible dynamic
programming language for real-time audio synthesis [11]. Sec-
tion 2 of this paper outlines the APEX system and how it can be
used to generate vocal tract cross-sectional area information suit-
able for supplying input parameters to a physical model. Section
3 revisits the 1-D Kelly-Lochbaum digital waveguide model of the
vocal tract. Section 4 introduces the new APEX SuperCollider
implementation with Section 5 verifying the results produced by
the vocal tract model and demonstrating the potential offered by
the wider system. Section 6 concludes the paper looking at future
directions for this work.

2. THE APEX SYSTEM

The original APEX project was designed to map from tract artic-
ulation to formant values with audio synthesis of the results ob-
tained. The APEX model takes sampled fixed position data for
certain vocal tract articulations and then derives intermediate val-
ues from physiologically motivated interpolation rules [1]. The
vocal tract geometry is derived from a large number of X-ray im-
ages from a single subject, resulting in sampled two-dimensional
contour points for the shape of the mandible (or lower jaw), the
hard palate, the posterior pharyngeal (back) wall and the larynx,
combined with the articulators - the tongue body, tongue tip, and
lips. From this an articulatory profile is constructed and a semi-
polar coordinate system defined with respect to specific points
along the vocal tract - this enables an artificial mid-line along the
length of the tract to be defined, equidistant between the front and
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back walls. The mid-sagittal distances along this vocal tract mid-
line are then calculated between glottis and lips and from these
values cross-sectional area functions can be calculated. It is these
cross-sectional area values that then enable sound synthesis, and in
this work the synthesis engine is based on a 1-D digital waveguide
model.

Figure 1: The APEX vocal tract profile. The back wall of the tract
is fixed with the front line depending on the configuration of the
vocal tract articulators. The mid-line is first constructed using
a semi-polar coordinate system and from this the cross-sectional
area functions can be calculated.

2.1. Voval Tract Cross-Sectional Area Definiton

Figure 1 illustrates this process of defining the cross-sectional area
functions. The semi-polar coordinate system is represented by the
long lines intersecting the vocal tract profile from an origin exter-
nal to it. This is used to define the representative mid-line of the
tract. New lines are constructed perpendicular to this mid-line so
that the distance between the upper (fixed back wall) and lower
contours of the vocal tract can be measured. These distances are
mapped to equivalent cross-sectional area functions as follows:

A(x) = a·db (1)

Where A(x) is the cross-sectional area function associated with
a point along the mid-line x, d is the measured distance between
the upper and lower contours of the vocal tract, and a and b are
constants varying with vocal tract location and individual speaker
characteristics.

2.2. Vocal Tract Articulation

In terms of controlling the vocal tract, some parts can be consid-
ered fixed: the posterior pharyngeal wall, the hard palate and upper
jaw, as represented by the dark, black line in Figure 1. This data
has been extracted from APEX X-ray data from a single individ-
ual. The moveable parts of the vocal tract considered in this model
are detailed as follows.

The larynx shape has been extracted from APEX data and is
fixed, although the vertical position can be changed. The larynx
height (vertical position) varies only a little during speech, with fe-
males typically having a higher larynx position, and children even

higher. The shorter vocal tract that results causes the formant fre-
quencies to be scaled up relative to the male voice.

The tongue body is the most deformable part of the vocal tract
and control parameters have been determined by principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA). In [12] 394 tongue contours were obtained
from X-ray images and each sampled at 25 approximately equidis-
tant points. PCA results in a linear, weighted combination of a
smaller number of basis functions as follows:

Starget(x) = Sneutral(x) +

N∑

i=1

ci(v)PCi(x) (2)

Where x is the index of the point on the sampled tongue contour,
Starget(x) is the calculated tongue shape, Sneutral(x) is a ‘neu-
tral’ tongue shape, being the average of the measured shapes, and
PCi(x) is the ith basis function. The coefficient ci is the weight-
ing for the ith basis function, being a 2-dimensional vector value
which depends on the vowel, used as a parameter for calculating
the tongue shape. From [12], setting N = 1 in (2) is found to
account for 85.7% of the variance, while setting N = 2 achieves.
96.3%. In this work N = 3, giving three 2-D control parameters
for tongue shape.

Figure 2: The tongue tip geometry with the three required points
labelled. A is defined as the end of the tongue body, B is the tongue
tip and C is the point where the underside of the tongue is fixed to
the lower jaw.

The tongue tip is defined according to three points as shown
in Figure 2. The tongue body ends at point A on the upper surface
of the tongue, point B is the tongue tip and point C is where the
underside of the tongue blade is connected to the mouth floor in
the lower jaw coordinate system. Hermite interpolation is used be-
tween points A and B, with measured data used to form the curve
between B and C based on the matched values at these points.

Jaw movement is the translation and then the rotation of the
lower jaw coordinate system. The result is that some part of the
frontal vocal tract is moved, including both the tongue body and
blade, and the mouth floor and teeth (if they were included in this
model). The angle for the rotation is determined by:

θ =
J

2
+ 7 (3)

Where θ is the angle in degrees, and J is the jaw opening or dis-
tance between the upper and lower teeth (in mm).

3. THE 1-D VOCAL TRACT MODEL

The acoustic properties of the vocal tract can be modelled by con-
sidering it to be, at its simplest level, a straight tube from glottis to
the lips where acoustic wave propagation is predominantly deter-
mined by the 1-D lossless wave equation:

∂2p(x, t)

∂t2
= c2

∂2p(x, t)

∂x2
(4)
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where p is acoustic pressure, t is time, c is the speed of sound and x
describes the (1-D) coordinate system. The Kelly-Lochbaum 1-D
model, equivalent to a 1-D digital waveguide, provides a numerical
solution to (4) and is well documented in the literature (e.g. [3] [6]
[7] [9]). 2. Physical Modelling Synthesis
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Figure 3: Kelly-Lochbaum scattering of pressure signals in (a)
the standard two-port scattering junction and (b) the one-multiply
equivalent

Summarising, the air column within the tube under consider-
ation is discretized and represented as a series of connected bidi-
rectional 1-D digital waveguide elements. The varied shape of the
vocal tract along its length, as quantified by the cross-sectional
area function, gives rise to the tract being defined as a series of
concatenated acoustic tube elements, varying from glottis to lips.
The change in cross-sectional area between tube elements is in
turn modelled as a change in acoustic impedance for each waveg-
uide element relative to the corresponding cylindrical tube section.
These conditions give rise to the well known Kelly-Lochbaum
scattering junction as shown in Figure 3(a) and expressed in the
following equations:

r =
Ai −Ai+1

Ai +Ai+1
(5)

p−i = rp+i + (1− r)p+i+1

p−i+1 = (1 + r)p+i − rp+i+1

(6)

Where r is the reflection coefficient between tube sections i and
i + 1 of cross-sectional area Ai and Ai+1 respectively, p+i is the
incoming pressure value to the scattering junction from tube sec-
tion i, p+i+1 is the outgoing pressure travelling in the same direction
to tube section i + 1. p−i+1 is the incoming pressure value to the
scattering junction from tube section i + 1, with p−i the outgoing
pressure value travelling in the same direction to tube section i.
As shown in Figure 3(b) this can be expressed more efficiently for
computational implementation as:

p−i = p+i+1 + w

p−i+1 = p+i + w
(7)

Where:
w = r(p+i − p+i+1) (8)

The model is completed with terminations accounting for lip
and glottal reflection at each end. The lip end may also be termi-
nated with an appropriate filter to approximate lip radiation effects.
With the introduction of appropriate glottal excitation at the glot-
tal end, signal output at the lip end results in speech sounds being
produced.

4. APEX SUPERCOLLIDER IMPLEMENTATION

APEX vocal tract articulation control and a synthesis engine based
on the 1-D Kelly-Lochbaum digital waveguide have been imple-
mented in the real-time SuperCollider audio processing environ-
ment (v3.6). The server-client architecture of SuperCollider results
in the APEX graphical user interface (GUI) running on the client
with the data-processing and sound synthesis being handled sepa-
rately on the server. The APEX GUI is shown in Figure 4 and is
divided into three panels: the left hand side vocal tract articulation
controls, the centre panel vocal tract graphical representation, and
the right hand panel system parameter and synthesis information.

Figure 4: The APEX SuperCollider implementation graphical user
interface. The left hand side are the vocal tract articulation con-
trols, the centre panels give a real-time graphical representation
of the articulation and resulting cross-sectional area values. The
right hand panel allows the user to set parameters relevant to the
spatial sampling of the tract shape and the synthesis engine.

4.1. APEX User Control

The left hand side of Figure 4 shows six vocal tract articulation
controls. The initial state of the tract in terms of the tongue body
neutral shape and articulator states are loaded from data files at
startup. The top three 2-D panel controllers are mapped to the
three Principal Component variables derived from (2). The bottom
2-D panel is mapped to the Tongue Tip control (in mm), with the
two vertical sliders used to control larynx height and jaw opening,
both in mm. Upon user interaction, the parameters from these six
articulation controls are passed via the client to a server based unit
generator, or UGen, that is used to calculate the cross-sectional
area function data based on the shape of the current articulation.
The updated articulation data is then returned to the client to enable
the centre panel graphical representation of the vocal tract to be
updated, providing valuable feedback in terms of user control. It
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is also possible to view the relative changes in cross-sectional area
along the vocal tract itself in the lower of the two centre panels.

The top of the right hand panel displays parameters relevant to
the system configuration. The ‘No. of Planes’ parameter is used to
set the number of planes in the semi-polar coordinate system that
determines the vocal tract mid-line, with ‘Planes Width’ setting
their width (or length) to ensure intersection with the back wall
of the tract. The key parameter in terms of the resulting synthesis
is ‘Resolution’, as this sets the spatial sampling interval (in mm)
along the mid-line and hence will directly impact the number of
cross-sectional area functions calculated.

One of the overheads with this SuperCollider implementation
is the communication between server and client and ensuring that
synchronisation is maintained between the two. The processing
functions of the UGens are called at fixed time intervals (for the
control rate UGens used in APEX the default is the audio sample
rate divided by 64). The ‘Skip’ parameter tells the area function
calculator UGen to skip a certain number of these calls between
calculations. The minimum number for this parameter therefore
depends on the speed of the computer being used and any addi-
tional load due to the synthesis engine.

The lower parameters relate to a prototype synthesis engine
that calculates formant values based on the cross-sectional area
values, passing them to a simple oscillator based formant synthe-
sizer. Formants are calculated based on volume velocity transfer
through the vocal tract [13], and although this synthesis method
is superseded by the 1-D digital waveguide model discussed here,
the calculated formant values displayed act as a useful additional
check on the synthesized output. Finally the bottom two horizon-
tal sliders allow run-time control of fundamental frequency and
amplitude of the output.

4.2. APEX Vocal Tract Synthesis

The 1-D digital waveguide vocal tract model is also implemented
as a server-side UGen, based on a specific implementation of the
more general SuperCollider NTube synthesizer from Nick Collins’
SLUGens plugins distribution [14]. The KLVocalTract UGen takes
three parameters, the input excitation to the system, an array of
N − 1 reflection coefficients based on N cross-sectional area val-
ues (5) and the total delay line length in seconds. This is dependent
on the sample rate of the system and the spatial sampling ‘Reso-
lution’ of the vocal tract. Each cross-sectional area tube length, of
which there are N , must have a delay of greater than two samples.
Losses are set at the lip and glottis end based on reflection values
from [7], such that rglottis = 0.969 and rlip = −0.9. The one-
multiply equivalent scattering junction, as given in (7) and (8), is
used for efficiency in implementation.

The excitation function, as shown in Figure 3, is implemented
as a SuperCollider client-side, time-reversed glottal flow model, in
effect the typical Liljencrants-Fant (LF) glottal flow model without
a return phase. For output as sound pressure a +6dB/oct radiation
characteristic is added. A single cycle of the excitation, with a
fundamental frequency of 110Hz is shown in Figure 3(a) with the
resulting spectrum in Figure 3(b).

5. RESULTS

The goal at this stage in the development of the SuperCollider
APEX tool is to demonstrate the correct implementation of the
1-D digital waveguide model as part of the overal APEX system,
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Figure 5: The 1-D digital waveguide vocal tract excitation model
as implemented in SuperCollider, in this case with a fundamental
frequency of 110Hz. (a) The result is a time-reversed approxima-
tion to the LF glottal flow model; (b) the resulting spectrum.

and to highlight its capability for real-time dynamic articulation
and voice synthesis.

5.1. 1-D Vocal Tract Synthesis

Initially the KLVocalTract UGen is tested externally to the APEX
front end in order to demonstrate its capability for synthesizing
voice-like sound. With end termination reflection coefficient val-
ues defined as in Section 4.2 and a uniform cross-sectional area
function set along the length of the tract, such that there is no in-
ternal scattering, should result in quarter-wave resonator like be-
haviour. In order to test this, KLVocalTract is instantiated with 44
equal area function sections, the tract length L = 0.176m, speed
of sound c = 343ms−1 and the sample rate is set to 192kHz. A
white noise source is used as excitation at the glottis end and a
5s output signal is recorded at the lip end. The modal peaks for
quarter-wave resonator behaviour can be predicted using:

fQWR =
(2m+ 1)c

4L
: m ∈ N0 (9)

These analytical values are overlaid on the Welch power spec-
tral density of the output in Figure 6 and can be seen to give good
agreement to the measurement obtained.

The next stage is to examine the output from KLVocalTract
for a static cross-sectional area profile that relates more directly to
speech-like sound. In this case KLVocalTract is instantiated with
44 area function sections under the same conditions as before, but
this time based on data from [15] for the /a/ (Bard) vowel. As
well as white noise excitation, glottal source excitation is also used
and 5s output signals are recorded from the lip end. The results
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Figure 6: Welch power spectral density estimate for 5s output from
KLVocalTract functioning as a quarter wave resonator with white
noise excitation. The grey vertical lines represent the analytical
modal peaks for a quarter wave resonator of the same dimensions.

obtained are compared with average measured formant values for
the /a/ vowel based on data from [16] and the results are presented
in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: KLVocalTract synthesis of 5s sound output for the /a/
vowel: Welch power spectral density estimate based on noise
(solid dark grey line) and glottal source excitation (light grey lines)
compared with average measured values of first four formants
(black vertical lines).

The results give good general agreement, and are compara-
ble with those presented in e.g. [7], [9] which include vowel
synthesis/formant values based on a 1-D digital waveguide model
(amongst others).

5.2. APEX Real-time Articulatory Synthesis

In this example, the APEX SuperCollider GUI is used as a means
to control the KLVocalTract UGen, with the dimension and number
of the cross-sectional area vocal tract tube sections passed as the
input to the synthesizer, together with fundamental frequency val-
ues to enable the glottal source excitation to vary pitch accordingly.
To test the capabilities of the complete system, pre-calculated APEX
data is passed into the GUI, giving the (x, y) values for the three

Figure 8: Praat spectrograms with candidate fundamental fre-
quency and formant values identified and tracked over the 8s of
output for the octave scale of ‘DoReMe’. The fundamental fre-
quency line corresponds to the right hand scale and is overlaid on
the broader formant value calculation spectrogram plot. The top
two examples use KLVocalTract with a resolution of 4mm (top) and
5mm (middle). The bottom plot is based on the method presented
in [13] and formant synthesis.

PCA parameters plus the tongue tip, together with fundamental
frequency, jaw opening and larynx height positions to enable the
scale octave for ‘DoReMe’ to be articulated. Each note has a start
and end set of values over a period of 0.9s, with a transition of
0.1s to the next note. Values are interpolated between states by the
APEX system, and the 8s sound output is recorded at the lip end.
Two different APEX states are used to obtain the results. In both
cases 35 planes are used to calculate the vocal-tract mid-line (the
maximum currently allowed by the system), but in the first exam-
ple a spatial sampling resolution of 4mm is used, and in the second
this is set to 5mm, for a sampling rate of 96kHz. For the 4mm case
this results in 33-35 vocal tract tube sections, and for the 5mm case
25-27 sections. The number of sections varies slightly as the artic-
ulations can actually change the length of the vocal tract model,
and in this current implementation, every articulation results in
a complete recalculation of the mid-line and cross-sectional area
functions, and hence the potential for the total delay-line length to
change accordingly in KLVocalTract.

In addition to using KLVocalTract and to enable some compar-
ison, the same phrase is synthesized based on the method presented
in [13] using a band limited saw-tooth oscillator (SuperCollider
Saw UGen), and up to four resonant low-pass filters centred on the
calculated formant frequencies.
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The initial fundamental frequency value in each case is 110Hz.
These three sets of results are analysed using Praat, and spectro-
grams produced with automatic tracking of fundamental frequency
and formant frequency values enabled (based on default Praat set-
tings). The results are shown in Figure 8 and corresponding audio
examples, resampled to 44.1kHz at 16bit resolution are available
for audition at http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~dtm3/
vocaltract.html.

Note that the first and last notes of the scale have the same
articulation values, and so should give the same results apart from
an octave shift in fundamental frequency. This is clearly the case
in the format synthesis example, although it seems that an addi-
tional candidate value has also been found. Interestingly, based
on the same default analysis values, the 5mm resolution exam-
ple gives a closer match. Similarly, the lower resolution case in
most cases results in a more consistent tracking of identified for-
mats although both demonstrate similarities and differences with
the formant synthesis example. Across transitions it is evident that
all examples demonstrate discontinuities due to the interpolations
applied between articulation states, especially for fundamental fre-
quency. It is notable that the formant synthesis example demon-
strates clearer and smoother transitions although this is expected
due to the relative simplicity of the synthesis algorithm used and
the fact that formants are synthesized directly (from specific filter
settings), rather than indirectly as a consequence of the physical
modelling algorithm used.

However, the higher resolution KLVocalTract does, for some
notes, exhibit better, more consistent formant values (Note 3, Note
5, Note 6, Note 7, when compared with the lower plot in Figure
8)) and ultimately results in a better quality sound output, even
if formant tracking transition states are a lot less clear than the
lower resolution example. This poor formant tracking at high res-
olution is due to the nature of the cross-sectional area functions
calculated by the APEX controller and how they are applied in
KLVocalTract. Lower resolution implies fewer tube sections and
so fewer (or smaller) changes (and resulting interpolations) to be
applied to KLVocalTract between articulation states. This is par-
ticularly the case when the tract length itself changes due to an
applied articulation (e.g. larynx height) as the number of tube
sections will also change, resulting in discontinuities in the out-
put of KLVocalTract as the delay line length will also have to be
updated. This is further compounded if, at the lip end, the jaw
opening parameter is not mapped directly to the last tube section
that also corresponds to where the output is tapped off. This can
result in restricted sound output, and mistuning of expected for-
mant positions, as is evidenced in some of the cases in Figure 8.
Finally, it should be noted that this example does apply signifi-
cant, multi-parameter changes in articulation states with the asso-
ciated required interpolation of these values. Direct user control
of the GUI, where fewer parameters are changed in real-time with
smaller degrees of variation, results in much smoother and contin-
uous examples of articulatory synthesis.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a SuperCollider implementation of the
APEX articulatory vocal tract algorithm, coupled with the KLVo-
calTract 1-D digital waveguide synthesis engine. The latter has
demonstrated its potential for accurate, real-time formant synthe-
sis, based as it is on established methods. The APEX GUI reduces
the number of variables required for articulatory speech synthe-

sis to a much more manageable number, and SuperCollider pro-
vides an excellent real-time framework for linking these two com-
ponents while providing additional access to standard sound syn-
thesis unit generator processes and user control options. This first
investigation into the potential for such articulatory vocal tract
synthesis in SuperCollider has revealed that for realistic speech-
like sound output the calculation of cross-sectional tract profiles
must be done more efficiently, with direct mapping to the tube
sections implemented in the synthesis engine, such that the under-
lying delay-line length does not have to change. This would enable
smoother control of KLVocalTract while also enabling its eventual
replacement with a modelling engine of higher dimension.

In addition, the articulatory controls require some further re-
finement. The PC variables need to be constrained such that phys-
ically impossible tract profiles are similarly not allowed - for in-
stance the tongue tip should not be able to move through the back
wall of the tract. The lips also need to be more completely repre-
sented, the tongue body should maintain a constant volume, and in
this current implementation, branches on the tract, such as the sub-
apical space and velar port/nasal tract are not represented in either
the controller or the underlying model.

A version of the source code for this work is also available at
http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~dtm3/vocaltract.
html such that it might be adopted by the wider SuperCollider
community.
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Keynote 3

Franz Zotter: Ambisonic Audio Effects in Direction and Directiv-
ity

Abstract The properties of the spherical harmonics to represent patterns on the sphere,
as well as their deep embedding in the acoustical wave equation, enable many nice audio
effects in space.

First of all, the inherent smoothness of the finite-order spherical harmonic represen-
tations is the basis of Ambisonic amplitude panning on surrounding loudspeakers. The
spherical harmonic representation is mighty enough to represent several directional effects,
such as mirroring, rotation, directional loudness manipulation, directional warping in terms
of a simple matrix multiplication.

What is more, the associated acoustic equations permit design and signal processing of
not only microphone arrays for Ambisonic recording, but also spherical loudspeaker arrays
for directivity synthesis.

The plenary lecture gives examples and explanations of freely available Plugins for
Ambisonics (VST AmbiX plugin suite), and reveals a peek on adjustable directivity as a
musical instrument.
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ABSTRACT
We present a method for mapping between the input space of a
parametric equaliser and a lower-dimensional representation, whilst
preserving the effect’s dependency on the incoming audio signal.
The model consists of a parameter weighting stage in which the
parameters are scaled to spectral features of the audio signal, fol-
lowed by a mapping process, in which the equaliser’s 13 inputs
are converted to (x, y) coordinates. The model is trained with
parameter space data representing two timbral adjectives (warm
and bright), measured across a range of musical instrument sam-
ples, allowing users to impose a semantically-meaningful timbral
modification using the lower-dimensional interface. We test 10
mapping techniques, comprising of dimensionality reduction and
reconstruction methods, and show that a stacked autoencoder algo-
rithm exhibits the lowest parameter reconstruction variance, thus
providing an accurate map between the input and output space.
We demonstrate that the model provides an intuitive method for
controlling the audio effect’s parameter space, whilst accurately
reconstructing the trajectories of each parameter and adapting to
the incoming audio spectrum.

1. BACKGROUND

Equalisation is an integral part of the music production workflow,
with applications in live sound engineering, recording, music pro-
duction and mastering, in which multiple frequency dependent
gains are applied to the audio signal. Generally the process of
equalisation can be categorised under one of the following head-
ings, corrective equalisation: in which problematic frequencies
are often attenuated in order to prevent issues such as acoustic
feedback, and creative equalisation: in which the audio spectrum
is modified to achieve a desirable timbral transformation. The lat-
ter often involves a process of translation between a perceived tim-
bral adjective such as bright, flat or sibilant and an audio effect’s
input space, by which a music producer must reappropriate a per-
ceptual representation of a timbral transformation as a configura-
tion of multiple parameters in an audio processing module. As
music production is an inherently technical process this mapping
procedure is not necessarily trivial, and is made more complex by
the source-dependent nature of the task.

We propose a system that projects the controls of a paramet-
ric equaliser comprising 5 biquad filters arranged in series onto an
editable two-dimensional space, allowing the user to manipulate
the timbre of an audio signal using an intuitive interface. Whilst

Warm / Bright ...

Figure 1: The extended Semantic Audio Equalisation plug-in with
the two-dimensional interface. To modify the brightness/warmth
of an audio signal, a point is positioned in two-dimensional space.

the axes of the two-dimensional space are somewhat arbitrary, un-
derlying timbral characteristics are projected onto the space via a
training stage using musical semantics data. In addition to this,
we propose a signal processing method of adapting the parame-
ter modulation process to the incoming audio data based on fea-
ture extraction applied to the long-term average spectrum (LTAS),
capable of running in near-real-time. The model is implemented
using the SAFE architecture (detailed in [1]), and provided as an
extension of the current Semantic Audio Parametric Equaliser,1

shown in Figure 1.

1.1. Semantic Music Production

Engineers and producers generally use a wide variety of timbral
adjectives to describe sound, each with varying levels of agree-
ment. By modelling these adjectives, we are able to provide per-
ceptually meaningful abstractions, which lead to a deeper under-
standing of musical timbre and system that facilitate the process
of audio manipulation. The extent to which timbral adjectives can
be accurately modelled is defined by the level of exhibited agree-
ment, a concept investigated in [2], in which terms such as bright,
resonant and harsh all exhibit strong agreement scores and terms
such as open, hard and heavy all show low subjective agreement
scores. It is common for timbral descriptors to be represented in
low-dimensional space, brightness for example is shown to exhibit
a strong correlation with spectral centroid [3, 4] and has further
dependency on the fundamental frequency of the signal [5]. Simi-

1Available for download at http://www.semanticaudio.co.uk
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larly, studies such as [6] and [7] demonstrate the ability to reduce
complex data to lower-dimensional spaces using dimensionality
reduction.

Recent studies have also focused on the modification of the au-
dio signal using specific timbral adjectives, where techniques such
as spectral morphing [8] and additive synthesis [9] have been ap-
plied. For the purposes of equalisation, timbral modification has
also been implemented via semantically-meaningful controls and
intuitive parameter spaces. SocialEQ [10] for example, collects
timbral adjective data via a web interface and approximates the
configuration of a graphic equaliser curve using multiple linear
regression. Similarly, subjEQt [11], provides a two-dimensional
interface, created using a Self Organising Map, in which users can
navigate between presets such as boomy, warm and edgy using nat-
ural neighbour interpolation. This is a similar model to 2DEQ [12],
in which timbral descriptors are projected onto a two-dimensional
space using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The Semantic
Audio Feature Extraction (SAFE) project provides a similar non-
parametric interface for semantically controlling a suite of audio
plug-ins, in which semantics data is collected within the DAW.
Adaptive presets can then be selectively derived, based on audio
features, parameter data and music production metadata.

2. METHODOLOGY

In order to model the desired relationship between the two param-
eter spaces, a number of problems must be addressed. Firstly,
the data reduction process should account for maximal variance
in high-dimensional space, without bias towards a smaller subset
of the EQ’s parameters. Similarly, we should be able to map to the
high-dimensional space with minimal reconstruction error, given
a new set of (x, y) coordinates. This process of mapping between
spaces is nontrivial, due to loss of information in the reconstruc-
tion process. Furthermore, the low-dimensional parameter space
should be configured in a way that preserves an underlying tim-
bral characteristic in the data, thus allowing a user to transform
the incoming audio signal in a musically meaningful way. Finally,
the process of parameter space modification should not be agnos-
tic of the incoming audio signal, meaning any mapping between
the two-dimensional plane and the EQ’s parameter space should
be expressed as a function of the (x, y) coordinates and some rep-
resentation of the signal’s spectral energy. In addition to this, the
system should be capable of running in near-real time, enabling its
use in a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) environment.

For addressing these problems, we develop a model that con-
sists of two phases, where the first comprises a training phase, in
which a map is derived from a corpus of parameter data, and the
second comprises a testing phase in which a user can present (x, y)
coordinates and an audio spectrum, resulting in a 13 dimensional
vector of parameter state variables. To optimise the mapping pro-
cess, we experiment with a combination of 3 dimensionality re-
duction techniques and 3 reconstruction methods, followed by a
stacked-autoencoder model that encapsulates both the dimension-
ality reduction and reconstruction processes. With the purpose of
scaling the parameters to the incoming audio signal, we derive a
series of weights based on a selection of features, extracted from
the signal’s LTAS coefficients. To evaluate the model’s perfor-
mance, we train it with binary musical semantics data and mea-
sure the parameter-wise reconstruction error, along with inter-class
variance in low-dimensional space.

F(x)

A P A’

Figure 2: An overview of the SAFE data collection architecture,
where A represents the audio features captured before the effect
is applied, A′ represents the features captured after the effect is
applied, and P represents the parameter vector.

2.1. Dataset

For the training of the model, we compile a dataset of 800 se-
mantically annotated EQ parameter space settings, comprising 40
participants equalising 10 musical instrument samples using 2 de-
scriptive terms: warm and bright. To do this, participants were pre-
sented with the musical instrument samples in a DAW and asked
to use a parametric equaliser to achieve the two timbral settings.
After each setting was recorded, the data were recorded and the
equaliser was reset to unity gain. During the test samples were pre-
sented to the participants in a random order, across separate DAW
channels. Furthermore, the musical instrument samples were all
performed unaccompanied, were RMS normalised and ranged from
20 to 30 seconds in length. All of the participants had normal
hearing, aged 18-40 and all had at least 3 years’ music production
experience.

The descriptive terms (warm and bright) were selected for a
number of reasons, firstly the agreement levels exhibited by par-
ticipants tend to be the high (as suggested by [2]), meaning there
should be less intra-class variance when subjectively assigning pa-
rameter settings. When measured using an agreement metric, de-
fined by [10] as the log number of terms over the trace of the
covariance matrix, warm and bright were the two highest ranked
terms in a dataset of 210 unique adjectives. Secondly, the two
terms are deemed to be sufficiently different enough to form an
audible timbral variation in low dimensional space. Whilst the
two terms do not necessarily exhibit orthogonality (for example
brightness can be modified with constant warmth [8]), they have
relatively dissimilar timbral profiles, with brightness widely ac-
cepted to be highly correlated with the signal’s spectral centroid,
and warmth often attributed to the ratio of the first 3 harmonics to
the remaining harmonic partials in the magnitude LTAS [13].

The parameter settings were collected using a modified build
of the SAFE data collection architecture, in which descriptive terms,
audio feature data, parameter data and metadata can be collected
remotely, within the DAW environment and uploaded to a server.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the SAFE architecture allows for the
capture of audio feature data before and after processing has been
applied. Similarly, the interface parameters P (see Table 1) are
captured and stored in a linked database. For the purpose of this
experiment, the architecture was modified by adding the function-
ality to capture LTAS coefficients, with a window size of 1024
samples and a hop size of 256.

Whilst the SAFE project comprises a number of DAW plug-
ins, we focus solely on the parametric equaliser, which utilises 5
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biquad filters arranged in series, consisting of a low-shelving filter
(LS), 3 peaking filters (Pfn) and a high-shelving filter (HS), where
the LS and HS filters each have two parameters and the (Pfn)
filters each have 3, as described in Table 1.

n Assignment Range n Assignment Range
0 LS gain -12 - 12 dB 7 Pf1 Q 0.1 - 10 Hz
1 LS Freq 22 - 1,000 Hz 8 Pf2 Gain -12 - 12 dB
2 Pf0 Gain -12 - 12 dB 9 Pf2 Freq 220 - 10,000 Hz
3 Pf0 Freq 82 - 3,900 Hz 10 Pf2 Q 0.1 - 10 Hz
4 Pf0 Q 0.1 - 10 Hz 11 HS Gain -12 - 12 dB
5 Pf1 Gain -12 - 12 dB 12 HS Freq 580 - 20,000 Hz
6 Pf1 Freq 180 - 4,700 Hz

Table 1: A list of the parameter space variables and their ranges of
possible values, taken from the SAFE parametric EQ interface.

3. MODEL

The proposed system maps between the EQ’s parameter space,
consisting of 13 filter parameters and a two-dimensional plane,
whilst preserving the context-dependent nature of the audio effect.
After an initial training phase, the user can then submit (x, y) co-
ordinates to the system using a track-pad interface, resulting in a
timbral modification via the corresponding filter parameters. To
demonstrate this, we train the model with 2 class (bright, warm)
musical semantics data taken from the SAFE EQ database, thus
resulting in an underlying transition between opposing timbral de-
scriptors, in two-dimensional space. By training the model in this
manner, we intend to maximise the separability between classes
when projected onto the reduced-dimensionality interface.

The model (depicted in Figure 3) has 2 key operations, The
first involves weighting the parameters by computing the vector
αn(A) from the input signal’s long-term spectral energy (A). We
can then modify the parameter vector (P ), to obtain a weighted
vector (P ′). The second component scales the dimensionality of
(P ′), resulting in a compact, audio-dependent representation. Dur-
ing the model’s testing phase, we apply an unweighting procedure,
based on the (x, y) coordinates and the signal’s modified spectrum.
This is done by multiplying the estimated parameters with the in-
verse weight vector, resulting in an approximation of the origi-
nal parameters. In addition to the weighting and dimensionality
reduction stages, a scale-normalisation procedure is applied aim-
ing to convert the ranges of each parameter (given in Table 1), to
(0 < pn < 1). This converts the data into a suitable format for
dimensionality reduction.

3.1. Parameter Scaling

As the configuration of the filter parameters assigned to each de-
scriptor by the user during equalisation is likely to vary based on
the audio signal being processed, the first requirement of the model
is to apply weights to the parameters, based on knowledge of the
audio data at the time of processing. To do this, we selectively ex-
tract features from the signal’s LTAS, before and after the filter is
applied. This is possible due to the configuration of the data collec-
tion architecture, highlighted in Figure 2. The weights (αm) can
then be expressed as a function of the LTAS, where the function’s
definition varies based on the parameter’s representation (i.e. gain,

Parameter 

Weighting
Dimensionality 

Reduction

Parameter 

Reconstruction

Parameter 

Unweighting

Scale 

Conversion

Scale 

Conversion

(x, y)

Parameter Space 

Mapping

Parameter 

Scaling

Figure 3: An overview of the proposed model, where the grey
horizontal paths represent training and testing phases.

centre frequency or bandwidth of the corresponding filter). We use
the LTAS to prevent the parameters from adapting each time a new
frame is read. In practice, we are able to do this by presenting
users with means to store the audio data, rather than continually
extracting it from the audio stream. Each weighting is defined as
the ratio between a spectral feature, taken from the filtered au-
dio signal (A′k) and the signal filtered by an enclosing rectangular
window (R). Here, the rectangular window is bounded by the min-
imum and maximum frequency values attainable by the observed
filter fk(A)

We can define the equaliser as an array of biquad functions ar-
ranged in series, as depicted in Eq 1

fk = fk−1(A, ~Pk−1)
k = 1, . . . ,K − 1

(1)

Here, K = 5 represents the number of filters used by the
equaliser and fk represents the kth biquad function, which we can
define by its transfer function, given in Eq 2.

Hn(z) = c · 1 + b1z
−1 + b2z

−2

1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2
(2)

The LTAS is then modified by the filter as in Eq. 3 and the
weighted parameter vector can be derived using the function ex-
pressed in Eq. 4.

A′k = Hk(e
jω)Ak (3)

p′n = αm(k) · pn (4)

Where pn is the nth parameter in the vector P . The weighting
function is then defined by the parameter type (m), where m = 0
represents gain, m = 1 represents centre-frequency and m = 2
represents bandwidth. For gain parameters, the weights are ex-
pressed as a ratio of the spectral energy in the filtered spectrum
(A′) to the spectral energy in the enclosing rectangular window
(Rn), derived in Eq. 5 and illustrated in Figure 4.

α0(k) =

∑
i(A
′
k)i∑

i(Rk)i
(5)

For frequency parameters (m = 1), the weights are expressed
as a ratio of the respective spectral centroids of A′ and Rn, as
demonstrated in Eq. 6, where bi are the corresponding frequency
bins.
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Figure 4: An example spectrum taken from an input example,
weighted by the biquad coefficients, where the red line represents
a peaking filter, the black line represents the biquad-filtered spec-
trum and the blue line represents the spectral energy in the rectan-
gular window (Rm).

α1(k) =

(∑
i(A
′
k)ibi∑

i(A
′
k)i

)
/

(∑
i(Rk)ibi∑
i(Rk)i

)
(6)

Finally, the weights for bandwidth parameters (m = 2) are
defined as the ratio of spectral spread exhibited by both A′ and
Rn. This is demonstrated in Eq. 7, where (x)sc represents the
spectral centroid of x.

α2(k) =

(∑
i

(
bi − (A′

k)sc
)2 (A′

k)i∑
i(A

′
k)i

)
/

(∑
i (bi − (Rk)sc)

2 (Rk)i∑
i(Rk)i

)

(7)

During the testing phase, retrieval of the unweighted parame-
ters, given a weighted vector can be achieved by simply multiply-
ing the weighted parameters with the inverse weights vector, as in
Eq. 8.

p̂n = α−1
m (k) · p̂′n (8)

Where p̂ is a reconstructed version of p, after dimensionality
reduction has been applied.

To ensure the parameters are in a consistent format for each of
the dimensionality scaling algorithms, a scale normalisation proce-
dure is applied using Eq. 9, where during the training process, the
pmin and pmax represent the minimum and maximum values for
each parameter (given in Table 1), and qmin and qmax represent
0 and 1. During the testing process, these values are exchanged,
such that qmin and qmax represent the minimum and maximum
values for each parameter and pmin and pmax represent 0 and 1.

ρn =
(pn − qmin)(pmax − pmin)

qmax − qmin
+ pmin (9)

Additionally, a sorting algorithm was used to place the three
mid-band filters in ascending order based on their centre frequency.
This prevents normalisation errors due to the frequency ranges al-
lowing the filters to be rearranged by the user.

3.2. Parameter Space Mapping

Once the filters have been weighted by the audio signal, the map-
ping from 13 EQ variables to a two-dimensional subspace can
be accomplished using a range of dimensionality reduction tech-
niques. We start by evaluating the performance of three commonly
used algorithms for data reduction by training them with weighted
parameter space data and measuring the variance. Conversely, the
reconstruction process is less common due to the nature of dimen-
sionality reduction. We evaluate the efficacy of three multivariate
regression-based techniques at mapping two-dimensional interface
variables to a vector of EQ parameters. This is done by approxi-
mating functions using the weighted parameter data and measuring
the reconstruction error. Finally, we evaluate a stacked autoen-
coder model of data reduction, in which the parameter space is
both reduced and reconstructed in the same algorithm, we are then
able to detach the reconstruction (decoder) stage for the testing
process.

Dimensionality reduction is implemented using the following
techniques: Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a widely used
method of embedding data into a linear subspace of reduced di-
mensionality, by finding the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix,
originally proposed by [14]; Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA),
a supervised projection technique that maps to a linear subspace
whilst maximising the separability between data points that belong
to different classes (see [15]); Kernel PCA (kPCA), a non-linear
manifold mapping technique, in which eigenvectors are computed
from a kernel matrix as opposed to the covariance matrix, as de-
fined by [16]. As LDA projects the data-points onto the dimen-
sions that maximise inter-class variance for C classes, the dimen-
sionality of the subspace is set to C − 1. This means that in a
binary classification problem, such as ours, we need to reconstruct
the second dimension arbitrarily. For each of the other algorithms,
we select the first 2 variables for mapping, and for the kPCA algo-
rithm, the feature distances are computed using a Gaussian kernel.

The parameter reconstruction process was implemented using
the following techniques: Linear Regression (LR), a process by
which a linear function is used to estimate latent variables; Natu-
ral Neighbour Interpolation (NNI), a method for interpolating be-
tween scattered data points using Voronoi tessellation, as used by
[11] for a similar application; Support Vector Regression (SVR), a
non-linear kernel-based regression technique (see [17]), for which
we choose a Gaussian kernel function.

An autoencoder is an Artificial Neural Network with a topol-
ogy capable of learning a compact representation of a dataset by
optimising a matrix of weights, such that a loss function repre-
senting the difference between the output and input vectors is min-
imised. Autoencoders can then be cascaded to form a network
and initialised using layer-wise pre-training, commonly using Re-
stricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), followed by backpropaga-
tion, leading to a complex nonlinear mapping between parameter
spaces. This approach has proven to be successful for data com-
pression [18] due to its ability to reconstruct high-dimensional data
via a reduced feature subset. In our model, the symmetrical net-
work consists of three hidden layers, with 13 units in the input and
output layers, and two units in the central layer. The remaining
hidden layers have nine units, and sigmoidal activation functions
were used for each node. After the weights were pretrained with
the RBMs, further optimisation was performed using back propa-
gation and stochastic mini-batch gradient decent, with a batch size
of 10 and a learning rate of 0.1.
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P: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 µ σ

PCA-LR 0.676 0.180 0.186 0.101 0.036 0.530 0.184 0.024 0.283 0.148 0.023 0.501 0.108 0.229 0.040
LDA-LR 0.229 0.086 0.270 0.061 0.045 0.207 0.117 0.031 0.306 0.097 0.041 0.356 0.124 0.151 0.011
kPCA-LR 0.135 0.069 0.149 0.048 0.041 0.152 0.081 0.028 0.137 0.084 0.030 0.127 0.110 0.091 0.002
PCA-SVR 0.460 0.245 0.262 0.179 0.036 0.433 0.350 0.031 0.403 0.249 0.028 0.365 0.109 0.242 0.024
LDA-SVR 0.219 0.136 0.272 0.102 0.043 0.250 0.174 0.040 0.281 0.102 0.037 0.317 0.126 0.162 0.009
kPCA-SVR 0.126 0.063 0.151 0.047 0.038 0.149 0.075 0.027 0.144 0.088 0.031 0.131 0.104 0.090 0.002
PCA-NNI 0.515 0.354 0.294 0.597 0.028 0.504 0.527 0.052 0.374 0.591 0.024 0.488 0.406 0.366 0.044
LDA-NNI 0.391 0.363 0.333 0.200 0.051 0.314 0.305 0.097 0.294 0.222 0.066 0.396 0.188 0.248 0.015
kPCA-NNI 0.132 0.075 0.168 0.051 0.038 0.170 0.087 0.025 0.154 0.109 0.034 0.132 0.107 0.099 0.002
SAe 0.074 0.077 0.129 0.058 0.045 0.168 0.082 0.022 0.128 0.103 0.027 0.094 0.115 0.086 0.002

Table 2: Mean reconstruction error per parameter using combinations of dimensionality reduction and reconstruction techniques. The final
two columns show mean (µ) and variance (σ) per parameter across all techniques. The model with the lowest mean reconstruction error
(Stacked Autoencoder) is highlighted in grey.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Parameter reconstruction error: We measure the reconstruction
error for each combination of dimensionality reduction and recon-
struction techniques by computing the mean squared error between
predicted and actual parameter states, across all training examples.
To do this, we use K-fold cross validation with k = 100 itera-
tions, and a test partition size of 10% (80 training examples). The
mean error for each technique is then calculated and the variance
is found per-parameter, as shown in Table 2. As highlighted in
the table, the stacked autoencoder model outperforms all combi-
nations of reduction and reconstruction algorithms, with a mean
reconstruction error of 0.086. Similarly, the autoencoder equals
the lowest parameter variance measurement from all of the evalu-
ated models, showing the consistency in high-dimensional param-
eter reconstruction. This is a desirable characteristic as it demon-
strates that the problem of loading-bias towards a smaller subset
of parameters does not exist in the system, which may cause unre-
sponsive filter parameters during the testing phase.

Class Separation: To measure the extent to which the class
separation (warm and bright) has been preserved in low-dimensional
space, we measure the 2 sided Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD)
between classes, after each of the dimensionality reduction tech-
niques have been applied to the dataset. This allows us the mea-
sure the relative entropy between the class-distributions, in two-
dimensional space. The KLD measurements show the LDA tech-
nique exhibited the highest degree of separation with a score of
1.98, whilst the autoencoder performed similarly, with score of
1.63. Conversely, the PCA-based techniques performed less favourably,
with kPCA and PCA exhibiting 1.08 and 1.03 respectively. The
class-labelled two-dimensional spaces are shown in Figure 5, along
with the dimensions of maximal variance and class centroids.

As LDA is a supervised technique, with the sole purpose of
preserving discriminatory dimensions, thus maximising the vari-
ance between cluster centroids, it is expected that the class dis-
crimination outperforms the other evaluated models. The autoen-
coder however performs similarly using an unsupervised algorithm,
with no prior introduction to class labels. As LDA projects out 2
class data onto a 1 dimensional plane, a 2 class problem such as
this (warm and bright) lacks the additional interface variability.
This is shown in Figure 5b, where the spacing of points along the
x-axis is arbitrarily based upon their sequential order. The dimen-
sion of maximal variance in this case is often aligned vertically,

however this can be re-orientated by adding bias values to the data.
Parameter Weighting: To evaluate the effectiveness of the

signal-specific weights, we measure the cross entropy of each di-
mensionality reduction technique before and after the weights have
been applied. By doing so, we are able to observe the behaviour
of the (warm and bright) classes in adaptive and non-adaptive re-
duced dimensionality space. The results show that three of the
four techniques exhibit a positive change after signal weighting,
with the autoencoder being the highest at +24%, followed by LDA
at +19% and PCA at +6%, whereas the cross entropy of the kPCA
technique exhibited a small negative change at -4%. Overall the
separability of the data were shown to increase with a mean KLD
improvement of 11%, suggesting the weighting process is a valu-
able attribute in the model. This reinforces the views of [4] and
[5], who both suggest perceived timbral features such as bright-
ness and warmth vary with attributes of the input signal such as f0
and perceived loudness.

4.1. Discussion

The results suggest that the stacked autoencoder method of reduc-
ing and reconstructing the parameter space provides both high re-
construction accuracy and class preservation in low-dimensional
space. To implement the equaliser, the auto encoder’s weighting
matrix is optimised using the musical semantics data, and the de-
coder weights (W ′ ∈ R<13×2>) are applied to new input data,
using f(WT

n X + bn), where f is a non-linear activation function
and b is an intercept term. This maps a two-dimensional input
vector to a 13 dimensional parameter vector, which can then be
scaled to the audio spectrum using the inverse weights vector and
scale-normalised, as shown in the testing phase of Figure 3.

Whilst the parameter reconstruction of the autoencoder is suf-
ficiently accurate for our application, it is bound by the intrinsic
dimensionality of the data, defined as the minimum number of
variables required to accurately represent the variance in lower di-
mensional space. For our bright/warm parameter-space data, we
can show that this intrinsic dimensionality requires three variables,
when computed using Maximum Likelihood Estimation as defined
by [19]. As our application requires a two-dimensional interface,
this means the reconstruction accuracy is limited. To demonstrate
this further, the reconstruction accuracy increases to 99.15% when
the same autoencoder model is cross-validated with three variables
in the hidden layer. This intrinsic dimensionality often dictates the
variable reduction process, such as in [18].
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Figure 5: Two-dimensional parameter-space representations using four data reduction techniques. The red data points are taken from
parameter spaces described as bright and the blue points are described as warm. The solid black lines through the centroids mark dimensions
of maximal variance in the data.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a model for the modulation of equalisation pa-
rameters using a two-dimensional control interface. The model
utilises a stacked autoencoder to modify the dimensionality of the
input data, and a weighting process that adapts the parameters to
the LTAS of the input audio. We show that the autoencoder out-
performs traditional models such as PCA and LDA in terms of
reconstruction accuracy, and preserves timbral class discrimina-
tion in low-dimensional space. Whilst the model is limited by the
inherent dimensionality of the data, we are able to achieve 92%
reconstruction accuracy and 1.98 KLD separability on a dataset of
800 samples.
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ABSTRACT
The measurement of perceived loudness is a difficult yet im-

portant task with a multitude of applications such as loudness align-
ment of complex stimuli and loudness restoration for the hear-
ing impaired. Although computational hearing models exist, few
are able to accurately predict the binaural loudness of everyday
sounds. Such models demand excessive processing power making
real-time loudness metering problematic. In this work, the dy-
namic auditory loudness models of Glasberg and Moore (J. Audio
Eng. Soc., 2002) and Chen and Hu (IEEE ICASSP, 2012) are pre-
sented, extended and realised as binaural loudness meters. The
performance bottlenecks are identified and alleviated by reducing
the complexity of the excitation transformation stages. The ef-
fects of three parameters (hop size, spectral compression and filter
spacing) on model predictions are analysed and discussed within
the context of features used by scientists and engineers to quantify
and monitor the perceived loudness of music and speech. Parame-
ter values are presented and perceptual implications are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need to measure perceived loudness is imperative within fields
such as psychoacoustics and audio engineering. In particular, ac-
curate loudness alignment of complex stimuli is crucial when con-
ducting controlled listening experiments and configuring multi-
channel systems [1]. In broadcasting, the loudness of a wide range
of program material must be consistent yet natural to maintain a
comfortable listening experience. In recent years, a number of
researchers in the automatic mixing community [2, 3] have devel-
oped systems to automatically balance the loudness of multi-track
content according to perceptual loudness features extracted from
the audio.

Although there is a clear need for models of loudness, develop-
ers of real-time applications are often forced to sacrifice prediction
accuracy. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how the dy-
namic loudness models proposed by Glasberg and Moore [4] and
Chen and Hu [5] can be modified to obtain fast and efficient es-
timates of perceived loudness whilst maintaining agreement with
empirical data. Before describing the models in detail, background
information on single and multiband approaches to loudness pre-
diction is given.

1.1. Loudness Models

Following the ITU broadcast standard [6] first published in 2006,
subsequent EBU recommendation [7] and metering specifications
[8] and related standards [9], a number of commercial loudness
meters have appeared over the past few years. These meters em-
ploy single band loudness models which consist of a frequency

Outer/middle
ear filterStimulus

Excitation
&

compressive
nonlinearity

Spectral
integration

Temporal
integration Loudness

Figure 1: Block diagram of a simplified loudness model. Dotted
boxes indicate stages used by multiband models.

weighting function, simulating the transmission response of the
outer and middle ear, followed by an energy integrator. Such ef-
ficient estimators have proven to work well on broadcast material
[10] and have been extended to capture the perception of single
instruments [11] making them attractive candidates for real-time
meters [12].

In contrast to single band loudness models, sophisticated multi-
band models founded on empirical measurements of auditory fil-
ters and excitation patterns [13, 14, 15] have received little interest
outside of psychoacoustics. As shown in Figure 1 multiband mod-
els also correct for the response of the outer and middle ear, but
go a step further by accounting for the frequency selectivity of the
cochlea. The signal is decomposed into frequency bands by means
of an auditory filter bank. The output of the filter bank is called an
excitation pattern and approximates the distribution of energy on
the basilar membrane. When plotted as a function of filter centre
frequency, the frequency scale is transformed to a perceptual scale
with units Cams [16]. A compressive nonlinearity, modelled either
as part of the filter bank or separately, describes the active mech-
anism of the auditory system. The specific loudness (SL) pattern
represents compressed intensity as a function of filter centre fre-
quency with units sones/Cam, where sones is the unit of loudness
[17].

The spectral integration stage calculates the area under the SL
pattern which estimates the instantaneous loudness (IL). This is
the key aspect of multiband models that differentiate them from
their single band counterpart. For narrow-band noise of constant
intensity, loudness increases once its spectral bandwidth exceeds
a critical bandwidth [13]. Single band models cannot account
for this phenomenon known as spectral loudness summation. For
time-varying sounds, the IL is smoothed by either a low-pass filter
or empirically derived sliding window. Dynamic models output
a loudness time series, from which various features can be com-
puted, such as average or peak loudness. In short, multiband mod-
els have been shown to explain the observed variations in loudness
caused by experimental factors such as sound intensity, frequency,
spectral bandwidth and masking [18, 19].

The primary drawback of multiband models is their computa-
tional demand which consequently limits their application. This
work explores this problem by optimising the excitation based
loudness models of Glasberg and Moore [4] and Chen and Hu [5],
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referred to as the GM02 and the CH12 respectively. Both mod-
els are refinements of Zwicker’s stationary-sound loudness model
[18] and have been extended to deal with time-varying sounds
(see [20] for a detailed historical review). The key difference be-
tween Zwicker’s and Glasberg and Moore’s procedure is the way
in which excitation patterns are computed and the equations defin-
ing the critical bandwidth as a function of frequency. The proce-
dure used by the GM02 is based on more recent measures of au-
ditory filters [14] and excitation patterns are directly derived from
the output of the filter bank [21]. The revised model for steady-
state sounds accurately predicts absolute thresholds, equal loud-
ness contours and binaural loudness and became the basis for the
2007 ANSI standard [22].

The model of Chen and Hu is important because unlike its
predecessors, the active process within the cochlea is modelled as
an integral part of the filter bank [23] - there is no transformation
from excitation to specific loudness. This is consistent with the
idea that frequency selectivity and cochlear compression are the
result of a single active process [24]. The authors of this recent
loudness model also made improvements to the spectral decom-
position procedure specified by Glasberg and Moore to correct for
inflated loudness estimates.

1.2. Faster Multiband Models

Efficient implementations based on the core excitation model used
by the GM02 have been established. In [25] a real-time loudness
meter was developed with optimisations at the excitation trans-
formation stage for increased efficiency. Although this model ac-
counted for the loudness of short duration sounds it was less ac-
curate in predicting the loudness of amplitude-modulated sounds
compared to the GM02 as discussed in [26]. A binaural loud-
ness device was established by [27] but the temporal integration
and binaural summation stages were simple approximations when
compared to more recent techniques [4, 28]. Other authors have
concentrated on fast calculation of excitation patterns by using
pruning techniques [29, 30] or making use of nonuniform spec-
tral sampling [31, 32]. These proposals were specific to the GM02
and it is not clear how flexible they are, e.g. when a specified error
limit is to be achieved. Finally, Burdiel et al. [33] discussed the
computation savings of the GM02 obtained through parameterisa-
tion. Importantly, they demonstrated that reducing the number of
analysis bands gave minimal impact on loudness estimates of mu-
sical sounds when compared to the effects of other parameters. Al-
though real-time performance was obtained, that implementation
was limited to monaural sounds and again specific to the GM02.

A full binaural dynamic loudness meter incorporating more re-
cent loudness theory has not yet been established. It is the purpose
of this study to present efficient parameterised implementations of
both the GM02 and CH12 to facilitate real-time binaural loudness
metering, with a focus on analysing the errors introduced. Addi-
tionally, the models have been realised as software plugins for use
in digital audio workstations1

An overview of both models and implementational details of
the meter is given in Section 2. In Section 3, the procedure used to
analyse the performance of the models is provided and results are
outlined in Section 4. Section 5 discusses key findings and draws
comparisons to previous approaches, before concluding remarks
and suggestions for future work are given in Section 6.

1Code available at https://github.com/deeuu/LoudnessMeters.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the loudness models and meter inter-
face. Bold text indicates parameters investigated in this study.

2. MODELS AND METER IMPLEMENTATION

In this section the GM02 is described first, followed by the CH12.
Developments for the meter are subsequently outlined before per-
formance profile reports are summarised. The structure of both
loudness models within the context of the binaural meter is given
in Figure 2. The time-domain input signal can be either from a
microphone, head and torso simulator (HATS) or digital record-
ing (mono or stereo). A calibration stage is required to anchor the
signal to a known reference. In order to reduce both latency and
computational load, a third order Butterworth high-pass filter is
applied to approximate the low-frequency response of the middle
ear and the remaining outer and middle-ear filtering is conducted
in the frequency domain [32]. This is in contrast to the 4096 order
FIR used in the original model [4].

Short-term multi-resolution power spectra are obtained via six
parallel FFTs. The six segments are obtained using Hann win-
dows, with each successive window half the length of the previ-
ous. The windows are aligned at their centres via zero-padding.
The FFTs are updated every millisecond, but the window hop size
(time-step) was exposed as a free parameter. A spectral compres-
sion stage was added to reduce the number of components in the
composite spectrum. This achieves a compact power spectrum
by summing components into composite bins, the width of which
increases with frequency. More specifically, the algorithm tries
to maintain a constant spacing between components on the Cam
scale. This reduces the number of components significantly in or-
der to simplify the computation of excitation patterns as suggested
in [25] and is similar to the enhancement used in the GM02 imple-
mentation by [34].

The power spectrum is then weighted according to the presen-
tation of the stimulus [22]: free-field, diffuse-field or middle ear
only (HATS). An additional BeyerDynamic DT990 option is avail-
able for simulating headphone presentation. The transfer function
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of the headphone capsules were measured on an artificial ear.
The power spectrum is transformed to an excitation pattern

using a bank of rounded exponential (roex) filters equally spaced
from 1.8 to 38.9 Cams in steps of 0.1, yielding a total of 372 filters
[22]. The shape of the filters are level dependent and have to be
re-evaluated on every frame. In our implementation, filter shapes
are computed according to [15], but a lookup table is employed
to save on computing exponentials. As with hop size and spectral
compression criterion the filter spacing was also made variable.

Following [22], a separate stage is required to transform the
excitation pattern to an SL pattern, which represents compressed
intensity within the cochlea. Unlike the published version of the
model which approximates overall binaural loudness by summa-
tion of loudness across the ears, the procedure of [28] was incor-
porated to improve estimates of loudness for stimuli presented bin-
aurally by modelling inhibitory interactions between the ears. The
binaural inhibition block produces an inhibited SL pattern for each
ear.

The IL in each ear is given by summing the inhibited SL val-
ues. The overall IL is the sum of the ILs at each ear, which is then
smoothed by two cascaded asymmetrical low-pass filters to give
the short-term loudness (STL) and long-term loudness (LTL) re-
spectively. The time constants are given in Table 1 in accordance
with [4] and [5].

Table 1: Time constants (seconds) used by the two models.

Model STL LTL
τA τR τA τR

GM02 0.022 0.050 0.1 2
CH12 0.016 0.032 0.1 2

The CH12 differs from the GM02 in the following ways:

1. It uses twice the frequency resolution (largest window size
of 128 ms compared to 64 ms for the GM02).

2. The pre-cochlear filter is performed entirely by weighting
the power spectrum.

3. The middle ear transfer function follows [23].

4. It uses a set of double roex filters [23] equally spaced from
1.5 to 40.2 in steps of 0.1 Cams (388 filters).

5. No SL transformation is required.

Chen and Hu decided to double the frequency resolution be-
cause the DFT specification reported by Glasberg and Moore re-
sulted in a spectral bandwidth that exceeded the critical bandwidth
at 1 kHz. Consequently, the predicted total loudness of pure tones
was larger than expected. Unlike the GM02, the filter bank used
by the CH12 incorporates a compressive nonlinearity and thus the
area under the excitation pattern is proportional to loudness. The
output of the filter bank was scaled by the constant of proportion-
ality in order to arrive at the SL pattern, which can then be fed to
the binaural inhibition stage. Although the binaural procedure has
been integrated into the GM02 [20], our modification to the CH12
to account for binaural loudness requires validation.

2.1. Modifications Specific to the Meter

As stated above, the pre-cochlear filter of the original GM02 has
been modified to simplify computation and a binaural inhibition
procedure has been incorporated into both models. The loudness

meter displays inhibited SL on a logarithmic scale as a function of
frequency on the Cam scale. Both left and right patterns are shown
to facilitate visual comparison. In addition, bargraphs have been
added to show the STL (in sones) for each ear, which are useful
for comparing and aligning loudness between the ears. Finally, the
overall LTL and peak STL are displayed for purposes of measuring
global binaural loudness. A third number box shows the average
unweighted sound pressure level (SPL) which is useful for system
calibration.

The user interface, shown in Figure 3, also features two addi-
tional screens which can be activated using the appropriate buttons.
The first is a settings screen for configuring the models in accor-
dance with the exposed parameters highlighted in bold in Figure
2. The second is a calibration window, allowing the user to enter
SPL measurements and estimate calibration gains.

Figure 3: Loudness meter user interface.

2.2. Profiling the Models

The three parameters that govern the speed-accuracy trade-off are:
hop size (R), spectral compression criterion (α) and filter spacing
(β). A program to extract the loudness from 30 stereo sounds was
developed for both models, each configured with their respective
default parameter set (see Section 3). The sample-based profiler
OProfile2 was used to identify the most computationally intensive
parts of each model. The programs were run on an idle Intel Core 2
Quad CPU Q8200 operating at 2.33 GHz with 4 GB RAM running
Ubuntu 14.04 over 10 executions to increase the sample size. The
profile reports are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2: Program profile report - absolute sample count (and per-
centage of total samples collected).

Process GM02 CH12
Excitation transformation 2.7×108 (87.3) 1.3×108 (67.2)
FFTW [35] 1.4×107 (4.6) 3.4×107 (17.6)
Binaural Inhibition 8.1×106 (2.6) 8.8×106 (4.6)

For both models, the majority of CPU time was spent at the
excitation transformation stage. Compared to the CH12, the GM02
collected a larger number of samples in this module, likely due to
the added overhead of calculating variables pertaining to the roex
filter shapes. Furthermore, the number of frequency points used
by the CH12 is twice that of its predecessor and thus the time to
compute the multi-resolution DFT is greater. The time required to
compute the inhibited SL values was longer for the CH12, which
can be attributed to the use of slightly more auditory filters.

2http://oprofile.sourceforge.net/
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Importantly, the time complexity of the stages involved in ex-
citation transformation of both models are linear functions of the
number of frequency components (N ) and auditory filters (M ).
For both models, the inner product of the auditory filters and power
spectrum has the highest complexity of the excitation transforma-
tion module being O(NM) (see [30]). Thus, although increasing
the hop size reduces overall process time by computing fewer es-
timates, both spectral compression and filter spacing parameters
target the bottleneck directly.

3. EVALUATION PROCEDURE

For each model, the parameter values were varied to reduce the
computational workload and the errors between the reference and
approximations were examined. The values used for each refer-
ence model and the approximations are given in Table 3 using Mat-
lab notation ([start: delta: end]). The models were configured to
process stereo recordings using the combined outer ear (free-field)
[22] and middle ear [22, 23] transfer functions.

Table 3: Reference and evaluation parameter values.

Parameter Reference Approximation
R 1 ms [2:2:16] ms
α NA [0.1:0.1:1] Cams
β 0.1 Cams [0.25:0.25:4] Cams

The parameters were varied both independently and in combi-
nation. The effect of filter spacing was studied with and without
interpolation applied to the excitation pattern. From experiment-
ing with various input signals and interpolation schemes, cubic
spline interpolation applied to the log excitation pattern was found
to capture the smooth shape of the reference high-resolution pat-
terns with good accuracy.

3.1. Stimuli

Each of the configurations were evaluated by extracting loudness
features from 30 stereo tracks taken from the Sound Quality As-
sessment Material (SQAM) database [36] and assessing the error
introduced. All tracks were sampled at 44.1 kHz. Each record-
ing belonged to one of the following stimulus categories: single
instruments, vocal, speech, solo, orchestra and pop music. Repre-
sentative sound segments of the selected tracks were edited manu-
ally (average duration of 4.4 s (standard deviation (s.d.) 0.5 s)) and
then peak calibrated to a random level between 84 and 94 dB SPL
giving a spread of typical listening levels across the 30 sources (av-
erage RMS of 72.2 dB SPL (s.d. 4.4 dB) and peak of 89.1 dB SPL
(s.d. 2.7 dB)).

3.2. Errors

The primary interest was to investigate the error between the ref-
erence and estimated short-term loudness time series of a given
stimulus, denoted STL and ˆSTL respectively. The normalised
root-mean-square error (nRMSE) between the reference and ap-
proximation is given by

nRMSESTL =
1

STLµ

√√√√ 1

F

F∑

f=1

(STLf − ˆSTLf )2, (1)

where F is the number of non-zero frames and STLµ is the av-
erage of the reference loudness. This normalisation was used to

obtain a scale-free evaluation metric and corresponds to the coef-
ficient of variation of the RMSE [37].

The following metric was used to measure the error introduced
in the specific loudness patterns,

nRMSESL =
1

SLµ

√√√√ 1

F ×M
F∑

f=1

M∑

m=1

(SLf,m − ŜLf,m)2,

(2)
where SLf,m is the total specific loudness in auditory filter m ob-
tained by summing the corresponding inhibited specific loudness
values in both ears. The RMS error is normalised by the average
specific loudness value over time. In order to calculate the error
at hop sizes greater than 1 ms a sample and hold procedure was
applied to the approximated STL and SL time series.

It is also insightful to explore the perceptual implications of
model performance for different parameter sets. For each stim-
ulus, the level change (∆L) required for equal overall loudness
between the reference and approximated loudness predictions was
estimated using the sone ratios obtained from three global loud-
ness descriptors: average LTL (LTLµ) [4], peak STL (STLpk)
[38] and the 95th percentile of the STL distribution (STL95) [39].
Because of the nonlinear relationship between intensity level and
loudness, an iterative procedure was employed to find the optimal
gain required for equal loudness. More specifically, ∆L is ob-
tained for each descriptor by minimising the sone ratio in decibels
using a tolerance of 0.01 dB. For example, the level change re-
quired for equal loudness according to the peak STL is found by
minimising the magnitude of

ε = 10× log10

(
STLpk

ˆSTLpk

)
, (3)

where STLpk and ˆSTLpk is the peak STL of the reference and
approximation. For convenience, ∆L is referred to as the global
loudness descriptor error and is expressed in decibels.

In addition to profiling the models, the computational savings
are also analysed in terms of the reduction in the number of fre-
quency components and auditory filters with respect to the refer-
ence quantities.

4. RESULTS

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the nRMSE for parameters hop size (R),
spectral compression criterion (α) and filter spacing (β). The base
10 logarithm of the stimulus errors (see ordinate) was taken in
order to reduce positive skew in the error distributions (and thus
biassing the arithmetic mean), as well as providing visual clarity
throughout the plots. Data points are the arithmetic means of the
log nRMSE across stimuli for either the STL or SL. The shaded
areas surrounding the lines are the 95% confidence intervals of the
means and were estimated using a percentile bootstrapping pro-
cedure based on 5000 samples [40]. These intervals have been
corrected to eliminate between-stimuli variability which bias the
sampling error in repeated-measures designs and are useful for
observing patterns in the population means [41]. For example,
the intervals shown in subplot (a) of Figure 6 were calculated ac-
cording to a 2 (models) x 2 (interpolants) x 16 (filter spacings)
within-stimulus design.
4.1. Hop Size

Increasing the hop size widens the interval between instantaneous
loudness samples, giving rise to greater error in the time integrated
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Figure 4: Log normalised RMSE plotted as a function of hop size
for (a) the STL and (b) SL. The data points are the arithmetic
means of the log stimulus errors and shaded areas surrounding
the lines represent the 95% confidence intervals of the estimates
for the GM02 (black solid lines) and CH12 (red dotted lines).
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Figure 5: Log normalised RMSE plotted as a function of compres-
sion criterion for (a) the STL and (b) SL. The data points are the
arithmetic means of the log stimulus errors and shaded areas sur-
rounding the lines represent the 95% confidence intervals of the
estimates for the GM02 (black solid lines) and CH12 (red dotted
lines).

measurements. Although the STL error functions show a simi-
lar trajectory for both models, the errors appear to increase at a
slightly faster rate for the CH12. A doubling of the hop size in-
creases the geometric mean of the STL nRMSEs by an approxi-
mate factor of 2.1 for the GM02 and 2.2 for the CH12. Subplot
(b) of Figure 4 shows the error introduced when SL patterns from
previous processing frames are used as estimates for the current
frame output by the reference model. The SL errors are higher than
STL errors because they are instantaneous calculations whereas
the STL is the combined result of integrating the SL patterns both
in frequency and over time. For a hop size of 2 ms, the SL error
is lower for the CH12, but rises above the GM02 at larger values,
indicating that the CH12 sees greater variation in the auditory pat-
terns over time.

4.2. Compression Criterion

For both models, spectral compression distorts the loudness pat-
terns as shown in subplot (b) of Figure 5. This is to be expected,
given that the input components are summed into sub-bands prior
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Figure 6: Log normalised RMSE plotted as a function of filter
spacing for (a) the STL and (b) SL. The data points are the arith-
metic means of the log stimulus errors and shaded areas surround-
ing the lines represent the 95% confidence intervals of the esti-
mates for the GM02 (black and blue solid lines) and CH12 (red
and green dotted lines). The lines with square markers are the
errors introduced when the approximated excitation patterns are
interpolated at filter locations defined by the reference models.

to auditory filtering. In general, the CH12 is more sensitive to
spectral modifications and gives consistently larger errors in the SL
domain where the average ratio of the nRMSE geometric means
between the CH12 and GM02 was 9.1. The only criterion in which
this model produced a lower average error (STL only) was 0.1 Cams
although there is strong overlap between the two confidence inter-
vals. For the GM02, summing the erroneous SL pattern leads to
a non-monotonic STL error function; the error function shows a
peak at 0.5 Cams and continues to increase above 0.7 Cams. This
is an important consideration when optimising the GM02 based on
spectral compression.

4.3. Filter Spacing

Figure 6 shows the STL and SL errors as a function of filter spac-
ing, with interpolation type as parameter. With no interpolation,
doubling the filter spacing increases the geometric mean of the
STL nRMSEs by an approximate factor of 7.0 for the GM02 and
9.9 for the CH12, which is considerably higher than the relative
increase in error when doubling the hop size. The STL error func-
tions of the CH12 are especially steeper than those of the GM02
over 0.25-0.75 Cams, indicating that the former is more sensitive
to modifications in this range. The only spacing in which the STL
error of the CH12 was lower than the GM02 was 0.25 Cams.

The geometric mean of the STL nRMSEs, averaged across
0.25 and 0.5 Cams with cubic interpolation, was reduced by 74%
for the GM02, though no such improvement was observed for the
CH12. It is important to highlight that the nRMSE is a relative
error metric; plotted data points below -3 translate to central RMS
errors less than 0.1% of the mean loudness time series. The appli-
cation of cubic interpolation to the SL patterns show an improve-
ment in the approximations, though the benefit does not carry over
to the STL measurements for the CH12.

4.4. The Bottleneck

The STL and SL errors have been presented for model parameters
hop size (R), spectral compression criterion (α), and filter spac-
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Table 4: Number of components and filters (and percentage reduc-
tion) obtained with the optimal combination of compression crite-
rion (α) and filter spacing (β) at R = 1 ms. The maximum global
loudness descriptor error is also given.

Model α N̂ β M̂ max |∆L| (dB)
GM02 0.7 63 (95 %) 1.25 30 (92 %) 0.08
CH12 0.3 148 (95 %) 0.5 78 (80 %) 0.11

Table 5: Program profile report after optimisations.

Process GM02 CH12
FFTW [35] 1.4×107 (73.7) 3.4×107 (78.9)
Excitation transformation 1.6×106 (8.1) 1.6×106 (3.8)
Binaural inhibition 1.1×105 (0.6) 4.7×105 (1.1)

ing (β). When configured with the reference parameter sets (see
Table 3), the models did not execute in real-time. The computa-
tional speed can be increased approximately two-fold by simply
doubling the hop size, however Table 2 shows that the bottleneck
resides in the excitation transformation stage. The findings indi-
cate that initial values of the hop size introduce significantly larger
STL error when compared to a range of α and β values.

Can a speedup factor greater than two with a lower average
STL error than that introduced by a hop size of 2 ms be achieved
by targeting the bottleneck directly?

The number of frequency components (N ) was 1393 and 2971
for the GM02 and CH12. The number of auditory filters (M ) was
372 and 388. Let N̂ and M̂ denote the number of components and
filters resulting after increasing parameters α and β beyond the
reference values. For each model, the error surface generated by
different combinations of α and β (with R = 1 ms) was searched
for all geometric average STL errors less than the error introduced
by R = 2 ms alone. The target error was 0.3% for both mod-
els. All combinations which lead to average errors exceeding this
threshold were discarded. Of the remaining parameter values, the
combination that maximised the complexity reduction at the exci-
tation transformation stage (1− (N̂M̂)/(NM)) was selected.

Table 4 shows the performance of the models with the optimal
parameter sets, operating with a hop size of 1 ms. The average
STL nRMSEs were less than 0.25% and lead to a total complex-
ity reduction of approximately 99% for both models. Indicative of
worst-case performance, the final column shows the maximum ab-
solute level change required for equal loudness between the refer-
ence and approximation predictions across all stimuli for all three
features. The largest deviation from the global loudness predic-
tions given by the reference models was 0.08 dB for the GM02
and 0.11 dB for the CH12.

The profile reports associated with the optimal parameter sets
are shown in Table 5. It can be seen that the processing time
consumed by the excitation transformation has been significantly
reduced (by two orders of magnitude for the GM02) and conse-
quently, the bottleneck has shifted to the computation of the multi-
resolution DFT. The mean stimulus speedup factor (CPU time of
the reference divided by the CPU time of the approximation aver-
aged across ten executions) was 16.09 (s.d. 0.01) for the GM02
and 4.55 (s.d. 0.02) for the CH12. This demonstrates that large
speedups can be achieved before having to resort to incrementing
the hop size independently. It should be noted that these param-
eters were selected based on a target STL nRMSE at R = 2 ms.
Running the same optimisation procedure using the LTL yields

Table 6: Performance of the optimised models at four hop sizes
(R) in terms of maximum global loudness descriptor error and
minimum speedup factor across all stimuli. The first and second
row of each cell correspond to the GM02 and CH12 respectively.
The row in bold indicates the only parameter set in which real-time
processing was not achieved.

R
max |∆L| (dB) Speedup

LTLµ STLpk STL95

1 0.05 0.08 0.08 15.4
0.06 0.03 0.11 4.4

2 0.05 0.07 0.10 30.5
0.06 0.03 0.11 8.7

4 0.12 0.81 0.22 63.2
0.08 0.21 0.20 17.7

8 0.29 2.57 0.24 124.8
0.12 1.54 0.42 34.4

slightly lower values for α and β because this feature is less af-
fected by hop size and thus lowers the target error to 0.1% for both
models.

Finally, maximum level differences required for equal loud-
ness readings across all sounds according to three global loudness
descriptors are given in Table 6 for the two models configured with
the parameter values listed in Table 4. The performance is evalu-
ated at four hop sizes and worst-case speedup factors across all
program executions and all stimuli are given. The row in bold in-
dicates that the CH12 did not achieve real-time performance on the
computer used in this study at the reference hop size.

5. DISCUSSION

The two dynamic loudness models presented in this study have
been parameterised by hop size, spectral compression and filter
spacing. The effect of hop size on STL error was comparable in
both models and a hop size of 2 ms introduced a larger STL er-
ror than using the lower compression and filter values tested with
a hop size of 1 ms. As shown in Table 6, large hop sizes can be
detrimental when estimating the loudness of short duration sounds,
which rely on accurate estimates of peak loudness [4]. Zwicker
[38] highlighted the importance of maximum loudness for quan-
tifying the perceived loudness of impulse and speech sounds. In-
deed, of all the stimuli tested, the castanets recording (track 27 of
the SQAM CD) occurred most frequently in the top 5% of the STL
nRMSE distributions across all hop sizes tested for both models.
Compared to the peak STL descriptor, the LTL and percentile mea-
sures stay within 0.5 dB of the reference values for hop sizes up to
8 ms.

A compressed spectrum can be incorporated into both models
to reduce the number of components whilst attempting to maintain
sufficient energy in the auditory filters to preserve the loudness
density. The grouping of component intensities does introduce
some error in the auditory patterns, the extent of which is depen-
dent on the bandwidth used to average the spectrum. The GM02
requires a wider bandwidth to achieve a similar percentage reduc-
tion in the number of components as the CH12. This is because
the GM02 uses half the frequency resolution as the CH12. When
α = 0.1 the compression criterion is satisfied above 264 Hz for
the CH12 but not until 764 Hz for the GM02. In combination with
the fact that most musical sounds are dominant in the low-mid fre-
quency range, this explains why the average errors of the CH12
shown in Figure 5 are generally higher.
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Figure 7: Specific loudness pattern of a segment of track 42 (Ac-
cordion) from the SQAM CD using the GM02 (solid black line)
and CH12 (solid grey line) with the reference parameter sets. Data
points correspond to values obtained by sampling at increments of
1 Cam and dotted lines show the result of cubic interpolation.

The choice of filter spacing determines the accuracy of the ex-
citation and SL patterns. Too few filters per critical band can be
severe for tonal signals where peak excitations that dominate per-
ception are unlikely to be captured. Large intervals can also have
a marked effect on broadband sounds in that the area under the
SL pattern is estimated from an undersampled excitation pattern.
The results showed that the CH12 is more sensitive to changes
in filter spacing and introduced larger deviations from the target
data compared to the GM02. This can be attributed to differences
in DFT frequency resolution and filter bank architecture. For the
CH12, the DFT mainlobe width is narrower and so the importance
of filter spacing is greater. This issue was investigated by running
the GM02 with twice the frequency resolution at multiple filter
spacings (with the reference reconfigured) and indeed larger er-
rors resulted. The SL patterns output by the two reference models
were also compared across stimuli and it was observed that those
of the CH12 had much larger peak-to-valley ratios compared to
the GM02 (see Figure 7). The excitation pattern must be sampled
more frequently to accurately capture peak excitations. Consid-
ering that the RMSE metric emphasises large deviations, it is of
no surprise that the SL errors produced by the CH12 are notably
high. As shown in Figure 7, large excitatory oscillations generated
by the CH12 can be problematic when interpolating low-resolution
patterns. For this particular analysis frame, the instantaneous loud-
ness predicted by the reference GM02 was 30.86 sones and, with
cubic interpolation applied to the excitation pattern sampled at
1 Cam intervals, 30.87. The CH12 predicted 25.41 sones and, for
the same approximation, 24.68. Although the CH12 did not bene-
fit from interpolation in terms of the integrated loudness, Figure 7
indicates that cubic interpolation should be preferred over linear
interpolation when displaying SL versus frequency.

The parameter sets listed in Table 4 provide a good guideline
for speeding up the models based on the initial bottleneck. Both
models see a significant reduction in execution time by combining
spectral compression with filter spacings above 0.1 Cams. Further
speedup factors of ∼ 2 can be obtained by doubling the hop size.
The results in Table 6 indicate that for a hop size of 2 ms, combined
with the parameters values given in Table 4, real-time performance
can be achieved with estimates of global loudness within 0.15 dB
of the reference predictions for a range of music and speech. Con-
sidering that discrimination thresholds for intensity can be as low
as 0.2 dB for pure tones and 0.5 dB for most broadband noises [39],

it is unlikely that there will be noticeable differences between iden-
tical stimuli aligned in loudness by the reference models and pro-
posed approximations. More importantly, [42] found the average
reproducibility of subjective relative loudness judgements involv-
ing different program material to be 1.24 dB. This suggests that
greater error may be tolerable when the faster implementation is
used for purposes of balancing the loudness of typical program
material.

The authors in [33] showed that, based on STL errors of the
GM02, a filter spacing of 1 Cam could be used to achieve real-time
performance on their test machine. In the current study, a finer
range of parameter values have been explored and for the GM02,
greater computational savings and lower average STL nRMSE can
be obtained using an interval of 0.75 Cams combined with a com-
pression criterion of 0.2. Furthermore, the real-time proposal in
[33] included a frequency domain weighting function to replace
the FIR filter used by Glasberg and Moore. However, it has been
shown [32] that spectral weighting is problematic at low-frequencies,
mainly in terms of absolute threshold predictions, and hence why
the implementation here incorporates a high-pass filter to improve
the response. Our implementation can be applied to both labora-
tory and everyday sounds without having to switch filtering tech-
niques. Finally, the authors in [31] employed the Hopping Go-
ertzel DFT algorithm to optimise the parallel FFTs, which was
then used by [32] to simplify the calculation of excitation patterns
by means of nonuniform spectral sampling. Although faster per-
formance can be obtained with that implementation at very low
hop sizes, larger time-steps are unlikely to yield substantial com-
putational gains due to the processing requirements of the Hop-
ping Goertzel DFT. Preliminary experiments showed that for the
GM02, nonuniform spectral sampling introduced larger average
STL error compared to all compression criteria tested in this study.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Efficient implementations of the loudness models of Glasberg and
Moore [4] and Chen and Hu [5] have been developed for the pur-
pose of real-time binaural loudness metering. The meter exposes
key parameters that govern model performance, enabling the user
to control the speed-accuracy trade-off to meet the demands of a
given application. The bottleneck of both models was identified as
the transformation from power spectrum to excitation pattern. By
incorporating a perceptually inspired method to obtain a compact
spectrum and experimenting with different filter spacings, the total
complexity of the excitation transformation stage was reduced by
99%, yielding significant speedup in execution time. The largest
deviation was 0.11 dB when measured in terms of short-term and
long-term loudness metrics commonly used to quantify overall
loudness of time-varying sounds. The effect of hop size was also
investigated both independently and in combination with the pa-
rameter sets that lead to high computational savings. In the latter
case, a hop size of 2 ms was required to achieve real-time perfor-
mance.

Future work is required to validate the predictions of the bin-
aural models against empirical data, especially on sounds with
complex spectro-temporal behaviour. Derivation of parameter sets
that achieve maximum speedup whilst maintaining error limits to
match required perceptual criteria would also be useful. Our me-
ter does not currently simulate the effects of cross-talk between
loudspeakers in multichannel setups typically used by sound engi-
neers. This would require a more sophisticated filtering stage that
accommodates appropriate head-related transfer functions.
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ABSTRACT

Augmented audification has recently been introduced as a method
that blends between audification and an auditory graph. Advan-
tages of both standard methods of sonification are preserved. The
effectivity of the method is shown in this paper by the example of
random time series. Just noticeable kurtosis differences are effected
positively by the new method as compared to pure audification.
Furthermore, skewness can be made audible.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sonification is still a relatively young field building up a canon
of methodologies. Two of the standard approaches to sonifica-
tion are audification and auditory graphs. Recently, the method
of augmented audification has been introduced [1] as a seamless
interpolation between these approaches. Augmented audification
combines well-known techniques of signal processing: single-side-
band modulation utilizing the Hilbert transform, and an exponential
frequency modulation. This method allows to control both the mean
position in the frequency range and the bandwidth of the sonifi-
cation by free model parameters, independently to the rate of the
data display. Fundamental properties of audification are conserved,
notably the compact temporal support and the translation of high
frequency content of the data into transient events in the sound.
Furthermore, data sets can be explored interactively at various time
scales and in different frequency ranges.

Frauenberger et al. [2] studied the audification of random data
time series with varying higher order momentums. The third mo-
ment, skewness, is a measure for the asymmetry of the probability
density function. The fourth moment is called kurtosis and serves as
a measure of the peakedness of the distribution. In the study it has
been shown that participants could discriminate a kurtosis differ-
ence in the audification of above 5. Qualitatively, they reported an
increase of roughness with rising kurtosis. Distinguishing different
values of skewness could not be proven. This is not surprising, as
skewness depends strongly on the mean of the data series which re-
sults in an indiscernible DC value, and furthermore, human hearing
does not perceive the ”sign” of a signal.

In the following section, basic properties and limits of audifi-
cation and auditory graphs are reviewed shortly. Sec. 3 introduces
the signal processing algorithms of augmented audification1. Sec. 4
discusses the use case of random time series and the generation of
data sets used in the listening experiment, which is discussed in
Sec. 5. Finally, we conclude and give an outlook to further research.

1Accompanying sound examples can be found at:
http://iaem.at/Members/vogt/augmentedaudification

2. COMPARISON OF AUDIFICATION AND AUDITORY
GRAPHS

Audification, on the one hand side, has been defined by Kramer in
1991 (cited in [3], p. 186): “a direct translation of a data waveform
to the audible domain“. Today, audification has many ”puristic”
supporters within the sonification community who are in favor of a
direct playback of data, with the only adjustable factor being the
playback rate (see [4]). This factor also determines the typical size
of data sets that are apt for audification, thus they are reasonably
large.

A crucial advantage of audification is the following: by con-
serving the time regime of the data signal, audifications of real
physical processes are usually broad-band with a pronounced pro-
portion of high frequencies during rapid transients. In the task of
identifying natural sounds, e.g., the attack of musical instruments
or speech signals, the transient parts of the signal provide features
for human hearing that serve as the basis for pattern recognition
tasks. The same is true for audified signals.

In general, audification suffers from a trade-off between the
macroscopic time scale and the frequency range of the relevant
information. The ideal audification signal has relevant auditory
gestalts within time and frequency regimes that can be well-per-
ceived by the human auditory system. Some suggestions have
been made to cope with this trade-off and argue in favor of a more
adjustable audification paradigm (e.g., [5]).

On the other hand side, auditory graphs mostly sonify reason-
ably small data sets, up to a few hundred data points, often in a
pitch-time-display. Thus, with respect to data size, we may find typ-
ical data of auditory graphs on the very other end of the scale than
audification (e.g., on opposite sides on the sonic design space map,
[6]). Obvious benefits of auditory graphs are the straightforward
analogy to visual graphs, which make them intuitively understand-
able, at least for sighted users. The Sonification Sandbox [7] was
possibly the largest effort to develop a general tool for auditory
graphs. From the experience with the toolbox it can be concluded
that most real-world sonification applications need a more flexible
adjustment between the data set and the auditory graph.

Flowers [8] discussed promises and pitfalls of auditory graphs.
He suggested that successful displays follow these strategies: nu-
meric values should be pitch-encoded; the temporal resolution of
human audition shall be exploited; loudness changes in a pitch
mapped stream shall be manipulated in order to provide contextual
cues and signal-critical events; distinct timbres shall be chosen
in order to minimize stream confusions and unwanted perceptual
grouping; and time in sound shall be used to represent time in the
data.
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Augmented audification allows to blend between audification
and auditory graphs (in the form of a pitch-time display). Advan-
tages of both methods can be combined, overcoming the time-scale
trade-off of pure audification.

3. AUGMENTED AUDIFICATION: THE MODEL

For explaining Augmented Audification (henceforth: AugAudif),
we start with a basic audification. We assume a data set x(n) with
n = 1..N data points and a playback rate or sampling frequency
fp, i.e., fp data points are displayed per second. The rendering over
a D/A converter with a reconstruction filter leads to a continuous
signal x(t) with a bandwidth B between zero and 1/2fp Hz. If the
playback rate is as low as a few hundred data points per second, the
resulting sound will be in a low frequency range, where the human
ear is not very sensitive.

3.1. Frequency Shifting

Therefore, as a first step, we perform frequency shifting by a single-
side-band modulation. Using a Hilbert transform (see, e.g., [9]),
the original audification signal x(t) becomes the complex-valued
signal xa(t),

xa(t) = x(t) + j H{(x(t)} (1)

with the imaginary constant j. This analytical signal can be written
using a real-valued envelope env(t) = |xa(t)| modulated by a
phasor with the instantaneous phase θ(t) = angle[xa(t)]:

xa(t) = env(t) ejθ(t). (2)

Performing a frequency shift by ∆f and taking the real part of
this signal leads to a SSB-modulated sound signal xSSB(t):

xSSB(t) = Re
[
env(t) ej(θ(t)+2π∆ft)

]
(3)

= x(t) cos(2π∆ft)−H{x(t)} sin(2π∆ft).(4)

The spectrum of the analytical signal, which contains (only
non-negative) frequencies between zero and B Hz, is shifted to the
range between ∆f and (∆f +B). Discarding the imaginary part
re-builds a symmetric spectrum.

The frequency shift ∆f is a free parameter of the method,
which helps to yield a perceptually optimal frequency range of the
sonification, i.e., somewhere within the range of 100 Hz and 2 kHz.
If ∆f = 0, there is no difference to a pure audification.

In the case of high playback rates, e.g., fp = 20 kHz, which
lead to a broad-banded audification, a frequency shift of ∆f =
100 Hz hardly changes the overall signal, but might make low
frequency components of the signal audible, as the spectrum is now
shifted to the range between 100 Hz and 10.1 kHz.

A strong frequency shift, especially in combination with slow
playback rates, results in a very narrow-banded signal which might
be problematic from a perceptual point of view. The frequency
shift squeezes the original - conceptually infinite - pitch range to a
range of (∆f +B)/∆f . For example, if fp = 200 Hz, hence the
bandwidth of the primary audification signal is max. 100 Hz, and
the spectrum is shifted by ∆f = 500 Hz, the resulting bandwidth
is 500 to 600 Hz. Speaking in musical terms, all frequency com-
ponents of the original data stream are now concentrated within
a minor third. Fluctuations of such narrow-banded signals are
difficult to perceive.

3.2. Exponential Frequency Modulation

Therefore the method is extended by modulating the frequency of
the phasor of the analytic signal xa(t). The instantaneous frequency
of the modulator, fi(t), exponentially encodes the numeric data
values of x(t) as pitch, following to Flowers’ recommendations:

fi(t) = 2cx(t)f0. (5)

f0 is the carrier frequency and c a freely choosable parameter that
controls the magnitude of the modulation: Setting c = 0 results
in a constant instantaneous frequency of the frequency modulation
which is then independent of the data values x(t). This results in a
pure frequency shift as described in Sec. 3.1. Setting c = 1 leads to
a transposition of one octave higher/ lower for signal values x(t) =
+1/− 1. The value of c has to be chosen carefully depending of
signal amplitude and bandwidth to prevent aliasing resulting from
strong FM sidebands.

For the AugAudif, the parameter of frequency shift is used as
carrier frequency, f0 ≡ ∆f . Integrating over the instantaneous
frequency results in the instantaneous phase φi(t), which serves as
a phase modulating term for the analytical signal.

φi(t) =

∫ t

0

2π ∆f 2cx(τ)dτ. (6)

This leads to the complete model of Augmented Audification:

xAA(t) = Re
[
env(t) ej (θ(t)+φi(t))

]
(7)

= x(t) cos(φi(t))−H{x(t)} sin(φi(t)). (8)

The model is controlled by two freely choosable model param-
eters, ∆f and c, that can be set according to the explorative goals
of the sonification.

4. USE CASE: STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF RANDOM
DATA TIME SERIES

4.1. Data generation

As a challenging use case for augmented audification, we generated
random time series with different statistical properties. Frauen-
berger et al. [2] used a Levy alpha-stable distribution to create their
data sets. The Levy alpha-stable distribution is not defined for a dis-
tribution parameter (skewness) of < 2 and for kurtosis values that
are smaller than the Gauss distribution. Therefore, we implemented
a type IV Pearson distribution for the generation of the examples in
this section and the formal listening experiment in Sec. 5.

Neglecting a normalization constant, the type IV Pearson dis-
tribution is given as

p(x) =

[
1 +

(x− a
b

)2
]−m

∗ e−ν∗arctan( x−a
b ) (9)

where a is the location parameter (mean value), b the scale pa-
rameter (variation), and the shape parameters m (kurtosis) and ν
(skewness).

Noise samples of this distribution have been generated in Mat-
lab for a mean value of zero and given standard deviation (= 0.1),
but with various values for skewness and kurtosis. The distribu-
tions have been generated at a low sampling rate, thus limited in
bandwidth to a cutoff frequency fc.
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(a) Kurtosis = 1. (b) Kurtosis = 2.

(c) Kurtosis = 4. (d) Kurtosis = 8.

Figure 1: Spectrograms of the 4 consecutive sounds in Soundfile 1. The fixed parameters are: skewness = 0; fp = 800 Hz; c = 5/12;
∆f = 600 Hz.

Then, they have been interpolated to obtain the standard sam-
pling rate of 44.1 kHz. Due to the random character of the gen-
eration process itself and the effects caused by the subsequent
interpolation scheme, the actual statistical moments of the noise
samples deviated from the target values. Therefore, an iterative pro-
cedure has been adopted to select noise samples with the intended
preset values for skewness and kurtosis.

The actual values for skewness and kurtosis were calculated
from the zero-mean samples x(i), i = 1..N :

skew(x) =
µ3

σ3
=

1
N

∑N
i=1 x(i)3

(
1
N

∑N
i=1 x(i)2

)3/2
, (10)

kurt(x) =
µ4

σ4
=

1
N

∑N
i=1 x(i)4

(
1
N

∑N
i=1 x(i)2

)2 . (11)

4.2. Sound examples

A first, informal listening of the authors of this paper showed a much
lower threshold for discriminating kurtosis and even the ability to
defer different values of skewness using AugAudif as compared to
direct audification. Two sound examples shall illustrate the effect
of the method:

Soundfile 1 is an AugAudif of time series with a white noise
spectrum, zero skewness and varying kurtosis (consecutively 1, 2,
4, and 8). The playback rate of the data has been chosen as 800 Hz.

Fig. 1 shows the spectrograms of these 4 sounds. (All spectrograms
were calculated using a 4096 sample Hanning window and are
displayed on a logarithmic frequency scale up to 10 kHz.)

Soundfile 2 is an AugAudif of time series with constant kurto-
sis but varying skewness. The parameters are the same as above
(fp = 800 Hz; c = 5/12; ∆f = 600 Hz). Kurtosis is set at
12, while skewness takes the values of −2, 0, and 2, respectively.
The spectrograms shown in Fig. 2 clearly indicate the asymmetric
frequency excursions due to the different skewness.

5. EXPERIMENT

The above method has only recently been introduced. Evidence
for its usefulness have to be found on an inter-subjective level.
Therefore, a formal listening experiment was performed to test the
following hypotheses:

• The just noticeable differences (JNDs) of kurtosis of ran-
dom data time series may be lowered when treated with
augmented audification as compared to direct audification.

• The skewness of random data time series may be detected
when treated with augmented audification as compared to
direct audification.

Additionally, the experiment should investigate the influence of dif-
ferent parameters for augmented audification on JNDs of kurtosis,
i.e. provide estimates for optimal parameter settings in different
frequency regimes.
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(a) Skewness = -2.

(b) Skewness = 0. (c) Skewness = 2.

Figure 2: Spectrograms of the 3 consecutive sounds in Soundfile 2. The fixed parameters are: kurtosis = 12; fp = 800 Hz; c = 5/12;
∆f = 600 Hz.

5.1. Setup, Method, and Conditions

The experiment evaluated the JNDs in skewness and kurtosis for
19 conditions shown in Table 1 using an adaptive 1-up/2-down
triangle test [10]. Thus, the participant’s task was to identify the
odd one within a triplet of sounds. As all sound files had to be
rendered before the experiment, the skewness/ kurtosis values have
been quantized in discrete steps. For all parameters (conditions,
quantized skewness/ kurtosis values) 5 different realizations of ran-
dom time series have been created. During the experiment, the
realizations have been selected in order that no triplet contained
identical sound files (but two realizations with the same parameters,
and one other). In this way, the experiment considered the percep-
tion of variation within realizations with same parameters as well.
Participants could listen to the sounds as often and in any order
they wished.

As a reference value for all conditions with varying kurtosis,
a kurtosis of 3 was taken, which corresponds to Gaussian noise;
within mathematics it is common to use this reference (with the
notions of platykurtic or leptokurtic distributions referring to a
negative or positive excess related to a kurtosis of 3). Furthermore
it seems plausible from an evolutionary point of view that the
auditory system is ”gauged” to the normal distribution as a frequent
case in natural systems.

In order to minimize the number of iterations in the adaptive
procedure, a variable step size has been used: each procedure
started with a comparison of a parameter set with largest available
skewness/ kurtosis value and one with the reference value. The
step size (difference of skewness/ kurtosis value to reference value)
was halved after each two correct answers in a row and after each
wrong answer. The new step size was calculated from the old
one, plus/ minus half of the actual step size. In case of all correct
answers, and due to the quantization of the skewness/ kurtosis
values, the smallest step size could be achieved after 7 iterations.
The maximum number of iterations has been limited in dependence
of the number of quantization steps, cf. Table 1. This measure
should prevent the participant from fatigue and account for cases
where s/he could not discriminate between different settings at all.

In addition to the psychometric measurement of the JNDs, par-
ticipants were asked to verbally describe the perceived differences
in an accompanying questionnaire. For each condition, the partici-
pants should do so right after the first triplet, when the differences
were as large as possible.

For playback of the sound files, an RME Multiface and Beyer-
dynamic DT-770 Pro headphones have been employed. A total of
10 subjects (all experienced listeners with hearing loss of less than
15dB, 8 of them part of a trained expert listening panel [11, 12, 13])
participated in the experiment. On average, the whole experiment
took 115 min. and was divided into two parts.
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Table 1: Conditions in the experiment with variable or fixed values
for skewness and kurtosis (reference values in brackets), number of
quantization steps, and maximum number of iterations.

con. fc/Hz ∆f/Hz c kurtosis skew. steps iter.
1 10000 - - var(3) 0 12 25
2 5000 - - var(3) 0 12 25
3 500 - - var(3) 0 12 25
4 100 - - var(3) 0 12 13
5 5000 150 5/12 var(3) 0 12 25
6 500 150 5/12 var(3) 0 12 25
7 100 150 5/12 var(3) 0 12 25
8 5000 600 5/12 var(3) 0 12 25
9 500 600 5/12 var(3) 0 12 25

10 100 600 5/12 var(3) 0 12 25
11 5000 600 3/12 var(3) 0 12 25
12 500 600 3/12 var(3) 0 12 25
13 100 600 3/12 var(3) 0 12 25
14 5000 - - var(1.27) 0 16 25
15 5000 - - var(2.1) 0 14 25
16 5000 - - var(3.5) 0 10 20
17 5000 - - var(4.5) 0 8 18
18 500 600 5/12 8 var(0) 5 13
19 5000 600 5/12 8 var(0) 5 13

5.2. Quantitative Results

The above procedure lead to a standard oscillating between two
values of smallest step size that supposedly lie around the JND.
The thresholds for the just noticeable values were calculated as the
minimum of the averages over the last 4 and 6 reversals [14]. For
condition 4, this calculation did not always converge. Some partic-
ipants never answered two times correctly in straight succession.
In this case, the just noticeable value has been set to the maximum
available value for this condition. Similarly, most participants could
always perceive the smallest available difference in condition 14.
Thus, the just noticeable kurtosis difference was set to the small-
est available difference. In comparison to our results, the actual
just noticeable difference might hence be larger for condition 4
and smaller for condition 14. However, this would not change the
general statements of our study.

Figure 3a shows the different just noticeable differences in kur-
tosis for direct audification in dependence of the reference kurtosis.
Analysis of variance and Kruskal-Wallis tests revealed a significant
increase towards higher reference kurtosis values (p < 0.001). This
also holds for the variance of the just noticeable difference. How-
ever, only the neighboring conditions 14/15 and 16/17 yield signifi-
cantly different means (p < 0.001) and median values (p ≤ 0.002).
The results indicate varying JNDs for different values of reference
kurtosis. However, a modeling of the difference threshold departing
from Weber’s law could not be deduced from the data. Neverthe-
less, a first attempt to establish a psychophysical scale for kurtosis
of band-limited noise in direct audification can be found in the
Appendix.

Figure 3b encompasses the central findings of the experiment.
Just noticeable kurtosis decreases for higher fc using either direct
or augmented audification. For all evaluated cutoff frequencies fc,
AugAudif yields smaller just noticeable kurtosis as compared to
direct audification. The different variations of augmented audifi-
cation perform similarly well, although c = 3/12 tends to be the
worst variation for fc = 100 Hz and ∆f = 600 Hz, c = 5/12

tends to be the best variation for fc = 5000 Hz. The statistical
analysis revealed that kurtosis sensitivity increases significantly for
higher fc (p < 0.001) in direct audification.
All neighboring conditions yield significantly different mean (p <
0.001) and median values (p ≤ 0.001), except for conditions 2/1
(p ≥ 0.54). Just noticeable kurtosis also decreases for AugAudif
(p ≤ 0.04), although conditions 6/5 yield no significantly different
mean (p = 0.15) and median values (p = 0.18). It can be argued,
that the magnitude of the difference between augmented and direct
audification depends on fc in relation to ∆f : while ∆f = 150 Hz
is a large difference compared to fc = 500Hz, it is relatively small
compared to fc = 5000 Hz. As might be expected, the conditions
where c = 3/12 tend to lead to worse results than the ones with
c = 5/12. This can be argued from the sensitivity of the human
hearing, which, in general, decreases for lower frequencies. For
fc = 100 Hz, all variations of augmented audification yield sig-
nificantly lower median values (p ≤ 0.002) compared to direct
audification. However, comparing the different variations among
each other, none of them show significant differences in means
(p ≥ 0.11) and median values (p ≥ 0.1). Condition 13 suffers
from a remarkably strong inter-subjective variation.

The authors would have expected that direct audification sat-
urates from the low frequency range towards the most sensitive
hearing range (even if the value for high frequencies, i.e. the
10 kHz regime, should exhibit a degradation following this argu-
ment, which is not reflected in the data). Similarly, for fc = 500 Hz,
all variations of augmented audification yield significantly lower
median values (p ≤ 0.001) in comparison to direct audification.
Again, there are no significant differences between the means
(p ≥ 0.31) or median values (p ≥ 0.29) of the different vari-
ations. For fc = 5000 Hz, although all augmented audifica-
tions yield significantly smaller means (p ≤ 0.07) and median
values (p ≤ 0.07), condition 5 achieves significantly smaller
means/medians (p = 0.02) than condition 8. However, the dif-
ference between conditions 8 and 11 is not significant (p = 0.11).
The optimal parameter setting within this experiment has been
reached for condition 8, with fc = 5000 Hz, ∆f = 600 Hz, and
c = 5/12. In percentages, this corresponds to a frequency shift
in the order of 8% of the mean frequency range, and a factor c
equalling roughly one percent of the frequency shift.

Considering pure audification of band-limited noise signals,
the sensitivity for kurtosis depends strongly on the bandwidth. The
increase of sensitivity up to a cutoff frequency of a few kHz can
be well-explained by general sensitivity properties of the human
auditory system. The kurtosis sensitivity shows a saturation effect
above 5 kHz which can be attributed to the fact that high kurtosis
values result in a very peaked signal and therefore in a broadband
”synchronization” of energy portions up to very high frequencies,
but the further information contained in the extended bandwidth
cannot be exploited by the auditory system due to masking and
the reduced sensitivity above 5 kHz. The JND of kurtosis also
depends on the kurtosis reference. Nevertheless, our attempts to
establish a Weber’s model for the JND dependence on the stimu-
lus’ value failed for various reasons. First, such models require
an absolute zero value for the stimulus, but kurtosis lacks a natu-
ral and/or plausible zero point although there is a mathematically
defined minimum value of 1. (A kurtosis of 1 could be achieved
because of the band-limited nature of the noise signals.) Secondly,
the perceptive attribute correlated with varying kurtosis is not a
prothetic continuum like sound intensity or brightness, as is also
supported by the qualitative analysis.
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Figure 3: Median and corresponding 95% confidence intervals of just noticeable skewness/ kurtosis with regard to reference skewness/
kurtosis.

The results in Figure 3c show that variation of skewness is
audible. However, fc has no significant effect on just noticeable
skewness variation (p = 0.59 for means, p = 0.49 for median val-
ues). The reference case for direct audification has not been studied
in this experiment, but in informal listening of the authors prior to
the experiment and by Frauenberger et al. [2]. For detecting skew-
ness, the pure frequency shift should not lead to an improvement,
whereas by the additional frequency modulation the asymmetric
behavior of the distribution values becomes apparent.

5.3. Qualitative Results

The accompanying questionnaire was analyzed following [15] with
regard to possible different criteria that the subjects may have
used in different conditions. Furthermore the analysis should help
defining common terms for perceptive attributes related to skewness
and kurtosis.

In general, a very diverse set of terms have been mentioned:
only two categories have been subsumed in the first place, these are
terms related to the (in-)homogeneity of the noise and its frequency
bandwidth. The category of (in-)homogeneity included, among oth-
ers, the notions ”static sound”, ”variation”, ”fluctuation”, ”outliers”,
or ”(un-)evenness”. Notions related to frequency bandwidth were
”high/ low frequency”, ”f-spread” etc. Apart from these two groups
of terms, subjects indicated 47 different adjectives describing sound
attributes, plus another 19 noun groups indicating sound sources
from a natural or technical context. These terms could not be further
grouped: they consist of a quite extensive list of notions describing
different noise-like sounds, often using colloquial words2.

The terms were annotated (by numbers 1 to 47, the natural
sound sources as N1 to N19) and grouped according to different

2Therefore the authors of this paper cannot provide a translated version
of the original data in this paper; a specialized translator would be needed
for this task. An example are the two German terms ”knittern” and ”knistern”
(crinkle/ crackle), that are not only phonetically similar but have also a very
similar meaning. Thus, it cannot be inferred that subject A has the same
notion of ”knistern” as subject B has of ”knittern”.

experiments’ parameters. Apart from the two term groups above,
the top five were ”knistern” (crinkle/ crackle), ”britzeln” (colloquial
term, something like crumbling), ”blubbern” (bubbling), ”körnig”
(granular), and ”knacksen” (crackle/ click). The most common
sound sources cited are related to water drops and different types of
rain, but a few participants were very creative here (e.g., “aggres-
sive electro-mosquitos” or ”futuristic laser-bursting bubbles”).

Cross-subject coincidences could be found in 11 out of the
18 conditions (defined by 4 or more participants using the same
word/ category). The group category of (in-)homogeneity (4 times)
or frequency bandwidth (one time) was used commonly the most
often. ”Knistern” (crinkle/ crackle) was the only other frequently
shared term (used 4 times), but all in the 5000 Hz conditions, thus
the term refers only to higher frequencies and cannot be generally
applied; ”blubbern” (bubbling) and ”knacksen” (crackle/ click)
were commonly used in one experiment each (conditions 5 and 8).

In general about half of the subjects use rather uniform vocab-
ulary, whereas the other half indicated a wide spread of diverse
terms. Therefore the applied method of counting common words
has to be treated with caution. Still, a few findings are interesting.
For pure audification, we find the most intersubjectively repeated
categories, i.e., it can be argued that the augmented audification
results in more varied sounds. At low frequency (fc = 100Hz)
the general category of (in-)homogeneity is by far most important
(very common for 4 subjects). It can be argued that it is harder to
differentiate sound properties in the low frequency range, where we
are less sensitive. On the other hand, the higher the frequency the
more varied the terms become, and the analysis will neither lead to
coincidences of commonly used terms.

The factor c seems to not have a large influence, at least com-
paring c = 3/12 to c = 5/12. The indicated terms stayed the same
for more than half of the subjects within the conditions with the
same ∆f and fc but varying c. As skewness was only varied in
two experiment settings, no different wording could be found there.

Overall, the above analysis supports to introduce ”crackling”
as the most general term to describe the influence of kurtosis in
noise.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Augmented audification allows to interpolate seamlessly between
pure audification and an auditory graph in the form of a pitch-time-
display. As opposed to pure audification, where only the playback
rate can be changed, two more model parameters can be chosen
independently in the augmented audification. One parameter, ∆f ,
controls the magnitude of a frequency shift. The second, c, sets the
excursion of the exponential frequency modulation (FM), i.e. pitch
modulation.

The effectivity of augmented audification has been shown in
this paper by a listening experiment. The two hypotheses given in
Sec. 5 are supported by the results of this experiment. When treated
with augmented audification as compared to direct audification, in
random data time series both the JNDs of kurtosis may be lowered
and skewness may be detected. Furthermore, qualitative data on the
denotation of a perceptive attribute related to skewness and kurtosis
have been collected and analyzed. The English word ”crackling”
seems to be a promising candidate for intersubjective naming.

Cautiously, the optimal parameter settings for augmented au-
dification can be given by a frequency shift in the order of 8% of
the mean frequency range, and a factor of c equalling roughly one
percent of this frequency shift. In general, the method of augmented
audification has to be studied by other examples than random time
series.

The regime between fc = 500 and 5000 Hz is most interesting
for further research, in order to get more information on the satu-
ration of the JNDs with rising frequency and how the perceptual
function might be modeled. Aspects of interactivity in the research
paradigm (e.g., the possibility to acoustically zoom into an audified
data set) have to be examined further.
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Appendix:
In this supplementary discussion, we investigate the construction
of a psychophysical scale for kurtosis of band-limited noise for
the case of 5 kHz bandwidth and direct audification (see Table 1,
conditions 14, 15, 2, 16, and 17).

In general, a monotonic psychophysical scale of sensation Ψ
as a smooth function of the stimulus φ can be established from
measurements of stimulus difference thresholds ∆φ if a model
for the subjective JND ∆Ψ is assumed. The most important JND
models are Fechner‘ s law of a constant subjective JND, ∆Ψ = 1,
and Ekman‘s principle [16] which states a constant relative JND,
∆Ψ/Ψ = k.
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Figure 4: Psychophysical scale for kurtosis.
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Figure 5: Kurtosis histogram of 20 min. of human speech.

However, though there has been a long-lasting debate about which
of the two “laws” might be more appropriate, they are interrelated
with the mathematical structure of the underlying psychophysi-
cal scale [17]. Considering an explicitly given or postulated psy-
chophysical magnitude function Ψ(φ) and its derivative dΨ(φ)/dφ,
one can substitute finite differences for the differential

dΨ(φ)

dφ
=

∆Ψ

∆φ
. (12)

Assuming constant relative JND, ∆Ψ = kΨ, the psychophysi-
cal scale Ψ can theoretically be established utilizing numerical
integration of the difference thresholds

Ψ(φ) = exp

[∫
k ∗ dφ

∆φ

]
. (13)

Alternatively considering Fechner’s model, the scale function reads
Ψ(φ) =

∫
(k ∗ dφ/∆φ). Thus, difference threshold ∆φ, JND ∆Ψ

and psychophysical scale Ψ are intertwined as functions of the
stimulus φ.

The difference thresholds of our listening test have not been
measured with enough density on the stimulus scale. Therefore,
and for intersubjective differences, the calculation of Ψ(φ) has to
be achieved by optimizing a cost function based on a certain as-
sumption of JND model. We chose constant relative JND. Combing
five reference values φj = 1.27, 2.1, 3, 3.5, 4.5 with the difference
thresholds of our ten subjects results in 42 different kurtosis values
and therefore in 42 values of the psychophysical scale Ψi = Ψ(φi)
to be modeled. (In some conditions, thresholds for different subjects

yielded identical values.) For each reference value φj and for each
of the associated individual difference thresholds φj,m, Ekman‘s
law postalutes: Ψj,m = (1+k)∗Ψj which enters the optimization
problem as a quadratic cost function J =

∑
(Ψj,m− (1 + k)Ψj)

2.
Because of the different φj,m-values for a single reference

kurtosis, the resulting function Ψ(φ) would exhibit plateau regions
and perhaps rather steep transitions between them which conflicts
the required smoothness. Therefore, the cost function was extended
by a smoothness term based on the distance in stimulus between
adjacent scale values,

λ

40∑

i=1

(
φi+2 − φi+1

φi+2 − φi
Ψi −Ψi+1 +

φi+1 − φi
φi+2 − φi

Ψi+2)2,

and by a term setting a reference scale value as Ψ(φref ) = Ψref .
Optimization results have been obtained for different smooth-

ness weights λ and a wide range of JND constants k ≈ 0.2− 0.8.
They revealed minor sensitivity to the actual choice of parame-
ter values. A typical scale function for λ = 50 and k = 0.4 is
displayed in Fig. 4 (solid line with asterisks).

To test the psychophysical plausibility of our scale function, we
compare it with the predictions of a theoretical model for limited
perception proposed by Sun et al. [18]. Their approach relies on
the neurophysiologically well-motivated assumption that the acqui-
sition of information in a stimulus is Bayes-optimal at a computa-
tional level. Generally, it is argued that the actual mapping function
Ψ(φ) is the outcome of an optimization process taking place during
evolution. The optimization minimizes the expected relative error
of the quantized representation of the stimulus and therefore de-
pends on its probability density function. Assuming a stimulus pdf
fkurt(φ) and a bounded stimulus range 0 < φ0 ≤ φ ≤ φ1 <∞,
the psychophysical scale function has to satisfy

dΨ(φ)

dφ
∝ φ−2/3fkurt(φ)1/3 for φ ∈ [φ0, φ1] (14)

according to the proposed model (cf. Sun et al).
To compare Sun‘s model with our psychophysical scale func-

tion, a probability density function for kurtosis reasonably moti-
vated from an ecologial and evolutionary point of view has to be
established. Following Sun et al., we argue that the auditory sys-
tem may have evolved to optimally process vocalization sounds
like human speech. Therefore, we estimated fkurt(φ) for human
speech based on frames of 100ms length in 20 min of different
speech recordings (the histogram is shown in Fig. 5) and calculated
the Bayes-optimal psychophysical scale function ΨBayes(φ). A
direct comparison between the scale model based on the listening
test and the Bayes-optimal model is displayed in Fig. 4. The values
of our model have been normalized to match the range of the Bayes
model. Though the two functions fit surprisingly well which at
least indicates the appropriateness of this line of argumentation, it
has to be stated that this is neither a direct proof for the validity of
Ekman‘s principle of constant relative JND nor for the Bayesian
perception model. In fact, it primarily reveals that the constant
relative JND corresponds to the assumption of the relative error
criterion in the Bayes model.
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ABSTRACT

The dance music genres of hardcore, jungle and drum & bass
(HJDB) emerged in the United Kingdom during the early 1990s
as a result of affordable consumer sampling technology and the
popularity of rave music and culture. A key attribute of these gen-
res is their usage of fast-paced drums known as breakbeats. Auto-
mated analysis of breakbeat usage in HJDB would allow for novel
digital audio effects and musicological investigation of the genres.
An obstacle in this regard is the automated identification of break-
beats used in HJDB music. This paper compares three strategies
for breakbeat detection: (1) a generalised frame-based music clas-
sification scheme; (2) a specialised system that segments drums
from the audio signal and labels them with an SVM classifier; (3)
an alternative specialised approach using a deep network classifier.
The results of our evaluations demonstrate the superiority of the
specialised approaches, and highlight the need for style-specific
workflows in the determination of particular musical attributes in
idiosyncratic genres. We then leverage the output of the break-
beat classification system to produce an automated breakbeat se-
quence reconstruction, ultimately recreating the HJDB percussion
arrangement.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

During the early 1990s, DJ-oriented electronic musicians in the
United Kingdom embraced affordable sampling technologies (e.g.,
Akai S950), allowing them to replicate and manipulate recorded
sounds without the need for reverse engineering or synthesis. These
technologies, and the innovative techniques developed to harness
these technologies resulted in the development of three new gen-
res: hardcore, jungle and drum & bass (HJDB). A unique attribute
of these genres is their integration of short segments of percussion
solos from funk and jazz recordings known as breakbeats.

While melody and harmony are often-used attributes in the de-
termination of an artist’s ability within many genres, perhaps the
most revealing characteristic by which an HJDB producer, track
(herein used to describe a complete musical piece) or subgenre
might be individuated, is through breakbeat selection and creative
usage of breakbeats. Breakbeat selection is the choice of one or
more breakbeats taken from the vast amount of existing funk and
jazz recordings. Breakbeats are typically recorded into a sampler’s
memory, and an arrangement is created by reordering MIDI notes

∗ MD is financed by National Funds through the FCT - Fundação para a
Ciência e a Tecnologia within post-doctoral grant SFRH/BPD/88722/2012.

associated with segments of the breakbeat within a sequencer—
also termed resequencing. Breakbeat usage in HJDB centres on
the creative transformation of an initial source breakbeat through
any number of techniques available to HJDB producers. These
transformations may include pitch-shifting, time-stretching, filter-
ing, resampling, and resequencing. If the undertaken process is
viewed as a pipeline with the original source breakbeat as the au-
dio input and the transformed breakbeat as the output, we can
consider a breakbeat transformation to be a kind of complex au-
dio effect. HJDB producers (e.g., Bay B Kane, Justice, DJ Krust)
are well known for their choice of source breakbeat material and
recognisable for the types of transformations they employ. More
recently, artists such as Fracture and Om Unit have led a resur-
gence in the popularity of using breakbeats, and continue to re-
define the aesthetic of breakbeat manipulation. Hardcore, jungle
and drum & bass exist as genres within a continuum of musical
influence that involves the cultural and generational borrowing of
stylistic cues and sonic artefacts (i.e., breakbeat samples) [1], sim-
ilar to North America’s hip hop, which also relies on the history
and sound palette of funk and jazz.

1.2. Motivation

Automated analysis of breakbeat usage is of interest both from a
musicological perspective—to gain insight on a technology-driven
composition process—as well as in terms of how to recreate the
stylistic idiom of HJDB producers. Analysis of rhythmic modifica-
tion of breakbeats can provide insight into the resequencing prac-
tices undertaken by HJDB producers in individual tracks, which
could, in turn, be used to assess these practices across an artist’s
career or across subgenres. Automating this procedure would be
useful to music producers in search of novel drum sequences for
use in their productions, or as an educative recommendation tool
for musicians to learn how others have structured their own per-
cussion arrangements.

In pursuit of both these goals, we explore techniques for the
automatic recognition of breakbeats as a critical first step towards
understanding how they have been used and repurposed within
HJDB. Identification of source samples has become a popular on-
line activity, and the ability to “spot” samples is considered a mark
of a good sample-based musician. Whosampled is an online com-
munity of musicians and avid listeners that collectively attempts
to document information related to sample usage.1 The site al-
lows users to explore how sampled music has been appropriated

1www.whosampled.com
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by other musicians and to provide links between new and old ma-
terial.

At present there are only a handful of tools that have been
presented that seek to automate the sample identification process.
Balen et al. [2] adapted the audio fingerprinting method of Wang
[3] to the task of sample identification. Here the spectral peak or
landmark method is used to identify a series of salient peaks in the
spectrogram that are similar to those in other recordings. While
the spectral peak method has been shown to be robust to noise and
distortion, it is less useful for the detection of percussion, or in
the context of heavily transposed, or pitched material [2], which
is often the case with breakbeats. Alternatively, Dittmar presents
a sample plagiarism tool designed to assess similarity between
musical excerpts by evaluating the correlation between the time-
varying gains representing basis activations as generated through
non-negative matrix factorisation [4]. Whitney adapted Dittmar’s
model to assess similarity using Pearson’s correlation [5].

In this paper we investigate two classification scenarios for
determining the presence of breakbeats in music that has incorpo-
rated them. First, we attempt to identify tracks that use a given
breakbeat within a dataset with a limited set of known labels to
determine the general validity of the approach under controlled
conditions. Second, we attempt a more realistic formalisation as a
binary classification problem directed towards the presence or ab-
sence of a given breakbeat within a database of HJDB music with
a much larger number of breakbeats. Following this classification
stage, we then automatically extract rhythmic and metrical infor-
mation in the form of onset and downbeat locations to facilitate
the segmentation of breakbeats and hence the eventual reverse en-
gineering to relate the output (i.e., transformed breakbeat) back to
the source input.

We consider the presented techniques to be part of computa-
tional research in DJ-oriented electronic music, much of which has
been pioneered by Collins [6, 7, 8], who developed the bbcut real-
time breakbeat segmentation and resequencing tools intended to
replicate the idiomatic breakbeat manipulations of the genre.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
outlines our breakbeat classification method. Section 3 presents
our evaluations and datasets. Section 4 presents our proposed
method for breakbeat sequence reconstruction and reproduction
that utilises the breakbeat classification performed in Section 2.
Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and areas for future work.

2. METHOD

Figure 1 depicts an overview of the components in our break-
beat resequencing analysis. At the core of the system is the pro-
posed breakbeat classification method depicted as black boxes.
The white boxes show additional processing stages required for
breakbeat rearrangement (Section 4).

HJDB producers select breakbeats for their unique rhythms
and timbres [9], which are the result of a percussionist’s perfor-
mance on a drum set captured in a particular room using a specific
set of recording devices (e.g., microphone, preamplifier, mixing
board). The difference between drum hits of different breakbeats
can therefore be relatively small, however for a sample identifica-
tion system to be useful for the task of finding breakbeats it must be
capable of identifying heavily manipulated and relatively short au-
dio queries within large collections [2]. The system should also be
able to identify the individual segments of a breakbeat (e.g., an in-
dividual bass drum hit), as breakbeats are very often resequenced,

Breakbeat 

ClassificationFeature

Reduction
Feature

Extraction

Downbeat 

Detection

Drum 

Detection

Breakbeat

Resequencing

Analysis

Percussion
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HJDB
Audio
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed breakbeat resequencing analy-
sis method with specialised processing. HJDB audio enters into
stages of the breakbeat classification system (black boxes). Addi-
tional processing stages (white boxes) are undertaken to achieve
the breakbeat rearrangement.

or may only appear as brief segments—that is, not in their entirety.
We therefore propose a specialised solution, which extracts and
classifies individual drums from the musical timeline using a com-
bined signal processing and machine learning approach. Our for-
malisation is motivated by the actual breakbeat usage in HJDB mu-
sic, in which segments of multiple breakbeats may be used within
the same track.

2.1. Multi-breakbeat Classification

The first breakbeat classification method attempts to select the un-
derlying breakbeat from a set of known breakbeat classes in a
multi-class classification problem; for example, to determine if the
breakbeat in an HJDB track is of Amen,2 Funky Mule,3 or Apache 4

origin. We apply this design as a simplified problem to test the va-
lidity of the proposed model, however it is also a necessary formal-
isation for solving ties in the event that more than one breakbeat
has been selected in a series of harder binary classification prob-
lems (e.g., Amen versus non-Amen, where non-Amen is comprised
of examples with any number of breakbeats present).

Within the above context, we first concentrate our efforts on
the detection and classification of bass drums as they are the drum
class within the standard drum kit that tend to exhibit the least
amount of timbral overlap with other sounds. Snare drums in com-
parison tend to exhibit more overlap with other sounds as they
extend over a wider range of frequencies. The presented break-
beat classification method therefore seeks to take advantage of
the uniqueness of salient bass drum timbres in each breakbeat.
Our proposed method is shown in Figure 1 as the collection of
black boxes. To identify regions containing bass drums, HJDB
audio (mono .wav files sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16-bit resolu-
tion) is entered into a two-stage process of harmonic suppression
and drum detection. We incorporate the median-filtering approach
of FitzGerald [10] for harmonic suppression (window size = 4096
samples, hop size = 1024 samples) to reduce the contribution of
the non-percussive instruments prior to drum detection. To per-
form drum detection, we create a prototypical spectral profile of
a bass drum d as the average spectrum of multiple breakbeat bass

2The Winstons – Amen, Brother (1969)
3Ike Turner & The Kings of Rhythm – Funky Mule (1969)
4Michael Viner’s Incredible Bongo Band – Apache (1973)
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drums. As shown in Eq. (1) we cross-correlate the harmonically-
suppressed spectrogram S(m, k) (with frames m and bins k) with
bass drum spectral profile d(k) to produce a bass-drum frequency
spectrogram B(m, k).

B(m, k) = S(m, k)d(k) (1)

Following the standard spectral difference approach for gen-
erating an onset detection function (e.g., [11]) we then create a
bass-drum detection function by measuring spectral difference in
the bass-drum frequency spectrogram, B, similar to the approach
presented by Davies et al. [12]:

ΓBD(m) =
∑

k

H(|B(m, k)| − |B(m− 1, k)|) (2)

where H(x) is the half-wave rectifier operation. Peak-picking
ΓBD provides a set of temporal indices used as the initial frames
for feature extraction in the bass-frequency spectrogram features
(BFS). These features are extracted starting at each detected bass
drum position and are six time frames in length (approximately
210 msec) and represent frequencies between approximately 50
Hz to 325 Hz (bins 4–30). In addition to features extracted from
the BFS, 13 MFCCs are extracted from the same bass drum regions
as found by the bass-drum detection function. In the final step of
the feature extraction stage, the means and standard deviations of
each row and column of the BFS and MFCC features are extracted
(time and frequency independently) from each bass drum event to
create feature matrix J (100 features x # bass drum events).

Prior to training a model we first obtain reduced dimension-
ality feature matrix J ′ by applying principal component analysis
(PCA) to J , reducing the number of features to t principal com-
ponents, where t represents the smallest value that retains 95%
variance. To perform the classification we use the support vector
machine (SVM) algorithm, which is trained using feature matrix
J ′, and an associated class vector C that contains the breakbeat
class names associated with each bass drum. The SVM is imple-
mented using the LIBSVM C-SVC algorithm with an RBF kernel
[13]. The γ and c parameters for the SVM were established (γ =
2−3, c = 20) using grid search with three-fold cross-validation us-
ing ten tracks in each class. To perform classification of test audio
A, feature matrix JA is created in a similar fashion to feature ma-
trix J . JA is projected onto the PCA coefficients from the training
stage resulting in the reduced set of features J ′A. A classification
decision is made for each extracted bass drum in J ′A, resulting in
multiple classifications for each test example. An overall class is
then determined using majority voting. Ties are resolved using
additional classification stages performed with only those classes
that are tied.

2.2. Binary Classification

The method presented in 2.1 is capable of determining the pres-
ence of an arbitrary breakbeat if provided sufficient training mate-
rial for each of the breakbeats under assessment. However, collect-
ing a sufficient amount of ground truth for a large number of break-
beats is a difficult task that requires expert listeners. To approach
the real problem of identifying an underlying breakbeat within a
set of music that contains an unknown, large number of break-
beats, we alter the model in two ways: first, we reduce the number
of possible class labels to two, and second, we remove the majority
voting component needed to break ties. The latter alteration also

affords the more grounded scenario in which multiple breakbeats
may be present in one example track.

In addition to classification by SVM, we investigate the use
of a deep network classifier in the provision of binary class labels
with the aim of increasing classification accuracy through learn-
ing additional relationships in the data. Deep network classifica-
tion involves the transformation of input features into output labels
through a series of layered interconnected networks that produce
transitional representations. The classifier is constructed in the
Theano Python library for deep learning ([14, 15]) and uses same
initial set of features J as constructed in 2.1. The network con-
tains a single hidden layer (with 256 nodes) and is trained through
minibatch stochastic gradient descent (learning rate = 0.02, epochs
= 50000) with batch-wise loss assessed using mean negative log-
likelihood.

3. EVALUATION

In order to assess the appropriateness of our selected problem for-
malisation and the suitability of the methods applied to breakbeat
classification, we perform two evaluations based on the multi-class
and binary classification systems outlined in Section 2.

3.1. Evaluation 1: Multi-class Breakbeat Classification

The first evaluation is used to determine the validity of a classifi-
cation based on subtle timbral variations inherent between break-
beats, and to test the worth of the specialised processing stages
(i.e., drum segmentation, specialised feature set). In this experi-
ment we consider the simplified problem of a multi-class classi-
fication with three breakbeat classes—Amen, Apache, and Funky
Mule. These breakbeats were chosen based on their prominence in
the HJDB music catalog.5

The evaluation is conducted using a dataset comprised of ex-
amples of HJDB music, each containing one of the three break-
beats. Annotations for breakbeats were provided by expert listen-
ers (HJDB producers and DJs) through queries in separate threads
on the Facebook social media platform, in which HJDB musicians
were asked to list their favourite HJDB tracks that use one of the
three breakbeats. Musicians listed candidate tracks, and often con-
firmed or rejected candidate tracks provided by others. In addition,
HJDB tracks with the specified breakbeats that were mentioned in
interviews by musicians were also added as candidate tracks [9].
All excerpts were originally in .wav or .mp3 format (≥192 kbps)
and between 15 seconds and two minutes in length. In total there
were 93 excerpts (31 per class).

We test three configurations of the system presented in 2.1.
The first configuration is trained using only the MFCC-based fea-
tures (M-SVM); the second configuration is trained using only BFS-
based features (B-SVM); the third configuration is trained using
both BFS-based and MFCC-based features (BM-SVM). In addition
to these specialised models, we include a fourth, generalised mu-
sic classification model (M-GMM), as it is our hypothesis that a gen-
eralised music classification system would not be capable of dif-
ferentiation between the subtle timbres exhibited between tracks
containing different breakbeats. Whereas the M-SVM uses an SVM
to classify the temporal indices of detected bass drum events, the
M-GMM uses Gaussian mixture models to learn parameters from
MFCCs extracted across frames of audio [16].

5e.g., www.whosampled.com/The-Winstons/Amen,-Brother/
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M-GMM M-SVM B-SVM BM-SVM

Amen 74.2% 80.6% 61.3% 83.9%

Apache 74.2% 67.7% 77.4% 90.3%

Funky Mule 41.9% 54.8% 93.5% 87.1%

Avg. 63.4% 67.7% 77.4% 87.1%

Table 1: Accuracies of breakbeat classification systems (M-GMM,
M-SVM, B-SVM and BM-SVM) for multi-class classification using
HJDB examples containing only Amen, Apache, and Funky Mule
breakbeats along with cumulative mean accuracies (Avg.). Bold
scores denote the best scores in each breakbeat class and average
score.

The four methods are evaluated using leave-one-out cross val-
idation. For the three versions of the specialised system, class
membership was determined by majority voting for the number
of drum events g extracted (g = 7). The selection of the events
was based on the amplitude of the peaks in the bass-drum detec-
tion function (see Section 2.1). The M-GMM assigns breakbeat class
membership to the set of extracted features with the smallest neg-
ative log-likelihood from trained class models.

Table 1 summarises the results of the tested methods (M-GMM,
M-SVM, B-SVM, and BM-SVM) using the HJDB breakbeat dataset.
Accuracies are provided in percentages for each breakbeat class,
and total accuracies are calculated as the mean across classes for
each system. The generalised audio classification system, M-GMM,
performed reasonably well in classifying tracks from the Amen
and Apache breakbeat categories (74.2% accuracy in each class);
however, performance was drastically lower for the Funky Mule
breakbeat class (41.9%). The M-SVM system achieved slightly bet-
ter results than the M-GMM system for the Amen and Funky Mule
breakbeat classes, with a slight reduction in performance in the
Apache breakbeat class.

These results, when considered with the improved Amen break-
beat class performance, indicate the potential of breakbeat classi-
fication based on individual drum sounds rather than entire tracks.

When compared with the M-GMM and M-SVM systems, the
B-SVM showed improved results for the Apache and Funky Mule
breakbeat classes—77.4% and 93.5%, respectively. Of interest
was the accuracy for the Amen breakbeat class, which was sub-
stantially lower than that for the M-GMM and M-SVM systems. In
comparison to the Apache and Funky Mule breakbeats, the Amen
is a sonically brighter breakbeat, having a greater idiophone pres-
ence above the bass drums than the other two breakbeats. A poten-
tial reason for the lower accuracy of the Amen breakbeat class in
the B-SVM system is the lack of spectral modelling for frequencies
not represented by the BFS-based features, which focus only on
frequencies approximately between 50–325 Hz. Using both BFS-
and MFCC-based features, the BM-SVM system achieved the high-
est accuracies for the Amen breakbeat class (83.9%) and Apache
breakbeat class (90.3%), the second highest for the Funky Mule
breakbeat class (87.1%), and the highest overall accuracy for the
tested systems (87.1%).

3.2. Evaluation 2: Binary Classification

Whereas the first experiment was designed to test the separability
of examples containing three different breakbeats, the second eval-

uation is performed to establish the viability of breakbeat classifi-
cation as a binary classification problem, as it is unlikely that any
dataset would be limited to examples containing a very small num-
ber of breakbeats. Furthermore, development of such a database
for training purposes—inclusive of all breakbeats and the variety
of manipulations they might take—would also be unlikely. The
tested methods are evaluated using two classes: one which con-
tains a particular breakbeat, and the other may contain any break-
beat (or drum from another source) other than the breakbeat in
question. As this evaluation is based on a more difficult task than
the previous three-class test, we hypothesise that the results will
reflect this increase in difficulty, even if the effective baseline will
be higher.

To perform our evaluation, we expand the first dataset by fo-
cusing on one of the breakbeats used in the first evaluation, and
increasing the dataset size such that the number of examples of
breakbeat x is comparable to that of not breakbeat x. For this ex-
ample we chose the Amen breakbeat, as it the most well-known
breakbeat in the literature on HJDB (e.g., [17]). The dataset con-
tains 148 examples of audio files that exclusively use the Amen
and 132 examples which do not contain (non-Amen). The latter
class contains a large number of breakbeats and some examples
of HJDB tracks (e.g., early Hardcore tracks) that contain samples
from drum machines rather than breaks. All additional breakbeat
annotations were made by the first author.

Here we test the two systems presented in Section 2.2. The
first is the top-performing configuration of the specialised method
from the previous evaluation (BM-SVM), and second, the deep net-
work classification method (BM-DN) which uses the same feature
set as the BM-SVM, with one alteration: the PCA stage is not per-
formed to allow for non-linear transformations to occur between
layers of the network.

It is important to note that in this second evaluation we have
removed the majority voting component. Since we provide results
based on each drum assessed (rather than per track), the evaluation
is performed using three-fold cross validation in which the dataset
is split at the track level to ensure that no drums from a given track
appear in both training and testing subsets for a given fold.

The results of the tested methods (BM-SVM and BM-DN) using
the extended two-class breakbeat dataset are summarised in Table
2; accuracies are provided as percentages for each breakbeat class,
and total accuracies are calculated as the mean across classes per
system.

BM-SVM BM-DN

Amen 78.4% 81.1%

Non− Amen 77.1% 86.1%

Avg. 77.8% 83.6%

Table 2: Accuracies of breakbeat classification systems (BM-SVM
and BM-DN) for binary classification of HJDB examples as ei-
ther Amen or non-Amen, along with cumulative mean accuracies
(Avg.). Bold scores denote the best scores in each breakbeat class
and average score.

As expected, we find a slight drop in performance for the win-
ning system from the previous evaluation, BM-SVM. However, the
system performs equally well for both Amen (78.4%) and non-
Amen (77.1%) classes, further demonstrating the appropriateness
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of the features selected. The second system, BM-DN, outperforms
the BM-SVM in both the Amen (81.1%) and the non-Amen (86.1%)
classes, demonstrating the benefit of deep learning classification in
this context.

4. BREAKBEAT RESEQUENCING

Once a breakbeat has been classified for a given track, this infor-
mation can then be leveraged for a variety of purposes. One such
purpose would be for the musicological task of evaluating the sam-
pling trends of producers in the HJDB genres to learn which break-
beats are more commonly used than others and by which artists,
and within which subgenres. Another use of this information is
to estimate the arrangement of the breakbeat, which is intended to
match the HJDB producer’s reordering of the original breakbeat
segments. A musician might, for example, decide to create a re-
ordering of the segments from two measures of the breakbeat in
the creation of a percussion arrangement in an HJDB track. An
overview of this procedure is demonstrated in Figure 2.

K1 H2 H3S1 S2 H4

K1 K1H3 S1 H2H4 S2 H4

HJDB measure 1

breakbeat measure 1 breakbeat measure 2

H1 K2 K3 S3

Figure 2: Example of breakbeat resequencing in practice. The
white segments from two separate measures of the breakbeat (bot-
tom) are used to create a single measure of the percussion arrange-
ment in the HJDB track (top). The grey segments are not used.

To provide an illustrative application of the developed method
we can model the percussion arrangement of a target HJDB track
using the individual drum segments of the source breakbeat. Un-
like the task of drum detection, which requires an explicit declara-
tion of drum class labels, the presented method is able to circum-
vent this requirement by exploiting the timbral similarity between
original breakbeats and the percussion arrangements in tracks that
incorporate them. While drum transcription could be used to iden-
tify an event as a snare, it is not likely that it could determine that
the event was, for example the second snare of the second mea-
sure of the Amen breakbeat. We believe that this approach may
result in a closer mapping between versions of drums used for a
similar purpose (i.e., a well-hit snare drum) due to the knowledge
of the timbral character of the percussion. A benefit we see in this
approach is that an arbitrary number of drum types could conceiv-
ably be included in the pairing, however an obstacle is that the
breakbeat being used must be identified. We therefore utilise the
breakbeat information extracted in Section 2 to identify the correct
audio source (e.g., Amen breakbeat), which will serve as the orig-
inal audio input for the transformation to the target pattern (e.g.,
PHD & Funky Technicians’ Above and Beyond (1996)).

The general overview of the process involves the stages of fea-
ture extraction, segmentation, and similarity matching to find the
best fit segment from the source file that matches that of the target.
The feature extraction and segmentation stages are identical for
both the source and target files. Features are extracted from each

file in a similar method as explained in Section 2.1, with three
key differences. First, as we are attempting to match all segments
rather than bass drum regions alone, we extract features from en-
tire input audio files. Second, we extend the set of spectral features
(i.e., MFCCs and BFS) to include snare drum frequency spectro-
grams (SFS), which represent frequencies between approximately
430–5000 Hz. In addition to these features, we include the bass-
drum detection function ΓBD (Eq. (2)) and a similarly constructed
snare drum detection function ΓSD obtained from the SFS.

We then reduce the number of features in the BFS and SFS
feature matrices through the application of PCA dimensionality
reduction. PCA is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the BFS
and SFS matrices to the smallest value that retains 95% variance.
The transformation is applied to each feature type (i.e., BFS and
SFS) independently to ensure preservation of the drum types ex-
hibited within each feature matrix.

Both source and target signals along associated features are
partitioned into individual percussion events by selecting peaks
from the summed bass and snare drum detection functions. As
mean-segment values will represent each feature dimension, seg-
ment boundaries at the beginning and end of each bar are deter-
mined through the use of a downbeat detection algorithm [18].
Mean features are extracted from each segment, and features are
then normalised across the time axis (i.e., rows) in the source and
target representations, separately.

We then evaluate the the similarity of source breakbeat seg-
ments to those of the HJDB track through the construction of a
cosine similarity matrix M [19]. Selection of a source segment
based only on maximum similarity to the target segment resulted in
many reconstruction errors. Many of these errors contained large
gaps of silence due to an incorrect pairing of short drum hits where
a longer more substantial hit was required (e.g., an off-beat ghost
note in place of a salient snare). We therefore attempted to ob-
serve the top r ranking source segments as potential candidates (r
= 5). Each segment is weighted by the normalised ratio between
the candidate segment length ρ(r) to that of the HJDB segment
ς(n) for time segment n as in Eq. (3):

w(r) =
ρ(r)/ς(n)

max(ρ(r)/ς(n))
(3)

where w is a series of weights applied to the segments b. The
segment exhibiting the maximum interaction after weighting is se-
lected as the winning segment ν for time iteration n:

ν(n) = max(w · b) (4)

We replicate the data from the winning source segment ν(n) in
the nth position of the target vector, scaled to match the amplitude
of the target segment.

Examples of the presented transformation are made available
here.6 The resequenced breakbeats in the examples sound coher-
ent and similar to the target patterns, albeit without effects such
as pitching and distortion, which are generally applied by HJDB
producers. We identify three main challenges that will potentially
cause errors in the presented method. First and most obvious, er-
rors in breakbeat classification will result in a transformation that
will not sound as intended. As the spectral character of drum types
differs across breakbeats, incorrect drum type matching may occur.
Second, if the onset detection results in spurious or missed notes,
then the matching stage will produce additional drum events or

6www.music.mcgill.ca/~hockman/projects/breakscience/examples
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spaces where drums should occur, respectively. Third, if break-
beats are heavily pitched, one drum type may be matched with
another—for example, a bass drum that has been transposed up-
wards may be matched with snare. Errors due to these factors
could be remedied through a semi-automatic method, that would
allow users access to the parameters of the transformation. An
initial estimation of the percussion arrangement could then be im-
proved through modification of such parameters.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a computational approach for the analysis
of breakbeats used in hardcore, jungle and drum & bass record-
ings. Our chosen approach to this problem is that of music classi-
fication, with a specialised procedure of individualised drum clas-
sification. To evaluate the plausibility of this solution we first
attempted a simplified multi-class problem to determine if our
problem formalisation was appropriate. Results of an evaluation
with three breakbeat classes demonstrated the effectiveness of spe-
cialised processing, which is used to isolate bass drums through
suppression of harmonic content and segmentation. We then at-
tempted the more realistic formalisation of a binary classification
problem, in which the two classes are tracks that contain a specific
breakbeat (Amen) and tracks that contain breakbeats other than the
specified breakbeat, or in some examples, no breakbeat at all (not-
Amen). This formalisation is more practical than the multi-class
classification approach, as the latter requires ground truth for each
breakbeat under analysis. If a HJDB producer wishes to recre-
ate the idiomatic style of a particular breakbeat, then the binary
classifier requires ground truth for a single breakbeat. To test the
efficacy of this formalisation, we conducted an evaluation with the
top-performing model from the multi-class problem (BM-SVM) and
a deep network classifier BM-DN, in which the BM-DN outperformed
the BM-SVM.

For future work, we intend to look into the incorporation of
rhythmic features to aid in both the breakbeat classification system,
as well as in the breakbeat resequencing analysis. In addition, we
will investigate the prospect of deep architecture feature-learning
for our classification and transformation.
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ABSTRACT

Serious games can be used for training orientation and mobility
skills of visually impaired children and youngsters. Here we present
a serious game for training sound localization skills and concepts
usually covered at orientation and mobility classes, such as front/back
and left/right. In addition, the game helps the players to train sim-
ple body rotation mobility skills. The game was designed for touch
screen mobile devices and has an audio virtual environment cre-
ated with 3D spatialized audio obtained with head-related transfer
functions. The results from a usability test with blind students
show that the game can have a positive impact on the players’
skills, namely on their motor coordination and localization skills,
as well as on their self-confidence.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the entertaining factor, well designed (serious) computer
games can be a very useful tool to teach school curriculum or
skills. The past few years have witnessed an increasing inter-
est for serious games and it has been shown that serious (educa-
tional) games can be used effectively to study school curriculum
[1]. While playing, students feel more motivated and engaged in
the studying and learning process. With games, school material
can be presented in a fun way to help the students in the learning
and studying process. In addition, if the games include a reward
system that is a function of the learned school material, students
can actually end up putting a bigger effort on learning the material
in order to receive the reward. Additionally, games can be used
for training skills like problem resolution strategies, data interpre-
tation, problem analysis, ability to create mental representations of
abstract concepts, among others [2, 3].

Though most games have a strong visual component and have
been designed for sighted users, visually impaired children can
also benefit from playing such games to study the school material
or for vision rehabilitation purposes, such as orientation and mo-
bility training. Orientation and mobility can be defined as the abil-
ity to move independently, safely and efficiently from one place to
another. This includes the ability to cross streets independently, to
use public transportation, to go to work, school, or other places in-
dependently. In order to achieve independent mobility in adult life,
blind and low vision students need to develop some specific skills
that are taught and trained at orientation and mobility classes.

In order to understand if serious games can help blind children
and teenagers with their mobility skills, we have developed the
Audio Space Station. This is a serious game that was designed for

Figure 1: A blind youngster playing Audio Space Station.

visually impaired children and youngsters and that aims at train-
ing orientation and simple mobility skills (figure 1). The game
has three challenges that focus on training different skills. The
goal of the first challenge is to train sound localization in the az-
imuth, while the second challenge also includes elevation. In the
third challenge distance to the sound sources is also included. In
order to maintain the child motivated in playing, the difficulty of
the challenges adapts to the player’s performance and the game in-
cludes a reward system. The results from a usability test with blind
students, show that apart from training sound localization (orien-
tation) skills, the game can also be used for training body rotation
skills and to help blind youngsters to be more confident on moving
without assistance (from parents, teacher, friends, etc.).

The game uses 3D spatialized audio to create a virtual en-
vironment that the player can enjoy while training these skills.
The 3D sound is implemented with head-related transfer functions
(HRTF). The usability test showed that the players can correctly
localize the sounds created in this manner.

In section 2 we discuss educational and vision rehabilitation
games designed for visually impaired children. Section 3 describes
the game and its three challenges. It also describes the technical
details and how 3D spatialized sound is obtained. The tests are
discussed in section 4 and the conclusions in section 5.
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2. RELATED WORK

Even though serious games can be a very effective tool for learn-
ing and training skills, including orientation skills, most educa-
tional games are not accessible to blind children. In order to be ac-
cessible to visually impaired children, games must use non-visual
modalities, such as audio. In this section we discuss a few serious
games developed for developing cognitive or mobility skills of vi-
sually impaired children, that illustrate how audio can be used to
substitute the images and convey information to the users.

Sánchez and colleagues have developed a few educational games
for blind children that use audio for accessibility purposes. These
include the AudioDoom, Audiobattleship and AudioMUD [4, 5,
6]. AudioDoom includes a highly interactive acoustic environ-
ment obtained with 3D spatialized audio. The aim of the game
is to test the hypothesis that this type of environment can be used
to stimulate and reinforce some abilities of blind children, such as
spatial representation. Audiobattleship is a version of the classic
battleship game that was adapted to blind children. The game uses
spatialized sound to substitute the visual cues of the classic version
of the game. This game was developed to stimulate the cognitive
development of blind children using interaction with machine as
well as with other children. AudioMUD is a 3D virtual environ-
ment that instead of using spatialized sound, it uses speech to give
the user all information about the environment and navigation in-
structions.

There are also educational games designed for specific school
subjects. The Código Pitágoras is a math game that aims at moti-
vating blind students to learn and enjoy mathematics [7]. All the
features in the game are complemented with audio and the game
uses 2D audio to guide blind players while traveling in the game’s
maps. The game can be played individually by blind students but
sighted students can also play. Therefore, while it was designed
for blind students, this game also has graphics so as to be more
interesting to sighted students. This characteristic can be an incen-
tive for the collaboration of blind and sighted students and serve as
a means to help blind children to integrate better in their inclusive
classrooms and society.

AudioPuzzle and Terraformers are games accessible to blind
children that, while not educational, are worth mentioning because
they illustrate many different forms of using audio effectively to
give information to blind users [8, 9]. AudioPuzzle consists of
a musical puzzle in which the players use the Android’s haptic
screen to sort music pieces. Terraformers uses speech and 3D spa-
tialized audio in several features, such as in verbal hierarchical
menus, and to simulate an acoustic compass and a sonar.

As for orientation and mobility games, also only a few games
have been proposed in the literature. Blindfarm is a game that was
designed to help visually impaired children to memorize paths they
use in their daily life routines [10]. The game uses both the GPS
and the compass sensor and includes a feature that adults can use to
mark a path in the real world by placing virtual animals in specific
locations. The goal of the players is to follow the real path by
listening to the vocalizations of the virtual animals in stereo sound.
These sounds signal which direction the player should follow.

Other serious games and tools for orientation and mobility
have been developed by Sánchez and colleagues. These include
an outdoor navigation tool that uses the GPS of the Pocket PC to
estimate the user’s position and its sound to communicate with the
user [11], and an audio-haptic game in which the players have to
navigate in a virtual space while collecting objects [12]. The goal

of this game is to analyze the usability of an audio-haptic game
and its influence in orientation and mobility skills. The limita-
tion of this game is that even though the virtual world is three-
dimensional, the sound is not.

These orientation and mobility games lack the immersion needed
to train certain orientation and mobility skills. None of them uses
three-dimensional sound, which is of great importance given the
special condition of the target users. On the other hand the pro-
posed game, Audio Space Station, uses 3D spatialized sound to
train audio localization and body rotation skills.

Another game developed for blind users that uses 3D spatial-
ized sound and that can be used for orientation and mobility train-
ing is Demor [13]. This game requires the players to localize the
target sounds, and while the game was primarily designed for en-
tertainment, it can be used to train localization skills. Nonetheless,
we feel that the theme is not appropriate for children as it is a
shooting game. On the contrary, the Audio Space Station game
has a theme that is appropriate for all ages, and we were careful
not to use any kind of violence in the game. As it will be seen be-
low, users have to localize target sounds (sounds of alien insects or
a robot) and catch, photograph or follow them (there is no firearm
shooting in the game).

3. THE 3D AUDIO SPACE STATION GAME

The Audio Space Station was designed to train orientation and
simple mobility skills of visually impaired children and young-
sters. More specifically, the game aims at helping players to per-
form accurate sound localization and training other orientation con-
cepts that are taught and trained at orientation and mobility classes,
such as the use of landmarks and sound cues for navigation. In ad-
dition, the game can also be used to train simple body rotation
skills and to help the players to surpass their fear of moving in
unknown environments.

The game’s theme, which is science in a space shift, was cho-
sen with the purpose of having a theme adequate for a wide age
range. The game is about a scientist working in a space station,
who has to capture or photograph alive alien insects for posteri-
ori analysis, or follow a robot in a laboratory while avoiding some
(sonified) obstacles that lay in the room. The game includes three
challenges in which the player uses sound localization skills and
simple body rotation motion to control the game’s main character.
The challenges can be chosen in any order and can be played more
than once.

The game uses 3D spatialized audio to create a virtual en-
vironment that the player can enjoy while training these skills.
The 3D sound is implemented with head-related transfer functions
(HRTF).

3.1. Technical details

Since one of the goals of this game is to train simple body rotation
movements, we needed a mobile platform that can easily be used
while standing and moving. We also needed to be able to estimate
the orientation of the player and detect his/her movements, there-
fore we needed a platform with sensors that allow us to estimate
this information. In addition, we wanted the game to be acces-
sible to the general public and in particular to visually impaired
users. After consulting a blind person who regularly uses modern
technology, we realized that tablets and iPads can be harder to use
by visually impaired people due to their large screen size and the
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used layouts. For those reasons, we decided to develop the game
for Android smartphones.

We used the free version of Unity3D1 for developing the game.
While this is an audio game, which should be played without ac-
cess to the graphics, we opted to maintain a simple visual interface,
to allow the teachers or parents to monitor the player’s progress.

The only specific requirements of the game are that the smart-
phone must have a gyroscope, and users should wear a set of head-
phones. To correctly play the game, the players should always po-
sition the smartphone facing their faces (figure 1). Also, the users
should stand while playing the game because they will need to
freely rotate over themselves.

The gyroscope is used to input information about the player’s
rotation and spatial orientation into the game. This information is
used to control the main character, whose orientation depends on
the player’s orientation. More specifically, the player controls the
main character by rotating and moving the smartphone.

The headphones are required to give three-dimensional audio
feedback to the player, which can only be achieved with the repro-
duction of sounds through two channels, directly to the player’s
hears. We used OpenAL2 to produce 3D sounds with HRTFs.

3.2. 3D Spatialized Audio

The game uses verbal and non-verbal audio. The verbal audio is
used to give information to the player, such as instructions and
menu options. Non-speech audio is used to indicate the existence
and position of objects, insects, etc. All non-speech sounds consist
of 3D spatialized sounds.

In order to produce spatialized audio we can change the right
and left channel signals to simulate what happens in the real world.
The signals that reach our right and left ears are not exactly the
same and the brain uses their differences to determine the location
of the sound source. These differences can be for instance tem-
poral or in intensity (interaural differences). Yet, when using only
interaural differences, our brain cannot unambiguously determine
the exact direction of a sound source (unless we move our head
and hear the sound again).

There are other cues that the brain uses. In particular, sound
is modified by the head, torso and pinnae, and our brain uses this
direction-dependent acoustic filtering of the sound waves to unam-
biguously determine the sound’s direction. HRTFs can be used to
reproduce this direction-dependent acoustic filtering. By changing
the left and right channel signal with HRTFs, we obtain a pair of
signals that when heard simultaneously (at the left and right ear)
produce the perception of 3D spatialized sound.

The Audio Space Station game uses HRTFs to produce 3D
spatialized audio. In a preliminary test with visually impaired stu-
dents from an inclusive school, we compared the sounds obtained
with Unity3D’s audio engine with sounds produced with HRTFs.
In this test we used two sounds: one obtained with Unity3D’s au-
dio engine and the other with OpenAL’s HRTFs. Then we asked
the subjects to localize the sounds. The goal of this simple test
was to determine if Unity3D’s sounds are good enough for 3D lo-
calization or if we required a more complex technique, like using
HRTFs, to process the sounds.

The results clearly demonstrated that the techniques used by
Unity3D’s sound engine are not capable of conveying proper lo-
calization cues, which is due to the fact that Unity3D simply uses

1http://unity3d.com/
2http://openal.org/

sound intensity panning. Unlike HRTFs, sound panning does not
allow our brain to distinguish sounds coming from opposite sides
(front versus back, etc.), which leads to confusion and very poor
performance on a game such as this.

3.3. The Orientation Audio Challenges

Being a virtual reality audio game, the player controls the main
character in a first-person perspective, similarly to what happens
in Terraformers or any first-person shooter [9, 14]. The players
listen and move just like the character would, which contributes
to the game’s immersive and engaging qualities. Since the game
aims at training body rotation movements, the players do not have
to walk but they need to rotate over themselves holding the device
with the screen facing their faces or chest. This way, they are able
to move in the game’s virtual environment.

Since the game is designed for visually impaired users, it con-
sists of an audio game and it is supposed be played without seeing
the graphics. All information is output as audio (speech and 3D
spatialized audio) and vibrations of the device. The players can
interact with the game and control the main character by touch-
ing the screen and moving the device. In order to keep track of
the users orientation, the game uses information from the device’s
gyroscope.

In each of the three challenges, the players have to heavily use
their hearing. The first challenge, called Cockroach Hunt, takes
place in one of the spaceship’s rooms. Here, the players have to
capture some alien roaches that escaped from the science labora-
tory. In this challenge, the main character is standing in the middle
of the room and hears the alien insects around him/her. The sounds
of the roaches are static 3D spatialized sounds, that is, the insects
are standing somewhere in the lab. Also the roaches appear in turn
in the virtual environment, that is, at a time the players hear only
one roach.

The players must locate the roaches, that is, they must esti-
mate their 3D direction, and then they must capture them. To
achieve this, the players should turn around themselves (holding
the smartphone in front of them) until they hear the roach right in
front of them. Once they are facing a roach, they can capture it by
touching the device’s screen. This action is followed by a sound
representing a capturing gadget in action, and a sound suggesting
that the insect was caught, in case of success. If the player takes
too long to capture the roach, the insect escapes. To indicate this,
the device vibrates and the players hear the roach running out of
the room. Since this is an audio game, we need all these sounds
(like the sound from the capturing gadget, the sound of the roach
being captured, etc.) to give feedback to the player about what is
happening in the game.

The second challenge, which we called Space Bees, is very
similar to the first challenge. Again, the player has to locate and
turn towards alien insects, which here are alien bees, but in this
challenge the creatures are not static. Instead, they are flying around
the character, while describing a sinusoidal motion (flying up and
down). In this challenge the players have to photograph the bees as
fast as they can, for documentation purposes. Once the insects are
photographed they disappear. Also, after a short period the insects
that were not photographed disappear. Again the main character
is standing in the middle of the room and there is only one insect
present in the lab at each moment. Like before, the players have to
use their hearing sense to localize the sound sources (the bees) and
rotate over themselves to face the insects in order to photograph
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Figure 2: A scene from the third challenge.

Figure 3: A scene from the third challenge in the user’s perspec-
tive.

them (by touching the device’s screen).
In the third challenge, the Sound Path challenge, the sounds

have still another dimension: distance. In this challenge, the player
navigates in a virtual room to follow a robot. When the challenge
starts, the player will hear the sound of the robot, which is standing
in a random initial position in the room. The player must navigate
towards the robot. Once the player gets there, the robot will navi-
gate to another position. The process is then repeated: the player
hears the robot’s sound and has to follow it again. the challenge
ends when the player reaches the robot three times. (While this
number is fixed, it can easily be configured.)

In order to navigate and reach the robot in the virtual room,
the main character can walk. As before, the player can rotate the
device to make the main character turn around, but here the player
can also make the main character walk by touching the screen (the
player does not need to walk in the real world).

In order to increase the difficulty of the challenge, there may
also be some obstacles in the room that the main character must
avoid. All obstacles produce sound, so that it is possible to locate
and identify them in the audio virtual environment. More specif-
ically, in this challenge the player can choose to enter one of two
labs: In the first lab there are no obstacles and the player only
needs to follow the robot. In contrast, the second lab has some
obstacles: a dog, which is barking and therefore can be identi-
fied and localized, and a bee from the Space Bees challenge. The
player must localize them and make the main character avoid them
while he/she is following the robot. While these obstacles do not
move, their positions are random.

As an example, figure 2 shows a scene from the third chal-
lenge. (Note that the graphics are not used to play the game, these
can be used by the teachers or parents just to help the child if
needed.) Here the player (the thin cylinder) has to follow a robot
(the large cylinder) while avoiding obstacles in the room (the two
parallelepipeds). Figure 3 shows the user’s perspective for the
same scene. In this scene the user will hear the sound of the robot,
which is represented by the fat cylinder in the figure, coming from
the front-left.

To give players feedback on when the main character is walk-
ing, the sound of footsteps is reproduced whenever the main char-
acter is in walking mode. Note that there are three types of floor in
the Sound Path challenge room (figure 2). The sound of the foot-
steps varies according to the flooring so that the player can better
identify in which region of the room he/she is.

3.4. The reward system

The reward system was implemented to motivate the players to
play often. The targeted orientation and mobility skills can im-
prove better with repetitive training. Therefore we wanted the
players to feel motivated to play frequently. In order to increase
their motivation to play, we added a reward system to the game.
This reward system consists of a score that increases when the
player manages to capture or photograph insects (in the Cockroach
Hunt and Space Bees challenges, respectively).

Before the proposed version of this game was ready, we run
a preliminary test with blind and low vision students in an inclu-
sive school to ascertain if blind and low vision students enjoyed
the game and if it had any compromising faults [16]. In order to
catch/photograph as many insects as possible, one of the students
who participated in that study adopted a technique that consisted of
touching the screen repeatedly and quickly (even before he could
hear the insect) while moving the phone around. The student was
so eager to catch/photograph the insects quickly that he did not pay
the necessary attention to the sounds.

That type of behavior is not desirable (it would be preferable
that the student would have payed more attention to the sounds to
make more correct localization estimations, even when that means
taking a bit longer to do it). In response to this behavior, we
adapted the scoring system and added the adaptive difficulty mech-
anism described in section 3.5, which do not favor the type of be-
havior shown by this subject. In more detail, the score can decrease
when the player is not able to capture/photograph an insect; if the
player touches the screen to catch/photograph an insect and misses
the target, the score will decrease.

3.5. Adaptive difficulty

The two first challenges, that is, the Cockroach Hunt and the Space
Bees, have background noises to increase their difficulty. The in-
tensity of these noises depends on the difficulty level of the chal-
lenges: the higher the difficulty, the louder these noises become.
Another parameter that depends on the difficulty level of these two
challenges is the time the scientist has to capture each insect, that
is, the time the insects remain in the room before they disappear:
the higher the difficulty level, the less time the insects remain in
the room. Finally, as the difficulty increases, the intensity of the
sounds decreases, as if the insects were further away from the
player, which makes the localization of the insects a little harder.
All these three parameters (background sound level, the time to
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Figure 4: Adaptive difficulty rules for the training mode.

catch the insects and sound intensity) have minimum and maxi-
mum values, so as to prevent that the game becomes impossible to
play.

The two first challenges have two distinct game modes. One
for competition and one for training. In the competition mode, the
challenges contain a fixed number of insects, nc and nb, for the
Cockroach Hunt and Space Bees respectively. The difficulty level
of the challenges increases as a linear function on the number of
creatures that have appeared so far. In this game mode the player
never really loses, but the final score reflects the player’s degree of
success.

As opposed to the competition mode, the training mode does
not have a maximum number of creatures. The number of insects
that appear in the room depends on the player’s performance. Ba-
sically, the player is allowed to let escape up to three creatures.
When the third one escapes the challenge stops running.

In this mode the player’s performance also defines the diffi-
culty level. This mode uses adaptive difficulty, that is, the difficulty
increases or decreases depending on the player’s performance. If
the player has a very good performance, the difficulty increases.
On the other hand, if the player is struggling to succeed, the dif-
ficulty will decrease. By adapting the difficulty to the player’s
performance, the game allows the player to learn and improve at
his/her own pace and according to his/her abilities.

The adaptive difficulty function is illustrated in figure 4 and
follows the same difficulty-adaptation scheme suggested in [15].
The figure shows that the difficulty increases when the player’s
performance falls in the left lower square, that is when the child
takes less than t1 seconds to catch or photograph the insects, and
misses less than a1 insects (in other words, the child shows good
performance, she is fast and precise on localizing the sounds). The
difficulty does not change (region with = in the figure) when (a)
the player is fast but not very precise (that is, the time, t, to localize
the sound is less than t1 seconds but the number of missed insects,
a, is between a1 and a2), (b) when the player is precise in localiz-
ing the sounds but takes a bit longer to do it (that is, a ≤ a1 and
t1 < t ≤ t2 seconds), or (c) when the performance is not great but
also not too weak (t1 < t ≤ t2 and a1 < a ≤ a2). Finally, the
difficulty decreases when the player takes to long to localize the
sounds (t2 < t) or misses many of them (a2 < a).

The parameters t1, t2, a1 and a2 can be easily reconfigured
and have different values for the two challenges:

t1 = 3, t2 = 6, a1 = 2 and a2 = 4, for the Cockroach Hunt
challenge, and
t1 = 4, t2 = 7, a1 = 3 and a2 = 5, for the Space Bees challenge.

3.6. Game menus

One of our major concerns when designing this game was to make
it fully accessible to visually impaired children. It is important that
blind players can use the game independently and without great
effort or frustrating moments. For this end, the game uses sound,
text-to-speech technologies and menus that allow players to navi-
gate between game modes and levels according to their own pref-
erence. The user interaction techniques and the mechanics of the
game menus were carefully designed so that these are suited to
blind users.

First of all, as the players are visually limited, the game menu
entries are spoken. The menu entries were recorded and the sound
was modified to fit the game theme. As the players navigates
between options, the corresponding sound of the menu option is
played. The navigation (switching menu options) is achieved by
simply sliding a finger on the device’s screen, either to the left or
to the right. The menu can be mentally visualized as a cylinder
with the multiple options written on its surface. The sliding action
would make the cylinder rotate on its vertical axis.

4. TESTS WITH BLIND AND LOW VISION USERS

We have run a usability test with visually impaired students in an
inclusive school3. The goal of the test was to determine how the
students reacted to the game and to observe the impact it had on
their localization and mobility skills. Only the first and second
challenges were tested.

Six blind and low vision students (one girl and five boys with
ages between 11 and 14 years old) participated in the test. All
students had severe visual impairments: four were blind and two
had low vision. The two students with low vision (students num-
ber 1 and 4) played the game without seeing any graphics. Other
identified problems of the students were: Bardet-Biedl syndrome
(student number 1), cerebral palsy (student number 2) and hyper-
activity (student number 6). Four of the students had independent
mobility (that is, they walked independently), while two of them
were dependent on the help of a friend or teacher (students number
2 and 3), that is, they held someone’s arm while walking.

4.1. Protocol

During this test, the students played the Cockroach Hunt and Space
Bees challenges in a mobile phone and wearing headphones (fig-
ure 1). The test was done indoors, in a spacious school office
where the students had space to move around without constantly
bumping into objects (this indoor space is shown in figure 1). Since
the tests were performed during the school breaks, there was back-
ground noise from children playing in the school playground that
could be heard in the office.

In order to understand if the results improved, each student
played the game on four different days during two or three weeks.
On each day, they played each challenge once in the competition
mode (there were 15 insects for each trial). There was an excep-
tion of one student who played the game four times on three days

3Inclusive schools are schools where special needs children are inte-
grated in the same classrooms as regular children.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: CockRoach Hunt challenge. Results from the four trials
of all students: (a) total number of caught static roaches and (b)
total number of missed attempts.

because he missed school several days during the trials. On the last
day of the test, this student played the game once in the morning
school break and another time at lunch break.

Before starting the test on the first day, we explained the stu-
dents how to interact with the game. They were also told that
they had to hold the phone in front of them and that to capture
the insects they had to turn themselves along with the phone. As
suggested by a blind adult, in order to avoid having unexpected re-
actions to the sounds, the students also heard all the sounds before
starting the actual test.

In order to overcome any initial difficulties and to verify that
the students held the phone properly and could interact with the
game in the expected manner, there was a training period before
the first two trials (two days). The training consisted on playing
the challenges until the students were able to capture five insects.
After that, most of the students adapted quite quickly to the game
and needed little or no further instructions. There was an exception
of a student who needed extra help and further training: this was
the blind student with cerebral palsy.

After the last trial, the students answered a small set of ques-
tions about their personal opinion on the game, difficulties felt, etc.
While the test was run by the authors, there was a special educa-
tion teacher present in the office during all the trials. After the test,
she also gave us very valuable feedback.

4.2. Results

We observed that there was a learning pattern in the two chal-
lenges. Some students showed very good results, that is, a high
number of caught insects, on all four trials, but others showed a
clear improvement from the first trial to the latter trials. Figures 5.a

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Space Bees challenge. Results from the four trials of
all students: (a) total number of photographed flying bees and (c)
total number of missed attempts.

and 6.a show the number of caught/photographed insects for each
student in all four trials. Note that since there are 15 insects in
each trial (and for each challenge), if the student is able to catch
x insects, it means that 15 − x insects are able to escape, which
happens when the student takes too long to catch the insects. As
it can be observed, the students who did not catch many insects on
the first day showed improvements on the remaining three trials.
More precisely, students 2 and 3 can only catch 6 and 8 roaches in
the first trial, but those numbers increase to 10 and 11 in the last
trial. The same observation can be made for the bees challenge:
students 2 and 3 had the poorest results on the first trial but were
able to improve in subsequent trials.

Interestingly, students 2 and 3 are the two students with depen-
dent mobility, which suggests that since they were used to depend
on a friend to move, either at the beginning of the test they were
not so confident on turning around by themselves to catch the in-
sects or they were also used to rely on a friend or adult to do the
localization for them. Either way, the results show that the game
can help the children with dependent mobility to gain more confi-
dence on moving by themselves without the need to hold a friend’s
arm.

Another observation is that the students improved their lo-
calization estimation and/or their confidence on their estimations.
Figures 5.b and 6.b show the missing attempts to catch/photograph
the insects. When an insect appears, the players can make several
attempts to catch it before they actually manage to catch it or be-
fore the insect disappears. As it can be observed, in average, the
number of missed attempts decreased from the first day to subse-
quent days (especially in the roaches challenge). This shows that
the localization estimations improved.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Average time spent to catch or photograph the insects.
Each bar indicates the average time spent by one student (a) to
catch all roaches or (b) to photograph all bees in one trial.

Although one could expect that the time to catch or photo-
graph the insects would decrease with adaptation to the game, that
was not observed. As shown in figures 7.a and b, while for some
students that time decreases, for others that time can even increase.

We observed that as students learned how to play with confi-
dence, they tried to obtain higher scores. The time to catch or pho-
tograph the insects has no effect on the score, provided the insects
do not escape (i.e., disappear from the room). On the contrary, if
the students miss the insects, that is if they try to target them by
touching the screen and fail the target, the score decreases. There-
fore, in order to obtain higher scores, the students paid more atten-
tion to the sounds and risked less often, even if that means taking a
bit longer to catch the insects. They attempted to catch/photograph
the insect only when they were sure they would not miss the tar-
get, that is, when they had a high degree of confidence on their
estimation of the insects’ location.

We also concluded that the game has impact on the players
motor coordination skills. In order to rotate in the virtual environ-
ment, the game requires that the players rotate (turn) around them-
selves. We observed that on the first day of the trials, the blind
participants tended to rotate the upper body, or moved only their
arms and phone, keeping the feet static on the ground. The special
education teacher who attended the tests concluded that this behav-
ior was probably caused by the students’ lack of security regard-
ing the surrounding environment. Low vision participants did not
show this behavior as pronounced as blind participants. On sub-
sequent days, this behavior was less pronounced or disappeared.
This shows that the game can have a positive impact in such motor
coordination details.

All of the students who participated in the test enjoyed the

game, were interested in playing it further and acquiring it to their
mobile phones. Even subject number 2, who was the student with
more difficulties had fun playing the game.

Some of the students (including student number 2) were so
immerse in the game that even gave a few steps in the room trying
to get closer to the insects (even though this type of movement
was not necessary). While some of these students were dependent
on other students to support them while walking, the game made
them to forget about their limitations and compelled them to move
freely in the room. The special education teacher who watched
the test commented that she noticed many improvements on the
mobility of the players while they were playing but that once they
returned to their normal routines, the mobility inhibition returned.
This suggests that playing the game further may have benefits on
the students’ independent mobility.

While most trials were done with only one student present in
the room, there were a few trials in which students 5 and 6 were
both in the room. We noticed a high competitiveness between the
two, as both wanted to obtain the higher scores. For these two
students, competitiveness was an important factor in the test, as
the higher scores were obtained in the trials in which both students
were together in the room.

The three-dimensional sonification of the game was also im-
plicitly tested and approved by all subjects. The results from the
Cockroach Hunt challenge showed that the sounds are easily lo-
cated in the horizontal plane. On the other hand, the results from
the Space Bees challenge show that the movements of the sound
source on both horizontal and vertical plane are also easily notice-
able.

5. CONCLUSION

In order to understand if the use of a well designed serious game
can help blind children with their mobility skills, we have devel-
oped a vision rehabilitation game, the Audio Space Station, that
uses 3D spatialized sound to create a virtual environment to train
orientation and mobility skills of visually impaired children and
youngsters. The game aims at training audio localization skills,
simple body rotation motion, and helping the users with concepts
that are usually covered at orientation and mobility classes. In ad-
dition, the game’s entertaining characteristics have proven to help
users on surpassing self-confidence problems commonly felt by
blind children.

The audio virtual environment was created using 3D spatial-
ized sound. We used HRTFs for this end. Using the HRTFs we
were able to create a realistic virtual 3D sound environment, with
which the user can interact by localizing sounds. The game was
designed for smartphones and is characterized by its immersive-
ness and ease of use. To interact with the game, the user has only
to rotate him/herself along with the phone, and touch the screen.

The game was especially designed for visually impaired chil-
dren and teenagers, and therefore it can (and should) be played
without seeing the graphics. Blind and low vision users can play
the game without any help from sighted people, nonetheless, for
convenience of the teacher or other sighted person who might be
accompanying the user, the game has very simple graphics.

Some important characteristics of the game are the adaptive
difficulty and reward system. The objective of these two charac-
teristics is to maintain the players interested in the game without
getting frustrated (when the difficulty is too high for them) or find-
ing the game tedious (when the difficulty is too low).
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In a usability test with visually impaired students, we observed
that the students enjoyed the game and understood how to play it
quite quickly. We also observed the immediate impact of the game
in the motor coordination of the participants and their self con-
fidence on moving freely in the room: Some participants had a
very noticeable evolution on the movements they made, starting
by turning around while keeping their feet static on the ground, to
moving freely in the room without fear of the unknown surround-
ings. This shows that access to these activities can have a positive
impact in this type of motor coordination abilities and self confi-
dence of the users, especially for blind users without independent
mobility.

We also observed an improvement on the localization skills of
the participants. While on average, they made several missed at-
tempts to catch the insects on the first trial of the game, on subse-
quent trials, they were able to catch the insects on the first attempt
much more often.

As future work, we plan on having another challenge that re-
quires the players to actually walk a few steps. According to the
opinion of teachers of special needs children, this type of challenge
would be very useful to help the children loose the fear of moving
in unknown spaces and also to help those who do not like to use the
cane on feeling more motivated to use it (as it would allow them
to more easily walk those few steps needed in the challenge.)
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the implementation of a recently introduced
parallel graphic equalizer (PGE) in a heterogeneous way. The con-
trol and audio signal processing parts of the PGE are distributed to
a PC and to a signal processor, of WaveCore architecture, respec-
tively. This arrangement is particularly suited to the algorithm in
question, benefiting from the low-latency characteristics of the au-
dio signal processor as well as general purpose computing power
for the more demanding filter coefficient computation. The design
is achieved cleanly in a high-level language called Kronos, which
we have adapted for the purposes of heterogeneous code genera-
tion from a uniform program source.

1. INTRODUCTION

The graphic equalizer is a signal processor with a variety of pur-
poses, ranging from tonal correction of rooms and transducers to
sound design and mastering [1]. One of the key benefits of the
design is the immediate correspondence of user interface and fre-
quency response. The quality and precision of this correspondence
is key to a successful graphic equalizer design. In addition, many
of its applications require low-latency processing—such as tonal
correction of a loudspeaker system in a live situation.

In the subsequent sections, we present a recent parallel graphic
equalizer design and show how to adapt it to a heterogeneous sys-
tem of a PC and a WaveCore signal processor, utilizing a high-level
programming language called Kronos. Kronos and WaveCore share
a declarative programming methodology, greatly facilitating code
generation. In addition, the signal rate factorization capabilities
of Kronos are directly applicable to the problem of heterogeneous
code generation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, Background,
we discuss the history and state of art of the three central themes
of this research: graphic equalization, dedicated signal proces-
sors, and musical programming languages. Section 3, Method-
ology, presents our equalization algorithm as well as describes the

∗ This work was supported by the Emil Aaltonen Foundation.

dedicated signal processor hardware, WaveCore, this research is
founded on. The high-level programming method, Kronos, is also
presented. Section 4 details the results of this work, discussing the
aspects specific to heterogeneous computing and the adaptation of
the equalizer algorithm to WaveCore, as well as avenues for future
research. Section 5 concludes the article.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Graphic Equalization

There are two types of equalizers, parametric and graphic ones
[1]. In a parametric equalizer the user has access to the gain, cen-
ter frequency, and bandwidth of the filter. A graphic equalizer can
be composed of several parametric equalizers or other similar fil-
ters, but their center frequencies and bandwidths are fixed. In the
graphic equalizer, the user only controls each band gain by using
a set of sliders, which form approximately the desired magnitude
response [1, 2, 3, 4]. The band gains are usually called ’command
gains’. The main challenge in designing a graphic equalizer is the
interaction of neighboring band filters. Problems arise when to
adjacent command gains have a large difference.

In this work we implement one of the recent graphic equaliz-
ers, which solves the interaction problem by optimizing the param-
eters with a least-squares technique [4]. For processing the input
signal, this graphic equalizer uses the parallel IIR filter structure,
which is well suited to parallel computing [5].

2.2. Musical DSP Chips

Digital Signal Processing for music applications is usually based
on a sound production model. In general, the nature and complex-
ity of the application of such a model is directly related to the
available computational capacity within the constrained bound-
aries of cost and technological state of the art. The nature of a
sound production model can roughly be divided into three areas
[6][7]. (1) Digitized analog models. The origin of these models
are usually analog electronics which are mimicked by discrete-
time models, e.g. discrete time models of analog stomp-box gui-
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tar effects [8]. The required computational capacity for this class
of production models is usually modest. The sampling rates are
usually relatively low, and depend on the amount of non-linearity
in the applied models (e.g. amp models) (2) Digital WaveGuide
(DWG). DWG models are often abstract representations of physi-
cal/acoustical phenomena. An examples is DWG based reverbera-
tion [9].(3) Physical Modeling. This class of modeling is based
on detailed aspects (e.g. geometry, material, etc.) of physical
sound production devices [6]. The associated modeling is often
based on multi-dimensional wave equations and often requires a
vast amount of computational capacity.

2.2.1. Relevant processor technologies

DSP in embedded musical applications is predominantly imple-
mented with dedicated DSP processor chips. These chips are op-
timized to cost and energy effectiveness. These DSP chips are
usually programmed within a C-based development methodology.
However, the inherent parallelism within these processors can of-
ten only be addressed with processor dependent compiler ”intrin-
sics” which makes it often difficult to port existing application
code to different chips. Likewise, the learning curve to program
these devices is often steep. DSP processor chips are widely ap-
plied for digitized analog modeling and/or digital waveguide. Un-
like the often data-flow oriented nature of the application, the pro-
gramming methodology is merely imperatively, which conceptu-
ally adds an extra complexity dimension. Digital Audio Work-
station (DAW) are software applications, mostly running on PC
platforms. A wide variety of sound production models are im-
plemented with this technology. Development environments for
DAW are merely C-based. However, also declarative program-
ming methodologies, like Faust [10], are applied within this do-
main. Typically, keeping the processing latency within acceptable
limits is challenging within PC based real-time audio processing
systems.

We mentioned that detailed physical modeling (i.e. based on
finite difference modeling) requires a vast amount of computa-
tional capacity. Both General Purpose Processors (GPP) and DSP
chips cannot deliver the required computational capacity neces-
sary for detailed real-time physical modeling. Moreover, a large
physical model may need to be partitioned over several GPP cores
when the application is required to be mapped on a PC based com-
puter platform. Given these problems, different processor tech-
nologies such as GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on Graph-
ics Processing Units) or FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)
are applied. The associated programming methodologies are usu-
ally data-flow oriented and hence link more naturally to a declar-
ative or functional programming style rather than an imperative
C-based programming environment.

2.2.2. Implications of the multi-core era

The advance of semiconductor technologies, related to Moore’s
law, has a huge impact on the evolution of processor technolo-
gies (GPP, GPU, FPGA, DSP). Most dominantly, the energy- ILP-
(Instruction Level Parallelism) and memory walls have driven the
processor evolution into the ”multi-core” era [11]. Multi-core has
a huge impact on programming methodologies, linked to scala-
bility (number of processor cores). In particular, the imperatively
based programming methodologies and associated multi-core pro-
cessors (e.g. DSP, GPP) are faced with a big challenge. Paral-

lelism needs to be extracted from the imperatively described al-
gorithm and subsequently partitioned and mapped on a multi-core
processor. On the contrary data-flow oriented declarative program-
ming styles, associated to GPGPU or FPGA are naturally scalable
and are inherently ”Moore-proof” to a larger extend. This is ex-
actly the reason why GPUs and FPGAs are gaining attention as
processing platforms for scalable and computational intensive al-
gorithms like detailed physical modeling. An FPGA is basically
a fabric of primitive programmable logic functions and embed-
ded memories which can be connected in an almost arbitrary way.
This means that a non-configured FPGA can be seen as an un-
defined chip. Therefore, designing an FPGA based application
implies that the configurable circuitry of the FPGA (i.e. the ”soft-
core”) needs to be developed in a Hardware Description Language
(HDL). This softcore development in itself often is a costly process
which is partially caused by the abstraction level of commonly ap-
plied HDL methodologies (e.g. VHDL). Emerging methodologies,
based on mathematical modeling using functional languages [12]
are intended to raise the abstraction level and hence shorten the
development cycle of softcores. On top of softcore development,
the HW/SW interface and the software part needs to be developed.
This makes FPGA design a multi-disciplinary task which requires
both HW and SW engineering skills.

2.3. Programming Signal Processors

2.3.1. Programming for DSP Chips

Perhaps the most utilized method of programming signal proces-
sors is via low-level languages such as C or the native assembly
language of the target chip. Libraries of typical signal processing
primitives (such as digital filters, delay lines and signal transforms)
are offered by chip vendors and third parties alike. This approach
is relatively straightforward and tends to result in efficient utiliza-
tion of the hardware, as long as the algorithms being implemented
can be expressed in terms of typical primitives.

When the algorithm in question is more complicated, the tra-
ditional method of low level programming is no longer quite as at-
tractive. Implementation of novel processing primitives typically
requires a high level of expertise on both the algorithm and the
hardware in question, and the resulting work is tightly coupled
with a specific architecture. These factors make signal processing
code averse to being portable.

2.3.2. High-Level DSP Languages

Several approaches exist for programming signal processors with-
out a high level of C or Assembly expertise. National Instruments
LabVIEW [13] is a graphical interface to the G language, which is
based on data flow, similar to our methodology. However, the Lab-
VIEW system is proprietary and opaque, so utilization of custom
hardware like the WaveCore is not easily achievable.

Another commercial DSP design methodology is based on
MathWorks’ MatLab and SimuLink (e.g. [14]). SimuLink sup-
ports generation of C code or direct synthesis of signal processing
cores via a hardware description language. These approaches are
focused on multi-domain simulation and are likely too elaborate
for design and application of musical signal processors.

The advantage of our proposed method is in its domain-specificity;
as both Kronos and WaveCore are specifically designed for musi-
cal signal processing, several assumptions can greatly simplify the
task for automatic heterogeneous code generation. In the present
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study, we utilize a straightforward clock domain mapping for code
factorization – discussed further in Section 3.3.2.

2.3.3. Musical Programming Languages

Musical Programming Languages are a topic of active research.
The present study is based on our Kronos programming language
[15]. This section offers a brief overview of influential design
paradigms and language implementations specific to musical sig-
nal processing.

The most widely adopted paradigm for musical signal process-
ing is the unit generator concept [16, pp. 787–810]. The ugen con-
cept was solidified by the MUSICn family, of which CSound [17]
is the contemporary example. Pure Data [18] and SuperCollider
[19] are important developments of the concept. Ugen program-
ming is declarative by nature. The programming task focuses on
signal flow and topology, rather than the chronological ordering of
program statements.

Ugen languages can be criticized for their lack of higher level
program constructs. Especially graphical front ends such as Pure
Data [18] – an example of a very successful implementation –
make it quite difficult to express data types, control flow or pro-
gram composition, all of which enhance programmer productivity.

Several attempts have been made to address this problem. CLM
[20] attempts to merge the ugen concept with Common Lisp [21],
an acclaimed high-level language. Since making high-level signal
processing programs efficient is difficult, CLM delimits signal pro-
cessors to a certain subset of Common Lisp and transcompiles that
to C. The resulting programming paradigm is a mixture of styles,
featuring a C-like programming style with Common Lisp syntax.

SuperCollider [19] is a more actively developed idea in the
same vein. SuperCollider is influenced by SmallTalk (e.g. [22]),
and integrates ugens built in the more performant C language. As
a result, SuperCollider programs are tied with the implementation
of the run time library, and the actual signal processors are opaque
to the user.

Faust [23] attempts to address signal processing in a functional
high-level idiom. Faust features an expressive block diagram com-
position system capable of succinctly describing many typical sig-
nal flows. Faust transcompiles to C, with recent work aimed to-
wards direct compilation using the LLVM [24] framework.

Kronos [15] is the language used and adapted for the present
study. Influenced by Faust, it offers a functional signal processing
paradigm, enhancing it with advanced metaprogramming capabil-
ities, automatic factorization and an advanced compiler pipeline
[25]. Kronos makes use of LLVM [24] for native code generation.
For the purposes of the present study, an experimental WaveCore
code generator has been developed, along with facilities for het-
erogeneous compilation of a uniform source program for several
distinct hardware targets.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Graphic EQ Algorithm

In this work we implement a recently developed parallel graphic
equalizer [4]. The filter itself is a parallel IIR structure in which
each filter block has a special second-order transfer function: a
second-order denominator transfer function but a first-order nu-
merator transfer function. Additionally, there is a direct path with
a real weight from the input to the output.

The poles of the graphic equalizer are set in advance at pre-
designed frequencies determined by the frequency resolution of
the graphic equalizer. For example, when a third-octave graphic
equalizer is designed, the poles go at 31 standard frequencies be-
tween 20 Hz and 20 kHz (20 Hz, 25 Hz, 31.5 Hz, 40 Hz etc.). To
obtain high accuracy, additional poles are assigned at 10 Hz and
between each standard center frequency, so that there will be al-
together 62 poles. The pole radii as chosen so that the magnitude
responses associated with neighboring poles meet at their −3 dB
points. All of this is done off-line before running the filter. The
mathematics related to this design are detailed in [4].

During real-time operation, the user can adjust the command
gains of the graphic EQ. To achieve a great accuracy, this EQ de-
sign uses least-squares optimization to adjust the numerator (feed-
forward) coefficients, two per pole. This is similar to FIR filter
design and only requires a matrix operation. However, the non-
negative weighting function is needed to ensure that attenuation is
implemented correctly. As a result, every time a command gain is
changed, the matrix inversion needs to be executed and all feed-
forward coefficients of the graphic EQ updated [4].

3.2. WaveCore – a High Performance Audio DSP Core

WaveCore is a programmable many-core processor which is op-
timized to real-time acoustical and physical modeling. This pro-
cessor concept aims to address the scalability problem which is
described in section 2.2.2. Target applications are all the sound-
production models which are mentioned in section 2.2. Classical
”digitized analog”, and digital waveguide modeling with ultra-low
latency using WaveCore has been published in [26]. A recently
carried out feasibility analysis on the usability of WaveCore for
real-time physical modeling of musical instruments using finite-
difference time-domain techniques has yielded promising results
[27].

3.2.1. Programming Model

The WaveCore processor can be programmed by means of a de-
scription of a data-flow graph. Such a graph consists of one or
more processes, that are interconnected by means of edges. The
data-elements (i.e. tokens) that are carried over the edges consist
of one or more Primitive Token Element (PTE, a floating point
number). All processes in the graph are periodically executed (i.e.
fired) explicitly by a centralized scheduler, where multi-rate ex-
ecution is fully supported. When a process is fired, it consumes
one token per inbound edge and produces one token per outbound
edge. A process may be composed by one or more process par-
titions (WPP). Ultimately each process consists of a number of
interconnected Primitive Actors (PA). The PA has at most two in-
bound edges and as such consumes at most two PTEs x1 and x2
when the PA is fired. The PA produces one PTE yn+λ when it is
fired through an optional delay-line.

The programming model supports a limited set of different
PAs. A few examples are: (1) C-type PA: yn+1 = p, (2) MAD-
type PA: yn+λ = p · xn1 + xn2 , (3) ADD-type PA: yn+λ = xn1 +
xn2 (4) MUL-type PA: yn+λ = xn1 .x

n
2 , and (5) AMP-type PA:

yn+λ = p.xn1 .
This data-flow oriented programming model enables a declar-

ative way of implementing a wide variety of signal processing
algorithms, like flanger, wah-wah, reverberation, EQ, etc. [26].
The declarative nature of the programming methodology enables
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a straightforward mapping to functional languages like Kronos, as
we will outline in Section 3.3.

WP1 WPP2
E1

E2

E3

E4

E2

WPP1.a

WPP1.b

Scheduler
Es1

Es2

Figure 1: Data-flow oriented WaveCore programming model.

3.2.2. Processor Architecture

The WaveCore processor consists of a scalable cluster of Process-
ing Units (PU). Each PU embodies a small Reduced Instruction-
Set Computer (RISC). The instruction set of the PU is fully opti-
mized to the execution of a group of PAs (WPP) where each PA
is mapped on a single instruction. The PU can be classified as
a pipelined Harvard processor (instructions and operands are lo-
cated in separate memories). This implies that the PU is capable
of executing one PA per clock cycle. The heart of the PU is a sin-
gle precision floating-point ALU which supports basic arithmetic
operations such as add, subtract, multiply, multiply/add, divide,
compare, etc. Next to the instruction pipeline the PU is equipped
with a DMA controller, called Load/Store Unit (LSU). This LSU
is loosely coupled to the processor pipeline and is responsible for
moving token data and/or delay-line data between external mem-
ory and the processor pipeline. An on-chip network, called Graph
Partition Network (GPN) connects all PUs.

The WaveCore compiler automatically partitions and maps a
WaveCore process onto the processor hardware. Each WPP is
scheduled and mapped on a PU, and the connections between the
WPPs are mapped on the GPN. The compiler also takes care of
external memory allocation and as such maps all tokens and delay-
lines on the LSU parts of the associated PUs.
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Figure 2: WaveCore processor on Atlys FPGA board.

The WaveCore processor is implemented as a soft-core in a
Hardware Description Language (HDL). We have integrated a core
instance with 6 PUs in System-on-Chip which subsequently is
mapped on a Xilinx Spartan6 LX45 device on the Digilent Atlys
development board. The block diagram of this development board
and FPGA is depicted in fig. 2. The PU cluster can be initial-
ized (i.e. loading a compiled WaveCore program to the embedded
instruction memories within the PU cluster) by means of en exter-
nally connected host computer through the USB interface. Run-
time control (i.e. run-time modification of control-tokens) is pos-
sible through the same USB interface, which also has full access to
the external DDR2 memory on the board. The board contains an
AC97 compliant audio codec chip (stereo audio DAC and ADC).
This codec is enabled to stream autonomously into/from the DDR
memory. The WaveCore processor cluster itself, which is capa-
ble of executing a process graph with up to 12288 PAs at 44.1kHz
audio rate, is also capable of autonomously accessing the DDR
memory.

3.2.3. The Graphic Equalizer as a WaveCore process graph

Scheduler

AudioRate

Equalizer Kernel
Stim Resp

DACADC

Equalizer Control Param

Figure 3: Process graph of equalizer

The equalizer application as a WaveCore process graph is de-
picted in fig.3. The ”Equalizer Control” process is mapped on
the externally connected computer and the ”Equalizer Kernel” pro-
cess runs on the WaveCore processor. This kernel process consists
of one WPP and hence utilizes only one out of the 6 PUs. The
”param” edge is mapped on the USB interface and hence imple-
ments the run-time control of the kernel process. The associated
control tokens are allocated in DDR memory. The ADC and DAC
processes are mapped on the AC97 codec chip and the associated
audio edges ”Stim” and ”Resp” are mapped on DDR memory. The
tokens which are moved over the ”Stim” edge are produced by the
AC97 codec and consumed by the kernel process which is mapped
on the WaveCore. Similarly, the tokens which are moved over the
”Resp” edge are produced by the kernel process which is mapped
on the WaveCore, and consumed by the DAC process on the AC97
chip. The ”Stream Actor” block within the ”Digital Audio In-
terface” takes care of moving tokens between the AC97 chip and
DDR memory. The scheduler periodically generates fire tokens to
the real-time kernel, ADC and DAC processes at audio rate. Note
that the ”Equalizer Control” process is not linked to the scheduler,
and responds to human interaction. The processing latency is short
because there is almost no buffering between the ADC/DAC pro-
cesses and the equalizer kernel (one token per edge, and hence 2
Ts streaming latency).
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3.3. Kronos – a High Level Music DSP Language

Kronos [25] is a high level functional signal processing language
designed for musical applications. The declarative dataflow prin-
ciple is common to Kronos and WaveCore, making WaveCore a
natural compile target for the Kronos compiler. An experimen-
tal Kronos code generator for WaveCore was implemented for the
purposes of this research.

The user-facing aspect of the Kronos language resembles a
high level functional programming language with very little data
type notation, along with features designed for musical signal pro-
cessing. The most significant of these include language level mem-
ory operators, such as unit delays and recursions, that exhibit pure
functional semantics[28] and are reified into stateful constructs by
the compiler. In addition, the compiler performs full-program type
derivation and dataflow analysis to generate a highly performant
statically typed run time representation that can be automatically
factored into several clock domains. The factorization process re-
sults in a set of driver routines that share and mutate a state buffer
that represents the signal memories of the running application as
well as the requisite state for transferring signals between clock
regions. For a more detailed discussion, the reader is referred to
prior work[15].

3.3.1. WaveCore Code Generation

The lowered runtime program representation generated by Kronos
is typically compiled into native code with LLVM[24], an open
source compiler back end framework. Generating code for the
WaveCore compiler is much simpler, as the program format of the
WaveCore compiler is declarative, exactly like the intermediate
representation produced by the Kronos compiler. The WaveCore
backend is a simple idiom translator implemented as a pattern
matcher, in which a group of N Kronos primitives is mapped into
a group of M WaveCore Primitive Actors. As WaveCore is much
more streamlined than a typical CPU, not all Kronos operations
map efficiently or even at all onto WaveCore programs, but the
overlap is considerable, especially considering that the two designs
were not coordinated initially. As of this writing, most Kronos
programs dealing with single precision floating point DSP can be
mapped to WaveCore, including the equalizer design discussed in
this paper.

3.3.2. Heterogeneous Code Generation

Since Kronos already does signal clock factorization, heteroge-
neous code generation simplifies to the problem of adopting dif-
ferent compile targets for different signal clocks, and generating a
transport layer to enable the clock regions to communicate.

Our heterogeneous code generation technique utilizes the Kro-
nos program representation after the global type derivation and
data flow analysis passes have completed. At this point, we have
a static signal flow graph annotated with clock regions. Normally,
the compiler would generate driver routines for each clock region,
but for heterogeneous compiling, we have added an option to filter
the set of clock regions included in the current compilation unit.

The equalizer design features two main clock regions: one is
the audio clock region, including the parallel biquad filter bank
and its summation. The other is the control clock region, which is
driven by the user interface and includes the coefficient generation
code. Because an update to any command gain causes recompu-

Table 1: Equalizer error maxima, decibels

Setting RM EQ4 PGE
All up 9.8 3.6 0.00
Zigzag 6.3 2.8 0.75
Every 3rd up 4.1 1.5 0.32

tation of all the feed forward coefficients, it is best to use a single
clock region for all the command gains.

Compiling the equalizer program source once for WaveCore,
including only the audio clock region, and once for PC, including
the control region, results in the requisite program objects for the
two architectures. These program objects correspond to the Equal-
izer Control and Equalizer Kernel shown in Figure 3. Next, we
address the transfer of filter coefficients from the PC component to
the WaveCore component.

Since the Kronos data flow analysis detects clock region bound-
aries, communication can be enabled by special handling of the
boundaries that involve a transition between compile targets. Since
version 2.0, WaveCore has a well-defined protocol for external
control. A ForeignProcess description is generated by the Kro-
nos/WaveCore compiler, including tokens for each signal graph
edge that crosses from the PC to the DSP. In the case of the graphic
equalizer, these edges represent the feed forward coefficients of the
biquad filter bank. On the PC side, such edges are represented by a
section of the state buffer generated by the compiler for the Kronos
program.

To facilitate transport, an option to invoke a user-defined call-
back function was added to the compiler whenever a particular
boundary is updated. A special compiler driver uses the Kronos
JIT Compiler to generate the PC-specific section of the signal pro-
cessing system, and hooks into the callback mechanism to propa-
gate boundary edge updates to the WaveCore submodule. These
updates are sent over the serial port to the WaveCore board as per
the control protocol.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Equalizer Response

The presented equalizer algorithm offers a highly precise frequency
response. Three command gain settings were used to find the max-
imum error in the actual magnitude response of the equalizer in
comparison to the command gains.

Table 1 lists the results of our algorithm (PGE) contrasted to
the second order Regalia-Mitra EQ (MR) [29] and a higher order
design (EQ4) [2]. The All up settings features all the command
gains set to +12 dB. In Zigzag, the command gains alternate be-
tween +12 dB and unity. The final setting of Every 3rd up features
one band at +12 dB followed by two bands at unity.

The proposed algorithm features the smallest error maxima,
staying within a decibel of the target curve on all settings. For a
more detailed evaluation and comparison of the PGE algorithm,
the reader is referred to [4].

4.2. Performance

As the described implementation is heterogeneous, the performance
characteristics that concern us are also varied. As the audio pro-
cessing on WaveCore obeys hard real time constraints, we are
mostly concerned about chip utilization.
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Table 2: Equalizer performance summary

Equalizer Kernel PAs of PU % of chip
per channel @ 44.1kHz 740 81% 13.5%
Equalizer Control avg max min
time per update 32ms 51ms 31ms

On the PC side, the computational complexity manifests as
control latency – the delay between user interaction and the corre-
sponding change in the equalizer response. This latency is domi-
nated by the time required for coefficient computation.

Table 2 summarizes the central performance characteristics of
our solution. Our current WaveCore chip is a cluster of six Pro-
cessing Units running at 86MHz, achievable on the Digilent Atlys
board wiath a Xilinx Spartan6 FPGA. The equalizer control tim-
ings were measured on a Windows PC with an Intel Core i7 CPU
running at 2.8GHz. Minimum, maximum and average control la-
tency were collected from 1000 simulated coefficient updates. As
shown, one audio channel can be equalized by one PU in hard real
time. This results in a throughput latency of two sample periods,
excluding the latency of A/D/A conversion. Our WaveCore cluster
is computationally capable of 6 channels of real time equalization,
although the Atlys board is limited to stereo audio I/O.

4.3. Future Work

In the future, the design could be adapted to an embedded setting
with, for example, a low power CPU combined with a WaveCore
chip and a dedicated control surface. Such a setup would func-
tion well as a dedicated hardware equalizer. Alternatively, a room
correction module could be developed based on the technology,
with a PC-based analysis and filter design solution combined with
hardware equalization.

The support of the Kronos language on WaveCore could also
be further developed. The areas of interest range from the em-
ulation of double precision floating point arithmetic to automatic
factorization of programs to several concurrent WaveCore process
partitions to better utilize parallelism.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an implementation of a recent graphic
equalization algorithm on a heterogeneous computing platform con-
sisting of a commodity PC and a WaveCore-based signal process-
ing board. The system was shown to exhibit excellent latency
characteristics due to the use of dedicated hardware, as well as
excellent precision due to the advanced coefficient computation
technique made possible by a powerful CPU. The graphic equal-
izer serves as an example of our proposed heterogeneous signal
processor development workflow, which enables automatic factor-
ization of a single source program to two distinct program objects.

The Kronos compiler suite is available in binary and source
form at https://bitbucket.org/vnorilo/k3. WaveCore
is available for the published Digilent Atlys FPGA development
board.
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ABSTRACT

Nonstationary oscillations are ubiquitous in music and speech, rang-
ing from the fast transients in the attack of musical instruments and
consonants to amplitude and frequency modulations in expressive
variations present in vibrato and prosodic contours. Modeling non-
stationary oscillations with sinusoids remains one of the most chal-
lenging problems in signal processing because the fit also depends
on the nature of the underlying sinusoidal model. For example,
frequency modulated sinusoids are more appropriate to model vi-
brato than fast transitions. In this paper, we propose to model non-
stationary oscillations with adaptive sinusoids from the extended
adaptive quasi-harmonic model (eaQHM). We generated synthetic
nonstationary sinusoids with different amplitude and frequency
modulations and compared the modeling performance of adaptive
sinusoids estimated with eaQHM, exponentially damped sinusoids
estimated with ESPRIT, and log-linear-amplitude quadratic-phase
sinusoids estimated with frequency reassignment. The adaptive
sinusoids from eaQHM outperformed frequency reassignment for
all nonstationary sinusoids tested and presented performance com-
parable to exponentially damped sinusoids.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music and speech contain different types of nonstationary oscil-
lations. The attack of many musical instruments presents tran-
sients due to nonstationarities [1]. Percussive sounds feature very
sharp onsets with highly nonstationary oscillations [2]. Expres-
siveness in performance such as tremolo, vibrato, glissando, and
portamento generally results in amplitude and frequency modu-
lations [3, 4]. Similarly, speech sounds such as consonants con-
tain transients [5]. Consonants known as plosives feature a sharp
onset [6]. Expressivity in speech used to convey emotions, for

∗ This work is financed by the FCT - Fundação para a Ciência e a
Tecnologia (Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology) within
project “UID/EEA/50014/2013.”
† This work is supported in part by the European Union’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie
Grant 644283.

example, results in prosodic contours [5] or modulations in fre-
quency and amplitude, while vibrato can be said to characterize
singing [7].

Sinusoidal modeling is a popular parametric representation for
speech and music. Sinusoidal models are widely used in speech
and music processing for coding [8, 9, 10], analysis and synthe-
sis [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], enhancement [18, 19, 20, 21], mod-
ifications and transformations [12, 15, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

The general problem of fitting a sum of sinusoids to a signal is
of great interest in many scientific areas. Thus, many algorithms
have been developed for accurate estimation of the sinusoidal pa-
rameters. For speech and musical sounds, the algorithms can be
separated into four categories, namely spectral peak-picking [11,
12], analysis-by-synthesis [15, 27, 28, 29], least squares [30, 31,
32], and subspace methods [33, 34, 35].

Polynomial phase signals [36] have been used to model non-
stationary oscillations. McAulay and Quatieri [11] were possibly
the first to propose to interpolate the phase values estimated at the
center of the analysis window with cubic polynomials. Quadratic
polynomials [37] were proposed as an alternative. Girin et al. [38]
investigated the impact of the order of the polynomial used to rep-
resent the phase. They concluded that a polynomial of order 5 does
not improve the modeling performance considerably to justify the
increased complexity.

The time-frequency reassigned spectrogram [39] was devel-
oped to better represent nonstationary oscillations with the short-
time Fourier transform. Reassignment is widely used [40, 41, 42]
to estimate the parameters of the sinusoidal model. The derivative
analysis method [43, 44] was later shown [45] to be theoretically
equivalent to the reassignment method.

More recently, adaptive sinusoidal models [31, 32, 46] have
gained attention due to their ability to adapt to the local character-
istics of the signal via an iterative parameter re-estimation process.
Previous works have modeled speech [16, 32] and monophonic
musical instrument sounds [17, 47] as a sum of adaptive sinusoids.
These studies focused on modeling speech and musical instrument
sounds recorded under controlled conditions instead of expressive
conversations or music performances. Consequently, the sounds
do not feature the prosodic contours or embelishements that result
in challenging nonstationary modulations.
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In this work, we investigate the ability of adaptive sinusoids
from eaQHM [46] to model nonstationary oscillations. We gen-
erated synthetic nonstationary sinusoids with different amplitude
and frequency modulations and compared the modeling perfor-
mance of adaptive sinusoids estimated with eaQHM, exponentially
damped sinusoids estimated with ESPRIT, and log-linear ampli-
tude quadratic-phase sinusoids estimated with time-frequency re-
assignment. We designed nonstationary sinusoids with controlled
amplitude and frequency modulations that mimic specific features
of nonstationary oscillations found in expressive music and speech,
such as tremolo and vibrato. In this article, we focus on model-
ing monocomponent signals composed of one of these nonstation-
ary sinusoids to compare the ability of each model to capture that
specific feature. We measure the modeling accuracy in the time
domain with the signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER). The
SRER is the ratio in dB between the energy in the original signal
and in the modeling residual.

The next section briefly describes the underlying sinusoidal
model for the exponentially damped sinusoidal model (EDSM),
reassigned sinusoidal model (RSM), and extended adaptive quasi-
harmonic model (eaQHM). Then we describe the synthetic nonsta-
tionary sinusoids used in this work. Next, we present the modeling
performance of EDSM, RSM, and eaQHM for the nonstationary
signals designed, followed by a discussion of the results. Finally,
the conclusions and perspectives are presented.

2. SINUSOIDAL MODELS

Sinusoidal models implicitly assume that each partial (e.g., oscil-
latory mode) can be described by a time-varying sinusoid s (t) as

s (t) = A (t) cos [Φ (t)] , (1)

where A (t) is the time-varying amplitude and Φ (t) is the
time-varying phase, jointly called the instantaneous components
of the signal. A (t) and Φ (t) describe respectively the long-term
amplitude and frequency modulations of each partial along the
total duration of the sound. Usually, these long-term variations
are approximated by piece-wise functions inside short-term signal
frames x (t) typically lasting miliseconds obtained as

xk (t) = s (t)w (t− kτ) , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, (2)

where k is the frame number, τ is the time shift (hop size), and
w (t) is a window function with length L that is zero outside the
support L. Typically, τ < L so that the frames overlap and s (t)
is modeled as N frames xk (t) viewed through a sliding window
w (t− kτ) centered at τ as follows

s (t) =

N−1∑

k=0

xk (t) =

N−1∑

k=0

s (t)w (t− kτ) . (3)

Eq. (3) holds for windows w (t) that satisfy the constant overlap-
add (COLA) [48] constraint

∑N
k=0 w (t− kτ) = 1, valid only for

specific values of τ .
When s (t) is assumed to be locally stationary, x (t) becomes

x (t) = A cos (ωt+ θ) (4)

modeled as a sinusoid with constant amplitude A, constant
frequency ω = 2πf0 and constant phase shift θ. In this case, the
long-term model for the partial s (t) is composed of piece-wise
stationary oscillations only capable of capturing relatively stable

amplitude and frequency modulations. However, nonstationary
oscillations commonly vary enough inside the frame to require
a dedicated short-term model. In what follows, we describe the
underlying short-term signal model x (t) for the nonstationary si-
nusoidal models used in this work, namely exponentially damped
sinusoidal model (EDSM), reassigned sinusoidal model (RSM),
and extended adaptive quasi-harmonic model (eaQHM).

2.1. Exponentially Damped Sinusoidal Model (EDSM)

EDSM assumes that x (t) can be approximated by the underlying
signal model

x (t) = exp (λ+ µt) cos (ωt+ θ) , (5)

whereA (t) = exp (λ+ µt) is the temporal envelope and Φ (t) =
ωt + θ is the time-varying phase. The short-term frame x (t) in
EDSM is simply modeled as a stationary sinusoid with constant
frequency ω modulated in amplitude by an exponential envelope
controlled by λ and µ. A (t) grows exponentially when µ > 0,
decays when µ < 0, and is constant if µ = 0.

The literature has shown [33, 34, 35, 49] that subspace meth-
ods render accurate parameter estimation for EDSM. This work
uses ESPRIT to fit the parameters of EDSM [35].

2.2. Reassigned Sinusoidal Model (RSM)

RSM can be shown to render good modeling performance [45]
when x (t) can be approximated by the underlying signal model

x (t) = exp (λ+ µt) cos
(
ψt2 + ωt+ θ

)
, (6)

whereA (t) = exp (λ+ µt) is the temporal envelope and Φ (t) =
ψt2 + ωt + θ is the time-varying phase. The short-term frame
x (t) in RSM is approximated as a sinusoid with quadratic phase
(quadratic frequency ψ, linear frequency ω, and phase shift θ)
modulated in amplitude by an exponential envelope controlled by
λ and µ similarly to EDSM.

The parameters of the model are estimated using the time-
frequency reassignment method [40, 41, 42, 45]. This work uses
the DESAM [50] toolbox to fit the parameters of RSM.

2.3. The extended adaptive Quasi-Harmonic Model (eaQHM)

The assumption behind eaQHM is that speech and musical sounds
can be approximated by a sum of M quasi-harmonic, highly non-
stationary, AM-FM modulated partials sm (t). Each partial is fur-
ther modeled inside the analysis frame as a short-term x (t) which
can be approximated by the underlying signal model

x (t) = (λ+ µt) cos
(
ψt2 + ωt+ θ

)
, (7)

where A (t) = (λ+ µt) is the temporal envelope and Φ (t) =
ψt2 + ωt + θ is the time-varying phase. The short-term frame
x (t) in eaQHM is implicitly modeled as a sinusoid with quadratic
phase (quadratic frequency ψ, linear frequency ω, and phase shift
θ) modulated in amplitude by a linear envelope controlled by λ
and µ. A (t) grows linearly when µ > 0, decays when µ < 0, and
is constant if µ = 0.

The parameters λ, µ, ψ, ω, and θ are iteratively adapted from
successive steps of parameter estimation using least squares [46].
Adaptation arises from a sequence of parameter re-estimation steps
based on successive refinements of the model basis functions, which
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come directly from (7). The complete parameter estimation algo-
rithm is described elsewhere [46].

3. SYNTHETIC NONSTATIONARY SINUSOIDS

The algorithms will be tested on synthetic nonstationary sinusoids
to show the properties of each model, along with their correspond-
ing advantages and disadvantages. The following parameters were
used to generate the synthetic nonstationary sinusoids, sampling
frequency Fs = 16 kHz and total length N = 1600 samples,
corresponding to 100 ms.

All the synthetic nonstationary sinusoids generated are a com-
bination of an amplitude envelope (A) and phase (P). The ampli-
tude envelopes are constant (C), exponential (E), linear (L), cubic
(C3), sinusoidal (S), and exponential-sinusoidal (ES). The phases
are linear (L), quadratic (Q), cubic (C3), or sinusoidal (S). The
synthetic nonstationary sinusoids are described next.

3.1. Constant Amplitude Linear Phase (CA-LP)

This is simply a stationary sinusoid used as reference. All the
methods are expected to perform very well for stationary sinu-
soids.

s (t) = A cos (ωt+ θ) , (8)

where A is the constant amplitude, ω = 2πf0 is the constant fre-
quency, and θ is the phase shift. The parameter values wereA = 1,
f0 = 100, and θ = −π

2
.

3.2. Exponential Amplitude Linear Phase (EA-LP)

This corresponds to the underlying model from EDSM, thus we
expect EDSM to perform very well for this particular case.

s (t) = exp (λ+ µt) cos (ωt+ θ) , (9)

where λ and µ are respectively the constant and damping factors.
Thus A (t) grows linearly when µ > 0, decays when µ < 0, and
is constant if µ = 0. For the phase, ω = 2πf0 is the constant
frequency, and θ is the phase shift. The parameter values were
λ = 0, µ = −50, f0 = 100, and θ = −π

2
.

3.3. Exponential Amplitude Quadratic Phase (EA-QP)

This is the underlying model from RSM, thus we expect RSM to
fit this signal very well.

s (t) = exp (λ+ µt) cos
(
ψt2 + ωt+ θ

)
, (10)

where λ and µ are respectively the constant and damping factors,
ψ, is the quadratic frequency ω = 2πf0 is the linear frequency,
and θ is the phase shift. The parameter values were λ = −0.5,
µ = −5, ψ = (2π)2 f1 with f1 = 100, ω = 2πf0 with f0 = 440,
and θ = −π

2
.

3.4. Constant Amplitude Cubic Phase (CA-C3P)

This is a particularly challenging signal because the cubic phase
has a large range of variation. Depending on the location of the
roots, the phase can vary slowly at first and suddenly grow very
fast. We expect the C3P to be challenging for all models mainly
because it does not match the underlying signal used by any.

s (t) = A cos
(
φt3 + ψt2 + ωt+ θ

)
, (11)

where A is the constant amplitude, φ is the cubic phase, ψ, is the
quadratic frequency ω = 2πf0 is the linear frequency, and θ is
the phase shift. The parameter values were A = 1, φ = (2π)3 f2
with f2 = 4, 597.7, ψ = (2π)2 f1 with f1 = 1, 661.1, ω = 2πf0

with f0 = 156.8, and θ =
(−π

2

)3. The phase parameters were
chosen to place the roots of C3P at respectively 100, 240, and 580
samples from a total of N = 1600 samples.

3.5. Exponential Amplitude Cubic Phase (EA-C3P)

This signal is more challenging than before because the C3 phase
is modulated in amplitude by an exponential envelope. We expect
this signal to be challenging for all models.

s (t) = exp (λ+ µt) cos
(
φt3 + ψt2 + ωt+ θ

)
. (12)

The parameter values were λ = 0 and µ = −50. The C3P
parameters are the same as used previously in 3.5.

3.6. Linear Amplitude Cubic Phase (LA-C3P)

s (t) = (λ+ µt) cos
(
φt3 + ψt2 + ωt+ θ

)
, (13)

where λ is the vertical shift and µ is the slope of the amplitude
envelope. The parameter values were λ = 1, µ = −10. The C3P
parameters are the same as in 3.5.

3.7. Cubic Amplitude Cubic Phase (C3A-C3P)

s (t) =
(
λ+ µt+ γt2 + βt3

)
cos
(
φt3 + ψt2 + ωt+ θ

)
,
(14)

where the parameters λ, µ, γ, and β control the time-varying be-
havior of A (t). The C3 amplitude envelope can be designed to
vary considerably in short time frames by placing all the roots of
the polynomial inside the frame. The amplitude parameter values
were λ = 0.059, µ = −16.68, γ = −1110, β = 19305. The
C3A is simply the C3P signal normalized between 0 and 1. The
C3P parameter values are the same as in 3.5.

3.8. Sinusoidal Amplitude Sinusoidal Phase (SA-SP)

This example contains both classic AM and FM modulations. We
expect this signal to pose a challenge for all models.

s (t) = [A+B cos (ωAt)] cos (ω0t+ θ0 + α cos (ωt)) , (15)

where A is the constant gain, B is the amplitude of the sinu-
soid, and ωA is the constant frequency of the amplitude envelope.
The sinusoidal amplitude envelope mimics the classic amplitude
modulation signal and it arises in cases when there is tremolo
or beating frequencies. The frequency parameter ω controls the
rate of temporal variation inside the frame. The parameter values
are A = 0.7143, B = 0.2857, ωA = 2πfA with fA = 50,
ω0 = 2πf0 with f0 = 1000, θ0 = −π

2
, α = 1, ω = 2πfP with

fP = 130.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the waveform for each synthetic nonsta-
tionary sinusoid from section 3.

3.9. Exponentially Damped Sinusoidal Amplitude Sinusoidal
Phase (ESA-SP)

The ESA-SP sinusoid is s (t) = A (t) cos [Φ (t)] with A (t) and
Φ (t) given below.

A (t) = exp (λ+ µt) [A+B cos (ωAt)] , (16)

Φ (t) = ω0t+ θ0 + α cos (ωt) , (17)

where λ and µ are respectively the constant and damping factors
and A is the constant gain, B is the amplitude of the sinusoid, and
ωA is the constant frequency. This amplitude envelope is simply
the multiplication of the exponential (E) and the sinusoidal (S) en-
velopes, thus the result is a sinusoid modulated by the exponential.
The parameter values are the same as in 3.8.

Figure 1 shows the synthetic nonstationary sinusoids described
above to illustrate the resulting waveforms. Note that each sig-
nal presents very different characteristics, imposing different chal-
lenges for the models.

4. SYNTHETIC NONSTATIONARY SINUSOID
MODELING ACCURACY

This section presents the experiment performed to compare the
modeling accuracy of eaQHM, RSM, and EDSM for the nonsta-
tionary sinusoids described in section 3. We modeled each syn-
thetic nonstationary sinusoid described earlier with eaQHM, RSM,
and EDSM and measured the resulting modeling accuracy with the
SRER as described next.

4.1. Measuring Modeling Accuracy

In what follows, we assume that the following relation holds

s (t) = y (t) + ŷ (t) , (18)

where s (t) is the original synthetic signal, y (t) is the model re-
construction after resynthesis, and ŷ (t) is the modeling residual
obtained by subtraction of y (t) from s (t) in the time domain.
Then, the signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER) is defined as

SRER = 20 log10

RMS [s (t)]

RMS [ŷ (t)]
dB. (19)

Thus the SRER is the ratio in dB of the energy in the original
synthetic signal s (t) and the modeling residual ŷ (t). Positive val-
ues indicate that s (t) has more energy than ŷ (t), while negative
values indicate the opposite. Note that ŷ (t) will only have low
energy when the model y (t) follows s (t) very closely, which in-
dicates good modeling performance. Consequently, higher SRER
values indicate a better fit.

4.2. Analysis Parameters

All the synthetic nonstationary sinusoids were split into overlap-
ping frames prior to analysis. The hop size was H = 0.001Fs or
1 ms and the window size L varied between 10 ms and 70 ms as
shown in Table 1.

EDSM uses a square window w (t) for analysis and a Ham-
ming window for overlap-add (OLA) resynthesis. RSM uses Ham-
ming windows for both analysis and OLA resynthesis, while eaQHM
uses a Hamming window for analysis and analytic resynthesis di-
rectly from (7).

4.3. Results

Table 1 shows the SRER value in dB for each synthetic signal from
section 3 for eachL indicated. RSM resulted in negative values for
some values of L.

5. DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows that not all models performed as expected. While
EDSM and eaQHM presented consistent performance for all the
synthetic nonstationary sinusoids tested, RSM did not present ro-
bust performance. The SRER measure is very strict because it
compares the waveforms directly. So small errors in only one pa-
rameter, such as the phase shift θ, for example, will lead to poor
performance when measured with the SRER because the result-
ing waveform will be different. However, the instability in perfor-
mance is likely due to the implementation used (the DESAM [50]
toolbox) rather than the RSM method itself.
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Table 1: SRER values in decibels (dB) for each synthetic signal when the window size L varies between 10 ms and 70 ms. C denotes
Constant, E denotes Exponential, L denotes Linear, Q denotes Quadratic, C3 denotes Cubic, and S denotes Sinusoidal for either the
amplitude envelope (A) or the phase (P). See section 3 for details.

SRER (dB) for each window Size L(ms)
sinusoid algorithm L = 10 ms L = 20 ms L = 30 ms L = 40 ms L = 50 ms L = 60 ms L = 70 ms

CA-LP
eaQHM 286.7 286.6 286.5 286.5 286.4 286.4 286.4

RSM −6.0 28.2 −6.0 25.1 −6.0 23.4 −6.0
EDSM 282.1 278.1 274.0 272.8 264.6 263.4 268.7

EA-LP
eaQHM 66.6 53.4 46.6 42.7 40.0 38.7 34.9

RSM −6.0 −6.0 −6.0 −6.0 −6.0 −6.0 −6.0
EDSM 280.3 269.8 267.7 265.7 262.2 271.0 270.2

EA-QP
eaQHM 51.5 10.0 3.4 2.1 1.5 0.6 0.7

RSM −2.3 −1.6 −0.7 −0.8 −0.5 −7.7 −0.1
EDSM 41.1 6.7 3.5 2.3 1.9 1.4 1.2

CA-C3P
eaQHM 65.4 49.3 18.1 11.7 6.6 4.1 2.7

RSM −6.1 −5.2 −3.1 −5.4 −4.3 −21.5 −15.9
EDSM 46.1 24.4 12.8 7.7 5.7 4.8 4.2

EA-C3P
eaQHM 57.5 45.7 5.2 2.7 2.4 2.0 1.5

RSM −3.6 −2.6 −1.1 −2.3 −1.4 −14.7 −1.8
EDSM 49.3 24.9 11.1 5.0 3.6 3.4 3.1

LA-C3P
eaQHM 69.8 52.2 2.9 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.4

RSM −0.5 −0.3 −0.3 −0.3 −3.2 −3.9 −0.2
EDSM 52.5 15.5 5.4 3.1 2.6 1.8 1.6

C3A-C3P
eaQHM 29.8 7.6 4.1 3.7 3.4 3.4 3.4

RSM 2.6 3.7 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2
EDSM 11.2 4.4 3.8 2.9 3.6 3.5 2.5

SA-SP
eaQHM 24.2 7.2 4.1 4.0 3.6 3.3 3.6

RSM 3.0 3.4 3.2 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.7
EDSM 12.0 5.7 5.5 4.7 4.9 4.8 4.8

ESA-SP
eaQHM 107.4 33.4 33.6 13.1 15.4 17.5 17.5

RSM −6.0 −6.0 24.6 −6.0 −0.1 20.6 −6.0
EDSM 165.9 139.8 123.6 112.0 102.9 95.5 89.1

Nonstationary sinusoids with time-varying frequency are more
challenging to model with longer windows. The modeling perfor-
mance of eaQHM and EDSM decreased when L increased for all
the synthetic nonstationary sinusoids except when the phase was
linear, namely CA-LP and EA-LP.

Both eaQHM and EDSM present very high SRER for station-
ary sinusoids (CA-LP). As expected, EDSM outperformed eaQHM
for its underlying sinusoid (EA-LP). EDSM also outperformed
eaQHM for exponentially damped sinusoidal amplitude modula-
tion and sinusoidal phase (ESA-SP). RSM performed poorly for its
underlying sinusoid (EA-QP), presenting negative values through-
out.

In general, eaQHM presented the best performance of all mod-
els for most signals tested, indicating that adaptation is able to
represent well even signals that are different from its underlying
model. EDSM also presents better performance than RSM possi-
bly due to the use of ESPRIT to estimate the parameter values.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we propose to model non-stationary oscillations with
adaptive sinusoids from the extended adaptive quasi-harmonic model
(eaQHM). We generated synthetic non-stationary sinusoids with
different amplitude and frequency modulations and compared the
modeling performance of adaptive sinusoids estimated with eaQHM,
exponentially damped sinusoids (EDS) estimated with ESPRIT,

and log-linear-amplitude quadratic-phase sinusoids estimated with
time-frequency reassignment (RSM). Modeling performance is mea-
sured with the signal-to-reconstruction-error ratio (SRER), which
uses the waveforms directly. The adaptive sinusoids from eaQHM
outperformed RSM for all the signals tested and presented perfor-
mance comparable to EDSM.

Future work should focus on applying eaQHM to modeling
recordings of expressive speech and music performance. In previ-
ous works, eaQHM has been shown to perform well when mod-
eling relatively stable speech utterances and musical instrument
sounds. However, modeling the modulations from expressive speech
and music performance would be challenging. Presently, eaQHM
only handles monophonic sounds. Therefore, it would be also very
interesting to investigate parameter estimation strategies for poly-
phonic music.
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ABSTRACT

The most common sinusoidal models for non-stationary analysis
represent either complex amplitude modulated exponentials with
exponential damping (cPACED) or log-amplitude/frequency mod-
ulated exponentials (generalised sinusoids), by far the most com-
monly used modulation function being polynomials for both sig-
nal families. Attempts to tackle a hybrid sinusoidal model, i.e. a
generalised sinusoid with complex amplitude modulation were re-
lying on approximations and iterative improvement due to absence
of a tractable analytical expression for their Fourier Transform. In
this work a simple, direct solution for the aforementioned model
is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sinusoidal analysis algorithms’ vast area of application, ranging
from sound and music analysis [1, 2], medical data analysis [3]
and imaging [4], Doppler radar [5] and sonar applications, seismic
signal analysis, hydrogen atom spectrum analysis [6], laser tech-
nology [7] and financial data analysis [8] had fuelled the research
field for decades. Rapidly modulated sinusoids found in most of
the aforementioned applications have sparked the interest in non-
stationary sinusoidal analysis.

Recent development in this area, have provided efficient and
accurate methods for either cPACED or generalised sinusoid model.
A somehow hybrid model was attempted with real polynomial
amplitude amplitude and frequency modulation, however to au-
thors’ knowledge only approximate, iterative-improvement type
algorithm were developed to date [9, 10].

A very old idea of TF energy reassignment [11] has been a
focus of much research lately [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The vast variety
of modifications of the original reassignment, be it merely a gen-
eralisation for higher modulations [17] or redefined for an entirely
different model [18], has called for a more general name for this
family of algorithms. Recently a reallocation [19] of TF energy
was proposed and will be used in this work.

The paper is organised as follows: in 2 the hybrid signal model
is outlined, while section 3 derives the non-linear multivariate poly-
nomial system and its solution, inspired by the distribution deriva-
tive method. Section 4 compares the accuracy and computational
complexity of the proposed algorithm to the high-resolution method
based on rotational invariance.

2. HYBRID SIGNAL MODEL

The hybrid sinusoidal model will be defined as follows:

s(t) = a(t)er(t), (1)

a(t) =
X

k=0

akmk(t), ak 2 C (2)

r(t) =
X

l=0

rlnl(t), rl 2 C (3)

where mk, nk are the complex amplitude and log-AM/FM model
functions respectively. To accommodate for the static amplitude
and phase, m0 = n0 = 1 is assumed. A most common, but by no
means mandatory selection for the model functions are polynomi-
als: mk = nk = tk.

The above model 1 is ambiguous with respect to parameters
r0 and a0. To show this, the following derivation is considered:

s(t) = a(t)er(t) = a0ã(t)er0+r̃(t) (4)

= ã(t) exp(

r̃0z }| {
log(|a0|) + j\(a0) + r0 +r̃(t)), (5)

Clearly a0 and r0 are in fact the same parameter in either Cartesian
or polar coordinates. The decision seems irrelevant, however as
will be shown in section 3, using the Cartesian form would result
in a rank-deficient system, therefore the model will be constrained
to a0 = 1.

It is important to note that since modulation functions are com-
plex they both contribute to overall AM/FM. If the same model
functions are used (mk = nk) that can lead to some ambiguity,
especially when the energy of mk, nk declines fast with k. Such
ambiguity can be demonstrated when using polynomials for the
modulation functions mk = nk = tk:

a(t)er(t) = exp(log(a(t)) + r(t)) (6)

⇡ exp(a1t + (2a2 � a1
2)t2 + r(t)), (7)

using the 2nd degree truncated Taylor expansion. It is expected
that an estimator for the model in 1 could be inaccurate when sep-
arate parameter estimates are considered, but generally much more
flexible due to twin AM/FM functions. In practice however one is
mostly concerned with algorithm’s overall ability to fit to the signal
under investigation, rather then individual per-parameter accuracy.
It would be feasible to devise a disambiguation procedure but this
is considered to be outside the scope of this document.

An example is shown in figure 1, where 2 hybrid model sinu-
soids with significantly different a1, r1 reach a signal-to-residual
ratio (SRR) of 24dB. To reach higher SRR the parameters would
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s
1
 = (190 t2 +100 t + 1) exp( 880 t2 +20 t + 0 + j (4500 t2 + 1500 t +  0.11))

s
2
 = (2290 t2 +135 t + 1) exp( 880 t2 −5 t + 0 + j (4500 t2 + 1500 t +  0.11))

Figure 1: Two sinusoids with significantly different parameters ob-
tain a similar SRR of 24dB.

have to eventually match exactly, however in noisy conditions a
relatively high SRR is achievable with substantial error in per-
parameter estimates. From figure 1 is also evident that the pro-
posed model includes sinusoids with negative amplitude, suggest-
ing good coding abilities for sinusoid pairs with close frequen-
cies (i.e.: beating partials). The negative amplitude can occur
when =[a(t)] = 0, since the overall amplitude corresponds to:p

a(t)ā(t)e<[r(t)]. The notion of negative amplitude is purely ar-
tificial (

p
a(t)ā(t)e<[r(t)] cannot be negative), as it does not have

a natural physical meaning, however it comes handy as a mathe-
matical generalisation. If negative amplitude is not allowed and
=[a(t)] = 0, the derivative of

p
a(t)ā(t)e<[r(t)] = |a(t)|e<[r(t)]

is not continuous for all roots of a(t) and thus the model function
could not be considered a holomorphic function. In such cases the
absolute value can be easily dropped and negative amplitude intro-
duced, leading to a mathematically sound model in the context of
holomorphic functions.

3. NON-LINEAR MULTIVARIATE POLYNOMIAL
SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

The non-linear system can be derived by considering the signal
time derivative manipulated in the following way:

s0(t) =a0(t)er(t) + r0(t)a(t)er(t),) (8)

a(t)s0(t) =a0(t)s(t) + a(t)r0(t)s(t). (9)

The last row can be rewritten in a more verbose form that reveals
the non-linearity of the system:

m0s
0 +

KX

k=1

akmks0 =

KX

k=1

akm0
ks +

 
m0 +

KX

k=1

akmk

!
LX

l=1

rln
0
ls,

(10)

where time variable t was omitted for compactness. The only non-
linear terms arise from the last - double sum expression. Multiply-
ing both sides with a window function w(t) and taking a Fourier

Transform (FT) at frequency ! yields:

S0
wm0

(!) +

KX

k=1

akS0
wmk

(!) =

KX

k=1

akSwm0
k
(!)+

LX

l=1

rlSwm0n0
l
(!)+

KX

k=1

LX

l=1

akrlSwmkn0
l
(!),

(11)

where Sf (!) = hs(t)f(t), ej!ti is the FT of the signal s mul-
tiplied by function f , and S0

g(!) = hs0(t)g(t), ej!ti is the FT
of the signal derivative multiplied by function g at frequency !.
Note that n0

0 = m0
0 = 0 and thus the sums on the right-hand side

start at index 1 rather than 0. Above equation can be viewed as
a (non-linear) multivariate polynomial with respect to parameters
ak : k = 1 . . . K, rl : l = 1 . . . L. The expressions S0

f , Sg can be
considered constants for any f, g as they can be directly computed
from the signal. To calculate S0

f accurately, sample difference in
time domain should be avoided [12]. A common approach is the
use of distribution derivative rule hx0, yi = �hx, y0i and a real
window function w as a part of the kernel y:

S0
gw(!) =hs0g, w !i = hs0, ḡw !i (12)

=� hs, ḡ0w !i � hs, ḡw0 !i+ j!hs, ḡw !i (13)

=� hsg0, w !i � hsg, w0 !i+ j!hsg, w !i (14)
= �Sg0w(!)� Sgw0(!) + j!Sgw(!), (15)

where  ! is generally a kernel function with FT centred around
frequency !. For the last equality to hold the kernel is set simply
to the Fourier kernel:  !(t) = ej!t. Higher time derivatives can
accurately be computed by chaining the above expression. Rear-
ranging the equation and collecting together the model parameters
yields:

S0
wm0

(!) =

KX

k=1

ak(Swm0
k
(!)� S0

wmk
(!))+

LX

l=1

rlSwm0n0
l
(!) +

KX

k=1

LX

l=1

akrlSwmkn0
l
(!). (16)

Taking the FT at different frequencies close to the peak provides
as many equations as necessary. Assuming polynomial modulation
functions, the following system can be derived:

S0
w(!) +

KX

k=1

akS0
tkw(!) =

K�1X

k=1

kakStk�1w(!)

+

KX

k=1

aK

L�1X

l=0

(l + 1)rl+1Stk+l(!) +

L�1X

l=0

(l + 1)rl+1Stl(!)

(17)

For a cPACED sinusoids with polynomial amplitude of degree 3
(ie: K=3, L=1) the following case can be deduced:

S0
w(!) + a1S

0
tw(!) + a2S

0
t2w(!) + a3S

0
t3w(!) =

a1Sw(!) + 2a2Stw(!) + 3a3St2w(!) + a1r1Stw(!)

+ a2r1St2w(!) + a3r1St3w(!) + r1Sw(!) (18)
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Grouping the linear and non-linear terms in respect to al, r1:

S0
w(!) = a1(Sw(!)� S0

tw(!)) + a2(2Stw(!)� S0
t2w(!))+

a3(3St2w(!)� S0
t3w(!)) + r1Sw(!) + a1r1Stw(!)

+ a2r1St2w(!) + a3r1St3w(!). (19)

The distribution derivative rule can be applied to the S0 terms:

S0
tkw(!) = �kStk�1w(!)� Stkw0(!) + j!Stkw(!),

for k > 0 (20)

S0
w(!) = �Sw0(!) + j!Sw(!),

for k = 0 (21)

Following the approach of the distribution derivative method and
considering the FT at 4 different frequencies, we obtain the fol-
lowing non-linear multivariate system:

Ax = b (22)

A =

0
BBBBBBB@

Sw(!1)� S0
tw(!1) · · · Sw(!4)� S0

tw(!4)
2Stw(!1)� S0

t2w(!1) · · · 2Stw(!4)� S0
t2w(!4)

3St2w(!1)� S0
t3w(!1) · · · 3St2w(!4)� S0

t3w(!4)
Sw(!1) · · · Sw(!4)
Stw(!1) · · · Stw(!4)
St2w(!1) · · · St2w(!4)
St3w(!1) · · · St3w(!4)

1
CCCCCCCA

0

(23)

x =

0
BBBBBBB@

a1

a2

a3

r1

r1a1

r1a2

r1a3

1
CCCCCCCA

, b =

0
B@

S0
w(!1)

S0
w(!2)

S0
w(!3)

S0
w(!4)

1
CA .

Note that for high parameter values, the frequency spread of the
signal might be large - a small number of frequency bins (in the
above case 4) might not suffice to cover enough information in
the Fourier domain. In such cases more frequency bins can be
considered.

4. TESTS AND RESULTS

The proposed method was implemented in a Matlab script for an
arbitrary degree of amplitude and exponential complex polynomi-
als. The resulting multivariate non-linear systems were solved by
the Matlab function fsolve. This function only accepts real vari-
ables and coefficients as parameters, although internally can use
complex variables and solve the system if the complex equations
are split into real and imaginary parts.

A polynomial amplitude of degree 3 was studied and the poly-
nomial denoted as: [a3, a2, a1, 1] = [p3 + jq3, p2 + jq2, p1 +
jq1, 1]. The test values for p3, p2, p1 were chosen so all the terms

of the amplitude polynomial have equal impact on the final value:

p3 2
"
�
✓

fs

8T

◆3

,

✓
fs

8T

◆3
#

(24)

p2 2
"
�
✓

fs

8T

◆2

,

✓
fs

8T

◆2
#

(25)

p1 2

� fs

8T
,

fs

8T

�
. (26)

The exact same value sets were used for the imaginary part of the
polynomial q(t). A Hann window function of length 511 samples
was used for pole estimation and Hann window for the complex
polynomial coefficients estimation. The damping factor was set to
[-150,0,150] and only one frequency of 10000Hz was considered
to match tests performed in [12]. r0 was set to 0, since gain has
theoretically no effect when the snr is fixed. For p1, p2, p3, q1, q2

and q3 parameters, only 5 linearly distributed values have been
tested in order to keep the computational time reasonable. The
comparison to a 3th degree (i.e. 4 poles and amplitudes) sim-
ple high-resolution method (HRM) implementation from DESAM
Toolbox [20] (section 5.1.2.) without whitening and the cPACED
reassignment method (cPACED-RM) [18] was conducted. The
signal tested is the real part of the complex cPACED signal, re-
flecting the real world scenario when analytical signal isn’t avail-
able.

To measure accuracy, the commonly used Signal-to-Residual-
Ratio (SRR) metric was used,

SRR =
hs, wsi

hs� ŝ, w(s� ŝ)i , (27)

where s, ŝ are the original signal (without noise) and the estimated
signal respectively, and w is the Hann window. The Signal-to-
Noise-Ratio (SNR) range from -20 to 50dB with steps of 10dB
was studied. The total computation times for both methods follow:

cPACED-RM 7 min
cPACED-DDM 300 min
High-resolution 880 min

(28)

Since HRM involves singular value decomposition of correlation
matrix of size N/2⇥N/2 the computation cost is significantly the
highest among the tested methods. cPACED-RM method requires
K � 1 FFTs for the pole and K DTFTs for the complex polyno-
mial estimates to build a linear system. In contrast, the proposed
method requires only K DTFTs to build a non-linear multivari-
ate system. However, solving such system by iterative methods
requires a significant computation cost. cPACED-RM method per-
forms much faster since it requires solving a linear system.

The classic Cramer-Rao bounds (CRBs) parameter-by-parameter
comparison would total to 10 plots, overcomplicating the results
and obscuring the overall accuracy. A more intuitive approach
involves only one SRR/SNR plot, although a different upper ac-
curacy bound is required. For each test case the CRBs for each
parameter were computed. Denoting a CRB for parameter a0 as
✏a0 , the minimum SRR for the specific CRB set can be defined:

min SRR(ŝ(a3±✏a3 , a2±✏a2 , a1±✏a1 , r0±✏r0 , r1±✏r1). (29)

The mean and variance of the minimum SRR represents a good up-
per SRR bound. Figure 2 depicts the mean and variance of the up-
per SRR bound, the proposed method (cPACED-DDM), cPACED-
RM and HRM. At low SNR, cPACED-DDM and cPACED-RM
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perform roughly the same, up to ˜5dB below the upper bound,
while cPACED-RM performs ˜3dB better. For mid-high SNRs, all
methods perform roughly the same, about ˜5dB below the upper
bound. In general cPACED-DDM performs ˜1dB below cPACED-
RM.

The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it of-
fers the flexibility to analyze generalised sinusoids with complex
amplitude of any polynomial degree combination. With the pur-
pose of having an initial exploration of its general performance,
we have computed the mean SRR obtained for several combina-
tions of amplitude and exponential complex polynomial degrees.
In particular, amplitude polynomial degrees were set to [0,1,2,3]
and exponential polynomial degrees to [1,2,3]. Table 1 shows the
results obtained. In this experiment we used the same polynomial
coefficient value sets as for the previous cPaced case. For each
SNR, the results show a general tendency to decrease the SRR as
we increase the complexity of the signal by increasing the degrees
of the polynomials. Figure 3 compares the mean and variance of
the SRR obtained for all degree combinations with the SNR. It
shows a general trend of reaching an SRR ˜24dB above the SNR
value, although the difference decreases significantly to ˜13dB for
SNR=-20dB, and to ˜14dB for SNR=50dB. This seems to indicate
that the proposed method reaches a plateau for high SNRs above
50dB.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work the currently most flexible sinusoidal method for TF
energy reassignment analysis has been described. The concept
used in the distribution derivative method is used to generate a non-
linear multivariate system of polynomials obtained by the first sig-
nal derivative. It is important to note that higher signal derivatives
would provide enough equations for a solution to exist, however a
significantly more complex system would be obtained. Even if so-
lution could eventually be obtained, it is desirable to avoid higher
signal derivatives due to ill conditioning.

The method showed a similar performance than the high reso-
lution and the reassignment methods for the cPACED signal model,
however in theory the proposed method is much more flexible
since it can be applied to generalised sinusoids with complex am-
plitude of any polynomial degree combination. The initial explo-
ration of the performance obtained for several degree combina-
tions was promising, although a more in depth evaluation was left
for future work. Further, the proposed sinusoidal model seems
promising for the analysis of overlapping partials, as the beat-
ing function corresponds to real value amplitude/frequency modu-
lated sinusoids - a subfamily of signals described by the proposed
model.

On the other hand high-resolution methods’ intrinsic frequency
resolution of 1 frequency bin [21, 22] for damped sinusoids has
not been surpassed, as common window function mainlobe width
(several bins) and significant sidelobe amplitude both reduce the
frequency resolution.
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Figure 3: mean and variance of SRR means for all combinations of [0,1,2,3] amplitude polynomial degrees and [1,2,3] exponential
polynomial degrees sets. Details are given in Table 1.

SNR a0r1 a0r2 a0r3 a1r1 a1r2 a1r3 a2r1 a2r2 a2r3 a3r1 a3r2 a3r3
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Table 1: SRR mean for several polynomial degree combinations. Column numbers in top row indicate amplitude and exponential complex
polynomial degrees respectively (e.g. a1r3 means amplitude polynomial degree 1 and exponential polynomial degree 3).
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ABSTRACT

Computational modelling of audio systems commonly involves
discretising lumped models. The properties of common discreti-
sation schemes are typically derived through analysis of how the
imaginary axis on the Laplace-transform s-plane maps onto the Z-
transform z-plane and the implied stability regions. This analysis
ignores some important considerations regarding the mapping of
individual poles, in particular the case of highly-damped poles. In
this paper, we analyse the properties of an extended class of dis-
cretisations based on Möbius transforms, both as mappings and
discretisation schemes. We analyse and extend the concept of fre-
quency warping, well-known in the context of the bilinear trans-
form, and we characterise the relationship between the damping
and frequencies of poles in the s- and z-planes. We present and
analyse several design criteria (damping monotonicity, stability)
corresponding to desirable properties of the discretised system.
Satisfying these criteria involves selecting appropriate transforms
based on the pole structure of the system on the s-plane. These
theoretical developments are finally illustrated on a diode clipper
nonlinear model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computational modelling of audio systems is a major topic of in-
terest, including emulation of existing electronic and acoustic sys-
tems such as vintage audio effects or acoustic instruments. When
the dynamics of a physical system are known through its transfer
function, a common procedure is to discretise it using the bilinear
transform or the forward or backward Euler method.

The general properties of those discretisations are often de-
rived from analysing the mapping of the imaginary axis in the
Laplace transform s-plane onto the Z-transform z-plane [1]. Since
these mappings fall into the category of conformal mappings, the
imaginary axis always maps to a circle or a line [2]. Additional
analysis of these transforms can be found in [3], where a method
to design digital constant-Q filters is presented using hybrid trans-
forms between the bilinear transform and the backward Euler me-
thod. More generally, in the case where a state-space representa-
tion of the system is available, all those methods correspond to dif-
ferent numerical schemes [1, 4], which are well-studied methods
in the field of numerical analysis [5]. In particular, those methods
are well-studied in terms of numerical accuracy and stability as a
function of the system dynamics and the chosen sampling rate for
linear time-invariant (LTI) systems.

In the audio literature, little attention has been given to the
simulation distortion introduced by those transforms due to the dis-
tortions of pole properties. However, the analysis of the mapping

of the imaginary axis can offer only guarantees regarding the re-
sponse of LTI systems in a steady-state context. For example, the
magnitude response of an LTI system after discretisation with the
bilinear transform can be shown to correspond exactly to the mag-
nitude response of the original system up to a contraction and dis-
tortion of the imaginary axis [4, 6]. In cases where that frequency
distortion is problematic, frequency warping methods can be used
with the bilinear transform to compensate for it [4, 7]. However,
warping breaks the equivalence between the bilinear transform and
its numerical equivalent, the trapezoidal method, adding additional
errors terms to the transform to achieve frequency matching. Ad-
ditionally, warping requires previous knowledge of the system to
know the needed level of warping. A method was also proposed
in order to derive digital parametric equalizer designs with a non-
zero Nyquist-frequency gain and better match the non-warped re-
sponse of analog equalizers [8]. Those techniques do not con-
sider the distortion introduced in the pole locations, which can pro-
duce noticeable differences in the system response for non-steady
state conditions (e.g. transients, modulated input). Similar obser-
vations have been made in the context of artificial reverberations
regarding the noticeable influence of all-pass filters on the short-
term audio colouration of those effects despite their flat magni-
tude response [9]. Additionally, one must remain careful when
considering the properties of those methods for discretising non-
linear and/or time-varying systems. Other typical filter designs
(e.g. impulse-invariant methods [10], matched Z-transform [11],
Prony’s method [7]) based on exact pole placement can improve
the transient behaviour of LTI systems, but they are typically im-
practical in the context of nonlinear and/or time-varying systems.

More advanced systematic discretisation schemes (e.g. high-
order methods, fractional bilinear transform) are described in the
numerical analysis literature [5], or in the audio context, in stud-
ies on physical-modelling-based synthesis [12, 13] or filter design
[3, 14]. Those methods can often handle systems where the bi-
linear transform and the Euler methods are limited (e.g. strongly
nonlinear systems). However, the bilinear transform and the Eu-
ler methods have been historically preferred as they preserve the
system order, allowing for compact system representation and ef-
ficient computation. Backward Euler and the bilinear transform
also have the property of unconditionally preserving stability and
minimum-phase properties [1, 13]. This proves useful as digital
audio effects work with a prescribed sampling frequency. Another
aspect to consider is the limiting of undesirable transient behaviour
when several systems are cascaded, more so if those systems are
nonlinear and/or time-varying. In this case, the bilinear transform
and the Euler methods are generally preferred to filter design meth-
ods based on exact pole placement, which can be sensitive to the
way the system is implemented, even for LTI systems [1].
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One case where the bilinear transform and the Euler methods
are limited is systems with highly-damped poles. Numerical anal-
ysis literature shows that discretisation of such systems using the
trapezoidal rule shows high-frequency oscillations at its output in
transient mode [15, 16]. Indeed, the mapping of pole contours
with identical damping in the s-plane, while still circles, are not
centred around the origin, meaning their damping in the z-plane
is not frequency-independent [3]. As a result, the properties of a
mapped pole in the z-plane depend on the pole damping in a way
that can noticeably impact the dynamics of the discretised system
transient response. Methods such as frequency warping cannot
compensate efficiently for this despite their use of a priori informa-
tion of the system pole locations in the s-plane. This information
can be available as, for example, we can often know where all the
possible poles of a parametrised equalizer, or all the instantaneous
poles of a nonlinear analog circuit will lie across all the operat-
ing conditions of those systems. However, with such information,
we can imagine a generalisation of the bilinear transform and the
Euler methods that could enforce a wider range of desirable prop-
erties for a discretised system (e.g. stability, pole damping and fre-
quency) under all its known operating conditions.

In Sec. 2, we present a theoretical extension and generalised
analysis of typical discretisations (e.g. bilinear transform) in the
context of the Möbius transforms. In Sec. 3, we generalise the
analysis of s-plane distortion introduced by discretisation and pro-
pose criteria in order to design discretisation schemes alleviating
typical unwanted behaviour. In Sec. 4, we apply those principles
to the discretisation of a typical audio system.

2. DISCRETISATIONS AS MÖBIUS TRANSFORMS

2.1. Lumped models

Audio systems can often be represented as single-input single-
output (SISO) LTI lumped models (e.g. analog filters) with input
u(t) and output y(t) (with Laplace transforms U(s) and Y (s)) can
be described by their transfer function in the Laplace domain [1]:

H(s) =
Y (s)

U(s)
=

∑M
m=0 bmsm

∑N
n=0 ansn

. (1)

This generalises to multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
systems with the state-space representation

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)
(2)

and state variables x. The generalised system transfer function

H(s) = C (sI − A)−1 B + D (3)

has poles corresponding to the eigenvalues of A [6].
Some nonlinear time-varying systems can also be described in

a state-space form as

ẋ(t) = f(t, x(t),u(t)) (4a)
y(t) = g(t, x(t),u(t)). (4b)

For a given operating point (t0,x0,u0), we linearise the sys-
tem around that point using a small perturbation approximation as
the state-space model

ẋ(t) = A0x(t) + B0v0(t)

y(t) = C0x(t) + D0v0(t)
(5)

with v0(t) =
[
(u(t) − u0)

T , (t − t0), xT
0

]T , in which case
we interpret the eigenvalues of A0 as “instantaneous” poles [13].

2.2. Transfer function discretisation and Möbius transforms

Computational simulation of LTI systems typically requires digi-
tising their transfer function H(s) (Eq. (3)) at a sampling inter-
val T , and several methods have been proposed in the literature
[1]. Methods such as the bilinear transform (BT), backward Euler
(BE), and forward Euler (FE) have the advantage of being sim-
ple, order-preserving, aliasing-free and independent of the transfer
function form. Those methods correspond to the substitution of s
by T (z) in the transfer function. They can be interpreted as map-
pings z 7→ s = T (z) (and its inverse s 7→ z = T −1(s)) between
the Laplace transform s-plane and the Z-transform z-plane, with

TBT(z) = 2
T

1−z−1

1+z−1 , TBE(z) = 1−z−1

T
, TFE(z) = 1−z−1

Tz−1 . (6)

A point in the s-plane is decomposed as s = σ + jΩ with
σ defined as the damping and Ω as the frequency of that point.
A point in the z-plane is decomposed as z = rejω (r ≥ 0 and
ω ∈ ]−π, π]) with log(r)/T defined as the damping and ω/T as
the frequency of that point.

These mappings belong to the class of conformal mappings
(i.e. angle-preserving transforms) [2]. They also belong to the
subclass of Möbius transforms which contains all rational order-
preserving mappings. Möbius transforms have the form [17]

T (z) =
a + bz−1

c + dz−1
and T −1(s) = −ds − b

cs − a
(7)

with ad − bc 6= 0. They map circles (including lines as circles
of infinite radius) in the origin plane to circles (including lines) in
the target plane [2]. Möbius transform coefficients (a, b, c, d) ∈
C4 are defined up to common multiplying factor γ ∈ C since
(γa, γb, γc, γd) corresponds to the same transform. A transform
is uniquely defined (up to factor γ) by setting the mapping of 3
separate points.

In digital filter design, filters with real coefficients (or equiva-
lently with a conjugate symmetric Fourier transform with respect
to DC) are typically preferred. This corresponds to the use of
symmetric mappings with respect to the real axis (or equivalently
which maps the real axis onto itself). That property is guaranteed
if and only if the transform coefficients (a, b, c, d) are all real up
to a common multiplying factor γ (possibly complex).

Also, we can note that, in both the s-plane and the z-plane,
the upper part of the plane (i.e. points with positive imaginary part
ℑ(·)) corresponds to points with positive frequency (Ω ≥ 0 and
ω ≥ 0). For this reason, we limit the discussion to transformations
mapping the upper plane of the s-plane to the upper plane to the
z-plane. For real coefficients (a, b, c, d), we get:

ℑ(z) =
ℑ(s)(ad − bc)

ℑ(s)2c2 + (a − ℜ(s)c)2
(8)

so that ℑ(s) ≥ 0 ⇔ ℑ(z) ≥ 0 is true if and only if ad − bc > 0.
Another possible condition of interest is that the origin s = 0

maps to a DC point in the z-plane (i.e. with ω = 0); this property
holds if and only if a and b have opposite signs. We may also want
to consider only mappings such that |Ω| → ∞ maps to ω → ±π;
this property holds if and only if c and d have same signs.

In the rest of the paper, we consider only Möbius transforms
with real coefficients verifying ad − bc > 0. By construction,
these transforms are all order-preserving and aliasing-free.
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Figure 1: Circles (in grey) corresponding to constant σ (top) and
constant Ω (bottom) in the z-plane. The black horizontal axis cor-
responds to the real axis in the z-plane, mapped from the real axis
Ω ≡ 0. The black circle corresponds to the region mapped from
the imaginary axis σ ≡ 0. In the case of the bilinear transform, the
circle correspond to the unit circle, with d/c = 1 and b/a = −1.
When following the dashed arrows, ր indicates increasing quan-
tities and ց decreasing ones.

2.3. Finite difference methods

Computational simulation of a system defined by Eq. (4) is a typ-
ical problem in numerical analysis [1, 5]. To digitise the system
at a sampling interval T , we can compute the next sample xn

at tn = nT by applying common numerical methods. One-step
methods correspond to methods which only use quantities evalu-
ated at tn−1 and tn, including fn = f(tn,xn, un) and fn−1 =
f(tn−1,xn−1,un−1). Such methods include:

• forward Euler: xn = xn−1 + T fn−1,

• backward Euler: xn = xn−1 + T fn, and

• trapezoidal rule: xn = xn−1 + T (fn + fn−1) /2 .

In the case of LTI systems, these methods are equivalent to
order-preserving mappings of the transfer function, with forward
and backward Euler being equivalent to the mappings in Eq. (6),
and the trapezoidal rule being equivalent to the bilinear transform.
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Figure 2: Circles (in grey) corresponding to constant r (top) and
arcs corresponding to constant ω (bottom) in the s-plane. Darker
arcs correspond to ω ∈ [0, π]. The black axis corresponds to the
real axis in the s-plane, mapped from ω ≡ 0 and ω ≡ ±π. The
black arc corresponds to the ω ≡ π/2. The black vertical line
corresponds to r ≡ |d/c|. In the case of the bilinear transform,
the arc belongs to the unit circle and the vertical line corresponds
to the imaginary axis, with b/d = −2/T and a/c = 2/T .

Like the Möbius transforms, these methods can be expressed as

axn + bxn−1 = c fn + d fn−1 (9)

where the parameters (a, b, c, d) are defined up to a constant factor.
A common way to classify these methods is accuracy, i.e. the

order in T of the leading error term of the Taylor series expansion

axn + bxn−1 − c fn − d fn−1 = (a + b)xn−1 + aT ẋn−1

− (c + d)ẋn−1 + ( aT2

2
− cT )ẍn−1 + O(cT 2 + aT 3).

(10)

By cancelling some of those terms, we obtain methods with
various orders of accuracy. The only 2nd-order method that can-
cels the terms in x, ẋ, and ẍ corresponds to the trapezoidal rule.
1st-order methods cancel the terms in x and ẋ with a = −b and
c + d = aT , and include, among others, backward Euler (c = aT
and d = 0) and forward Euler (c = 0 and d = aT ). All other
methods are 0th-order, even if some of the terms in Eq. (10) can
still be cancelled (e.g. the term in x if we have a = −b).
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It can seem counter-intuitive to consider 0th-order methods,
meaning that error does not unconditionally vanish as we decrease
the sampling interval. However, we can observe that:

• in audio, the sampling period is usually fixed so that higher-
order error in T does not always translate in less error for
the discretised system,

• the true solution for typical conditions are often such that
||x(t)|| →t→∞ 0 and ||ẋ(t)|| →t→∞ 0 (e.g. impulse
response) so that the numerical solution error vanishes at
t → ∞ for all those methods,

• for other conditions when ||ẋ(t)|| →t→∞ 0 (e.g. step re-
sponse) but ||x(t)|| 9t→∞ 0, the error for methods with
a = −b also vanishes at t → ∞.

It can also seem counter-intuitive to consider 1st-order meth-
ods, when a 2nd-order method is available. However, the usage of
the backward Euler method shows it is already standard practice
to trade numerical accuracy for other types of desirable properties.

Here, it seems logical to restrict to methods such that a 6= 0 to
ensure that the term in xn is present. We can set it to 1/T as the
coefficients are defined up to a multiplying factor.

3. POLE MAPPING AND WARPING

3.1. Bilinear transform frequency warping interpretation

In digital filter design, the bilinear transform is typically parame-
terised by a gain factor η as [7]

T (z) = η
1 − z−1

1 + z−1
. (11)

We interpret η as equal to 2/T ′ with T ′ a parameter potentially
different from the sampling period T such that:

T (z) =
2

T ′
1 − z−1

1 + z−1
. (12)

For the canonical bilinear transform (T = T ′, see Eq. (6)), we
know that the imaginary axis σ ≡ 0 is mapped to the unit circle
r ≡ 1 with the frequency distortion [4]

ω = 2 tan−1 (ΩT/2) /T . (13)

For any T ′, those transforms map the imaginary axis to the
unit circle, the DC point s = 0 to z = 1, and |s| → ∞ to z = −1,
with different distortion of the frequencies. One additional map-
ping condition between a point s on the imaginary axis and a point
z on the unit circle can be used to uniquely define the desired fre-
quency distortion. The frequency warping method aim at selecting
T ′ so that the point s0 = jΩ0 (only for Ω0 ∈ ]−π, π[) maps to
z0 = ejΩ0 (i.e. Ω0 = ω0T ), meaning that the frequencies of s0

and z0 match [7]. This is achieved with

T ′ = 2 tan(Ω0T/2)/Ω0. (14)

Warping can be interpreted in the context of numerical meth-
ods by looking at the equation

ẋ(t) = jΩ0x(t), x(0) = 1 (15)

and discretising it with the trapezoidal rule

xn = ξxn−1, x0 = 1 with ξ =
1 + jΩ0T/2

1 − jΩ0T/2
. (16)

The solutions to Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) are x(t) = ejΩ0t (t ≥
0) and xn = ξn (n ≥ 0). Since ξ = ejω0T with

ω0 = 2 tan−1 (Ω0T/2) /T , (17)

the solution to the discretised system presents a frequency-depen-
dent phase lag due to eigenvalue distortion introduced by the dis-
cretisation [5]. That distortion matches the frequency distortion
from the bilinear transform, meaning that the frequency warping
can be interpreted in the numerical analysis framework as:

• Modifying Eq. (4a) so that the eigenvalues of the system
shift by a multiplicative factor of T ′/T . In filter design,
that is the case where the filter coefficients are pre-warped
and the canonical bilinear transform is used, or equivalently

• Changing the time step for the discretisation of Eq. (4a) to
T ′ (q′

n is quantity q evaluated at nT ′ instead of nT ) as

(xn − xn−1)/T = (fn + fn−1)/2

7→ (x′
n − x′

n−1)/T = (f ′
n + f ′

n−1)/2
(18)

with fn = f(tn,xn,un) and f ′
n = f(t′

n,x′
n,u′

n), and
modifying the discretisation of Eq. (4b)

yn = g(tn, xn,un) 7→ yn = g(t′
n,x′

n,u′
n) , (19)

effectively creating a mismatch between the time steps of
y and that of (t,x,u). In filter design, that corresponds to
changing T in T ′ in the bilinear transform.

Effectively, frequency warping in the bilinear transform is
equivalent to compensating for the phase lag introduced by the
trapezoidal rule in the numerical solution of Eq. (15). As the phase
lag is frequency-dependent, it can only be cancelled for a single
frequency. This process can be thought to be similar to the issue
of minimising numerical dispersion when modelling of the 2D/3D
wave equation using finite-difference meshes [12, 18].

3.2. Mapping equations

The analysis presented in the previous section focuses on the map-
ping of the imaginary axis. However, additional attention can be
given to the mapping of all the points of the s-plane in order to fur-
ther generalise the concept of warping. For any point s = σ + jΩ,
the transform defined by (a, b, c, d) maps it to z = rejω with

r =

√
Ω2d2 + (b − σd)2

Ω2c2 + (a − σc)2

tan
ω

2
=

Ω(ad − bc)

(a − cσ)2(b − dσ)2 + Ω2cd − r((a − cσ)2 + Ω2c2)

(20)

We can derive the contours resulting from the mapping of
regions of interests, as shown in [3] for the bilinear transform,
backward Euler and forward Euler. For constant damping σ, s
is mapped onto a circle Cσ(ζσ, Rσ) (Fig. 1) such that

ζσ =
1

2

(
dσ − b

a − cσ
− d

c

)
and Rσ =

ad − bc

2|c(cσ − a)| . (21)

For constant frequency Ω, s is mapped onto a circle (Fig. 1)

ζΩ = −d

c
+ j

ad − bc

2c2Ω
and RΩ =

ad − bc

2c2|Ω| (22)
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(c) α = 1 (BT)
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(d) α = 1.5

Figure 3: Trajectories of pole p in the z-plane for 3 different constant frequencies Ω as a function of σ (0.1 kHz: light grey ×, 1 kHz:
medium grey +, 10 kHz: dark grey ◦). Top: log(r)/T as a function of σ (The dashed line indicates log(r)/T ≡ σ); middle: ω/T as a
function of σ; bottom: location of p in the z-plane as a function of σ. The imaginary axis σ ≡ 0 maps to the dashed circle; p starts on the
right part of the dashed circle for σ = 0 and travels towards the left and the real axis as σ increases, as shown by the dotted arrows.

such that the centre ζ moves along a vertical line going through
the mapped point for infinity, z = −d/c.

For both σ and Ω, we see that all the circles contain the mapped
point for infinity −d/c and asymptotically shrink towards it, with
their centre ζ moving along a line (vertical for constant Ω and hor-
izontal for constant σ). We can also analyse the inverse mapping
in order to analyse regions generating digital filters with constant
parameters. For constant damping log(r)/T (or equivalently con-
stant r), z is mapped onto an arc (Fig. 2) such that

ζr =
acr2 − bd

c2r2 − d2
and Rr =

r(ad − bc)

|c2r2 − d2| . (23)

For constant frequency ω/T and ω ≥ 0, z is mapped onto the
part with non-negative imaginary part (σ ≥ 0) of a circle (Fig. 2)
such that

ζω =
ad + bc

2cd
− j

ad − bc

2cd tan ω
and Rω =

ad − bc

2|cd sin ω| (24)

and for ω < 0, z is mapped onto the part with non-positive imagi-
nary part (σ ≤ 0) of that same circle (Fig. 2).

Similarly to the forward mapping, for both r and ω, we see
that all the circles have their centre organised around a single line
(vertical for constant ω and horizontal for constant r).

3.3. Generalised warping

For the general class of Möbius transforms, three different map-
ping conditions between s- and z-planes define a unique Möbius
transform (up to a multiplicative factor). In typical transforms (BT,
BE, FE), we set mapping conditions for the origin (s = 0) and in-
finity (|s| → ∞), so that one mapping degree of freedom remains.
However, as mentioned in Sec. 2.2, we wish to limit ourselves to
Möbius transforms with real coefficients, which means that not all
third mapping conditions can be fulfilled.

While we cannot control the mapping of any additional point,
other warping processes can be considered. For example, if a
transform with real coefficients and ad−bc > 0 maps s1 7→ z1 and
s2 7→ z2, then there is a unique circle Cs centred on the real axis
that maps to Cz such that {s1, s2} ∈ Cs and {z1, z2} ∈ Cz. Those
two circles intersect the real axis in two pair of points (s̃1, z̃1) and
(s̃2, z̃2) mapped to each other. Recall that we can force the map-
ping of an additional point on the positive imaginary axis s = jΩ
(Ω > 0) onto any point of the upper unit circle z = ejω (ω ∈
[0, π[) for the bilinear transform using frequency warping. In the
same way, we can show it is possible to find a Möbius transform
with real coefficients and ad − bc > 0 that will map an additional
point p of the upper arc of Cs to any point pd on the upper arc
of Cz. The warping can be done by altering a single parameter χ
such that the warped transform corresponds to (χa, χb, c, d). This
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Figure 4: Acceptable pole locations for a given α according to Eq. (29) (hatched) and Eq. (30) (grey).

approach can then allow for the design of transforms using similar
principles to Sec. 3.1, interpreting warping as changing the phase
lag introduced by a given Möbius transform in the numerical solu-
tion of ẋ(t) = px(t). Phase lag cancellation (Ωp = ωpd/T ) can
be achieved for only a subset of applicable frequencies Ωp.

Another option would be to remove the condition either for
the origin or infinity, in which case we can exactly specify the
mapping of another point s. In this case, the transform coefficients
are still ill-defined. An additional condition is needed, for example
by cancelling one or several of the terms in Eq. (10), if it does not
conflict with the mapping conditions. Otherwise, we can also find
sets of transforms that would satisfy an alternative set of criteria
such as the one presented in the next two sections.

3.4. Damping monotonicity conditions

In the rest of the paper, we consider only transforms of the form
(a, b, c, d) = ( 1+α

T
, − 1+α

T
, 1, α), even though all the discussed

properties extend readily to all previous Möbius transforms. This
subclass of transforms includes the bilinear transform (α = 1), the
forward (α → ∞), and the backward (α = 0) Euler methods. As
numerical schemes, they are all 1st- or 2nd-order schemes and can
be viewed as forward Euler with an added dissipative term [16]:

xn = xn−1 + T (fn + αfn−1)/(1 + α)

= xn−1 + T fn−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
FE

+T 2ẍn−1/(1 + α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipative term

+O(T 3) . (25)

We also assume we have knowledge of a region in the s-plane
enclosing all the possible poles of the studied system (or all the
possible instantaneous poles for systems modelled as Eq. (4)).

Through such transform, a pole p is mapped to pd as

p = σ + jΩ 7→ pd = rejω =
1 + α + αTp

1 + α − Tp
. (26)

The mapping also generates poles at z = −α from the map-
ping of the zeroes of the continuous systems, but these poles are
all cancelled by the zeroes at z = −α from the mapping of the
poles if we only consider proper systems [7]. By adapting Eq. (20)
to the class of transforms considered here, the mapping between
quantities (σ, Ω) and r simplifies to:

r2 =
(1 + α + αTσ)2 + (αTΩ)2

(1 + α − Tσ)2 + (TΩ)2
(27)

From Eqs. (20) and (27), we can observe in more details the
behaviour of the trajectories (Fig. 3) of the poles for different con-
ditions such as log(r)/T and ω/T at constant Ω as σ decreases
from zero into the region of stable poles σ < 0.

In the plots of log(r)/T at a constant σ we observe that while
the continuous-time and discrete-time damping have a monotonic
relationship for lower Ω, we ultimately reach an inflection point
for which an increase in the continuous-time damping results in
a decrease in discrete-time damping. Passed the inflection point,
the discrete-time frequency moves quickly towards ±π, so that pd

becomes a resonant (and possibly unstable) pole at the Nyquist fre-
quency. For a given Ω, it is possible to obtain an analytical expres-
sion of that inflection point σm by solving the equation
∂r
∂σ

= 1
2r

∂r2

∂σ
= 0. From Eq. (27), we get two solutions:

σ± =
(α2 − 1) ±

√
(α + 1)4 + (2αTΩ)2

2αT
. (28)

We can see that σ+ > 0 and σ− < 0. Also, σ and r have a
monotonic relationship for any σ ∈ [σ−, σ+]. In the s-plane, this
monotonicity condition is verified inside a rectangular hyperbola
of semi major axis (α+1)2

2αT
and centre

(
α2−1
2αT

, 0
)

:

(
σ − α2 − 1

2αT

)2

− Ω2 ≤
(

(α + 1)2

2αT

)2

for α > 0 , (29)

which becomes the half-plane σ > − 1
T

for α → ∞ (i.e. forward
Euler) and σ ∈ R for α = 0 (i.e. backward Euler).

If we have prior knowledge of the pole possible locations (e.g.
from the physics of the system), we can select α so that all poles lie
in that region, and consequently ensure the monotonic relationship
between σ and r at constant Ω. From Eq. (25), we can interpret
this process as adding enough dissipation to the discretised system
in order to move its poles away from the Nyquist frequency.

3.5. Stability conditions

Another condition to verify, in particular if we also want to allow
for values α > 1 (i.e. discretisation schemes that can produce un-
stable discrete-time poles from stable continuous-time poles such
as forward Euler), is that all the potential poles will be stable, i.e.
that r < 1. While complete stability analysis of general time-
varying system cannot be guaranteed through the sole analysis of
its instantaneous poles [19], a preliminary analysis is generally
done by verifying the condition r < 1 for those poles [13]. In
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Figure 5: Diode clipper circuit (left: original; right: linearised).

the s-plane, the condition is verified over the region described by:

(
σ − 1

T
1+α
1−α

)2

+ Ω2 >
(

1
T

1+α
1−α

)2

for α ∈ [0, 1[

(
σ − 1

T
1+α
1−α

)2

+ Ω2 <
(

1
T

α+1
α−1

)2

for α > 1 ,

(30)

which degenerates in the half-plane σ < 0 for α = 1.
Again, with prior knowledge of the pole possible locations, it

is possible to ensure that all the poles will lie in those two regions
by selecting α appropriately, so that the system stability is guaran-
teed for all potential poles of the system. The intersection of this
condition with the monotonic damping condition in the s-plane
can be seen in Fig. 4 for different values of α.

4. SIMULATIONS

We study the diode clipper in Fig. 5 [20] to illustrate those con-
cepts. Following the Shockley diode law, the current I through a
diode is modelled as a function of the voltage U across a diode as

I = f(U) = Is

(
eU/Vt − 1

)
. (31)

If we measure the output voltage Uo around the diode as a
function of the driving voltage Ui, the system is described through
the state-space representation with state variable Ud:

U̇d = (Ui − Ud)/(RC) − f(Ud)/C

Uo = Ud .
(32)

At a given time instant t0, the diode nonlinear characteristic
can be linearised into a small perturbation model around Ud0 with
a resistor Rd in parallel with a constant current source Id as

f(Ud) ≈ Ud/Rd − Id

Rd = Ute
−Ud0/Vt/Is

Id = Is

(
1 + (Ud0/Vt − 1)eUd0/Vt

) (33)

and the linearised state-space representation becomes

U̇d = − Ud

C(R||Rd)
+

[
1

RC
,

1

C

] [
Ui

Id

]

Uo = Ud .

(34)

The linearised system has one real pole at

p = − 1

C

(
1

R
+

1

Rd

)
= − 1

C

(
1

R
+

Is

Vt
eUd0/Vt

)
. (35)

In general, it is not possible to know analytically the range of
output voltages of this system, but we can estimate it by looking at
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Figure 6: System response to a Ui(t) = 0.5u(t) for α = 0 (light
grey +), 0.11 (medium grey ×) and 1 (dark grey ◦). Top: refer-
ence U ref

o (dashed) and signed error Ûo − U ref
o for each α in log-

amplitude; middle: instantaneous pole frequencies Ωref (dashed)
and ω̂/T for each α; bottom: instantaneous pole dampings σref

(dashed) and log(r̂)/T for each α.

the steady-state response of the system at maximum and minimum
input voltage Ui as the solution of

0 = (Ui − Ud)/(RC) − f(Ud)/C (36)

that can be found empirically. For a N914 switching diode (Is =
2.52 nA, Vt = 25.85mV), R = 2.2 kΩ and C = 0.01 µF, hav-
ing an input voltage in [−0.5 V, 0.5 V] produces steady-state out-
put voltages in [−0.5 V, 0.275 V]. As a result the pole p has a
continuous-time damping σ in [−4.42 × 105, −4.55 × 104].

To ensure that we pick a Möbius transform of the form
(a, b, c, d) = ( 1+α

T
, − 1+α

T
, 1, α), with α such that all possible

continuous-time pole locations p = σ (σ < 0) fall inside the hy-
perbola described in Eq. (29), we have the condition:

∀σ, −(α + 1)/(αT ) ≤ σ ⇔ −(α + 1)/(αT ) ≤ σmin

⇔ α(Tσmin + 1) ≥ −1 .
(37)

For σ ≤ −1/T , this condition is always satisfied. Hence, one
way to avoid issues with the mapping of the poles is to reduce the
sampling interval T (e.g. oversample). For σ < −1/T , the condi-
tion is α ≤ −1/(1+Tσmin). For our system sampled at 44.1 kHz
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Figure 7: System response to Ui(t) = 0.5 sin(2940πt)u(t) (first
cycle) for α = 0 (light grey +), 0.11 (medium grey ×) and 1 (dark
grey ◦). Top: reference U ref

o (dashed) and signed error Ûo − U ref
o

for each α in log-amplitude; middle: instantaneous pole frequen-
cies Ωref (dashed) and ω̂/T for each α; bottom: instantaneous
pole dampings σref (dashed) and log(r̂)/T for each α.

(T ≈ 22.7µs), the condition to have pole damping monotonicity is
α . 0.11. The stability condition translates into a less tight bound
α < (Tσmin + 2)/(Tσmin − 2), i.e. α . 1.5.

We study the impact of instantaneous pole locations by sim-
ulating the system response to a step function Ui(t) = 0.5u(t)
(Fig. 6) and the onset of a sinusoid Ui(t) = 0.5 sin(2940πt)u(t)
(Fig. 7), with unit step function u(t) = 1{t ≥ 0}. As reference
U ref

o for the system response, we compute the solution to Eq. (32)
using the variable-step Runge–Kutta solver ode45 from MAT-
LAB with absolute and relative accuracies set to machine preci-
sion and a maximum time step of T/8 (resampled using piece-
wise cubic interpolation). Then, we compute the response Ûo of
Eq. (32) after discretising it using α = 0 (BE), α = 1 (BT) and
α = 0.11 (nearly critical damping monotonicity condition). We
solve all implicit update equations using Newton’s method [1] to
machine precision. For each simulation, we compute the (signed)
error Ûo − U ref

o , and the coordinates (damping and frequency) of
the reference instantaneous poles in the s-plane (σref and Ωref ,
computed using U ref

o as approximation to Uo(t)), and of the dis-
cretised systems in the z-plane (log(r̂)/T and ω̂/T ). The sim-

ulations show how the bilinear transform instantaneous pole fre-
quency shifts to π/T when the voltage across the diode becomes
high, which results in spurious high-frequency oscillations. On
the other hand, backward Euler and α = 0.11 instantaneous pole
frequencies are always 0 so that no oscillations are triggered.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an generalisation of common methods
for discretising transfer functions using Möbius transforms. We
study the properties of these transforms when used as discretisa-
tion methods in the context of mapping functions from the s-plane
to the z-plane and in the parallel context of single-step numeri-
cal methods for state-space representations of systems. We intro-
duce general considerations regarding the distortion of pole prop-
erties (damping and frequency) as a function of the transform co-
efficients when mapping from one plane to the other. Finally, we
present some criteria based on desirable properties of the pole lo-
cations. This allows us to design Möbius transforms that yield dis-
cretised systems with those properties as a function of the location
of all possible continuous-time system poles. These concepts are
illustrated through the simulation of a typical diode clipper circuit,
using small-perturbation analysis to predict the transient behaviour
of the system as a function of the pole location.
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ABSTRACT
We present a Modified-Nodal-Analysis-derived method for devel-
oping Wave Digital Filter (WDF) adaptors corresponding to com-
plicated (non-series/parallel) topologies that may include multi-
port linear elements (e.g. controlled sources and transformers). A
second method resolves noncomputable (non-tree-like) arrange-
ments of series/parallel adaptors. As with the familiar 3-port se-
ries and parallel adaptors, one port of each derived adaptor may
be rendered reflection-free, making it acceptable for inclusion in a
standard WDF tree. With these techniques, the class of acceptable
reference circuits for WDF modeling is greatly expanded. This
is demonstrated by case studies on circuits which were previously
intractable with WDF methods: the Bassman tone stack and Tube
Screamer tone/volume stage.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Wave Digital Filter (WDF) concept [1] provides an elegant
framework for creating digital models of analog reference circuits
(or any lumped reference system). However, the class of reference
circuits which are tractable with WDF techniques is very small.
Specifically, reference circuits with complicated topologies (those
that can’t be decomposed entirely into series and parallel connec-
tions) and/or multiport linear elements (transformers, controlled
sources, operational amplifiers, etc.) are not accommodated in gen-
eral by known techniques.

In this work, we focus on expanding the class of tractable lin-
ear reference circuits to include these problematic cases. Although
these elements may be accomodated by known techniques in spe-
cific configurations, the situations where they are problematic are
not rare edge cases. For instance, bridged-T networks [2] are com-
monly present in guitar tone stack circuits [3, 4] and analog drum
machine circuits [5–7]. Operational amplifiers are often used in
complicated feedback arrangements which thwart WDF model-
ing except under specific circumstances [8]. This work addresses
a need for simple adaptor derivation procedures suitable for any
topology which may arise in a reference circuit. To that end, we’ll
emphasize methodical and even automatable “stamp” techniques,
well-known in Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [9–12].

Researchers have primarily targeted the well-known restric-
tion of WDFs to reference circuits with a single nonlinearity [13].
Since musical circuits in general may contain many nonlineari-
ties, physical modeling / virtual analog researchers have focused
on trying to extend this result to the case of multiple and multi-
port nonlinearities. However, we argue that limitations on WDF
reference circuit topologies are just as problematic. In a compan-
ion paper [14], we’ll review treatments of nonlinearities in WDFs
and show how the resolution of topological issues presented in

this paper enable novel treatments of reference circuits with mul-
tiple/multiport nonlinear elements.

In §2, we review relevant previous work. Two novel methods
for deriving adaptor structures are given in §§3–4. Case studies on
the Fender Bassman tone stack and Tube Screamer tone/volume
stage are given in §5. Both circuits have problematic topologies
which render them intractable with classical WDF techniques—
their simulation demonstrates the success of our methods.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

In the early 1970s, Alfred Fettweis formulated the WDF frame-
work as a technique for designing digital filter structures that mimic
the properties of analog reference circuits, which had well-studied
behavior and well-established design principles [15, 16]. The ana-
log reference circuits of interest commonly had ladder [17] or lat-
tice [18] structure. Hence, it is not surprising that when Fettweis
and Meerkötter formalized the concept of a WDF adaptor, they
focused on series and parallel connections [19].

When Fettweis published his omnibus 1986 article “Wave Dig-
ital Filters: Theory and Practice” [1], the WDF formalism had
reached a high level of maturity. This included extensions to the
multidimensional case which led to uses of WDFs as solvers of
partial differential equations [20]. Today, in physical modeling [21]
and virtual analog, WDFs are an active research area. Researchers
in these fields aim to mimic the behavior of musical circuitry, such
as guitar amplifiers and effect pedals. WDFs are attractive for this
application, but the range of reference circuits that the framework
can be applied to is significantly restricted.

Classical WDF methods are applicable only to circuits whose
topologies can be decomposed into series and parallel connec-
tions [19]. Although the significance of this limitation is only
rarely acknowledged, it was noted by Martens and Meerkötter as
early as 1976 [22]. Fränken et al. [23, 24] used formal graph-
theoretic methods to generate adaptor structures from circuits with
complicated topologies. Their work yields insights about the exis-
tence and implications of complicated topologies and ideal trans-
formers [23, 24], though without presenting a method for deriving
the actual scattering behavior of the resultingR-type adaptors.1

Recently, Paiva et al. studied operational amplifiers (op-amps)
in a WDF context [8], showing how circuits with an op-amp dif-
ferential amplifier topology can be treated as a feedforward cas-
cade of controlled sources—we can consider this an instance of
the “leaf–leaf connection” discussed by De Sanctis and Sarti [26].

1Meerkötter and Fränken furthermore propose techniques for factoriz-
ing scattering matrices to reduce computational costs [25], but again this
cannot be applied in a WDF context without knowledge of the scattering
behavior of these adaptors.
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Although it is clear that a generalization of their technique would
be applicable to some other op-amp topologies, there are cases
where the relationships among controlled sources will create inad-
missible feedback loops.

Some researchers have shown examples of circuits with com-
plicated topologies which, if we insist on only using classical 3-
port series and parallel adaptors, result in non-treelike (and hence
noncomputable) ring structures [2, 27]. Schwerdtfeger and Kum-
mert studied methods for iteratively resolving such ring structures
at runtime, based on contractivity properties of WDF elements [2].

3. METHOD ONE: MNA

Here we present a novel method, based on graph-theoretic views
of WDF adaptor structures, for finding the scattering matrix of a
WDF adaptor with arbitrary topology that may include absorbed
linear multiport elements. A special case without any linear mul-
tiport elements was briefly presented in [28]. Although this may
seem a violation of the modularity goal of WDFs, absorbing WDF
elements into adaptors to ease realizability issues is as old as WDFs
themselves—Fettweis’ resistive voltage (current) source [16] can
be considered merely a voltage (current) source and a resistor ab-
sorbed into a 3-port series (parallel) adaptor.

Given a reference circuit, which may contain linear multiport
elements and complicated topologies, the first step of our method
is to find a suitable WDF adaptor structure. It is possible to accom-
plish this by inspection, but more convenient to apply the method
of Fränken et al. [23, 24]. According to this method, a connected
graph representing the reference circuit is formed, where graph
nodes correspond to circuit nodes and graph edges correspond to
ports in the circuits, i.e., these graph edges correspond to bipole
circuit elements (resistors, capacitors, inductors, etc.) or ports of a
linear multiport element (transformer, controlled source, etc.).

Then, standard graph separation algorithms which find “split
components” are used to decompose the connected graph into a
tree structure: the SPQR tree. For realizability reasons, we must
ensure that these graph separation algorithms will not separate
edges that correspond to a multiport circuit element. This can be
avoided by pre-processing the graph structure with so-called re-
placement graphs before applying a separation algorithm [24].2

A minimal suitable replacement graph includes the addition of 3
fictitious nodes to each multiport element, and fictitious edges con-
necting each one of them to every original node in the multiport el-
ement; this is sufficient to ensure that graph separation algorithms
will not break apart the multiport linear element.

In the SPQR tree, nodes represent topological entities in the
graph with detected split components, and edges represent virtual
edges in the split components. S, P , and R nodes correspond di-
rectly to familiar Series adaptors, Parallel adaptors, and the less
well-known family of Rigid or “strongly connected” adaptors. Q
nodes correspond to single component ports. This process high-
lights the fact that series and parallel adaptors are not sufficient
to represent all linear circuit topologies, not even those without
multiport elements. A result of using replacement graphs, multi-
port linear elements will commonly “clump up” inside of R-type
nodes. The idea of sources absorbed into adaptors is not necessar-
ily new [26], but generalizing the concept in light of formal graph
decomposition methods is crucial to our approach.

2An example is given in §5.2.
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Figure 1: Instantaneous Thévenin port equivalent.

A suitable WDF adaptor structure follows from the derived
SPQR tree. The second step of our method is to find the scattering
behavior of each adaptor in the SPQR tree. The scattering be-
havior of series and parallel adaptors is well-known [19], but the
actual scattering behavior of R-type adaptors is not. We require
an easy-to-apply technique that yields this scattering behavior for
any R-type adaptor, even ones including absorbed multiport lin-
ear elements, and that allows us to make one port reflection-free to
ensure computability of the WDF structure.

Our novel method accomplishes these goals within the frame-
work of the Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) formalism [9, 10].
Since MNA works in the Kirchhoff domain, we need to form an
equivalent circuit that corresponds to adaptor port definitions. We
call the circuit which produces a certain incident wave upon a port
an instantaneous Thévenin port equivalent.3 It is easily derived
by considering the relationships among a voltage source value e,
source current j, electrical resistance R, port voltage v, port cur-
rent i, port resistance Rp, incident wave a, and reflected wave b.

A single WDF port and its instantaneous Thévenin equivalent
are shown in Fig. 1. If we set R = Rp, the voltage source value
must be equal to the incident wave; e = a. In every case, we
can see that i = −j. This is identical to the classic derivation of
adaptation criteria for a resistive voltage source [1], but framing
it “backwards” shows us how to create a Kirchhoff-domain equiv-
alent to any topological entity including R-type adaptors. Such
an equivalent circuit is simply formed by, each port of an adap-
tor, attaching an instantaneous Thévenin port equivalent, setting
the electrical resistance equal to the port resistance, and setting the
voltage source value to the incident wave value.

From this equivalent circuit, we need to assemble a MNA sys-
tem. In general, a MNA system is set up as

[
Y A
B D

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MNA matrix X

[
vn

j

]
=

[
is
e

]
, (1)

where X partitions Y, A, B, and D define the relationship among
node voltages vn, voltage source branch currents j, current source
values is and voltage source values e [9,10]. ForR-type adaptors
with no linear multiport elements, we will only employ resistor and
voltage source stamps, yielding a version of (1) where B = AT

and D = 0. In our context, we will also always have is = 0.
Finding X by inspection using, e.g., Kirchhoff’s Current Law

(KCL) is possible, but can be tedious—the use of element stamps
(sometimes called “MNA templates” [11,12] or MNA “by inspec-
tion” [10]) greatly simplifies this process, even to the point of be-
ing automatable. Using element stamps is simple. Every node in

3This is related to the augmented network described by Belevitch [29]
and has also been called the Wave Equivalent Thevenin Source in mi-
crostrip engineering [30].
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Table 1: Modified Nodal Analysis element stamps.
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the equivalent circuit is assigned an index, and then the contribu-
tion of each element is added into X one by one according to the
element stamps. A fine point of this process is that one node in the
equivalent circuit is chosen as the “datum” node, and neither its
row nor its column appear in X. Since the number of independent
KCL equations in a circuit is always one less than the number of
nodes [31], X would always be singular without this step.

Element stamps corresponding to a resistor, a voltage source,
and a voltage-controlled voltage source are given in Table 1. Other
stamps, corresponding to, e.g., transformers and other controlled
sources, are given in the MNA literature [9–11].

A populated MNA system can be used to derive the scattering
behavior of an R-type adaptor. Recall the standard WDF voltage
wave definition [1], applied to a vector of ports,

a = v + Rpi and b = v −Rpi , (2)

with vectors of incident and reflected waves a and b, and a diago-
nal matrix of port resistances Rp. Combining (2) yields

b = a− 2Rpi . (3)

Recall that in forming our equivalent circuit we imposed

e = a , R = Rp , and i = −j . (4)

Inverting X from (1) allows us to solve for j in terms of e:

j =
[
0 I

]
X−1 [0 I

]T
e . (5)

Combining (3), (4), and (5), yields

b = Sa , with S = I + 2
[
0 R

]
X−1 [0 I

]T
. (6)

This method is simple to apply and yields a scattering matrix
even for adaptors which have absorbed multiport linear elements.
In a WDF, we always need to be able to ensure that the port facing
towards the root of the tree is reflection free, i.e., the reflected wave
at that port does not depend instantaneously on the incident wave
at that port. This is accomplished just as in the traditional series
and parallel cases. For a port n that we must adapt, we simply
solve for the value of Rn which accomplishes snn = 0, where
snn is the diagonal entry of S corresponding to the contribution of
incident wave an to reflected wave bn.

We stress that the adaptors resulting from this process are fully
compatible with a standard WDF tree framework. It is well-known
that N -port series (parallel) adaptors can always be decomposed
into N − 2 cascaded 3-port series (parallel) adaptors [26]. This
property means that each adaptor in a Binary Connection Tree

Table 2: Srings stamps for series/parallel adaptors.

series connection parallel connection
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bi. . .
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Table 3: C stamps for port compatibility.
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(BCT) [26, 32, 33] always has one parent and two children. How-
ever,R-type adaptors cannot be decomposed into smaller adaptors
and haveN ≥ 6 ports. Hence they haveN −1 ≥ 5 children and a
connection tree including them can no longer be assumed binary.
To avoid a loss of generality for circuits with R-type adaptors,
we drop the “Binary” from the BCT concept, calling it rather the
“Connection Tree” (CT)—this does not require any further alter-
ation to standard WDF theory or terminology.

4. METHOD TWO: “RING” RESOLUTION

The method presented in §3 is simple and systematic and should be
applicable to deriving the scattering behavior of any WDF adap-
tor, including hitherto intractableR-type adaptors with or without
absorbed multiport linear elements.

In this section, we present an alternate derivation which com-
bines non-tree-like arrangements of standard 3-port series and par-
allel adaptors which are occasionally seen in the WDF literature [2,
27] into one larger R-type adaptor. These are usually noncom-
putable since they violate the assumption of a tree structure and
hence contain delay-free loops, though recent work achieves guar-
anteed convergence under runtime iteration [2]. As before, we can
render one of the ports in this adaptor reflection-free, making it
suitable for inclusion in a standard WDF tree.

We denote the incident and reflected waves at ports that are
internal to the noncomputable network as ai and bi and those that
are external as our normal wave variables a and b as before. In-
ternal ports face other adaptors within the noncomputable network
and external ports face the rest of the WDF structure. The whole
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(g) Circuit arranged to highlight WDF structure.

Figure 2: Deriving a WDF adaptor structure for the Fender Bassman tone stack, as in §3.

noncomputable structure is described by the scattering description
[
bi
b

]
=

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Srings

[
ai

a

]
. (7)

From this description, we need to find S as in (6). It is not difficult
to populate the Srings partitions S11, S12, S21, and S22. Since (7)
describes the behavior of an interconnected network of standard
3-port series and parallel adaptors (albeit a noncomputable one),
the local scattering behavior is known. Recall the scattering matri-
ces for unconstrained 3-port series and parallel adaptors, with three
ports i, j, and k, incident waves ai, aj , and ak, and reflected waves
bi, bj , and bk. The scattering at these adaptors is described by re-
sistance and conductance ratios γm and δm [26, 34].4 Hence S11,
S12, S21, and S22 can be populated by inspection. Taking inspi-
ration from the Wave Tableau (WT) technique [33], and to match
the simplicity of the MNA element stamp method presented in §3,
we introduce a two-part stamp method for populating these matri-
ces. We note that the WT technique is applied globally, while this
method leverages graph-theoretic perspectives [24] to restrict the
tableau to a minimal subtree. After assigning each port a numeri-
cal index, the stamps shown in Table 2 are used to populate (7).

At the internal ports, a port Compatibility matrix C describes
the relationship between ai and bi:

ai = Cbi . (8)

4Recall that conductance is the reciprocal of resistance: Gm = 1/Rm.
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Figure 3: Instantaneous Thévenin port equivalent to Fig. 2f.

C can also be populated by inspection; every internal incident
wave is equal to the reflected wave at the port it is connected to,
sometimes with a sign inversion if the polarities at that port don’t
match. C = CT on account of the reciprocity of port connections.
We abstract this process into another stamp procedure. Stamps for
direct connections and inverse connections5 are shown in Table 3.

5Sometimes known as “null” connections [35], this can also be consid-
ered the case of an adapted (Ri = Rj ) 2-port series adaptor [1].
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X =

[
Y A

B D

]
=

GA −GA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

−GA GA +GB 0 −GB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 0 GC +GD 0 −GC 0 −GD 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 −GB 0 GB 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 −GC 0 GC 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 GF 0 0 −GF 0 0 0 −1 −1 0

0 0 −GD 0 0 0 GD 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 −GF 0 0 GF 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 4: Bassman MNA system matrix—example resistor stamp in light shading, example voltage source stamp in dark shading.

Rearranging (8) as bi = C−1ai and substituting into the top
set of equations in (7) yields

C−1ai = S11ai + S12a . (9)

Solving for ai yields

ai = (C−1 − S11)−1S12a . (10)

Substituting into the bottom set of equations of (7) yields

S = S21(C−1 − S11)−1S12 + S22 . (11)

When it can be applied, this method gives identical results to
§3. An advantage is that it does not require any recourse to graph
theory. A disadvantage is that noncomputable adaptor structures
only arise from inspection—there is no known systematic proce-
dure for generating them. Unlike §3, this technique does not sup-
port cases involving multiport linear circuit elements.

5. CASE STUDIES

The results of this paper enable us to model linear circuits which
would previously have been off-limits as reference circuits for a
WDF. We present two detailed tutorial examples demonstrating
our techniques: the tone stack from the Fender Bassman amp and
the tone/volume stage from the Tube Screamer distortion pedal.

5.1. Fender Bassman Tone Stack

As a first example, we’ll study the tone stack from the Fender
Bassman amp6 (Fig. 2a), using each of the two methods derived in
§§3–4. Yeh and Smith studied the Bassman tone stack by deriving
its transfer function [4]. Although they suggested that it could po-
tentially be implemented as a WDF, that would have been a daunt-
ing task at the time, since the Bassman tone stack circuit (Fig. 2a)
can’t be decomposed into a tree of series and parallel adaptors.
Until now simulation of this circuit as a WDF would require the
use of component consolidation [3] or topological transformations
such as the Y –∆ (“wye–delta”) transformation [36].

What follows is a step by step walkthrough of how §3 can
be applied to model this circuit. First a graph representing this

6R1, R2, and R3 are high, low, and mid tone control potentiometers.
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Figure 5: Bassman magnitude responses, low and high poten-
tiometers at 50%, mid potentiometer at 20% increments.

circuit is formed (Fig. 2b). In this graph, nodes correspond to cir-
cuit nodes and are each assigned a lowercase letter. Graph edges
correspond to ports in the circuit and are each assigned an arabic
numeral. For this graph representation, we follow the procedure of
Fränken et al. [24] to find split components (Fig. 2c). This yields
four series connections and a 6-port R-type connection. We des-
ignate the voltage source (edge 1) as the root of the tree for real-
izability reasons—an ideal voltage source cannot be adapted and
must be a root element. From here, an SPQR tree can be formed
(Fig. 2d). A WDF adaptor structure follows by identity from this
SPQR tree (Fig. 2e). This adaptor structure contains one R-type
adaptor, corresponding to the R-type connection in Fig. 2c. In-
cident and reflected wave labeling details (each port is assigned a
lowercase letter) of this problematic adaptor are shown in detail in
Fig. 2f, and a rearranged version of Fig. 2a which highlights the
derived adaptor structure is shown in Fig. 2g.

We form an equivalent circuit to Fig. 2f by attaching instanta-
neous Thévenin port equivalents (Fig. 3). Each node is assigned a
circled arabic numeral. Using an MNA stamp (Table 1) for each
voltage source and resistor yields the system matrix X (Fig. 4).

Each stamp contributes to certain entries in the system matrix
and source vector. That is, multiple stamps can contribute to the
same system matrix entry. For instance, we can see this at play at
matrix entries ( 3 , 3 ) and ( 4 , 4 ) in Fig. 4.
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(b) Detail on noncomputable system of series/parallel adaptors.

Figure 6: Considering Bassman tone stack with only series/parallel adaptors, as in §4.

Plugging Fig. 4 into (6) yields the scattering matrix S of this
adaptor. Since portA is facing towards the root of the WDF tree, it
must be rendered reflection-free. This is accomplished by solving
for the value of RA which sets s11 = 0.

To verify this model, we compare a family of magnitude re-
sponse curves to “ground truth” SPICE simulations (Fig. 5). We
find the WDF magnitude responses by taking the FFT of an im-
pulse response that has sufficiently decayed to zero. The WDF
magnitude response shows a close correspondence to SPICE, ex-
cept for the expected frequency warping at high frequencies, a
known property of the bilinear transform (BLT) [21].7

We can also use the Bassman tone stack as an example of §4.
Rather than using the SPQR technique of Fränken et al., we create
(by inspection) an adaptor structure that only uses series and par-
allel adaptors (Fig. 6a). This is similar to Fig. 2e, but the R node
of Fig. 2e has been replaced by a noncomputable network of series
and parallel adaptors, shown in detail in Fig. 6b.

Denoting the length-6 vectors of external incident and reflected
waves as a = [aA, . . . , aF ]T and b = [bA, . . . , bF ]T and the
length-12 vectors of internal incident and reflected waves as ai =
[a1, . . . , a12]T and bi = [b1, . . . , b12]T, we apply the stamp pro-
cedures of §4. The matrix resulting from the stamp procedure (Ta-
ble 2) is given in Fig. 7. The compatibility matrix (8) relating ai

and bi is found according to the next stamp procedure (Table 3):

C =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Here light shading indicates one example of an inverse connection
and dark shading indicates one example of a direct connection.
Plugging Fig. 7 and (12) into (11) yields an identical S to that
obtained by the previous method.

7https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/pasp/Bilinear_
Transformation.html

5.2. Tube Screamer Tone/Volume Stage

As a second case study, we derive a WDF from the tone/volume
stage of the Tube Screamer distortion pedal.8 This derivation is
similar to §5.1, although somewhat complicated by the op-amp.
In addition to showing a case where an adaptor “absorbs” a linear
multiport element, this demonstrates how these techniques can be
used for advanced and general op-amp modeling. Unlike [8], this
technique is not limited to differential amplifier arrangements.

In the circuit (Fig. 8a), the op-amp is treated as ideal, i.e., as a
voltage-controlled voltage source that relates the output voltage
to the differential input voltage v+ − v− by a large open-loop
gain AOL. A graph (Fig. 8b) is formed by the replacement graph
method of Fränken et al. [24]; nameless replacement graph nodes
and edges are indicated in gray. Detail on the resulting R-type
topology is shown in Fig. 8c; remaining standard series and paral-
lel structures are not shown. As before, the split component search
yields an SPQR tree (Fig. 8d) and corresponding WDF adaptor
structure (Fig. 8e). Notice in Fig. 8f that the controlled source has
been absorbed into the R-type adaptor. The R-type adaptor scat-
tering matrix derivation is done according to §3.

To verify this model, we compare a family of magnitude re-
sponse curves to “ground truth” SPICE simulations (Fig. 9). The
WDF magnitude response shows an excellent correspondence to
SPICE, except for BLT frequency warping as before.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented a method (§3) that leverages Modified Nodal Analy-
sis to derive the scattering behavior of WDF adaptors with compli-
cated topologies and even absorbed multiport linear elements. This
method is applicable to reference circuits involving any multi-port
linear elements with MNA descriptions, e.g., voltage- or current-
controlled voltage or current sources and transformers. A sec-
ond method (§4), applicable to non-tree-like combinations of se-
ries and parallel adaptors, involves algebraic wave domain ma-
nipulations. Both are based on simple stamp philosophies and
yield adaptors which are suitable for inclusion in standard WDF
trees. Combining these methods with the graph-theoretic insights
of Fränken et al. brings a high degree of generality to linear WDFs.

8R2 and R3 are tone and volume control potentiometers.
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Srings =

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]
= . . .

δ1−1 δ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δA 0 0 0 0 0

δ1 δ2−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δA 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1−γ3 −γ3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ3 0 0 0 0

0 0 −γ4 1−γ4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ4 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 δ5−1 δ6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δC 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 δ5 δ6−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δC 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1−γ7 −γ7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ7 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ8 1−γ8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ8 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ9−1 δ10 0 0 0 0 0 0 δE 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ9 δ10−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 δE 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1−γ11 −γ11 0 0 0 0 0 −γ11
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ12 1−γ12 0 0 0 0 0 −γ12
δ1 δ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δA−1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −γB −γB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1−γB 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 δ5 δ6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δC−1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −γD −γD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1−γD 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ9 δ10 0 0 0 0 0 0 δE−1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γF −γF 0 0 0 0 0 1−γF
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Figure 7: Bassman loop resolution matrix—example parallel stamp in light shading, example series stamp in dark shading.
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Figure 8: Deriving a WDF adaptor structure for the Tube Screamer tone/volume stage, as in §3.
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Figure 9: Tube Screamer magnitude responses, volume poten-
tiometer at 50%, tone potentiometer at 0%, 50%, 95%, and 100%.

In general, adapted n-port scattering matrices involve n2 −
1 multiplies. One-multiplier realizations of 2- and 3-port adap-
tors are well known [1, 3]. Even without exploiting any structural
knowledge of scattering matrices, it may be possible to reduce re-
alization cost with matrix factorization [25]. Future work should
seek canonic realizations of the adaptors presented in this paper.

We’ve focused on lingering issues of topology in WDF mod-
els of linear reference circuits. The presented methods are appli-
cable to the same situations in nonlinear circuits. Computability
concerns greatly heighten topological issues for WDF models of
reference circuits with multiple/multiport nonlinearities. A com-
panion paper [14] expands on the initial perspective of [28] and
shows how the methods in this paper can yield a novel framework
for considering WDFs with multiple/multiport nonlinear elements.
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ABSTRACT

We present a novel framework for developing Wave Digital Fil-
ter (WDF) models from reference circuits with multiple/multiport
nonlinearities. Collecting all nonlinearities into a vector at the root
of a WDF tree bypasses the traditional WDF limitation to a single
nonlinearity. The resulting system has a complicated scattering re-
lationship between the nonlinearity ports and the ports of the rest
of the (linear) circuit, which can be solved by a Modified-Nodal-
Analysis-derived method. For computability reasons, the scatter-
ing and vector nonlinearity must be solved jointly; we suggest a
derivative of the K-method. This novel framework significantly
expands the class of appropriate WDF reference circuits. A case
study on a clipping stage from the Big Muff Pi distortion pedal in-
volves both a transistor and a diode pair. Since it is intractable with
standard WDF methods, its successful simulation demonstrates the
usefulness of the novel framework.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Wave Digital Filter (WDF) concept [1] has been used ex-
tensively in physical modeling [2] and virtual analog [3–5]. Re-
searchers in these fields aim to create digital simulations that mimic
the physics of reference systems such as guitar amplifiers and ef-
fect pedals. Musical circuits of interest may have many nonlin-
earities (diodes, transistors, triodes, etc.) to which desirable sonic
qualities are commonly ascribed [6]. Since WDFs natively support
only one nonlinear (NL) circuit element [7], the class of reference
circuits which can be modeled by WDFs is very limited.

Though nonlinearity handling in WDFs is an active research
area [7–47], creating a WDF from any reference circuit is not a
solved problem. Known WDF techniques do not accommodate
circuits with multiple/multiport nonlinearities in general.

In this work, we focus on expanding the range of tractable non-
linear reference circuits to include circuits with multiple/multiport
nonlinearities. We present a novel framework which is general
enough to accommodate circuits with any topology and any num-
ber of nonlinearities with any number of ports each.1 Building on
the work of Fränken et al. [48, 49], we emphasize topological as-
pects of the problem and our solution. Rather than treating special
cases, this framework treats the common topological issues sur-
rounding multiple and multiport nonlinearities as the norm.

In §2, previous work on WDF nonlinearities is discussed. Our
framework is presented in §§3–4; a review of the procedure for
deriving system matrices is given in §5. A case study is given
in §6. §7 concludes, discusses limitations of our treatment, and
speculates about future research directions.

1This perspective is given in abbreviated form in [46].

2. PREVIOUS WORK

The first generation of WDF research [1, 50–54] was concerned
primarily with creating digital filter structures from analog pro-
totypes, hence leveraging existing analog filter design principles.
In 1989, Meerkötter and Scholz noticed that the remaining degree
of freedom in a linear WDF could be applied towards including
a single algebraic nonlinearity, presenting case studies involving
an ideal diode and a piecewise linear resistor [7]. Felderhoff ex-
panded this treatment to reference circuits with a single nonlinear
capacitor or inductor by considering WDF counterparts to muta-
tors from classical circuit theory [8, 9]. This thread was contin-
ued by Sarti and De Poli, who formalized nonlinear reactance han-
dling and studied adaptors “with memory” [10, 11]. At the same
time, WDFs were being used in physical models of mechanical
systems—De Sanctis et al. studied nonlinear frictions and stiff-
nesses [18] while Pedersini et al. [12, 13] and Bilbao et al. [15,
16] studied nonlinear musical applications such as piano hammers
and reeds. Under the umbrella of block-based modeling, WDFs
found continued application in modeling parts of mechanical sys-
tems [17, 18, 20, 24–26].

Until this point, WDFs were limited to a single one-port non-
linearity. When modeling distributed systems in the closely-related
digital waveguide context [2], some may consider this to only be a
mild restriction, since in that context multiple nonlinearities may
sometimes be considered decoupled by propagation delays [30].
However, for lumped systems, the restriction to a single nonlinear-
ity is a significant limitation for WDFs. Attempts to circumvent
this limitation have generated a large body of research.

The simplest technique combines multiple nonlinear elements
into a single nonlinear one-port. Yeh and Smith derived an implicit
diode clipper pair wave domain characteristic via numerical meth-
ods [28, 29]. Paiva et al. derived a simplified explicit diode pair
wave-domain description using the LambertW function, consid-
ering also semi-explicit versions [34, 35]. Werner et al. refined
aspects of this model and generalized it to diode clippers with an
arbitrary number of diodes in each direction, an arrangement com-
mon in “modded” and stock guitar distortion pedals [45].

Multiport nonlinear elements can sometimes be simplified to
cross-control models [21, 22, 31, 33]. Karjalainen and Pakarinen’s
WDF tube amplifier stage assumed zero grid current. This physi-
cally reasonable simplification allows the nonlinearity to be mod-
eled as a plate–cathode one-port with the grid voltage as a cross
control [21]. They later refined their model by relaxing this as-
sumption [23]. In these circuits and especially those with more
than one multiport nonlinear element, the judicious use of ad hoc
unit delays aids realizability at the cost of accuracy [21–23,31–33].
This mirrors how unit delays were used to separate stages [50, 51]
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before the development of reflection-free ports [54].
Iterative schemes also hold promise. D’Angelo et al. built

on [21, 23, 36] by modeling the triode as a single memoryless
nonlinear 3-port WDF element—they designed a secant-method-
derived solver, customized to one set of triode equations: the Car-
darilli et al. tube model [37, 38]. Building on their previous work
on topology-related delay-free loops [39], Schwerdtfeger and Kum-
mert proposed a “multidimensional” approach to global iterative
methods which leverages WDF contractivity properties to guaran-
tee convergence in circuits with multiple nonlinearities [40].

Nonlinear elements in circuits with only small perturbations
around an operating point may be approximated by linearized mod-
els. De Sanctis and Sarti suggest a hybrid-π bipolar junction tran-
sistor (BJT) model for modeling a class-A amplifier [31]. A com-
panion paper to the present work discusses how linear controlled
sources may be incorporated into WDFs and should be able to ac-
commodate linearization techniques in general [47]. Bernardini
et al. expanded piecewise linear (PWL) models [7] to cases with
multiple one-port nonlinearities, yielding realizable structures from
algebraic manipulation of a PWL description [42–44].

Reference circuits with multiple/multiport nonlinearities tend
to have complicated topologies which make them intractable with
known WDF techniques. In this research thread, the interaction
between multiport nonlinearities and topological issues has been
understudied, though special cases have been noticed. In 2004,
Petrausch and Rabenstein proposed a technique for modeling ref-
erence circuits having multiple nonlinearities [19, 24]; however
its application is limited to circuits with a vector parallel connec-
tion between the nonlinearities and a linear subcircuit. Karjalainen
and Pakarinen mention computability issues that could arise from
trying to add an external plate–grid Miller capacitance to their
model [21,23]. Similar issues in feedback circuits have been noted
by D’Angelo et al. [37] and De Sanctis and Sarti [31].

Significant insights into topological aspects of linear WDFs
were provided by Fränken et al., who adopted a graph-theoretic
approach using connected graphs and SPQR trees [48, 49]. Their
method systematizes decomposition of linear circuits containing
multiport elements into a WDF adaptor structure. In a companion
paper, we showed how to derive scattering matrices for the rel-
atively unknown but very common R-type adaptors that arise in
these structures, which may also involve absorbed multiport linear
elements [47].

3. DERIVING ADAPTOR STRUCTURE

Deriving WDF adaptor structures by hand can be difficult, espe-
cially for reference circuits with complicated topologies and mul-
tiple/multiport nonlinearities. In fact, systematic procedures for
deriving them seem unknown. Although complicated topological
issues may arise even in linear circuits, they are particularly com-
mon in nonlinear circuits with multiple/multiport elements. In the
WDF literature, multiport nonlinearities seem to always appear in
configurations which consider a port between each terminal of the
nonlinear device and ground [21–23, 31–33]. In these cases, the
number of ports in the nonlinear element is equal to the number
of terminals. This perspective greatly limits the class of appropri-
ate reference circuits—it has no accommodations for arbitrary net-
works with embedded nonlinearities, or specifically circuits with
“feedback” between terminals of nonlinear elements.

To expand the range of appropriate WDF reference circuits,

we extend the method of Fränken et al. [48,49]2 by making two ob-
servations. First, their method can be applied to circuits with mul-
tiport nonlinearities—to avoid splitting them up during the “split
components” search, we apply their replacement graph technique
to multiport nonlinear elements.

Second, we note that designating all nonlinear elements (one-
and multi-port) in a reference circuit as a collection which must
not be separated, replacing it with a single replacement graph, and
searching for split components yields an SPQR tree with all non-
linear elements embedded in a root element. Typically it is an
R-type topology: a topology which cannot be decomposed further
into series and parallel topologies. Rarely, it could have series or
parallel topology [19]. In those cases, our method remains just as
applicable—the root node should just be called S orP as appropri-
ate. In all cases, the scattering at this topology can be found using
a method derived from Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [55, 56],
which is described in detail in a companion paper [47].

A WDF adaptor structure follows from the derived SPQR tree.
This structure contains all of the nonlinear circuit elements em-
bedded inside of a complicated R-type topology. All of the WDF
subtrees that hang below this root collection may be handled with
standard techniques. The behavior of the root element itself, how-
ever, is not entirely obvious at first. To decompose this problem
into pieces that are more approachable, we propose a modifica-
tion to the SPQR tree of Fränken et al.—this modification involves
pulling all of the nonlinear circuit elements out of the rootR-type
adaptor and placing them above theR-type adaptor.

Hence the vector nonlinearity is separated from the scattering.
With both scattering and the nonlinear elements described in the
wave domain, this problem framework is summarized by

aI = f (bI) (1)wave nonlinearity
{

bI = S11aI + S12aE (2)
scattering

{

bE = S21aI + S22aE , (3)

with external incident and reflected wave vectors aE and bE , in-
ternal incident and reflected wave vectors aI and bI , scattering
matrix S =

[
S11 S12
S21 S22

]
, and vector nonlinear function f(·). This is

shown as a vector signal flow graph in Fig. 1a.

4. LOOP RESOLUTION

There are two issues with (1)–(3) / Fig. 1a. First, they typically
form an implicit and coupled set of transcendental equations—
something that will not be convenient to solve. Second, there is
a noncomputable delay-free loop through f(·) and S11. This com-
bination of anR-type scattering matrix and a vector of nonlinear-
ities at the root can potentially be handled in various ways. In this
paper, we propose a special case of the K-method, a technique for
resolving implicit loops in nonlinear state space (NLSS) systems
which is well-known in physical modeling [57–59], as a solution.

Our main framework separates (1)–(3) / Fig. 1a into three phe-
nomenon: scattering (S and its partitions) between wave variables
at external (aE , bE) and internal (aI , bI ) ports, conversion (C
and its partitions) between internal wave (aC , bC ) and Kirchhoff
(vC , iC ) variables, and a vector nonlinear Kirchhoff domain re-
lationship h(·) between vC and iC . This problem framework is

2A review of their method is given in [47].
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Figure 1: Framework signal flow graphs: (a) A framework (1)–(3) entirely in the wave domain; (b) A framework with a Kirchhoff-domain
vector nonlinearity (4)–(10) involving Kirchhoff nonlinearity h(·), w–K converter C, and scattering matrix S; (c) S and C partitions
consolidated into NLSS (14) matrices E, F, M, and N; and (d) resolving the delay-free loop by transforming iC = h(vc) into iC = g(p)
according to (15)–(16). In (b)–(d), aE is supplied by and bE delivered to classical WDF subtrees below.

summarized by

iC = h (vC) (4)Kirchhoff nonlinearity
{

vC = C11iC + C12aC (5)
w–K converter

{

bC = C21iC + C22aC (6)
aC = bI (7)

compatibility

{

aI = bC (8)
bI = S11aI + S12aE (9)

scattering

{

bE = S21aI + S22aE (10)

and shown as a vector signal flow graph in Fig. 1b.
In this form, the structure is still noncomputable due to the

presence of multiple delay-free loops. To ameliorate this, we con-
solidate the eight S and C partitions into four matrices E, F, M,
and N. First consider (5) and (10) in matrix form,

[
vC

bE

]
=

[
C12 0
0 S21

] [
aC

aI

]
+

[
C11 0
0 S22

] [
iC
aE

]
, (11)

and (6)–(9) in matrix form (eliminating bI and bC ),

[
I −S11

−C22 I

] [
aC

aI

]
=

[
0 S12

C21 0

] [
iC
aE

]
. (12)

Solving (12) for internal port wave vectors [aT
C ,a

T
I ]T yields

[
aC

aI

]
=

[
S11HC21 S12 + S11HC22S12

HC21 HC22S12

] [
iC
aE

]
, (13)

where H = (I−C22S11)−1. Plugging (13) into (11) and recall-
ing (4) yields a consolidated version of (4)–(10),




iC = h (vC)

vC = EaE + FiC

bE = MaE + NiC

with

E = C12 (I + S11HC22)S12

F = C12S11HC21 + C11

M = S21HC22S12 + S22

N = S21HC21 , (14)

which is shown as a vector signal flow graph in Fig. 1c.
In this form, the structure is still noncomputable due to one

remaining delay-free loop. But, since it is now in a standard NLSS
form (albeit one without states), the K-method can be used to ren-
der it computable. This yields




iC = g (p)

p = EaE

bE = MaE + NiC

with

E = C12 (I + S11HC22)S12

M = S21HC22S12 + S22

N = S21HC21 , (15)

where h(·) : vC → iC and g(·) : p→ iC are related by
[
p
iC

]
=

[
I −K
0 I

] [
vC

iC

]
. (16)

In general the loop resolution matrix K (the namesake of the K-
method) depends on the chosen discretization method [57]. With
no dynamics, we simply have K = F from (14). The explicit
framework (15) is shown as a vector signal flow graph in Fig. 1d.
Since each entry in p is formed by different linear combination of
voltages and currents, we can consider p to be a pseudo-wave vari-
able, albeit one without an immediate physical interpretation [60].

The transformation (16) allows us to tabulate solutions to h(·),
which is explicit and easy to tabulate, and transform it to g(·), a
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domain where it would be difficult to tabulate directly. The general
framework for a reference circuit with multiple/multiport nonlin-
earities is hence rendered tractable.

5. DERIVING SYSTEM MATRICES

(15)–(16) / Fig. 1d requires C and S matrices that characterize the
system; we briefly review their derivations.

C follows directly from the standard WDF voltage wave def-
inition. Recalling (5)–(6) / Fig. 1b, C defines the relationship
among the voltages vC , currents iC , incident waves aC , and re-
flected waves bC at the internal ports. Accordingly, the values of
these matrices come from wave variable definitions. Rearranging
the standard voltage wave definition [1, 61] yields

aC = vC + RIiC

bC = vC −RIiC︸ ︷︷ ︸
voltage wave definition

→ vC = aC −RIiC

bC = aC − 2RIiC︸ ︷︷ ︸
rearranged

(17)

where RI is a diagonal matrix of internal port resistances. Hence:

C =

[
C11 C12

C21 C22

]
=

[
−RI I
−2RI I

]
. (18)

S matrices are found using a method which leverages Modi-
fied Nodal Analysis on an equivalent circuit.

Recalling (9)–(10) / Fig. 1b, S defines how incident waves
aE and aI scatter to yield reflected waves bE and bI ; hence S is
derived from the topology around the root. A derivation for S was
first presented in [46]. We briefly review the derivation here—it is
discussed in detail in a companion paper [47].

First, an instantaneous Thévenin port equivalent to theR-type
topology (which may include multiport linear elements) is formed;
each port n is replaced by a resistive voltage source with value an
and resistance Rn (equal to the port resistance). This circuit is
described by Modified Nodal Analysis as

[
Y A
B D

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MNA matrix X

[
vn

j

]
=

[
is
e

]
, (19)

where X partitions Y, A, B, and D are found by well-known
element stamp procedures [55, 56, 58, 59]. Confronting (19) with
wave variable definitions and compatibility requirements yields

S = I + 2
[
0 R

]
X−1 [0 I

]T
, (20)

where R = diag(RI ,RE) is a diagonal matrix of port resistances.
S11, S12, S21, and S22 are found simply by partitioning S.

6. CASE STUDY

As a case study on the methods presented in this paper, we model
the first clipping stage from the Big Muff Pi distortion pedal [62].
This circuit has three nonlinear elements: two 1N914 diodes (D3

and D4) and a 2N5089 BJT. We combine the two diodes into a
single one-port nonlinearity as in [28, 29, 34, 35, 45]. Hence the
WDF we derive has three nonlinear ports: the diode pair, the BJT’s
VBE junction, and the BJT’s VCE junction.

The names, values, and graph edges of each circuit element are
shown in Table 1; coefficients pertaining to the nonlinear behavior
of the diodes and transistor are shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Big Muff Pi Circuit Elements.

element value edge
Vin (input) V 1
R17 470 kΩ 5
R18, VCC 10 kΩ, 9 V 9
R19 10 kΩ 3
R20 100 kΩ 4
R21 150 Ω 8
C5 100 nF 2
C6 470 pF 7
C12 1 µF 6

Table 2: Big Muff Pi Circuit Elements.

element value description
Is(d) 2.52 nA diode reverse saturation current
VT 25.85 mV thermal voltage
Is 5.911 fA BJT reverse saturation current
αF 0.9993 BJT forward current gain
αR 0.5579 BJT reverse current gain

The derivation of a WDF from the Big Muff Pi clipping stage
is shown in Fig. 2; details follow.

The Big Muff Pi first clipping stage circuit is shown in Fig. 2a.
Using the method of Fränken et al. [49], a connected graph struc-
ture is formed. In this graph (Fig. 2b), each circuit port corre-
sponds to a graph edge, which is assigned an integer index. As
described in §3, we extend the replacement graph approach of
Fränken et al. to the nonlinear case—all nodes that are connected
to a nonlinear element (nodes d, e, f , and g) are bundled together
using a replacement graph, shown in gray in Fig. 2b.

A standard search for split components yields the graph shown
in Fig. 2e. As expected, the replacement graph has no splits and
has ended up embedded in an R-type topology which cannot be
decomposed further into series and parallel connections.

We form a modified SPQR tree by designating the R-type
topology as the root of a tree and letting the remaining one-ports
and adaptors dangle below it (Fig. 2d). Here we break from stan-
dard technique, by extracting the three nonlinear ports (the diode
pair D3,4, VBC , and VBE , designated with a dark gray back-
ground) from theR-type adaptor and placing them above the root
element (designated by a light gray background).

A WDF tree (Fig. 2e) follows from the modified SPQR tree
of Fig. 2d; a rearranged version of Fig. 2a which highlights the
derived adaptor structure is shown in Fig. 2f. Note that Vin is given
a fictitious 1 Ω source resistance to avoid having a non-root ideal
voltage source, which would cause computability issues.

Recall that a WDF adaptor can have only a single “reflection-
free port.” Since the R-type adaptor would need three reflection-
free ports to guaranteed realizability in the standard WDF frame-
work, we make recourse to the techniques presented in §4 to han-
dle the collection of theR-type adaptor and the nonlinearities. The
rest of the adaptors and one-ports form WDF subtrees which are
already computable with traditional techniques.

The behavior of R and the nonlinearities is described by a
system in the form of Fig. 1b. Here, w–K converter matrix C
partitions are given by the vector form of standard voltage wave
definitions (18). Scattering matrix S partitions describe the scat-
tering behavior of the root R-type adaptor (Fig. 2g) and can be
found using our MNA-derived method (20) on its instantaneous
Thévenin port equivalent (Fig. 2h). Our matrix of port resistances
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Figure 2: Deriving a WDF adaptor structure for the Big Muff Pi clipping stage.
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X =

[
Y A

B D

]
=

GA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −GA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 GB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 GC 0 0 0 0 0 −GC 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 GD 0 0 0 0 0 −GD 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 GE 0 0 0 0 0 −GE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 GF 0 0 0 0 −GF 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 GG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GH −GH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 −GC 0 0 0 0 −GH GC +GH 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 0 −1 0

0 0 0 −GD 0 0 0 0 0 GD 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −GE −GF 0 0 0 0 GE +GF 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

−GA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 3: Big MuffR-type adaptor MNA matrix—example resistor stamp in light shading, example voltage source stamp in dark shading.

is R = diag(RI ,RE), where RI = diag(RA, RB , RC) and
RE = diag(RD, RE , RF , RG, RH) are matrices of internal and
external port resistances. RE is prescribed by the port resistances
of the WDF subtrees, and the port resistances in RI are assigned
arbitrarily as RA = RB = RC = 1 kΩ; we cannot make all
three internal ports reflection-free, and they will get resolved by
the K-method anyways, so we don’t even try to adapt any of them.

The MNA system matrix X that arises from the stamp proce-
dure, with node 1 as the datum node, is shown in Fig. 3.

The behavior of our vector of nonlinearities is described in the
Kirchhoff domain by h(·), which maps a vector of voltages vC =
[vdiodes, vBC, vBE]T to a vector of currents iC = [idiodes,−iC , iE ]T

according to the Shockley ideal diode law,

idiodes = Is(d)(e
vdiodes/VT − 1)− Is(d)(e−vdiodes/VT − 1) , (21)

and the Ebers–Moll BJT model,

iC = Is(eVBE/VT − 1)− Is/αR(eVBC/VT − 1) (22)

iE = Is/αF (eVBE/VT − 1)− Is(eVBC/VT − 1) . (23)

h(·) is tabulated with a 201×201×201 grid across the circuit’s op-
erating range of voltages (determined experimentally with SPICE).

Since this structure contains multiple noncomputable loops, it
is collapsed down into a NLSS form (Fig. 1c), where the values
of E, F, M, and N are given as functions of C11, C12, C21,
C22, S11, S12, S21, and S22 by (14). This structure still con-
tains a noncomputable loop through h(·) and F, but since it is a
standard NLSS system (albeit one without states), we can render it
computable using the K-method [57–59], yielding a system in the
form of Fig. 1d / (15). Matrices E, M, and N are already known,
and a scattered tabulation g(·) is found from the gridded tabulation
h(·), using K = F according to (16).

To explain how the system is computable, let us walk through
one time step of the algorithm. All of the WDF subtrees which
dangle from R are handled in the normal way, and the collection
ofR and the nonlinearities are handled according to (15). At each

time step during runtime, these subtrees deliver a length-5 vector
of incident waves aE = [aD, aE , aF , aG, aH ]T to R. We find
length-3 vector p from aE by p = EaE . Using scattered inter-
polant methods3, we find length-3 vector iC from p by iC = g(p).
Finally the length-5 output vector bE of the root R–nonlinearity
collection is found by combining contributions from aE and iC
by bE = MaE + Ni. bE is propagated down into the standard
WDF subtrees and we can advance to the next time step.

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. On top is a 15-ms-long
guitar input signal Vin. The middle panel compares a “ground-
truth” SPICE simulation and the results of our WDF algorithm.
They are nearly a match, confirming the validity of our novel WDF
formulation. The error signal between the two is shown in the bot-
tom panel; small discrepancies can be ascribed to limitations of the
201×201×201 lookup table, (expected) aliasing in the WDF, lin-
ear resampling of the SPICE output to WDF simulation’s constant
time grid for comparison, and general numerical concerns.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we’ve presented a framework for modeling lumped
systems (in particular, electronic circuits) with multiple and mul-
tiport nonlinear elements and arbitrary topologies as Wave Digital
Filters. We expand on the graph-theoretic approach of Fränken
et al. [48, 49], applying it rather to yield an adaptor structure for
circuits with multiple/multiport nonlinearities. Replacing the col-
lection of all nonlinear elements with a single replacement graph
during the separation-pair-finding process yields a modified SPQR
tree, where the root node tends to be anR-type adaptor, with stan-
dard WDF subtrees hanging below and a vector of nonlinearities
hanging above. This confines issues of computability to a minimal
subsytem comprised of the R-type adaptor and vector of nonlin-
earities at the root of a WDF tree.

3http://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/
scatteredinterpolant-class.html
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Figure 4: Big Muff Pi clipping stage simulation. Vin (top), Vout from
SPICE and WDF (middle), and WDF Vout error (bottom). SPICE
used a maximum time step of 10−5 seconds and WDF simulation
used a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.

This combination of thisR-type adaptor and the vector of non-
linearities is noncomputable. To render it computable, we rear-
range it so our system of “consolidated multiplies” E, F, M, and
N is solvable with the K-method [57–59]. The advantage of solv-
ing the root collection with the K-method is that tabulation can be
done simply in the Kirchhoff domain, where iC–vC relationships
are usually explicit and memoryless.4 A disadvantage is that when
gridded tabulation is transformed to the p–iC domain, it will no
longer be gridded, limiting interpolation to scattered methods.

We’ve focused on creating a general problem framework with
the potential for solution through diverse methods, not only the
K-method-derived approach we’ve proposed. Future work should
investigate computational efficiency and other methods for solving
the localized minimal root subsystem.

The internal structure of S, C, E, F, M, and N could poten-
tially be exploited for computational saving in future work.

Using iterative techniques to tabulate the p–iC domain di-
rectly, rather than transforming an iC–vC tabulation, it should be
possible to create a gridded tabulation, opening up the possibility
of using gridded interpolant methods. This would require good
initial guesses for the iterative solver or the use of, e.g., Newton
Homotopy [58, 59]. Potentially, a transformed solution could be
used as initial guesses for forming a gridded interpolation [34].

We could consider keeping our root topology R and vector
of nonlinearities entirely in the wave domain, as in Fig. 1a. In
this case, a nonlinear wave-domain function f(·) would need to
solve aI = f(bI). This system could also be resolved with the
K-method. However, it is unlikely that a closed-form solution to
f(·) will be available, so an explicit solution can’t be tabulated for

4Nonlinearities “with memory,” e.g., NL inductors/capacitors, can be
expressed as instantaneous aspects combined with WDF “mutators” [11].

f(·) and then transformed. With iterative techniques, tabulation in
the transformed f(·) domain should be possible.

As another option, the instantaneous Thévenin port equiva-
lent concept could be applied to all external ports of the nonlinear
root node topology and vector nonlinearity, creating a Kirchhoff-
domain subsystem grafted onto standard WDF subtrees below. As
in the scattering matrix derivation [47], each external port n in
the root scattering matrix would be replaced by its instantaneous
Thévenin equivalent—a series combination of a voltage source
with a value equal to the incident wave an and a resistor equal
to the port resistance Rn—and then the system could be solved
with the K-method or any other Kirchhoff-domain method.

In our main formulation or the others proposed above, one
could develop alternate derivations that exchange the roles of cur-
rents and voltages, using e.g., vC = g−1(iC). This may be par-
ticularly applicable to using iterative methods to tabulate the non-
linearities; Yeh et al. report that iteration on terminal voltages con-
verges faster than iteration on device currents [58].

Future work should explore these alternate formulations and
practical aspects of N -dimensional scattered interpolation. Our
exposition uses standard voltage wave variables for simplicity of
presentation, but for time-varying structures, power waves provide
theoretical energetic advantages [15, 61, 63]. For alternative wave
variable definitions, (17)–(18) will be modified as appropriate.

Energetic concerns in the root subsystem remain unexplored
and potentially problematic, e.g., for highly resonant circuits. Pre-
vious work investigates energetic aspects of nonlinear table inter-
polation techniques in WDFs [41]—although it is limited to the
one-port case, it could serve as a prototype for future work.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents simulations of nonlinear plate vibrations in re-
lation to sound synthesis of gongs and cymbals. The von Kármán
equations are shown and then solved in terms of the modes of the
associated linear system. The modal equations obtained constitute
a system of nonlinearly coupled Ordinary Differential Equations
which are completely general as long as the modes of the sys-
tem are known. A simple second-order time-stepping integration
scheme yields an explicit resolution algorithm with a natural par-
allel structure. Examples are provided and the results discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear vibrations of plates constitute a large domain of research
which embraces fields ranging from mechanical and civil engi-
neering, to physics and sound synthesis [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The latter
is the subject of interest in this work, because plates are, geometri-
cally speaking, the simplest kind of idiophone although they share
the same salient dynamical features of idiophones of more com-
plex shape (bells, shells, gongs). Hence, numerical simulations of
plates offer appealing possibilities for sound synthesis with direct
applications to the sound of gongs and cymbals. However, be-
cause of the complexity of the nonlinear dynamics, time-domain
simulations have become a feasible possibility only in recent years,
when compared to sound synthesis of simpler systems such as lin-
ear bars [6] and plates [7]. The first complete study on full time-
domain simulations of the classic nonlinear plate equations (the
von Kármán equations) is due to Bilbao [8]. In this work a rect-
angular plate with simply-supported conditions is considered and
a solution given in terms of a stable, second-order, implicit Finite
Difference scheme. The stability condition is achieved through
numerical conservation of the energy of the system. Subsequent
work by Bilbao and Torin extended the case of a single plate to
a full 3D multi-plate environment, where the plates are coupled
through pressure waves in air [9]. On the other hand, a modal ap-
proach was proposed by Chadwick [10] to treat the case of shells.
More recently, a modal approach was proposed by these authors to
solve the von Kármán plate equations [11]. Such model is based on
the projection of the original system onto the linear modes. Time
integration is performed using the time-stepping scheme borrowed
from Bilbao [8] and adapted to the modal equations so to give
energy conservation mode by mode. Such approach, despite not
being per se "better" than Finite Differences, has anyhow proven
useful for a number of reasons, namely

∗ This work was supported by the Royal Society and the British
Academy through a Newton International Fellowship

• for particular combinations of geometry and boundary con-
ditions, the modes are known analytically and therefore the
coupling coefficients and eigenfrequencies can be calcu-
lated with very high precision (the case of a circular plate
with a free boundary, notoriously difficult to treat using Fi-
nite Differences, falls into this category);

• damping can be implemented mode by mode resulting re-
sulting in a much more accurate (frequency-dependent) rep-
resentation of losses.

In turn, the modal approach should be regarded as a practical alter-
native to Finite Differences in the case of plates. In this work, the
modal approach is described and some applications shown. With
respect to [11], the time-stepping scheme selected in the present
work is a simpler Störmer-Verlet scheme instead of the more com-
plex implicit scheme. The simplification obtained through this
choice comes at a high cost: the stability of the resulting numer-
ical algorithm. It is, of course, the case to stress the importance
of numerical stability when dealing with sound synthesis routines:
as a general rule, an algorithm design unable to guarantee stability
should be frowned upon.

For the case of the nonlinear modal equations in this work,
however, an exception will be made. In fact, stable modal and
Finite Difference algorithms have been extensively studied in the
aforementioned works, and therefore the focus in this paper will be
on efficiency rather than stability. In addition, the Störmer-Verlet
scheme is perfectly adapted to the problem of the linear plate, be-
ing energy conserving and stable. The choice of this scheme is
justified on the basis that

• the resulting algorithm is explicit and therefore does not re-
quire to solve a linear system of algebraic equations;

• for the modal equations, the calculation of the nonlinear
term can be highly parallelised thus allowing fast computa-
tions.

The paper is composed as follows: in section 2 the equations are
presented along with the modal approach. Section 3 presents the
Störmer-Verlet integration scheme and resulting algorithm. Sec-
tion 4 presents two case studies; convergence of the coupling co-
efficients is shown. Section 5 discusses in more detail the simula-
tions obtained with scheme.

2. MODEL EQUATIONS

The literature presents a number of model equations describing
the nonlinear behaviour of plates. Such models rely on different
assumptions which simplify the complexity of the system [1]. In
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general, the nonlinearity of a plate is of geometric type, meaning
that nonlinear effects come into existence when the amplitude of
vibrations increases above a reference amplitude. In actual fact,
for such high amplitudes, flexural displacements must entail some
kind of in-plane motion which results in a coupling of the modes of
vibrations. Amongst the many possible models that describe such
dynamics, the von Kármán model represents a particularly attrac-
tive choice. Such model, in fact, describes with high degree of
accuracy the nonlinear dynamics of plates (at least for vibrations
up to a few times the thickness), despite a relatively straightfor-
ward extension of the underlying linear model (the Kirchhoff plate
equation). In the von Kármán model, the in-plane displacement is
originated by a second order correction to the linear strain tensor
[12]. Such correction results in a modal coupling for the flexural
modes. The von Kármán equations for the flexural displacement
w(x, t) are written as

ρhẅ +D∆∆w = L(w,F ) + p(x, t)−R(ẇ),

∆∆F = −Eh
2
L(w,w),

where ρ is the material volume density, h the plate thickness, and
D stands for flexural rigidity: D = Eh3/12(1− ν2), with E and
ν respectively Young modulus and Poisson ratio. ∆ represents the
two-dimensional Laplacian operator, while p(x, t) stands for the
normal external forcing, and R(ẇ) is a generic expression for the
viscous damping depending on the velocity field. The function
F (x, t) is known as Airy stress function and it accounts for the in-
plane displacement. The operator L is generally referred to as the
von Kármán operator or Monge-Ampère form in the literature and
may be expressed in intrinsic coordinates, for two functions f(x)
and g(x), as [13]

L(f, g) = ∆f∆g −∇∇f : ∇∇g,

where : denotes the doubly contracted product of two tensors.

2.1. Modal approach

The von Kármán equations are now solved formally using a modal
approach. This means that both the transverse and in-plane func-
tions are expanded onto a series of base functions corresponding
to the modes of the associated linear system (which form therefore
a complete set over the domain of the plate). Note that the fol-
lowing derivation is independent of the choice of the geometry of
the plate and of the boundary conditions. Let {Φk(x)}k≥1 be the
eigenmodes of the transverse displacement. These functions are
the solutions of the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem

∆∆Φk(x) =
ρh

D
ω2
kΦk(x), (2)

together with the associated boundary conditions. In Eq. (2), ωk
stands for the kth radian eigenfrequency. The linear modes are
defined up to a constant of normalisation that can be chosen arbi-
trarily. For the sake of generality, Sw denotes the constant of nor-
malisation of the function Φ̄ = Sw

Φk(x)
‖Φk‖ . The norm is obtained

from a scalar product < α, β > between two functions α(x) and
β(x), defined as

< α, β >=

∫

S

αβ dS −→ ‖Φk‖2 =< Φk,Φk >,

where S represents the area of the plate.

The eigenmodes for the Airy stress function are denoted as
{Ψk(x)}k≥1. They satisfy the following eigenvalue problem

∆∆Ψk(x) = ζ4
kΨk(x), (3)

together with the associated boundary conditions for F . The linear
modes so defined are orthogonal with respect to the scalar product,
and are therefore a suitable function basis [14]. Orthogonality be-
tween two functions Λm(x, y),Λn(x, y) is expressed as

< Λm,Λn >= δm,n‖Λm‖2,

where δm,n is Kronecker’s delta.
The Partial Differential Equations (1) for the perfect plate are

discretised by expanding the two unknowns w and F along their
respective eigenmodes

w(x, t) = Sw

NΦ∑

k=1

Φk(x)

‖Φk‖
qk(t),

F (x, t) = SF

NΨ∑

k=1

Ψk(x)

‖Ψk‖
ηk(t),

where qk(t) and ηk(t) represent respectively the modal transverse
displacement and the modal coordinate for the Airy stress func-
tion. The integers NΦ and NΨ are intended to be finite for any
numerical simulation. Following a standard projection technique
and using the orthogonality relationship leads to discretisation of
system (1) [15]. The discretised von Kármán equations read

q̈s + ω2
sqs + 2ξsωsq̇s =

− ES2
w

ρ

NΦ∑

k,m,n

[
NΨ∑

l=1

Hl
m,nE

s
k,l

2ζ4
l

]
qkqmqn + ps(t), (5)

The tensors appearing in Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

Hk
i,j =

∫
S

ΨkL(Φi,Φj)dS

‖Ψk‖ ‖Φi‖ ‖Φj‖

Esi,j =

∫
S

ΦsL(Φi,Ψj)dS

‖Φs‖ ‖Φi‖ ‖Ψj‖
.

and expresses the nonlinear coupling between in-plane and trans-
verse motions. Note that in Eq. (5), the modal external force has
been expressed as

ps(t) =
1

ρhSw‖Φs‖

∫

S

p(x, t)Φs(x)dS.

In general, one may choose a separable form for p(x, t) and con-
sider a Dirac delta for the space component (corresponding to point-
wise forcing). Hence

p(x, t) = δ(x− x0)P (t);→ ps(t) =
Φs(x0)

ρhSw‖Φs‖
P (t).

Note also that in the same equation a modal damping term has been
introduced as 2ξsωsq̇s. This choice is justified as metallic plates
are usually only slightly damped [16].

Eq. (5) may be further simplified by introducing the fourth-
order tensor Γsj,k,l as [13, 15]

Γsj,k,l =

NΨ∑

r=1

Hr
k,lE

s
j,r

2ζ4
r

. (6)
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Remarks. System (5) is composed of NΦ coupled Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODEs). The left-hand side is the equation
of a classic harmonic oscillator with loss, whereas the right-hand
side is composed of a generic forcing term ps(t) plus the nonlin-
ear coupling. This coupling involves the product of three modal
coordinates and therefore for small amplitudes of vibrations (say,
w � h) it becomes negligible. When w ≈ h the nonlinear term is
responsible for weakly nonlinear phenomena, notably amplitude-
dependent frequency of vibration which, thinking from the stand-
point of sound synthesis, is perceived as a pitch-bend. Finally,
when w > h nonlinearities dominate the dynamics acting as a
strong forcing term. Dynamically, this regime is characterised by
a cascade of energy from large to small wavelengths, whose prop-
erties constitute a topic of research on its own within the realm of
Wave Turbulence [4, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Typically, the cascade is per-
ceived as a crash or a shimmering sound, and is one of the most
dramatic examples of nonlinear phenomena in musical acoustics.
Remarkably, these three regimes are very well described by the
von Kármán equations, despite the absence of in-plane inertia. For
a study on the effect of such inertia term in the von Kármán sys-
tem, one may refer to [21].

3. TIME INTEGRATION

Time integration of system (5) is performed using a Störmer-Verlet
scheme. For that, time is discretised according to a sampling rate
fs = 1/k, where k is the time-step. Discrete time operators are
now introduced. The most obvious operator is the identity opera-
tor, denoted by

1qn = qn.

Note that the notation qn indicates that the vector q is evaluated
at the discrete time kn (it must not be confused with an exponent).
The backward and forward shift operators are, respectively,

et−q
n = qn−1; et+q

n = qn+1.

Backward, centered and forward approximations to first time deriva-
tive are defined as

δt− ≡ 1

k
(1− et−); δt· ≡ 1

2k
(et+ − et−); δt+ ≡ 1

k
(et+ − 1).

An approximation to the second time derivative can be constructed
by combining the previous operators. In such a way, a particular
form employed here is given by

δtt ≡ δt+δt− =
1

k2
(et+ − 2 + et−)

The Störmer-Verlet scheme is

δttq
n + Kqn + Cδt·q

n = −nln + pn.

In the equation above, the matrices K, C denote the normalised
stiffness and damping matrices (independent of the step n). In
practice, if NΦ denoted the length of the vectors, then these matri-
ces are NΦ ×NΦ; the two matrices are diagonal

Km,m = ω2
m; Cm,m = 2ξmωm. (7)

The vector nl is the vector of the nonlinear terms, acting as a cou-
pling. This is, simply

nlnm =
ES2

w

ρ

NΦ∑

j,k,l=1

Γmj,k,lq
n
j q

n
k q

n
l . (8)

Finally, p is the vector containing the forcing terms, i.e.

pnm =
Φm(x0)

‖Φm‖ρhSw
Pn.

Developing the discrete operators gives the following algebraic
system, to be solved for the variable qn+1

(
INΦ

k2
+

C

2k

)
qn+1 =

(
2INΦ

k2
−K

)
qn + pn − nln

+

(
C

2k
− INΦ

k2

)
qn−1, (9)

where INΦ is the NΦ ×NΦ identity matrix.

Remarks. Scheme (9) is second-order accurate and explicit:
the matrices multiplying the vectors are diagonal and therefore
each line in the system can be solved independently (without re-
quiring a linear system solver). This might seem puzzling at a first
glance because (5) is a system of coupled equations. Indeed, the
update of the modal scheme is composed of not only Eq. (9), but
also of Eq. (8): this is where coupling happens at each update.

More generally, the Störmer-Verlet scheme is symmetric and
symplectic, and is thus volume-preserving in phase space for Hamil-
tonian flows [22].

The associated discrete linear system is conservative under the
Störmer-Verlet algorithm. In practice, by setting to zero the forc-
ing (pn), damping (C) and nonlinear term (nln) in scheme (9),
the following relation can be derived [23]

δt+

NΦ∑

s=1

S2
w
ρh

2

[
(δt−q

n
s )2 + ω2

sq
n
s (et−q

n
s )
]

= 0,

or

δt+

NΦ∑

s=1

(τns + υns ) = 0

which corresponds to

d

dt

NΦ∑

s=1

S2
w
ρh

2

[
q̇2
s(t) + ω2

sq
2
s(t)

]
= 0.

or
d

dt

NΦ∑

s=1

(Ts + Us) = 0.

for the continuous case. In practice, τns and υns are the correspond-
ing discrete kinetic and potential energies of the linear plate, which
can be seen as the sum of uncoupled harmonic oscillators.

Conservation of discrete energy allows to derive a stability
condition for the scheme applied to the linear plate equation. Let
ω̂s denote the largest eigenfrequency of the system, then the scheme
is stable when [23]

k̂ <
2

ω̂s
. (10)
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Figure 1: Parallel structure of update (8) for the nonlinear term.
Each colour represents an operation that can be solved indepen-
dently in a parallel environment.

When this condition is enforced, then the discrete energies are
positive definite and the scheme is stable (i.e. the solutions are
bounded over time). This same condition can be extended to the
nonlinear system when the time integration scheme proposed in
[8] is applied. The resulting algorithm, however, becomes implicit
and the computational time increases.

A second remark has to do with the efficiency of the scheme.
Most time is spent in updating the nonlinear term, (8). However,
such an update presents a highly parallel structure, being basi-
cally a series of products of matrices (see fig. 1). In MATLAB,
matrix multiplication is automatically assigned to multiple cores
when possible, but in theory many more (and faster) possibilities
are open to anyone wishing to port the modal code to other lan-
guages (C, CUDA, etc.).

4. CASE STUDIES

System (5) is completely general, meaning that the integration
scheme (9) can be applied as long as the coupling coefficients (6)
are known together with the radian frequencies in Eq. (2). In gen-
eral, analytic solutions are not available for given geometry and
boundary conditions, but there are important cases which consti-
tute an exception. Two of such cases are presented now: a circular
plate with free boundary and a rectangular plate with simply sup-
ported boundary.

4.1. Free Circular Plate

A circular plate of radius awith a free edge is first considered. The
boundary conditions then read, for the two unknowns w(r, θ, t)
and F (r, θ, t) [24] (an index after a comma indicates a derivative
in that direction)

∀t, ∀θ ∈ [0, 2π], at r = a :

w,rr +
ν

a
w,r +

ν

a2
w,θθ = 0 ,

w,rrr +
1

a
w,rr − 1

a2
w,r +

2− ν
a2

w,rθθ − 3− ν
a3

w,θθ = 0 ,

F,r +
1

a
F,θθ = 0 , F,rθ +

1

a
F,θ = 0 .

Despite a seemingly complex form of the boundary conditions,
an analytical solution exists in the form of Bessel functions. The
eigenfrequencies are then obtained as the zeros of such functions.
The eigenfunctions are here denoted by either a single integer num-
ber p - sorting the frequencies from small to large - or by a pair
(kc, kd), where kc denotes the number of nodal diameters and kd
the number of nodal circles. As it is usual with circular symme-
try, asymmetric modes with kc 6= 0 are degenerated so that two

CIRCULAR PLATE

mode label p ω̄p Γ̄pp,p,p Nconv
Ψ

1,2 1 1.90 ·100 3
3 1.8 8.58 ·100 4

4,5 2.3 1.70·101 4
715,716 527.7 8.44·106 65

846 627.6 2.86·106 36
881,882 658.1 1.78·106 50

RECTANGULAR PLATE

mode label p ω̄p Γ̄pp,p,p Nconv
Ψ

1 1 2.00·101 12
20 13.9 9.50·103 286
72 48.1 1.07·105 239
336 208.7 2.50·106 25
422 261.5 5.88·106 103
589 361.9 1.23·107 132

Table 1: Convergence of the nondimensional coupling coefficients
Γ̄pp,p,p for the circular plate and a rectangular plate with aspect ra-
tio 2/3. Modes are sorted according to increasing eigenfrequency.
Nconv

Ψ indicates upper bounds of the number of in-plane modes
needed for displayed accuracy. The normalised eigenfrequencies
ω̄p are also shown.

eigenvectors are found for the same eigenfrequency. For the cir-
cular plate, eigenfrequencies for both the transverse and in-plane
problems are analytic so that the numerical values of {ωi, ζj}i,j≥1

used to feed the model can be considered exact. In the truncation
process, the number of in-plane modes NΨ may be selected ac-
cording to the desired accuracy for the cubic coupling coefficient
Γpp,p,p defined in Eq. (6), see e.g. [24, 15, 25]. As explained in
[24], some specific rules exist, so that, for a given transverse mode
p, only a few in-plane modes participate with a non-vanishing con-
tribution to the summation in Eq. (6). The rules are as follows:

• For a purely axisymmetric mode Φ(0,kd), only the axisym-
metric in-plane modes {Ψ(0,i)}i≥1 participate to the sum-
mation.

• For an asymmetric mode Φ(kc,kd) with kc 6= 0, then the
coupling involve only axisymmetric in-plane modes {Ψ(0,i)}i≥1

as well as asymmetric in-plane modes having twice the num-
ber of nodal diameters {Ψ(2kc,i)}i≥1.

Hence for a given mode p, the convergence of the summation for
Γpp,p,p is achieved within a small subset of all the possible in-plane
modes. Let Nconv

Ψ be the cardinal of this subset of admissible
modes. The convergence of three coefficients Γpp,p,p is shown in
Fig. 2, for three different modes of high frequencies. It is seen that
convergence is assured even for such high-order coefficients. An
axisymmetric mode with a many nodal circles, mode (0,18) has
been selected together with a purely asymmetric one, mode (50,0),
and a mixed mode : (24,8). Table 1 presents the converged val-
ues of a few nondimensional coefficients. For asymmetric modes
(kc, kd) with kc 6=0, the modes are degenerate.
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CIRCULAR PLATE
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RECTANGULAR PLATE
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Figure 2: Plots of a few nondimensional values of coupling coeffi-
cients, Γ̄pp,p,p. (a)-(c): Circular plate. Numbers in brakets are (kc,
kd) corresponding to nodal circles and diameters. (e)-(f): Rectan-
gular plate of aspect ratio 2/3. Numbers in brakets are (k1, k2) of
Eq. (12).

4.2. Simply-Supported Rectangular Plate

Consider a rectangular plate of lateral dimensions Lx, Ly . Let n,
t denote the normal and tangential directions to the boundary δS.
Simply-supported boundary conditions may be given as

∀t, ∀x ∈ δS :

w = w,nn + νw,tt = 0,

F,nt = F,tt = 0. (11)

Such conditions, despite not describing a load-free edge (a desir-
able case for sound synthesis), have the advantage of being par-
ticularly simple. The solution for the transverse modes, in fact, is
given in terms of sine functions [14]

Φk(x) = sin
k1πx

Lx
sin

k2πy

Ly
for integers k1, k2.

The eigenfrequencies are then easily obtained as

ω2
k =

D

ρh

[(
k1π

Lx

)2

+

(
k2π

Ly

)2
]2

. (12)

The conditions for the in-plane function, on the other hand, can
be worked out to yield a simplified form. Consider in fact the
following conditions

F = F,n = 0 ∀x ∈ δS;

it is clear that these conditions are sufficient (but not necessary) to
satisfy (11) [13]. Such conditions, along with Eq. (3), reduce the

quest for the eigenfunctions Ψk to the clamped plate problem. De-
spite not having a closed-form solution, this problem was recently
shown to have a semi-analytical solution based on the Rayleigh-
Ritz method, yielding ∼ 400 eigenfunctions and associated fre-
quencies with precision to, at least, four significant digits [15].
As opposed to the circular case, it is difficult to have an a priori
knowledge on the coupling rules. This is because the form of the
in-plane eigenfunctions is not known analytically, and thus only a
numerical investigation can help in laying out coupling rules. As
for the circular case, coefficients of the kind Γpp,p,p are investi-
gated. In general, when either k1 or k2 is small, convergence is
quite fast, see for example fig. 2(f). However, modes for which
neither k1 or k2 is small, convergence is much slower and presents
a staircase-like behaviour, like in fig. 2(d). Nonetheless, table 1
shows accuracy to a few decimal digits is still assured even for
coefficients involving high-frequency modes.

Remarks. Table 1 shows the convergence of the nonlinear
coupling coefficients. With respect to other numerical techniques,
namely Finite Differences, such order of convergence is out-of-
reach for reasonable sample rates [15]. This remark should be kept
in mind when comparing the efficiency (or numerical burden) of
the modal method versus a Finite Difference scheme: for the same
degree of accuracy, Finite Differences are much less efficient than
modes.

On the other hand, the two case studies presented here are
somewhat an exception as they have analytical or semi-analytical
solutions for the modes. When facing a case for which the modes
are not known, the modal approach becomes somewhat less ap-
pealing than other numerical methods.

5. SIMULATIONS

Now that the coupling coefficients are eigenfrequencies have been
calculated for the case studies, scheme (9) may be applied. First,
excitation and loss are presented, and then results of simulations
shown.

5.1. Excitation

For pointwise forcing, two different excitation mechanisms will be
considered here: 1. a strike and 2. a sinusoidal forcing.

Strikes are of course the most direct way to excite a plate. In
general, one wishes to have control on the "loudness" and "bril-
liance" of the sound. To a first approximation, these parameters
may be controlled by making use of a relatively simple form for
the excitation, a raised cosine. This function is defined as

P (t) =

{
P̄
2

[1 + cos (π(t− t0)/Twid)] if |t− t0| ≤ Twid ;
0 if |t− t0| > Twid .

It is seen that one has control over two parameters: Twid, or half
of the total contact duration, and P̄ , the maximum amplitude. As
a rule of thumb, one may use a shorter Twid and a larger P̄ to
increase the "loudness" and "brightness" of the output. See also
fig. 3(a).

Sinusoidal forcing (see fig. 3(b)) may instead by applied to
observe the system undergo two bifurcations, leading first to a
quasi-periodic and then to a turbulent motion. Perceptually, the
three regimes are very well recognisable ranging from an almost
monochromatic sound to a loud, shimmering cascade.
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Figure 3: (a): examples of raised cosine functions used to simulate
a strike, in the case of "hard" contact (dashed) and "soft" contact
(thick). (b): example of sinusoidal forcing of frequency 1Hz and
amplitude 5N increased linearly to a steady value and then de-
creased.
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Figure 4: Examples of damping coefficients ξi(ω) (dots) and re-
sulting damping laws γ(ω) = 2ξiωi (thick lines). (a): ξi = 2/ωi.
(b): ξi = 2 · 10−5. (c): damping law as measured by Humbert
[26] for a plate of thickness h = 0.5mm, ξi = 8 · 10−3ω−0.4

i . (d):
ξi = 5/[ωi(exp(32− ωi/2500) + 1)].

5.2. Loss

For sound synthesis, loss bears about a lot of perceptual informa-
tion. One of the advantages of the modal approach is that a com-
plex decay can be simulated by setting by hand the modal damping
coefficients ξm in Eq. (7). For example, if one wishes to simulate a
damping law which dissipated energy at the same rate at all scales,
one may set ξm = c/ωm; a linear damping law is obtained for
ξm = c for constant c. Of course, the possibilities are endless, see
also fig. 4

5.3. Examples

Fig. 6 reports the simulations for three different cases: 1. a soft
strike; 2. a hard strike; 3. a sinusoidally forced plate. For nonlin-
ear dynamics, in the case of a strike, the pictorial example of fig.
5 shows one snapshot immediately after a strike and one at later
moment when the profile is fully turbulent.

The plate under consideration is a small rectangular plate of

Figure 5: Snapshots of displacement field on top of a plate just af-
ter a strike (left) and during fully developed nonlinear state (right),
with the presence of large and small wavelengths.

dimensions 21cm× 18cm × 1mm. For this plate, the eigenfre-
quencies are such that ω250/2π = 21610Hz, suggesting that even
a relatively small number of modes suffices to reproduce a rich
sound spanning a large interval of the audible range. The output
can be extracted by recording the displacement at one point on
the plate, wn0 , and by taking a discrete time derivative in order to
high-pass the frequency spectrum.

Because instability may set in, one must set the sampling fre-
quency to a reasonably high rate in order to obtain convergence.
The reference sampling rate in this case is given by Eq. (10),
which gives the stability condition for the linear plate. Because
in this case the dynamics is nonlinear, one has to guess a value of
the sampling rate which assures convergence, but which remains
sufficiently small in order to allow fast computations. Empirically,
it is found that for

ksim = k̂/2

the solution converges even for a strongly nonlinear dynamics (at
least for vibrations up to 2−3 times the thickness) and hence such
is the time-step selected for the simulations.

Fig. 6(a)-(b) is the typical case of weakly nonlinear vibra-
tions, with amplitude w ∼ h. To simulate a soft strike using a
raised cosine, the particular parameters employed here are Twid =
1ms, P̄ = 100N. The damping coefficients are set as ξi = 8 ·
10−3ω−0.4

i . The total number of modes retained is fairly small,
NΦ = 100, covering frequencies up to 9000Hz. The number of
in-plane modes is NΨ = 50. In this case, the modes are weakly
coupled giving rise to pitch-bends and amplitude-dependent fre-
quency of vibration. The damping law selected allows to simulate
a very enjoyable decay, with complex auditory cues.

Fig. 6(c)-(d) represents the case of strong nonlinear dynam-
ics. The plate is activated by a raised cosine with Twid = 0.8ms,
P̄ = 300N. Damping coefficients and number of modes are the
same as for the previous case. Here, the amplitude of vibrations
has a maximum at 2h, indicating that more nonlinear phenomena
may set in. In fact, by looking at the velocity spectrogram one can
notice that just after the strike the modes are not very well distin-
guishable: this is a trace of a turbulent dynamics corresponding to
a shimmering sound typical of gongs. After this initial transient,
loss removes energy from the system until the modes are again
perfectly distinguishable, and eventually killed.

Perhaps the most interesting case is represented in fig. 6(e)-
(f). In this case the plate is activated by a sinusoid close to the
5th eigenfrequency of the system. The amplitude of the sinusoid
is increased from 0 to 116N in 1s, then kept steady for 5s and
eventually decreased to zero in 2s. The plate undergoes 2 bifur-
cations denoted in the spectrogram by thick dashed lines: at the
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Figure 6: Numerical simulations of a rectangular plate with dimensions 21cm× 18cm × 1mm. (a)-(b): Time series of displacement and
velocity spectrogram of "soft" strike, with P̄ = 100N, Twid = 1ms, ξi = 8 · 10−3ω−0.5

i , NΨ = 50, NΦ = 100. (c)-(d): Time series
of displacement and velocity spectrogram of "hard" strike, with P̄ = 300N, Twid = 0.8ms, ξi = 8 · 10−5ω−0.4

i ,NΨ = 50, NΦ = 100.
(e)-(f): Time series of displacement and velocity spectrogram of sinusoidally forced plate, with sinusoid of frequency 1.02f5 and maximum
amplitude 116N, increased linearly for 1s, kept steady for 5s, and then decreased to zero in 2s; ξi = 4 · 10−3ω−0.4

i , NΦ = 72, NΨ = 60;
dashed lines on spectrogram indicate bifurcations from a linear regime, to a quasi-periodic regime, to a turbulent regime.
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start one can clearly hear a monochromatic sound at the selected
frequency; after the first bifurcation the same frequency is mod-
ulated by higher harmonics; and after the second bifurcation all
the modes are activated in a turbulent bath. The damping law se-
lected are able to give the sound a natural richness with complex
harmonic relations.

Calculation times in MATLAB are quite fast. For the strikes
(i.e. NΨ = 50, NΦ = 100, ksim = k̂/2) the calculation time is
about 8 times real-time, on a machine equipped with an Intel i7
CPU at 2.40GHz. For the sinusoid (i.e. NΨ = 50, NΦ = 60,
ksim = k̂/2) the calculation time is about 1.5 times real-time.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This work presented an explicit modal scheme for the nonlinear
plate equations. For the cases which present a semi-analytic so-
lution for the modes, it was shown that the eigenfrequencies and
coupling coefficients can be calculated to a very high precision.
The modal update is completely general as long as such frequen-
cies and coefficients are known. Two case studies were presented,
including the important case of a circular plate with a free bound-
ary. Numerical simulations were provided to show that the modal
scheme can simulate efficiently a complex dynamics, resulting in
very realistic sound synthesis.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a physical modelling sound synthesis environ-
ment for the production of valved brass instrument sounds. The
governing equations of the system are solved using finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) methods and the environment is implemented
in the C programming language. Users of the environment can
create their own custom instruments and are able to control player
parameters such as lip frequency, mouth pressure and valve open-
ings through the use of instrument and score files.
The algorithm for sound synthesis is presented in detail along with
a discussion of optimisation methods used to reduce run time. Bi-
naries for the environment are available for download online for
multiple platforms.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of synthesis of brass instrument sounds, such as those
from the instrument shown in Fig. 1, has been an active research
topic within the field of physical modelling and there are vari-
ous avenues of approach. Modal methods are used, e.g., in the
MoReeSC [1] software package. Digital waveguide methods model
wave propagation using delay lines, where the effects of loss and
dispersion are lumped into terminating filters [2, 3, 4]. A com-
bination of methods that involves parallel convolution and modal
methods along with one way nonlinear wave propagation have also
been successful [5, 6].
Although these are all efficient methods of synthesis, the assump-
tions made to improve performance can lead to awkward imple-
mentation of time varying tube configurations—as is the case for
articulated valved instrument sounds. More general numerical
methods, such as finite difference time domain techniques (FDTD),
can be used in this case and are suitable for modelling the valved
brass instrument system [7, 8]. Although computationally more
intensive, FDTD algorithms for brass instrument synthesis can be
run on modern personal computers and, with the use of optimisa-
tion methods in the C programming language, simulation times can
approach or surpass real-time.
After the model equations for the valved brass instrument system
are described in Section 2, the FDTD approximations to continuous
operators are introduced in Section 3 and then used in Section 4
to create discrete versions of the system equations and their corre-
sponding updates. Optimisation techniques in the C programming

∗ Author for contact

environment are discussed along with benchmarking times in Sec-
tion 5 and finally concluding remarks and planned extensions to the
environment are presented in Section 6. Supplementary materials
including the environment binaries, example sounds and test files
are available for download at
http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/~s0916351/dafx15.html.

Figure 1: Functional representation of a valved brass instrument.
Loops below the main instrument bore are the additional lengths of
tubing that airflow can be diverted into through the use of pistons.

2. BRASS INSTRUMENT SYSTEM

A typical valved brass instrument can be separated, functionally,
into three components: the input (excitation mechanism), resonator
(instrument bore and valve sections), and radiation (interaction of
the bore with the surrounding acoustic space). Waves propagate
within the instrument bore which includes additional pieces of tub-
ing that waves can be partitioned into through the use of valves.
The input and radiation models can be defined separately and then
coupled to the extremities of the instrument bore. This section
presents the system equations for each component of the model.

2.1. Wave Propagation

Starting in the frequency domain, a model for wave propagation in-
side a section of an acoustic tube that includes viscous and thermal
losses [9] may be written as

∂x (Sv̂) = −SŶ p̂, ∂xp̂ = −Ẑv̂ (1)
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Figure 2: An acoustic tube showing the variation of the surface
area, S(x), with axial coordinate x.

where p̂(x, ω) and v̂(x, ω) are the acoustic pressure and particle
velocity as functions of an angular frequency ω and axial coordi-
nate x, where x ∈ [0, L] and L is the total length of the instrument.
S(x) is the bore cross-section; see Fig. 2. Ẑ(ω) and Ŷ (ω) repre-
sent the characteristic series impedance and shunt admittance per
unit length of the system that include wave propagation and the
viscous and thermal losses. The (̂·) operator denotes a frequency
domain function and ∂x denotes first order partial differentiation
with respect to axial coordinate x.
A complete description of the impedance and admittance in equa-
tion (1) relies on Bessel functions for tubes of circular cross section.
In practical time domain implementations, various approximations
are necessary. A typical approximation strategy involves a high
frequency approximation leading to a series of fractional powers
of jω as per, e.g., [10], accompanied by truncation of the series.
Transformation to the time domain follows from the replacements
(jω)u → ∂tu , where ∂tu is the uth partial derivative with respect
to time, t. Equations (1) become

ρ∂tv + fv + g∂t1/2v + ∂xp = 0 (2a)
S

ρc2
∂tp+ q∂t1/2p+ ∂x (Sv) = 0 (2b)

where

f =
3ηπ

S
, g = 2

√
ρηπ

S
, q =

2 (γ − 1)

νc2

√
ηπS

ρ3
(3)

and ∂t and ∂t1/2 are first and half order partial derivatives with
respect to time. Under further approximations this model reduces to
the Webster-Lokshin model [11], as illustrated in [7]. The symbols
ρ, c, η, ν2 and γ are respectively: the density, speed of sound, vis-
cosity, Prandtl number and ratio of specific heats. Values of these
constants as a function of temperature are given by Benade [12]
and are reprinted by Keefe [10].

2.2. Valve Junctions

In instruments such as the trumpet, valves are employed to direct air-
flow from the main bore into additional pieces of tubing, the gross

Figure 3: Left: Schematic of a valve junction showing the main
tube in copper, the default valve tube in red and the bypass tube
in green. The grey rectangle represents the junction surface. Right:
Overlap of tubes at valve junction. Notice that in the case of
circular tubes, the total overlapped surface between the three tubes
will be less than the surface area of the main tube at the junction.

effect of which is to lengthen the instrument and lower its reso-
nances. In normal use players either have the valve fully engaged or
not at all, therefore only one possible path is available at a time for
waves to propagate within the instrument. It is possible, however,
to hold the valve in a partially open configuration, in which case
the interaction between three pieces of tubing must be considered
which results in more complex instrument resonances and sounds
of a multiphonic timbre. Consider the system in Fig. 3, where one
piece of tubing, labelled main, with cross-sectional surface area
S(m) at the junction is overlapping two separate pieces of tubing,
labelled default and bypass, with cross sectional areas S(d) and
S(b) at the junction. The surface areas at the junction are defined by

S(d) = q(d)S(m), S(b) = q(b)S(m) (4)

where q(d) (t) and q(b) (t) define the ratios of overlap between the
default or bypass tubes with the main tube so that

q(d) + q(b) ≤ 1 (5)

A wave propagates through the main tube until it meets the junc-
tion between the three tubes. At this point the wave is then split
between the default and bypass tubes. At the junction, the pressure
is assumed constant at the point of contact of the three tubes and
the volume velocity at the junction sums to zero [13, 8].

p(m) = p(d) = p(b) (6a)

S(m)v(m) = S(d)v(d) + S(b)v(b) (6b)

Changing the overlap in (5) changes the partitioning of the airflow
in (6b) and therefore modifies the resonance’s of the instrument.

2.3. Radiation

Radiation of sound from a brass instrument, to the simplest ap-
proximation, can be considered in the same way as that from an
unflanged cylinder, for which Levine and Schwinger proposed a
suitable model [14]. To apply this in the time domain, rational
approximations must again be made which result in a radiation
impedance in terms of a normalised frequency ω′ = aω/c [15]

ZR = ρc

(
(1 + Γ) Λjω′ + ΓΛ (jω′)2

1 + Γ + (Λ + ΓΘ) jω′ + ΓΛΘ (jω′)2

)
(7)
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where
Γ = 0.505, Λ = 0.613, Θ = 1.111 (8)

and a is the radius of the tube at its radiating end. The system
described by equation (7) has an equivalent circuit form that is
described in [7]. For brevity the network equations are presented
in combined form

v̄ = vR +

(
1

Γρc
+

Θa

ρc2
d

dt

)
pR (9a)

p̄ = Λρa
dvR
dt

(9b)

p̄ =

(
1 +

1

Γ
+

Θa

c

d

dt

)
pR (9c)

where v̄ = v(L, t) and p̄ = p(L, t) are values taken at the end of
the instrument, vR and pR denote network variables (equivalent cur-
rent and voltage) and d/dt denotes differentiation respect to time.

2.4. Lip Reed

The subject of lip reed modelling has seen a large amount of inves-
tigation, and models of varying degrees of complexity are available.
For this synthesis environment a simple one degree of freedom, out-
ward striking reed model been chosen as the excitation mechanism
of the instrument [16]. The reed dynamics are described by

d2y

dt2
+ σ

dy

dt
+ ω2

0y =
Sr∆p

µr
(10a)

where y(t) is the reed displacement from its equilibrium position
H , and ω0 and σ are the reed’s natural resonance angular frequency
and damping parameter. Sr and µr are the effective surface area
and mass of the reed. ∆p(t) is the pressure difference between the
mouth pressure, pm(t), and that within the instrument embouchure
so that

∆p = pm − p (0, t) (10b)

The dynamics of the lip reed are coupled to the instrument through
a Bernoulli term, generated by the pressure difference between the
mouth and instrument, and by a volume velocity produced by the
motion of the reed

um = w [y +H]+

√
2|∆p|
ρ

sign (∆p) (10c)

ur = Sr
dy

dt
(10d)

S (0) v (0, t) = um + ur (10e)

where w is the effective lip width and um(t) and ur(t) denote
volume velocities generated by the pressure difference and the lip
motion. The function [·]+ is defined as [·]+ = max (·, 0), meaning
that when the lips are closed there is no flow.

3. FDTD SCHEME

3.1. Difference Operators

Before presenting the update schemes for the system equations it
is useful to define the discrete operators used in this work. Con-
sider a grid function, ζnl , defined for integer l = 0, . . . , N and
n = 0, 1 . . . ,. Such a grid function represents an approximation to
an underlying function ζ(x, t), as ζnl u ζ (lh, nk), where here, h

is the grid spacing and k is the time step (in audio applications, the
inverse of the sampling frequency).
Let ex± and et± be spatial and temporal shift operators

ex±ζ
n
l = ζnl±1, et±ζ

n
l = ζn±1

l (11)

Combinations of these basic shift operators can then be used to
arrive at various approximations to partial derivatives as well as av-
eraging operators, which approximate a multiplication by unity, that
can centre schemes; see Table 1 for a full list of discrete operators
used in this work and the operators they approximate.

Table 1: List of discrete operators and the continuous operators
they approximate. Note that the constants ar and br are defined
in Section 3.2.

Spatial Operators Expression Approximates

Forwards Difference, δx+ (ex+ − 1) /h
∂x

Backwards Difference, δx− (1− ex−) /h

Backwards Average, µx− (1 + ex−) /2 1

Temporal Operators Expression Approximates

Forwards Difference, δt+ (et+ − 1) /k

Backwards Difference, δt− (1− et−) /k ∂t,
d

dtCentered Difference, δt· (et+ − et−) / (2k)

Forwards Average, µt+ (et+ + 1) /2

Backwards Average, µt− (1 + et−) /2 1

Centered Average, µt· (et+ + et−) /2

Fractional Derivative, δt1/2

√
2

k

∑M
r=0 bre

r
t−∑M

r=0 are
r
t−

∂t1/2

3.2. Approximation of Fractional Derivatives

Implementation of fractional derivatives can be performed through
the use of an IIR filter constructed using a truncated Continued
Fraction Expansion (CFE) of the bilinear transform which is used
to approximate the square root of jω [17]

(jω)1/2 ≈
√

2

k

(
1− z−1

1 + z−1

)
(12)

where z = ejωk. The expansion of the numerator and denomina-
tor of this expression can then be used along with Viscovatov’s
algorithm [18] for computing the CFE. In essence, this algorithm
requires adding 0 to each new level of the CFE which allows for
factorisation of z−1 and inversion of the rest of the fraction. Ne-
glecting the factor

√
2/k, the process for converting the expansion,

whose numerator and denominator coefficients are β(0)
r and α(0)

r ,
of the bilinear transform to a CFE is as follows

(
1− z−1

)1/2

(1 + z−1)1/2
≈
∑∞

r=0 β
(0)
r z−r

∑∞
r=0 α

(0)
r z−r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expansion

+
β
(0)
0

α
(0)
0

− β
(0)
0

α
(0)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

+0

(13)
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=
β
(0)
0

α
(0)
0

+

∑∞
r=1

(
βr − β

(0)
0

α
(0)
0

α
(0)
r

)
z−r

∑∞
r=0 α

(0)
r z−r

= ξ(0) +
jω


∑∞

r=0 α
(0)
r z−r

∑∞
r=1

(
β
(0)
r − ξ(0)α(0)

r

)
z−(r−1)




where ξ(0) = β
(0)
0 /α

(0)
0 . For each iteration, i, of this process, the

expansion coefficients within the square brackets can be rewrit-
ten as in the form of equation (13) by using β

(i)
r = α

(i−1)
r ,

α
(i)
r = β

(i−1)
r+1 − ξ(i−1)α

(i−1)
r+1 and ξ(i) = β

(i)
0 /α

(i)
0 . Applying

this process 2M times leads to a truncated CFE

(jω)1/2 ≈ ξ(0) +
z−1

ξ(1) +
z−1

. . . +
z−1

ξ(2M)

The two lowest levels can be rewritten as

ξ(2M−1)ξ(2M) + z−1

ξ(2M)
=
b
(1)
0 + b

(1)
1 z−1

a
(1)
0

which can be considered as a new series expansion with numer-
ator and denominator coefficients b(i)r and a(i)r . This can then
be iteratively inverted to create a new polynomial fraction where
b
(i)
0 = ξ(2M−i)b

(i−1)
0 , b(i)r = a

(i−1)
r−1 + ξ(2M−i)b

(i−1)
r for r > 0

and a(i)r = b
(i−1)
r for r ≥ 0.

Transforming into the time domain using z−1 → et− and reintro-
ducing the factor

√
2/k leads to a discrete approximation to the

fractional derivative.

δt1/2 =

√
2

k

∑M
r=0 bre

r
t−∑M

r=0 are
r
t−

(14)

where br and ar are the final iteration inversion of the CFE and
have been normalised so that a0 = 1. For sound synthesis at a
sample rate of 44.1kHz, M = 20 is a suitable order filter for typ-
ical brass instrument geometries. This significantly increases the
storage requirements of the algorithm as a whole, thus increasing
the operation count and creating a bottleneck in performance.

3.3. Interleaved Grid and Difference Equations

For FDTD simulation of wave propagation in an acoustic tube it
is useful to employ an interleaved time-space grid for the pressure
and velocity fields, similar to work presented in electro-magnetics
[19]. The pressure field is sampled at integer multiple time-space
locations and the velocity field on the half integer points so that
pnl ≈ p (lh, nk) and vn+1/2

l+1/2 ≈ v ((l + 1/2)h, (n+ 1/2) k); see
Fig. 4 at top. This leads to a representation in terms of N + 1
pressure points and N velocity points, where N = floor(L/h).
The bore profile of the instrument must also be defined on both
spatial grids. In this work the bore profile is sampled using linear
interpolation on the velocity grid so that Sl+1/2 = S ((l + 1/2)h).
For the pressure grid the bore profile is defined as the spatial aver-
age of the neighbouring points on the velocity grid,
S̄l = 0.5

(
Sl+1/2 + Sl−1/2

)
; see Fig. 4 at bottom. Under these

Figure 4: Top: Interleaved grid for pressure (blue lines and
nodes), and velocity (green lines and nodes) fields with spatial
and temporal step sizes of h and k. The network variables, pR and
vR, are computed simultaneously with pressure values whereas p̄
and v̄ and the lip variables (y, ∆p and pm) are computed with the
velocity variables. Bottom: Discretisation of bore profile with S
at the velocity field locations and S̄ at the pressure field locations.

conditions, it can be shown that the Courant condition [20] must
be satisfied for stability of simulations; that is λ = ck/h where
λ ≤ 1 [7]. The different discretisations of the bore cross section
mean that the functions in (3) must also be sampled: q is sam-
pled on the pressure grid using S̄l, f and g are sampled on the
velocity grid using Sl+1/2. See Table 2. For the valve sections,
S(d)(x) is set from the location of the default tube in the main
bore, although scaled by q(d). The default tube is therefore the path
straight through the valve when the valve is not pressed. The basic
profile of S(b)(x) is a cone whose entrance and exit areas are equal
to the area of the main bore where the valve section begins and ends
and has a length different to the default path so that the instrument’s
resonances are modified when waves propagate through this tube.
The entrance and exit of the bypass tube are then scaled by q(b) to
represent the constriction where the tube leaves and reenters the
valve; the length of these constricted sections being equal to the
length of the default tube. As the lengths of the tubes are distinct,
the grid spacing must be chosen separately for the main, default and
bypass sections; these are written as hm, hd and hb respectively.

The network variables in the radiation model are aligned with
integer time steps whereas the main radiation variables and the lip
model values are aligned with half integer time steps.

4. UPDATE EQUATIONS

Individual update equations can be derived by applying the differ-
ence operators in Table 1 to the system equations in Section 2. The
operators can then be expanded and the equations rearranged to
yield an update for the next time-step.

4.1. Wave Propagation Update

For the wave propagation in the bore, equations (2b) and (2a) be-
come
(
ρδt− + fl+1/2µt− + gl+1/2δt1/2µt−

)
v
n+1/2

l+1/2 + δx+p
n
l = 0

(15a)
(
S̄l

ρc2
δt+ + qlδt1/2µt+

)
pnl + δx−

(
Sl+1/2v

n+1/2

l+1/2

)
= 0

(15b)
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Due to the occurrences of the discrete fraction derivative operator
δt1/2 , it is then necessary to multiply through by

∑M
r=0 are

r
t− and

then rearrange to get the update equations

v
n+1/2

l+1/2 =

M∑

r=0

Q(r)
vv e

r
t−v

n−1/2

l+1/2 −Q
(r)
vp e

r
t−p

n
l (16a)

pn+1
l =

M∑

r=0

Q(r)
pp e

r
t−p

n
l −Q(r)

pv e
r
t−v

n+1/2

l+1/2 (16b)

Where the multiplying coefficients are defined in Table 2.

4.2. Valve Junctions Update

At the valve junctions, that is where the main tube meets the default
and bypass tubes, equations (6a) and (6b) become

p
(m)
NJ

= p
(d)
0 = p

(b)
0 = pJ (17a)

µx−
(
S

(m)

NJ+1/2v
(m)

NJ+1/2

)
= µx−

(
S

(d)

1/2v
(d)

1/2

)
+ µx−

(
S

(b)

1/2v
(b)

1/2

)

(17b)

where NJ denotes the index in the main tube where the valve lies.
The following identity can be used to couple each tube together
using the volume velocities

δx− =
2

h
(1− µx−) =

2

h
(µx− − ex−) (18)

Using this and that the pressure in all three tubes is the same at the
valve junction, equation (15b) can be written as

pn+1
J =

M∑

r=0

Q
(r)
Jp e

r
t−p

n
J

+Q
(r)
Jv e

r
t−
(
S

(m)

NJ+1/2v
(m)

NJ+1/2 − S
(d)

1/2v
(d)

1/2 − S
(b)

1/2v
(b)

1/2

)

(19)

at the valve boundary. When the default and bypass tubes combine
back into the main tube, the sign ofQ(r)

Jv is inverted. See Table 3 for
coefficient definitions. Fig. 5 shows simulated wave propagation
within a trumpet with partially open valves. When the wave en-
counters the valve junction it splits as it travels through the default
and bypass tubes.

4.3. Radiation Update

The network variables in equations (9a), (9b) and (9c) become

v̄n+1/2 = µt+v
n
R +

(
µt+

Γρc
+

Θa

ρc2
δt+

)
pnR (20a)

p̄n+1/2 = Λρaδt+v
n
R (20b)

p̄n+1/2 =

((
1 +

1

Γ

)
µt+ +

Θa

c
δt+

)
pnR (20c)

where S̄N v̄
n+1/2 = µx−

(
SN+1/2v

n+1/2

N+1/2

)
and p̄n+1/2 = µt+p

n
N .

The updates for vR and pR can be written in terms of unknown
pressure values at the end of the instrument

vn+1
R = vnR +

k

2Λρa

(
pn+1
N + pnN

)
(21a)

Figure 5: Pressure wave propagation within a valved brass
instrument at several time steps simulated at 44.1 kHz excited
with a raised cosine pulse and with all valves in a half-open
configuration, at times as indicated, and illustrating splitting of
traveling waves at valve junctions.

pn+1
R =

[
1

2

(
1 +

1

Γ

)
+

Θa

ck

]−1(pn+1
N + pnN

2

+

[
Θa

ck
− 1

2

(
1 +

1

Γ

)]
pnR

)
(21b)

These relations along with the second identity in equation (18) can
be used to update equation (15b) at the radiating end of the instru-
ment. It is sufficient to use the lossless version of this equation
(neglecting the fractional derivative term) to get

pn+1
N = Qrpp

n
N +Qrvv

n+1/2

N−1/2 +QrvRv
n
1 +QrpRp

n
R (22)

See Table 4 for radiation update coefficients.
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4.4. Lip Reed Update

Equations (10a) to (10e) can be written as

(
δt+δt− + σδt· + ω2

0µt·
)
yn+1/2 =

Sr∆pn+1/2

µr
(23a)

∆pn+1/2 = pn+1/2
m − µt+p

n
0 (23b)

un+1/2
m = w

[
yn+1/2 +H

]
+

√
2|∆pn+1/2|

ρ
sign

(
∆pn+1/2

)

(23c)

un+1/2
r = Srδt·y

n+1/2 (23d)

µx−
(
S1/2v

n+1/2

1/2

)
= un+1/2

m + un+1/2
r (23e)

Equation (23a) becomes

yn+3/2 =
(
Qy1y

n+1/2 +Qy2y
n−1/2 +Qyp∆pn+1/2

)
(24)

The lip model can be coupled to the instrument in a similar manner
to a clarinet reed [21]. Equation (23a) can be rewritten in terms of
δt·y

n+1/2 and ∆pn+1/2 using

δt+δt− =
2

k
(δt· − δt−) , µt· = kδt· + et− (25)

Then using equations (23c), (23d) and (23e) leads to an expression
in terms of ∆pn+1/2 and µx−

(
S1/2v

n+1/2

1/2

)
.

At l = 0 equation (16b) can be rewritten in terms of ∆pn+1/2

and µx−
(
S1/2v

n+1/2

1/2

)
by using the first identity in equation (18)

along with

δt+ =
2

k
(µt+ − 1) (26)

and equation (23b) when the fractional derivatives are neglected.
This then combines to create the quadratic expression

|∆pn+1/2|+ dn3
d2 + c1

√
|∆pn+1/2| −

∣∣∣∣
dn1 − cn2
d2 + c1

∣∣∣∣ = 0 (27)

provided

sign
(

∆pn+1/2
)

= −sign

(
dn1 − cn2
d2 + c1

)

The value of the pressure difference can then be used to update the
lip position and pressure at the input of the acoustic tube.

pn+1
0 = 2

(
pn+1/2
m −∆pn+1/2

)
− pn0 (28)

See Table 5 for lip update coefficients.
5.

ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMISATION

The brass environment was originally developed in the MATLAB
prototyping platform [22] and then ported to the C programming
language. Input to the environment consists of instrument and score
files; output is in .wav format, and is drawn from the pressure at
the radiating end of the instrument. Bore profile definition is in the
hands of the user, either through manual specification of coordi-
nate/radius pairs, or using a simplified set of concatenated sections;
valve positions and lengths of the default and bypass tubes may
also be supplied. The score file consists of breakpoint functions

Table 2: Coefficients in wave propagation update.

Q
(r)
vv =

2ρ(ar−ar+1)−k
(
fl+1/2(ar+ar+1)+gl+1/2(br+br+1)

)
(
2ρ+ kfl+1/2

)
a0 + kgl+1/2b0

Q
(r)
vp =

2karδx+(
2ρ+ kfl+1/2

)
a0 + kgl+1/2b0

Q
(r)
pp =

2S̄l (ar − ar+1)− ρc2kql (br + br+1)

2S̄la0 + ρc2kqlb0

Q
(r)
pv =

2ρc2karδx−
(
Sl+1/2 ·

)

2S̄la0 + ρc2kqlb0

fl+1/2 =
3ηπ

Sl+1/2

, gl+1/2 = 2
√

ρηπ

Sl+1/2

, ql =
2 (γ − 1)

νc2

√
ηπS̄l

ρ3

Table 3: Coefficients in valve junction update.

Q
(r)
Jp = QJ0

[(
hm + hdq

(d) + hbq
(b)
) S̄NJ

2ρc2k
(ar − ar+1)

−
(
hm + hd

√
q(d) + hb

√
q(b)
) γ − 1

2νc2

√
ηπS̄NJ

ρ3
(br + br+1)

]

Q
(r)
Jv = amQJ0

QJ0 =

[(
hm + hdq

(d) + hbq
(b)
) S̄NJ

2ρc2k
a0

+
(
hm + hd

√
q(d) + hb

√
q(b)
) γ − 1

2νc2

√
ηπS̄NJ

ρ3
b0

]−1

Table 4: Coefficients in radiation update.

Qrp =
1−Qr0

1 +Qr0
Qrv =

2ρc2kSN−1/2

S̄Nh (1 +Qr0)

QrvR = − 2ρc2k

h (1 +Qr0)

QrpR = QrvR

(
1

2Γρc
− Θa

ρc2k
+

(
1

2Γρc
+

Θa

ρc2k

)
×

[
1

2

(
1 +

1

Γ

)
+

Θa

ck

]−1(
Θa

ck
− 1

2

(
1 +

1

Γ

)))

Qr0 =
ρc2k

h

(
k

2Λρa
+

(
1

2Γρc
+

Θa

ρc2k

)[
1

2

(
1 +

1

Γ

)
+

Θa

ck

]−1
)

which specify the time variation of mouth pressure, lip parameters
and valve openings.
For a single-valved trumpet of length 1.381m, with default and
bypass tube lengths of 0.02m and 0.2m, the MATLAB code takes
approximately 14s to generate 1 second of output on an Intel Core
i5-4300U running at 2.5GHz. See Table 6 for a list of optimisation
methods and respective accelerations. A direct translation from
MATLAB to C, using the same algorithms and data structures,
results in a 5x speed up—typical of a MATLAB-to-C conversion.
To further improve performance, two methods of parallel execution
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Table 5: Coefficients in lip update.

Qy1 = Qy0
2

k2
, Qy2 = Qy0

(
σ

2k
− 1

k2
− ω2

0

2

)

Qyp = Qy0
Sr

µr
, Qy0 =

(
1

k2
+

σ

2k
+
ω2
0

2

)−1

dn1 = Sr

(
2δt− − kω2

0et−
)
yn+1/2

2 + σk + ω2
0k

2
, d2 =

kS2
r

µr (2 + σk + ω2
0k

2)

dn3 = w|yn+1/2 +H|+
√

2

ρ

c1 =
S̄0h

ρc2k
, cn2 = S1/2v

n+1/2

1/2 + c1 (pm − pn0 )

have been considered along with modification to the set up of the
control stream and are presented below.

5.1. GPU Acceleration

Use of NVIDIA GPUs for simulation of other instrument systems
programmed using the CUDA platform [23] has shown significant
performance increases by solving different parts of the problem on
individual cores [24, 25].
These methods are extremely effective for large scale problems,
such as e.g., systems defined in 2D and 3D, but in the case of the
small 1D brass instrument system the overheads required to transfer
data between GPUs results in performance that is 4.7x slower than
serial C when run on Tesla K20c GPUs.

5.2. Vectorisation

Modern CPUs contain powerful vector units capable of performing
multiple floating point or integer operations with a single instruction
(a programming model known as Single Instruction Multiple Data).
This gives parallelism at a much finer-grained level than the method
described above, and because the program is still running as a single
thread on one CPU core, the synchronisation and data transfer bot-
tlenecks of GPU methods can be avoided. Although compilers can
sometimes automatically vectorise code, it is often still necessary
to vectorise manually to get the best results, especially for more
complex operations. Manual vectorisation involves using compiler
intrinsics (special functions that map directly to machine instruc-
tions) or assembly language to program the vector unit directly.
The brass code was vectorised using the AVX instructions available
on modern Intel and AMD CPUs [26]. The AVX unit provides
256-bit wide vector registers capable of storing 4 double precision
floating point values, and parallel execution units capable of oper-
ating on all 4 values at once. The inner loops of the pressure and
velocity updates for the main and bypass tubes were vectorised,
as these are by far the most time consuming elements of the code.
The default tube updates were not vectorised as the default tube is
generally very small and takes very little time to process even in
serial. This more than doubles performance relative to serial C and
is 11.5x faster than MATLAB.

5.3. Interpolation of Control Stream

A final optimisation for both the serial and AVX versions of the code
involves interpolating control stream values for the lip and valve

inputs on-the-fly at each time step instead of pre-computing them all
at startup and storing them in arrays. The intention here is primarily
to save memory, but in fact it also has the effect of significantly
speeding up both versions of the code: the serial C performance for
the trumpet became 7.1x faster than the original MATLAB, and the
AVX performance increased to 16.3x faster than MATLAB. These
improvements are due to a reduction in the amount of data read
from the main memory at each time step, relieving traffic on the
memory bus which is often a bottleneck on modern systems.

Table 6: Run times and speed increases for different optimisation
methods for 1s of output sound using a trumpet bore of length
1.381m, with a single valve with default tube length 0.02m and
bypass tube length 0.2m. Test instrument and score files are
available online along with final environment binaries. Times were
taken from a machine with Intel Core i5-4300U except for those
on GPU which were run on Tesla K20c GPUs.

Code version Run time Speed-up over
(s) MATLAB

MATLAB 14.02 1x
Serial C 2.69 5.2x
GPU 12.75 1.1
AVX 1.22 11.5x
Serial C (memory optimised) 1.98 7.1
AVX (memory optimised) 0.86 16.3x

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The environment binaries are available online at
http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/~s0916351/dafx15.html,
along with user documentation. This work is still in the early stages
of development and there are multiple extensions planned to im-
prove performance and to add additional features. The dominant
time-intensive feature of the algorithm lies with the approxima-
tion of the fractional derivatives, which themselves are features
of the approximations to the impedance and admittance formulae.
It would therefore be of interest to lower the order of this filter.
Thompson et al [27] present an analog filter structure to model the
viscous and thermal losses present in an acoustic tube that does not
require the use of fractional derivatives. Although their method still
requires a relatively high order of time steps to be stored, optimisa-
tion techniques, such as those used by Abel et al [28], can be used
to create lower order filter designs; see [29] for preliminary work
on this problem.
Due to the (usually) short length of the default tubes, when dis-
cretising these sections the spacing, h, is increased which leads to
a reduction in the bandwidth over these sections; for normal instru-
ment geometries this is up to about 16kHz. This could be improved
through interpolation of the position of the valve junctions.
Currently, the output from the environment is a mono sound file that
is taken from the very end of the instrument. To add spatialisation
to the produced sound it would be possible to embed the instrument
within a 3D space by replacing the current radiation model with
an energy coupling between the instrument and room, similar to
work that has been done with percussion instruments [24, 25]. In
this case the room simulation can be performed using GPUs, with
potentially very large acceleration.
The basic design described here could be used in order to simulate
a clarinet by a small alteration to the excitation mechanism (to
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simulate a reed rather than a lip), and in replacing valve sections by
toneholes. The excitation model could also be extended to include
collisions between the lips or the reed and lay. See [30] for some
preliminary results.
A more fundamental alteration to the environment would be to
model nonlinear wave propagation within the instrument bore.
These processes are responsible for the characteristic "brassy" or
"cuivré" sound present when instruments such as the trumpet and
trombone are played at high dynamic levels [31, 32]. These sys-
tems, however, require entirely new numerical design techniques in
order to cope with severe stability issues as shocks develop at the
wave front [33].
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ABSTRACT

Even in a time of surround and 3D sound, many tracks and record-
ings are still only available in mono or it is not feasible to record
a source with multiple microphones for several reasons. In these
cases, a pseudo stereo conversion of mono signals can be a useful
preprocessing step and/or an enhancing audio effect. The conver-
sion proposed in this paper is designed to deliver a neutral sound-
ing stereo image by avoiding timbral coloration or reverberation.
Additionally, the resulting stereo signal is downmix-compatible
and allows to revert to the original mono signal by a simple sum-
mation of the left and right channels. Several configuration param-
eters are shown to control the stereo panorama. The algorithm can
be implemented in time-domain or also in the frequency-domain
with additional features, like center focusing.

1. INTRODUCTION

A noteworthy amount of recordings was and is still being done
in mono for technical or pragmatic reasons. For example, basic
broadcast program outside the studio environment is often recorded
using a single microphone. Nevertheless, the later replay and mix-
ing would benefit from a stereo recording in terms of spaciousness
and pleasing sound. Therefore, the process to create stereo sig-
nals from mono recordings, also called pseudo-stereo, is a well-
known and broadly utilized field of audio technology. While real
stereo mixes are created by panning discrete sources to a specific
position in the stereo panorama, pseudo-stereo does usually not
involve knowledge about the sources. It rather randomly pans cer-
tain frequency components to the left and the right to achieve a
decorrelation between both channels.

Early attempts to realize a mono-to-stereo (M2S) conversion
used a delayed version of the input signal to provide a second
channel [1]. The same author came up with the idea of apply-
ing complementary comb filters which were later extended to be
phase-aligned in [2]. Alternatively, in [3, 4] different allpass net-
work designs were proposed to obtain a strong decorrelation and to
achieve a wide and also scalable stereo image. Another extension
allowing more control is shown in [5]. For even stronger decor-
relation, a frequency-domain filter design method is suggested in
[6]. The above methods either impose a strong timbral coloration
or they are not downmix compatible and reversible. Both are im-
portant features, though.

A completely different approach granting possibilities to de-
sign a specific auditory image is explained in [7]. However, it
is not a pseudo stereo algorithm in the narrower sense as it re-
quires complex user input to explicitly define pan positions for

certain frequency bands and does not allow a fully automatic con-
version. The same holds true for upmixing based on Directional
Audio Coding (DirAC) [8]. However, the decorrelation mecha-
nism in the DirAC synthesis are similar to the proposed approach
to a certain extent.

The novel pseudo-stereo conversion algorithm is derived in
Sec. 2 and its implementation in time- and frequency-domain are
depicted in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, respectively. Section 5 demonstrates
the methods capabilities with a few experiments before concluding
thoughts are provided in Sec. 6.

2. CONVERSION APPROACH

Figure 1: Basic blockscheme of the pseudo-stereo system

The basic idea of the pseudo-stereo system is to apply a filter
HL(ej⌦) to an input signal x(n) to produce a first output channel
xL(n) and a different filter HR(z) in parallel, producing a second
output channel xR(n) as shown in Fig. 1. The static filters should
have quite different characteristics to achieve a strong decorrela-
tion between the two output channels and hence, introduce an im-
pression of spatial width.

One major design criterion of the proposed system is downmix
compatibility

xM (n) = xL(n) + xR(n) =

= x(n) ⇤ hL(n) + x(n) ⇤ hR(n)
!
= x(n�D), (1)

where the downmix signal xM (n) as the sum of the left and right
stereo channel is identical to the unprocessed input except for a
delay D. Transferring Eq. (1) to the frequency domain leads to

XM (ej⌦) = X(ej⌦) · HL(ej⌦) + X(ej⌦) · HR(ej⌦) =

= X(ej⌦) ·
⇣
HL(ej⌦) + HR(ej⌦)

⌘
=

!
= X(ej⌦) · e�j⌦D (2)

and directly imposes the constraint

HL(ej⌦) + HR(ej⌦)
!
= e�j⌦D, (3)
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where the sum of both transfer functions has constant magnitude
and linear phase to guarantee downmix compatibility. Further-
more, for a neutral sounding stereo output without coloration arti-
facts the sum of the magnitude frequency responses

|HL(ej⌦)| + |HR(ej⌦)| !
= 1 (4)

has to be constant. Additionally, both pseudo-stereo filters must
feature conjugate symmetry

HL/R(ej⌦) = H⇤
L/R(e�j⌦) (5)

to obtain real-valued impulse responses. Since these filters are lin-
ear phase with a constant group delay, they will not introduce a
phase shift between the stereo output channels and only generate
amplitude differences. Therefore, the resulting pseudo-stereo ef-
fect is only based on amplitude panning and not on time-delay
panning. Hence, |HL/R(ej⌦)| can be interpreted as panning coef-
ficient in the range of [0, . . . , 1] corresponding to full panning from
the complementary to the current channel at a certain frequency ⌦.
A value of 0.5 indicates center panning.

It was found that a regular pattern in the frequency domain,
like provided by higher-order complementary comb filters, achieve
great decorrelation but due to the uniform frequency response sound
very unnatural. Hence, the frequency response of the system was
designed to be diffuse and unstructured as shown in Fig. 2.

The actual implementation and the following filter design is
achieved in the discrete fourier domain. To represent the frequency
indexes of the sampled spectrum the variable k is used in the fol-
lowing. The proposed pseudo stereo filter design is based on a
discrete real-valued noise sequence R(k). The noise has a gaus-
sian distribution with a standard deviation � and a mean value of
0. The sequence R(k) is scaled with w2 and non-linearly clamped
with an arctan function. Further normalization by ⇡ and an addi-
tive offset of 1

2
yields the transfer function

HL(k) =

✓
1

2
+

1

⇡
arctan(w2 · R(k))

◆
e�j 2⇡kD

N (6)

of the left channel decorrelation filter. The amplitudes of that and
its complementary filter HR(k) = 1 � HL(k) are bound to a
range [0, . . . , 1] and fulfill the requirements defined in (3) and (4).
The parameter w allows dynamic control of the resulting stereo
width. For w = 0 the filters have a constant magnitude response
of 0.5 and hence, no panning is performed. With increasing w
the values of the frequency responses are more and more clamped
to the extreme values 0 and 1 (Fig. 2). In consequence, a higher
degree of decorrelation is achieved.

The panning of very low and very high frequencies can be
perceived annoying since the listener is used to hear certain instru-
ments like bass guitar and bass drum in the center of the stereo
panorama. Therefore, the amplitude panning in those frequency
regions is disabled by setting

|HL/R(k)| = 0.5, for k < klo _ k > khi, (7)

where klo/hi are the cut-off frequencies defining the passband to be
actually processed.

An exemplary M2S conversion is shown in Fig. 4. A recording
of a small singing ensemble with 4 voices is used as input signal
x(n). The spectrogram in Fig. 4a) shows the trend of the har-
monic voices. The spectrograms for left and right output channel
in Fig. 4b+c) indicate how the input signal was distributed. The
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0

0.5

1
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|H
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/
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(e
j
⌦

)|
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Figure 2: Exemplary frequency response of the decorrelation fil-
ters for standard deviation � = 25, stereo width w = 1 (solid)
and w = 0.1 (dashed)

alto voice at about 1000 Hz is mainly panned to the left channel,
whereas the fundamental of the soprano voice at about 2200 Hz
can be found in the right channel. The lower passband cutoff is set
to flo = 300 Hz in this example. This results in the center pan-
ning of the bass voice showing a fundamental frequency of about
150 Hz.

3. TIME-DOMAIN IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3: Blockscheme of the time-domain realization

The pseudo-stereo conversion can be performed in time-domain
by FIR filtering the input signal with the impulse response

hL(n) = F�1{HL(k)} (8)

to obtain the left channel. Due to (3) and (4), the right channel can
be computed by simply subtracting the FIR filter output from the
time-delayed input signal

xR(n) = x(n�D)� xL(n), (9)

where D = N�1
2

is the group delay of the FIR filter of length
N . This only requires a single FIR filter together with a delay
line and hence, is easy to realize on various platforms. On the
other hand, the filter is static and the filtering operation for long
impulse responses is computationally expensive. Furthermore, no
dynamic control on the actual panning is provided and for exam-
ple strong sources that are expected in the center of the stereo
panorama could be diffusely panned. As the filter design is al-
ready done in the frequency domain it is a logical consequence to
make use of fast convolution to reduce the complexity of the fil-
tering and at the same time use the spectral information from the
input signal do derive guidelines for the filter design process.

4. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN IMPLEMENTATION

First of all, the input signal x(n) has to be transferred to the time-
frequency domain with the help of a short-time fourier transform
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Figure 4: Exemplary M2S conversion of a choir sample

Figure 5: Blockscheme of the frequency-domain realization

(STFT) yielding the spectra X(b, k), where b and k denote the
block index and frequency index. The time-frequency representa-
tions of the output channels

XL/R(b, k) = X(b, k) · HL/R(k) (10)

are now computed with a dot-wise product and a following over-
lapping inverse STFT synthesis of the left and right output channel.

Until now, the pseudo stereo filters were applied statically.
Hence, all sound sources of the mono input signal were diffusely
panned to create a wide stereo panorama to enrich the input signal
with a spacious character. Nevertheless, the diffuse panning of a
dominant source like the singing voice in a musical piece consti-
tutes a very unusual, discomforting listening experience. There-
fore, the authors extended the M2S conversion scheme with a so-
called center-focusing filter HCF (b, k) which aims to keep dom-
inant sources in the center of the stereo panorama. Two features
were considered to assess the dominance of a sound source and to
compute HCF (b, k).

4.1. Normalized Energy Estimate

Assuming that signal sources expected to be in the center of the
stereo mix feature the largest spectral energy, the center-focusing
filter is defined as

HCF (b, k) = (1� ↵) HCF (b� 1, k) + ↵X2
n(b, k) (11)

Xn(b, k) =
|X(b, k)|

max
k

|X(b, k)| (12)

in the first variant. For every frame b, an amplitude-normalized
spectrum Xn(b, k) is computed using the maximum value of the
current magnitude spectrum |X(b, k)|. Xn(b, k) is then squared,
weighted by ↵ and added to (1 � ↵) HCF (b, k) to obtain a re-
cursively smoothed estimation of the high energy regions in the
spectrum.

4.2. Tonality

The second variant is based on tonalness measures. Several fea-
tures to identify the tonalness of a signal were presented in [9].
In this study, the tonalness from the amplitude threshold feature
tAT(b, k) and peakiness features tPK(b, k) are combined, resulting
in the center-focusing filter

HCF (b, k) = tAT(b, k) · tPT(b, k). (13)

4.3. Application of center-focusing filter

To involve the center-focusing filter, the fixed pseudo stereo filters
HL/R(b, k) are weighted accordingly

ĤL/R(b, k) = HL/R(k) HCF (b, k)� 1

2
(1�HCF (b, k)) (14)

to force the filters magnitude transfer function to a value of 0.5
for high values of HCF (b, k). The weighted pseudo stereo filters
ĤL/R(b, k) are computed for every frame b and applied to the in-
put signal X(b, k) as shown in Fig. 5. The center-focusing and the
combined filter still meet the conditions of Eq. (1)-(4). The ad-
ditional complexity, caused by the computation of ĤL/R(b, k), is
legitimated by the enriched naturality of the M2S stereo panorama.

5. EXPERIMENTS

A typical measurement to describe channel decorrelation or the
width of a stereo panorama, especially for room measurements, is
the so-called Interchannel Crosscorrelation Coefficient (ICC)

ICC = max |⇢LR(⌧)|, (15)
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Figure 6: ICC for white noise input and varying passband width
and stereo width

which is defined as the maximum value of the normalized cross-
correlation function

⇢LR(⌧) =

P
xL(n)xR(n� ⌧)P

x2
L(n)

P
x2

R(n� ⌧) . (16)

The ICC for a white noise mono input after processing with the
filter design from Eq. (6) and (7) in dependency of stereo width w
and relative passband width wp = 1� 2flo/fs is plotted in Fig. 6.
Fully correlated signals, resulting in ICC = 1, are obtained for
w = 0 and wp = 0. For increasing w and wp the ICC value is
decreasing continuously. The smallest value of 0.0637 indicates
an almost full decorrelation for the maximum values of w and wp.
A FIR filter was designed using Eq. 6 with a length of N = 2048
samples, standard deviation � = 25, and a sampling rate of fs =
44100 in this example.

Another tool of audio engineers to graphically judge a stereo
mix is the audio goniometer. It is basically a X-Y illustration of
a stereo signal as shown in Fig. 7 and was originally created with
oscilloscopes. A very narrow stereo mix or a mono signal would
be illustrated as a straight line, whereas balanced stereo signals
featuring level and phase differences tend to appear sphere-like.
The stereo signal used for this example was a short pop music
excerpt. The sphere-like shape of the original signal can be easily
identified in Fig. 7. The downmix that is fed to the M2S system
appears as a straight line whereas the M2S converted signal again
features a sphere-like shape with a similar width as the original
indicating a comparable stereo width.

To allow interested readers to experience the benefit of the
M2S conversion, the authors provide some rendered wavefiles that
can be found at http://ant.hsu-hh.de/dafx15/M2S.

6. CONCLUSION

This study proposed an approach to convert mono into stereo sig-
nals using pure amplitude panning. Necessary filter design con-
straints to perform downmix-compatible pseudo-stereo conversion
without any timbral coloration were derived. The versatile de-
sign offers various control parameters to adjust stereo width and
the cut-off frequencies of the passband to be processed. Subse-
quently, the described conversion system is implemented in time-
and frequency-domain.

M2S Original Mono

Figure 7: Goniometer of a music sequence showing a reference
stereo track, its downmix, and the M2S converted track

The potential problem of a convenient listening experience due
to a missing center focus is solved by extending the system with a
center-focusing filter. This filter selects dominant spectral compo-
nents according to predefined features, like normalized energy or
tonalness, and repans them to the center.

Measurements proved the possibility of achieving nearly com-
plete decorrelation, corresponding to extreme panning, when the
conversion system is operated with extreme settings. For moderate
settings, the mono-to-stereo conversion produces pleasing and nat-
ural sounding stereo panoramas that clearly enhance mono record-
ings with the arising spaciousness.
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ABSTRACT
Auralisation of outdoor sound has a strong potential for demonstrat-
ing the impact of different community noise scenarios. We describe
here the development of an auralisation tool for outdoor noise such
as traffic or industry. The tool calculates the sound propagation
from source to listener using the Nord2000 model, and represents
the sound field at the listener’s position using spherical harmon-
ics. Because of this spherical harmonics approach, the sound may
be reproduced in various formats, such as headphones, stereo, or
surround. Dynamic reproduction in headphones according to the
listener’s head orientation is also possible through the use of head
tracking.

1. INTRODUCTION

Noise from transportation and other activities impact many people
over large areas. The sources in question (e.g. airplanes and
motor vehicles) are often quite noisy, frequent, and cover large
distances. For this reason, authorities throughout the world require
computations of community noise in order to determine how many
people and which areas are impacted. The computations use
methods such as [1, 2] and result in noise maps, where noise levels
are given as equivalent sound pressure levels in dB. A widely used
such measure is the day-evening-night equivalent sound level Lden,
where penalties are added to evening and night-time noise to reflect
its additional impact.

However, from these numbers it is very difficult to get an
intuitive understanding of the experienced impact of a particular
noise situation, and next to impossible to get such an understanding
for non-acousticians, such as the people making decisions that cause
community noise, and the people in the affected communities. For
instance, the short-term but strong noise from overflights may result
in the same equivalent levels as the long-term but weaker noise
from traffic, even though the two situations are radically different.

In order to aid the understanding of a given noise situation, it
would be valuable to have a tool for auralising the situation. The term
auralisation refers to an auditory representation of something; like
visualisation, but with hearing instead of vision [3]. Additionally,
such a tool could be used in order to auralise the effect of various
noise mitigation scenarios, such as the placement and height of
noise screens and the use of noise-reducing road surfaces. Letting

noise affected communities listen to various scenarios in this way
and make decisions among several options may also help reduce
their noise annoyance [4].

The topic of this paper is the development of such an auralisation
tool for providing a realistic representation of an outdoor noise
situation such as traffic or industry. Our prototype tool is based
on near-field recordings on a car, the Nord2000 model for outdoor
sound propagation [1, 5, 6], and use of spherical harmonics [7] for
spatial audio reproduction.

1.1. Outdoor auralisation

The topic of outdoor auralisation has been less explored than that of
indoor auralisation, and these two topics pose different challenges.
Outdoors, the distances between source and receiver are typically
much longer, so that fully stochastic ray tracing is no longer a
viable option due to the large number of rays required to cover
faraway regions with sufficient density. As diffraction over and
around screens and buildings must be well-handled, diffraction is a
non-negligible effect. The number of relevant reflections is typically
far lower outdoors than indoors, since the sound is not trapped in an
enclosed geometry as it is in a closed room. On the other hand, due
to complex ground effects, ground reflections in long-range sound
propagation cannot be treated as simply as reflections typically are
treated in indoor ray tracing.

Research on outdoor auralisation in the context of videogames
and virtual worlds has been done by the GAMMA group at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In such cases, the
geometry can often be decomposed into an open space domain
and small domains around spatially separated objects of possibly
complex shape. For example, Mehra et al. handled scattering
and diffraction by various objects through an equivalent source
method [8], while Yeh et al. coupled a ray tracing approach for
the open space with a wave-based simulation method around the
objects [9].

Some related work was done as part of the Swedish project
Listen – Auralization of urban soundscapes, e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13].
The auralisation used for this project used a mix of the Nord2000
and Harmonoise [2] propagation models to construct 1/3 octave
band filter levels to be applied to a source signal.
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Figure 1: Simple schematic overview of the system, with inputs
and outputs in light grey and core components in dark grey

1.2. The Nord2000 model

The Nord2000 model [1, 5, 6] is one of the world’s most advanced
comprehensive models for computing outdoor sound propagation.
It compiles knowledge on many different aspects of outdoor sound,
including detailed treatment of ground and structure reflections using
the concept of Fresnel zones, the treatment of sound propagation
over obstacles or valleys, atmospheric effects, and so forth.

In this model, the possible sound paths from source to receiver
are first identified. Then, the sound propagation is subsequently
calculated along each path, taking into account the terrain types
and building heights along the vertical cross-section of the path.
These sound paths may be reflected off buildings and screens, or
diffracted around corners. At the receiver point, the various effects
are summed to produce 1/3 octave band sound pressure levels. In
cases where there are multiple paths from source to receiver, these
may be summed fully or partially incoherently.

1.3. Our prototype

We aim to develop an augmented reality tool for an on-site listener
to reproduce the noise from nearby virtual noise sources. The
listener’s head position and orientation may be followed using a
positioning system and a head tracking system, and sound may be
reproduced using a virtual auditory display (VAD). With a VAD, we
combine headphones and head tracking to provide a realistic virtual
localisation of the auralised sounds. For instance, if a new road
is planned next to a residential area, the tool will allow a listener
to walk around the area listening to a natural auralisation of the
noise from the future road. The listener may also compare various
noise-reducing scenarios.

The usefulness of on-site auralisation is supported by the
literature, which indicates that a realistic visual representation
of the auralised system is important [14, 15], and that listener
mobility [16] and head movement [17, 18, 19] is important for
the correct perception of the acoustic situation. With such an
augmented reality tool, we would give the user the true visual
view of the acoustic space while allowing them up to six degrees

Figure 2: Example of microphone positions for direct vehicle sound
measurements

of freedom: three in their head position, and three in their head
orientation. It is worth mentioning that the related field of virtual
reality has matured rapidly in the last few years; a similar virtual
reality tool where both the visual representation of the scene and the
auralised sound is updated with the user’s head orientation would
also be a possibility.

Currently, we are developing an off-line prototype of the au-
ralisation model for traffic noise, where the receiver’s position and
orientation is specified manually. In this model, possible sound
paths from source to receiver are determined and Nord2000 is
used separately for each path to determine the sound propagation.
Together with noise recordings, these sound paths can be used to
determine a spherical harmonics representation of the sound at
the listener point. From these spherical harmonics, it is possible
to reproduce sound in a number of formats: headphones, stereo,
surround, or virtual auditory display. We will specifically come
back to the topic of stereo and VAD reproduction in section 2.6.

A simple overview of the system can be seen in Fig. 1. The
various components of the system will be covered in the following
section, followed by a description of the full prototype system and
important lessons learned during development.

2. COMPONENTS OF AURALISATION PROTOTYPE

2.1. Source materials

The source materials were generated from recordings on the front
and back of a Ford Mondeo, shown in Fig. 2. As a starting
point, represented the vehicle as an omnidirectional source point,
simply adding the microphone signals. This simple approach could
be improved on by separating the various vehicle sound source
types (e.g. engine and wheels) with separate recordings and source
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Figure 3: Vertically diffracted sound path (dashed) between source
(cross) and receiver (circle), shown in a top-down view (left) and
in the vertical cross-section along the path (right). The source and
receiver are separated by a building (black).

directivities for each type. While this would require quite some
additional work on establishing the different sources and their
directivities, it would not be much more computationally heavy
if the different source types could still be considered co-located
point sources; the propagation model results could be re-used
for each source type, each with an additional source directivity
filter. However, as the research and implementation work of a more
complex source model would be considerable, and as it is not certain
that such a level of detail could be perceived in the aforementioned
heavy traffic scenario, we retained the simple approach.

Recordings were made at 30, 50 and 80 km/h and the source
materials for the velocity closest to the target vehicle velocity for the
auralisation were chosen. The recordings are of finite length and
in order to create soundscapes of arbitrary duration the recordings
were prepared for repeated playback without audible splices. This
was achieved by an overlap fade in/out with a fading function that
keeps the intensity to unity for uncorrelated signals.

We assume that audible copies of the same sound degrade the
fidelity due to the impression of multiple instances of the same car
being present. In addition one will also have comb filter effects
when adding time shifted correlated signals together. We therefore
create a number of excerpts from the recordings. The number is
dependent on the traffic density, the velocity of the cars and the
length of the road. The number is chosen so that the expected time
interval between a repeated sound signal is at least the length of the
sound signal itself. We also include a restriction of minimum five
excerpts to avoid the risk at low traffic densities of having very few
excerpts which could be recognised in the auralisation.

2.2. Propagation model

At the base of the propagation model is a model of the geometry
of the area to be simulated, including simple buildings and sound
screens with constant height and constant horizontal cross-section,
and a map of ground areas of various ground types. Different
ground types are characterised by different flow resistivities which
lead to different reflection properties. While the prototype currently
only supports flat terrain with simple buildings and screens, the
Nord2000 model can also handle more general geometries. In this
model geometry, a single listener point is also placed at a given
horizontal position and height.

We model a road with traffic as a line with evenly spaced source
points placed along it. These static source points represent the
different positions of a moving vehicle. The traffic is identified by a
given vehicle speed and traffic density in passings per hour.

From each source point, possible sound paths to the listener

are found. Straight-line sound paths are simple to find, and from
the vertical terrain cross-section along these paths, the Nord2000
model can be used to determine the transfer function as 1/3 octave
band levels from the source point to the receiver. In particular, the
model uses the ground types and the terrain height profile (including
man-made structures) in the vertical cross-section. An example of
a vertical terrain cross-section is shown in Fig. 3.

Similarly, the Nord2000 model is used to determine the transfer
function along reflected sound paths. The reflected paths are
determined using a beam-tracing approach, with similar approaches
described in the literature [20]. This beam-tracing is done using a
2D representation of surrounding buildings and noise screens where
vertical walls represent objects for specular sound reflection in a
horizontal plane.

Any object facing a noise source covers a limited horizontal
sector seen from the source. This sector represents a sound propaga-
tion beam that will be reflected back from the object, corresponding
to the mirror image of the source point. The reflected beam may
hit other objects inside its angle, which are handled in a recur-
sive manner. If the object covers a part of the beam, the beam is
split into more narrow sub-beams separating between reflected and
non-reflected sub-sectors. This builds a beam-tree representing
all possible reflection paths down to a wanted maximum order of
reflections. The final sound propagation lines (rays) from source
points to receiver areas are easy to calculate accurately from this
beam-tree. In our case, this technique is very efficient compared to
traditional stochastic ray-tracing. One weakness of beam-tracing is
that diffuse reflections cannot be determined. However, this does
not matter in our case as such diffuse reflections are not accounted
for in the Nord2000 model.

Beam-tracing is also useful for assessing reflections for sound
propagation from discrete point sources to spatial receiver areas.
Assuming reciprocity, it is equally efficient to assess sound propaga-
tion from source areas to discrete receiver points. The beam-tracing
is simply done in reverse, since the resulting ray path is the same in
both directions.

For each source point, each computed straight-line and reflected
sound path from source to listener is stored, including its determined
source-listener sound propagation time, its source-receiver transfer
function as 1/3 octave band levels, and its azimuthal and polar
angles from which the sound paths impinge on the listener.

As the Nord2000 model’s processing of the sound paths from a
source point to the listener is somewhat computationally expensive,
a considerable amount of computational time may be saved for
road sources by only directly computing a small and evenly spaced
selection of the source points. Sound paths are organised by type,
and the sound paths for the non-computed source points may be
determined by interpolation of the sound paths of the same type from
the neighbouring directly computed source points. As examples of
sound path types, two sound paths that have been reflected by the
same walls in the same order are of the same type, and two sound
paths that have been diffracted around the same corner are of the
same type.

2.3. Soundscape model

The propagation model serves as the basis of a time-varying multi-
path framework for processing the source material. In the next step,
we determine the sound that impinges on the listener from each of
the possible sound paths. We call this step the soundscape model.

The multipath transfer functions are estimated by a cubic
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spline interpolation of the 1/3 octave band gain. We employ DFT-
based overlap-add processing where transfer functions are applied
corresponding to the vehicle’s instantaneous position along its
trajectory. The transfer functions are zero-phase, so the source
material is pre-processed in order to create the necessary time delays
and Doppler shifts.

In this pre-processing, each recording excerpt p(t) is resampled
through linear interpolation as

pi (t) = p
(
t − ri (t)

c
+ K

)
, (1)

where pi (t) is the received sound for sound path type i, ri (t) is
the interpolated instantaneous sound path distance from source to
receiver, c is the speed of sound, and K is an arbitrary time shift.
As p(t) is only defined for t > 0, K is chosen to avoid to avoid
negative arguments,

K = −min
i, t

(
t − ri (t)

c

)
. (2)

Using this approach, each sound path type—the direct sound, each
possible reflection type, and each possible diffraction type—gets
the correct Doppler shift and relative time delay.

For each overlap-add window the multipath sound signals are
encoded in spherical harmonics utilising the angle of incidence
of the different sound paths and the relation presented below in
(6). Representing the sound field in spherical harmonics allows
decoding to arbitrary reproduction formats.

2.4. Spherical harmonics encoding

After the attenuation and angle of each incoming beam has been de-
termined, the audio signals are combined into a spherical harmonics
(SH) representation, frequently called Higher Order Ambisonics.
The theory of sound field decomposition into a SH format has been
extensively covered in the literature [21, 22, 23], so only a short
description is included here.

Any sound field p(r, θ, φ, ω) can be decomposed with a modal
representation such that

p(r, θ, φ, ω) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
Am
n (ω) jn (kr)Ym

n (θ, φ) (3)

where Am
n (ω) are the frequency-domain spherical harmonic signals

to be determined, jn (kr) are spherical Bessel functions of the first
kind, and Ym

n (φ, θ) are the spherical harmonics [23]

Ym
n (θ, φ) =

√
2n + 1
4π

(n − m)!
(n + m)!

Pm
n (cos θ) eimφ (4)

where Pm
n (cos θ) are the associated Legendre functions.

In practice, the series in (3) must be truncated to a finite order
N for implementation. The above equation is valid for for interior
problems where sources are placed outside the region of interest.
Further, a virtual source (e.g. the direct sound from a vehicle or a
surface reflection) can be encoded as a plane wave coming from a
direction (θs, φs ) with spherical harmonics:

Am
n,s (ω) = xs (ω)4πinYm

n (θs, φs )∗ (5)

where xs (ω) is the source signal, including frequency-dependent
distance attenuation. The total sound field which is a sum of all
virtual sources can be described as:

Am
n (ω) = 4πin

∑

s

xs (ω)Y n
m (θs, φs )∗ (6)

The sound field is now represented in a convenient format which can
be stored and later reproduced with any 3D audio reproduction sys-
tem, such as a loudspeaker or headphone Higher Order Ambisonics
system, or mixed down to stereo or surround sound systems.

2.5. Traffic modelling

The different single pass-by signals can be used to create an artificial
traffic sound signal. The traffic density is taken from the propagation
model as passings per hour, and recomputed to a per-second pass-by
rate λ.

Traffic pass-bys are modelled in a simple fashion as a Poisson
process, so that the probability distribution of the waiting time∆tpass
between adjacent pass-bys follows an exponential distribution with
probability density

P(∆tpass) = λe−λ∆tpass . (7)
The waiting time is drawn using an inverse transform sampling
approach from the inverse cumulative distribution function of the
exponential distribution,

− ln(1 − p)
λ

for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. (8)

When drawing random and uniformly distributed numbers p, this
function produces waiting times ∆tpass that are exponentially dis-
tributed with an average waiting time of 1/λ, as they should be for
a Poisson process.

Having drawn a set of waiting times ∆tpass,n such that the sum
of these corresponds to the desired length of the traffic signal (e.g. a
minute), the traffic signal can be assembled by summing the signals
of individual pass-bys, delayed using the drawn waiting times.

2.6. Audio rendering

2.6.1. Stereo loudspeaker reproduction

The signal from a virtual microphone pointing in a direction given
as (θm, φm ) can be synthesised using the spherical harmonics
representation of the soundscape model described in Sections 2.3
and 2.4 by the following relation

p(θm, φm, ω) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
bn Am

n (ω)Ym
n (θm, φm ), (9)

where bn dictates the directivity pattern.
The target is x-y stereo cardioid microphone configuration with

opening angle of 180◦ that results in the following order-dependent
directivity function:

bn =

1 for n = 0,
1
3 for n = 1,
0 otherwise,

(10)

and the left and right loudspeaker signal:

p(θl, φl ± 90◦, ω) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
bn Am

n (ω)Ym
n (θl, φl ± 90◦), (11)

where (θl, φl ) is the listener orientation.
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2.6.2. Virtual auditory display

With virtual auditory display, we mean a headphone reproduction
system with head-tracking that gives a realistic virtual localisation
of the auralised sounds. Such a system is based on modelling the
time-varying transfer function from the sound source to the ear
drum in real time.

Here, we have implemented a VAD system based on the mode-
matching approach [24] with virtual loudspeakers. This is done by
considering at least (N + 1)2 such loudspeakers, evenly distributed
on a spherical grid, radiating plane waves towards the origin where
listener is placed. If each virtual loudspeaker l = 1, 2, . . . , L emits
a signal Sl (ω), the sum of plane waves in the SH domain [23] can
be expressed as

p(r, θ, φ, ω) =

4π
L∑

l=1
Sl (ω)

N∑

n=0
in jn (kr)

n∑

m=−n
Ym
n (θ, φ)Ym

n (θl, φl )
∗ (12)

which can again be equated with Equation 3, truncated to a finite
order N , yielding [25]

N∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
Am
n (ω) =

L∑

l=1
Sl (ω)

N∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
Ym
n (θl, φl )

∗ (13)

since the spherical harmonics are orthogonal. This can again be
expressed in matrix form

A = SY (14)

where wemust find the inverse ofY to extract the virtual loudspeaker
signals. Y is here a matrix where each row contains complex
conjugate spherical harmonics for each virtual loudspeaker angle.
Often, the number of virtual loudspeakers will exceed the number
of spherical harmonics, (N + 1)2, which causes Y to be non-square
and the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse must be used:

S = DA, D = (YTY)−1YT (15)

Note that the number of virtual loudspeakers must be greater than
(N + 1)2 for Y to be (pseudo-)invertible.

When the virtual loudspeaker signals have been calculated
by multiplying the SH signals with the pseudoinverse of Y, it is
straightforward to assign a Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF)
H (θ, φ, ω) to each virtual loudspeaker in order to obtain a binaural
format. Mathematically, this is equivalent to converting the HRTF
set into a SH-domain representation for each ear,

H (θ, φ, ω) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
Hm
n (ω)Ym

n (θ, φ), (16)

where, in practice, the series must be truncated to a finite order N .
The SH representation of the sound field Am

n must then be filtered
with Hm

n,L
and Hm

n,R
for the left and right ear, respectively.

In binaural headphone reproduction, head-tracking is essential
to obtain a realistic 3D sound experience [19]. Angular input from
a head-tracker can be used to rotate the sound field in the opposite
direction of the head rotation, stabilising the virtual sound field with
respect to the real surroundings. With spherical harmonics, sound
field rotation is achievable with Wigner-D weighting [26]. For a
given Euler rotation with angles (α, β, γ), a (N + 1)2 × (N + 1)2

xs (ω)

Y0
0 (θs, φs )

...

Ym
n (θs, φs )

...

Y N
N

(θs, φs )

Rotation
matrix

H0
0 (ω)
...

Hm
n (ω)
...

HN
N

(ω)

+

+

Head
tracker
input

Compute
rotation
matrix

L

R

Figure 4: Block diagram of the binaural 3D audio reproduction
system. Each SH-domain HRTF has two outputs Hm

n,L
and Hm

n,R
.

rotation matrix R is defined. The calculation of this matrix can be
calculated with real [27] or complex [28] spherical harmonics, but
the details of the calculation are out of the scope of this paper.

Fig. 4 shows how the implementation is done. The block di-
agram shows only one source xs (ω) from one direction (θs, φs ),
however, in practice all the direct sound and reflection sources must
be mixed together after multiplying with the spherical harmonics
coefficients. Subsequently, the signals are mixed with the rotation
matrix, computed with input from the head-tracker. Finally, each
resulting spherical harmonics channel is filtered with the corre-
sponding SH-domain HRTF, and summed for the left and right ear.
To reproduce sound for the VAD, we used a SH order N = 4 unlike
the N = 1 order used for stereo reproduction.

2.6.3. High-frequency phase correction

Themain advantage with the SH-domain representation is the ability
to easily interpolate between measured HRTF angles, scalability
and a flexible way of storing or transmitting the 3D sound field
data. The main limitation of this approach is the high-frequency
spatial aliasing given by the spherical harmonics series truncation.
The rule-of-thumb is that near perfect reproduction only occurs for
wave numbers k < N/r, where N is the truncation order and r is
the reproduction radius in the loudspeaker array [29]. With HRTF
reproduction, the reproduction radius is the distance from the ears
to the centre of the virtual loudspeaker array (normally the centre
of the head). This implies that one has to choose a relatively large
N to achieve accurate high-frequency reproduction, which results
in more computational load.

One possible solution for the high-frequency problem is to
reduce the reproduction radius r at high frequencies. Since this
radius is determined by the HRTF set, the high-frequency phase
response of the HRTFs must be modified to accomplish this. By
adjusting the phase such that the effective reproduction radius
corresponds to rmodified = N/k, the high-frequency reproduction
accuracywill improve. As a side effect, the interaural time difference
(ITD) at high frequencies will no longer be correct. However, this
is negligible since the binaural human auditory system does not
rely on ITD at high frequencies, but rather on interaural level
difference (ILD). The phase correction approach will improve the
ILD reproduction accuracy. Without phase correction, both ITD
and ILD will be incorrectly reproduced at high frequencies. This
technique is described further and demonstrated in [25].
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Figure 5: Overview of the prototype GUI for a 200m × 200m
model of NTNU’s P-25 parking lot with three buildings (black)
and two ground types (lighter grey is grass, darker grey is asphalt).
Sound paths are drawn from each computed source point (along the
bottom black line) to a listener close to the geometry’s centre.

3. TOTAL PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

Our prototype is developed as a single-threaded object-oriented
MATLAB program. The prototype is presented to the user using a
graphical user interface as shown in Fig. 5. The dominant aspect of
the interface is a top-down view of the model’s geometry, including
source positions, listener position, structures, and the different
ground areas, thus giving the listener a visual representation of
what they are listening to. Additionally, the sound paths from
the computed source points to the receiver may be plotted as they
are being computed, making the underlying sound propagation
computation more transparent to the listener. The listener may
then play single pass-by or traffic sounds on stereo loudspeakers
(Section 2.6.1) or a VAD (Section 2.6.2).

The user may choose where the virtual listener is positioned
in the model geometry. As can be seen from Fig. 1, this requires
recomputation of the entire propagation model, and since the other
system components depend on this, they must also be recomputed.
Such a full recomputation is time-consuming; on the order of half a
minute in our implementation.

For stereo reproduction, the orientation of the virtual listener
can also be altered. As Fig. 1 shows, this only requires recomputing
the rendering from spherical harmonics to stereo, and thus changing
the orientation of the listener is a quick process. Using the VAD,
the listener’s orientation can be changed in real time.

Additionally, the prototype can switch between two variations
of the same geometry, in order to facilitate comparison between e.g.
two alternative noise-reduction scenarios. If sound signals have
already been computed for both geometries, this switch is almost
instantaneous.

4. DISCUSSION OF INITIAL RESULTS

As the project is still in development we have not yet started to
perform systematic listening tests. However, we have gained some
useful insights during the development and internal testing of the
prototype.

4.1. Performance

After performing some simple optimisations of our prototype, a
full computation like the one shown in Fig. 5 takes on the order
of half a minute to complete. This is dependent, however, on the
complexity of the model: The required computation time increases
with the number of reflections and the number of source points to
be computed.

Our prototype has not been explicitly parallelised as MATLAB
only supports this through the purchase of an additional toolbox,
though we still benefit from MATLAB’s parallelisation of some
internal functions. However, the computation has a strong potential
for parallelisation. In the propagation model, the computation
for the various source points are fully independent of each other,
and additionally the Nord2000 computation for each identified
sound path is independent of the others. This is also the case for
the soundscape model; the preprocessing of the direct sound and
various reflected sound is independent as well as the overlap-add
processing for each time window and sound path. However, the
overlap-add processing is dependent on the preprocessing which is
dependent on the propagation model.

The computation time is split evenly between the propagation
model and the soundscape model. In the propagation model, most
of the time is used for preparing and carrying out the Nord2000
calculations for the determined sound paths. Determining the paths
themselves and extrapolating the calculated paths takes compara-
tively very little time. In the soundscape model, most of the time
is spent on resampling the different recording excerpts to get the
correct propagation delay and Doppler shift for each of the different
sound path types.

Currently, our prototype would be too slow to track a listener
moving at walking speed in real-time, especially with the N = 4 SH
order used for VAD reproduction. However, this may be possible
with a further optimised and fully parallelised implementation,
with an increased amount of computational power. Alternatively,
it may be possible to precompute some information for various
listener positions in order to avoid having to perform recomputations
on-the-fly.

4.2. Fidelity

Generating the source sound material recording the sound of a vehi-
cle using microphones mounted on the vehicle itself is a straight-
forward and promising alternative to methods described in the
literature [10], which are based on pass-by recordings combined
with the use of simulated reverse propagation or additive synthesis
in order to recreate an artificial source sound. However, our current
sample set is limited to only one car. For such a tool to be generally
useful for traffic auralisation, additional light and heavy vehicles
must be recorded.

In the propagation model, a number of source points were not
directly computed; their sound paths were instead interpolated from
directly computed source points in their vicinity. While this does not
have significant audible effects in an unblocked stretch of road, the
interpolation is audible around structure edges with no horizontal
diffraction in the model. In a case where all source points are
directly computed, the sound from a single moving source would
very suddenly become much louder when a virtual vehicle passes a
corner so that its straight-line sound path to the listener is no longer
blocked. With interpolation, there is instead a smooth artificial
transition between the blocked and unblocked sound, essentially, a
false diffraction effect.
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Including horizontal diffraction in the model is thus important
in order to ensure that virtual single vehicles moving behind or from
behind a structure sound realistic. However, with no horizontal
diffraction the effect is less pronounced in traffic simulations, due
to the masking effect of multiple vehicles. Additionally, the false
diffraction caused by the interpolation as described above also helps
mask the lack of horizontal diffraction.

To begin with, we assumed that a virtual x-y stereo cardioid
microphone configuration with opening angle of 90◦ would be
suitable for decoding the spherical harmonics representation to a
stereo loudspeaker reproduction. However, informal listening tests
showed that the soundscape fidelity was noticeable degraded when
the listener was positioned close to the road and facing away. We
decided to use an opening angle of 180◦ instead, i.e. a back-to-
back virtual microphone configuration, where the left and right
loudspeaker signals correspond to cardioid microphones pointing
90◦ and −90◦ relative to the listener orientation, respectively.

Use of the spherical harmonics decomposition means that the
soundscape can be auralised using virtual auditory display. In
our implementation, this is done by reproducing the sound field
with SH-based HRTFs through headphones, requiring head rotation
compensation with a head-tracker. This can in theory facilitate
perfect sound field reproduction, given a high enough SH truncation
order, personalised HRTFs and headphone compensation, as well
as a sufficiently low head-tracker latency.

In practice, the spherical harmonics must be truncated to a low
order to reduce computational complexity, affecting high frequency
reproduction accuracy. In our system we have limited the order to
N = 4, giving accurate reproduction up to about 2.5 kHz. This
can be somewhat compensated for by HRTF phase correction.
Personalised HRTFs and headphone compensation is still an open
research issue which we seek to investigate further in the future.
The end-to-end head-tracker latency has been measured to around
100 ms in the MATLAB version, but should be decreased to < 60
ms in a final implementation [30].

5. CONCLUSION

In this prototype, we have adapted the Nord2000 model for outdoor
noise propagation such that we calculate each sound path from the
source point to the listener separately from the others instead of
combining them. As a result, we find separately the direct, reflected,
and diffracted sound paths that impinge on the listener from the
sound source, with their 1/3 octave band transfer functions and their
incoming azimuthal and polar angles. From this information and
appropriate sound source material, we may represent the sound field
at the listener point using spherical harmonics. The use of spherical
harmonics allows for a wide range of alternatives for 3D sound
reproduction: Headphones, stereo, surround, or virtual auditory
display.

Conventional stereo reproduction was implemented with two
virtual cardioid microphones in a back-to-back configuration, as
this gives equal sound levels when the listener is facing towards
or away from the road. Virtual auditory display was implemented
with spherical harmonics-based HRTFs, and a head-tracker to
compensate for head rotation. This gives the listener the ability
to determine the direction of sound sources, and a more spatial
experience of the soundscape.

As the system described in this paper is a prototype, there are
many opportunities for further work. The prototype should be
systematically validated, including listening tests and comparing the

computed sound levels throughout the geometry with those found
by noise mapping tools. Furthermore, source sound materials for
a larger number of vehicles should be recorded, including various
light and heavy vehicles and perhaps also trains. Synthesising the
sound of road vehicles [13] is worth looking into. Realising the
full augmented reality system as described in Section 1.3 is also a
long-term aim in the continuation of this project.
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ABSTRACT

Swing is a typical long-short rhythmical pattern that is mostly
present in jazz music. In this article, we propose an algorithm
to automatically estimate how much a track, a frame of a track, is
swinging. We denote this by swing ratio. The algorithm we pro-
pose is based on the analysis of the auto-correlation of the onset
energy function of the audio signal and a simple set of rules. For
the purpose of the evaluation of this algorithm, we propose and
share the “GTZAN-rhythm” test-set, which is an extension of a
well-known test-set by adding annotations of the whole rhythmi-
cal structure (downbeat, beat and eight-note positions). We test our
algorithm for two tasks: detecting tracks with or without swing,
and estimating the amount of swing. Our algorithm achieves 91%
mean recall. Finally we use our annotations to study the rela-
tionship between the swing ratio and the tempo (study the com-
mon belief that swing ratio decreases linearly with the tempo)
and the musicians. How much and how to swing is never written
on scores, and is therefore something to be learned by the jazz-
students mostly by listening. Our algorithm could be useful for
jazz student who wants to learn what is swing.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Swing

Music is not always played exactly as written on the score. These
deviations from the score constitute the musician personal inter-
pretation and are precisely chosen by the musician to make music
more lively or to convey an emotion.

In this paper we focus on timing deviations. We distinguish
different types of systematic timing deviation. The rubato refers to
a rhythmic freedom, in which tempo is sped up then slowed down
to make music more expressive. It was usual in Romantic period.
The notes inégales is a performance practice of the Baroque and
Classical period in which some notes with equal durations are per-
formed with unequal durations. Finally the swing is often found in
jazz music but also other music styles as we will see in part 3. Our
work focuses on the swing estimation.

Swing is present at a specific time level. It describes the spe-
cific interaction between note durations at the eight-note level.
When swing is present, two consecutive eight-notes are played
following a long-short pattern: the first eight-note is lengthened,
while the second is shortened proportionally.

The swing ratio is defined by the ratio between the duration of
the long eight note and the short one. Common swing ratios found
in jazz music are 1:1 (no swing at all), 2:1 (triple feel), 3:1 (hard
swing). These three example are presented in Figure 1. It should
be noted that the swing ratio value is not limited to the values 2 or
3, but it can take all floating values between 1 and 3.5.

Figure 1: Different swing ratio. From left to right : 1:1 (no swing),
2:1 (triple feel), 3:1 (hard swing)

Swing ratios are not written on the score, they are implicit.
Thus, swing ratio can vary considerably between two musicians or
even inside a single music piece.

1.2. Related works

On swing. In [1], Friberg et al. study the exact duration ratio
between the long eight-note and the short one in recordings. The
author shows that the swing ratio varies linearly with the tempo. At
slow tempi, the swing ratio can reach 3.5:1. At fast tempi, it goes
down to 1:1. The authors also show that the minimum absolute
duration of the short eight-note in the long-short pattern is around
100ms. This suggests a physical limit to swing ratio, maybe due
to perceptual factors.

In [2], Honing et al. show that professional jazz drummers
have an extremely precise control over the swing ratio they want
to achieve. The authors also found no evidence that the swing ratio
scale linearly with tempo, as was suggested previously.

On swing ratio estimation. In [3], Gouyon et al. intro-
duced a swing modification tool. The swing ratio is estimated by
two methods. The first one is based on the estimation of the po-
sition of the second peak ds in the inter-onset-histogram which is
supposed to corresponds to the duration of the short eight-note.
The swing ratio is then de+ds

de−ds where de is the theoretical duration
of a non-swinging eight-note and ds is the estimated duration of
the second peak of the histogram. The second method compares
the inter-onset-histogram to several predefined histogram models
(representing different swing ratio), and choose the model that best
represent the inter-onset-histogram.

In [4], Laroche presents a joint estimation of the tempo, the
downbeat and the swing ratio. For this, he first estimates the time-
positions where the energy in a given frequency band grows quickly.
Then he exhaustively tests all the triplet (tempo, downbeat time,
swing ratio) and keeps the one that have the best likelihood.

1.3. Paper overview and organization

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for estimating the
swing ratio of a track (part 2). We then evaluate its performance
for a task of finding music tracks with/without swing. For this, we
present the test-set we created for the purpose of swing detection
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Figure 2: Auto-correlation function for [Left] a signal without swing (’disco.00020.wav’, first frame), [Right] a signal with swing
(’jazz.00099.wav’, first frame). The auto-correlation of the onset-energy-function (OEF) of the signal is the green thin line. The dot-
ted vertical line (around 0.2 s.) corresponds to the theoretical duration of an eight-note. The thick blue line corresponds to the fitting of
the peak of a non-swinging eight-note. The two red dotted lines correspond to the fitting of the peaks of the swing pattern (short and long
eight-note).

(part 3). We present our experiments and discuss their results in
part 4.

2. SWING RATIO COMPUTATION

To estimate the swing ratio, we first compute an onset-energy-
function1 OEF (part 2.1). The auto-correlation function of the
OEF allows highlighting the various metrical level of a rhythm
pattern therefore the specific irregularities of the eight-note due to
the swing (part 2.2). From the positions of the peaks in the auto-
correlation function we then estimate the swing ratio (part 2.3).

2.1. Signal pre-processing

We calculate the onset-energy function o(t) using the method pro-
posed by Ellis [5]2.

o(t) is then analyzed using a frame-analysis with a window
length of 16s3, and a hop-size of 1s4. For each frame, we then

1A onset-energy-function is a function taking high values when an on-
set is present and low values otherwise.

2The OEF is computed as follow: first, the audio is resampled to 8kHz,
then the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) magnitude (spectrogram) us-
ing 32 ms windows and 4 ms step between frames is computed. Then it
is converted to 40 Mel bands. The Mel spectrogram is converted to dB,
and the first-order difference along time is calculated in each band. Neg-
ative values are set to zero (half-wave rec-tification), then the remaining,
positive differences are summed across all frequency bands. This signal is
passed through a high-pass filter with a cutoff around 0.4 Hz to make it lo-
cally zero-mean, and smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian enveloppe
about 20 ms wide.

3A long window is required because there is not always a swinging
eight-note around each beat. For some tracks, the swing information can
be very sparse. Thus it is necessary to have a long window.

4A 1s hop-size was arbitrarily chosen. Taking a smaller hop-size
wouldn’t make sense considering that there are, at most, 4 beats per 1 sec-
ond in our database.

compute the normalized (at lag zero) auto-correlation of o(t):

r(τ) =
1

r(0)

∑
o(t)o(t− τ) (1)

2.2. Auto-correlation

The auto-correlation function of o(t) allows highlighting the vari-
ous metrical level of a rhythm pattern. Therefore it highlights the
specific irregularities of the eight-note due to the swing. We illus-
trate this in Figure 2. The two panels illustrate the auto-correlation
function for a signal without and with swing.

In a signal without swing (Figure 2 [Left]), there is one peak
representing the tactus (the duration of a quarter-note) at 0.40s
and one representing the duration of the eight-note at 0.20s. For
a signal with swing (Figure 2 [Right]), the peak representing the
quarter-note is still present at 0.45s, but the peak representing the
duration of the eight-note is split into two peaks : one for the du-
ration of the short eight-note at 0.15s and one for the duration of
the long eight-note at 0.30s.

The goal of swing detection is to distinghish both cases.

2.3. Peak finding

2.3.1. Eight-note duration estimation

In order to distinguish the two cases we need to know the theo-
retical position of the eight-note without swing. This position is
derived from an estimation of the tempo (the tactus-level). For
this we use the joint estimation of beat, downbeat and tempo al-
gorithm of Peeters et al. [6]. The tempo value is hypothesised to
be constant over the whole track duration. If we denote by T the
estimated tempo in bpm (beat per minute), the theoretical duration
(in second) of the eight-note de is then computed as de = 1

2
60
T

(half of the duration in second of a quarter-note : 60
T

).
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Table 1: Distribution into swing, noSwing and ternary of the proposed GTZAN-rhythm test-set.

blues classical country disco hip-hop jazz metal pop reggae rock Total
# Track with swing 44 1 15 0 0 45 0 0 25 6 136
# Track with noSwing 52 92 80 98 100 54 94 99 74 92 835
# Track with ternary 4 7 5 2 0 1 6 1 1 2 29

2.3.2. Eight-note detection in the auto-correlation

The values of the eight-note duration can be derived from the peak
positions in the auto-correlation function of OEF. We also use the
height of the peaks and the width of the corresponding lobes to
have information on the reliability of these peaks. Because peak
finding algorithms (such as finding local maxima) do not lead to
good results (since the auto-correlation is often noisy), we propose
to use a peak fitting algorithm [7, 8]. In this a predefined shape
is fitted locally to a signal. This shape is defined by a Gaussian
function (this leads to better results than the use of a 2nd order
polynomial function).

In the absence of swing a peak must be present at de, in the
presence of swing this peak is split in two peaks in the two intervals[
de
2
, de
]

and
[
de,

3de
2

]
respectively. We therefore looks for peaks

in these three intervals.

• The first interval
[
de
2
, de
]5 corresponds to the short eight-

note.

• The second interval
[
de,

3de
2

]
corresponds to the long eight-

note.

• The third interval de ± de
2

correspond to a non-swinging
eight-note (this interval is here only for illustration purpose,
it is not used by our algorithm).

In order to estimate the peak within each interval, we use a non-
linear least squares algorithm to fit a Gaussian function. Thus we
get 3 parameters for each peak: the amplitude A, the standard de-
viation σ and the mean µ (µ defines the estimated peak position).
The parameters of the short and the long eight-notes are denoted
As, σs, µs and Al, σl, µl respectively.

2.3.3. Swing detection

Given the 6 parameters described above, we propose the following
set of rules to decide if there is swing or not. The Gaussian func-
tions representing the short and the long eight-notes must comply
with the following rules:

• positive amplitudes As > 0, Al > 0

• small widths σs < de
4

, σl < de
4

• positions in the right interval de
2
< µs < de and de <

µl <
3de
2

If all the conditions are met, the frame is classified as swing.
Illustrations: Swing detection is illustrated in Figure 2. On

both figures, we show the auto-correlation of the OEF of the signal
(green thin line). The theoretical duration of the eight-note de is
given by the vertical dotted line. We also show the 3 peaks that

5The search ranges imply that the swing ratio is comprised between 1
and 3.

were fitted as previously described: the thick blue line is the Gaus-
sian fit for the non-swinging eight-note, and the two red dashed
lines correspond to the fit of the short and the long eight-note of
the swing pattern. Given the parameters of these fitted Gaussian
functions and using the proposed rules described above, our algo-
rithm decide that there is no swing on the Left panel of Figure 2
while there is swing on the Right panel.

2.3.4. Swing ratio estimation

For each frame classified as swing, its swing ratio sr is finally
computed as sr = µl

µs
.

Illustrations: For the previous example (Figure 2 [Right]),
the swing ratio would be sr = 0.28

0.16
= 1.75.

3. THE GTZAN-RHYTHM TEST-SET

There is currently no test-set on which the swing ratio is anno-
tated. It is therefore difficult to compare numerically our results to
previous works.

We therefore created our own test-set by extending the widely
used GTZAN test-set for music genre6. While there exist contro-
versies related to the use of the GTZAN test-set for music genre
classification[9], its audio content is however represensative of real
commercial music of various music genre. Also, this test-set has a
good balancing between tracks with swing (blues and jazz music)
and without swing.

Annotations: Each track of the test-set has been annotated
into downbeat, beat/tactus (quarter-note) and eight-note positions7.
In order to take into account tempo or rhythm pattern variations
(the swing ratio is never constant over time) the annotation is per-
formed over the whole duration of each track. A time region is
said to contain swing if the eight-note positions are not exactly at
the middle between the two adjacent quarter-notes.

The distribution into swing, non-swing and ternary is shown
in Table 1. As can been seen, most of the swinging tracks are jazz
(45 tracks) or blues (44 tracks). Swing is also present in country
(15 tracks), reggae (25 tracks) and rock (6 tracks). The classical
track classified as swing has a "march" rhythm. In total the test-
set contains 136 swinging tracks, 835 non-swinging tracks and 29
ternary tracks.

4. EVALUATION

We evaluate our proposed algorithm for two tasks.

6The GTZAN test-set is made of 1000 audio excerpts of 30 s. duration
evenly distributed in 10 music genres (blues, classical, country, disco, jazz,
hip-hop, metal, pop, reggae, rock).

7We only annotated the eight-note position when swing exist or in case
of ternary rhythm
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Table 2: Results of swing detection. Each column represents the results on a subset of the GTZAN-rhythm test-set. For this, each genre
is subdivided into frames with swing and without. For each subset, we indicate its number of frames (# frame), the percentage of correct
recognition of the automatic tempo estimation (Tempo-Estimation) and the two recalls for the classes swing and noSwing obtained using
our algorithm (Exp-estimatedTempo and Exp-annotatedTempo).

blues classical country disco hiphop
swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing

# Frame 686 714 92 1308 294 1106 28 1372 0 1400
Tempo-Estimation (%) 63 74 41 63 61 72 100 96 0 97
Exp-estimatedTempo (recall %) 63.8 93.6 57.6 99.6 52.7 98.7 100 99.3 0 100
Exp-annotatedTempo (recall %) 95.3 94.1 92.4 99.6 84.4 97.6 100 99.3 0 100

jazz metal pop reggae rock
swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing swing noSwing

# Frame 630 770 84 1316 14 1386 364 1036 112 1288
Tempo-Estimation (%) 37 56 83 64 100 87 57 75 62 84
Exp-estimatedTempo (recall %) 23.8 96.4 61.9 99.8 100.0 100 54.4 91.4 48.2 98.2
Exp-annotatedTempo (recall %) 60.2 97.4 76.2 99.1 100.0 99.6 93.4 95.3 83.0 99.1

In part 4.1, we test the ability of our algorithm (part 2.3.3) to
correctly detect the tracks with swing and the ones without. Con-
sidering that the swing presence can vary over time, this is per-
formed on a frame basis.

In part 4.2, we use our swing ratio annotation (part 2.3.4) for
two experiments. First we test the commonly accepted belief that
the swing factor decrease linearly with the tempo. Then, we test if
the swing factor can be used to recognize the musicians.

4.1. Swing detection

4.1.1. Exp-estimatedTempo

The algorithm we proposed in part 2.3.3 allows deciding if a frame
of a given track has swing or not. We test our algorithm on each
frame of each track of the GTZAN-rhythm test-set. Because, the
method proposed in 2.3.3 uses a 16 s. window (for the compu-
tation of the auto-correlation), we compare our estimation to the
corresponding local annotation. The corresponding local annota-
tion is computed as follow: a 16-sec frame is said to be swing if it
contains at least a single swing annotation.

In our experiment we assimilated ternary frames to swinging
frames. This is because our method can not distinguish a ternary
frame from a swinging jazz frame with the ’triple feel’ (swing ratio
of 2:1).

Results: The results are presented in Table 2. The first, sec-
ond and third rows indicate the frame repartition in genre and in
swing/noSwing classes. For example, we see that there are much
more swinging frames in jazz (630) and blues (686) than in hip-
hop (0) or pop (12). The results of Exp-estimatedTempo are pre-
sented in terms of Recall8 for each class (in %).

As one can see, the Recall for the noSwing classes are all very
good (from 91.4% to 100%). In the opposite, the Recall for swing
is not that good and strongly depends on the genre: in jazz, it is
only 23.8%, in rock is is 48.2%, country 52.7% and reggae 54.4%.
It is slightly better for blues (63.8%), classical (57.6%) and metal
(61.9%). The Recall is perfect for disco and pop. However the

8The recall is the number of items detected for a class divided by the
total number of annotated item for that class.

number of swing frames to be detected is very small for these two
classes.

The summary of the results over the genres is indicated in Ta-
ble 3. The noSwing Recall is very high (98%) which means that
almost all noSwing frames have been correctly detected. While
the swing Recall is low (49.5%) the swing Precision is rather high
(84%) which means that in most cases when a frame have been
detected as swing it is indeed annotated as swing.

Table 3: Confusion matrix for the estimation of the classes
noSwing and swing for Exp-estimatedTempo.

Annotated / Detected noSwing Swing Recall
noSwing 11479 217 98.14%
Swing 1162 1142 49.57%
Precision 90.91% 84.03%

4.1.2. Tempo-Estimation

Since our swing detection algorithm relies on a previous tempo
estimation (the one provided by the algorithm of [6]), we test if
the bad results obtained for the swing detection (low Recall) are
due to wrong tempo estimations. For this, we compare the tempo
estimation Te to our manually annotated tempo Ta. An estimation
is said to be correct if |Ta−Te|

|Te| < 4%.
Results: The detailed results are presented in Table 2. The

lowest results are obtained for genre for which tempo variation
or timing can be large (rubato in classical music, expressive mu-
sic timings in jazz). Highest results are obtained for genre with a
steady tempo (hip-hop, pop and disco). Our tempo estimation is
based on the assumption that the tempo is constant over a track, so
tracks with a lot of tempo changes are poorly classified.

Overall, 75.1% of the tracks have their tempo correctly esti-
mated. This value falls down to 56.4% if we consider only the
tracks that have swing. This can explain the bad results obtained
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for the swing detection (Recall=49.5%) but the good results for the
noSwing detection (98%).

4.1.3. Exp-annotatedTempo

Because of this, we redid the swing detection evaluation using
manually annotated tempo instead of the automatically estimated
one. The manually annotated tempo is derived from the beat an-
notations of our GTZAN-rhythm.

Results The detailed results are presented in Table 2. Using
annotated tempo always improves the results for the swing class.
The Recalls of blues, classical, country jazz, reggae and rock are
32 to 40% higher. The Recall for the class metal/swing is 15%
higher, and the other Recalls were already perfect in the previous
experiment (disco, pop).

Concerning the noSwing classes, the mean-Recall are now all
comprised between 94.1 and 100%, which is better than in Exp1.

The summary of the results over the genres is indicated in Ta-
ble 4. Using the annotated tempo improved a lot the results: the
global mean-Recall increases from 73.9% to 90.6%.

These experiments show that we can estimate the swing know-
ing the 8th-note tactus. However deciding which level is the 8th-
note remains a far more complicated problem.

Table 4: Confusion matrix for the estimation of the classes
noSwing and swing for Exp-annotatedTempo.

Annotated / Detected noSwing Swing Recall
noSwing 11514 182 98.44%
Swing 399 1905 82.68%
Precision 96.65% 91.27%

4.2. Swing ratio as a function of tempo and artist

In this part, we use the annotation of the GTZAN-rhythm into
swing ratio (part 2.3.4) for two experiments. First we test the com-
monly accepted belief that the swing factor decrease linearly with
the tempo. Then, we test if the swing factor can be used to recog-
nize the musicians.

4.2.1. Swing ratio as a function of tempo

In Figure 3, we illustrate the annotated swing ratio as a function of
the tempo for the subset of our test-set corresponding to blues and
jazz music (where swing is often present).

We test the commonly accepted belief that swing is a linearly
decreasing function of tempo. This was proposed by the experi-
ment of Friberg [1]. We superimposed to Figure 3, the linear re-
gression (dotted line) used in Figure 1 of Friberg [1]. We can see
that in our experiment the swing ratio does not scale linearly with
the tempo. Our observed swing ratios are all far from the linear
assumption proposed by Friberg (dotted line) at tempi < 130, and
they does not show the same trend. Our results are therefore in
agreement with the results of Honing et al. [2] saying that there
may be no correlation at all between tempo and swing ratio. We
also see that there may be a preference for the triple feel swing
ratio (2:1) in our test-set, as about a third of our examples have a
swing ratio around 2 (comprised between 1.9 and 2.1).

4.2.2. Swing ratio as a function of an artist

In Figure 3, we also indicates the artist9 10 corersponding to each
swing ratio.

We test if there is a relationship between the artist and the
swing ratio. We see that some artists may tend to play with low
swing ratio (Robert Johnson) or high swing ratio (Magic Slim).
Tracks from Stevie Ray Vaughan share the same swing factor but
also the same tempo. (it is therefore difficult to say if the swing
is characteristic of the artist or of the tempo). Except these exam-
ples predicting the musicians from its swing ratio and tempo seems
difficult.

4.3. Applications

Our swing ratio estimation could be useful to jazz students who
want to learn swing and to musicologists who would benefit from
a swing estimation tool to study jazz music/ musicians.

How much to swing is often learned by students by listening
to a lot of jazz recordings. It is not something that can be learned
from books, and it requires a lot of practice to master. One ap-
plication of this swing estimation could be a system helping jazz
students to learn how much to swing :

• A jazz teacher plays a jazz piece and its swing ratio is esti-
mated.

• The student plays the same piece and the computer says if
the student swings enough or too much (compared to the
teacher’s reference), allowing the student to learn the right
swing ratio.

It should be noted that we do not indicate what is the ideal swing
ratio for a music piece.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this article, we presented an algorithm to automatically detect
the swing presence in an audio music track and estimate its swing
ratio. For the purpose of the evaluation of this algorithm, we
proposed and shared the “GTZAN-rhythm” test-set, which is an
extension of a well-known test-set by adding annotations of the
whole rhythmical structure (downbeat, beat and eight-note posi-
tions). We showed that the algorithm allows a mean-Recall of 74%
for the recognition of swing/ noSwing. By analysing the errors,
we discovered that most of the errors are due to wrong tempo es-
timation which is used as input parameter of our algorithm. Using
annotated tempo as input of our algorithm, allowed to reach 91%
mean-Recall. We finally used our annotations to study the rela-
tionship between the swing ratio and the tempo and the musicians.
Future works will concentrate on the development of a swing ratio
estimation algorithm which does not necessitate this tempo esti-
mation. Finally, given that swing ratio is a rhythmic descriptor, it
could be used as input, among other audio descriptors, to machine
learning algorithms to perform other Music Information Retrieval
tasks.

9We are grateful to Bob Sturm for sharing the artist information of the
GTZAN tracks.

10Given that the various tracks of an artist are coming from the same
album we suppose that the musicians are the same for a given artist.
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Figure 3: Swing ratio as a function of tempo. Each type of point marker correspond to a different artist. The dotted line correspond to the
swing as a function of tempo from the experiment of Friberg [1].

Downloading the GTZAN-rhythm test-set.

We deeply thank Quentin Fresnel for helping us with the anno-
tations of the "GTZAN-rhythm" test-set. The "GTZAN-rhythm"
test set can be downloaded at http://anasynth.ircam.
fr/home/media/GTZAN-rhythm/.
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ABSTRACT

We present a new representation of harmonic sounds that linearizes
the dynamics of pitch and spectral envelope, while remaining sta-
ble to deformations in the time-frequency plane. It is an instance of
the scattering transform, a generic operator which cascades wave-
let convolutions and modulus nonlinearities. It is derived from
the pitch spiral, in that convolutions are successively performed
in time, log-frequency, and octave index. We give a closed-form
approximation of spiral scattering coefficients for a nonstationary
generalization of the harmonic source-filter model.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spectro-temporal evolution of harmonic spectra conveys es-
sential information to audio classification, blind source separation,
transcription, as well as other processing tasks. This information
is however difficult to capture in time-varying, polyphonic mix-
tures. On one hand, spectrogram-based pattern recognition algo-
rithms [1] are exposed to detection errors as they enforce strong
constraints on the shape of harmonic templates. On the other,
time-varying generalizations of matrix factorization [2] are under-
constrained and thus may fail to converge to a satisfying solution.
In this article, we address the characterization of harmonic struc-
tures without any detection nor training step.

Wavelets have long proven to provide meaningful, sparse acti-
vations as long as they operate on a dimension on which the signal
has already some regularity. Although a single sine wave draws
a regular edge on the time-frequency plane, a harmonic comb is
made of distant sharp peaks over the log-frequency axis, an irreg-
ular pattern that is hard to characterize globally. This irregularity
weakens the discriminative power of existing wavelet-like repre-
sentations, such as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC).

To recover regularity across partials within a wavelet frame-
work, we capitalize on the fact that power-of-two harmonics are
exactly one octave apart. By rolling up the log-frequency axis
into a spiral, such that octave intervals correspond to full turns,
these partials get aligned on a radius. Consequently, introducing
the integer-valued octave variable reveals harmonic regularity that
was not explicit in the plane of time and log-frequency.

Once specified the variables of time, log-frequency, and oc-
tave index, our representation merely consists in cascading three
wavelet decompositions along them and applying complex modu-
lus. Thus, the constant-Q scalogram is "scattered" into channels
over which main factors of time variability are disentangled and
regularized, yet harmonicity is preserved.

∗ This work is supported by the ERC InvariantClass 320959. The
source code to reproduce figures and experiments is available at
www.github.com/lostanlen/scattering.m.

Figure 1: The spiral wavelet is a product of wavelets along time,
log-frequency, and octave index. Blue and green oscillations rep-
resent the real and imaginary parts. The red envelope represents
the complex modulus. Partials of an hypothetical harmonic sound
are marked as thick dots.

Section 2 gives a formal definition of the spiral scattering trans-
form. Section 3 introduces a nonstationary formulation of the
source-filter model relying on time warps, and shows that its vari-
abilities in pitch and spectral envelope are jointly linearized by the
spiral scattering transform. Section 4 provides a visual interpreta-
tion of the spiral scattering coefficients of a nonstationary musical
note.

2. FROM TIME SCATTERING TO SPIRAL SCATTERING

This section builds the spiral scattering transform progressively as
a cascade of wavelet transforms along time, log-frequency, and
octave index. All three variables share the same framework.

2.1. Time scattering

An analytic "mother" wavelet is a complex filter ψ(t) whose Fou-
rier transform ψ̂(ω) is concentrated over the dimensionless fre-
quency interval [1 − 1/2Q, 1 + 1/2Q], where the quality factor
Q is in the typical range 12–24. Dilations of this wavelet define a
family of bandpass filters centered at frequencies λ1 = 2

j1+
χ1
Q ,

where the indices j1 ∈ Z and χ1 ∈ {1 . . . Q} respectively denote
octave and chroma:

ψ̂λ1(ω) = ψ̂(λ−1ω) i.e. ψλ1(t) = λ1ψ(λ1t). (1)
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The wavelet transform convolves an input signal x(t) with the
filter bank of ψλ1 ’s. We denote convolutions along time by the

operator
t∗. Applying complex modulus to all wavelet convolutions

results in the "scalogram" matrix

x1(t, log λ1) = |x t∗ ψλ1 | for all λ1 > 0, (2)

whose frequential axis is uniformly sampled by the binary log-
arithm log λ1. The scalogram x1 localizes the energy of x(t)
around frequencies λ1 over durations 2Q/λ1, trading frequency
resolution for time resolution.

The constant-Q transform (CQT) S1x corresponds to a low-
pass filtering of x1 with a window φT (t) of size T :

S1x(t, log λ1) = x1
t∗ φT = |x t∗ ψλ1 |

t∗ φT . (3)

To recover the amplitude modulations lost when averaging by
φT in Equation (3), the time scattering transform also convolves
x1 with a second filterbank of wavelets ψλ2 and applies complex
modulus to get

x2(t, log λ1, log λ2) = |x1 t∗ ψλ2 | = ||x
t∗ ψλ1 |

t∗ ψλ2 |. (4)

The wavelets ψλ2(t) have a quality factor in the range 1–2,
though we choose to keep the same notation ψ for simplicity. Like
in Equation (3), averaging in time creates invariance to translation
in time up to T , yielding

S2x(t, log λ1, log λ2) = x2
t∗ φT = ||x t∗ ψλ1 |

t∗ ψλ2 |
t∗ φT . (5)

Due to the constant-Q property, S1x and S2x are stable to
small time warps of x(t) as long as they do not exceed Q−1,
i.e. one semitone. This implies that small modulations, such as
tremolo and vibrato, are accurately linearized [3].

2.2. Joint time-frequency scattering

The time scattering transform defined in Equation (4) decomposes
each frequency band separately, and so cannot properly capture
the coherence of time-frequency structures, such as those induced
by pitch contour. To remedy this, Andén et al. [4] have redefined
the wavelets ψλ2 ’s as functions of both time and log-frequency,
indexed by pairs λ2 = (α, β), where α is a modulation frequency
in Hertz and β is a frequency along log-frequencies in cycles per
octaves. The joint wavelets ψλ2(t, log λ1) factorize as

ψλ2(t, log λ1) = ψα(t)× ψβ(log λ1). (6)

We write
χ1∗ to denote convolutions along the log-frequency

axis, i.e. along chromas. Wavelet scattering is extended to two-
dimensional convolutions by plugging Equation (6) into the defi-
nition of x2 in Equation (4):

x2(t, log λ1, log λ2) = |x1
t,χ1∗ ψλ2 | = |x1

t∗ ψα
χ1∗ ψβ |. (7)

The joint time-frequency scattering transform corresponds to
the "cortical transform" introduced by Shamma and his team to
formalize his findings in auditory neuroscience [10].

Figure 2: Two spiral waveletsψλ2(t, log λ1) in the time-frequency
plane, with different values of λ2 = (α, β, γ). Left: α−1 =
120 ms, β−1 = −0.25 octave, γ−1 = +2 octaves. Right:
α−1 = 60 ms, β−1 = +0.5 octave, γ−1 = −4 octaves. Darker
color levels corresponds to greater values of the real part.

2.3. Spiral scattering

The time-frequency scattering transform defined in Equation (7)
provides template-free features for pitch variability along time.
However, it is unaware of the harmonic structure of voiced sounds,
such as vowels or musical notes. The temporal evolution of this
structure yields relevant information about attack transients and
formantic changes, almost independently from the pitch contour.

In order to capture this information, we extend the joint time-
frequency scattering transform to encompass regularity in time
across octaves at fixed chroma, in conjunction with regularity along
neighboring constant-Q bands. Just like wavelet filterbanks along
time and log-frequency have been defined in the two previous sub-
sections, we capitalize on harmonicity by introducing a third wave-
let filterbank.

We roll up the log-frequency variable log λ1 into a pitch spi-
ral making one full turn at each octave (see Figure 1). Since a
frequency interval of one octave corresponds to one unit in binary
logarithms log λ1, pitch height and pitch chroma in the spiral cor-
respond to integer part blog λ1c and fractional part {log λ1}:

log λ1 = blog λ1c+ {log λ1} = j1 +
χ1

Q
. (8)

In this setting, the fundamental frequency f0 is aligned with
its power-of-two harmonics 2f0, 4f0, 8f0 and so forth. Likewise,
the perfect fifth 3f0 is aligned with 6f0. As the number of har-
monics per octave increase exponentially, the alignment of upper
harmonics — 5f0, 7f0, and so forth — in the spiral is less crucial,
because it can also be recovered with convolutions along chromas
for β−1 of the order of a few semitones.

The wavelet ψλ2 is now defined as a product between wavelets
in time, log-frequency, and octave index:

ψλ2(t, log λ1) = ψα(t)× ψβ(log λ1)× ψγ(blog λ1c). (9)
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Examples of the "spiral wavelet"ψλ2 are shown in Figure 2 for
different values of α, β and γ. To ensure invertibility and energy
conservation, the quefrencies β and γ must take negative values,
including zero. We adopt the shorthand notation

log λ2 = (logα, log |β|, signβ, log |γ|, sign γ) (10)

to specify their indexing. In the special case β = 0, ψβ is no
longer a wavelet but a low-pass filter whose support covers one
octave. By convention, the corresponding log-quefrency index is
log |β| = −∞. The same remark applies to ψγ for γ = 0, which
covers six octaves. Since its Fourier transform ψ̂λ2 is centered at
(α, β, γ), the spiral wavelet ψλ2 has a pitch chroma velocity of
α/β and a pitch height velocity of α/γ, both measured in octaves
per second.

We write
j1∗ to denote convolutions across neighboring oc-

taves. The definition for x2 is comparable to Equations (4) and
(7):

x2(t, log λ1, log λ2) = |x1
t,χ1,j1∗ ψλ2 |

= |x1 t∗ ψα
χ1∗ ψβ

j1∗ ψγ |.
(11)

Rolling up pitches into a spiral is a well-established idea in
music, if only because of circularity of musical pitch classes. It has
been studied by Shepard [5], Risset [6], and Deutsch [7] to build
paradoxes in perception of pitch, and is corroborated by functional
imaging of the auditory cortex [8].

3. DEFORMATIONS OF THE SOURCE-FILTER MODEL

A classical model for voiced speech production consists in the con-
volution of a harmonic glottal source e(t) with a vocal tract filter
h(t). Introducing independent deformations to both components
brings realistic variability to pitch and spectral envelope. This sec-
tion studies the decomposition of the deformed source-filter model
in the spiral scattering transform.

3.1. Overview

Let e(t) =
∑
n δ(t−n) be a harmonic signal and t 7→ θ(t) a time

warp function. We define a warped source as eθ(t) = (e ◦ θ)(t).
Similarly, we compose a filter h(t) and a warp t 7→ η(t) to define
hη(t) = (h ◦ η)(t). The warped source-filter model is the signal

xθ,η(t) = (eθ
t∗ hη)(t) (12)

Observe that θ̇(t) induces a change of fundamental frequency, where-
as η̇(t) accounts for a local dilation of the spectral envelope |ĥ|(ω).
We show in this section that, for θ̇(t) and η̇(t) reasonably regular
over the support of first-order wavelets, the local maxima of x2
are clustered on a plane in the (α, β, γ) space of scattering coeffi-
cients. This plane satisfies the Cartesian equation

α+
θ̈(t)

θ̇(t)
β +

η̈(t)

η̇(t)
γ = 0. (13)

In a polyphonic context, this result means that harmonic sounds
overlapping both in time and frequency could be resolved accord-
ing to their respective source-filter velocities.

Our proof is driven by harmonicity and spectral smoothness
properties — Equation (18) — and derives Equation (13) from the
computation of wavelet ridges on the pitch spiral [9].

3.2. Source-filter factorization in the scalogram

Given λ1 near the pth partial pθ̇(t) where p ∈ N, we linearize θ(t)
and η(t) over the support of the first-order wavelet ψλ1(t). We
work under the following assumptions:

(a) Q large enough to discriminate the pth partial: Q > 2p,

(b) slowly varying source: ‖θ̈/θ̇‖∞ � λ1/Q,

(c) slowly varying filter: ‖η̈/η̇‖∞ � λ1/Q, and

(d) spectral smoothness: ‖d(log |ĥ|)/dω‖∞×‖1/η̇‖∞ � Q/λ1.

According to (a), partials p′ 6= p have a negligible contribution to
the scalogram of the source at the log-frequency log λ1. For lack
of any interference, this scalogram is constant through time, and
we may drop the dependency in t:

|e t∗ ψλ1 | ≈ |ψ̂λ1(p)|. (14)

According to (b), the scalogram of the warped source eθ(t) can be
replaced by the scalogram of the original source translated along
the log-frequency axis at the velocity log θ̇(t):

|eθ
t∗ ψλ1 |(t) = |e

t∗ ψλ1 |(θ(t)) ≈ |ψ̂λ1(pθ̇(t))|. (15)

According to (c), we linearize η(t) over the support of ψλ1(t).
According to (d), we approximate ĥ(ω) by a constant over the
frequential support of the wavelet and factorize the filtering as a
product:

(hη ∗ ψλ1) (t) ≈ ĥ
(
λ1

η̇(t)

)
× ψλ1

(
η(t)

η̇(t)

)
. (16)

By plugging Equation (15) into Equation (16), the scalogram of
the deformable source-filter model appears as a separable product:

|xθ,η
t∗ ψλ1 |(t) = |ψ̂λ1(pθ̇(t))| ×

∣∣∣∣ĥ
(
λ1

η̇(t)

)∣∣∣∣ . (17)

3.3. Harmonicity and spectral smoothness properties

The second step in the proof consists in showing that the convo-
lution along chromas with ψβ only applies to e1,θ , whereas the
convolution across octaves with ψγ only applies to h1,η . Indeed,
all wavelets are designed to carry a negligible mean value, i.e. con-
volving them with a constant yields zero. Therefore, the harmonic-
ity and spectral smothness properties rewrite as

∣∣∣|eθ
t∗ ψλ1 |

j1∗ ψγ
∣∣∣ ≈ 0 and

∣∣∣|eθ
t∗ ψλ1 |

χ1∗ ψβ
∣∣∣ ≈ 0. (18)

Gathering Equations (17) and (18) into the definition of spiral scat-
tering yields

xθ,η
t,χ1,j1∗ ψλ2 (19)

=

[(
|eθ

t∗ ψλ1 |
χ1∗ ψβ

)
×
(
|hη t∗ ψλ1 |

j1∗ ψγ
)]

t∗ ψα,

where the superscripts t, χ1, and j1 denote convolutions along
time, chromas and octaves respectively.
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3.4. Extraction of instantaneous frequencies

As a final step, we state that the phase of (|eθ
t∗ ψλ1 |

χ∗ ψβ) is
β×(log λ1−log pθ̇(t)). By differentiating this quantity along t for
fixed log λ1, we obtain an instantaneous frequency of−βθ̈(t)/θ̇(t).
Similarly, the instantaneous frequency of (|hη t∗ ψλ1 |

j1∗ ψγ) is
−γη̈(t)/η̇(t). As long as

α ≥
∣∣∣∣
θ̈(t)

θ̇(t)
β

∣∣∣∣ and α ≥
∣∣∣∣
η̈(t)

η̇(t)
γ

∣∣∣∣ , (20)

the envelopes of these two convolutions are almost constant over
the support of ψα(t) [9]. We conclude with the following approx-
imate closed-form expression for the spiral scattering coefficients
of the deformed source-filter model:

x2(t, log λ1, log λ2) =
∣∣∣|eθ

t∗ ψλ1 |
χ1∗ ψβ

∣∣∣×
∣∣∣|hη t∗ ψλ1 |

j1∗ ψγ
∣∣∣

×
∣∣∣∣ψ̂α

(
− θ̈(t)
θ̇(t)

β − η̈(t)

η̇(t)
γ

)∣∣∣∣ . (21)

The Fourier spectrum |ψ̂α(ω)| of ψα(t) is a bump centered at
the frequency α. Equation (13) follows immediately from the
above formula. The same result holds for the averaged coefficients
S2x = x2 ∗φT if the velocities θ̈(t)/θ̇(t) or η̈(t)/η̇(t) have small
relative variations:
∣∣∣∣
...
θ (t)

θ̈(t)
− θ̈(t)

θ̇(t)

∣∣∣∣� T−1 and
∣∣∣∣
...
η (t)

η̈(t)
− η̈(t)

η̇(t)

∣∣∣∣� T−1. (22)

In the example of a trombone signal, glissando can be modeled by
θ̈(t)/θ̇(t) in the source-filter model, whereas the brassiness profile
induces a timbral velocity η̈(t)/η̇(t). Figure 3 illustrates that these
two velocities are stably disentangled and characterized.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The spiral model we have presented is well-known in music theory
and experimental psychology [5, 6, 7]. However, existing methods
in audio signal processing do not fully take advantage from its
richness, because they either picture pitch on a line (e.g. MFCC)
or on a circle (e.g. chroma features). In this article, we have shown
how spiral scattering can represent the transientness of harmonic
sounds.
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ABSTRACT

It is well known that one of the challenges in musical instruments
analysis is to obtain relevant signal characteristics and information
for sound description and classification. In this paper we study
the Peruvian quena flute by means of the Harmonic Band Wave-
let Transform (HBWT), a convenient representation for the sound
content based on its 1/f fractal characteristics. In order to identify
a relationship between fractal characteristics of musical sounds,
we developed two sound transformations and establish a compar-
ison between quena, a recorder and melodica wind instruments.
The sound transformations implemented were noise filtering and
pitch-shifting while the sound classification was focused on the γp
fractal attribute. Our work led us to the conclusion that the HBWT
quena representation favored the implementation of sound trans-
formations and that the γp fractal feature had great potential in
musical instruments recognition and classification applications.

Keywords: sound fractal analysis; quena; 1/f noise; noise fil-
tering; pitch-shifting.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fractal sound analysis/synthesis are techniques that aim to de-
velop sound decomposition and reconstruction using a minimum
set of relevant fractal attributes. Recently, fractal sound analysis
techniques have obtained improved results in musical instruments
recognition and classification compared to traditional state of the
art methods [1, 2, 3].

Despite most of the fractal techniques use the box counting
method to analyze the fractal characteristics of musical sound [4],
a method called the Harmonic Band Wavelet Transform (HBWT)
proposed a different approach inspired on Multirate Filter Banks
(MFB) and Perfect Reconstruction (PR) digital signal processing
techniques [5]. The HBWT provides a formal representation of
musical sound in terms of harmonic noise sources with 1/f fractal
properties that accurately follow the spectral behavior of a sound
signal in the frequency domain. Moreover, the HBWT is based in
solid PR and MFB techniques that use overlapping filters in order
to achieve distortion-free signal reconstruction [6].

Despite the HBWT was applied as a relevant synthesis tool
in audio coding and compression, our purpose was to contribute
with the study of the Peruvian quena flute (Fig. 1) in the areas of

∗ The author is grateful to the founding of the Conselho Nacional de
Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico - CNPq - Brazil (grant number
160186/2013-7) for funding this project.

Tonal holes (7)
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Figure 1: Traditional Peruvian quena with tuning in G major.
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Figure 2: Pitch ranges of the analysis instruments where the over-
lap between them can be seen.

fractal sound analysis and sound transformations. The implemen-
tation of two sound transformation techniques were described and
discussed: the Harmonic band 1/f noise filtering and the pitch-
shifting. Additionally, we performed a sound comparison between
the quena, recorder and melodica wind instruments based on γp
fractal parameter in order to illustrate the potential of our method-
ology in sound content description, musical instruments recogni-
tion and classification problems.

2. METHOD

It was generated a database with sound of quena, recorder, and
melodica. The dataset was conformed by individual notes of one
second duration played with mezzo-forte intensity, mono channel,
sample rate fs = 44100 Hz and 16 bits of resolution. The dataset
characteristics are depicted in Fig. 2. A total of 27 sounds samples
were collected: 8 for quena, 9 for recorder and 10 for melodica.

2.1. Sound decomposition

The HBWT belongs to the family of Spectral Modeling Synthe-
sis (SMS) techniques [7]. Related to the representation of relevant
sound components, the sound noise is indispensable in the per-
ception of musical sound and inherent to the sound of musical in-
struments (see Fig. 4). Nevertheless, SMS contributions showing
an explicit model for the stochastic component of sound (noise)
are scarce [8]. In contrast, the HBWT provides a specific pseudo-
periodic 1/f noise model for noise characterization [9]. A block
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Figure 3: Structure of filters implementing the Harmonic Band
Wavelet Transform. (a) Analysis bank. (b) Synthesis bank.

diagram of HWBT implementation is depicted in Fig. 3. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 4, the HBWT model matches the sound signal
fractal characteristics by decomposing the frequency harmonics in
separated sidebands.

2.2. HBWT Analysis

The HBWT analysis structure is composed by perfect reconstruc-
tion filter banks of Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT)
[6] and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [10]. In Fig. 5 it
is shown the frequency response characteristic of an 8-channel
MDCT and DWT with Daubechies order 11 filters.

The purpose of MDCT filters is to decompose the signal har-
monics into two sidebands, each one containing half of a band that
approximates the 1/f noise behavior. For MDCT implementation
it was used cosine modulated type IV bases [11]:

gp,r(k) = gp,0(k − rP ) (1)

gp,0(k) = w(k) cos

[(
k − P + 1

2

)(
p+

1

2

)
π

P

]
(2)

w(k) = sin

[(
k +

1

2

)
π

2P

]
, (3)

where p = 0, . . . , P − 1; r ∈ Z; k = 0, . . . , 2P − 1. Con-
sidering an input signal x(k) with fundamental frequency f0 and
average period P measured in number of samples then, the num-
ber of MDCT channels is equal to P = fs/f0. For instance, in
Fig. 4 it is represented the spectrum of the first three harmonics of
an A4 quena sound with f0 = 444.8 Hz and the MDCT channels
synchronized to the average period of the signal P = 99.

Each sideband is immediately decomposed by a bank of the
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). In wavelet theory, the wave-
let representation bases execute shift and scaling operations of a
wavelet function ψ(t) defined as:

ψα,τ (t) =
1√
α
ψ

(
t− τ
α

)
, (4)

where τ is called the shifting factor and α > 0 is the scaling factor.
Following the recommendations in [9], the DWT filter bank was
implemented using Daubechies wavelets of order 11. The number
of wavelet analysis levels N varies according to the instrument. In
case of the quena, recorder and melodica, it was found N = 4 to
be a proper number of levels for analysis.

The overall HBWT analysis procedure was implemented as
follows:
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Figure 4: Quena A4 signal and MDCT channels synchronized to
the average period P .
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Figure 5: Frequency responses of MDCT and DWT filter banks.

Step 1
Decomposition of input signal x(k) via aP -channel MDCT
filter bank. Each MDCT filter F̃p(z) is band-pass type with
bandwidth equals to π/P .

Step 2
Decimation bank of factor P 1.

Step 3
Wavelet decomposition via a P -channel DWT filter bank at
the output of the decimation bank.

As a result, it is obtained the decomposition of the sidebands
of the harmonics into two components: A deterministic compo-
nent, represented by the scale coefficients ap,N and a stochastic
component, represented by the wavelet coefficients bp,n, where p

1The P decimation rate does not cause aliasing since the MDCT chan-
nels have a bandwidth equals to π/P .
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is the MDCT channel index, n the DWT level index, and N the
DWT total number of levels.

2.3. HBWT Synthesis

Step 1
Wavelet Reconstruction via a P -channel filter bank imple-
menting the inverse of the DWT (IDWT)2.

Step 2
Expansion bank of factor P 3.

Step 3
Output signal x̂(k) reconstruction via a P -channel IMDCT
(inverse of MDCT)4.

By means of HBWT decomposition and reconstruction, a sound
signal is modeled by a set of periodic 1/f noise-like stochastic
processes. A formal definition of 1/f noise-like processes can
be found in [12]. One of the benefits of using the 1/f noise-like
model is that only two parameters are needed to describe the com-
plete behavior of a sound signal: The parameter σ2

p that controls
the amplitude of the 1/f spectrum and the parameter γp that con-
trols the slope of the pseudo-periodic 1/f noise-like sidebands of
the spectrum.

The discrete-time harmonic band wavelets (DT-HBW), as de-
fined in [13], are:

ξn,m,p(k) =

∞∑

r=−∞
ψn,m(r)gp,r(k) (5)

ζN,m,p(k) =

∞∑

r=−∞
ϕN,m(r)gp,r(k), (6)

where n = 1, 2, . . . , N ; m ∈ Z; p = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1; ψn,m
and ϕN,m are the discrete-time ordinary wavelets and the corre-
sponding scale residue function, respectively; gp,r are the MDCT
functions of Eq. 2. Therefore, a signal x(k) ∈ l2 can be expanded
on a discrete-time harmonic band wavelet set according to:

x(k) =

P∑

p=1

(
N∑

n=1

∞∑

m=−∞
bp,n(m)ξn,m,p(k)+

∞∑

m=−∞
ap,N (m)ζN,m,p(k)

)
,

(7)

where the bp,n(m)’s and ap,N (m)’s are the expansion coefficients
and the corresponding harmonic-band scale residue coefficients at
scale N , respectively. From Proposition 3.4 in [13] it was de-
ducted the resultant energy for the bp,n(m) analysis coefficients:

V ar{bp,n(m)} = σ2
p2
nγp (8)

Considering the logarithm of the energies of each n-subband of a
single p-sideband it was found a linear relationship for γp (1/f
noise slope) at each harmonic band wavelet analysis level n:

log2(V ar{bp,n[m]}) = γpn+ const, (9)

2This step performs the reconstruction of the sidebands.
3This step returns the properly bandwidth for the reconstructed spec-

trum of each sideband.
4The IMDCT filter bank selects the appropriate frequency range for the

sidebands on each channel.
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Figure 6: Above: First five harmonics of quena A4 sound. Below:
Synthesis results of experiments A and B.

where the spectral component γ is directly related to the self-
similarity attribute Hp (Hurst exponent) according to Eq. 10.

γp = 2Hp + 1 (10)

In case of 1/f noise signals, or fractional Brownian motion
processes (fBm), the typical values for the Hurst exponent are in
the interval 0 < H < 1, for a corresponding 1 < γ < 3 [12].

3. RESULTS

3.1. Harmonic band 1/f noise filtering

We performed two sets of experiments in order to filter the har-
monic band 1/f noise. The results are shown in Fig. 6. In the first
experiment, called Synthesis A, the wavelet expansion coefficients
bp,n were used as input to the synthesis bank with up to N = 3
scale levels. Separately, in experiment Synthesis B, the wavelet
scale coefficients ap,N (N = 3) were used as input to the syn-
thesis bank. Synthesis A resulted in the isolation of the harmonic
band 1/f noise content associated to the sidebands of harmonics.
In Synthesis B, the result was the 1/f noise-free harmonic signal
(purely deterministic content).

These experiments benefited the study of the sound signal fluc-
tuations related to the 1/f noise. It was found that the harmonic
band 1/f noise content provided an important contribution to the
sound in terms of perception. For instance, in Synthesis A, it was
found that the harmonic band 1/f noise was related to the action
mechanism of the instrument. In case of the quena, from the 1/f
signal it was the retrieved the sound of the blowing air.

3.2. Pitch-shifting via HBWT

In sound synthesis, pitch-shifting is a technique that consists in
modification (shift) of the fundamental frequency f0 (pitch) of a
sound. In terms of HBWT decomposition, pitch-shifting was in-
terpreted as a frequency modulation process: The frequency con-
tent extracted in the initial signal analysis was transferred to new
frequency bands in the synthesis.
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Figure 7: Pitch-shifting of A4 note (above) to D5 (below).

The pitch-shifting implementation via HBWT consisted of two
main steps: Step 1: Design of the MDCT synthesis filter bank (Eq.
2) with an appropriate number of channels equals to P2 =

⌊
fs
f2

⌋
.

This step allowed the modulation of the original signal pitch to
a new f

′
0 frequency. Step 2: Apply the original HWBT analysis

coefficients as input to the synthesis bank. In Fig. 7, it can be ap-
preciated the modification of the A4 quena note (f0 = 445 Hz) to
D5 (f

′
0 = 587 Hz). This technique resulted in high-quality pitch-

shifted signals that preserved the acoustical characteristics of the
original quena sound.

3.3. Quena fractal analysis and comparison

The comparison between wind instruments quena, melodica and
recorder was established by analysis of the fractal parameter γp
(1/f slope). In the experiments we compared the fractal charac-
teristics of the frequency harmonics (1/f noise) for all instruments
playing the same note. The parameters γp were computed by lin-
ear regression according to Eq. 9.

In Fig. 8 are shown the results for the f0 harmonic of C5
note (f0 = 523.25 Hz). The results showed a strong 1/f fractal
behavior for the main harmonics of all instruments. This fact was
corroborated by a strong Pearson correlation coefficient (greater
than the 80%) between the variables of the linear regression.

By including the analysis of the Hurst exponent, we found be-
tween 7 to 12 fractal harmonics on the quena, 12 to 19 fractal
harmonics on the recorder and 20 to 40 fractal harmonics on the
melodica. Additionally, it was found that the quena fractal slopes
γp were closer to the recorder rather than the melodica. The latter
was supported by the fact that the quena and recorder shared sim-
ilar physical characteristics like the typical resonator tube of the
flutes. In contrast, the melodica analysis returned greater differ-
ences with respect to the quena that were probably caused due to
the differentiated free-reeds action mechanism and other distinc-
tions in execution like the blowing air pressure or articulations.
Based on the 1/f fractal analysis, these findings supported our
initial hypotheses that γp fractal parameter was a useful attribute
for the description of musical sound with potential as a feature for
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Figure 8: Quena (Q), melodica (M), and recorder (R) analysis of
the left and right sidebands (channels p = 1, 2) for the first har-
monic of C5 note with six subbands (wavelet scales n = 1, . . . , 6).

musical instrument recognition and classification applications.

4. CONCLUSION

In this article it was presented an analysis of the quena by means
of the pseudo-periodic 1/f noise model by using the Harmonic
Band Wavelet Transform. The method and analysis described in
this paper were performed for the first time on the andean wind
instrument quena. By means of HBWT, it was obtained a suit-
able quena sound representation that enabled the development of
interesting sound transformations and sound analysis applications.

The two sound transformation techniques we presented were:
The harmonic band 1/f noise filtering, applied to the 1/f noise
isolation or to the pure harmonic content reconstruction and the
pitch-shifting, a modulation technique used to create new sound
signals with a different fundamental frequency based on the anal-
ysis of a previous source. Both transformation techniques demon-
strated acoustically interesting results. The last experiment was
a comparison between the quena, recorder and melodica in terms
of the fractal parameter γp. The results of the analysis pointed
out that the γp fractal parameter was a useful attribute for sound
description and characterization and a potential tool for musical
instruments recognition and classification applications.

The results presented in this paper were part of a research
project focused on the quena signal analysis and characterization
based on distinctive fractal attributes. The methodology presented
in this paper is scalable to the analysis of other types of musical
instruments, thus we considered the study of additional andean in-
struments for the future. The source code of our Python implemen-
tation of the sound analysis/synthesis method described in section
2 and the sound examples to the experiments described in section
3 are available at the URL: https://sites.google.com/
site/aldodiazsalazar/.
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